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nIE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: September 20, 1991

TO: Ms. Marjorie Messiter, EXTIP

FROM: Salah El Serafy, EA

EXTENSION: 81940

SUBJECT: Additional Questions and Answers

1. I suppose it is inevitable that a question about SALs' record

of success has to be added. The answer attempted in your draft is

quite sensible. However, and after consulting with colleagues in EAS,

I have amended the list a little. Ghana, we believe, should be

included (but see the altered wording).

2. Attached are two passages. The first can be used to lead to

the answer, and warn the reader about interpreting results. The other

should perhaps replace the last paragraph in your draft.

3. Good lucki

Attachment

cc: Mr. Grilli

Ms. Okonjo-Iweala
SES:eg



The adjustment process takes time and success or failure
should not be judged prematurely. It should be realized that
circumstances do change in the course of adjustment, and the results

are often a mixture of the impact of the adjustment process itself and

changes in circumstances such as the terms of trade, war and peace,

and economic conditions in trading partners. An element of judgment
is therefore inevitable in interpreting the outcome.

Subject to the reservations made above, an example of

successful structural adjustment is Ghana, where as a result of

sustained dorior support for the adjustment program, a prolonged period

of macroeconomic decline during the 1970s and early 1980s was

reversed. GDP rose in 1989 and growth and debt reduction are expected

to continue. Instances where past structural adjustment programs have

helped economies to improve their performance include Indonesia,
Kenya, Mauritius, Mexico, Thailand and Venezuela. Structural

adjustment has also proved effective in the last few years in

countries facing extremely challenging conditions such as in Eastern

Europe and Central America.



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: October 10, 1991

TO: Mr. Enzo Grilli, Director, EAS

FROM: Satish Mannan, EAS

EXTENSION: 81944

SUBJECT: Adjustment Operations Status Report

Please find attached the monthly status report for FY92 adjustment

operations as of September 30, 1991. Six adjustment operations were approved

during the first quarter of the fiscal year and 44 are planned during the next

three quarters.

FY91-92 IBRD & IDA COMMITMENTS
Y-T-D a>

Y-T-D a> As Percentage of Total

Lending Program

FY91 FY92 FY91 FY92 FY91 FY92

Actual Lending Actual Actual Actual

Program (%) (7)

AFRICA

Total ($mil) 3394.2 4285.6 105.9 387.8 3.1 9.0

O/W Adjust. ($mil) 1118.1 1883.9 .0 100.0 0.0 5.3

Adjust. (Z) 32.9 44.0 .0 25.8

ASIA
Total ($mil) 7490.9 10102.0 831.0 1680.6 11.1 16.6

O/W Adjust. ($mil) 604.5 1640.0 .0 150.0 0.0 9.1

Adjust. (Z) 8.1 16.2 .0 8.9

EMENA
Total ($mil) 6563.7 5902.8 472.0 503.4 7.2 8.5

O/W Adjust. ($mil) 2393.0 2750.7 300.0.- 250.0 12.5 9.1

Adjust. (Z) 36.5 46.6 63.6 49.7

LAC
Total ($mil) 5236.7 5860.7 165.0 846.1 3.2 14.4

O/W Adjust. ($mil) 1770.8 1795.6 90.0 475.0 5.1 26.5

Adjust. (Z) 33.8 30.6 54.5 56.1

TOTAL
Total ($mil) 22685.5 26151.1 1573.9 3417.9 6.9 13.1

O/W Adjust. ($mil) 5886.4 8070.2 - 390.0 975.0 6.6 12.1

Adjust. (Z) 25.9 30.9 7 24.8 28.5

a> Year-To-Date as of September 30 during each fiscal year.

As indicated in the above table, the share of adjustment lending is

planned to be 30.9% in FY92 as compared to 25.9% in FY91. A quick look at

FY92 planned shares of adjustment lending in each region indicates a

substantial increase over FY91 in Africa, Asia and EMENA, and a slight

decrease in LAC.
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QUARTERLY DISTRIBUTION OF ADJUSTMENT OPERATIONS APPROVALS

FY91 (Actuals) FY92 a> FY92 a>

End-August Plans End-September Plans

Number Z Number % Number Z

Quarter 1 2 6.1 6 12.5 6 12.0

Quarter 2 8 24.2 16 33.3 16 32.0

Quarter 3 8 24.2 12 25.0 12 24.0

Quarter 4 15 45.5 14 29.2 16 32.0

33 100.0 48 100.0 50 100.0

a> Quarter 1: Actual
Quarters 2-4: Planned

As shown above, about 32Z of the FY92 adjustment operations are

scheduled to go to the Board during the fourth quarter of the fiscal year

as compared to 46% in FY91. However, the latest planned percentage share

for the fourth quarter (32%) is slightly higher than 29% as indicated in

end-August plans.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Bock
Mrs. Okonjo-Iweala
EAS Staff

SMannan/lcu
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REPORT 122P
FY92 ADJUSTMENT OPERATIONS STATUS REPORT

(AS OF SEPTEMBER 30, 1991)

IBRD IDA TOTAL
BOARD STATUS COUNTRY NAME TYPE BOARDDATE NUMBER (SMIL) (SMIL) ($MIL)

APPROVED ARGENTINA PUBLIC SCTR REF SAD 07/30/91 1 325.0 .0 325.0
BOLIVIA SAC SAL 09/17/91 1 .0 40.0 40.0
BULGARIA SAL I SAL 08/01/91 1 250.0 .0 250.0
INDIA OIL & GAS SECTOR DEVELOPMENT SAD 07/23/91 1 150.0 .0 150.0
KENYA EDUCATION SECT.ADJ.CREDIT SAD 09/05/91 1 .0 100.0 100.0
NICARAGUA ECON.REC.CR. SAL 09/26/91 1 .0 110.0 110.0

TOTAL APPROVED 6 725.0 250.0 975.0

PLANNED AFRICA REGION UDEAC/BEAC SAD 03/03/92 1 130.0 33.4 163.4
ALGERIA TRADE, PRICE & FISCAL REFORM SAL 03/17/92 1 250.0 .0 250.0
BANGLADESH PUBLIC RESOURCE MGT ADJ SAL 03/31/92 1 .0 150.0 150.0
BURKINA FASO AG. SECAL SAD 04/21/92 1 .0 28.0 28.0
BURUNDI SAL III SAL 04/14/92 1 .0 30.0 30.0
COSTA RICA SAL III SAL 05/19/92 1 100.0 .0 100.0
CZECHOSLOVAKIA FSAL SAD 06/25/92 1 200.0 .0 200.0
GHANA AGRIC SECAL SAD 12/17/91 1 .0 80.0 80.0

FINSAC SAD 12/03/91 1 .0 80.0 80.0
GUATEMALA SAL I SAL 03/17/92 1 100.0 .0 100.0
GUINEA-BISSAU SAC III SAL 06/18/92 1 .0 31.8 31.8
HONDURAS ENERGY SCTR SAD 10/31/91 1 .0 50.6 50.6
HUNGARY ENTERPRISE RESTRUCT/PRIVAT. SAD 12/17/91 1 200.0 .0 200.0
INDIA FINAN INTERM LOAN SAD 02/25/92 1 500.0 .0 500.0

SAL I SAL 11/26/91 1 400.0 100.0 500.0
SOCIAL DIMENSIONS I SAD 05/26/92 1 .0 200.0 200.0

JAMAICA PRIVATE SCTR DEV SAD 06/23/92 1 50.0 .0 50.0
LAO P.D.R. SAC II SAL 10/01/91 1 .0 40.0 40.0
MADAGASCAR INCENTIVE PROMOTION SAD 05/26/92 1 .0 116.8 116.8
MALAWI ENTREPRENENRSHIP & CAPITAL MA SAL 12/17/91 1 .0 70.0 70.0
MOROCCO PERL II SAD 05/26/92 1 200.0 .0 200.0

SAL II SAL 12/17/91 1 200.0 .0 200.0
MOZAMBIQUE ECON. ADJ PROG SAL 03/17/92 1 .0 129.0 129.0
NIGERIA ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SAD 12/10/91 1 .0 25.0 25.0

PAKISTAN ITAL SAD 05/21/92 1 200.0 .0 200.0
PUBLIC SECTOR ADJUSTMENT LOAN SAL 03/05/92 1 50.0 150.7 200.7

PANAMA ECON.REC.LN SAL 01/07/92 1 120.0 .0 120.0
PERU FIN SCTR REFORM SAL 06/16/92 1 300.0 .0 300.0

SAL SAL 02/18/92 1 300.0 .0 300.0
TRADE POLICY SAD 12/10/91 1 300.0 .0 300.0

POLAND AGR. SECTOR ADJUSTMENT LN SAD 06/17/92 1 200.0 .0 200.0
DDSR DRL 06/04/92 1 350.0 .0 350.0

REPUBLIC OF COTE D'IVO FIN SECTOR ADJ SAD 10/01/91 1 150.0 50.0 200.0
REGULATORY REFORM SAD 12/17/91 '1 150.0 .0 150.0

ROMANIA SAL I SAL 02/25/92 1 300.0 .0 300.0
RWANDA FINANCIAL SECTOR ADJ SAL 02/25/92 1 .0 39.9 39.9

SIERRA LEONE IMPORT SUPPORT SAL 12/17/91 1 .0 50.0 50.0
TANZANIA FIN SECTOR SAD 12/10/91 1 .0 140.0 140.0

INDUSTRIAL RESTRUCTURING SAD 05/26/92 1 .0 100.0 100.0
TUNISIA ECON.& FIN.REFORM SUPPORT SAL 11/26/91 1 200.0 .0 200.0

UGANDA SAC I SAL 11/26/91 1 .0 125.0 125.0
VIET NAM SAC I SAL 05/05/92 1 .0 100.0 100.0

ZAMBIA PRIVATIZATION/IND. REFORM CRD SAD 05/12/92 1 .0 100.0 100.0

ZIMBABWE SAL I SAL 02/25/92 1 125.0 .0 125.0

TOTAL PLANNED 44 5075.0 2020.2 7095.2

TOTAL 50 5800.0 2270.2 8070.2

TYPE : SAL STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT LOAN
SAD - SECTOR ADJUSTMENT LOAN
DRL - DEBT REDUCTION LOAN

eIOPLEMENTAL AND B-LOANS ARE SHOWN AS 0 IN THE NUMBER COLUMN.
EAS
10/10/91



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: September 9, 1991

TO: Mr. Enzo Grilli, Director, EAS

FROM: Satish Mannan, EAS

EXTENSION: 81944

SUBJECT: Adjustment Operations Status Report

Please find attached the monthly status report for FY92 adjustment

operations as of August 31, 1991. Three adjustment operations were approved

during the first two months of the current fiscal year and 45 are planned

during the next ten months.

FY91-92 IBRD & IDA COMMITMENTS
Y-T-D a>

Y-T-D a> As Percentage of Total

Lending Program

FY91 FY92 FY91 FY92 FY91 FY92

Actual Lending Actual Actual Actual,

Program (Z) (%)

AFRICA

Total ($mil) 3394.2 4016.7 32.1 282.4 0.9 7.0

O/W Adjust. ($mil) 1118.1 1614.2 .0 .0 0.0 0.0

Adjust. (%) 32.9 40.2 .0 .0

ASIA
Total ($mil) 7490.9 9243.8 450.0 880.0 6.0 9.5

O/W Adjust. ($mil) 604.5 1640.0 .0 150.0 0.0 9.1

Adjust. (%) 8.1 17.7 .0 17.0

EMENA

Total ($mil) 6563.7 6374.3 430.0 350.0 6.6 5.5

0/W Adjust. ($mil) 2393.0 2750.3 300.0 250.0 12.5 9.1

Adjust. (%) 36.5 43.1 69.8 71.4

LAC
Total ($mil) 5236.7 5946.1 75.0 420.0 1.4 7.1

O/W Adjust. ($mil) 1770.8 1756.2 .0 325.0 0.0 18.5

Adjust. (Z) 33.8 29.5 .0 77.4

TOTAL
Total ($mil) 22685.5 25580.9 987.1 1932.4 4.4 7.6

O/W Adjust. ($mil) 5886.4 7760.7 300.0 725.0 5.1 9.3

Adjust. (%) 25.9 30.3 30.4 37.5

a> Year-To-Date as of August 31 during each fiscal year.

As indicated in the above table, the share of adjustment lending is

planned to be 30.3% in FY92 as compared to 25.9% in FY91. A .quick look at

FY92 planned shares of adjustment lending in each region indicates a

substantial increase over FY91 in Africa, Asia and EMENA, and a slight

decrease in LAC.
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QUARTERLY DISTRIBUTION OF ADJUSTMENT OPERATIONS APPROVALS

FY91 (Actuals) FY92 FY92
End-July Plans End-August Plans

Number z Number z Number %

Quarter 1 2 6.1 6 12.2 6 12.5

Quarter 2 8 24.2 18 36.7 16 33.3

Quarter 3 8 24.2 15 30.6 12 25.0

Quarter 4 15 45.5 10 20.4 14 29.2

33 100.0 49 100.0 48 100.0

As shown above, about 29% of the FY92 adjustment operations are

scheduled to go to the Board during the fourth quarter of the fiscal year

as compared to 46% in FY91. However, the latest planned percentage share

for the fourth quarter (29%) has increased from 20% as indicated in end-

July plans.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Bock
Mrs. Okonjo-Iweala
EAS Staff

SMannan/gs
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REPORT 122P
FY92 ADJUSTMENT OPERATIONS STATUS REPORT

(AS OF AUGUST 31, 1991)

IBRD IDA TOTAL
BOARD STATUS COUNTRY NAME TYPE BOARDDATE NUMBER (SMIL) ($MIL) ($MIL)

APPROVED ARGENTINA PUBLIC SCTR REF SAD 07/30/91 1 325.0 .0 325.0
BULGARIA SAL I SAL 08/01/91 1 250.0 .0 250.0
INDIA OIL & GAS SECTOR DEVELOPMENT SAD 07/23/91 1 150.0 .0 150.0

TOTAL APPROVED 3 725.0 .0 725.0

PLANNED AFRICA REGION UDEAC/BEAC SAD 03/03/92 1 130.0 33.4 163.4

ALGERIA TRADE & FISCAL REFORM SAL 03/17/92 1 250.0 .0 250.0
BANGLADESH PUBLIC RESOURCE MGT ADJ SAL 02/11/92 1 .0 150.0 150.0
BOLIVIA SAC SAL 09/10/91 1 .0 40.0 40.0
BURKINA FASO AG. SECAL SAD 03/17/92 1 .0 28.0 28.0

BURUNDI SAL III SAL 04/14/92 1 .0 30.0 30.0
COSTA RICA SAL III SAL 05/19/92 1 100.0 .0 100.0
CZECHOSLOVAKIA FSAL SAD 06/25/92 1 200.0 .0 200.0
GHANA AGRIC SECAL SAD 12/17/91 1 .0 80.0 80.0

FINSAC SAD 11/26/91 1 .0 80.0 80.0
GUATEMALA SAL I SAL 03/17/92 1 80.0 .0 80.0
GUINEA-BISSAU SAC III SAL 06/18/92 1 .0 31.8 31.8
HONDURAS ENERGY SCTR SAD 10/29/91 1 20.0 31.2 51.2
HUNGARY ENTERPRISE RESTRUCT/PRIVAT. SAD 12/03/91 1 200.0 .0 200.0
INDIA FINAN INTERM LOAN SAD 03/17/92 1 400.0 .0 400.0

SAL I SAL 11/26/91 1 500.0 .0 500.0
SOCIAL DIMENSIONS I SAD 05/26/92 1 .0 300.0 300.0

JAMAICA PRIVATE SCTR DEV I SAD 06/23/92 1 50.0 .0 50.0
KENYA EDUCATION SECT.ADJ.CREDIT SAD 09/05/91 1 .0 100.0 100.0

LAO P.D.R. SAC II SAL 10/01/91 1 .0 40.0 40.0
MADAGASCAR INCENTIVE PROMOTION SAD 02/25/92 1 .0 117.0 117.0

MALAWI ENTREPRENENRSHIP & CAPITAL MA SAL 12/17/91 1 .0 70.0 70.0
MOROCCO PERL II SAD 05/26/92 1 200.0 .0 200.0

SAL II SAL 12/17/91 1 200.0 .0 200.0

MOZAMBIQUE ECON. ADJ PROG SAL 03/17/92 1 .0 129.0 129.0

NICARAGUA ECON.REC.CR. SAL 09/24/91 1 .0 110.0 110.0

NIGERIA ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SAD 12/10/91 1 .0 25.0 25.0
PAKISTAN ITAL SAD 05/21/92 1 200.0 .0 200.0

PUBLIC SECTOR ADJUSTMENT LOAN SAL 03/05/92 1 50.0 150.3 200.3

PANAMA ECON.REC.LN SAL 01/07/92 1 100.0 .0 100.0

PERU FIN SCTR REFORM SAL 06/16/92 1 300.0 .0 300.0
SAL SAL 02/18/92 1 300.0 .0 300.0

TRADE POLICY SAD 11/26/91 1 300.0 .0 300.0

POLAND AGR. SECTOR ADJUSTMENT LN SAD 06/16/92 1 200.0 .0 200.0
DDSR DRL 06/04/92 1 350.0 .0 350.0

REPUBLIC OF COTE D'IVO FIN SECTOR ADJ SAD 10/01/91 1 120.0 .0 120.0

ROMANIA SAL I SAL 12/24/91 1 300.0 .0 300.0

SIERRA LEONE IMPORT SUPPORT SAL 12/17/91 1 .0 50.0 50.0
TANZANIA FIN SECTOR SAD 12/10/91 1 .0 140.0 140.0

INDUSTRIAL RESTRUCTURING SAD 05/19/92 1 .0 100.0 100.0

TUNISIA ECON.& FIN.REFORM SUPPORT SAL 11/26/91 1 200.0 .0 200.0

UGANDA SAC I SAL 11/12/91 1 .0 125.0 125.0

VIET NAM SAC I SAL 05/05/92 1 .0 100.0 100.0

ZAMBIA PRIVATIZATION/IND. REFORM CRD SAD 04/21/92 1 .0 100.0 100.0

ZIMBABWE SAL I SAL 02/25/92 1 125.0 .0 125.0

TOTAL PLANNED 45 4875.0 2160.7 7035.7

TOTAL 48 5600.0 2160.7 7760.7

TYPE SAL - STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT LOAN
SAD - SECTOR ADJUSTMENT LOAN
DRL - DEBT REDUCTION LOAN

SUPPLEMENTAL AND B-LOANS ARE SHOWN AS 0 IN THE NUMBER COLUMN.
EAS
09/09/91



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: August 7, 1991

TO: Mr. Enzo Grilli, Director, EAS

FROM: Satish Mannan, EAS

EXTENSION: 81944

SUBJECT: Adjustment Operations Status Report

Please find attached the monthly status report for FY92 adjustment

operations as of July 31, 1991. Two adjustment operations were approved

during the first month of the current fiscal year and 47 are planned during

the next eleven months.

FY91-92 IBRD & IDA COMMITMENTS
Y-T-D a>

Y-T-D a> As Percentage of Tot<

Lending Program

FY91 FY92 FY91 FY92 FY91 FY92

Actual Lending Actual Actual Actual

Program (Z) (7)

AFRICA

Total (Smil) 3394.2 4062.1 14.9 244.6 0.4 6.0

O/W Adjust. ($mil) 1118.1 1689.0 .0 .0 0.0 0.0

Adjust. (Z) 32.9 41.6 .0 .0

ASIA

Total ($mil) 7490.9 8868.2 386.0 755.0 5.2 8.5

O/W Adjust. ($mil) 604.5 1690.0 .0 150.0 0.0 8.9

Adjust. (Z) 8.1 19.1 .0 19.9

EMENA

Total ($mil) 6563.7 6358.2 300.0 . 4.6 0.0

O/W Adjust. ($mil) 2393.0 2551.1 300.0 . 12.5 0.0

Adjust. (Z) 36.5 40.1 100.0

LAC
Total ($mil) 5236.7 5592.1 75.0 420.0 1.4 7.5

0/W Adjust. ($mil) 1770.8 1723.2 .0 325.0 0.0 18.9

Adjust. (Z) 33.8 30.8 .0 77.4

TOTAL
Total ($mil) 22685.5 24880.6 775.9 14-19.6 3.4 5.7

0/W Adjust. ($mil) 5886.4 7653.3 300.0 475.0 5.1 6.2

Adjust. (%) 25.9 30.8 38.7 33.5

a> Year-To-Date as of July 31 during each fiscal year.

As indicated in the above table, the share of adjustment lending is

planned to be 30.8% in FY92 as compared to 25.8% in FY91. A quick look at

FY92 planned shares of adjustment lending in each region indicates a

substantial increase over FY91 in Africa, Asia and EMENA, and a slight

decrease in LAC.
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QUARTERLY DISTRIBUTION OF ADJUSTMENT OPERATIONS APPROVALS

FY90 FY91 FY92 a>

Number % Number 7 Number %

Quarter 1 2 6.3 2 6.1 6 12.2

Quarter 2 5 15.6 8 24.2 18 36.7

Quarter 3 7 21.9 8 24.2 15 30.6

Quarter 4 18 56.2 15 45.5 10 20.4

32 100.0 33 100.0 49 100.0

a> Planned

The above quarterly distribution of the adjustment operations

continues to show an improvement in the bunching problem over the last

two years. Only 20% of the FY92 adjustment operations are scheduled to

go to the Board during the last quarter of the current fiscal year as

compared to 46% in FY91 and 56% in FY90.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Bock
Mrs. Okonjo-Iweala
EAS Staff

SMannan/lcu
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REPORT 122P
FY92 ADJUSTMENT OPERATIONS STATUS REPORT

(AS OF JULY 31, 1991)

IBRD IDA TOTAL
-- D STATUS COUNTRY NAME TYPE BOARDDATE NUMBER (SMIL) (SMIL) (SMIL)

APPROVED ARGENTINA PUBLIC SCTR REF SAD 07/30/91 1 325.0 .0 325.0
INDIA OIL & GAS SECTOR DEVELOPMENT SAD 07/23/91 1 150.0 .0 150.0

TOTAL APPROVED 2 475.0 .0 475.0

PLANNED AFRICA REGION UDEAC/BEAC SAD 03/03/92 1 130.0 33.4 163.4
ALGERIA FISCAL & TRADE ADJUSTMENT SAL 01/07/92 1 250.0 .0 250.0
BANGLADESH IND SECTOR SECAL II SAD 03/31/92 1 .0 100.0 100.0

PUBLIC RESOURCE MGT ADJ SAL 03/31/92 1 .0 100.0 100.0
BOLIVIA SAC SAL 08/27/91 1 .0 40.0 40.0
BULGARIA SAL I SAL 08/01/91 1 250.0 .0 250.0
BURKINA FASO AG. SECAL SAD 03/17/92 1 .0 28.0 28.0
BURUNDI SAL III SAL 03/10/92 1 .0 76.6 76.6
COSTA RICA SAL III SAL 05/19/92 1 100.0 .0 100.0
CZECHOSLOVAKIA FSAL SAD 06/25/92 1 200.0 .0 200.0
GHANA AGRIC SECAL SAD 12/17/91 1 .0 80.0 80.0

FINSAC SAD 11/26/91 1 .0 80.0 80.0
GUATEMALA SAL I SAL 03/17/92 1 80.0 .0 80.0
GUINEA-BISSAU SAC III SAL 06/18/92 1 .0 31.8 31.8
HONDURAS ENERGY SCTR SAD 10/29/91 1 20.0 31.1 51.1
HUNGARY ENTERPRISE RESTRUCT/PRIVAT. SAD 12/12/91 1 200.0 .0 200.0
INDIA FINAN INTERM LOAN SAD 03/17/92 1 400.0 .0 400.0

SAL I SAL 11/26/91 1 500.0 .0 500.0
SOCIAL DIMENSIONS I SAD 05/26/92 1 .0 300.0 300.0

JAMAICA PRIVATE SCTR DEV I SAD 06/23/92 1 25.0 .0 25.0
KENYA EDUCATION SECT.ADJ.CREDIT SAD 09/03/91 1 .0 100.0 100.0
LAO P.D.R. SAC II SAL 10/01/91 1 .0 40.0 40.0
MADAGASCAR INCENTIVE PROMOTION SAD 12/17/91 1 .0 115.2 115.2
MALAWI ENTREPRENENRSHIP & CAPITAL MA SAL 12/17/91 1 .0 70.0 70.0
MOROCCO PERL II SAD 02/25/92 1 200.0 .0 200.0

SAL II SAL 12/17/91 1 200.0 .0 200.0
MOZAMBIQUE ECON. ADJ PROG SAL 03/17/92 1 .0 129.0 129.0
NICARAGUA ECON.REC.CR. SAL 09/17/91 1 .0 102.1 102.1
NIGERIA ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SAD 03/10/92 1 .0 25.0 25.0
PAKISTAN PUBLIC SECTOR ADJUSTMENT LOAN SAL 02/04/92 1 100.0 101.1 201.1
PANAMA ECON.REC.LN SAL 12/17/91 1 100.0 .0 100.0
PERU FIN SCTR REFORM SAL 06/16/92 1 300.0 .0 300.0

SAL SAL 02/18/92 1 300.0 .0 300.0
TRADE POLICY SAD 10/29/91 1 300.0 .0 300.0

POLAND AGR. SECTOR ADJUSTMENT LN SAD 12/17/91 1 200.0 .0 200.0
DDSR DRL 06/04/92 1 350.0 .0 350.0

REPUBLIC OF COTE D'IVO FIN SECTOR ADJ SAD 12/17/91 1 120.0 .0 120.0
ROMANIA SAL I SAL 12/24/91 1 300.0 .0 300.0
SENEGAL AG SECAL SAD 05/19/92 1 .0 30.0 30.0
SIERRA LEONE IMPORT SUPPORT SAL 11/12/91 1 .0 50.0 50.0
TANZANIA FIN SECTOR SAD 12/10/91 1 .0 140.0 140.0

INDUSTRIAL RESTRUCTURING SAD 05/19/92 1 .0 100.0 100.0
TUNISIA ECON.& FIN.REFORM SUPPORT SAL 11/05/91 1 200.0 .0 200.0
UGANDA SAC I SAL 11/12/91 1 .0 125.0 125.0
VIET NAM SAC I SAL 03/31/92 1 .0 100.0 100.0
ZAMBIA PRIVATIZATION/IND. REFORM CRD SAD 04/21/92 1 .0 100.0 100.0
ZIMBABWE SAL I SAL 01/07/92 1 125.0 .0 125.0

TOTAL PLANNED 47 4950.0 2228.3 7178.3

TOTAL 49 5425.0 2228.3 7653.3

TYPE : SAL STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT LOAN
SAD - SECTOR ADJUSTMENT LOAN
DRL - DEBT REDUCTION LOAN

SUPPLEMENTAL AND B-LOANS ARE SHOWN AS 0 IN THE NUMBER COLUMN.
EAS
08/07/91
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PATE 1

REPORT S070291A
FY91 ADJUSTMENT OPERATIONS

Project IBRD IDA TOTAL
C( t NAME ID TYPE BOARDDATE NUMBER ($M1L) ($MIL) ($MIL)

ALGERIA ENTER.& FIN. SECTOR RESTRUCT. 5ALGPA092 SAD 06/21/91 1 350.0 .0 350.0
ARGENTINA PUB ENTRP REF ADJ 6ARGPA073 SAD 02/12/91 1 300.0 .0 300.0

BANGLADESH FINAN. SECTOR CRE SUPPLEMENT 4BANPA219 SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 3.5 3.5
BOLIVIA FIN SEC ADJ SUPLM III 6BOLPA086 SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 14.5 14.5

BURKINA FASO SAL I 3BURPA054 SAL 06/27/91 1 .0 80.0 80.0
COLOMBIA PUB SCTR REF 6CLMPA200 SAD 12/11/90 1 304.0 .0 304.0

COMOROS MACROECON. REFORM & CAPA. BLDG 3COMPA013 SAL 06/13/91 1 .0 8.0 8.0

CZECHOSLOVAKIA SAL I 5CZKPA003 SAL 06/26/91 1 450.0 .0 450.0

EGYPT, ARAB REPUBLIC 0 STRUCTURAL ADJUST. 5EGTPA169 SAL 06/21/91 1 300.0 .0 300.0
EL SALVADOR SAL I 6ESLPA030 SAL 02/12/91 1 75.0 .0 75.0

GHANA Priv. Invest. Promotion 3GHAPA084 SAL 05/07/91 1 .0 120.0 120.0
SAC II 3GHAPA120 SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 8.3 8.3

GUYANA SAC SUPPLM II 6GUYPA037 SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 4.3 4.3

6GUYPA038 SAL 06/11/91 0 .0 18.0 18.0

HONDURAS SAC 6HDSPA059 SAL 01/29/91 1 .0 20.0 20.0
SAL II 6HDSPA055 SAL 09/13/90 1 90.0 .0 90.0

HUNGARY SAL II 5HUNPA058 SAL 06/19/91 1 250.0 .0 250.0

INDONESIA PSDL II 41NSPA295 SAL 11/13/90 1 250.0 .0 250.0

JAMAICA TRADE&FIN SAD II 6JAMPA067 SAD 03/21/91 1 30.0 .0 30.0

KENYA AG.SECTOR ADJUST. II 3KENPA111 SAD 01/17/91 1 .0 75.0 75.0

EXPORT DEVELOPMENT 3KENPA137 SAD 12/20/90 1 .0 100.0 100.0
FINALCIAL SECTOR ADJUSTMENT 3KENPA149 SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 67.3 67.3

MADAGASCAR PUBLIC SECTOR ADJUSTMENT 3MAGPA107 SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 1.7 1.7

MALAWI IND/TRADE 3MALPA089 SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 7.2 7.2

MALI SAL I 3MLIPA049 SAL 1?/11/90 1 .0 70.0 70.0

MAURITANIA P.E. SECTOR ADJUS'TMENT 3MTAPA053 SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 4.0 4.0

MEXICO AGRIC. SECTOR ADJ. II 6MXCPA165 SAD 06/25/91 1 400.0 .0 400.0

EXPORT SCTR 6MXCPA153 SAD 03/26/91 1 300.0 .0 300.0

MOROCCO FINANCIAL SECTOR DEVELOPMENT 5MYCPA148 SAD 06/25/91 1 235.0 .0 235.0

PAKISTAN SUPPLEMENTAL LOAN TO ESL II 5PAKPA260 SAD 06/21/91 0 28.0 .0 28.0

Pf >INES ENV. & NAT. RES. MGT. (SECAL) 4PHLPA152 SAD 06/25/91 1 158.0 66.0 224.0

P( FIN. INST. DEVELOP. 5POLPA022 SAD 06/11/91 1 200.0 .0 200.0

RESTR. AND PRIV. 5POLPA008 SAD 06/11/91 1 280.0 .0 280.0

SAL I 5POLPA025 SAL 07/31/90 1 300.0 .0 300.0

REPUBLIC OF BENIN SAL II 3BENPA049 SAL 06/27/91 1 .0 55.0 55.0

RWANDA SAL I 3RWAPA059 SAL 06/19/91 1 .0 90.0 90.0

SENEGAL SAL IV 3SENPA100 SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 7.1 7.1

SRI LANKA ECO RESTRUCT CRE SUPPLEMENT 4SRIPA103 SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 7.0 7.0

PUBLIC MANUF. ENT ADJ.(SECAL) 4SRIPA057 SAD 11/27/90 1 .0 120.0 120.0

TANZANIA AGRIC ADJUSTMENT 3TANPA138 SAD 12/14/90 0 .0 16.1 16.1

TOGO POPULATION/HEALTH ADJUSTMENT 3TOGPA038 SAD 02/28/91 1 .0 14.2 14.2

SAL IV 3TOGPA045 SAL 12/18/90 1 .0 55.0 55.0

UGANDA AG SECTOR ADJ CREDIT 3UANPA067 SAD 12/13/90 1 .0 100.0 100.0

ECON REC II 3UANPA087 SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 2.0 2.0

URUGUAY DDSR SUPPORT 6URUPA062 DRL 05/14/91 1 65.0 .0 65.0

VENEZUELA INTEREST SUPPORT LN 6VENPA041 DRL 12/13/90 1 150.0 .0 150.0

ZAMBIA RECOVERY CREDIT 3ZAMPA087 SAL 03/05/91 1 .0 210.0 210.0
3ZAMPA095 SAL 03/05/91 0 .0 27.2 27.2

TOTAL 33 4515.0 1371.4 5886.4

TYPE : SAL - STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT LOAN
SAD - SECTOR ADJUSTMENT LOAN
DRL - DEBT REDUCTION LOAN

SUPPLEMENTAL AND B-LOANS ARE SHOWN AS 0 IN THE NUMBER COLUMN.
EAS
07/03/91



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: June 14, 1991

TO: Mr. Enzo Grilli, Director, EAS

FROM: Satish Mannan, EAS

EXTENSION: 81944

SUBJECT: Adjustment Operations Status Report

Please find attached the monthly status report for FY91 adjustment

operations as of May 31, 1991. Twenty adjustment operations were approved

during the first eleven months of the current fiscal year and 13 are planned

during the final month.

FY90-91 IBRD & IDA COMMITMENTS

Y-T-D a>

Y-T-D a> As Percentage of Total

Lending Program

FY90 FY91 FY90 FY91 FY90 FY91
Actual Lending Actual Actual Actual

Program (Z) (7)
AFRICA

Total ($mil) 3932.9 3430.8 3281.7 2628.7 83.4 76.6

O1W Adjust. ($mil) 1284.8 1118.2 1037.0 885.1 80.7 79.2

Adjust. (Z) 32.7 32.6 31.6 33.7

ASIA

Total ($mil) 6397.1 7440.9 4993.9 5446.7 78.1 73.2

O/W Adjust. ($mil) 521.7 604.5 292.3 380.5 56.0 62.9

Adjust. (Z) 8.2 8.1 5.9 7.0

EMENA
Total ($mil) 4407.0 6478.8 3057.2 2568.5 69.4 39.6

O1W Adjust. ($mil) 1180.0 2285.0 980.0 300.0 83.1 13.1
Adjust. (Z) 26.8 35.3 32.1 11.7

LAC
Total ($mil) 5964.7 4976.4 4756.2 3783.3 79.7 76.0
O/W Adjust. ($mil) 2442.1 1752.8 1714.1 1352.8 70.2 77.2

Adjust. (%) 40.9 35.2 36.0 35.8

TOTAL
Total ($mil) 20701.7 22326.9 16089.0 14427.2 77.7 64.6

0/W Adjust. ($mil) 5428.6 5760.5 4023.4 2918.4 74.1 50.7

Adjust. (Z) 26.2 25.8 25.0 20.2

a> Year-To-Date as of May 31 during each fiscal year.

As indicated in the above table, the share of adjustment lending is
planned to be 25.8Z in FY91 as compared to 26.2Z in FY90. A quick look at

FY91 planned shares of adjustment lending in each region indicates no

significant changes over FY90 in Africa and Asia, a substantial increase in
EMENA, and a slight decrease in LAC.
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QUARTERLY DISTRIBUTION OF ADJUSTMENT OPERATIONS APPROVALS

FY89 FY90 FY91 a>

Number Z Number Z Number Z

Quarter 1 3 8.8 2 6.3 2 6.1

Quarter 2 5 14.7 5 15.6 8 24.2

Quarter 3 1 2.9 7 21.9 8 24.2

Quarter 4 25 73.6 18 56.2 15 45.5

34 100.0 32 100.0 33 100.0

a> Quarters 1-3: Actual

Quarter 4: Planned

The above quarterly distribution of the adjustment operations

continues to show an improvement in the bunching problem over the last
two years. About 46% of the FY91 adjustment operations are scheduled to

go to the Board during the last quarter of the current fiscal year as

compared to 56% in FY90 and 74Z in FY89.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Bock
Mrs. Okonjo-Iweala
EAS Staff

SMannan/lcu
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REPORT 122P
FY91 ADJUSTMENT OPERATIONS STATUS REPORT

(AS OF MAY 31, 1991)

IBRD IDA TOTAL
STATUS COUNTRY NAME TYPE BOARDDATE NUMBER (SMIL) ($MIL) (SMIL)

APPROVED ARGENTINA PUB ENTRP REF ADJ SAD 02/12/91 1 300.0 .0 300.0
BANGLADESH FINAN. SECTOR CRE SUPPLEMENT SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 3.5 3.5
BOLIVIA FIN SEC ADJ SUPLM III SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 14.5 14.5

COLOMBIA PUB SCTR REF SAD 12/11/90 1 304.0 .0 304.0
EL SALVADOR SAL I SAL 02/12/91 1 75.0 .0 75.0

GHANA Priv. Invest. Promotion SAL 05/07/91 1 .0 120.0 120.0
SAC II SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 8.3 8.3

GUYANA SAC SUPPLM II SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 4.3 4.3

HONDURAS SAC SAL 01/29/91 1 .0 20.0 20.0
SAL II SAL 09/13/90 1 90.0 .0 90.0

INDONESIA PSDL II SAL 11/13/90 1 250.0 .0 250.0

JAMAICA TRADE&FIN SAD II SAD 03/21/91 1 30.0 .0 30.0

KENYA AG.SECTOR ADJUST. II SAD 01/17/91 1 .0 75.0 75.0
EXPORT DEVELOPMENT SAD 12/20/90 1 .0 100.0 100.0
FINALCIAL SECTOR ADJUSTMENT SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 67.3 67.3

MADAGASCAR PUBLIC SECTOR ADJUSTMENT SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 1.7 1.7

MALAWI IND/TRADE SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 7.2 7.2

MALI SAL I SAL 12/11/90 1 .0 70.0 70.0

MAURITANIA P.E. SECTOR ADJUSTMENT SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 4.0 4.0

MEXICO EXPORT SCTR SAD 03/26/91 1 300.0 .0 300.0

POLAND SAL I SAL 07/31/90 1 300.0 .0 300.0

SENEGAL SAL IV SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 7.1 7.1

SRI LANKA ECO RESTRUCT CRE SUPPLEMENT SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 7.0 7.0
PUBLIC MANUF. ENT ADJ.(SECAL) SAD 11/27/90 1 .0 120.0 120.0

TANZANIA AGRIC ADJUSTMENT SAD 12/14/90 0 .0 16.1 16.1

TOGO POPULATION/HEALTH ADJUSTMENT SAD 02/28/91 1 .0 14.2 14.2
SAL IV SAL 12/18/90 1 .0 55.0 55.0

UGANDA AG SECTOR ADJ CREDIT SAD 12/13/90 1 .0 100.0 100.0
ECON REC II SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 2.0 2.0

URUGUAY DDSR SUPPORT DRL 05/14/91 1 65.0 .0 65.0

VENEZUELA INTEREST SUPPORT LN DRL 12/13/90 1 150.0 .0 150.0

ZAMBIA RECOVERY CREDIT SAL 03/05/91 1 .0 237.2 237.2

TOTAL APPROVED 20 1864.0 1054.4 2918.4

PLANNED ALGERIA ENTER.& FIN. SECTOR RESTRUCT. SAD 06/20/91 1 350.0 .0 350.0

BURKINA FASO SAL I SAL 06/25/91 1 .0 80.0 80.0

COMOROS MACROECON. REFORM & CAPA. BLDG SAL 06/13/91 1 .0 8.1 8.1

CZECHOSLOVAKIA SAL I SAL 06/27/91 1 450.0 .0 450.0

EGYPT, ARAB REPUBLIC 0 STRUCTURAL ADJUST. SAL 06/19/91 1 300.0 .0 300.0

HUNGARY SAL II SAL 06/20/91 1 200.0 .0 200.0

MEXICO AG SCTR/FOOD SECURITY SAD 06/13/91 1 400.0 .0 400.0

MOROCCO FINANCIAL SECTOR DEVELOPMENT SAD 06/27/91 1 235.0 .0 235.0

PHILIPPINES ENV. & NAT. RES. MGT. (SECAL) SAD 06/20/91 1 158.0 66.0 224.0

POLAND FIN. INST. DEVELOP. SAD 06/11/91 1 150.0 .0 150.0

RESTR. AND PRIV. SAD 06/11/91 1 300.0 .0 300.0

REPUBLIC OF BENIN SAL II SAL 06/27/91 1 .0 55.0 55.0

RWANDA SAL I SAL 06/19/91 1 .0 90.0 90.0

TOTAL PLANNED 13 2543.0 299.1 2842.1

TOTAL 33 4407.0 1353.5 5760.5

TYPE : SAL - STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT LOAN
SAD - SECTOR ADJUSTMENT LOAN
DRL - DEBT REDUCTION LOAN

SUPPLEMENTAL AND B-LOANS ARE SHOWN AS 0 IN THE NUMBER COLUMN.
EAS
06/13/91



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: May 13, 1991

TO: Mr. Enzo Grilli, Director, EAS

FROM: Satish Mannan, EAS

EXTENSION: 81944

SUBJECT: Adjustment Operations Status Report

Please find attached the monthly status report for FY91 adjustment

operations as of April 30, 1991. Eighteen adjustment operations were approved

during the first ten months of the current fiscal year and 15 are planned

during the final two months.

FY90-91 IBRD & IDA COMMITMENTS
Y-T-D a>

Y-T-D a> As Percentage of Total

Lending Program

FY90 FY91 FY90 FY91 FY90 FY91

Actual Lending Actual Actual Actual

Program (%) (%)

AFRICA
Total ($mil) 3932.9 3565.7 2726.8 1872.2 69.3 52.5

O/W Adjust. ($mil) 1284.8 1255.1 862.6 765.1 67.1 61.0

Adjust. (Z) 32.7 35.2 31.6 40.9

ASIA
Total ($mil) 6397.1 7701.4 3382.5 4387.2 52.9 57.0

O/W Adjust. ($mil) 521.7 704.5 202.3 380.5 38.8 54.0

Adjust. (Z) 8.2 9.1 6.0 8.7

EMENA
Total ($mil) 4407.0 6206.8 2758.7 1988.6 62.6 32.0

0/W Adjust. ($mil) 1180.0 1500.0 980.0 300.0 83.1 20.0
Adjust. (Z) 26.8 24.2 35.5 15.1

LAC
Total ($mil) 5964.7 5263.4 4222.1 3385.1 70.8 64.3

O/W Adjust. ($mil) 2442.1 2052.8 1334.1 1287.8 54.6 62.7

Adjust. (%) 40.9 39.0 31.6 38.0

TOTAL
Total ($mil) 20701.7 22737.3 13090.1 11633.1 63.2 51.2

O/W Adjust. ($mil) 5428.6 5512.4 3379.0 2733.4 62.2 49.6

Adjust. (Z) 26.2 24.2 25.8 23.5

a> Year-To-Date as of April 30 during each fiscal year.

As indicated in the above table, the share of adjustment lending is
planned to be 24.2Z in FY91 as compared to 26.2Z in FY90. A quick look at

FY91 planned shares of adjustment lending in each region indicates slight

increases over FY90 in Africa and Asia, and minor decreases in EMENA and

LAC.
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QUARTERLY DISTRIBUTION OF ADJUSTMENT OPERATIONS APPROVALS

FY89 FY90 FY91 a>
Number Z Number Z Number Z

Quarter 1 3 8.8 2 6.3 2 6.1

Quarter 2 5 14.7 5 15.6 8 24.2

Quarter 3 1 2.9 7 21.9 8 24.2

Quarter 4 25 73.6 18 56.2 15 45.5

34 100.0 32 100.0 33 100.0

a> Quarters 1-3: Actual

Quarter 4: Planned

The above quarterly distribution of the adjustment operations

continues to show an improvement in the bunching problem over the last

two years. About 46Z of the FY91 adjustment operations are scheduled to

go to the Board during the last quarter of the current fiscal year as

compared to 56Z in FY90 and 74Z in FY89.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Bock
Mrs. Okonjo-Iweala
EAS Staff

SMannan/lcu
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REPORT 122P
FY91 ADJUSTMENT OPERATIONS STATUS REPORT

(AS OF APRIL 30, 1991)

IBRD IDA TOTAL
BOARD STATUS COUNTRY NAME TYPE BOARDDATE NUMBER (SMIL) ($MIL) ($MIL)

APPROVED ARGENTINA PUB ENTRP REF ADJ SAD 02/12/91 1 300.0 .0 300.0
BANGLADESH FINAN. SECTOR CRE SUPPLEMENT SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 3.5 3.5
BOLIVIA FIN SEC ADJ SUPLM III SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 14.5 14.5
COLOMBIA PUB SCTR REF SAD 12/11/90 1 304.0 .0 304.0
EL SALVADOR SAL I SAL 02/12/91 1 75.0 .0 75.0
GHANA SAC II SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 8.3 8.3
GUYANA SAC SUPPLM II SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 4.3 4.3
HONDURAS SAC SAL 01/29/91 1 .0 20.0 20.0

SAL II SAL 09/13/90 1 90.0 .0 90.0
INDONESIA PSDL II SAL 11/13/90 1 250.0 .0 250.0
JAMAICA TRADE&FIN SAD II SAD 03/21/91 1 30.0 .0 30.0
KENYA AG.SECTOR ADJUST. II SAD 01/17/91 1 .0 75.0 75.0

EXPORT DEVELOPMENT SAD 12/20/90 1 .0 100.0 100.0
FINALCIAL SECTOR ADJUSTMENT SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 67.3 67.3

MADAGASCAR PUBLIC SECTOR ADJUSTMENT SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 1.7 1.7
MALAWI IND/TRADE SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 7.2 7.2
MALI SAL I SAL 12/11/90 1 .0 70.0 70.0
MAURITANIA P.E. SECTOR ADJUSTMENT SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 4.0 4.0
MEXICO EXPORT SCTR SAD 03/26/91 1 300.0 .0 300.0

POLAND SAL I SAL 07/31/90 1 300.0 .0 300.0
SENEGAL SAL IV SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 7.1 7.1

SRI LANKA ECO RESTRUCT CRE SUPPLEMENT SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 7.0 7.0
PUBLIC MANUF. ENT ADJ.(SECAL) SAD 11/27/90 1 .0 120.0 120.0

TANZANIA AGRIC ADJUSTMENT SAD 12/14/90 0 .0 16.1 16.1
TOGO POPULATION/HEALTH ADJUSTMENT SAD 02/28/91 1 .0 14.2 14.2

SAL IV SAL 12/18/90 1 .0 55.0 55.0

UGANDA AG SECTOR ADJ CREDIT SAD 12/13/90 1 .0 100.0 100.0
ECON REC II SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 2.0 2.0

VENEZUELA INTEREST SUPPORT LN DRL 12/13/90 1 150.0 .0 150.0

ZAMBIA RECOVERY CREDIT SAL 03/05/91 1 .0 237.2 237.2

TOTAL APPROVED 18 1799.0 934.4 2733.4

PLANNED ALGERIA ENTER.& FIN. SECTOR RESTRUCT. SAD 06/20/91 1 250.0 .0 250.0
ARGENTINA PUBLIC SCTR REF SAD 06/25/91 1 300.0 .0 300.0

BANGLADESH IND SECTOR SECAL II SAD 06/25/91 1 .0 100.0 100.0
BURKINA FASO SAL I SAL 06/25/91 1 .0 80.0 80.0

CZECHOSLOVAKIA SAL I SAL 06/18/91 1 450.0 .0 450.0

GHANA AGRIC SECAL SAD 06/25/91 1 .0 80.0 80.0
SAL III SAL 05/07/91 1 .0 120.0 120.0

HUNGARY SAL II SAL 06/25/91 1 200.0 .0 200.0

MEXICO AG SCTR/FOOO SECURTY SAD 05/28/91 1 400.0 .0 400.0

PHILIPPINES ENV. & NAT. RES. MGT. (SECAL) SAD 06/13/91 1 158.0 66.0 224.0

POLAND RESTR. AND PRIV. SAD 06/11/91 1 300.0 .0 300.0
REPUBLIC OF BENIN SAL II SAL 06/25/91 1 .0 55.0 55.0
RWANDA SAL I SAL 06/18/91 1 .0 90.0 90.0
SENEGAL TRANSPORT SEC. SECAL SAD 06/06/91 1 .0 65.0 65.0
URUGUAY DDSR SUPPORT DRL 05/14/91 1 65.0 .0 65.0

TOTAL PLANNED 15 2123.0 656.0 2779.0

TOTAL 33 3922.0 1590.4 5512.4

TYPE : SAL - STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT LOAN
SAD - SECTOR ADJUSTMENT LOAN
DRL - DEBT REDUCTION LOAN

SUPPLEMENTAL AND B-LOANS ARE SHOWN AS 0 IN THE NUMBER COLUMN.
EAS
05/10/91



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 12, 1991

TO: Mr. Enzo Grilli, Director, EAS

FROM: Satish Mannan, EAS

EXTENSION: 81944

SUBJECT: Adjustment Operations Status Report

Please find attached the monthly status report for FY91 adjustmentoperations as of January 31, 1991. Twelve adjustment operations were approvedduring the first seven months of the current fiscal year and 23 are plannedduring the next five months.

FY90-9l IBRD & IDA COMMITMENTS

Y-T-D a>
Y-T-D a> As Percentage of Total

Lending Program

FY90 FY91 FY90 FY91 FY90 FY91
Actual Lending Actual Actual ActualProgram 

(7) (ZAFRICA

Total ($mil) 3932.9 3590.2 1308.9 1200.6 33.3 33.4O/W Adjust. ($mil) 1284.8 1267.2 362.6 513.7 28.2 40.5
Adjust. (Z) 32.7 35.3 27.7 42.8

ASIA

Total ($mil) 6397.1 8610.9 1707.7 2790.4 26.7 32.40/W Adjust. ($mil) 521.7 693.5 202.3 380.5 38.8 54.9Adjust. (Z) 8.2 8.1 11.8 13.6
EMENA

Total ($mil) 4407.0 6053.3 1415.0 933.0 32.1 15.401W Adjust. ($mil) 1180.0 1674.9 580.0 300.0 49.2 17.9Adjust. (Z) 26.8 27.7 41.0 32.2

LAC

Total ($mil) 5964.7 5991.3 2877.4 2232.1 48.2 37.3O/W Adjust. ($mil) 2442.1 2313.9 1309.1 582.8 53.6 25.2Adjust. (Z) 40.9 38.6 45.5 2631

TOTAL
Total ($mil) 20701.7 24245,7 7309.0 7156.1 353 "0.5O/W Adjust. ($mil) 5428.6 5949.5 2454.0 1777.0 45.2 29.9Adjust. (Z) 26.2 24.5 33.6 24.8

a> Year-To-Date as of January 31 during each fiscal year.

As indicated in the above table, the share nf adjustment lending iqplanned to be 24.5Z in FY91 as compared to 26.2Z in FY90. Please note that$126.9 million f the annual allocation portions of IDA reflows (fifth
dimension) approved during November are shown as supplemental credits in theattachment.
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QUARTERLY DISTRIBUTION OF ADJUSTMENT OPERATIONS APPROVALS

N FY89 FY90 FY91 a>Number Z Number Number Z

Quarter 1 3 8.8 2 6.3 2 5.7
Quarter 2 5 14.7 515.6 

8 22.9Quarter 3 1 2.9 7 21.9 8 22.9Quarter 4 25 73.6 56.2 17 48.5

34 100.0 32 100.0 35 100.0

a> Quarnters 1-2: Actual
Quarters 3-4: Planned

The above quarterly distribution of the adjustment operationscontinues to show an improvement in the bunching problem over the lasttwo years. About 49Z of the FY91 adjustment operations are scheduled to
go to the Board during the last quarter of the current fiscal year ascompared to 56% in FY90 and 74% in FY89.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Bock
Mrs. Okonjo-Iweala
EAS Staff

SMannan/lcu
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REPORT 122P
FY91 ADJUSTMENT OPERATIONS STATUS REPORT

(AS OF JANUARY 31, 1991)

IBRD IDA TOTAL

RD STATUS COUNTRY NAME TYPE BOARDDATE NUMBER ($MIL) ($MIL) (SMIL)

ROVED BANGLADESH FINAN. SECTOR CRE SUPPLEMENT SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 3.5 3.5

BOLIVIA FIN SEC ADJ SUPLM III SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 14.5 14.5

COLOMBIA PUB SCTR REF SAD 12/11/90 1 304.0 .0 304.0

GHANA SAC II SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 8.3 8.3

GUYANA SAC SUPPLM II SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 4.3 4.3

HONDURAS SAC SAL 01/29/91 1 .0 20.0 20.0

SAL II SAL 09/13/90 1 90.0 .0 90.0

INDONESIA PSDL II SAL 11/13/90 1 250.0 .0 250.0

KENYA AG.SECTOR ADJUST. II SAD 01/17/91 1 .0 75.0 75.0

EXPORT DEVELOPMENT SAD 12/20/90 1 .0 100.0 100.0

FINALCIAL SECTOR ADJUSTMENT SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 67.3 67.3

MADAGASCAR PUBLIC SECTOR ADJUSTMENT SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 1.7 1.7

MALAWI > IND/TRADE SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 7.2 7.2

MALI SAL I SAL 12/11/90 1 .0 70.0 70.0

MAURITANIA P.E. SECTOR ADJUSTMENT SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 4.0 4.0

POLAND SAL I SAL 07/31/90 1 300.0 .0 300.0

SENEGAL SAL IV SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 7.1 7.1

SRI LANKA ECO RESTRUCT CRE SUPPLEMENT SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 7.0 7.0

PUBLIC MANUF. ENT ADJ.(SECAL) SAD 11/27/90 1 .0 120.0 120.0

TANZANIA AGRIC ADJUSTMENT SAD 12/14/90 0 .0 16.1 16.1

TOGO SAL IV SAL 12/18/90 1 .0 55.0 55.0

UGANDA AG SECTOR ADJ CREDIT SAD 12/13/90 1 .0 100.0 100.0

ECON REC II SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 2.0 2.0

VENEZUELA INTEREST SUPPORT LN DRL 12/13/90 1 150.0 .0 150.0

TAL APPROVED 12 1094.0 683.0 1777.0

ANNED ARGENTINA PUB ENTRP REF ADJ SAD 02/05/91 1 300.0 .0 300.0

BANGLADESH IND SECTOR SECAL II SAD 06/25/91 1 .0 55.0 55.0

BENIN, PEOPLES REPUBLI SAL II SAL 04/09/91 1 .0 55.0 55.0

BRAZIL TRADE POL REF I SAD 05/14/91 1 500.0 .0 500.0

BURKINA FASO SAL I SAL 06/25/91 1 .0 90.0 90.0

CZECHOSLOVAKIA SAL I SAL 05/28/91 1 450.0 .0 450.0

EL SALVADOR SAL I SAL 02/12/91 1 75.0 .0 75.0

GHANA AGRIC SECAL SAD 06/25/91 1 .0 60.0 60.0

SAL III SAL 05/07/91 1 .0 120.0 120.0

HONDURAS ENERGY SCTR SAD 06/11/91 1 .0 61.1 61.1

JAMAICA TRADE&FIN SAD II SAD 03/05/91 1 30.0 .0 30.0

MADAGASCAR INCENTIVE PROMOTION SAD 06/18/91 1 .0 124.3 124.3

MEXICO AG SCTR/FOOD SECURTY SAD 05/28/91 1 400.0 .0 400.0

EXPORT SCTR SAD 03/19/91 1 300.0 .0 300.0

PAKISTAN EMAL SAL 05/21/91 1 235.0 14.9 249.9

PHILIPPINES ENV. & NAT. RES. MGT. (SECAL) SAD 05/07/91 1 158.0 .0 158.0

POLAND IND. REST. I SAD 05/21/91 1 275.0 .0 275.0

RWANDA SAL I SAL 06/25/91 1 .0 90.0 90.0

TOGO POP/HEALTH ADJUSTMENT SAD 02/26/91 1 .0 14.2 14.2

URUGUAY DDSR SUPPORT DRL 04/30/91 1 65.0 .0 65.0

VIET NAM SAC I SAL 06/18/91 1 .0 100.0 100.0

YUGOSLAVIA FIN.SECTOR SAD 06/25/91 1 400.0 .0 400.0

ZAMBIA RECCVERY CREDIT SAL 02/28/91 1 .0 200.0 200.0

)TAL PLANNED 23 3188.0 984.5 4172.5

TAL 35 4282.0 1667.5 5949.5

TYPE : SAL - STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT LOAN
SAD - SECTOR ADJUSTMENT LOAN
DRL - DEBT REDUCTION LOAN

SUPPLEMENTAL AND B-LOANS ARE SHOWN AS 0 IN THE NUMBER COLUMN.
EAS
02/12/91



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: January 10, 1991

TO: Mr. Enzo Grilli, Director, EAS

FROM: Satish Mannan, EAS

EXTENSION: 81944

SUBJECT: Adjustment Operations Status Report

Please find attached the monthly status report for FY91 adjustment
operations as of December 31, 1990. Ten adjustment operations were approved
during the first half of the current fiscal year and 25 are planned during the

next six months.

FY90-91 IBRD & IDA COMMITMENTS

Y-T-D a>

Y-T-D a> As Percentage of Total

Lending Program

FY90 FY91 FY90 FY91 FY90 FY91

Actual Lending Actual Actual Actual

Program (%) (%)

AFRICA

Total ($mil) 3932.9 3735.8 1284.5 1035.2 32.7 27.7

O/W Adjust. ($mil) 1284.8 1266.7 362.6 438.7 28.2 34.6

Adjust. (%) 32.7 33.9 28.2 42.4

ASIA

Total ($mil) 6397.1 8783.9 1533.3 2246.2 24.0 25.6

O/W Adjust. ($mil) 521.7 697.5 202.3 380.5 38.8 54.6

Adjust. (Z) 8.2 7.9 13.2 16.9

EMENA
Total ($mil) 4407.0 5975.5 1366.0 801.0 31.0 13.4

O/W Adjust. ($mil) 1180.0 1699.1 580.0 300.0 49.2 17.7

Adjust. (%) 26.8 28.4 42.5 37.5

LAC

Total ($mil) 5964.7 5941.8 1457.2 2200.8 24.4 37.0

O/W Adjust. ($mil) 2442.1 2248.0 9.1 562.8 0.4 25.0

Adjust. (%) 40.9 37.8 .6 25.6

TOTAL
Total ($mil) 20701.7 24437.0 5641.0 6283.2 27.2 25.7

O/W Adjust. ($mil) 5428.6 5911.3 1154.0 1682.0 21.3 28.5

Adjust. (%) 26.2 24.2 20.5 26.8

a> Year-To-Date as of December 31 during each fiscal year.

As indicated in the above table, the share of adjustment lending is

planned to be 24.2% in FY91 as compared to 26.2% in FY90. Please note that

$126.9 million of the annual allocation portions of IDA reflows (fifth

dimension) approved during November are shown as supplemental credits in the

attachment.
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QUARTERLY DISTRIBUTION OF ADJUSTMENT OPERATIONS APPROVALS

FY89 FY90 FY91 a>
Number Z Number Z Number z

Quarter 1 3 8.8 2 6.3 2 5.7
Quarter 2 5 14.7 5 15.6 8 22.9
Quarter 3 1 2.9 7 21.9 9 25.7
Quarter 4 25 73.6 18 56.2 16 45.7

34 100.0 32 100.0 35 100.0

a> Quarters 1-2: Actual

Quarters 3-4: Planned

The above quarterly distribution of the adjustment operations
continues to show a significant improvement in the bunching problem over
the last two years. About 46% of the FY91 adjustment operations are
scheduled to go to the Board during the last quarter of the current
fiscal year as compared to 56% in FY90 and 74% in FY89.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Bock
Mrs. Okonjo-Iweala
EAS Staff

SMannan/lcu



J'AGE 1

REPORT 122P
FY91 ADJUSTMENT OPERATIONS STATUS REPORT

(AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1990)

IBRD IDA TOTAL
BOARD STATUS COUNTRY NAME TYPE BOARDDATE NUMBER ($MIL) ($MIL) ($MIL)

APPROVED BANGLADESH FINAN. SECTOR CRE SUPPLEMENT SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 3.5 3.5
BOLIVIA FIN SEC ADJ SUPLM III SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 14.5 14.5
COLOMBIA PUB SCTR REF SAD 12/11/90 1 304.0 .0 304.0
GHANA SAC II SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 8.3 8.3
GUYANA SAC SUPPLM II SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 4.3 4.3
HONDURAS SAL II SAL 09/13/90 1 90.0 .0 90.0
INDONESIA PSDL II SAL 11/13/90 1 250.0 .0 250.0
KENYA EXPORT DEVELOPMENT SAD 12/20/90 1 .0 100.0 100.0

FINALCIAL SECTOR ADJUSTMENT SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 67.3 67.3
MADAGASCAR PUBLIC SECTOR ADJUSTMENT SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 1.7 1.7
MALAWI IND/TRADE SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 7.2 7.2
MALI SAL I SAL 12/11/90 1 .0 70.0 70.0
MAURITANIA P.E. SECTOR ADJUSTMENT SAD 11/06/90 0 .0 4.0 4.0

POLAND SAL I SAL 07/31/90 1 300.0 .0 300.0
SENEGAL SAL IV SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 7.1 7.1
SRI LANKA ECO RESTRUCT CRE SUPPLEMENT SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 7.0 7.0

PUBLIC MANUF. ENT ADJ.(SECAL) SAD 11/27/90 1 .0 120.0 120.0
TANZANIA AGRIC ADJUSTMENT SAD 12/14/90 0 .0 16.1 16.1
TOGO SAL IV SAL 12/18/90 1 .0 55.0 55.0
UGANDA AG SECTOR ADJ CREDIT SAD 12/13/90 1 .0 100.0 100.0

ECON REC II SAL 11/06/90 0 .0 2.0 2.0
VENEZUELA INTEREST SUPPORT LN DRL 12/13/90 1 150.0 .0 150.0

TOTAL APPROVED 10 1094.0 588.0 1682.0

PLANNED ARGENTINA PUB ENTRP REF ADJ SAD 01/29/91 1 300.0 .0 300.0
BANGLADESH IND SECTOR SECAL II SAD 06/25/91 1 .0 55.0 55.0
BENIN, PEOPLES REPUBLI SAL II SAL 03/26/91 1 .0 55.0 55.0
BRAZIL TRADE POL REF I SAD 05/14/91 1 500.0 .0 500.0
BURKINA FASO SAL I SAL 06/25/91 1 .0 60.0 60.0
CZECHOSLOVAKIA SAL I SAL 05/14/91 1 450.0 .0 450.0
EL SALVADOR SAL I SAL 02/12/91 1 75.0 .0 75.0
GHANA AGRIC SECAL SAD 06/25/91 1 .0 60.0 60.0

SAL III SAL 05/07/91 1 .0 120.0 120.0
HONDURAS ENERGY SCTR SAD 05/07/91 1 40.0 20.1 60.1

SAC SAL 01/22/91 1 .0 20.1 20.1
JAMAICA TRADE&FIN SAD II SAD 03/05/91 1 30.0 .0 30.0
KENYA AG.SECTOR ADJUST. II SAD 01/17/91 1 .0 75.0 75.0
MADAGASCAR INCENTIVE PROMOTION SAD 05/21/91 1 .0 124.3 124.3
MEXICO AG SCTR/FOOD SECURTY SAD 05/28/91 1 400.0 .0 400.0

EXPORT SCTR ADJ SAD 02/19/91 1 300.0 .0 300.0
MOROCCO SAL II SAL 04/16/91 1 300.0 .0 300.0
PAKISTAN EMAL SAL 05/21/91 1 190.0 59.1 249.1

PHILIPPINES ENV. & NAT. RES. MGT. (SECAL) SAD 05/07/91 1 162.0 .0 162.0
RWANDA SAL I SAL 06/25/91 1 .0 89.5 89.5
SENEGAL AG SECAL SAD 05/28/91 1 .0 30.0 30.0
TOGO POP/HEALTH ADJUSTMENT SAD 02/12/91 1 .0 14.2 14.2

VIET NAM SAC I SAL 06/18/91 1 .0 100.0 100.0
YUGOSLAVIA FIN.SECTOR SAD 04/23/91 1 400.0 .0 400.0

ZAMBIA RECOVERY CREDIT SAL 02/26/91 1 .0 200.0 200.0

TOTAL PLANNED 25 3147.0 1082.3 4229.3

TOTAL 35 4241.0 1670.3 5911.3

TYPE : SAL - STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT LOAN
SAD - SECTOR ADJUSTMENT LOA4
DRL - DEBT REDUCTION LOAN

SUPPLEMENTAL AND B-LOANS ARE SHOWN AS 0 IN THE NUMBER COLUMN.
EAS
01/10/91
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THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: October 8, 1991

TO: Mr. Hans Wyss, Acting OPNSV

FROM: nzo Grilli, Director, EAS

EXTENSION: 81934

SUBJECT: Operations Response to OED's Annual Review

I understand that COD is preparing a response by Operations to

the comments made in the OED Annual Review of Evaluation Results on the

loans and credits which formed the cohort of operations audited by OED in

the course of FY91.

I attach a reply relating to adjustment operations which you may

wish to incorporate in the note being drafted in COD for Board

consideration. As you know the Board's discussion of OED's work is

scheduled to take place November 12.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Qureshi (o/r)

Mr. Bock (o/r)
Mrs. Okonjo-Iweala (o/r)

45Serafy/ lcu



OED's ANNUAL REVIEW OF OPERATIONS RESULTS, 1990

Comments by EAS on Program and Policy Lending

The Setting

1. The coverage of Program and Policy operations in OED's 1990
Annual Review of Operations Results (R91-214, to be considered by the Board

on November 12), is limited to about two pages, and the Executive Summary

omits reference to adjustment operations. Altogether there were 43 such

loans and credits in the 1990 cohort, aggregating a total commitment of

$3.4 billion.

The Annual Review's Findings

2. The general findings of the Review in this area are summed up in

one paragraph (3.55). Four such findings are offered:

(i) Public Investment Reviews and the Like. The effectiveness of

Bank recommendations on these are said to be reduced unless they

are clearly "owned" by the borrower. "Several evaluations

suggest that low Bank staff turnover and a good knowledge of the

politics and administrative procedures ... would be ... helpful."

(ii) Public Sector Reforms. While raising the prices of the goods and

services sold by public sector enterprises may reduce fiscal

deficits, improving the efficiency of public enterprises in the

course of adjustment has not been successful.

(iii) Sequencing of Reforms. Trade liberalization may have been
premature before "appropriate preconditions" had been put in

place. Financial liberalization could also have benefited from

proper sequencing.

(iv) The Social Cost of Adjustment. "... increased investment to

rapidly rehire the unemployed can reduce the social costs which

must be alleviated through publicly-provided subsidies,

retraining, job placement, and/or by replacing some of the

consumption losses of those most seriously affected."

Program "Ownership"

3. The notion of "ownership" is invoked in (i) above in the context

of public investment reviews, and also in the Review's para 3.56 in the

context of the social cost of adjustment programs. In both cases the link

between government "ownership" and failure to achieve program objectives is

not made clear, and appears not to have been unambiguously established.

The case cited in the Review of the Ivory Coast's bureaucrats not being

convinced "that the benefit of proceeding would outweigh the potential

social costs" which is presented as lack of "ownership" (para 3.56) ignores
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the size of the social impact itself as compared with the resources
available to address it. Similarly it is not clear how commitment or
"ownership" by itself can raise public sector efficiency during reform
implementation, especially when we do not know how efficiency could have
been measured during the dynamic process of adjustment, and also in view of
the usually short span of an adjustment operation.

4. It is certainly true that government officials are more likely to
carry out policies in a sustained and determined manner when they are truly
convinced of the rightness of such policies. However, there is danger of
facilely attributing adjustment failures to lack of government commitment
or "ownership." Even when commitment exists, programs can still fail.
While "ownership" is necessary for success, it is by no means sufficient,
and the temptation should be resisted to attribute failure to lack of
"ownership" unless strong evidence suggests this. It is very difficult in
practice to assess government "ownership," and an element of judgment will
always be present in such assessment.

Redressing the Social Cost of Adjustment

5. Considering the fact that the gestation period between the
financial commitment for investment and the actual formation of productive
capacities is typically around five years, it is difficult to see the merit
in the OED recommending "... increased investment to rapidly rehire the
unemployed" as a social cost alleviation measure (para 3.55). While it is
true that a crash investment program, say, in construction, will provide
employment to construction workers and have multiplier effects beyond the
construction industry, the size of such programs will inevitably be limited
by resource availability and their impact is likely to be limited.

Sequencing

6. Proper sequencing of reforms is of course important as the Review
stresses: sequencing of deregulation and trade liberalization; financial
sector and other reforms; current and capital account liberalization of the
balance of payments, etc. While operational staff may be asked to
carefully pursue a proper sequencing of reforms, it should be realized that
sequencing derives from specific country situations, depending on the
structure of the economy, the degree of pre-adjustment distortion, the
expected supply response, the availability of information, commitment to
reform of officials dealing with specific sectors, etc. All this involves
judgment and it is not always easy to get the order of reforms right, or to
give precise advice to operational staff on how the sequencing should be
done as a general rule. Besides, structural adjustment normally follows
stabilization reforms centering on adjustments in fiscal policy and of such
important variables as the interest and foreign exchange rates. Thus a
certain sequence of reforms tends to be predetermined prior to World Bank-
supported structural reforms, and this can reduce the degrees of freedom
available for sequencing a reform program. Each case should be treated
separately, and it is difficult to formulate general advice to be followed
in all situations.
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Weak Adjustment

7. We concur with the OED conclusion that "a series of weak
adjustment attempts serves as a disincentive to real adjustment, such that
they may be worse than no adjustment attempt at all." (Para 3.58).
However, at this level of generality it can be equally argued that
financial support for partial adjustment may in some situations be
preferable to no support and no adjustment at all. The problem here is
what adjustment is feasible and at what speed, given the costs associated
with it.

October 8, 1991

SESerafy/lcu



TIIE WORLD BANK/IFC/MIGA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: September 24, 1991

TO: Mr. Enzo Grilli

FROM: Salah El Serafy

EXTENSION: 81940

SUBJECT: JOINT AUDIT COMMITTEE AND SAL SUPERVISION

1. I attended yesterday a meeting of the Joint Audit Committee (JAG)whose first agenda item was "Effectiveness of SAL Supervision".
This item took up eighty minutes of the Committee's time, and thediscussion showed the importance the JAC attaches to the topic.

2. In my presentation, I stressed the informal nature of the EAS Note{'Effectiveness of SAL SuperVision" (JAC 91-39; dated August 28,l991)} and that it was done in a hurry to address JAC concerns. Isaid that the record presented by OED covered operations carriedout in the early eighties, which should be separated from theperiod after 1987, subsequent to the Reorganization of the Bank.
3. At the meet ing EAS was at some disadvantage since the minutes ofthe earlier JAC meeting, which we were unable to attend, showedJAC member!, piling praise on the OED study. Clearly it wasdifficult for them to reverse their position just on seeing ournote. Some members, while agreeing with certain of our points,thought the tone of the paper defensive. One, however, said thatthere was much room for constructive proposals to be made by EASand that a different note had been expected. Graham-Harrison saidhe was discouraged by the EAS note, and thought the suggestionthat OED and EAS should agree on a core set of procedural changesbefore dissemination to Operational staff was tantamount to

reversing te role of Operations. In his view EAS should haveidentified the changes to be made. (I explained that we did notagree with many of the OED points; that is why some interchange
was necessary before issuing new instructions to staff.)

4. The question of non-continuity of key staff with countryexperience was a major concern, and I said that many of staffchanges were necessitated by organizational changes, but that non-continuity can also lead to fresh and constructive outlooks, justas the process of SAL supervision can gain from the insight of PREand OED, whc do bring to the task new welcome perspectives.

5. As to conditionality, Graham-Harrison thought that the IMF worksvery well using precise conditions the observance of which doesensure the implementation of the Fund programs. He added thatFund staff were prepared to give technical assistance to the Bank
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if the Bank did not know how to do it. {In my reposte I said that
for the Bank structural adjustment was not simple. For the Fund,
agreed levels of budget deficits, interest rates and exchange

rates more or less defined the Fund program. For the Bank we tend

to deal with highly complex institutional and developmental

issues, and these could not easily be reduced to a few simple

conditions. While we have made great progress on this score, we

still find the condition of "acceptability to the Bank" quite

useful to ensure that compliance of specific conditions was not

just pro forma, but was consistent with the spirit and substance

of the program. On the use of macroeconomic indicators for
monitoring, I referred to Mr. Qureshi's recent instruction to

staff to try to include these in the Letter of Development Policy.

6. Some JAC members liked the argument we made on "ownership" of the

program, and noted the reference made to the fact that very few
borrowers involve themselves in completion reports or even bother
to comument on PPARs. One member thought that this subject (i.e.
borrower lack of involvement) warrants a future investigation by

OED.

7. Several members saw positive' points in our reply concerning the

impact of adjustment on the poor, and commended Operations for
keeping an eye on such parameters as infant mortality, the terms

of trade for the rural sector, real wages, etc. and wanted these

to be monitored more systematically during the implementation of
adjustment programs, and the indicator list expanded. They
thought Operations had done excellent work in this area and did
not have to be on the defensive.

8. Several members acknowledged the fact that the Notifications to
the Board of tranche releases were indeed comprehensive and
provided up-to-date information, but one member said the Board

loses all contact after the last tranche has been released, and

there may remain a considerable period of time before closure. A
subsequent adjustment operation would take care of monitoring

progress, but what if there were no such operation?

9. The role of the Resident Missions also attracted some discussion,

but the JAC were divided, some agreeing with the EAS and some not.

One member said that borrowers were often inundated with

simultaneous Bank missions, all asking the same questions, and he

was in favor of discrete supervision missions for adjustment and a

stronger role for Resident Mission in this respect.

10. Hans-Eberhard K(pp was asked to respond for OED, and his response
was quite conciliatory. He emphasized great areas of agreement

between EAS and OED and added that the differences between EAS and

OED were in fact small. He agreed that we should sit together to

identify the areas of commonagreement.

11. During the meeting consensus developed and was voiced by Chairman

Coady, that the subject of SAL supervision was indeed important

and deserved to be brought to the attention of the Full Board in a
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seminar. No new paper needed to be generated. Prior to a Board
seminar in November or possibly in the spring, a structured agenda
identifying the topics of discussion, would be necessary to be
agreed between OED and EAS. The JAC hoped that OED and EAS would
air their differences at that meeting.

cc: Mr. Qureshi
Mr. Bock

Mr. Grilli
Mr. Wyss
Mrs. Okonjo-Iweala
EAS Staff



THE WORLD BANK/IFC/MIGA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: September 16, 1991

TO: Distribution

FROM: #nzo R. Grilli, Director, EAS

EXTENSION: 81934

SUBJECT: Re Fiscal Issues in SALs and SECALs

An increasing number of the Bank's structural and sectoral adjustment operations
incorporate some degree of fiscal conditionality within their overall macroeconomic focus,
including measures, at national as well as subnational levels, to improve resource mobilization,
resource allocation as well as to strengthen the equity and administrative aspects of the tax
system. As recently outlined, the Public Economics Division of CEC is initiating a program of
technical assistance to strengthen the fiscal and tax performance of the Bank's client countries,
with funding available through the Japanese Grant Facility (see attached memo from Mr. Linn).
Given the time horizon required to develop a systemic tax reform, technical assistance
complementary to and in parallel with the preparation of adjustment operations could be
important.

In the course of formulating SALs and SECALs with significant tax policy conditionality,
your staff may like to consult on technical assistance options and issues with the Public
Economics Division of CEC, in particular, with Shankar Acharya, Division Chief, or Christine
Wallich, Principal Economist.

Distribution: Country Operations Directors, Country Operations Division Chiefs.

cc: M/Mmes. Summers (DECVP); Kashiwaya, Brigish, Ohashi (CFSVP); Linn (CECDR);
Acharya, Wallich (CECPE); Bird (Consultant)



THE WORLD BANK/IFC/M.I.G.A.

ROUTING SLIP DATE: June 13, 1991

NAME ROOM NO.

Mr. Grilli

URGENT PER YOUR REQUEST

FOR COMMENT PER OUR CONVERSATION

FOR ACTION SEE MY EMAIL

FOR APPROVAL/CLEARANCE FOR INFORMATION

FOR SIGNATURE LET'S DISCUSS

NOTE AND CIRCULATE NOTE AND RETURN

RE: OED SAL Study

REMARKS:

Enzo,

You will be interested in the attached.

Attachment

FROM: ROOM NO.: EXTENSION:
Joanne Salop A-11-091 84005



THE WORLD BANK/iNTERNAT1ONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: June 12, 1991

TO: Distr ition

FROM: Georg . Maniatis, Acting Chief, OEDD2

EXTENSION: 31663

SUBJECT: SAL/SECAL Overview - Approach Paper

1. Attached please find for your review and comments the Draft
Approach Paper on a study entitled: SAL/SECAL Overview II, a sequel
to SAL Overview I completed in 1986. The study will cover some 80
adjustment operations, involving nearly 40 countries in all four
regions.

2. OED's Overview II, based on OED's audits and SAL/SECAL-
related special studies, will attempt to assess the effectiveness of
SALs/SECALs as an instrument far policy reforms during the past
decade, including suggestions for improving the design and enhancing
the impact of policy-based lending.

3. Your advice and suggestions on the objectives, approach, and
particular issues to be covered will be greatly appreciated.

4. We would be grateful if we could have your comments by
Wednesday, June 19, 1991.

Attachment

Distribution:

Messrs./Mmes.:

O'Brien (AFRCE)(J-5063]; Yenal (ASIVP)[E1O-0591; Hasan (EMNVP)[H12-075];
Selowsky (LACCE)[I-8005]; Linn (CECDR)(N11-051]; Webb (CECMG) [N11-069];
Hyde (CECMG)(Nl1-077]; Wyss (CODDR) [F12-035]; Salop (CODOP) [A11-091];

Gillette, Drysdale (AFlDR) [J-8253]; Madavo, Carter (AF2DR) [J-10-269];
Aguirre-Sacasa, Gorjestani (AF3DR)[J-7271]; Lim, Iskander (AF4DR)[J-6271];
Marshall, Sarbib (AF5DR)[J-9271]; Denning, Patel (AF6DR)[J11-071];

Asanuma, Huang (ASlCO)(D-9103); Kaji, Ikram (AS2DR)[E-8087]; Burki, Pearce
(AS3DR)[A-8015]; Vergin, Khalilzadeh-Shirazi (AS4DR)[D1O-057J; Cheetham,
Bhattacharya (AS5DR)[A1O-095]; Ritchie, Sethi (ASTDR) [E-9095];

Wiehen, Penalver-Quesada (EM1DR)(H-5177]; Dervis, Ayub (EM2DR)[H-4049];
Chopra, Voyadzis (EM3DR)[H1O-067); Lari, Thumm, Nouvel (EM4DR)[H1l-067];
Kohli, Hinds, Wackman (EMTDR) [H-8065];

Choksi, Michaely, Papageorgiou (LA1DR)[I-7015]; Steckhan, Squire, Voljc
(LA2DR)[I-8060]; Loh, Page, Flood, Morrow (LA3DR)[I-5015]; Bottelier, Bery
(LA4DR)(I-6059]; Segura (LATTF)[I-4025]; Rajapatirana (LATTF)[I-4057]

cc: Messrs. Kdpp, Baird (o/a), Jayarajah



SECOND DRAFT
June 10, 1991

OED's SECOND SALISECAL OVERVIEW

Approach Paper for the JAC

Introduction

1. The Bank's experience with structural and sectoral adjustment
operations in the last decade has been the subject of considerable scrutiny and
debate. Five years ago, OED published its first review' of experience of
Bank's structural adjustment lending, and recently analyzed the impact of Bank
support for trade policy reform in selected countries.Y In the interim, a
number of PRE studies,! region-specific reports, working papers on selected
issues, and Bank-sponsored conferences/seminars have reflected on the Bank's
experience on policy-based lending.

2. Notwithstanding the increasing recognition of the overall benefits of
SALs and SECALs as an instrument of policy reforms, several concerns persist
especially with respect to the policy dedsign and impact of these programs in
the adjusting countries.

3. This Overview will attempt to address those concerns in the context
of individual country experiences -- based on OED's audits and SAL-related
special studies, and the unique advantage that stems from its in-depth
evaluations.

Objective of the Study

4. OED's Second Overview will assess the quality of advice, the design
of policy reforms, and the results achieved; dwell on the shortcomings of
adjustment programs and their causes; deal with emerging practical concerns
pertaining to policy-based lending; and offer possible remedial solutions. The
end-product will be an issue-specific report with an operational slant --
containing a message to the Board of Director's and the Bank's Management on
the extent to which SALs/SECALs have been effective as an instrument for policy
reforms, and offering suggestions regarding what needs to be done to make
policy-based lending more effective.

Approach

5. The Overview will be based primarily on a review of program perfor-
mance audit reports of some 80 adjustment operations completed through June 30,
1991, involving nearly 40 countries. OED's audits and their regional
distribution and sectoral foci are detailed in Annexes I and II. The Overview

The World Bank, Structural Adjustment Lending: A First Review of Experience,
OED Report No. 6409, September 24, 1986.

The World Bank, World Bank Support for Trade Policy Reform, OED Report
No. 9527, April 22, 1991.

Notably, see: (i) Adjustment Lending: An Evaluation of Ten Years of
Experience, CEC, December 1988; and (ii) Report on Adjustment Lending II:
Policies for the Recovery of Growth, CEC, March 1990.
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will revisit the first SAL Overview conducted in 1986 to ascertain the extent
to which earlier lessons and recommendations have been considered by subsequent
operations. The Overview will also examine a cross-section of parallel
investment loans to the countries involved to determine the degree to which
project operations evolved over the years to support and complement program
lending. Empirical analysis will by complemented by statistical analyses where
possible and theoretical underpinnings where pertinent.

6. The basic approach will be to analyze common factors with high
frequency of occurrence in the successful and unsuccessful program outcomes so
as to derive generalized inferences. The results will be cross-checked and
enriched with the findings of studies by the PRE complex, the IMF, and research
institutions. Given the Overview's reliance on ex post evaluation work, the
findings and recommendations will be collated with those of PRE's and
Operations', thereby adding to the soundness of policy prescriptions. Emerging
issues in the course of the review requiring further study will be identified
for possible inclusion in OED's future work program.- Finally, the Overview
may well provide an opportunity for an introspective review of OED's own
approach to and conduct of evaluation work.

Principal Areas of Coverage

7. A preliminary survey of OED's audits of SALs and SECALs has identified
three broad areas that warrant further investigation:

(a) Conception and evolution of Bank's approach to policy-based lending
in the past decade

- A historical perspective of the factors that generated policy-based
lending operations and their changing role in the Bank's lending
strategy.

(b) Issues in program design and its implementation

- Effectiveness of the lesson-learning process and assimilation
capacity: the extent to which earlier findings have been recognized
in subsequent program designs;

- Major impediments to achievement of the intended reforms: correct
diagnosis of the economic situation and of the impacting factors
(e.g., economic, political, social, and institutional); quality of
economic and sector work, policy advice and technical assistance
(e.g., were the right issues identified and addressed?)

- Conception and design of action programs (e.g., were they realis-
tic, consistent, and properly sequenced?);

The analysis of particular issues (e.g., ownership of adjustment programs,
public enterprise reforms) would perhaps be sharpened by mounting special
missions. However, undertaking such "case studies" will entail delays in the
delivery of the report and a higher cost in terms of staff and budget, and
the net advantage of such additional exercises would have to be firmly
established.
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- Nature and content of conditionality and tranche releases (e.g.,
were they excessive, broad, flexibly enforced?);

- Ownership of adjustment framework and action programs: refinement
of the notion of "borrower ownership"; the Bank's role in formula-
tion and acceptance of adjustment operations, political commitment,
administrative capacity, and consensus-building amongst various
constituencies;

- Linkages between adjustment and stabilization operations;

- General problems with program implementation.

(c) Program outcomes

- How do the results achieved compare with the original expectations,
including reasons (e.g., change in circumstances due to ex-
ogenous/endogenous factors, resistance by influential groups, etc.)
for satisfactory/unsatisfactory performance? Such comparisons will
be pursued at: (a) the madroeconomic level (e.g., progress in
restoring internal/external disequilibrium, resumption of growth);
(b) the sectoral level (e.g., achievement of specific goals for
reforms in agricultural, industrial, and financial sectors);
(c) the institutional level: analysis of the economic, sectoral,
and social impact; and (d) sustainability of the adjustment effort.

Selected Issues

8. The main purpose of the Overview is to draw lessons from a cross-
section of past experience, and to suggest possible improvements in the Bank's
approach to productivity-enhancing policy-based lending operations. Speci-
fically, in the light of that experience, OED would attempt to ascertain the
extent to which a meaningful role exists for policy-based lending in the
context of the Bank's country assistance strategies (e.g., SAL/SECAL mix,
sequence between SALs and SECALs, and/or hybrid lending by sequencing policy-
based lending and investment lending; proper mix between public and private
investment lending).

9. In the course of embarking on this Overview, OED conducted a two-week
seminar in July-August 1990 and, after discussions with various parts of the
Bank including PRE, identified a range of crucial issues that deserve to be
treated:

* Credibility and flexibility of the reform programs in the face of
binding economic, political, or social constraints which may deter
Borrowers from adopting the Bank's policy prescriptions;

* Link between stabilization and structural change, and the appropri-
ate sequencing of the reforms;

* Implications of debt dynamics for program credibility and implemen-
tation in the face of public sector budgetary constraints;
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* Region- or country-specific initial conditions which require
innovation in program design (e.g., weak institutions, inadequate
economic and financial infrastructure);

* Tenor of the Bank-country relationship and its role in the design
of conditionality, including the size and maturity structure of the
loan in determining effectiveness;

* Interdependence of Bank-IMF operations, effectiveness of bank-Fund
coordination, and the ways in which such interaction can be
strengthened with respect to policy-based lending operations;

* Extent to which Bank and parallel donor commitment of resources,
both financial and technical assistance, become a necessary
complement to successful implementation of adjustment policies and
program sustainability;

* Ways to address recurring issues of protracted implementation,
including monitoring of the adjustment efforts;

* Specific problems that surface in the evaluation of adjustment
programs (e.g., difficulties in assessment/measuring achievement
or failure).

Operational Policy Implications

10. This Overview -- by emphasizing the symbiotic relationship between the
conclusions of audits of past loans and the development of appropriate
procedures for future ones -- could serve as a valuable input for the future
design, supervision, and evaluation of the Bank's policy-based lending
operations, as well as benefit the Borrower through an improvement in the
understanding of the design of policy prescriptions and interactions in the
adjustment process. OED, for its part, would benefit from the emergence of a
useful apparatus for evaluating the Bank's design, monitoring, and implementa-
tion of adjustment operations.

Timetable-Budget Implications

11. The Overview is expected to be completed by the end of FY92 at an
estimated cost of about 125 staffweeks (see Annexes III and IV).



Details of Adjustment Lending in Forty-One Countries (FY79-90) ANNEX I

L/C BOARD IBRD IDA PCR Audit Rept.

REGION FY No. LOAN TYPE DATE ($Mil) ($Mil) STATUS STATUS No.

------- --- ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

AFRICA

Central Africa 87 C.1732 Struct.Adj.Credit 09/09/86 14 11/10/89 FY91

Central Africa 88 C.1916 Struct.Adj.Credit II 06/09/88 40 05/15191 A N.A

Congo 88 L.2866 SAL 07/21187 100 03/28/90 FY91 N.A

Cote D'Ivoire 82 L.2058 SAL I 11/24/81 150 04/24/84 A 5741

Cote D'Ivoirs 84 L.2332 SAL II 07/05/83 250.7 01/24/89 A 8872

Cote D'Ivoire 86 L.2711 SAL III 06/03/86 250 01/24/89 A 8872

Gambia 87 C.1730/A-022 Struct. Adj. 08/26/86 16.5 06/27/89 A 8827

Ghana 83 C.1393 Recons.Imp.Credit 06/28/83 40 06/25/90

Ghana 84 C.1435 Export Rehabilitation 01/03/84 40 06/26/90

Ghana 85 C.1573 Recons.Imp.Credit II 03/28/85 60 06/25/90

Guinea 86 C.1659/A-011 Struct. Adj. 02/11/86 42 07/17/89 A 8826

Kenya 80 C.0999 SAC 03/25/80 55 03/25/80 A 4934

Kenya 83 L.2190/C1276 SAC II 07/01/82 60.9 70 06/04/84 A 5682

Kenya 86 C.1717 Agric. Sector 06/23/86 60 A/P 8862/8798

Kenya 88 C.1927 Ind. Sector 06/21/88 165.7 02/01/91 A 8862

Malawi 81 L.2026 SAL 06/25/81 45 08/20/86 A 6833

Malawi 83 C.1352 Smallholder Fertilizer 04/26/83 5 06/29/89 A 8534

Malawi 84 C.1427 SAC II 12/20/83 55 08/20/86 A 6833

Malawi 86 C.1644/A-009/-l SAC III 12/19/85 80 06/28/89 A 8886

Mauritania 86 L.2643 SNIM Rehab 12/17/85 20 06/29/90 A 9487

Mauritania 87 C.1812/A-028 SAC 06/02/87 42.4 02/26/90 A N.A.

Mauritius 81 L.2010 Struc. Adj. Loan 06/02/81 15 03/11/83 A 6870

Mauritius 84 L.2361 Struc. Adj. Loan II 12/08/83 40 05/29/86 A 6870

Nigeria 84 L.2345 Fertilizer Imports 09/13/83 250 06/30/86 A N.A

Senegal 81 L.1931/C.1084 Struc.Adj.L/C 12/18/80 30 30 05/01/84 A 5637

Senegal 86 C.1656/AO10 Struct. Adj. II SAC 02/04/86 64 06/27/89 A 8695

Senegal 87 C.1802/-1/A-027 Struc.Adj. III SAC 05/21/87 90.5 06/27/89 A 8695

Somalia 86 C.1711 Agric.Sectr Adj. 06/19/86 62.6 05/06/91 A N.A

Sudan 80 C.1000 Agric.Rehab.Prog. 03/25/80 65 02/21/85 A 6170

Sudan 83 C.1389 Agric.Rehab.Prog. II 06/16/83 50 03/16/87 A 7342

Tanzania 81 C.1133 Export Rehab. 04/21/81 50 12/17/86 A 7347

Tanzania 87 C.1741 Multi-Sector Rehab. 11/20/86 152.2 04/18/91 A N.A



Details of Adjustment Lending in Forty-One Countries (FY79-90) ANNEX I

LIC BOARD IBRD IDA PCR Audit Rept.

REGION FY No. LOAN TYPE DATE ($Mil) ($Mil) STATUS STATUS No.

Togo 83 C.1365/F003 Struct. Adj. 05117/83 40 07/01/86 A 7361

Togo 85 C.1599/A-002 SAC II 05/30/85 37.8 06/16/89 A 8832

Uganda 82 C.1252 Reconstruction 11 05/25/82 70 05/23/89 A N.A

Uganda 84 C.1474 Reconstruction III 05/15/84 50 05/23/89 A N.A

Zaire 86 C.1708 Ind.Sector Adj. Cr. 06/10/86 80 09/01/89 A 8838

Zaire 87 C.1831/A-030/1 Struct. Adj. 06/25/87 163.3 04/22/91 A N.A

Zambia 85 C.1545 Agric. Rehab. 01/29/85 35 05/17/91 A N.A

Zimbabwe 83 L.2239 Manu.Sect.Export Progr. 02/15/83 70.6 06/23/86 A 8888

ASIA

Bangladesh 80 C.980 Eigth Imports Program 02/12/80 50 04/05/84 PCR N.A

Bangladesh 81 C.1071 Ninth Imports Program 10/14/80 65 10/30/88 A 8871

Bangladesh 82 C.1194 Tenth Imports Program 12/15/81 100 12/30/88 A 8871

Bangladesh 83 C.1300 Eleventh Imports Program 11/23/82 110 12/30/88 A 8871

Bangladesh 84 C.1471V1504 Twelveth Imports Program 05/08/84 170 12/30/88 A 8871

Bangladesh 86 C.1655 Thirteenth Imp. Prog. 02104/86 200 12/30/88 A 8871

Indonesia 87 L.2780 Trade Adjustment Loan 02/03/87 300 06/30/88 A 7947

Indonesia 88 L.2937 Second Trade Pol.Adj. 05/10/88 300 05/22/89 7947

Korea 82 L.2071 SAL 1 12/17/81 250 05/28/85 A 6761

Korea 84 L.2354 SAL II 11/08/83 300 05/28/85 A 6761

Nepal 87 C.1769 SAL 03/24/87 50 06/29/90 A N.A

Philippines 81 L.1901 SAL I 09/16/80 200 08/02/84 A 5813

Philippines 83 L.226f SAL II 04/23/83 302.3 08/02/84 A 5813

Thailand 82 L.2097 SAL I 03/02/82 150 12/19/84 A 6085

Thailand 83 L.2256 SAL II 03/31/83 175.5 12/19/84 A 6085

EMENA

Morocco 84 L.2377 Ind.&Trade Pol.Adj.Loan 01/31/84 150.4 05/13/88 A 7938

Morocco 85 L.2590 Agric.Sec.I 06/20/85 100 A 7868

Morocco 86 L.2604 Ind.4Trade Pol.Adj. Loan 07/16/85 200 A 7938

Morocco 86 L.2664 Education Sector 03/20/86 150 03/25/91 A 9568

Pakistan 81 C.1066 Fertilizer Imports Credit 09/16/80 50 08/23/83 A N.A

Pakistan 82 L.2166/C.1255 SAL 06/01/82 60 03.04/85 A 6308

Pakistan 85 L.2552 Sector Ln. (Energy) 05/23/85 178 06/26/89 A 8726

Pakistan 86 L.27C1 Export Dev.Loan 05/27/86 70 12/22/88 A 8873

Turkey 80 L.1818/1915 SAL 03/25/80 275 12/21/81 A 4015



Details of Adjustment Lending in Forty-One Countries (FY79-90) ANNEX I

L/C BOARD IBRD IDA PCR Audit Rept.

REGION FY No. LOAN TYPE DATE ($Mil) ($Mil) STATUS STATUS No.

----k --y--- -- -.-9- - -AL - - --/-/- 3- ---/- A----

Turkey 81 L.1987 SAL 11 05/12/81 300 12/06/83 A 5763

Turkey 82 L.2158 SAL III 05/27/82 304.5 12/06/83 A 5763

Turkey 83 L.2321 SAL IV 06/23/83 300.8 03/03/87 A 7205
Turkey 84 L.2441 SAL V 06/14/84 376 03/03/87 A 7205
Turkey 85 L.2585 Agric. Sector Adj. 06/18/85 300 05/29/91 A N.A

Yugoslavia 83 L.2326 SAL I (SAP) 06/28/83 275 10/27/86 A 6954

LAC

Bolivia 80 L.1865 Structural Adj. I 06/05/80 50 06/29/83 A 5155

Brazil 84 L.2347 Exp. Dev. Loan 10/04/83 352 06/30/89 A 8327
Brazil 84 L.2348 Agric. Cr. & Export Dev. 10/04/83 303 04/06/88 A 7922
Brazil 86 L.2727 Credit & Mktg.Reform 06/26/86 500 04/12/91 A N.A

Chile 86 L.2625 SAL-A 10/22/85 250 06/27/89 A 8851
Chile 87 L.2767 SAL II 10/20/86 250 06/27/89 A 8851

Chile 88 L.2892 SAL III 12/15/87 250 06/27/89 A 8851

Colombia 85 L.2551 Trade Policy 05/23/85 300 06/30/89 A N.A

Colombia 86 L.2677 Trade & Agric.Sector-A 04/15/86 250 06/30/89 A N.A

Costa Rica 83 L.2274 Export Development 05/03/83 25.2 05/27/88 A 7779

Ecuador 86 L.2626 Agric. Sector 10/22/85 100 08/31/90 A 9309

Ecuador 88 L.2897 Financial Sector Adj. 12/22/87 100 06/22/98 A N.A

Guyana 81 L.1948 C.1098 Structural Adj. 02/03/81 14 07/03/84 A 6119

Jamaica 81 L.1978 Rxport Dev. Fund II 04/30/81 37 06/09/86 A 7850

Jamaica 82 L.2105 Structural Adj. I 02/23/82 76.2 09/11/84 A 5762

Jamaica 83 L.2315 Structural Adj. II 06/14/83 60.2 12/30/88 A 8010

Jamaica 83 L.2320 Export Dev. Fund III 06/16/83 30.1 06/09/86 A 7850

Jamaica 85 L.2478 Structural Adj. III 11/20/84 55 12/30/88 A 8018

Jamaica 87 L.2849 Pub.Enter.Sector Adj. 06/17/87 20 04/06/89 A N.A

Mexico 83 L.2331 Export Dev.I 06/23/86 60 08/07/89 A 8875

Mexico 87 L.2777 Export Dev. II 01/20/87 250 A 8875

Mexico 87 L.2745 Trade Policy Loan 07/29/86 500 12/01/89 A FY92

Mexico 88 L.2882 Trade Policy II 11/12/87 500 12/01/87 A FY92

Nicaragua 81 C.1081 Pre-Investment Fund 12/16/80 5 04/13/89 A 8838

Uruguay 85 L.2468 Agric.Sector 08/28/84 60 12/12/88 A 8806
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TIME TABLE

Tentative Schedule

Implementation

* Initial desk studies July-September 1991

* Chapters to Coordinator January 31, 1992

Overall Report

* Draft Report to Division Chief/
Peer Review March 31, 1992

- Draft to Bank Departments April 30, 1992

* Comments from Bank Departments May 15, 1992

* Submission to DGO June 1, 1992

* Report to JAC June 30, 1992
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
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TO: Mr. Patrick E. Coady

FROM: Moeen A. Qureshi

EXTENSION: 82006

SUBJECT: OED Report on SAL Supervision and Monitoring:

Management Considerations for the JAC

Enclosed are some considerations by Management on the OED

Report that the Committee requested. I hope you find them useful in

your deliberations.

Enclosure

cc: Messrs. Thahane, Rovani, Sandstrom, Grilli, Bock

Ms. Okonjo-Iweala



EFFECTIVENESS OF SAL SUPERVISION

1. This is an informal note, embodying the kind of reactions that

Operations would have made orally at the JAC meeting on the OED Report on
SAL Supervision, held on July 29, 1991.

The Special Nature of SAL Operations

2. The Committee no doubt appreciates that the design and

implementation of adjustment programs are of a special nature, and carry

with it enormous responsibilities for the Bank and the borrowers. Not only

is knowledge of adjusting economies often incomplete, but in many instances

complex underlying relationships and potential responses remain to be

ascertained during program implementation. Monitoring and implementation

of SALs, as the OED report rightly stresses, is therefore an important and

very complex activity that requires a combination of judgment with

understanding of the economic relationships concerned.

Supervision is not Confined to Discrete Missions

3. In this regard, two aspects of the supervision of SAL operations

should be kept firmly in mind. One is that supervision of this type of

operation, more so than in the case of investment projects, cannot always

be done through clearly defined supervision missions. For SALs,

supervision is not a discrete activity, but a continuous process which is

carried out through various modes, including contacts with the borrower,

consultations with IMF staff and Resident Missions, and by other means.

All missions to an adjusting borrower, specifically those conducting

economic and sector work, do contribute in some measure to the process of

monitoring and implementing adjustment programs. The findings of these

missions are carefully gleaned and assembled by task managers for

adjustment operations and used for monitoring adjustment programs as well

as for guiding the focus and staffing of future supervision missions. In

fact, at the start of the OED study, EAS had expressed doubts about what

seemed excessive weight placed on supervision missions as such, but thought

that OED could come up with useful suggestions nevertheless. Later, in the

intensive exchanges of views that occurred prior to publication of the OED

report, EAS urged OED to caution report readers against using measurements

of SAL supervision time inputs, as these rely in most cases on imputation

and approximation, and cannot be read directly from the records.

Difficulties in Summarizing Findings of SAL Supervision in the Standard

Form

4. The second important aspect of supervision relates to procedures.

Because of the above considerations, the procedures laid down for

supervising investment loans and credits do not fit well the task of

supervising SALs. As the OED report itself recognizes, SAL supervision is

only partially conducted through missions formed specifically for that

purpose. The supervision Form which staff are urged to use is in many ways

inadequate because various details, judgments and nuances regarding the
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supervision of SALs, including changed internal and external circumstances,

political developments, and macroeconomic information cannot be

incorporated in it. EAS has stressed that the Form, which SAL supervision

staff are instructed to use for summarizing their findings, cannot cover

the various details and subtleties that supervision staff would normally

wish to record. Their findings would fit better in aide memoires written

in the field, or in back-to-office reports that would incorporate such aide

memoires. Operations' experience with OD 13.05, Annex A, indicates that

the procedures set out there are not fully adequate for the supervision of

SALs. Rather than urge staff to conform to such procedures, it would be

advisable to change these procedures. Steps are being taken to eliminate

the application of OD 13.05 to SALs, and to experiment with a format that

would suit the task better, while providing any necessary training for

staff as the need arises.

Tranche Release Notifications to the Board

5. Since the Reorganization of the Bank in 1987, and particularly

since the application of the new procedures for tranche releases as

approved by the Board on June 1990 (R90-67/l; IDA R90-56/1), management has

provided the Board with very detailed Notifications, explaining the basis

on which tranches are released or delayed. Alternatively, the Board has

been requested to grant waivers from conditions that have become impossible

to meet due to changed circumstances or where some alternative has been

found to produce the same results of conditions that have become redundant.

These detailed Notices to the Board, which invariably cite the latest

macroeconomic information available, as derived from economic and sector

work undertaken in the Bank, Resident Missions, Fund staff, and other

sources, should be seen as the culmination of an effective supervision

process.

Should Supervision Continue after Loan Closure?

6. The notion brought out in the OED report that supervision should

continue after loan closure to prevent backsliding on reform does not seem

to be a practicable one. EAS has raised this issue with OED before,

questioning the implicit underlying relationship between extended

supervision and backslidings, as well as the length of time that it would

be necessary to cover after loan closure. The success of an adjustment

program will hopefully not only dissuade the borrower from reversing

reform, but establish a momentum for other changes that would make

adjustment self-sustaining. In practice, it would not be possible to

extend formal supervision of an adjustment operation much after closure of

the loan. As time goes by, the policy steps considered essential at the

time the loan was made often become superseded by others, either in scope

or in focus, so that insistence on monitoring the observance of old

policies may become impractical or superfluous. To distinguish between

what would make sense to supervise in these circumstances, from what would

be advisable to disregard, would involve very difficult judgments and

perhaps generate unproductive activity. A more effective approach is to

continue the policy dialogue with the borrower after the loan closure

through economic and sector work. The nature of this dialogue, including

the issues of possible reversals of past reforms, determines to a very

large extent the relationship between the Bank and the borrower, and

influences both the level and the composition of subsequent lending.
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"Vague" Conditionality

7. Was supervision complicated by conditionality that continued to

be vague and imprecise? There is little doubt that some aspects of this

problem remain, despite great strides made in the recent past to rely on

fewer and clearer conditions. This aspect of the adjustment lending

process needs to be kept in perspective, however, since it is not always

fruitful (or even possible) to reduce a complex program of reforms to few

key operational actions. When such actions become only indicative of

substantive reforms, implementation, though desirable, does not always
ensure that the reform program is actually carried out. The converse is

also true in some cases. Overemphasis on observance of highly simplified

conditionality during implementation might actually lead to unwarranted

conclusions about the success, or lack thereof, of the operation in

question. While we should be anxious that the operation itself succeed,

judgment needs to be exercised in order to ensure that the substance, and

not merely the form, of adjustment is achieved. Reliance on phrases such

as performance "satisfactory to the Bank," though apparently vague, is

often the only sensible way that we have to ensure that complex judgments

over complex issues are not oversimplified or even trivialized.

Ownership

8. Despite its ready appeal, ownership of the program, as EAS had

insisted in its prior communications with OED, still tends to be over-

played. Ownership is a concept which often reflects a "post hoc ergo

propter hoc" type of logic. If the program succeeds, then there was

government "ownership," and if it falters, then ownership had been absent.

Strengthening borrower's institutions and capacity to formulate, implement

and monitor their own adjustment program is certainly worthwhile and should

be pursued, but it seems to us many of these aspects are not directly, or

even significantly, related to the "ownership" of an adjustment program.

Ownership is also a very difficult concept to pin down, though a judgment

can and must be made about its presence or absence, especially at the

appraisal stage of adjustment lending. One criterion EAS had proposed in

the context of the new study of SALs was for OED to explore why the

borrowers, if they are true owners of an adjustment program, do not carry

out their share of the completion reports themselves, or why in the

majority of cases they refrain from even commenting on the Program

Performance Audit Reports which OED sends out for borrower's comments

before publication.

Impact on the Poor

9. Covering the impact on the poor is a very difficult, and even a

problematic issue. To start with, useful information about the poor is not

always as complete and up to date as one would wish. As the Committee

knows, it is also inevitable that some people will be adversely affected as

a result of economic reforms, at least in the short run. But as the

program gets implemented and results are achieved, there will also be

gainers, including the poor. To try to annul all adverse impacts through

counter measures would frustrate the adjustment effort itself. Many recent

adjustment operations have attempted to protect vulnerable groups by

targeting specific actions at them; by safeguarding relevant public

expenditures (on health and education, for example); and by designing
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parallel investment or socially-oriented operations. Since often these are

effected outside adjustment operations, their existence and effects may

have escaped the purview of the OED study, which focused on SALs only.

10. It is quite true that an assessment of program impact on the

poor, written at completion, would throw light on the social dimensions of

the program ex post, and be useful for assessing results and guiding future

operations. It would be useful also if the poverty situation were to be

monitored throughout the adjustment process, so that a proper assessment is

made of the impact on the poor at completion. But this cannot be done as a

general rule, as it would often require complex, in situ, monitoring; it

would be costly, and may even delay action, if the implementation of

adjustment programs was made to await the result of ongoing assessment of

their impact on poverty. While every effort is being made to complete and

update our knowledge of poverty through country economic and sector work

and special efforts such as the SDA, it has been found feasible, in the

meantime, to track certain relevant indicators such as the real wages of

unskilled labor and the rural terms of trade. To the extent possible these

indicators are now being monitored during implementation to assist in the

evaluation of the impact on poverty.

Macroeconomic Conditionality

11. Care is exercised within Operations to see that all loan and

credit legal documents for adjustment operations, including SECALs,

stipulate that the macroeconomic framework should remain consistent with

the objectives of the operation. Such a condition makes monitoring the

macroeconomic situation mandatory in all adjustment operations. Where a

Fund program is not in place, an agreed set of key macroeconomic indicators

is now usually specified for the purpose of monitoring macroeconomic

developments. The Fund is consulted on the specification of such

indicators.

Other Issues and Conclusion

12. There are other issues raised by the OED report whose

implications deserve attention. Among them (i) lack of continuity of key

staff; (ii) the role of Resident Missions; and (iii) monitoring social

data. On the first issue, while greater continuity of involved staff would

bring certain strengths to the task of monitoring and supervision of

adjustment lending operations, a fresh look by a different team can at

times open up new avenues and provide helpful new perspectives. On the

second issue, one must keep in mind that Resident Missions' resources are

generally limited, and that the skill-mix of staff reflects the tasks that

we have found cost-efficient to have performed in situ. Staffing Resident

Missions with macroeconomic specialists for the purpose of supervision

would in most cases be unjustified, when the analytical tasks, which are

the mainstay of Bank country economists' work, are mostly performed at

Headquarters. Lastly, monitoring social data is a very difficult

undertaking as these data need to be vetted and stabilized, before they can

be properly interpreted. Such a function is hard to fulfill over the

usually short span of SALs. However, some social indicators (such as baby

immunization rates and infant mortality) can be monitored over the

relatively short term, and efforts are being made in Operations to cover

these, where relevant and practicable.
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13. The report raises other points which on the whole appear to us to

be less weighty than the above ones, but which are nevertheless receiving
attention within Operations. Efforts at dissemination, however, should

await fuller analysis of all the issues raised. It would be helpful if OED

provided for discussion a list of key changes in procedures or practices

which they would wish to be especially imparted to staff.

14. We remain at the disposal of the JAC for whatever follow-up on

this valuable report may be considered useful.

EAS
August 16, 1991



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: July 22, 1991

TO: Mr. Enzo Grilli, Director, EAS

FROM: Salah El Serafyf

EXTENSION: 81940

SUBJECT: OED's Report on SAL Supervision

1. 1 have noted David Bock's query to you in respect of paras 19 et

seq of OED's report, just released, on Effectiveness of SAL Supervision and

Monitoring. You will recall that we had commented twice on this report

while in draft. Attached are copies of these comments made on March 22 and
July 1.

2. I may have missed para 19 in my reading of the draft, but my

impression is that in its present form it is different from what I had seen
and commented upon earlier. It is not felicitously worded, and it

exaggerates the change in procedures from before to after the June 1990

memorandum to the Board. This memorandum, which EAS drafted, reaffirmed

the old procedures but to respond to IDA replenishment considerations had

to bear the heading: "Proposed Procedures for Tranche Releases under

Adjustment Loans and Credits."

3. Para 19 assumes there was a departure from before to after this

memorandum was approved by the Directors. Despite the convoluted language

of this paragraph, I see no harm in OED giving the impression that new
procedures were in fact ushered in by this memorandum.

4. In my dealings with OED in general, I have found them very

conscious of their independence and resistant to suggestions made for

change. On this particular issue, I think we can live with para 19, as OED

seems to have taken care of many of the other issues I raised in my two

memoranda.

cc: Mr. Bock; Mrs. Okonjo-Iweala

Attachments

SESerafy/lcu



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: July 1, 1991

TO: Mr. Luis Landau, OEDD2

FROM: Salah El Serafy, Economic Adviser, EAS

EXTENSION: 81940

SUBJECT: Effectiveness of SAL Supervision

1. Further to our telephone conversation, herewith some comments.

2. I still do not see a statement to the effect that supervision is

often carried out jointly with other economic work including preparation

for a follow-up adjustment operation and because of this the time input for

supervision is often estimated and approximate. I would like to see such a

statement directly in the part where time inputs are mentioned.

3. In light of the above the repeated use of "supervision staff"

gives the false impression that supervision missions are mounted

specifically to supervise.

4. Please record in the recommendations that many of your findings

(such as fewer conditions) are already features of the later operations,

particularly those undertaken since the Reorganization.

5. I am still not convinced that supervision missions should produce

an amended Form 590. The nature of SALs makes it difficult to fit all the

necessary information in a form. A full Back-to-Office Report is

preferable.

6. It is not clear how long after loan closure should we go on

supervising to prevent "back-sliding" on conditionality. This

recommendation (p. 48) appears impracticable. I find it also impracticable

to offer training to "supervision staff" to cause them to follow the

supervision guidelines.

7. I would strengthen the recommendation on borrower involvement,

requiring specifically that completion should be done by the 
borrower and a

clause to this effect included in the legal documents.

8. I realize the difficulty of writing such a report with the

intention of saying something fresh and to the point. Including old

operations gives the impression that things have not changed since the

early days of SALs, but of course you know very well that 
things have

improved, and perhaps a line to this effect is warranted.

9. Lastly I enjoyed reading this report. I am gratified that many

of the comments I made in my March 22 memorandum have been accommodated,

and if any remains unheeded, it is because, I realize, OED is independenti

cc: Messrs. Grilli, EASDR
Wyss, CODDR

Mrs. Okonjo-Iweala, OPNSV

SESerafy/Lcu



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: March 22, 1991

TO: Messrs. Jozsef Buky and Luis Landau, OED

FROM: Salah El Serafy, EAS

EXTENSION: 81940

SUBJECT: Draft Study of Effectiveness of SAL Supervision

1. Herewith my reactions to this thoughtful report.

2. I f3nd the task you set yourselves worthy and the conclusions for

the most part judicious. I read it simultaneously with the Internal Audit

Department's draft report on SAL supervision in LAC, and there is

understandably a lot of common ground between your efforts and theirs.

3. The OED draft is aware of tne complexity of the adjustment

process, the changing conditions that supervision staff frequently face,

and their need to look beyond formal compliance with legal conditions. The

draft remarks that considerable resources are allocated to supervision, but

judges correctly that in view of the large sums involved and the short span

of disbursements, the supervision input is not excessive. Two comments I

have on this: (a) that some cautionary statement needs to be added on the

difficulty of assessing inputs of staff time as the tasks of economic

analysis and reporting are often inter-related, and some arbitrariness in

reckoning joint time is to be expected; and (b) I would play down the

characteristic arrogated to adjustment lending as "a powerful vehicle to

transfer resources." This again creeps in the part relating to delays in

tranche releases, which are said to be conflicting with the objective of

providing fast disbursing funds. (See also para. 9 below.)

4. I take it there is no way of avoiding the substantive judgments

made about the role played by supervising missions in difficult and

changing circumstances, and about inconsistencies said to have existed

between Bank and Fund objectives. This should be best looked at in

individual contexts (which I am afraid I have not done), and which I hope

will be scrutinized carefully before publication for the benefit of good

relations with the IMF.

5. I believe the conclusion is wrong that the findings of related

economic and sector work were seldom incorporated in the tranche release

process. The judgment is also wrong that tranche releases were decided by

managers without the full benefit of information available to staff. I

wonder if the authors have scrutinized Management's announcements of

tranche releases to the Board to see how comprehensive these are and how

they bring together the latest macroeconomic assessments, including IMF

work, to justify the important SAL condition that the macroeconomy is on

track.

6. The claim that the Bank has no recourse after the last tranche

has been disbursed may be true where no further adjustment operations wou1
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follow; but it has been standard practice for some years now to give a

coherent history of past adjustment operations and their outcome before

initiating a fresh adjustment operation.

7. I believe the judgment that the bias prevailing in the Bank for

maintaining or expanding lending, which is said to have weakened

supervision of existing SALs, is not correct as a general finding, and

should perhaps be dropped from the Executive Summary or very much diluted.

A special supervision mission also is not needed in every case before a

tranche is released.

8. The report contains a valuable section on Form 590, reiterating

the judgment that much of it is irrelevant to adjustment operations, and

describes the poor record of filling in this form. The OED report
valiantly proposes a modified form 590, to suit the purposes of adjustment

operations better, but this new form requires much effort to complete, and

the proposed coverage is so extensive that a form could not possibly

contain it. A'less formalistic reporting pattern is likely to be more

practicable, but this would require investigation, perhaps by a small task

force.

9. When it comes to the recommendations I have to repeat, once more,

my reservation about the alleged SAL objective of providing fast-disbursing

funds, and how this may conflict with structural reforms. There is no

doubt whatever that the structural reforms are the primary objective of

SALs, and that the rapid disbursement of funds is secondary and even

incidental. Any thought of extending the disbursement period, should be

tempered by the notion that the macroeconomic framework is more liable to

change the longer the period; that is why there has been preference in the

Bank for shorter-time frames and repetition of SALs, rather than a longer

period that spans many years, with fewer SALs. Thus the recommendation

that we should delink structural reforms from fast disbursements by finding

a different lending instrument to provide fast-disbursing funds appears to

me to lack merit.

10. I find some merit, however, in considering extending SAL previous

conditionality to future lending, but the report must be careful not to

make future investment lending hostage to macroeconomic conditionality

which is an issue on which Executive Directors are divided. The process by

which the Board reviews macroeconomic policy in borrower countries has now

been formalized, and the report should tread carefully in this area.

11. I do not agree that the skills and staff efforts involved in

supervising ongoing SALs are less recognized by Bank management than those

involved in new lending. The process of SAL supervision is continuous, and

new adjustment lending is fundamentally rooted in current economic work,

including supervision of ongoing operations. In fact the genesis of new

operations is often past and current adjustment operations which, taken

together, .often make up an integrated medium-term adjustment program.

12. Missing perhaps (I am not sure if it is there or if I have missq-!

it) is coverage of auditing of disbursements, and how this should relate t

supervision mission staffing.
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13 I do not wish to end on a negative note, however. I found this

report stimulating and well written, and my appreciation of it is enhanced

by the fact that it was a desk study, built on previous efforts. I began

skeptically in the belief that it would be difficult to isolate

"supervision" from other stages of SAL processing, but I think the approach

has worked out nicely, and I hope you find these remarks useful.

cc: Messrs. Grilli, EASDR (o/r)
Wyss, CODDR

Mrs. Okonjo-Iweala, OPNSV

EAS STAFF

SESerafy/lcu



THE WORLD BANK/IFC/MIGA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE : July 2, 1991

TO : Mr. R. Srinivasan, COD

FROM : Salah El Seral Economic Advisor

EXT. : 81940

SUBJECT: Draft OD 11.03: Procurement Arrangements in Adjusting Operations

1. This is an extremely well written OD which we had commented on
before. I wish, however, to make the following suggestions.

2. Please insert "or services" after "specific goods" in paragraph 2(a)
line 2.

3. Delete "from eligible sources" from the last line of paragraph 2(f)
so that the "misprocurement" can apply to any other cause, not just the
sources.

4. Delete the last sentence of paragraph 6 which argues against the
concentration of imports. The sentence before that which discourages
concentration is sufficient. Please also delete the related footnote 4
which says that the cap on petroleum imports are usually 25Z of the loan.
This indeed was the early practice of adjustment operations following the
second oil price rise, but in my experience it has faded out.

5. Having said this, I want to reiterate my admiration for a clearly
written and authoritative OD.

cc. Mr. Grilli
Mr. Harris

Mr. Bock
Mr. Wyss O/R
Ms. Okoujo-Iweala
Ms. Datta-Mitra



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: July 1, 1991

TO: Mr. Luis Landau, OEDD2

FROM: Salah El Serafy, Economic Adviser, EAS

EXTENSION: 81940

SUBJECT: Effectiveness of SAL Supervision

1. Further to our telephone conversation, herewith some comments.

2. I still do not see a statement to the effect that supervision is

often carried out jointly with other economic work including preparation

for a follow-up adjustment operation and because of this the time input for

supervision is often estimated and approximate. I would like to see such a

statement directly in the part where time inputs are mentioned.

3. In light of the above the repeated use of "supervision staff"

gives the false impression that supervision missions are mounted

specifically to supervise.

4. Please record in the recommendations that many of your findings

(such as fewer conditions) are already features of the later operations,

particularly those undertaken since the Reorganization.

5. I am still not convinced that supervision missions should produce

an amended Form 590. The nature of SALs makes it difficult to fit all the

necessary information in a form. A full Back-to-Office Report is

preferable.

6. It is not clear how long after loan closure should we go on

supervising to prevent "back-sliding" on conditionality. This

recommendation (p. 48) appears impracticable. I find it also impracticable

to offer training to "supervision staff" to cause them to follow the

supervision guidelines.

7. 1 would strengthen the recommendation on borrower involvement,

requiring specifically that completion should be done by the borrower and a

clause to this effect included in the legal documents.

8. I realize the difficulty of writing such a report with the

intention of saying something fresh and to the point. Including old

operations gives the impression that things have not changed since the

early days of SALs, but of course you know very well that things have

improved, and perhaps a line to this effect is warranted.

9. Lastly I enjoyed reading this report. I am gratified that many

of the comments I made in my March 22 memorandum have been accommodated,

and if any remains unheeded, it is because, I realize, OED is independentl

cc: Messrs. Grilli, EASDR

Wyss, CODDR

Mrs. Okonjo-Iweala, OPNSV

SESerafy/lcu



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: June 27, 1991

TO: Mr. George C. Maniatis, Acting Chief, OEDD2

FROM: Salah El Serafy, Economic Adviser, EAS

EXTENSION: 81940

SUBJECT: SAL/SECAL Overview: Approach Paper

1. Apologies for having missed the deadline of June 19. I note from
your memorandum that you plan a study of 80 adjustment operations,
completed during the past five years or so, in order to assess the
effectiveness of adjustment lending and offer suggestions for making such

lending more effective. I understand that this will be mainly a desk study
and only limiteid travel is being contemplated, provided its utility to the

study is established. I would discourage you from undertaking country
visits.

2. My first comment is that given your resources you might find

yourself spread too thin. In pursuit of comprehensiveness, you might find

it difficult to distill the experience of such a vast array of operations
into a coherent message. I would prefer that after a cursory survey of the

audits you concentrate on the ones that are perceived to be highly

successful and the ones that have been judged to have failed. In both

groups, if you can isolate the ones where exogenous circumstances did not

much change, either positively or negatively, the role of structural

adjustment per se would emerge. Otherwise you will be dealing with a

tangle of unclear cases where success or failure is difficult to discern,

let alone tcaced to imputed causes. One measure of success that might be

claimed for the unclear cases, is that adjustment lending may have seen the

countries concerned through a difficult period, and prevented their

economic collapse.

3. As to causes I find it difficult to see how the study will be
able to go beyond the issues brought out in RAL I, and re-inforced in RAL

II. Ownership, adequate financing, sequencing (though not entirely
determinate), and mitigating social hardships. Presumably the study will

settle down to indicating one or more of those as primary for certain
countries in the period covered. I submit this will not be very useful.

4. If you set much store on country "ownership" (and in practice

ownership, I assert, is difficult to establish either way), then you should

only use one obvious test. Just quickly look at your eighty PPARs and see

which ones attracted borrower's comment. Ynu will, I believe, find very
few of these that had been commented upon by the government, and the bulk,
I am willing to bet, cannot therefore be perceived as having been "owned"
by their governments. Save your money and do not send missions to explore
ownership. Incidentally while borrowers may be forgiven for not commenting

on completed investment projects, they have no excuse to abstain from

reviewing the expost assessment of adjustment operations. Remember, they

should have carried out the completion themselves, and commenting is a much

less taxing effort. [I think OED should make a special effort to elicit
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government comment on adjustment operations, stressing to the borrower the
inference that would necessarily be drawn from borrower inaction in this
regard.]

5. Please do not waste your valuable resources on assessing the
factors that generated policy-based lending (para. 7). This aspect has
already been covered ad nauseam. I wish you luck with the issues
identified for program design and its implementation. However, again I
fear a tangled web of interdependent factors that would elude objective
analysis. On assessing outcome, I judge that exogenous factors will always
intrude, but I am sure that you will find (againl) that the projections of
macroeconomic improvement as a result of the adjustment program had been
too optimistic. The same factors work here as in the case of investment
projects rates of return ex post against projections.

6. I trust you will find these comments useful. I would hate to
discourage you in your useful endeavor, and wish you luck in whatever
course you finally decide to pursue.

cc: Messrs. Grilli (o/r), Levy, Wyss, Bock, Ms. Okonjo-Iweala
EAS Colleagues

SESerafy/lcu



May 31, 1991

Hans,

RE: IIIc countries and investments/adjustment loans- MAQ ideas

These were the ideas that MAQ expressed today.

1. If a country is already on the IIIc list, and a core lending
program has been approved by the President, then Operations has a
mandate to process the investment loans ( and adjustment loans)
that make up the core program. We need no new procedures here.

2. If a country is not IIIc to begin with ( and thus we don't
have an approved core program), and Finance feels that country

rating should be dropped to IIIc at mid-point, then we should

follow proper procedures for the determination of the rating.

Finance should raise the issue with the Region. The Region

prepares a note arguing the opposite case. Then decision on

rating goes to the President. If the President decides that IIIc

is appropriate, then Region has to prepare a CSN defining a core
program. The President approves it ( or some of it), and the

implementation is up to Operations. We deal with investment ( and

adjustment loans) in the same way as above.

3. MAQ did not deal with the exceptions to the approved core

programs. In the case of adjustment operations, the practice has

been to go to the President with the operation. In the case of

investment loans we have three options:

a. Go to the President with the investment loan decision

b. Have the Region argue what is in fact a revision to the core

program, and go to the President with it. If President approves

Operations proceeds as in case 1.

c. Set up a surveillance system to 1) bring the cases

periodically to the attention of the OC ( say every quarter), or

2) empower a lower level Committee ( with Finance in it) to

review the exceptions as we had proposed already.

We could present these as options to MAQ and let him decide.

Cheers

Enzo
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THE WORLD BANKINTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: March 22, 1991

TO: Messrs. Jozsef Buky and Luis Landau, OED

FROM: Salah El Serafy, EAS

EXTENSION: 81940

SUBJECT: Draft Study of Effectiveness of SAL Supervision

1. Herewith my reactions to this thoughtful report.

2. I find the task you set yourselves worthy and the conclusions for
the most part judicious. I read it simultaneously with the Internal Audit

Department's draft report on SAL supervision in LAC, and there is
understandably a lot of common ground between your efforts and theirs.

3. The OED draft is aware of the complexity of the adjustment

process, the changing conditions that supervision staff frequently face,

and their need to look beyond formal compliance with legal conditions. The
draft remarks that considerable resources are allocated to supervision, but
judges correctly that in view of the large sums involved and the short span

of disbursements, the supervision input is not excessive. Two comments I
have on this: (a) that some cautionary statement needs to be added on the
difficulty of assessing inputs of staff time as the tasks of economic

analysis and reporting are often inter-related, and some arbitrariness in

reckoning joint time is to be expected; and (b) I would play down the

characteristic arrogated to adjustment lending as "a powerful vehicle to

transfer resources." This again creeps in the part relating to delays in
tranche releases, which are said to be conflicting with the objective of

providing fast disbursing funds. (See also para. 9 below.)

4. I take it there is no way of avoiding the substantive judgments
made about the role played by supervising missions in difficult and

changing circumstances, and about inconsistencies said to have existed

between Bank and Fund objectives. This should be best looked at in

individual contexts (which I am afraid I have not done), and which I hope

will be scrutinized carefully before publication for the benefit of good

relations with the IMF.

5. 1 believe the conclusion is wrong that the findings of related

economic and sector work were seldom incorporated in the tranche release

process. The judgment is also wrong that tranche releases were decided by

managers without the full benefit of information available to staff. I

wonder if the authors have scrutinized Management's announcements of

tranche releases to the Board to see how comprehensive these are and how

they bring together the latest macroeconomic assessments, including IMF
work, to jistify the important SAL condition that the macroeconomy is on

track.

6. The claim that the Bank has no recourse after the last tranche

has been disbursed may be true where no further adjustment operations would
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follow; but it has been standard practice for some years now to give a
coherent history of past adjustment operations and their outcome before
initiating a fresh adjustment operation.

7. I believe the judgment that the bias prevailing in the Bank for
maintaining or expanding lending, which is said to have weakened
supervision of existing SALs, is not correct as a general finding, and
should perhaps be dropped from the Executive Summary or very much diluted.
A special supervision mission also is not needed in every case before a
tranche is released.

8. The report contains a valuable section on Form 590, reiterating
the judgment that much of it is irrelevant to adjustment operations, and
describes the poor record of filling in this form. The OED report
valiantly proposes a modified form 590, to suit the purposes of adjustment
operations better, but this new form requires much effort to complete, and
the proposed coverage is so extensive that a form could not possibly
contain it. A less formalistic reporting pattern is likely to be more
practicable, but this would require investigation, perhaps by a small task
force.

9. When it comes to the recommendations I have to repeat, once more,
my reservation about the alleged SAL objective of providing fast-disbursing
funds, and how this may conflict with structural reforms. There is no
doubt whatever that the structural reforms are the primary objective of
SALs, and that the rapid disbursement of funds is secondary and even
incidental. Any thought of extending the disbursement period, should be
tempered by the notion that the macroeconomic framework is more liable to
change the longer the period; that is why there has been preference in the
Bank for shorter-time frames and repetition of SALs, rather than a longer
period that spans many years, with fewer SALs. Thus the recommendation
that we should delink structural reforms from fast disbursements by finding
a different lending instrument to provide fast-disbursing funds appears to
me to lack merit.

10. I find some merit, however, in considering extending SAL previous
conditionality to future lending, but the report must be careful not to
make future investment lending hostage to macroeconomic conditionality
which is an issue on which Executive Directors are divided. The process by
which the Board reviews macroeconomic policy in borrower countries has now
been formalized, and the report should tread carefully in this area.

11. I do not agree that the skills and staff efforts involved in
supervising ongoing SALs are less recognized by Bank management than those
involved in new lending. The process of SAL supervision is continuous, and
new adjustment lending is fundamentally rooted in current economic work,
including supervision of ongoing operations. In fact the genesis of new
operations is often past and current adjustment operations which, taken
together, often make up an integrated medium-term adjustment program.

12. Missing perhaps (I am not sure if it is there or if I have missed
it) is coverage of auditing of disbursements, and how this should relate to
supervision mission staffing.
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13 I do not wish to end on a negative note, however. I found this

report stimulating and well written, and my appreciation of it is enhanced

by the fact that it was a desk study, built on previous efforts. I began

skeptically in the belief that it would be difficult to isolate

"supervision" from other stages of SAL processing, but I think the approach

has worked out nicely, and I hope you find these remarks useful.

cc: Messrs. Grilli, EASDR (o/r)
Wyss, CODDR

Mrs. Okonjo-Iweala, OPNSV
EAS STAFF

SESerafy/lcu
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: March 21, 1991

TO: Mr. Malcolm J. Johnson, Acting Auditor General,IADDR

FROM: Salah El Serafy, Economic Adviser, EAS

EXTENSION: 81940

SUBJECT: Audit Report on SAL Supervision in LAC

1. Thank you for sending me for comment the draft report on the

audit carried out on the supervision of adjustment lending in the LAC

Region. I read this review of 19 loans not just in the context of LAC

operations, but in the general context of Bank-wide supervision of

adjustment loans. I believe the same findings would apply to other Regions
also.

2. I find much that I agree with in this review which takes its cue

largely from Operational Directive 13.05, Annex A, dated March 1989,

"Guidelines for the Supervision of Adjustment Loans." This directive

treats the supervision of adjustment operations as a subset of the normal

supervision process for loans and credits and insists on the production of

the same form 590 (which specifies formal reporting requirements), whereas

this is not particularly suited to the supervision of adjustment lending --
a conclusion with which the audit report seems to agree. The

recommendation that Annex A of OD 13.05 should be reviewed is therefore
correct and acceptable, and maybe it should be done away with altogether.

3. While the audit reaches the correct conclusion that "Form 590 is

not relevant to adjustment lending" (p. iii, para. c), it tacitly

castigates the Region for not following consistently the procedures set out

in that form. With a certain degree of contradiction, however, it

concludes that the review "did not indicate that the lack of formal

detailed supervision planning has resulted in inadequate supervision"

(para. 9). In other words, supervision was found to be adequate despite

the fact that supervision guidelines were not being followed.

4. The review's inability to move away from the requirements of OD

13.05 Annex A, which takes up much of the coverage of the paper, undermines

the effectiveness of this draft.

5. The improvements proposed in the design of form 590 (paras. 18

and 19) contain some valuable notions, but the whole form probably needs a

radical review, as this audit has rightly concluded.

6. In a previous contact with the team I had indicated that the

supervision process of adjustment operations did not conform well to a

predetermined supervision schedule, and that much supervision takes place

in conjunction with other economic work and has to be coordinated carefully

with Fund activities. I also indicated that the team's remarks about

auditing of disbursements are certainly valid and valuable, and that this

is an aspect we in EAS do not normally get involved in.
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7. It is my view that project ratings during supervision are not
very useful as these, save in exceptional circumstances, would paper over

complex situations and in any case are apt to change rapidly. Much better
would be to monitor certain identified macroeconomic indicators to guide,
but not necessarily decide the outcome of the supervision. The resort to

aide memoires, which on the whole should be encouraged, is sometimes not

the best way to proceed, and this should be left to the discretion of the

task manager. The listing of conditions and progress on their

implementation would be useful if such formal reporting is maintained.
Whether all the findings of the macroeconomic review should, or could, be

squeezed into such a form is questionable, however.

8. I endorse the finding on technical assistance components in

adjustment operations. Together with the Regions we have been attempting
to ensure that components covering TA should be designed in such a way as
not to delay completion. We support also action to tighten compliance with
audit covenants on disbursement of funds. In his memorandum of January 10,
1991 to the Regional Vice Presidents, ("Audit Reporting and Control over
Statements of Expenditure") Mr. Qureshi set up a number of guidelines
forbidding extension of closing dates where audit reports were outstanding,
and instructing staff not to release the next tranche until these had been
done. Also required is that the IM for new adjustment operations should
indicate failure to observe audit covenants under earlier operations and
make compliance a condition of proceeding with the new operation.
Compliance with these instructions, which are too recent to affect the

record, needs to be monitored.

9. I enjoyed reading this paper and I trust you find my reactions

helpful. It would be worthwhile to aim for a better form 590 which would
not impose too much work on the Regions, but which would certainly aid the

tranche release process. On the other hand, if the process ain't broke,
why fix it?

cc: Messrs./Mmes Aiyer, LACVP
Datta-Mitra, COD
Grilli, EASDR (o/r)
Levy, EAS
Okonjo-Iweala, OPNSV
EAS Staff

SESerafy/lcu
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5. The improvements proposed in the design of form 590 (paras. 18
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supervision process of adjustment operations did not conform well to a
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with Fund activities. I also indicated that the team's remarks about

auditing of disbursements are certainly valid and valuable, and that this
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7. It is my view that project ratings during supervision are not

very useful as these, save in exceptional circumstances, would paper over

complex.situations and in any case are apt to change rapidly. Much better

would be to monitor certain identified macroeconomic indicators to guide,

but not necessarily decide the outcome of the supervision. The resort to
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the best way to proceed, and this should be left to the discretion of the

task manager. The listing of conditions and progress on their
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make compliance a condition of proceeding with the new operation.

Compliance with these instructions, which are too recent to affect the

record, needs to be monitored.

9. I enjoyed reading this paper and I trust you find my reactions
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Okonjo-Iweala, OPNSV
EAS Staff

SESerafyilcu
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Guidelines for the Supervision of Adjustment Loans

Introduction The Focus of Supervision Work

1 These guidelines supplement the general 4. An adjustment loan normally supports a

directive for project supervision, as described in program consisting of a number of policy meas-

the main text, in order to highlight special supervi- ures intended to achieve certain macroeconomic

sion aspects of adjustment lending. As defined in and sector objectives. The measures are detailed

Circular Op 87/06, filed as OMS 2.01, Guidelinesfor in the loan agreement and the government's

Preparing Adjustment Loans and Credits (to be reis- "Letter of Development Policy." The program

sued as OD 9.10, Processing and Documentation for and its rationale are further explained in the Presi-

Adjustment Lending), the guidelines for adjustment dent's Report. Supervision has to focus on

lending comprise (a) structural adjustment loans program execution and, therefore, the timely

(SALs), (b) sector adjustment loans (SECALs), and adoption and effective implementation of the

(c) other quick-disbursing operations such as feha- agreed policy measures and other actions, such as

bilitatio -tp--r-oans. fy rdopratos witf specific institutional arrangements and studies.

mix oa adjutment and specific investment objec- However, supervision should not lose sight of the

tives are also included, intended results of the agreed actions (which

should be consistent with the program's objectives)

2. Circular Op 87/06 provides broad guid- and the general macroeconomic framework within

ance for the supervision of adjustment loans, par- which program implementation takes place.

ticularly regarding the procedures to be followed Supervision of adjustment loans must, therefore,

for tranche release. The memorandum SVPOP/ be broader than the review of agreed actions and

COD No. 2, Guidelinesfor Preparing Project Comple- procedures related to procurement and loan dis-

tion Reports (PCRs), November 1, 1988, and Annex bursement. It has to be complemented by fairly

II to OMS 3.58, General Guidelines for Preparing broad monitoring of a country's overall economic

Project Completion Reports (to be reissued as OD performance--in terms of both policies and

13.55, Project Completion Reports) provide guidance results--which in turn has a bearing on the

for the preparation of PCRs for adjustment loans, implementation and success of the specific adjust-

All of these directives should be consulted in con- ment program. An example of typical indicators to

nection with these guidelines, be monitored is given in Annex Al. This broad

monitoring is particularly important since the

The Supervision Process Bank does not usually define legally binding

macroeconomic performance criteria. However,

3. In principle, the supervision process is the where an extraordinary situation has arisen which

<'sa for adjustment loans as for other project renders it improbable that the agreed program can

loans. Certain changes in emphasis of particular be carried out, the Bank may take remedial action.

aspects are needed in view of the different nature
and scope of adjustment operations as compared Specific Aspects of Adjustment Loan

to traditional investment projects. However, the Supervision

formal reporting requirements (including form

59) and the need to monitor compliance with 5. As with design, supervising the implemen-

loan conditions, the Bank's procurement and dis- tation of adjustment programs requires close con-

bursement procedures, as well as with accounting sultation and coordination with the IMF. For low-

and auditing requirements, also apply. This may income countries eligible for financing under the

have implications for the staffing of supervision Structural Adjustment Facility (SAP), the Policy

missions (see para. 8). Framework Paper (PFP) process should also be

This directive wsas prepared for the guidance of staff of the World Bank and is not necessarily a complete treatment of the subjects covered.
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used as a vehicle for consultation and coordination of the supervision missions should be effectively

(see Circular Op 87/04, Policy Framework Papers- coordinated with the decision-making processes in

Updated Guidelines, to be reissued as OD 2.20, Policy the country (e.g., the budget preparation cycle).

Framework Papers). Depending on the specific Where applicable, the PFP rocess should also be

financing arrangements, coordination and taken into account an used as a convenient

exchange of information with cofinanciers may vehicle for policy dialogue and tripartite coordina-

also be required. Since the success of the adjust- tion (see Circular Op 87/04, Policy Framework Pa-

ment program depends on the timely availability pers-- Updated Guidelines, to be reissued as OD 2.20,

of funds from various sources, supervision needs to Policy Framework Papers). Senior staff involvement

monitor the flow of all complementary financing. and continuity of staff assigned to the supervision
of a given operation is important for effective

6. In many operations, loan conditionality supervision work. Since adjustment programs are

"frontloading" requires policy actions to be com- normally broader than just a set of economic policy

pleted before loan effectiveness, and therefore an measures, and loan execution also depends on the

early initiat-iiiof the supervision process. Given compliance with disbursement and procurement

the complexity of the typical programs and some- procedures, the management of Special Accounts,

times of the institutional arrangements, it is often use of Statements of Expenditures, and auditing

desirable to set up fairly elaborate management requirements;;-managers s nuld ake adequate

and monitoring arrangements in the country, with staffingarra ients, involving specialists in the

adequate representation of the monetary and fis- areas mentioned above, in addition to economists

cal authorities. Where this has not been done and sector specialists.

during appraisal, such arran ements and the proc-
ess are initiated most suitably y means o a Bank- 9. Supervision prior to tranche release needs

sponsored "project aulci worksnop" that would to be particularly carefully planned. The proce-

cover all important aspects of program and loan dures for tranche release are spelled out in Circu-

execution (see para. 10 of main text). lar Op 87/06, filed as OMS 2.01, Guidelinesfor Pre-
paring Adjustment Loans and Credits, to be reissued as

7. Adequate planning (including the specific OD 9.10, Processing and Documentation for Adjust-

focus, timing, and staffing) of supervision work is ment Lending. (See Annex E of Circular Op 87/06,

of particular importance in complex adjustment which also includes a sample of the tranche release

operations. The general guidelines (paras. 42-52 announcement to the executive directors.) Tran-

of the main text) also apply to adjustment opera- che release is approved by the OPI,$V following a

tions. Premission issues meetings may have to be recommendation by the RVP, wAh rior consulta-

convened to provide supervision missions with tion EAS and LEG. Conclusions and under-

adequate guidance. They are normally required standings reached by tranche release missions are

for missions preparing tranche releases, where de- therefore subject to approval by senior manage-

cisions on the Bank's negotiating position need to ment. Major changes in the loan conditions for

be taken before mission departure. Supervision of tranche release require Board approval (see

adjustment loans is often closely linked with para. 34 of main text).

economic and sector work or with the preparation

of a follow-up adjustment operation. Close coord- 10. Many programs are complex, and prog-

ination of these activities is required. ress towards compliance with tranche release

conditions is sometimes uneven. This may require

8. Depending on the specific purpose and the supervision in stages before tranche release, possi-

expected results (of policy action in such areas as bly involving negotiations regarding future policy

the public investment program or government- actions that were not designed in detail during

managed agricultural support prices), the timing appraisal. The nature and timing of many adjust-

This directive was prepared for the guidance of staff of the World Bank and is not necessarily a complete treatment of the subjects covered.
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merit programs may also require monitoring after the reform measures might not succeed

loan closing. However, since the Bank is normally even if all measures were taken as agreed

associated with a country for an extended period and in a timely fashion. The fundamental

(e.g., through a series of adjustment operation), objectives of the reform, e.g., increased

aequte mhoghitsriesueadjsnt aerangeents), savings and better resource use, n

adequate monitoring/supervision arrangements, achieved under conditions of

providing for the necessary continuity and review adequately acevedatng nition T -

of previous conditions, are usually made during persistent or accelerating inflation. There-

the preparation and supervision of subsequent op- fore, even if specific macroecodomic per-

erations. In these circumstances, continuity of the formance criteria are not spelled out in the

adjustment process should be reflected in adequate loan agreement the general review clause

supervision of and reporti on all the undertak- can still call for a delay in tranche release

ings covered uner- t~nuntil appropriate measures are taken to

operations. -ensure 

financial stability, or the remainder
of the loan could be cancelled altogether.

ii. As mentioned above, supervision focuses
11. s mntioed bov, suervsio focses (b)The success of an agricultural sector adjust-

primarily on the loan conditions. However, mom- (b)T e s oan aritral secdor a

toring should be broader to ensure that the coun- mert loan may critically depend on a

try's overall economic environment is satisfactory change in the system of incentives expected

and that the required policy actions are in fact to be brought about trighe rade soicy

capable of producing the desired results so that the and taxpiavX0, The nature and scope of

program can achieve its objectives. While clarity the measures taken are crucial, and it may

of objectives is indispensable in this context, it may not be adequate to substitute one tax meas-

still be difficult to evaluate whether the measures uhe fnoher (dth eut t e as

taken are fully adequate andwhether the macro- the incidence (and thus the ultimate impact

economic framework is conducive to success. To on sector incentives) could be quite

provide task managers some guidance for dealing

with such a situation, two examples are presented In both examples, bjtives boded in th

below: 
Inbt xmlstheob .ects eboied inte
program have to be used as the ultimate yar tick

(a) The success of major financial sector reform to judge the adequacy of a certain policy measure

critically depends on macroeconomic stabil- or the macroeconomic environment. Close

ity, with appropriate fiscal, monetaly, and consultation with the IMF is always needed to

exchange rate policies in place to control ensure agreement on the macroeconomic frame-

inflation and achieve a sustainable balance work, to avoid conflicting policy advice, and, in

of payments situation. If, during implemen- particular, to reconcile the IMF's shorter-term

tation of a financial sector reform package, macroeconomic perspective with the Bank's

fiscal policy gets out of control and leads to longer-term structural objectives.

higher deficits and inflationary financing,

This directive was prepared for the guidance of staff of the World Bank and is not necessarily a complete treatment of the subjects covered.
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Sample Key Performance Indicators for Macroeconomic Assessment

Country

Project (Adjustment Operations)

I. Time Series (Monthly, Quarterly or Annual Data)

Production (indices and annualized growth rates)
GDP growth
Sector growth (key production data)

Prices (indices and annualized growth rates)
CPI
WPI

Agricultural products
Manufactured products
Capital goods
Key administered/controlled prices for public goods and services
Terms of trade (external, domestic)

Real Interest Rates (key lending rates, key deposit rates)

Real Effective Exchange Rates
Different nominal exchange rates, where applicable
Weighted average of all nominal rates
Relative prices of tradeables to nontradeables

International Reserves (U.S. dollars)

Monetary Aggregates (indices and annualized growth rates)
Ml nominal and real
M3 nominal and real
Credit to public and private sector, nominal and real

Public Finance (national currency and percentage of GDP)
Central government revenues and expenditures (current, capital)
Consolidated public sector expenditures (current, capital)
Consolidated public sector deficit and its financing

Balance of payments (U.S. dollars and percentage of GDP)
Exports and imports
BOP (current and capital account flows)
Debt payment arrears

II. Key Economic Policy Measures

Brief account of key measures, including those outside the agreed adjustment program.

This directive was prepared frr the guidance of staff of the World Bank and is not necessarily a complete treatment of the subjects covered.
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SUBJECT: Report on an Audit of the Supervision of Adjustment Lending
in the LAC Region

Attached is a copy of the draft report on the above-mentioned
audit. Please review the draft and let me know if you have any comments
relating to the areas of your responsibility, including the present status
of the issues discussed in the report, or if any further clarification is
needed. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Mr.
Gilles Foucher (Ext.: 3-6877) or Ms. Maura McElhinney (Ext.: 3-6904). I
would appreciate receiving your comments by April 5, 1991.
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Ms. J. Datta-Mitra (CODOP), M. Garcia-Zamor (LA3DR)

Messrs. A. Legg, G.Foucher, Ms. M. McElhinney (IADDR)
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REPORT ON AN AUDIT OF THE SUPERVISION OF ADJUSTMENT LENDING IN THE

LATIN AMERICAN & CARIBBEAN (LAC) REGION

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. As part of the Internal Auditing Department's FY91 Work Program, we

have completed an audit of the supervision of adjustment lending in LAC.

The audit was performed by Ms. Maura McElhinney and Mr. Hock-Chye Ong,

with Ms. Anne Lamond as Audit Chief. The principal objectives of the

audit were to determine if proper processes were in place to ensure the

effectiveness and efficiency of supervision planning and execution, the

effectiveness of the reporting methods, and compliance with relevant Bank

directives and procedures. A detailed description of the objectives and

scope of the audit is included in Annex I.

2. Our overall conclusion was that the processes in place for the

supervision of adjustment lending in LAC are generally adequate.

However, in order to ensure greater effectiveness and efficiency of

supervision, current methods for reporting the results of supervision

need to be improved, and more attention should be given to the receipt

and review of audit reports.

3. The recommendations arising from this audit are summarized in Annex

II and discussed in detail in the referenced paragraphs of this report.

The audit findings have been reviewed with the LAC Senior Operations

Adviser, the Project Advisers from each LAC Department, the Central

Operations Department (COD), and the Economic Advisory Staff (EAS).
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Comments from these staff have been reflected in the relevant paragraphs

of this report as appropriate.

4. The major issues and our related recommendations arising from the

audit are:

(a) The Supervision Plan required by Operational Directive (OD) 13.05

is not used; instead, we noted several planning methods being used, both

formal and informal. However, we did not note any significant problems

as a result of the lack of formal planning. We recommend that the

current requirements for Supervision Plans, as specified in OD 13.05,

should be reviewed by COD and EAS, to determine if such planning is

relevant in the context of adjustment lending, and to ensure that any

such requirement covers a time period not exceeding one year (paragraphs

6-11).

(b) Task Managers and Division Chiefs interviewed by us were not

generally aware of the existence of OD13.05 or its requirements. We

recommend that training should be provided on this directive (paragraph

12).

(c) Reporting on the results of missions, both to the borrower and Bank

management, was not consistently performed. This could result in either

party not being fully informed of the current general status of the

project, any implementation problems arising, and recommended actions to
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overcome them. Aide Memoires were not always left with the borrower, and

the Form 590 was not always completed for supervision missions, as

required. In addition, we noted that the Form 590 not relevant to

adjustment lending, as certain important aspects of such lending are not

included in the current format. We recommend that the Aide Memoire and

Form 590 should be completed for all supervision missions, with

exceptions to be approved by management. We also recommend that the Form

590 should be adapted for adjus ending to ensure it communicates to

appropriate management the status of implementation of the loan, problems

which have arisen, and recommended actions. In particular, consideratio

should be given to including, in the Form 590, a listing of loan

conditions and compliance therewith, and an assessment of the

macroeconomic framework (paragraphs 16-25).

(d) Audit reports were not always received from the borrower as

required; certain loans were implemented without audit reports having

been received for previous loans; and the timing of audit reports was not

related to tranche releases, but rather to the borrower's fiscal year.

In addition, the Audit Reports Compliance System (ARCS) did not always

include accurate information with respect to the status of audit reports.

These issues result in a lessening of borrower's accountability for funds

received, and were recognized in a recent memorandum from the Senior Vice

President of Operation to the Regions. We support the recommendations in

this memorandum, to the effect that (i) audit reports should be received

and reviewed in a timely manner, and should be related to tranche
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releases rather than to the borrowers' fiscal year; and (ii) future

tranches and loans should not be released, and existing loan closing

dates should not be extended, prior to receipt of overdue audit reports.

We also recommend that training on ARCS should be provided to relevant

personnel, and information should be input to the system on a timely

basis (paragraph 26-32).



REPORT ON AN AUDIT OF THE SUPERVISION OF ADJUSTMENT LENDING IN THE

LATIN AMERICAN & CARIBBEAN (LAC) REGION

INTRODUCTION

1. Structural Adjustment Loans (SALs) and Sectoral Adjustment Loans

(SECALs) are quick-disbursing loans, which are released in a series of

tranches, the first tranche being eligible for disbursement upon loan

effectiveness. The basic procedure for tranche release requires that a

comprehensive progress review should take place in advance of the

forecast tranche release date. On the basis of this review, the Regional

Vice President (RVP) should report to the Senior Vice President of

Operations (SVPOP) on the status of the program, and recommend whether to

release, delay or cancel the tranche; the Economic Advisory Staff (EAS)

should review the report on behalf of the SVPOP, and inform the RVP of an

appropriate recommendation.

2. Supervision procedures for all lending operations (both adjustment

and investment) are contained in Operational Directive 13.05, issued in

March 1989. This states that the supervision of adjustment loans must

focus on compliance with the specific conditions for tranche release, as

well as on the general macroeconomic framework in which program

implementation occurs. In addition to OD13.05, a procedure for tranche

release of adjustment loans was approved by the Board in June 1990. This

procedure requires that a memorandum be submitted to the Board, after
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tranche release, supporting the management decision to release the

tranche. Where management believes that there are circumstances which

justify release, although conditions have not been met, it must submit

its recommendations to the Board, and take necessary action in light of

the Board's views. In addition, a quarterly report of all pending and

delayed tranche releases must be submitted to the Board.

3. Supervision of adjustment loans consists of the following aspects:

(i) planning of supervision tasks to be undertaken, including allocation

of time and resources required; (ii) execution of field missions, to

review the status of implementation of loan conditions, and subsequent

reporting thereon to the borrower and Bank management; (iii) regular

discussion and correspondence with the borrower; (iv) review of progress

reports from borrowers; and (v) monitoring of audit reports to ensure

adequacy of financial controls for the project and Statements of

Expenditure. In addition, certain supervision work may be undertaken as

part of the economic and sector work in a Department. Responsibility for

supervision rests with the Regions, in particular with Task Managers

(TMs).

4. A review of the supervision of adjustment loans is currently being

performed by the Operations Evaluation Department (OED). This review

concentrates on the economic aspects of supervision, including the impact

of the form of conditionality on supervision, and an assessment of how

well the Bank monitors the general macroeconomic situation and social
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framework. Our audit did not review these aspects, but instead focussed

on the processes and mechanics of supervision.

DETAILED FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INTRODUCTION

5. We selected a sample of 19 adjustment loans and credits (comprising

both SALs and SECALs) during our audit, encompassing all Departments

within LAC. (Henceforth in this report all loans and credits are

referred to as "loans"). The 19 loans comprised 100% of adjustment loans

with undisbursed amounts outstanding at the commencement of our audit.

SUPERVISION PLANNING

Overall Planning of Supervision

6. OD13.05 requires that, for each project, a Supervision Plan should

be prepared and discussed with the borrower during project appraisal.

The Plan should cover the entire supervision period, not merely the

fiscal year, and should include: (i) the schedule of key Bank supervision

inputs and the skill mix required; (ii) specialist staff input for tasks

such as the review of work programs, procurement documents, progress

reports, audited financial statements, and studies; (iii) aspects of the

project that require special Bank attention during supervision; and (iv)
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the borrower's contribution to supervision. Each supervision mission

should examine whether the Plan requires modification. It is envisaged

in OD13.05 that the Plan would thus become a valuable tool in the Country

Assistance Management (CAM) process, and provide a basis for measuring

supervision management performance for each project.

7. Of the 19 loans reviewed, 16 did not contain any documented

Supervision Plan as required by OD13.05, while three contained a summary

version of this Plan. We noted that various planning methods were in use

in different Departments in the Region, as follows:

(i) The Task Budget System was used in LAl. This system, used

for overall planning and budgeting purposes, provides detail

on the type of expertise required, the number of staff weeks,

and the cost of consultants and travel. This information is

analyzed between staff and consultants, and shows planned and

actual staffweeks. Data for the fiscal year is incorporated

in this system at the beginning of the year, is updated

regularly by Task Managers, and is reviewed by Division

Chiefs and the Project Adviser (PA) on a monthly basis;

(ii) Summary versions of the Supervision Plan required by OD13.05

were used, on occasion, in LA2 by the Division Chief and PA.

These focussed on mission work, and detailed the number of

staff weeks and likely supervision dates, but did not include
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any definition of the expertise needed to perform the

required supervision or the need to co-ordinate widespread

expertise to successfully supervise the loan; and

(iii) The CAM was generally used in LA3 and LA4 by the Division

Chiefs and PA. This provides data on the total number of

staffweeks allocated for supervision for the year, with

further analyses available on the type of expertise required.

8. For each of the three planning methods noted above, the planning

horizon was one year; the TMs and Division Chiefs to whom we spoke

indicated that a timeframe greater than one year, as recommended in

OD13.05, is impractical, particularly in light of the constantly changing

political and economic situation in the countries in the LAC Region.

9. Our review did not indicate that the lack of formal detailed

supervision planning has resulted in inadequate supervision. While we

believe that a planning process is necessary to ensure that resource

allocation decisions, including the availability and control of such

resources, are clear to all relevant parties, we believe that this

process may be undertaken in a variety of ways, as noted in paragraph 6.

The process chosen should define, on an ongoing basis throughout the

fiscal year, the staffweeks and expertise needed for supervision, in

comparison to the available resources. We recommend that COD and EAS

should review the Supervision Plan requirement of OD13.05 to determine if
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such planning is relevant in the context of adjustment lending. We also

recommend that COD and EAS should ensure that the timeframe of any such

planning required in OD13.05 does not exceed one year.

Planning of Financial Supervision

10. Current planning of supervision in LAC, regardless of the method

employed, does not consider the accounting or financial management

aspects of supervision. Such planning is critical, given the absence of

experienced financial analysts to undertake detailed, timely analysis of

audit reports; such reviews are performed by TMs(who do not always have

the skills to analyze such reports on a timely or complete basis. Lack

of adequate planning for supervision of the accounting and financial

management aspects of adjustment lending can result in these areas not

being properly supervised, with a resultant lack of accountability by the

borrower for funds received. We recommend that LAC Division Chiefs

should ensure that supervision plans include the supervision of the

accounting and financial management aspects. We also recommend that the

LAC Division Chiefs should ensure that TMs are adequately trained to

analyze audit reports in a timely and complete manner.

11. In addition, audit arrangements are not always finalized on a

timely basis to ensure that qualified auditors are appointed well in

advance of the due date for the audit report. For three small countries

in our sample, the Bank had not carried out a review of the capability of
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the official (government) control entity in each of these countries to

perform audits of the adjustment loans. For one of these countries, the

audit report is already overdue, while the first audit reports for the

other two countries are due in June 1991. However, the LAC Principal

Financial Management Specialist visited these countries during the course

of our audit to perform such a review. Lack of review of the audit

capability in such countries, well in advance of the due date for the

audit report, may result in unforeseen problems if the local audit entity

is not able to perform such an audit. We recommend that the LAC PAs

should ensure that the recommendation issued by the LAC Principal

Financial Management Specialist in May 1990 is followed. This required

that, for new loans, audit arrangements should b finalized before the-

loan effectiveness date, while for existing loans, audit arrangements

should be completed at least two months prior to the closing of the

fiscal year subject to examination.

KNOWLEDGE OF OD13.05

12. In general, the TMs and Division Chiefs in LAC interviewed by us

were not aware of the existence of OD13.05; while certain of these

personnel were new to the area of supervision, others had vast experience

in this area. In particular, we noted a lack of awareness of the

provisions of OD13.05 with respect to supervision planning (detailed in

paragraphs 6-11 of this report) and reporting the results of supervision

(paragraphs 16-25). Lack of knowledge of the requirements of the
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operational directive can result in different practices being adopted in

the supervision of adjustment lending, and in specific requirements not

being followed. We recommend that the LAC Senior Operations Adviser

(SOA), in co-ordination with COD, should ensure that TMs are provided

with training, in order to familiarize themselves with the requirements

of the directive.

SUPERVISION OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

13. In two of the 19 loans reviewed, a Technical Assistance (TA)

component was included as part of the total adjustment loan. These loans

were approved in 1986 and 1987 respectively, but some of the TA component

still remains undisbursed, two years after the release of the second

tranche of the adjustment loans. The amount of the TA in each case was

small ($4 million - later reduced to $400,000 - and $25 million,

respectively) relative to the overall adjustment loan (($500 million in

each case). The inclusion of TA components in adjustment loans may

distort implementation performance (due to the long delays in the

implementation of the TA). In addition, the extended TA component may

delay completion of the Project Completion Report for the main adjustment

loan.
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14. In our review of these loans, we noted that:

(i) the TA component was not always well-defined at appraisal.

This lack of definition applied both to the studies to be

performed under the TA program, and the institutional

arrangements in the country for approving sub-project

proposals;

(ii) the time required to complete such TA components was under-

estimated, due to the lack of adequate definition at the time

of appraisal; and

(iii) sufficient supervision resources were not allocated to ensure

proper supervision of the studies undertaken and consultants

hired under the TA program. In one of the loans noted, a

considerable number of studies (15) were required to be

completed under the TA component; however, the supervision

time allocated for this aspect was only 3-4 weeks annually.

15. We have been informed by the LAC SOA that the LAC Region now

ensures that technical assistance loans are provided separately from the

related adjustment loans, to avoid the problems noted above. Our review

of recent adjustment lending in the Region confirmed this.
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REPORTING THE RESULTS OF SUPERVISION

Implementation Summary (Form 590)

16. OD13.05 requires that the initial Form 590 should be completed by

the TM as soon as a loan is approved by the Board, and be updated for

each supervision mission, and for the Annual Review of Implementation and

Supervision (ARIS) if during the preceding six months no supervision

mission was carried out. OD13.05 states that: "The purpose of Form 590

is to inform the appropriate management of the current general status of

each project under supervision, highlight implementation problems,

recommend actions to be taken and, as far as possible, report on the

project's progress in achieving its development objectives". The Form

590 consists of two areas: Sections 1-4, comprising project development

objectives and components, project data and performance ratings, and

supervision members and time; and Section 2, which details actions

previously agreed and recommended, actions by the Bank and borrower since

the last Form 590, current status and major problems, and summary of

agreements and further actions.

17. For the 19 loans reviewed, supervision missions had been undertaken

in respect of 15 (the other four loans have only recently been declared

effective). Of the 15 loans, six did not have Form 590s for each

supervision mission, two had Form 590s completed late (more than three

months after completion of the mission), and four were incomplete
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(the second page of the Form 590 was not available). As a result of the

missing, incomplete, and delayed Form 590s, the purpose of this document

is not being fulfilled with respect to informing appropriate management

of the loan's status, problems, and recommended actions. We recommend

that the LAC Division Chiefs should ensure that the Form 590 is completed

for all supervision missions.

18. The current format of the Form 590 appears to be more suited to

investment projects, rather than adjustment loans, as evidenced by the

following:

(i) For those Form 590s which had been completed, we noted that

certain sections of the current form are not applicable to

adjustment loans, particularly elements of the project

ratings, disbursements, and indices sections.

- The project ratings section comprises overall status,

four qualitative aspects, and seven "other" aspects.

While the "overall status" rating alerts management to

actual or potential implementation problems and helps

identify Bank-wide trends, the qualitative aspects do

not include critical policy reforms or the

macroeconomic framework, which are essential to

adjustment lending. In addition, most of the "other"

aspects (including procurement and environment) were
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not rated by the adjustment loan supervision missions,

as TMs believe that they are not germane to adjustment

operations;

- The disbursements section, showing forecast and actual

disbursements, is not appropriate for adjustment

lending, which is based on a series of tranche

releases; and

- The indices section includes information on cost

overruns and disbursement lags, which is not applicable

to the nature of adjustment lending.

(ii) The Form 590 is not designed to incorporate the comments or

results of non-supervision missions (such as visits carried

out by finance or procurement staff to review audit

arrangements, audit reports, or Statements of Expenditure

(SOEs), or economic work (such as Country Economic

Memoranda, or Country and Economic Sector Work). In

addition, the current Form 590 does not incorporate matters

of significance arising from ongoing discussions and

correspondence with the borrower. As a result, complete

information may not be made available to appropriate levels

of management;
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(iii) While OD13.05 requires that a list of loan covenants, and

compliance therewith, should be included in the Supervision

Report (SR), we noted that this was not standard practice.

However, in some instances, the Form 590s included such a

list. Listing the compliance status of individual covenants

provides a checklist for management assessment of loan

implementation status; its inclusion in the Form 590 would

ensure that all information pertinent to the loan is included

in one document;

(iv) The current Form 590 does not include a section with respect

to delays in tranche releases and waiver of conditions, which

are key performance criteria for the evaluation of adjustment

lending; and

(v) The Form 590s for some loans were signed by the Division

Chief as evidence of review; however, most Form 590s were not

signed.

19. We believe that the Form 590 should be an essential part of

reporting to management on the progress of adjustment loans, and should

be included along with the tranche release recommendations to the various

levels of Bank management. However, the current format does not provide

for all requisite information to be communicated to management.

Therefore, we recommend that COD and EAS should review the Form 590 to
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determine its appropriateness with respect to the supervision of

adjustment lending. In particular, consideration should be given to

including the following elements in the Form 590 for adjustment lending:

(i) a list of the legal conditions and the critical policy

reforms, an evaluation of their compliance, and

recommendations on all follow-up actions, which should be

ranked in order of their importance;

(ii) ratings on the adequacy of the macroeconomic framework and

the social impact of SALs, with the Lead Economist approving

the rating of the macroeconomic conditions;

(iii) input from non-supervision missions, results of ongoing

discussions and correspondence with the borrower, and other

country work which may have a direct impact on the success of

the adjustment loan;

(iv) description of delays in tranche release or waivers of

conditions; and

(v) signature of the Form 590 by the Division Chief.
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Certain of these recommendations have also been proposed by OED in their

report titled "Study of the Effectiveness of SAL Supervision and

Monitoring".

Aide-Memoires

20. OD13.05 requires that, for each supervision mission, an Aide-

Memoire should be left with the borrower and project management upon

completion of fieldwork, summarizing the mission's findings, agreements

reached, and actions to be taken. OD13.05 states that the Aide-Memoire

"is the Bank's main channel of communication with the borrower and

project management on implementation matters, and represents the official

view of the Bank unless modified by Bank management in a follow-up

letter". For three of the loans reviewed, Aide-Memoires had not been

completed for seven of nine missions performed. TMs explained that Aide-

Memoires had not been completed for the following reasons: (i) the

urgency of the mission; (ii) the fact that only the most critical steps

were put in writing; or (iii) the perception by some TMs that Aide-

Memoires are not used for summarizing policy discussions. In addition,

we noted that three other loans had missing Aide-Memoires for seven of 13

missions, although the TMs assured us that Aide-Memoires had in fact been

completed in these instances. The absence of Aide Memoires can result in

a lack of common understanding by the borrower and the Bank on loan

implementation. Therefore, we recommend that the LAC Division Chiefs

should ensure that an Aide-Memoire is completed at the conclusion of
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fieldwork for each supervision mission, and that a copy is left with the

borrower and project management; any exceptions should be approved in

writing by the Division Chief. We also recommend that the LAC Division

Chiefs should remind TMs to properly file all pertinent documentation,

such as Aide Memoires and Form 590s, in the project files.

Supervision Reports

21. OD13.05 states that the SR, to be completed for each supervision

mission, "provides an authoritative record of project implementation".

This SR should include the following items:

(i) A Transmittal Memorandum to the person issuing the Terms of

Reference;

(ii) Form 590;

(iii) Aide-Memoire;

(iv) Copies of important action letters or telexes proposed or

sent;

(v) Summary of the main legal covenants pertaining to the

project, compliance with these covenants, and actions

proposed in the case of non-compliance; and
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(vi) A brief macroeconomic assessment.

22. During our audit we noted that, in general, such SRs are not

prepared. Instead Back to Office Reports (BTOs), summarizing the

results of the mission, are produced, generally accompanied by the Aide

Memoire. However, the Form 590, action letters, and brief macroeconomic

assessment are not generally included as required. From our discussions

with TMs and Division Chiefs, the reasons given for the non-preparation

of SRs were as follows:

(i) Lack of familiarity of the TMs and Division Chiefs with the

SR requirement of OD13.05 (see paragraph 12); and

(ii) The belief by TMs and Division Chiefs that the completion 
of

SRs would represent unnecessary duplication.

23. Therefore, we recommend that COD and EAS should review OD13.05, to

ensure that excessive information is not required in reporting the

results of supervision missions for adjustment lending. In particular,

COD and EAS should consider deleting the requirement to produce a

Supervision Report after each supervision mission for adjustment lending.
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Review of Macroeconomic Performance

24. OD13.05 states that supervision of adjustment loans must review the

country's overall economic performance, in addition to the agreed

specific loan conditions; close consultation with the International

Monetary Fund (IMF) is recommended, to ensure agreement on the

macroeconomic framework. OD13.05 also requires that the supervision

report, to be prepared after each mission, should include, for adjustment

operations, a brief macroeconomic assessment of the country's overall

economic situation and direction of the adjustment process. This would

include specified key performance indicators, complemented by an account

of important economic policy measures. The information should be

provided by the country on a regular basis, and processed by the country

operations division.

25. In three of the loans reviewed, the BTOs focussed on compliance

with specific loan conditions, with only limited coverage of

macroeconomic developments; a brief assessment of the country's overall

macroeconomic situation was not included, as required by OD13.05.

Although information on the macroeconomic framework was available from

other sources (such as consultative group reports and country economic

sector work), there was no linkage or cross-reference of such papers to

the BTOs. We recommend that the LAC PAs should ensure that an assessment

of the country's macroeconomic performance is included in reporting the

results of supervision missions to management, whether by means of a
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summary, Form 590, or cross-referencing to relevant reports.

AUDIT REPORTS

Background

26. OD13.05 states that "the Task Manager monitors timely submission of

audited financial statements and audit reports. Audit reports are of

crucial importance to supervision as they help to indicate whether the

Bank's statutory requirements on proper accounting for the use of Bank

funds have been satisfied, and whether financial and management controls

are adequate". Such audits may be performed by either private auditing

firms or by the official (government) control entity of the country; in

either case, the Bank needs to assure itself that the auditing entity has

the independence and competence to perform its task.

Compliance with Loan Agreements

27. Of the 19 loans reviewed, audit reports (including annual financial

statements, SOEs, and Special Accounts) should have been received for 12

(reports for the remainder not being due before April 1991). However, of

the 12 audit reports due, four have not yet been received, and four were

received three months after the due date specified in the Loan Agreement.

Non-receipt of audit reports makes it impossible for the Bank to

determine whether the Bank's funds have been properly used, particularly
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in light of the fact that a review of SOEs was generally not performed

during the conduct of supervision missions for the loans audited by us.

28. In addition, three of the 19 loans had been implemented although

audit reports had not been received for previous adjustment loans in

those countries, and no other review had been undertaken to determine the

adequacy of financial and management controls (for example, review of

SOEs during supervision missions). The authorization of new adjustment

loans by the Bank, while audit reports have not been received for

previous loans in the same country, results in lack of accountability by

the borrower concerning use of the funds from the previous loan.

29. For one of the loans reviewed, the loan closing date had been

extended, although an audit report had never been received for that loan.

Extension of the loan closing date, when the required audit reports have

not been received, may ease the pressure on the borrower to ensure proper

audits are performed and reported.

Timing of Audit Reports

30. Currently, audit reports are not related to tranche releases. Loan

Agreements require that an audit report be received by the Bank annually,

usually either four or six months after the end of the borrower's fiscal

year; thus, in theory, an audit report conforming to the Legal Agreement

may be received up to 18 months after the disbursement of funds. We
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noted many such instances during our audit, where audit reports were only

due 12-16 months after tranche release. Such delays, between the

disbursement of funds and the audit reports becoming due, limit the

Bank's ability to ensure, in a timely manner, that funds are being used

in accordance with the Loan Agreement.

Memorandum from the Senior Vice President, Operations (SVPOP)

31. A memorandum from the SVPOP on January 10, 1991 addressed the above

concerns, by requiring certain actions to be undertaken by all Regions in

cases of non-compliance with the audit covenants of loan agreements. In

addition, the memorandum requires that brief semi-annual reports should

be produced by each Region on the status of audit compliance. We

recommend that the LAC PAs should ensure that the memorandum from the

SVPOP is followed for all cases of non-compliance with audit covenants.

Audit Report Compliance System (ARCS)

32. We noted that the information included in ARCS was not always

complete and accurate. Of 17 adjustment loans which should have been

recorded in the system, four were not recorded and three showed incorrect

due dates for the audit reports. We have been informed that

modifications to the ARCS have been implemented by COD and the

Information Services Division of OPNSV. Training of TMs and their

managers in the use of the system, including data input and report
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retrieval, has commenced. We recommend that COD should ensure that

training on the revised ARCS is completed as soon as possible, to enable

TMs to update the system in a timely manner.

Internal Auditing Department

March 15, 1991



Annex I

REPORT ON AN AUDIT OF THE SUPERVISION OF ADJUSTMENT LOANS IN THE
LATIN AMERICAN CARIBBEAN REGION

OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF THE AUDIT

Audit Objectives

1. The purpose of the Bank's supervision of adjustment lending is to
ensure that the economic and administrative conditions of the loan are
met, and that the policy changes specified in the loan agreement are
achieving the stated objectives.

2. The audit therefore reviewed:

(a) the efficiency and effectiveness of supervision planning, staffing,
and missions, to ensure that: there was clear accountability for, and
continuity of, supervision; appropriate resources were allocated to this
function; and problems were identified and addressed on a timely basis.

(b) the effectiveness of the reporting methods, to ensure that problems
were monitored and communicated timely to all relevant parties; there was
appropriate management review; and lessons learned were applied to future
adjustment loans.

(c) compliance with operational directives, Board-approved procedures,
and loan conditions.

Audit Scope

3. The audit addressed supervision of SALs and SECALs. It did not
include a review of the hybrid loans which comprise adjustment and
investment lending. The audit concentrated solely on the supervision
processes. It excluded any review of the effectiveness of supervision in
(i) identifying and addressing operation design flaws, and (ii) impacting
the overall success of the lending operation (and the related country
economy); these matters were addressed by the review performed by OED.
Detailed review of auditing and accounting, procurement and disbursement
issues was very limited, as these areas have been addressed in other
audits performed recently by IAD.

4. The audit work was performed through discussions with staff in the
LAC Region, including Task Managers, Division Chiefs, and Country
Economists. Where necessary, discussions were also held with staff from
the Central Operations Department and Economic Advisory Staff. A sample
of SALs and SECALs were selected as a basis of review at the individual
project level.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations for COD / EAS

1. COD and EAS should review the Supervision Plan requirement of
OD13.05 to determine if such planning is relevant in the context of
adjustment lending (paragraph 9).

2. COD and EAS should ensure that the timeframe of any supervision
planning required in OD13.05 does not exceed one year (paragraph 9).

3. COD and EAS should review the Form 590 to determine its
appropriateness with respect to the supervision of adjustment lending.
In particular, consideration should be given to including the following
elements in the Form 590 for adjustment lending:

(i) a list of the legal conditions and the critical policy
reforms, an evaluation of their compliance, and
recommendations on all follow-up actions, which should be
ranked in order of their importance;

(ii) ratings on the adequacy of the macroeconomic framework and
the social impact of SALs, with the Lead Economist approving
the rating of the macroeconomic conditions;

(iii) input from non-supervision missions, results of ongoing
discussions and correspondence with the borrower, and other
country work which may have a direct impact on the success of
the adjustment loan;

(iv) description of delays in tranche release or waivers of
conditions; and

(v) signature of the Form 590 by the Division Chief (paragraph
19).

4. COD and EAS should review OD13.05, to ensure that excessive
information is not required in reporting the results of supervision
missions for adjustment lending. In particular, they should consider
deleting the requirement to produce a Supervision Report after each
supervision mission for adjustment lending (paragraph 23).

Recommendation for COD

5. COD should ensure that training on the revised ARCS is completed as
soon as possible, to enable TMs to update the system in a timely manner
(paragraph 32).

Recommendation for LAC Senior Operations Adviser (SOA)/COD

6. The LAC SOA, in co-ordination with COD, should ensure that Task
Managers are provided with training to familiarize themselves with the
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requirements of OD13.05 (paragraph 12).

Recommendations for LAC Division Chiefs

7. LAC Division Chiefs should ensure that supervision plans include
the supervision of the accounting and financial management aspects
(paragraph 10).

8. LAC Division Chiefs should ensure that TMs are adequately trained
to analyze audit reports in a timely and complete manner (paragraph 10).

9. The LAC Division Chiefs should ensure that the Form 590 is
completed for all supervision missions (paragraph 17).

10. The LAC Division Chiefs should ensure that an Aide Memoire is /
completed at the conclusion of fieldwork for each supervision mission,
and that a copy is left with the borrower and project management; any
exceptions should be approved in writing by the Division Chief (paragraph
20).

11. The LAC Division Chiefs should remind TMs to properly file all
pertinent documentation, such as Aide Memoires and Form 590s, in the
project files (paragraph 20).

Recommendations for LAC Proiect Advisers (PAs)

12. The LAC PAs should ensure that the recommendation issued by the LAC
Principal Financial Management Specialist in May 1990 is followed. This
required that, for new loans, audit_ arrangements should be finalized
before the loan effectiveness date, while for existing loans, audit
arrangements should be completed at least two months prior to the closing
of the fiscal year subject to examination (paragraph 11).

13. The LAC PAs should ensure that a brief assessment of the country's
macroeconomic performance is included in reporting the results of
supervision missions to management, whether by means of a summary or by
cross-referencing to relevant reports (paragraph 25).

14. The LAC PAs should ensure that the memorandum from the SVPOP is
followed for all cases of non-compliance with audit covenants in LAC
(paragraph 31).



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
. DATE: March 8, 1991

TO: Files

FROM: Salah El Serafy, Economic Adviser, EAS

EXTENSION: 81940

SUBJECT: Supervision of Adjustment Lending

1. I attended a meeting in COD today with Mrs. Jayati Datta-Mitra,
and with Misses Maura Mcelhinney and Anne Lamond of the Internal Audit
Department. The subject was the process of supervising adjustment
lending operations. The Internal Audit Department had scrutinized
relevant documentation in two Regions (Africa and LAC) and wanted EAS's
advice on some of their tentative conclusions.

2. Misses Mcelhinney and Lamond seem to think that the procedures
for supervising adjustment operations as set out in Annex A (dated
March 1989) of OD 13.05 "Guidelines for the Supervision of Adjustment
Loans" are not being complied with. Particular reference was made to
Form 590, which the said Annex says must be filled to give a progress
report on implementation, complete with conditions and their
observance, shortfalls in implementation and project rating (categories
of performance as well as categories of change of performance, i.e.
improving, the same or deteriorating). The Internal Audit Department
believe that Form 590 is essential for ARIS and has to be filled for
adjustment operations.

3. The Internal Audit Department had, however, become aware during
their investigation that adjustment loan supervision differed
materially from investment loans. But they were concerned about
incomplete filing; missing BTOs; technical assistance components that
did not disburse and lingered on for years after the last tranche had
been released. They became aware also that tranches were being
released without proper accounting for disbursement and procurement
under earlier tranches. They are of the opinion that release of
tranches should be withheld until the Bank was satisfied that
procurement under earlier tranches had been audited and found in
conformity with loan conditions. Even when special accounts were used,
they found that procurement under them left a lot to be desired.

4. I explained to them the complexity of the supervision process
for adjustment operations, how this cannot fit in the straight jacket
of Form 590; that it is often done in conjunction with other activities
such as designing other operations or in the course of economic and
sector work; that certain delicate matters might discourage supervision
missions against leaving behind explicit aide-m6moires. I urged them
to look at what the IMF does in respect of procurement in an effort to
dissuade them from expecting strict disbursement procedures in regard
to adjustment loans. I also impressed upon them the need to keep the
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process flexible and to minimize demands on Regional colleagues' time
and effort. I conceded that procurement/disbursement and their
relevance to loan conditions should be looked at during implementation.
I acknowledged the fact that staff of the Internal Audit Department
were doing their job, attempting to audit the application of existing
procedures as set out in Annex A of OD 13.05. Clearly that Annex needs
to be redrafted. (Apparently Ulrich Thumm had represented EAS on the
task force that drafted it which was headed by Walter Schwermer, then
of COD.) But we should not undertake reviewing this Annex until the
Internal Audit Department has made its report.

5. During the discussion, I said we thought that adjusment
operations were being well supervised; that EAS reported every quarter
to the Board about implementation progress, and that we should be
careful not impose new burdens on operational staff.

cc: Messrs./Mmes EAS Staff, Okonjo-Iweala

/sb
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EXT.: 36904

SUBJECT: Internal Audit-Supervision of Adjustment Lending

Following is the agenda for our meeting, to be held on Friday,
March 8 at 10am in Mrs. Datta-Mitra's office (Room All-081). The
meeting will focus on the issues noted during our audit of the
supervision of adjustment lending, particularly those issues
impacting on Operational Directive 13.05.

AREAS FOR REVIEW BY COD/EAS

1. Training

- In general, Task Managers were not aware of the existence ill
of OD13.0 ; COD may need to ensure increased training in
this pect'7 -

- Information in (Audit Report Compliance System) was

often not properly updated. COD may need to ensure

adequate training in this area.

2. Reporting the Results of Supervision

- TQForm 590'may need to be amended for adjustment lending, as
the current format does not incorporate macroeconomic

assessment, waivers, or status of legal conditions. in
addition, certain areas in the current Form 590 are not
relevant to adjustment lending.

- Supervision Reports are generally not produced as required
by OD13.05; instead, BTOs are produced, without the
required annexes and attachments. Consideration might be

given to not requiring a full SR after each mission, but
rather, for instance, twi, 'arly.

3. Planning of Supervision of Adjustment Lending

A formal Supervision Plan as required by OD13.05 was rarely
produced; various informal and formal planning methods,

e.g., CAM, were used instead. The current planning
requirement may need to be reviewed, including the period
to be covered by such plan.



OTHER AREAS

4. Aide Memoires were not always completed or filed. t +

5. Audit reports often were not received, and timing was not
related to tranche release. In addition, SOEs were not
always reviewed prior to tranche release. Lk_

6. Progress reports were not always produced by borrowers.

CC: Gilles Foucher ( GILLES FOUCHER )
CC: Anne Lamond ( ANNE LAMOND

innr
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6/12/91 THIRD REPORT ON ADJUSTMENT LENDING
POLICY BRIEF

1. Rationale and Overview

The Third Report on Adjustment Lending will present the Board with an
updated overview and analysis of the Bank's adjustment lending experience and
will emphasize the issue of how adjustment lending can help to restore
investment, especially in the private sector, and reorient the activity of the
public sector.

At the discussion of the Report on Adjustment Lending - II (RAL-2) in
April 1990, the Board requested that another such report be prepared for
presentation in two years. We plan to submit the report in time for a Board
discussion in April 1992 (see schedule below).

There are other good reasons for doing such a report again. Adjustment
lending is very important for the Bank, accounting for about 25 percent of
total lending, and a much higher percent for some countries. Adjustment
lending is also exceptional for the Bank in that it is outside the routine
activities set forth in the Bank's charter and in that it was initially
undertaken as a temporary activity to address temporary problems. Adjustment
lending has generated much controversy and criticism, especially outside the
Bank, and therefore the Bank needs to have an up-to-date and carefully
reviewed statement of what it is doing with adjustment lending.

This report, like its predecessors, will differ from the OED's periodic
reviews. The OED reviews emphasize evaluation of the success of the countries
in achieving the policy reforms that the adjustment loans aimed to support,
whereas CEC's reports on adjustment lending emphasize developing a set of

empirically based recommendations about the sort of policy reforms that

adjustment loans should support and how to structure the lending so as to
achieve those goals. Also, the OED reports do not have topical foci, as do

this report and its predecessor. The next OED review of SAL lending will be

prepared starting next fiscal year and will probably go to the Joint Audit
Committee a few months after this report goes to the Board.

A fundamental message of RAL-2 was that developing countries could get
into a virtuous circle of growth, saving, and self-financed investment.
Getting this cycle started would require policy reforms to assure a stable
macroeconomic environment and a rational structure of incentives, would

require public-sector expenditure to develop complementary infrastructure and

human resources, and would often require substantial initial external funding,

often in the form of debt relief. The challenge to adjustment lending was to

help create these favorable conditions.

RAL-3 will follow up on some of these issues in more detail:

-- How has adjustment lending practice changed in the dimensions highlighted

by the main recommendations of RAL-1 and RAL-2 (caapter 4)?

-- Has adjustment lending contributed to policy reform and led to more

saving, investment, and growth (chapter 1)? The report will look at both
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micro and macroeconomic indicators of economic performance.

-- Two of the most vital links in the virtuous circle are reviving investment

and redirecting public-sector spending, and the report will focus its

recommendations in these areas:

- What does it take to stimulate efficient private investment? The
report will review the evidence on the effectiveness of adjustment
lending and identify the policies that can be recommended to enhance
investment, especially by the private sector (chapter 2).

- How has adjustment lending affected the level and composition of
public spending (chapter 3)? The report will give special attention to
the effects on public investment and spending for human-capital
formation and poverty alleviation. It will also consider the
relationship between adjustment lending and military expenditure. It
will make recommendations for improvement in these dimensions.

-- What are the future prospects for adjustment lending by the Bank?

(Chapter 4) In the business plans of Operations and in documents like the
Long-Term Prospects for Africa, what future is foreseen for adjustment
lending?

2. Time Table

Policy Brief:

CEC Review Meeting 4-17-91 (done)

To VPDEC 5-13-91 (done)

PRESV Review Meeting 6-11-91 (done)

PC on no objection basis

Report

Working level draft 10-1-91

To Director, CEC 11-1-91

To VPDEC 12-20-91

VPDEC Review Meeting 1-15-92

Revision to Summers 2-3-92

PRE Committee Meeting 2-12-92

PC Meeting 3-4-92

Board Meeting 4-15-92
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3. Description of Chapters

Executive Summary

The executive summary will pull together the four or five main messages
of the report. It will describe how they are supported by the empirical
findings reported in the main text and on that basis make recommendations for
the Bank's practice of adjustment lending and for the design of adjustment
programs in the borrower countries. As background, it will summarize the key
findings of RAL-1 and RAL-2 and will update the summary statistics on
adjustment lending.

Chapter 1: Adjustment Lending and Economic Performance
(L. Serven and P. Rojas)

This chapter will update the analysis in RAL-2 and seek to improve it in
several dimensions -- making finer distinctions about the extent to which the
country has utilized adjustment lending and examining additional indicators of
economic policy and performance, including micro as well and macroeconomic
measures.

RAL-2 examined the impact of adjustment programs on macroeconomic
performance by comparing the behavior of key macroeconomic variables across
three groups of countries: early intensive adjusters, other adjusters, and
non-adjusters. The main tool used in the comparisons was a "modified control
group approach" that was an advance over the before/after comparisons of
adjustment-lending and other countries used in RAL-1. The approach in RAL-2
corrected for the influence of external factors on performance and for the
endogeneity of the decision to undertake a World Bank-sponsored adjustment
program. We will use this approach again, with the additional two years of
observations. We will look at changes in GDP growth rates and the shares of
investment, saving, and exports as performance indicators of the effects of
adjustment lending. We will also consider debt-service ratios as indicators
of creditworthiness.

In several areas, further improvements will be explored. First,
countries were classified into only two groups for the regression analysis in
RAL-2 (Early Intensive Adjustment Lending countries and others), without
considering important differences within each group, such as the amount of
time elapsed since the beginning of the adjustment effort or the number of
adjustment operations undertaken. Second, the evaluation of the effect of
adjustment lending on policies was limited to the macroeconomic area. Third,
the evaluation of the effect of adjustment operations on performance did not
distinguish the extent to which policies were actually adjusted. Fourth,

economic performance was measured only with aggregate statistics.

To take account of the length of time and intensity with which countries
have received adjustment lending, we will use more detailed country
classifications. Information on the timing and the number of adjustment
operations and on the volume of lending (relative to country size) are
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available and may be tested as determinants of performance in adjusting
countries.

To look at a wider array of indicators of policies that might reflect
the effects of adjustment lending, we will collaborate with selected members
of the WDR '91 core team in the use of the various policy indices they
gathered and constructed. These include indices of trade liberalization,
price distortion, budget deficits, and exchange-rate overvaluation. Some
preliminary work with them is already available.

There is great interest in linking the effects of adjustment lending
programs with the degree of success in their implementation. The data
problems may rule out doing regression analysis, but we expect at least to put
together some tables of descriptive statistics. Although none of them is an
ideal measure of the degree of actual implementation, we will explore several
possible indicators, including (i) the continuity of adjustment operations;
(ii) delays in tranche release; and (iii) the policy indicators mentioned in
the previous paragraph. Adjustment lending countries with indicators of good
implementation would be expected to do better than those with poor
implementation.

To introduce evidence on microeconomic performance, we will draw on the
ongoing research on internal rates of return on Bank projects, also initiated
for WDR '91, to see if and how much they improved in adjustment-lending
countries. The initial results indicate that there was a relatively quick
effect from policy reform to increased rates of return on investment projects.
It is unclear, however, whether we will be able to detect the direct effects
of Bank-adjustment lending, because of the long period from project initiation
to completion and evaluation of the ex post rate of return. In collaboration
with Dani Kaufmann, we will explore these effects as far as the data allow,
since an important rationale for adjustment lending has been that it would

improve the rates of return on Bank-financed investment projects.

The economic performance of African countries with adjustment lending
has been a controversial topic, and we will report the results for the SSA
subsample. For the IDA deputies, we will also report the results for the IDA
subsample, which will be very close to the SSA subsample.

Chapter 2: Structural Adjustment and Private Investment
(A. Solimano, with inputs from CECPS)

An important finding of RAL-2 was the protracted decline in investment

rates in LDCs after 1982. This trend has been observed in adjusting as well

as in non-adjusting countries. The chapter will update statistics on the

performance of investment in LDCs in the late 1980s -- particularly in the

EIAL countries -- drawing on new information from IFC on public and private

investment for an enlarged sample of countries.

The poor performance of investment casts doubts on the sustainability of

the adjustment effort, for the recovery in GDP growth observed in the period

1985-88 may be more of a cyclical nature. Unless investment rates are
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increased in order to expand productive capacity, the goal of making
adjustment compatible with sustainable growth will remain elusive.

The chapter will also draw on the preliminary findings of CECPS, IENIN,
the Africa region, and the Economics Department of the IFC concerning how
institutional, regulatory, and financial-sector reforms effect private-sector
investment. Such reforms are often necessary to revive investment, especially
in medium and small scale enterprises, but they are rarely sufficient without
credibly sustainable macro and trade policies. Furthermore, the changes in
the composition of investment and output by sector and firm type, which are

generally the objectives of structural adjustment, often lead to a much
different (less) capital-intensive mode of production on average.
Consequently, these structural changes may need to be examined in detail
before one can draw valid conclusions about the adequacy of the investment
response. Case-study evidence from several countries, such as Mexico and
Tanzania, would be presented. We also hope to have systematic statistical
evidence for four countries on the changes in the composition of investment by
sector and firms size. This could then be linked with the sector-by-sector
changes in the institutional and regulatory environment. This section will
include an evaluation of the adjustment lending conditionality that has

stipulated the removal of barriers to investment. It will summarize the
microeconomic policy recommendations for reviving investment.

The chapter will also review results of work in CECMG on the
macroeconomic factors influencing private sector investment. In many

adjustment episodes, the correction of a deficit in the current account to a

sustainable level often was achieved through a cut in investment rather than

an increase in domestic saving. Private investment tends to recover slowly
after the start of an adjustment program. A program that succeeds in terms of

other indicators of macro performance, such as reducing the deficit in the

current account, lowering the rate of inflation, eliminating fiscal deficits,
generally has to wait much longer to see a resumption of private investment.

The chapter will review the empirical evidence -- econometric and otherwise --
on the effects on private investment of real exchange rate changes, the debt

overhang, and public investment. On this basis it will make recommendations
for macroeconomic and public investment policy to restore private investment.

In closing, the chapter will consider, based on past experience, the

most appropriate timing and mode of Bank support for reforms specifically
targeted to improve the environment for private-sector investment. In

particular, it will explore the design and implementation of Private Sector

Support Loans, which the recent Board papers on private-sector development
considered for expanded Bank use.

Chapter 3: Adjustment Lending and the Allocation of Public Spending
(S. Pradhan and V. Swaroop)

In developing countries, adjustment towards sustainable fiscal deficits,

consistent with external and internal macroeconomic balances, frequently

requires cutbacks in both capital and recurrent public expenditure. Even in

the context of tight restraints on public spending, such expenditure can and

should be made more efficient by: (a) shifting the composition towards
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economic and social infrastructure and away from military expenditure,
subsidies for consumption, and inappropriate capital spending; and (b) within
sectors, improving incentives to make operation and maintenance more effective
at lower unit cost. This chapter will provide an overview of public
expenditure adjustment in AL countries. The trends in the level and

composition of public expenditure in countries with Bank AL programs will be
reviewed and, to the extent feasible, analyzed statistically with the methods
of chapter 1.

The chapter will assess the extent to which AL-financed countries
(relative to others) have changed the composition of their public spending
along five dimensions:

1) investment versus consumption
2) civil-service wage bill
3) operations and maintenance for infrastructure
4) military expenditure
5) social sector and poverty alleviation

The first two issues address the concern that adjustment lending has softened
the budget constraint of recipient countries and led to excess levels of
public-sector consumption. The 0 and M issue is relevant for the overall
efficiency of public-sector spending. The latter two issues are priority
items, for which we will devote some extra effort to data collection. We will

draw on information in public expenditure reviews and in the GFS. We are
aware of the shortcomings of these data and will use them with according
caution, keeping to the general philosophy of the RALs to base conclusions on
available evidence. We will review how the Bank has tried to deal with the
issue of military spending, e.g., through ceilings on total spending and
floors on priority areas of non-military spending.

The chapter will discuss the issue of how adequate public expenditure
reviews have been as a basis for adj'ustment lending. Public expenditure

reviews have been particularly common in SSA, to which the chapter would

devote extra attention.

It will also include a box that draws on the work of CECPS on reforms of

public-sector management as a route to initiating and sustaining the

expenditure reform process. (PRE just sent to the Board a policy paper on

reform of public sector management.)

Chapter 4: Trends in Adjustment Lending
(Webb and PRDRA)

This chapter will analyze the past and projected trends in adjustment

lending. The chapter will have two parts -- one to review the practice of

adjustment lending over the past two or three years and the second to

summarize the prospects for adjustment lending in the future.

The first part would update the tables and discussions in RAL-2 on the

patterns of conditionality -- the sectoral composition and its differences

across regions and changes over time. It would look at how the use of multi-

tranche loans has evolved. It would also revisit the issue, discussed in RAL-
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2, of burden sharing with other creditors. It would summarize the Bank's net
lending and net transfers to adjusting countries, compared with financing
flows from other creditors.

The first part would also review adjustment loans since 1988 to see if
they have followed the main recommendations of the two previous adjustment
lending reports. This exercise would draw on the expertise of PRDRA, which
would review carefully the experience with 15 or so countries that have had
substantial amounts of adjustment lending since RAL-1. In these important
cases, we would evaluate whether there was a satisfactory macroeconomic
framework in place, whether loan conditionality was sufficiently specific,
whether the largest distortions were being tackled, whether the government
understood the program and fully accepted it, whether the financing was
adequate and politically realistic, whether the pace of disbursement matched
the expected pace of program implementation, and whether the programs included
appropriate measures to revive investment and to protect the living standards
of the poor during adjustment.

This section would also discuss the greater willingness in some
countries, most notably in Eastern Europe, to adopt strong market-oriented
measures and the extent to which there has been a corresponding increase in
the Bank's confidence in insisting on market-oriented conditionality for
adjustment lending.

The second part of this chapter would discuss prospects for the future
of adjustment lending. It would summarize the trends projected in the
business plans of Operations and in documents such as the Long-Term Prospects
for Africa. It would discuss whether these projections raise creditworthiness
and exposure issues. With particular reference to the experience in Sub-
Saharan Africa, this section would discuss the issues of lending to cover
long-term BOP gaps and to support long-term development efforts, including
institutional reform. As a sequel to RAL-3, we would suggest a Report on
Policy-Based-Lending. considering inter alia, how Bank instruments other than
adjustment lending can be utilized to pursue critical issues of policy reform
in member countries.
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Evaluating the Impact of Adjustment Lending

on Economic Performance: Some Methodological Issues

Luis Serven
Patricio Rojas

1. - Alternative Approaches to the Evaluation of Adjustment Lending

Evaluating the impact of adjustment lending on the

macroeconomic performance of adjusting countries amounts to

measuring the contribution of Bank-sponsored adjustment programs

while controlling for all the non-program factors that also affect

performance. Thus, it involves a comparison between the observed

performance of countries receiving adjustment lending and a

counterfactual scenario describing the performance that they would

have achieved in the absence of the program, but under the same

initial conditions and external environment that were actually

observed. The different approaches that have been used in the

evaluation of adjustment programs can be viewed as alternative ways

of defining this counterfactual scenario.

In general, Bank (or IMF) sponsored adjustment programs can be

expected to affect economic performance in adjusting countries in

at least three waysi: by causing economic policies to change, by

altering the effectiveness of given economic policies (due to, say,

improved functioning of the markets), and by changing the overall

degree of 'confidence' (causing shifts in, e.g., investment

demand). However, measuring each of these effects separately in a

multi-country context can be a formidable task, especially if

adjustment and reform measures affect many economic policies and

many areas of the economy. Thus, most empirical studies of program

effectiveness are concerned with the evaluation, through an

appropriate statistical technique, of the overall effect of

1 See Goldstein and Montiel (1986).
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adjustment programs on some selected performance variables. Below
we review three of those techniques: the before-after approach, the
standard control group approach, and the modified control group
approach2.

(i) The before-after approach

In this approach, adjustment effectiveness is measured by
comparing the performance of adjusting countries before and after
receiving adjustment loans; the 'before' and 'after' periods can be
tailored to the timing of adjustment in each particular country.
For each macroeconomic performance variable y (such as real growth,
or the GDP share of investment, etc), the estimator of
effectiveness is just the mean change across the group of program
countries, as would result from the equation

Ay = OBA + ei for i e P (1)

where e is a random error term and P denotes the set of program
countries. Hence, any changes in the target variable in program
countries are implicitly attributed to the effect of the program.
Standard tests are used to check the statistical significance of
the resulting estimate of BRA.

The before-after approach yields useful descriptive

statistics, but as a measure of effectiveness of adjustment it has
the obvious problem of being based on the untenable assumption of
'all other things being equal'. It yields a biased estimate of the
effect of adjustment programs on macroeconomic outcomes whenever
the non-program determinants of these outcomes are changing between
the pre-program and the program periods -- for example, when the

2 The second of these approaches was used in the first Report
on Adjustment Lending (RAL-1); a modified version of the third wasemployed in the Second Report (RAL-2).
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external environment is different before and after the program. The
bias can be attributed to a poor specification of the
counterfactual scenario, because the situation prevailing before
the program is not likely to be a good predictor of what would have
happened later in the absence of a program, given that non-program
factors are changing over time.

(ii) Control group approach

The control group approach 3 is designed to overcome, in part,
the inability of the before-after approach to distinguish between
program and non-program determinants of performance. It uses the
behavior of a group of non-program countries (the control group) to
estimate what would have happened in the program group in the
absence of programs. Thus, it is based on the implicit assumption
that the only difference between the program and non-program groups
is the program itself; in particular, both groups are assumed to be
subject to the same non-program determinants of performance.

In its common version, the control group method compares the
average change in each performance indicator between the pre-
program and program periods for program and non-program countries,
and attributes any difference to the effects of the program. This
is equivalent to estimating BCG from the regression

Ay, = P. + PCGdi + e, (2)

where the sample now includes both program and nonprogram
countries, and di is a dummy variable with a value of one for
program countries. A statistically significant value of BCG implies
that the change in the performance variable in program countries
differs significantly from that observed in non-program countries.

3 Kahn (1990) refers to this as the 'with-without' approach.
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Whether such difference can in fact be attributed to the
effects of adjustment programs is another matter. While the
approach controls for the effects on performance of changing non-
program factors, it does so at the cost of assuming that such
effects are identical in program and non-program countries. If non-
program factors differ systematically between program and non-
program countries, then the control group estimator of adjustment
effectiveness is biased.

In practice, such bias is likely to be important because the
determinants of program selection can be expected to be correlated
with the non-program determinants of performance. In general, if
pre-program conditions have a lasting effect on economic
performance, and if program and non-program countries differ
systematically in their initial conditions (as they usually do),
then the control group estimator is biased -- although the
direction of the bias is in general ambiguous. For example, if
program countries are more likely to have experienced adverse
transitory shocks (e.g., terms of trade deteriorations) in the pre-
program period, a comparison of the change in performance between
program and non-program countries will most likely overstate the
true effect of the program; if the shocks are instead permanent,
then the effect of the program would be understated. In terms of
equation (2), this bias in BCG is due, as in the standard
specification error analysis, to the omission from the equation of
non-program determinants of performance that are correlated with
di. It can also be viewed as 'sample selectivity bias', arising
from the fact that the selection of program countries is not random
-- rather, it is systematically related to non-program (or pre-
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program) variables4 . Only if the program group had been randomly
selected would this source of bias disappear -- because only in
that case would non-program countries provide a good approximation
of the counterfactual scenario.

Another possible source of bias in the control group estimator
is the fact that a country's decision to undertake an adjustment
program is likely to be strongly dependent on the anticipation that
the program will help achieve an improvement in performance; on
this account, the countries adopting programs should be those who
expect to benefit from them -- and in these conditions the control

group estimator of effectiveness must be biased (in this case
upwards). The bias is referred to in the literature as 'self-
selectivity bias', since the sample is then generated by a self-
selection of countries.

(iii) Modified control group approach

An alternative procedure that corrects some of these biases

and that has recently been used in a number of papers (Khan (1990),
Faini et al. (1989)) is the 'modified control group' approach
proposed by Goldstein and Montiel (1986). It recognizes the non-
random selection of program countries, and attempts to identify the
systematic differences between them and the non-program countries,
in order to control for them in the evaluation of subsequent
economic performance.

Basically, the procedure amounts to specifying a reduced-form

equation linking the change in each performance variable to the
program dummy and to a set of other variables, such as lagged

4 In his analysis of IMF stabilization programs, Gylfasson
(1987) attempts to overcome this problem by including in hiscontrol (non-program) group only countries that had experienced
external payments difficulties in the pre-program period.
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values of the target variables, policy variables representing the

policies that would have been followed in the absence of a program

(which for program countries are not observable), and any external

variables that are expected to have also an independent effect on

the performance variables. The unobservable policy variables are

substituted out using policy rules that relate them to other

observable, exogenous variables. In essence, this amounts to

extending equation (2) to include all the relevant non-program

determinants of performance in addition to the program dummy (we

give more details in the next section). Program effectiveness is

then measured by the estimated coefficient of the dummy variable.

This approach represents a substantial improvement with

respect to the before-after and control group methods. It is

subject to some practical difficulties, concerning the

identifiability and stability of the policy reaction functions that

are needed in order to eliminate the unobservable policies that the

program countries would have adopted in the absence of programs.

However, a more substantive problem is that the program dummy

included in the right-hand side of the regression equation is

likely to be endogenous. As noted above, the decision to undertake

an adjustment program should depend on the anticipation of an

improvement in performance. Thus, we should still expect the

estimator of effectiveness to be biased and inconsistent in this

kind of framework, unless the self-selection of countries is

appropriately taken care of in the estimation procedure.

There are several possible ways to overcome this selectivity

bias (for discussions see Barnow, Cain and Goldberger, 1981, and

Heckman and Robb, 1985). The method adopted in RAL-2, described in

more detail in the next section, retains the basic specification of

the modified control group approach, but treats the program dummy

as endogenous; thus, an appropriate instrumental variable procedure
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is used in the estimation of the performance equation.

A more general method is used by Corbo and Rojas (1990) to
evaluate program effectiveness under self-selection. They specify

the following model for each target variable:

y= XA0 1+u1i (for program countries) (3)

2= X1f32+u21  (for nonprogram countries) (4)

Zi = MA - e1  (Participation decision function) (5)

di = 1 if z)>z* (6)

di = 0 if zsz* (7)

with yi=yii if d,=1 and yi=yi2 if d,=0. Here X is a vector of

exogenous variables that affect the performance variable yi (e.g.,

external conditions and policy variables); observe that in

principle the coefficients of the exogenous variables in the

performance equation are allowed to differ between program and non-

program countries. Equations (5)-(7) determine whether or not

country i undertakes a program, with M representing a vector of

observable determinants of participation. In turn, z, is a random

variable that serves as an index of country-specific

characteristics (e.g., benefits from program adoption for country

i) , and z* is the threshold value of z that divides program from

non-program countries.

In this model, the parameters of the performance equations (3)

and (4) cannot in general be consistently estimated by ordinary

least squares using the observed y . The problem arises when the

determinants of program adoption are correlated with the u, in the

performance equations, as will be the case under self-selectivity;
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then E(uiIdj=1)*0 and E(u 2i di=O)*0, and OLS gives biased estimates.

In this framework, the effectiveness of programs can be

evaluated as follows. For each program country with characteristics

X. and M, we compare the outcome yl, under the program and the

expected outcome that program countries would have obtained without

the program, that is, E (y2i j di=1) -- which in this context

represents the counterfactual scenario. Under the normality

assumption, the gross benefit for program country i is

4(M1 5)
Y1 1 -E(y 21 jdi=1) = yi - X21 2 + (24 1 (8)0 (Mi a)

where a21 is the covariance of u2, and ei, and t is the cumulative

standard normal distribution function. The total benefit of the

program is the sum of (8) over all program countries. Thus, to

evaluate the success of a program, the conditional expectation of

u2i for the program countries (i.e., the last term in the right-hand

side of (8)) has to be computed. This is achieved in the first

stage of the estimation; in the second stage, Corbo and Rojas

estimate the following equation for the non-program countries:

#(M 1 5)
Y21 = Xi3 2 ~ 02e[ 0(Ma) ] + (9)

where the term in square brackets is replaced by the consistent

estimate obtained in the first stage of the estimation. Least

squares yields consistent estimates of the parameters in (9), so

they can be used in the estimation of E(y2ildi=l) for program

countries. Thus, using the observations for program countries and

the parameter estimates, equation (8) is evaluated for each program

country and target variable. While this approach is fairly general,

its main practical drawback is that the actual computation of the

estimates can be rather cumbersome.
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2.- Methodoloy Used in RAL-2

The methodology used in the Second Report of Adjustment

Lending to evaluate the impact of adjustment programs on aggregate

performance is basically a version of the modified control-group

approach that was summarized above, but adapted to correct the

self-selectivity bias. In essence, the method attempts to identify

the differences between program and non-program countries in the

pre-program period and to control for these differences in the

comparison with subsequent economic performance. It also controls

for the effect of world economic conditions and for the policy

stance in non-program countries, in addition to recognizing the

possible endogeneity of program adoption.

Except for this last point, the procedure used in RAL-2 is

similar to that employed by Kahn (1990). The starting point is an

equation for the macroeconomic performance variables in the

evaluation period:

yi = X1/ + W/( + f54di + 1i (10)

where x, is a vector of policy variables that would have been

observed in the absence of a program in country i; W is a vector

of world non-program variables relevant to country i, and d is a

dummy variable that takes the value of unity if a country has a

program and the value of zero otherwise. Thus, the level of the

performance variable depends on four factors: (i) the values of

selected policy instruments that would have occurred in the absence

of a program, x; (ii) world economic conditions, W; (iii) the total

effect of a Bank-supported program, if the country has such program

in place, d; and (iv) unobservable shocks that are specific to

country i, 7ri.

The vector x of policies that would have been applied in the
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absence of programs is not observed for program countries; for

practical purposes it has to be expressed in terms of observables.

Thus policies are assumed to follow from the reaction function

AXi = Y. - Y (Y) - + U (11)

where u, is an unobservable error term; this equation simply says

that in the absence of a program, the change in country i's

macroeconomic policy instruments between the pre-program and the

program period would be a function of past values of the

performance variables5 . In practice, as argued by Goldstein and

Montiel (1986), such a reaction function may be highly unstable,

both across countries and in a given country over time; in the case

of extreme instability, the problem of estimating the

counterfactual scenario would become insoluble.

Substituting (11) into (10) and subtracting (yi)_. from both

sides, (10) can be rewritten6

Ayi = PO+P1 (yi) -1+P2 (xi) 1 +0 3 Wi +0 4d1 +ei (12)

where we should keep in mind that the error term now includes the

u1 from the policy equation (11) as well as the original r, from

(10). Program effectiveness is now measured by the parameter B4.

5 Equation (11) could be expanded without any substantial
complication to include an effect of current and/or lagged external
conditions on economic policies, as in Conway (1991). We ignore
this complication for simplicity. As argued by Goldstein and
Montiel (1986), equation (11) can be justified in terms of a
feedback rule linking policy changes to the deviation of past
performance from its 'desired' level, under the assumption that the
latter is constant over time.

6Equation (13) is the reduced form used by Kahn (1990) to
estimate the effects of IMF programs.
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The model is completed with the program participation equations

(5), (6) and (7) above.

As argued above, one important remaining problem with equation

(12) is that the dummy variable representing program participation

is likely to be endogenous. Two possible causes for this are (i)

that the unobservable determinants of program participation E. may

be correlated with the unobservable factors affecting the choice of

policies in the absence of program u,; and (ii) that program

participation may be itself determined by the anticipated

performance improvement arising from the program (in which case E.

and n, would be correlated) . In the former case, the same factors

that make a country more likely to resort to official assistance

would make it more likely to choose a different (from the non-

program countries) policy package in the absence of a program --

and thus the behavior of the non-program countries would not

provide a good approximation of the counterfactual scenario for

program countries. In either case, least squares applied to

equation (12) would yield biased and inconsistent estimates.

To resolve this bias, RAL-2 used a two-stage instrumental

variable procedure8 . The first stage is the estimation of a status

equation that determines whether or not the country should

undertake a program. The following equation was estimated using the

maximum likelihood probit method:

P(d==) [8 0+ (y) ,8+ (xi) _jw+W'<+R$] = 4 [Vy(] (13)

where W is a vector of world non-program variables, and R is a

7 Goldstein and Montiel (1986) assume that u and E, are
uncorrelated.

8 On this see also Heckman (1978).
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vector of individual country characteristics. In the second stage,

the value of the probability that the country will undertake an

adjustment program, calculated from (13), is used as an instrument

for di in the estimation of equation (12). The estimated

probability of the country undertaking a program is just

ai = 0 [ VI] (14)

This procedure yields a consistent estimate of the #4 coefficient,

which in this context measures the average effect of Bank programs

on the performance variables9 .

RAL-2 Implementation

Chapter 2 of RAL-2 classified countries into three groups:

early intensive adjustment lending countries (EIAL), including the

countries that had received at least two SALs or three adjustment

loans starting in 1985 or earlier; other adjustment lending

countries (OAL); and non-adjustment lending countries (NAL).

However, the analysis of adjustment effectiveness was conducted in

terms of only two groups, with the program countries being

represented only by the EIAL group. The reason is that at the time

of the report the adjustment effort of OAL countries was judged too

recent to provide a valid indication of the effects of adjustment

programs.

9 This instrumental variable method is more efficient than the
two-stage least squares method suggested by Barnow et al. (1981),
mainly because the robustness of the two-stage method depends on
the correct specification of the status equation and on the
distributional assumption employed in the estimation of the
participation equation more strongly than the instrumental variable
procedure does. In addition, with the instrumental variable
estimation the estimated standard errors are correct, while those
from the two-stage least squares procedure are not -- they
underestimate the true standard errors.
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Pre-program performance was represented by the average

performance over two alternative definitions of the pre-program

period: 1970-80 and 1981-84; performance in the program period was

measured by the average performance in 1985-88. Four performance

indicators were used: the growth rate of real GDP, and the ratios

to GDP of savings, investment, and exports (of non-factor

services).

Policies (the x variables in the equations above) were

represented by the fiscal deficit as percentage of GDP and by the

real exchange rate; microeconomic policy variables were excluded

due to the lack of adequate data. The external factors affecting

macroeconomic performance were summarized by a 'net external shock'

that combined the effects of changes in the terms of trade and in

world interest rates. Thus, in addition to the program dummy, each

of the performance equations (12) included as explanatory variables

the current external shock, lagged values of the policy variables,

and lagged values of all the performance variables.

In turn, the determinants of program participation (the M

variables in equation (5)) included lagged values of the policy and

performance variables, the lagged external shock, as well as the

change in the current account/GDP and non-official external

financing/GDP ratios. In addition, they included dummy variables

representing income level, regional location, the level of

indebtedness, high inflation, and the existence of an IMF program

previously to the adoption of a Bank program.

3.- Modifications for RAL-3

The methodology used in RAL-2 represents a substantial

improvement upon the control group comparisons carried out in RAL-

1, and even upon the original version of modified control group

approach that corrects only for the effect of external factors and
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initial conditions. Moreover, using a more general approach (whose

implementation is considerably more cumbersome) on the same data

set, Corbo and Rojas (1990) reach essentially the same results of

RAL-2.

However, in some respects the implementation of the

methodological framework in RAL-2 is still somewhat restrictive.

RAL-3 can extend the analysis in those areas while retaining the

same basic methodology of RAL-2. First, the simple disaggregation

of countries into adjusters and non adjusters in RAL-2 (with the

OAL countries effectively appearing as non-adjusters) could be

refined by breaking down adjusting countries into more than one

group, according to their seniority as adjusters. It is likely that

for some countries in the OAL group in RAL-2 sufficient time has

now elapsed since the beginning of the adjustment effort to

identify some effects on performance. This could allow to verify,

e.g., whether the change in the performance variables is more

pronounced in the senior adjusting countries than in the rest, or

whether the fall in investment ratios identified in RAL-2 as a

result of the adjustment is persistent or just transitory. Even if

a detailed country disaggregation is not possible (because of the

insufficient number of countries in the different groups of

adjusters), it may be feasible to identify some effects of

adjustment seniority and intensity on performance by using some

simple measures, such as the time elapsed since the beginning of

the adjustment or the number or volume (relative to GDP, say) of

adjustment operations0 .

Secondly, in RAL-2 performance was measured only with

aggregate indicators. However, the data on Bank-project rates of

10 In terms of equation (12), these measures could be
introduced as interaction terms with the program dummy.
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return collected for the 1991 WDR could be analyzed along

essentially similar lines, and could provide useful insights on

performance from a microeconomic point of view. Also, as noted

above, only macroeconomic policy variables were considered in RAL-

2; again, the analysis could be extended to include data on micro

policies (trade openness and price distortions) assembled for the

1991 WDR.

Third, an important issue is the extent to which adjustment

programs are in fact implemented. In RAL-2 (and in most other

studies of program effectiveness) all programs are treated alike.

However, the effect of programs on performance should vary

according to the degree of program implementation. Mixing programs

with different degrees of implementation could lead to incorrect

estimates of effectiveness. Although measures of implementation

are much more difficult to obtain, the use of some noisy indicators

(e.g., delays or cancellations of tranche releases) of

implementation could provide some insight on this issue.

Finally, the restrictive specification of the empirical

equations for the performance variables used in RAL-2, which forces

all lagged performance variables to appear in all equations, should

be replaced with a more flexible specification along the lines of

Corbo and Rojas (1990), including only the relevant explanatory

variables for each outcome variable, to avoid the high collinearity

displayed by the parameter estimates (other than the program

participation dummy) in RAL-2.
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6/3/91 THIRD REPORT ON ADJUSTMENT LENDING
DRAFT POLICY BRIEF

1. Rationale and Overview

The Third Report on Adjustment Lending will present the Board with an
updated overview and analysis of the Bank's adjustment lending experience and
will emphasize the issue of how adjustment lending can help to restore
investment, especially in the private sector, and reorient the activity of the
public sector.

At the discussion of the Report on Adjustment Lending - II (RAL-2) in
April 1990, the Board requested that another such report be prepared for
presentation in two years. We plan to submit the report in time for a Board
discussion in April 1992 (see schedule below).

There are other good reasons for doing such a report again. Adjustment
lending is very important for the Bank, accounting for about 25 percent of
total lending, and a much higher percent for some countries. Adjustment
lending is also exceptional for the Bank in that it is outside the routine
activities set forth in the Bank's charter and in that it was initially
undertaken as a temporary activity to address temporary problems. Adjustment
lending has generated much controversy and criticism, especially outside the
Bank, and therefore the Bank needs to have an up-to-date and carefully
reviewed statement of what it is doing with adjustment lending.

This report, like its predecessors, will differ from the OED's periodic
reviews. The OED reviews emphasize evaluation of the success of the countries
in achieving the policy reforms that the adjustment loans aimed to support,
whereas CEC's reports on adjustment lending emphasize developing a set of
empirically based recommendations about the sort of policy reforms that
adjustment loans should support and how to structure the lending so as to
achieve those goals. Also, the OED reports do not have topical foci, as do
this report and its predecessor. The next OED review of SAL lending will be
prepared starting next fiscal year and will probably go to the Joint Audit
Committee a few months after this report goes to the Board.

A fundamental message of RAL-2 was that developing countries could get
into a virtuous circle of growth, saving, and self-financed investment.
Getting this cycle started would require policy reforms to assure a stable
macroeconomic environment and a rational structure of incentives, would
require public-sector expenditure to develop complementary infrastructure and
human resources, and would often require substantial initial external funding,
often in the form of debt relief. The challenge to adjustment lending was to
help create these favorable conditions.

RAL-3 will follow up on some of these issues in more detail:

-- How has adjustment lending practice changed in the dimensions highlighted
by the main recommendations of RAL-1 and RAL-2 (chapter 4)?

-- Has adjustment lending contributed to policy reform and led to more
saving, investment, and growth (chapter 1)? The report will look at both
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micro and macroeconomic indicators of economic performance.

-- Two of the most vital links in the virtuous circle are reviving investment
and redirecting public-sector spending, and the report will focus its

recommendations in these areas:

- What does it take to stimulate efficient private investment? The

report will review the evidence on the effectiveness of adjustment
lending and identify the policies that can be recommended to enhance
investment, especially by the private sector (chapter 2).

- How has adjustment lending affected the level and composition of

public spending (chapter 3)? The report will give special attention to

the effects on public investment and spending for human-capital
formation and poverty alleviation. It will also consider the

relationship between adjustment and military expenditure. It will make

recommendations for improvement in these dimensions.

-- What are the future prospects for adjustment lending by the Bank?

(Chapter 4) In the business plans of Operations and in documents like the

Long-Term Prospects for Africa, what future is foreseen for adjustment

lending?

2. Time Table

Policy Brief:

CEC Review Meeting 4-17-91 (done)

To VPDEC 5-13-91 (done)

PRESV Review Meeting 6-11-91

PC discussion TBA -- 6-19-91 (proposed)

Report

Working level draft 10-1-91

To Director, CEC 11-1-91

To VPDEC 12-20-91

VPDEC Review Meeting 1-15-92

Revision to Summers 2-3-92

PRE Committee Meeting 2-12-92

PC Meeting 3-4-92

Board Meeting 4-15-92
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3. Description of Chapters

Executive Summary

The executive summary will pull together the four or five main messages
of the report. It will describe how they are supported by the empirical
findings reported in the main text and on that basis make recommendations for
the Bank's practice of adjustment lending and for the design of adjustment
programs in the borrower countries. As background, it will summarize the key
findings of RAL-1 and RAL-2 and will update the summary statistics on
adjustment lending.

Chapter 1: Adjustment Lending and Economic Performance
(L. Serven and P. Rojas)

This chapter will update the analysis in RAL-2 and seek to improve it in
several dimensions -- making finer distinctions about the extent to which the
country has utilized adjustment lending and examining additional indicators of
economic policy and performance, including micro as well and macroeconomic
measures.

RAL-2 examined the impact of adjustment programs on macroeconomic
performance by comparing the behavior of key macroeconomic variables across
three groups of countries: early intensive adjusters, other adjusters, and
non-adjusters. The main tool used in the comparisons was a "modified control
group approach" that was an advance over the before/after comparisons of
adjustment-lending and other countries used in RAL-1. The approach in RAL-2
corrected for the influence of external factors on performance and for the
endogeneity of the decision to undertake a World Bank-sponsored adjustment
program. We will use this approach again, with the additional two years of
observations. We will look at changes in GDP growth rates and the shares of
investment, saving, and exports as performance indicators of the effects of
adjustment lending. We will also consider debt-service ratios as indicators
of creditworthiness.

In several areas, further improvements will be explored. First,
countries were classified into only two groups for the regression analysis in
RAL-2 (Early Intensive Adjustment Lending countries and others), without
considering important differences within each group, such as the amount of
time elapsed since the beginning of the adjustment effort or the number of
adjustment operations undertaken. Second, the evaluation of the effect of
adjustment lending on policies was limited to the macroeconomic area. Third,
the evaluation of the effect of adjustment operations on performance did not
distinguish the extent to which policies were actually adjusted. Fourth,
economic performance was measured only with aggregate statistics.

To take account of the length of time and intensity with which countries
have received adjustment lending, we will use more detailed country
classifications. Information on the timing and the number of adjustment
operations and on the volume of lending (relative to country size) are
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available and may be tested as determinants of performance in adjusting
countries.

To look at a wider array of indicators of policies that might reflect
the effects of adjustment lending, we will collaborate with selected members
of the WDR '91 core team in the use of the various policy indices they
gathered and constructed. These include indices of trade liberalization,
price distortion, budget deficits, and exchange-rate overvaluation. Some
preliminary work with them is already available.

There is great interest in linking the effects of adjustment lending
programs with the degree of success in their implementation. The data
problems may rule out doing regression analysis, but we expect at least to put
together some tables of descriptive statistics. Although none of them is an
ideal measure of the degree of actual implementation, we will explore several
possible indicators, including (i) the continuity of adjustment operations;
(ii) delays in tranche release; and (iii) the policy indicators mentioned in
the previous paragraph. Adjustment lending countries with indicators of good
implementation would be expected to do better than those with poor
implementation.

To introduce evidence on microeconomic performance, we will draw on the
ongoing research on internal rates of return on Bank projects, also initiated
for WDR '91, to see if and how much they improved in adjustment-lending
countries. The initial results indicate that there was a relatively quick
effect from policy reform to increased rates of return on investment projects.
It is unclear, however, whether we will be able to detect the direct effects
of Bank-adjustment lending, because of the long period from project initiation
to completion and evaluation of the ex post rate of return. In collaboration
with Dani Kaufmann, we will explore these effects as far as the data allow,
since an important rationale for adjustment lending has been that it would
improve the rates of return on Bank-financed investment projects.

The economic performance of African countries with adjustment lending
has been a controversial topic, and we will report the results for the SSA
subsample. For the IDA deputies, we will also report the results for the IDA
subsample, which will be very close to the SSA subsample.

Chapter 2: Structural Adjustment and Private Investment
(A. Solimano, with inputs from CECPS)

An important finding of RAL-2 was the protracted decline in investment
rates in LDCs after 1982. This trend has been observed in adjusting as well
as in non-adjusting countries. The chapter will update statistics on the
performance of investment in LDCs in the late 1980s -- particularly in the
EIAL countries -- drawing on new information from IFC on public and private
investment for an enlarged sample of countries.

The poor performance of investment casts doubts on the sustainability of
the adjustment effort, for the recovery in GDP growth observed in the period
1985-88 may be more of a cyclical nature. Unless investment rates are
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increased in order to expand productive capacity, the goal of making
adjustment compatible with sustainable growth will remain elusive.

The chapter will also draw on the preliminary findings of CECPS, IENIN,
the Africa region, and the Economics Department of the IFC concerning how
institutional, regulatory, and financial-sector reforms effect private-sector
investment. Such reforms are often necessary to revive investment, especially
in medium and small scale enterprises, but they are rarely sufficient without
credibly sustainable macro and trade policies. Furthermore, the changes in
the composition of investment and output by sector and firm type, which are
generally the objectives of structural adjustment, often lead to a much
different (less) capital-intensive mode of production on average.
Consequently, these structural changes may need to be examined in detail
before one can draw valid conclusions about the adequacy of the investment
response. Case-study evidence from several countries, such as Mexico and
Tanzania, would be presented. We also hope to have systematic statistical
evidence for four countries on the changes in the composition of investment by
sector and firms size. This could then be linked with the sector-by-sector
changes in the institutional and regulatory environment. This section will
include an evaluation of the adjustment lending conditionality that has
stipulated the removal of barriers to investment. It will summarize the
microeconomic policy recommendations for reviving investment.

The chapter will also review results of work in CECMG on the
macroeconomic factors influencing private sector investment. In many
adjustment episodes, the correction of a deficit in the current account to a
sustainable level often was achieved through a cut in investment rather than
an increase in domestic saving. Private investment tends to recover slowly
after the start of an adjustment program. A program that succeeds in terms of
other indicators of macro performance, such as reducing the deficit in the
current account, lowering the rate of inflation, eliminating fiscal deficits,
generally has to wait much longer to see a resumption of private investment.
The chapter will review the empirical evidence -- econometric and otherwise --
on the effects on private investment of real exchange rate changes, the debt
overhang, and public investment. On this basis it will make recommendations
for macroeconomic and public investment policy to restore private investment.

In closing, the chapter will consider, based on past experinece, the
most appropriate timing and mode of Bank support for reforms specifically
targetted to improve the environment for private-sector investment. In
particular, it will explore the design and implementation of Private Sector
Support Loans, which the recent Board papers on private-sector development
considered for expanded Bank use.

Chapter 3: Adjustment Lending and the Allocation of Public Spending
(S. Pradhan and V. Swaroop)

In developing countries, adjustment towards sustainable fiscal deficits,
consistent with external and internal macroeconomic balances, frequently
requires cutbacks in both capital and recurrent public expenditure. Even in
the context of tight restraints on public spending, such expenditure can and
should be made more efficient by: (a) shifting the composition towards
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economic and social infrastructure and away from military expenditure,
subsidies for consumption, and inappropriate capital spending; and (b) within
sectors, improving incentives to make operation and maintenance more effective
at lower unit cost. This chapter will provide an overview of public
expenditure adjustment in AL countries. The trends in the level and
composition of public expenditure in countries with Bank AL programs will be
reviewed and, to the extent feasible, analyzed statistically with the methods
of chapter 1.

The chapter will assess the extent to which AL-financed countries
(relative to others) have changed the composition of their public spending
along five dimensions:

1) investment versus consumption
2) civil-service wage bill
3) operations and maintenance for infrastructure
4) military expenditure
5) social sector and poverty alleviation

The first two issues address the concern that adjustment lending has softened
the budget constraint of recipient countries and led to excess levels of
public-sector consumption. The 0 and M issue is relevant for the overall
efficiency of public-sector spending. The latter two issues are priority
items, for which we will devote some extra effort to data colection. We will
draw on information in public expenditure reviews and in the GFS. We are
aware of the shortcomings of these data and will use them with according
caution.

The chapter will discuss the issue of how adequate public expenditure
reviews have been as a basis for adjustment lending. Public expenditure
reviews have been particularly common in SSA, to which the chapter would
devote extra attention.

It will also include a box that draws on the work of CECPS on reforms of
public-sector management as a route to initiating and sustaining the
expenditure reform process. (PRE just sent to the Board a policy paper on
reform of public sector management.)

Chapter 4: Trends in Adjustment Lending
(Webb and PRDRA)

This chapter will analyze the past and projected trends in adjustment
lending. The chapter will have two parts -- one to review the practice of
adjustment lending over the past two or three years and the second to
summarize the prospects for adjustment lending in the future.

The first part would update the tables and discussions in RAL-2 on the
patterns of conditionality -- the sectoral composition and its differences
across regions and changes over time. It would look at how the use of multi-
tranche loans has evolved. It would also revisit the issue, discussed in RAL-
2, of burden sharing with other creditors. It would summarize the Bank's net
lending and net transfers to adjusting countries, compared with financing
flows from other creditors.
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The first part would also review adjustment loans since 1988 to see if
they have followed the main recommendations of the two previous adjustment
lending reports. This exercise would draw on the expertise of PRDRA, which
would review carefully the experience with 15 or so countries that have had
substantial amounts of adjustment lending since RAL-1. In these important
cases, we would evaluate whether there was a satisfactory macroeconomic
framework in place, whether loan conditionality was sufficiently specific,
whether the largest distortions were being tackled, whether the government
understood the program and fully accepted it, whether the financing was
adequate and politically realistic, whether the pace of disbursement matched
the expected pace of program implementation, and whether the programs included
appropriate measures to revive investment.

The conclusion of this chapter would discuss prospects for the future of
adjustment lending. It would summarize the trends projected in the business
plans of Operations and in documents such as the Long-Term Prospects for
Africa. With particular reference to the experience in Sub-Saharan Africa,
this section would discuss the issues of lending to cover long-term BOP gaps
and to support long-term development efforts, including institutional reform.
As a sequel to RAL-3, we would suggest a Report on Policy-Based Lending.
considering inter alia, how Bank instruments other than adjustment lending can
be utilized to pursue critical issues of policy reform in member countries.
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6/12/91 THIRD REPORT ON ADJUSTMENT LENDING

POLICY BRIEF

1. Rationale and Overview

The Third Report on Adjustment Lending will present the Board with an
updated overview and analysis of the Bank's adjustment lending experience and

will emphasize the issue of how adjustment lending can help to restore

investment, especially in the private sector, and reorient the activity of the
public sector.

At the discussion of the Report on Adjustment Lending - II (RAL-2) in
April 1990, the Board requested that another such report be prepared for
presentation in two years. We plan to submit the report in time for a Board
discussion in April 1992 (see schedule below).

There are other good reasons for doing such a report again. Adjustment

lending is very important for the Bank, accounting for about 25 percent of

total lending, and a much higher percent for some countries. Adjustment

lending is also exceptional for the Bank in that it is outside the routine

activities set forth in the Bank's charter and in that it was initially
undertaken as a temporary activity to address temporary problems. Adjustment

lending has generated much controversy and criticism, especially outside the
Bank, and therefore the Bank needs to have an up-to-date and carefully
reviewed statement of what it is doing with adjustment lending.

This report, like its predecessors, will differ from the OED's periodic
reviews. The OED reviews emphasize evaluation of the success of the countries
in achieving the policy reforms that the adjustment loans aimed to support,
whereas CEC's reports on adjustment lending emphasize developing a set of
empirically based recommendations about the sort of policy reforms that
adjustment loans should support and how to structure the lending so as to
achieve those goals. Also, the OED reports do not have topical foci, as do
this report and its predecessor. The next OED review of SAL lending will be
prepared starting next fiscal year and will probably go to the Joint Audit
Committee a few months after this report goes to the Board.

A fundamental message of RAL-2 was that developing countries could get

into a virtuous circle of growth, saving, and self-financed investment.

Getting this cycle started would require policy reforms to assure a stable

macroeconomic environment and a rational structure of incentives, would

require public-sector expenditure to develop complementary infrastructure and

human resources, and would often require substantial initial external funding,
often in the form of debt relief. The challenge to adjustment lending was to

help create these favorable conditions.

RAL-3 will follow up on some of these issues in more detail:

-- How has adjustment lending practice changed in the dimensions highlighted
by the main recommendations of RAL-1 and RAL-2 (chapter 4)?

-- Has adjustment lending contributed to policy reform and led to more
saving, investment, and growth (chapter 1)? The report will look at both
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micro and macroeconomic indicators of economic performance.

-- Two of the most vital links in the virtuous circle are reviving investment
and redirecting public-sector spending, and the report will focus its
recommendations in these areas:

- What does it take to stimulate efficient private investment? The
report will review the evidence on the effectiveness of adjustment
lending and identify the policies that can be recommended to enhance
investment, especially by the private sector (chapter 2).

- How has adjustment lending affected the level and composition of
public spending (chapter 3)? The report will give special attention to
the effects on public investment and spending for human-capital
formation and poverty alleviation. It will also consider the
relationship between adjustment lending and military expenditure. It
will make recommendations for improvement in these dimensions.

-- What are the future prospects for adjustment lending by the Bank?
(Chapter 4) In the business plans of Operations and in documents like the
Long-Term Prospects for Africa, what future is foreseen for adjustment
lending?

2. Time Table

Policy Brief:

CEC Review Meeting 4-17-91 (done)

To VPDEC 5-13-91 (done)

PRESV Review Meeting 6-11-91 (done)

PC on no objection basis

Report

Working level draft 10-1-91

To Director, CEC 11-1-91

To VPDEC 12-20-91

VPDEC Review Meeting 1-15-92

Revision to Summers 2-3-92

PRE Committee Meeting 2-12-92

PC Meeting - 3-4-92

Board Meeting 4-15-92
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3. Description of Chapters

Executive Summary

The executive summary will pull together the four or five main messages

of the report. It will describe how they are supported by the empirical

findings reported in the main text and on that basis make recommendations for

the Bank's practice of adjustment lending and for the design of adjustment

programs in the borrower countries. As background, it will summarize the key

findings of RAL-1 and RAL-2 and will update the summary statistics on

adjustment lending.

Chapter 1: Adjustment Lending and Economic Performance
(L. Serven and P. Rojas)

This chapter will update the analysis in RAL-2 and seek to improve it in

several dimensions -- making finer distinctions about the extent to which the

country has utilized adjustment lending and examining additional indicators of

economic policy and performance, including micro as well and macroeconomic

measures.

RAL-2 examined the impact of adjustment programs on macroeconomic

performance by comparing the behavior of key macroeconomic variables across

three groups of countries: early intensive adjusters, other adjusters, and

non-adjusters. The main tool used in the comparisons was a "modified control

group approach" that was an advance over the before/after comparisons of

adjustment-lending and other countries used in RAL-1. The approach in RAL-2

corrected for the influence of external factors on performance and for the

endogeneity of the decision to undertake a World Bank-sponsored adjustment

program. We will use this approach again, with the additional two years of

observations. We will look at changes in GDP growth rates and the shares of

investment, saving, and exports as performance indicators of the effects of

adjustment lending. We will also consider debt-service ratios as indicators

of creditworthiness.

In several areas, further improvements will be explored. First,

countries were classified into only two groups for the regression analysis in

RAL-2 (Early Intensive Adjustment Lending countries and others), without

considering important differences within each group, such as the amount of

time elapsed since the beginning of the adjustment effort or the number of

adjustment operations undertaken. Second, the evaluation of the effect of

adjustment lending on policies was limited to the macroeconomic area. Third,

the evaluation of the effect of adjustment operations on performance did not

distinguish the extent to which policies were actually adjusted. Fourth,

economic performance was measured only with aggregate statistics.

To take account of the length of time and intensity with which countries

have received adjustment lending, we will use more detailed country

classifications. Information on the timing and the number of adjustment

operations and on the volume of lending (relative to country size) are
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available and may be tested as determinants of performance in adjusting
countries.

To look at a wider array of indicators of policies that might reflect
the effects of adjustment lending, we will collaborate with selected members
of the WDR '91 core team in the use of the various policy indices they
gathered and constructed. These include indices of trade liberalization,
price distortion, budget deficits, and exchange-rate overvaluation. Some
preliminary work with them is already available.

There is great interest in linking the effects of adjustment lending
programs with the degree of success in their implementation. The data
problems may rule out doing regression analysis, but we expect at least to put
together some tables of descriptive statistics. Although none of them is an
ideal measure of the degree of actual implementation, we will explore several
possible indicators, including (i) the continuity of adjustment operations;
(ii) delays in tranche release; and (iii) the policy indicators mentioned in
the previous paragraph. Adjustment lending countries with indicators of good
implementation would be expected to do better than those with poor
implementation.

To introduce evidence on microeconomic performance, we will draw on the
ongoing research on internal rates of return on Bank projects, also initiated
for WDR '91, to see if and how much they improved in adjustment-lending
countries. The initial results indicate that there was a relatively quick
effect from policy reform to increased rates of return on investment projects.
It is unclear, however, whether we will be able to detect the direct effects
of Bank-adjustment lending, because of the long period from project initiation
to completion and evaluation of the ex post rate of return. In collaboration
with Dani Kaufmann, we will explore these effects as far as the data allow,
since an important rationale for adjustment lending has been that it would
improve the rates of return on Bank-financed investment projects.

The economic performance of African countries with adjustment lending
has been a controversial topic, and we will report the results for the SSA
subsample. For the IDA deputies, we will also report the results for the IDA
subsample, which will be very close to the SSA subsample.

Chapter 2: Structural Adjustment and Private Investment
(A. Solimano, with inputs from CECPS)

An important finding of RAL-2 was the protracted decline in investment
rates in LDCs after 1982. This trend has been observed in adjusting as well
as in non-adjusting countries. The chapter will update statistics on the
performance of investment in LDCs in the late 1980s -- particularly in the
EIAL countries -- drawing on new information from IFC on public and private
investment for an enlarged sample of countries.

The poor performance of investment casts doubts on the sustainability of
the adjustment effort, for the recovery in GDP growth observed in the period
1985-88 may be more of a cyclical nature. Unless investment rates are
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increased in order to expand productive capacity, the goal of making
adjustment compatible with sustainable growth will remain elusive.

The chapter will also draw on the preliminary findings of CECPS, IENIN,
the Africa region, and the Economics Department of the IFC concerning how
institutional, regulatory, and financial-sector reforms effect private-sector
investment. Such reforms are often necessary to revive investment, especially
in medium and small scale enterprises, but they are rarely sufficient without
credibly sustainable macro and trade policies. Furthermore, the changes in

the composition of investment and output by sector and firm type, which are
generally the objectives of structural adjustment, often lead to a much

different (less) capital-intensive mode of production on average.

Consequently, these structural changes may need to be examined in detail

before one can draw valid conclusions about the adequacy of the investment

response. Case-study evidence from several countries, such as Mexico and

Tanzania, would be presented. We also hope to have systematic statistical

evidence for four countries on the changes in the composition of investment by

sector and firms size. This could then be linked with the sector-by-sector

changes in the institutional and regulatory environment. This section will

include an evaluation of the adjustment lending conditionality that has

stipulated the removal of barriers to investment. It will summarize the

microeconomic policy recommendations for reviving investment.

The chapter will also review results of work in CECMG on the

macroeconomic factors influencing private sector investment. In many

adjustment episodes, the correction of a deficit in the current account to a

sustainable level often was achieved through a cut in investment rather than

an increase in domestic saving. Private investment tends to recover slowly

after the start of an adjustment program. A program that succeeds in terms of

other indicators of macro performance, such as reducing the deficit in the

current account, lowering the rate of inflation, eliminating fiscal deficits,

generally has to wait much longer to see a resumption of private investment.

The chapter will review the empirical evidence -- econometric and otherwise --
on the effects on private investment of real exchange rate changes, the debt

overhang, and public investment. On this basis it will make recommendations

for macroeconomic and public investment policy to restore private investment.

In closing, the chapter will consider, based on past experience, the

most appropriate timing and mode of Bank support for reforms specifically

targeted to improve the environment for private-sector investment. In

particular, it will explore the design and implementation of Private Sector

Support Loans, which the recent Board papers on private-sector development

considered for expanded Bank use.

Chapter 3: Adjustment Lending and the Allocation of Public Spending

(S. Pradhan and V. Swaroop)

In developing countries, adjustment towards sustainable fiscal deficits,

consistent with external and internal macroeconomic balances, frequently

requires cutbacks in both capital and recurrent public expenditure. Even in

the context of tight restraints on public spending, such expenditure can and

should be made more efficient by: (a) shifting the composition towards
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economic and social infrastructure and away from military expenditure,
subsidies for consumption, and inappropriate capital spending; and (b) within

sectors, improving incentives to make operation and maintenance more effective

at lower unit cost. This chapter will provide an overview of public

expenditure adjustment in AL countries. The trends in the level and

composition of public expenditure in countries with Bank AL programs will be

reviewed and, to the extent feasible, analyzed statistically with the methods

of chapter 1.

The chapter will assess the extent to which AL-financed countries

(relative to others) have changed the composition of their public spending

along five dimensions:
1) investment versus consumption
2) civil-service wage bill
3) operations and maintenance for infrastructure
4) military expenditure
5) social sector and poverty alleviation

The first two issues address the concern that adjustment lending has softened

the budget constraint of recipient countries and led to excess levels of

public-sector consumption. The 0 and M issue is relevant for the overall

efficiency of public-sector spending. The latter two issues are priority

items, for which we will devote some extra effort to data collection. We will

draw on information in public expenditure reviews and in the GFS. We are

aware of the shortcomings of these data and will use them with according

caution, keeping to the general philosophy of the RALs to base conclusions on

available evidence. We will review how the Bank has tried to deal with the

issue of military spending, e.g., through ceilings on total spending and

floors on priority areas of non-military spending.

The chapter will discuss the issue of how adequate public expenditure

reviews have been as a basis for adjustment lending. Public expenditure

reviews have been particularly common in SSA, to which the chapter would

devote extra attention.

It will also include a box that draws on the work of CECPS on reforms of

public-sector management as a route to initiating and sustaining the

expenditure reform process. (PRE just sent to the Board a policy paper on

reform of public sector management.)

Chapter 4: Trends in Adjustment Lending
(Webb and PRDRA)

This chapter will analyze the past and projected trends in adjustment

lending. The chapter will have two parts -- one to review the practice of

adjustment lending over the past two or three years and the second to

summarize the prospects for adjustment lending in the future.

The first part would update the tables and discussions in RAL-2 on the

patterns of conditionality -- the sectoral composition and its differences

across regions and changes over time. It would look at how the use of multi-

tranche loans has evolved. It would also revisit the issue, discussed in RAL-
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2, of burden sharing with other creditors. It would summarize the Bank's net
lending and net transfers to adjusting countries, compared with financing
flows from other creditors.

The first part would also review adjustment loans since 1988 to see if
they have followed the main recommendations of the two previous adjustment
lending reports. This exercise would draw on the expertise of PRDRA, which
would review carefully the experience with 15 or so countries that have had
substantial amounts of adjustment lending since RAL-1. In these important
cases, we would evaluate whether there was a satisfactory macroeconomic
framework in place, whether loan conditionality was sufficiently specific,
whether the largest distortions were being tackled, whether the government
understood the program and fully accepted it, whether the financing was
adequate and politically realistic, whether the pace of disbursement matched
the expected pace of program implementation, and whether the programs included
appropriate measures to revive investment and to protect the living standards
of the poor during adjustment.

This section would also discuss the greater willingness in some
countries, most notably in Eastern Europe, to adopt strong market-oriented
measures and the extent to which there has been a corresponding increase in
the Bank's confidence in insisting on market-oriented conditionality for
adjustment lending.

The second part of this chapter would discuss prospects for the future
of adjustment lending. It would summarize the trends projected in the
business plans of Operations and in documents such as the Long-Term Prospects
for Africa. It would discuss whether these projections raise creditworthiness
and exposure issues. With particular reference to the experience in Sub-
Saharan Africa, this section would discuss the issues of lending to cover
long-term BOP gaps and to support long-term development efforts, including
institutional reform. As a sequel to RAL-3, we would suggest a Report on
Policy-Based Lending. considering inter alia, how Bank instruments other than
adjustment lending can be utilized to pursue critical issues of policy reform
in member countries.
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- reduced form (update using RAL-2 method)
- distinguishing the degree of implementation

* Box on performance SS Africa and IDA countries

* Recommendations

Chapter 2: Structural Adjustment and Private Investment (A. Solimano)

* Updated evidence on investment in countries receiving adjustment
lending.

- Macroeconomic effect of adjustment lending (method of Ch. 1)

- Changes in the size and sectoral composition of private firms
making investments

* Effect of institutions and regulations on private investment

- AL conditionality for reforms in these areas.

* Effect of macroeconomic policies on private investment.

- Impact of devaluation and of exchange rate instability.

- Effects of debt overhang and public investment,

* Boxes: regional experiences.

* Recommendations



Chapter 3: Adjustment Lending and the Allocation of Public Spending
(S. Pradhan and V. Swaroop)

* Overview of adjustment necessary to public expenditure for typical AL
countries

* Public expenditure issues in SAL design
- conditionality
- Public Expenditure Reviews
- Box: Experience with public spending review in Africa

* Aggregate effects of AL on public expenditure
(Chapter 1 methodology, GFS data)

* Detailed sectoral evidence on effects of adjustment lending for a subset
of countries
- investment versus consumption
- operations and maintenance for infrastructure
- civil-service wage bill
- military spending
- role of adjustment lending in supporting public spending for human

resource development and poverty reduction.

* Box: public expenditure management issues

* Recommendations

Chapter 4: Trends in Adjustment Lending (Webb and PRDRA)

* Implementing the main recommendations of RAL-1 and RAL-2

(findings of PRDRA review of 12-15 countries with recent AL)
- Dealing with the largest distortions first
- Macroeconomic framework and conditionality
- Government ownership of the program
- Increasing investment
- Reducing poverty
- Adequacy of financing, including debt relief

* Changed attitudes toward market-oriented policy reforms

* Update on patterns of conditionality and implementation
- Number of conditions
- Sectoral focus on conditionality
- implementation rates and delays of tranche release (from EAS

tranche release reports)

* Adjustment lending flows of finance
- burden sharing

* Multiple-tranche adjustment loans



e The outlook for adjustment lending in the future
- business plans
- adjustment lending for development policy
- relation to creditworthiness and exposure limits

* Box: AL in SS Africa
- Long-term financing needs
- Governance and development of institutional infrastructure
- Strengthening agriculture

* Recommendations



To:Fred Levy

RE: RAL III Brief- Note to be prepared from MAQ to Summers and

Thalwizt

1. Moeen has asked that we prepare a note from him to Summers

and Thalwitz on the RAL III Initiating Brief. This followed my

warning of May 2 on the draft IB. Good thing that I took the time

to do so, since I was nearly 10OZ correct in my expectations of

what they would not do. The IB has now been finalized ( see the

note of Acharya of May 13 ) and it contains the same Chapter 4 on

lending to support policy reform where they wish to develop

guidelines for deciding how adj.lend. fits into the overall

lending program and policy dialogue, building on the Chibber's

paper! To add to the urgency, I know that there is a meeting

afoot on the IB. It was originally set for the May 23, and I

managed to derail it ( I believe) by telling them that it was

imprudent to set it up in the same afternoon in which the private

sector papers were being discussed at the Board. But a meeting

will come soon ( unless they went ahead and had it without us

already). It is in any case important that MAQ gets his message

across loud and clear as soon as possible. He is in a fisty mood

on this one. When Frank briefed him on the new version of the

Chibber's paper ( see his note of May 8), MAQ made some strong

comments to the effects that Frank's were exactly his

preoccupations and that PRE should be warned to change tune if

they wanted to avoid unnecessary confrontations. I sent this note

to Attila, who represented us at the PRE Committee ( enclosed),

but I dont know what he said in it, since he left for Asia the

day after and I was unable to debrief him.

2. Could you please examine all "the evidence" and draft a good

and strong note for MAQ. Thanks



THE WORLD BANK

May 20, 1991

Mr. Grilli:

Please send me a note which
I can send to Messrs. Thalwitz
and Summers on this issue as a
basis for further discussions.

MOEEN A. OURESHI
Senior Vice President, Operations



rHE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: May 2, 1991

TO: Mr. Moeen A. Qureshi

FROM: 'qnzo Grilli, Director, EAS

EXTENSION: 81934

SUBJECT: RAL-3 Initiating Brief L

1. Anandarup Ray and I examined the Initiating Brief for

RAL-3, scheduled to be finished by November of this year and to go

to the Board by May 1992, a copy of which is attached here for your

perusal. We met with Johannes Linn to discuss it last week and we

gave him extensive comments on the relationship between the

analytical parts and the prescriptive part of the report, the focus

of the prescriptions, aside from commenting on specific points of

the outline. We also offered our collaboration on the paper.

2. Our main observations were as follows:

i) of the three analytical Chapters (2,3 and 4), the one on

investments was key in our opinion;

ii) Chapter 5 on the regional diversity of adjustments was

totally "all over the place". It needed to be tightened

and focused on one (not all three) regions;

iii) there was no clear relationship between the analytics of

the report and its policy conclusions, as drawn in Chapter

6;

iv) the focus of Chapter 6 on developing guidelines for

deciding how adjustment lending fits into the overall

lending program was misplaced;

v) RAL-3 had no real business in reviewing Bank experience in

supporting reforms through investment lending and the

division of labor with the IMF.

3. Our points were noted, but experience indicates that they

will not be taken in any serious account unless they are transmitted

to PRE senior management. This is especially so in this case

because our comments imply not doing Chapter 6 as presently

envisaged. If they agree with us they will need to make major

changes to the outline. I remain sufficiently concerned about the

"purposes" of Chapter 6 (to introduce in a Board paper the

conclusions of the Chhibber paper over the mix of adjustment and

investment lending) that I want to a) signal this issue to you as

early as possible, and b) invite you to talk to Wilfried or Larry

about it at the first suitable occasion. The message should be that

RAL-3 ought to deal with the design and effects of adjustment

lending only; it should not deal with extraneous subjects, such as



the role of investment lending in supporting policy reform and the

IMF. Above all, it should not revisit and revive the dubious

proposals contained in the Chhibber paper already rejected by
Operations.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Bock, Ray, Mrs. Okonjo-Iweala



THIRD REPORT ON ADJUSTMENT LENDING
DRAFT POLICY BRIEF

1. Introduction

The Third Report on Adjustment Lending will present the Board with an

updated overview of the Bank's adjustment lending practice and will emphasize

the problem of restoring investment and reorienting the activity of the public

sector.

Chapter 1 will present an executive summary. Chapter 2 will revisit the

statistical analysis of how structural adjustment affects macroeconomic

performance. Chapter 3 will review the evidence on the effectivenessq.

adjustment lending and of various policies to enhance investment. Chapter 4

will assess what has happened to the composition of public spending in various

adjusting and non-adjusting countries. It will focus especially on-the

effects on public investment and on human-capital formation and poverty
alleviation. Chapter 5 will examine adjustment problems from a regional

perspective, with a special focus on Africa, Latin America, and formerly

socialist economies of Eastern Europe. Chapter 6 will address the question of

how adjustment lending fits into the overall lending program and into the

overall policy dialogue between the Bank and each country.

In line with a commitment by management to the Board at the time of

their discussions of RAL 2, this third report is to be submitted to the Board

about two years after RAL 2 (see time table below).

Time Table

To Director, CEC 10-15-91

To VPDEC 10-30-91

VPDEC Review Meeting 11-30-91

PRE Committee Meeting 1-10-92

PC Meeting 2-19-92

Board Meeting 4-15-92
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2. Table of Contents

Chapter 1: Executive Summary (team leaders)

* Summarize RAL-2

- Box to update performance of adjusting countries (Chapter 2 of

RAL-2).

* Summarize RAL-3

- Box on number and value of AL, etc.

- Box on Instruments of Bank Lending.

0 Update on patterns of conditionality

- Number of conditions

- Sectoral focus on conditionality

9 Update on implementation rates and delays of tranche release (from EAS

tranche release reports)

Chapter 2: Adjustment Lending and Aggregate Economic Performance

(L. Serven and P. Rojas)

* Update of country performance using RAL-2 method

* Alternate country groups
- to reflect timing of start of AL

- to reflect whether a country stopped AL and reversed policies, or

successful adjusted in order not to need AL.

(The methodology laid out in this chapter would be used as a model for

chapters 3 and 4 as well.)

Chapter 3: Update on Investment (L. Serven & A. Solimano)

This chapter picks up the most pressing issue

identified in Part II of RAL-2, that is, how to get an

investment response in countries that have gone

through major adjustment reform. In this chapter we

lock for further empirical evidence on investment

response as well as the recent operational evidence on

actions to improve the investment climate.
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* More detailed evidence on investment performance in countries receiving

adjustment lending.

- use method of Chapter 2 to isolate the effect of adjustment

lending.

* Review evidence on effectiveness of various policies to enhance

investment.

- Impact of devaluation and of exchange rate instability.

- Impact of debt overhang on investment.

- Effect of public investment on private investment.

* Boxes: regional experiences from S&S study.

Chapter 4: Adjustment Lending and Public Spending
(S. Pradhan and V. Swaroop)

This chapter will review what has happened to the

level and composition of public spending in adjusting

and non-adjusting countries and will assess the effect

of adjustment lending on public spending for

investment, especially in infrastructure and human

capital.

* Overview of adjustment necessary to public expenditure for typical AL

countries

* Impact of AL on public expenditure (Chapter 2 methodology)

* Public investment in adjusting countries
- Physical infrastructure
- Other investment

* The role of adjustment lending in supporting public spending for human

resource development and poverty reduction.

Chapter 5: Regional Diversity of Adjustment Agendas (R. Rocha & S. Webb)

To prepare this chapter, we will ask for background

papers from three regions where adjustment lending has

been prevalent -- Africa, LAC, and EMENA.

* Common Theme: redefining the role of state and public sector (S. Webb,

with inputs from CECPS)

- The public sector as a regulator and taxer of the private sector
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- The public sector as a producer of goods and services (includes
issues of privatization and public sector management)

- Redefining the development model: outward-oriented growth

- Box: RAL-2 tables updated on pattern of conditionality across

regions

- Box: Adjustment lending in Asia, Middle East and North Africa

* Africa (I. Elbadawi and S. Webb)

- The effectiveness of adjustment lending in Africa

- Governance and development of institutional infrastructure

- Strengthening agriculture

- Box: cases of Nigeria and Senegal

* LAC (R. Rocha)

- Providing a sustainable basis for fiscal and monetary stability

- Resource transfer and growth

- Box: cases of Mexico, Venezuela, and Chile

* Formerly centrally planned economies (R. Rocha and F. Coricelli)

- Macro stabilization and adjustment issues

- SEE transformation issue (including privatization)

- Development of financial and labor markets

- Creating an environment for growth of the private sector

- Box: progress report on Poland and Yugoslavia

Chapter 6: Lending to Support Policy Reform (Rocha and Webb)

* Choosing the mix of adjustment and investment lending

(drawing from Chhibber Report)

* Coordination with the Fund on policy-based lending

* Burden sharing with other creditors, including IMF

* Brady Plan loans: Are they SALs? Should they be?
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3. Description of each Chapter

Chapter 2: Adjustment Lending and Aggregate Economic Performance
(L. Serven and P. Rojas)

This chapter will update the analysis in RAL-2, and will also attempt

some improvements, both in terms of country classification and in terms of the

description of adjustment policies.

RAL-2 examined the impact of adjustment programs on macroeconomic

performance by comparing the behavior of key macroeconomic variables across

three groups of countries: early intensive adjusters, other adjusters, and

non-adjusters. The main tool used in the comparisons was a "modified control

group approach" that corrected some of the problems involved in the simple

"before/after" comparisons used in RAL-1. In essence, the approach followed

in RAL-2 corrected for the influence of external factors on performance and

for the endogeneity of the decision to undertake a World Bank-sponsored

adjustment program. (Further methodological details are provided in the

Appendix to Chapter 2 of RAL-2.)

Although the improvements introduced in RAL-2 are substantial, its

method is still somewhat restrictive in two respects. First, countries were

classified into only two groups (Early Intensive Adjustment Lending countries

and others), without considering important differences within each group, such

as the amount of time elapsed since the beginning of the adjustment effort, or

the number of adjustment operations undertaken. Second, there was no attempt

to differentiate the adjustment operations themselves, either by their nature

or degree of implementation.

The first type of restriction can be corrected by using a more detailed

country classification. At the statistical level, both the seniority and the

number of adjustment operations are measurable variables which may be tested

as determinants of performance in adjusting countries.

The second type of restriction is more difficult to overcome, given

measurement difficulties. Therefore, some possible indicators will be

carefully scrutinized before attempting a formal analysis: (i) the type of

adjustment operations undertaken (for instance, a SAL may have different

consequences for savings than a loan for financial reform); (ii) the degree of

compliance with loan conditionality (measured by suspension or delays of

tranche release, or even by an assessment of tranche release documents) and,

(iii) the volume of the adjustment operations (scaled, say, by GDP).

Chapter 3: Update on Investment

(L. Serven and A. Solimano)

Investment Update

An important finding of RAL-2 was the protracted decline in investment

rates in LDCs after 1982. This trend has been observed in adjusting as well

as in non-adjusting countries. This phenomenon casts doubts on the

sustainability of the adjustment effort, for the recovery in GDP growth
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observed in the period 1985-88 may be more of a cyclical nature. Unless

investment rates are increased in order to expand productive capacity, the

goal of making adjustment compatible with sustainable growth will remain

elusive.

This chapter will update statistics on the performance of investment in

LDCs in the late 1980s -- particularly in the EIAL countries -- drawing on new

information from IFC on public and private investment for an enlarged sample

of countries. The chapter will also review a set of issues, some of them
already highlighted in the work on investment for RAL-2, in light of the new
evidence accumulated in the RPO on Private Investment and Macroeconomic

Adjustment. Those issues include:

(i) the empirical regularity observed in many adjustment episodes that

the correction of a deficit in the current account to a sustainable level

often is achieved through a cut in investment rather than an increase in

domestic saving.

(ii) the relatively slow recovery of private investment in the

aftermath of an adjustment program. The stylized fact is that a program that

succeeds in terms of other indicators of macro performance, such as reducing

the deficit in the current account, lowering the rate of inflation,

eliminating fiscal deficits, generally has to wait much longer to see a

resumption of private investment.

(iii) the empirical evidence -- econometric and otherwise -- on the

effects on private investment of real exchange rate changes, the debt

overhang, and public investment.

(iv) the relative importance for policy design of foreign financing

(including adjustment lending), macroeconomic stability, adequate legal

setting, and complementary public investment for the promotion of private

investment and growth.

Chapter 4: Adjustment Lending and Public Spending
(S. Pradhan)

In developing countries, adjustment towards sustainable fiscal deficits,

consistent with external and internal macroeconomic balances, frequently

requires cutbacks in both capital and recurrent public expenditure. Even in

the context of tight restraints on public spending, such expenditure can and

should be made more efficient by: (a) shifting the composition towards

economic and social infrastructure and away from subsidies for consumption and

inappropriate capital spending; and (b) within sectors, improving incentives

to make operation and maintenance more effective at lower unit cost.

This chapter will provide an overview of public expenditure adjustment

in AL countries. The trends in the level and composition of public

expenditure in countries with Bank AL programs will be reviewed. Particular

attention will be paid to the trends in public investment and public

expenditures for human resource development and poverty alleviation.

Investment in human capital targeted towards the poor not only contributes to

the income-generating capacity of the poor but may also contribute to long-
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term productivity and growth of the aggregate economy. The analysis will

compare and contrast the trends and levels of such key magnitudes, in

countries with and without Bank AL programs.

The chapter will try to assess the extent of success in AL-financed

countries (relative to others) in maintaining and perhaps increasing public

expenditure for critical economic infrastructure and human resource

development during periods of adjustment. An attempt will be made to see

whether adjustment-lending countries have improved the share of expenditures

targeted towards the poor, and reduced the share for public consumption,

especially in non-development activities. To the extent that data are

adequate, the chapter will do quantitative evaluations, comparing to an

estimated counter-factual with the methods developed in chapter 2.

Chapter 5: Regional Diversity of Adjustment Agendas

(R. Rocha and S. Webb)

Introduction

Redefining the role of the state is one of the main theme of structural

adjustment, begun in the 1980s and continuing into the 90s. This theme was

not planned in advance but grew case-by-case out of recognition that many of

the economic problems in developing countries resulted from the state taking

on more tasks than it could perform adequately and finance efficiently or, in

some cases, doing directly unproductive activities. Some of these problems

pertain to the way that the state treats the private sector, as a regulator

and a taxer. Other problems arise out of the state's activity as a direct

producer of goods and services. Here we also include issues of privatization

and public sector management.

The introductory section will also contain two boxes: on the pattern of

conditionality across regions and on AL in Asia, Middle East and North Africa.

To prepare the regional parts of this chapter, we are asking for

background papers on three regions where adjustment lending has been prevalent

-- Africa, LAC, and EMENA.

Sub-Saharan Africa (Elbadawi and Webb)

For Africa, we plan to focus on three issues: (i) the effectiveness of

adjustment lending, (ii) the problem of governance and development of

institutional infrastructure, and (iii) the appropriateness of adjustment

lending as a way to strengthen agriculture. As background, we would review

the debate and evidence on the causes for economic decline in most of SSA

during the 1980s -- policy failure or deterioration of external conditions.

Have African countries receiving adjustment lending performed poorly

in terms of both sustaining policy reform and achieving a satisfactory

response in growth and investment? Why? Are the programs not designed

properly to elicit a satisfactory economic response, or do problems with

political economy lead to policy reversals?
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What has adjustment lending done to date to support the reform of

bureaucracies and other institutional development that may be necessary to

implement reform economic policy?

What is the agenda of reforms of agriculture to be supported by AL in

Africa: How much has been done to date?

Boxes on the experiences with adjustment lending in Nigeria and Senegal,

especially focusing on the political economy. (Some of the material for these

would come from the RPO on the political economy of structural adjustment.)

The conclusion of the section would discuss the rationale for adjustment

lending in a context where the main impediments to growth are structural and

institutional problems that can be solved only in the medium or long term.

Latin America (Rocha)

The section on Latin America will be divided in four parts. The first

two parts will be brief and introductory, and based on a few summary tables.

First, we will review basic performance indicators (e.g., inflation, growth)

after the start of the debt crisis. We will classify countries according to

success with adjustment, such as the group of successful adjusters (Chile,

Mexico), countries which have adjusted with mixed results (Bolivia) and

countries which have not adjusted (Brazil, Argentina). Secondly, we will

provide an overview of economic reforms during the 1980s and establish the

links between economic performance and economic reforms across the various

groups. This analysis will be complemented by three country boxes (Chile,

Mexico and Bolivia).

The third part will analyze the Bank's involvement in the region. It

will provide information on Bank assistance to the region through project and

policy lending and assess the Bank's contribution to the adjustment of the

region.

The fourth part will draw lessons from the experience of the 1980s,

based on the previous analysis, and will propose a reform agenda for the

1990s. The major themes to be explored are the need for a stable

macroeconomic framework, the shift towards outward-oriented strategies, and

the redefinition of role of the state. We will conclude by examining how the

Bank can assist in the implementation of this reform agenda. The question of

the optimal lending mix to the region will be addressed in this context.

Reforming Socialist Countries (R. Rocha and F. Coricelli)

The section on the reforming socialist countries (RSC) will start with a

panoramic view of performance in the 1970s and 1980s. It will highlight the

lack of efficiency of these economies (e.g., high ICORs), which can be traced

back to the 1960s and 1970s, and the more recent problems of macroeconomic

instability, involving in most cases an excessive burden of external debt

payments, and severe difficulties at obtaining internal balance. We will show

how such difficulties have resulted in faltering growth and increasing

inflation in a number of countries, and to hyperinflation in Poland and

Yugoslavia.



THE WORLD BANK/IFC/MIGA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: May 13, 1991

TO: Mr. Lawrence Summers, VPDEC

FROM: Shankar Acharya, Acting Director, CEC

EXTENSION: 37684

SUBJECT: Third Report on Adjustment Lending -- Policy Brief

Attached is a revised draft of the policy brief for RAL-3, revised
on the basis of the Departmental Review, chaired by Johannes Linn on
April 17, and of other feedback, including a meeting with Enzo Grilli.

Four key changes were made:
- Adding material from Dani Kaufmann's WDR work to the chapter on

the effects of adjustment lending on performance. (Ch. 1)
- Adding material on institutional and regulatory reform and on

private sector development to the chapter on investment.
(Ch. 2)
- Dropping the chapter on regional issues.
- Adding to the last chapter (Ch. 4) a retrospective on how well

adjustment lending operations in the past three years have fulfilled the
recommendations in RAL-1 and RAL-2.

Now the next step will be to get your feedback again in order to
prepare a draft for the PRE-Committee review, which Mr. Thalwitz will

chair.

Mr. Linn would like to discuss this with you early next week. It

would be useful to have Mssrs. Grilli and Isenman attend as well.

cc: Mssrs. Grilli (EAS), Isenman, Liebenthal (PRD), de Tray, Walton
(VPDEC), Rao (IECDR), CEC Division Chiefs, RAL-3 team.

Linn (CECDR).

SWebb/



5/13/91 THIRD REPORT ON ADJUSTMENT LENDING

DRAFT POLICY BRIEF

1. Rationale and Overview

The Third Report on Adjustment Lending will present the Board with an

updated overview of the Bank's adjustment lending practice and will emphasize

the issue of how adjustment lending can help to restore investment, especially

in the private sector, and reorient the activity of the public sector.

At the discussion of the Report on Adjustment Lending - II (RAL-2) in

April 1990, the Board requested that another such report be prepared for

presentation in two years. Doing such a report again is appropriate for

several reasons. Adjustment lending is very important for the Bank,

accounting for about 25 percent of total lending, and a much higher percent

for some countries. Adjustment lending is also exceptional for the Bank in

that it is outside the routine activities set forth in the Bank's charter and

in that it was initially undertaken as a temporary activity to address

temporary problems. For a variety of reasons, adjustment lending has

generated much controversy and criticism, especially outside the Bank, and

therefore the Bank needs to have an up-to-date and carefully reviewed

statement of what it believes it is doing with adjustment lending. Many
members of the Board of Executive Directors are new to the Bank since the last

report, and this report will thus give them a chance to review the adjustment

lending practice as a entirety. For all these reasons, it is important to

have a periodic reappraisal of adjustment lending and a reassessment of how

the practice should be modified in the medium term. We plan to submit the

report in time for a the Board discussion in April, and the rest of the

schedule is keyed to that (see below).

This report, like its predecessors, will differ from the OED's periodic

reviews. The CED reviews emphasize evaluation of the success of the countries

in achieving the policy reforms that the adjustment loans aimed to support,
whereas CEC's reports on adjustment lending emphasize developing an set of

empirically based recommendations about the sort of policy reforms that

adjustment loans should support and how to structure the lending so as to

achieve those goals. Also, the OED reports do not have topical foci as in

this report and its predecessor. The next OED review of SAL lending will be

prepared starting next fiscal year and will probably go to the Joint Audit

Committee a few months after this report goes to the Board.

A fundamental message of RAL-2 was that developing countries could get

into a virtuous circle of growth, saving, and self-financed investment.

Getting this cycle started would require policy reforms to assure a stable

macroeconomic environment and a rational structure of incentive, would require
public-sector expenditure on complementary infrastructure and human resources,

and would often require substantial initial external funding, often in the

form of debt relief. The challenge to adjustment lending was to help create

these favorable conditions.



RAL-3 will follow up on some of these issues in more detail:

-- Has adjustment lending contributed to policy reform and led to more

saving, investment, and growth (chapter 1)? The report will look at both
micro and macroeconomic indicators of economic performance.

-- Two of the most vital links in the virtuous circle are reviving investment

and redirecting public-sector spending, and the report will focus on them.
- What does it take to stimulate efficient private investment? The

report will review the evidence on the effectiveness of adjustment
lending and of various policies to enhance investment, especially by the
private sector (chapter 2).

- How has adjustment lending affected the level and composition of

public spending (chapter 3)? The report will give special attention to

the effects on public investment and spending for human-capital
formation and poverty alleviation.

-- How has adjustment lending practice changed in the dimensions highlighted

by the main recommendations of RAL-1 and RAL-2 (chapter 4)?

-- What does past experience suggest as criteria for deciding on the

appropriate mix of adjustment lending and other Bank-lending instruments, in

order to best support necessary policy reforms? (Chapter 4) What is the

future of adjustment lending as one of the instruments for supporting policy

reform?

2. Time Table

Policy Brief:

CEC Review Meeting 4-17-91 (done)

To VPDEC 5-13-91 (done)

PRE Committee Meeting 6-5-91 (proposed)

PC discussion 6-19-91 (proposed)

Report

Working level draft 10-1-91

To Director, CEC 11-1-91

To VPDEC 12-20-91

VPDEC Review Meeting 1-15-92

PRE Committee Meeting 2-12-92

PC Meeting 3-4-92

Board Meeting 4-15-92
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3. Description of Chapters

Executive Summary

The executive summary will pull together the four or five main messages

of the report. It will describe how they are supported by the main empirical
findings reported in the main text and will explain their implications for the
Bank's practice of adjustment lending. As background, it will summarize the

key findings of RAL-1 and RAL-2 and will update the summary statistics on

adjustment lending.

Chapter 1: Adjustment Lending and Economic Performance

(L. Serven and P. Rojas)

This chapter will update the analysis in RAL-2 and seek to improve it
both in terms of country classification and in terms of the description of
adjustment policies.

RAL-2 examined the impact of adjustment programs on macroeconomic

performance by comparing the behavior of key macroeconomic variables across

three groups of countries: early intensive adjusters, other adjusters, and
non-adjusters. The main tool used in the comparisons was a "modified control
group approach" that was an advance over the before/after comparisons of

adjustment-lending and other countries used in RAL-1. The approach in RAL-2
corrected for the influence of external factors on performance and for the
endogeneity of the decision to undertake a World Bank-sponsored adjustment

program. We will try this approach with the additional two years of

observations.

In several areas, further improvements seem possible. First, countries

were classified into only two groups for the regression analysis in RAL-2

(Early Intensive Adjustment Lending countries and others), without considering

important differences within each group, such as the amount of time elapsed

since the beginning of the adjustment effort or the number of adjustment

operations undertaken. Second, the evaluation the effect of adjustment

lending on policies was limited to the macroeconmic area. Third, the
evaluation of the effect of adjustment operations on peformance did not

distinguish the extent to which policies were actually adjusted. Fourth,

economic performance was measured only with aggregate statistics.

To take account of the length of time and intensity with which countries

have received adjustment, we will use more detailed country classifications.

Information on the timing and the number of adjustment operations and on the

volume of lending (relative to country size) are available and may be tested

as determinants of performance in adjusting countries.

To look at a wider array of indicators of policies that might reflect

the effects of adjustment lending, we will collaborate wilth selected members

of the WDR '91 core team in the use of the various policies indices they
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gathered and constructed. These include indices of trade liberalization,
price distortion, budget deficits, and exchange-rate overvaluation. Some
preliminary work with them is already available.

There is great interest in seeing what the effects of adjustment lending
programs according to the success with which they were implemented. The data
problems may rule out doing regression analysis, but we expect at least to put

together some tables of descriptive statistics. Although none of them is an
ideal measure of the degree of actual implementation, we will explore several
possible indicators, including (i) the continuity of adjustment operations;
(ii) delays in tranche release; and (iii) the policy indicators mentioned in
the previous paragraph. Adjustment lending countries with indicators of good
implementation would be expected to do better than those with poor
implementation.

To introduce evidence on microeconomic performance, we will draw on the

on going research on internal rates of return on Bank projects, also initiated
for WDR '91, to see if and how much they improved in adjustment-lending
countries. The initial results indicate that there was a relatively quick
effect from policy reform to increased rates of return on investment projects.
It is unclear, however, whether we will be able to detect the direct effects

of Bank-adjustment lending, because of the long period from project initiation
to completion and evaluation of the ex post rate of return. In collaboration
with Dani Kaufmann, we will explore these effects as far as the data allow,
since an important rationale for adjustment lending has been that it would
improve the rates of return on Bank-financed investment projects.

The economic performance of African countries with adjustment lending
has been a controversial topic, and we will report the results for the SSA
subsample.

Chapter 2: Structural Adjustment and Private Investment

(A. Solimano)

Investment Update

An important finding of RAL-2 was the protracted decline in investment

rates in LDCs after 1982. This trend has been observed in adjusting as well
as in non-adjusting countries. This phenomenon casts doubts on the

sustainability of the adjustment effort, for the recovery in GDP growth
observed in the period 1985-88 may be more of a cyclical nature. Unless
investment rates are increased in order to expand productive capacity, the

goal of making adjustment compatible with sustainable growth will remain
elusive.

This chapter will update statistics on the performance of investment in

LDCs in the late 1980s -- particularly in the EIAL countries -- drawing on new

information from IFC on public and private investment for an enlarged sample
of countries. The chapter will also review a set of issues, some of them
already highlighted in the work on investment for RAL-2, in light of the new

evidence accumulated in the RPO on Private Investment and Macroeconomic
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Adjustment. Those issues include:

(i) the empirical regularity observed in many adjustment episodes that
the correction of a deficit in the current account to a sustainable level
often is achieved through a cut in investment rather than an increase in
domestic saving.

(ii) the relatively slow recovery of private investment in the
aftermath of an adjustment program. The stylized fact is that a program that

succeeds in terms of other indicators of macro performance, such as reducing

the deficit in the current account, lowering the rate of inflation,

eliminating fiscal deficits, generally has to wait much longer to see a
resumption of private investment.

(iii) the empirical evidence -- econometric and otherwise -- on the
effects on private investment of real exchange rate changes, the debt

overhang, and public investment.

(iv) the relative importance for policy design of foreign financing
(including adjustment lending), macroeconomic stability, adequate legal

setting, and complementary public investment for the promotion of private

investment and growth.

The chapter will also draw on the preliminary findings of CECPS, IENIN,
the Africa region, and the Economics Department of the IFC concerning how
institutional, regulatory and financial-sector reforms effect private-sector
investment. Such reforms are often necessary to revive investment, especially
in medium and small scale enterprises, but they are rarely sufficient without
credibly sustainable macro and trade policies. Furthermore, the changes in
the composition of investment and output by sector and firm type, which are

often the objectives of structural adjustment, often lead to a much different
(less) capital-intensive mode of production on average. Consequently, these

structural changes may need to be examined in detail before one can draw valid
conclusions about the adequacy of the investment response. Case-study

evidence from several countries, such as Mexico and Tanzania, would be

presented in boxes. We also hope to have systematic statistical evidence for
four countries (starting with an initial sample of nine) on the changes in the
composition of investment by sector and firms size. This could then be linked
with the sector-by-sector changes in the institutional and regulatory

environment.

Chapter 3: Adjustment Lending and Public Spending

(S. Pradhan and V. Swaroop)

In developing countries, adjustment towards sustainable fiscal deficits,

consistent with external and internal macroeconomic balances, frequently
requires cutbacks in both capital and recurrent public expenditure. Even in
the context of tight restraints on public spending, such expenditure can and
should be made more efficient by: (a) shifting the composition towards
economic and social infrastructure and away from subsidies for consumption and

inappropriate capital spending; and (b) within sectors, improving incentives
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to make operation and maintenance more effective at lower unit cost.

This chapter will provide an overview of public expenditure adjustment
in AL countries. The trends in the level and composition of public
expenditure in countries with Bank AL programs will be reviewed. Particular
attention will be paid to the trends in public investment and public
expenditures for human resource development and poverty alleviation.
Investment in human capital targeted towards the poor not only contributes to
the income-generating capacity of the poor but may also contribute to long-
term productivity and growth of the aggregate economy. The analysis will
compare and contrast the trends and levels of such key magnitudes, in

countries with and without Bank AL programs. This will address the concern
that adjustment lending has softened the budget constraint of recipient
countries and led to excess level so public-sector consumption.

The chapter will try to assess the extent of success in AL-financed
countries (relative to others) in maintaining and perhaps increasing public
expenditure for critical economic infrastructure and human resource

development during periods of adjustment. An attempt will be made to see

whether adjustment-lending countries have improved the share of expenditures
targeted towards the poor, and reduced the share for public consumption,

especially in non-development activities. To the extent that data are

adequate, the chapter will do quantitative evaluations, comparing to an

estimated counter-factual with the methods developed in chapter 2.

To the extent that background results are available through other
projects, such as PRDPA's evaluation of development effectiveness, we will
discuss the issue of how adequate public expenditure reviews have been as a
basis for adjustment lending. These have been particularly common in SSA, to
which the chapter would devote extra attention. We will also try to draw on
the work of CECPS (M. Stevens) on reforms of public-sector management as a

route to initiating and sustaining the expenditure reform process.
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Chapter 4: Lending to Support Policy Reform
(PRDPA, Rocha and Webb)

The central issue of this chapter is how adjustment lending and other
forms of Bank lending have supported policy reform in the past and how they

can best do so in the future. The chapter would have two parts -- one to
review the practice of adjustment lending over the past two or three year and

the second to evaluate the experience with and prospects for different forms
of lending to support policy reform.

The first part would review adjustment loans since 1988 to see if they

have followed the main recommendations of the two previous adjustment lending
reports. This exercise would draw on the expertise of PRDPA, which would
review carefully the experience with 15 or so countries that have had

substantial amounts of adjustment lending since RAL-1. In these important
cases, we would evaluate whether there was a satisfactory macroeconomic
framework in place, whether loan conditionality was sufficiently specific,

whether the largest distortions were being tackled, whether the government
understood the program and fully accepted it, whether the financing was

adequate and politically realistic, whether the pace of disbursement matched

the expected pace of program implementation, and whether the programs included

appropriate measures to revive investment.

The first part would update the tables and discussions in RAL-2 on the
patterns of conditionality. It would also revisit the issue, discussed in
RAL-2, of burden sharing with other creditors. It would summarize the Bank's
net lending and net transfers to adjusting countries, compared with financing
flows from other creditors.

The second part of this chapter would draw on past experience to develop

guidelines for deciding how adjustment lending fits into the overall lending
program and policy dialogue between the Bank and each country. The background

papers for this part would be the Chhibber Report and its background papers.
This section would review the experience of the Bank in supporting policy
reform with investment lending, and refer to Chapter 2's discussion of the

experience in supporting investment with adjustment lending. wftHITparticular

reference to the experience in Sub-Saharan Africa, this section would discuss

the issues of lending to support long-term reform efforts, including
institutional development, and to cover long-term BOP gaps. This section also

would discuss the experience with DDSR operations to s-upportr pim.
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F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: 08-May-1991 12:15pm

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: Frank Lysy, EAS ( FRANK LYSY )

EXT.: 81945

SUBJECT: PRE Committee Meeting - Adjustment/Investment Lending Paper

1. The PRE Committee will meet today to discuss the paper

"Supporting Policy Change: The Inter-Relation Between

Adjustment and Sector/Investment Lending". In substantive

content, the paper remains essentially as before, when it was

considered by the OVP's in a meeting on April 1. There has been

some re-drafting, especially of the Executive Summary, but the

proposals are basically the same. Our concerns therefore remain

basically as before, and it would be redundant for me to repeat

them to you here.

2. As Mr. Qureshi, yourself, and the other Regional Vice

Presidents noted at the April 1 meeting:

a) There is an air of naivete in the paper, especially in

the way it approaches the issue of policy leverage. It does not

appear to have a true understanding of how the Bank encourages

and supports policy change. Thus, for example, the paper still

proposes that we make explicit the linkage between progress on

policy reform and the scale of the Bank's country lending program

(para. 4 of the Agenda prepared for this PRE Committee meeting).

The OVP meeting noted, and quite strongly so by several of the

Regional Vice Presidents, that as soon as you try to make the

link explicit, you lose any policy leverage you might have had.

Another example of this naivete is in the proposal to use

extended-tranche adjustment loans in those countries where

progress is likely to be slow (para. 3 of the Agenda). Funds

would be disbursed in tranches over three or four years. Yet it

is precisely in those countries where progress is slow, that the

uncertainty over the course of the process is likely to be

greatest. It would be impossible in such countries to draft

reasonable tranche release conditions for actions that will only

occur three or four years from the start of the operation.

b) There also remain problems with the issue of tranching

of SECIL and FIL operations (para. 5 of the Agenda). As Shahid

Husain noted at the OVP meeting, we can achieve this same

objective through the use of mid-term reviews. The notable

difference is that if tranching is used, one will need to go to

the Board if a change in one of the conditions is required. The

paper simply notes (in para. xv of the Executive Summary) that

use of such tranching may "complicate Board-Management



relations". It also notes in the body of the report (para. 4.10
to 4.20) some of the key practical issues involved, but these
issues have not been brought forward to the Executive Summary.
And as it notes in para. 4.17 (last sentence): "As experience
with mid-term reviews becomes available, it would be appropriate
to consider whether this instrument works effectively, and
whether tranching should be permitted as an alternative." We
would agree; we should first look at how the mid-term review
procedure works (as well as other, existing, remedies, to deal
with policy difficulties), and only if the existing approaches
are deficient should we then consider the trwanching approach.

c) Finally, the paper continues with its proposal that all
countries be categorized as Quick-Adjustors, Prolonged-Adjustors,
etc., with our lending posture determined by this categorization
(para. 6 of the Agenda). This categorization in presented in
Table 1, on page 9, of the report. Although qualifying language
is presented in the paper, our worry is that six months or a year
from now this categorization system will be interpreted as
Guidelines, approved by the President. Thus if, for example, an
adjustment operation for the Philippines is being processed, an
argument would be made by PRE or Finance that the Philippines
belongs in the "Prolonged-Adjustor" category, and that according
to Guidelines approved by the President there should therefore be
no more adjustment lending.

3. As a last point, one might note that the title of the paper
is mis-leading and should be changed: the paper in fact is on
the use of Adjustment Lending, and says little on the
Inter-Relationship Between Adjustment and Sector/Investment
Lending.

DISTRIBUTION:
TO: Attila Karaosmanoglu ( ATTILA KARAOSMANOGLU )
CC: Moeen A. Qureshi ( MOEEN QURESHI )
CC: Enzo Grilli ( ENZO GRILLI )
CC: Hans Wyss ( HANS WYSS )
CC: David R. Bock ( DAVID BOCK )
CC: Joanne Salop ( JOANNE SALOP )
CC: Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala ( NGOZI OKONJO-IWEALA )
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: May 13, 1991

TO: Mr. Lawrence Summers, VPDEC

FROM: Shankar Acharya, Acting Director, CEC

EXTENSION: 37684

SUBJECT: Third Report on Adjustment Lending -- Policy Brief

Attached is a revised draft of the policy brief for RAL-3, revised
on the basis of the Departmental Review, chaired by Johannes Linn on
April 17, and of other feedback, including a meeting with Enzo Grilli.

Four key changes were made:
- Adding material from Dani Kaufmann's WDR work to the chapter on

the effects of adjustment lending on performance. (Ch. 1)
- Adding material on institutional and regulatory reform and on

private sector development to the chapter on investment.
(Ch. 2)
- Dropping the chapter on regional issues.
- Adding to the last chapter (Ch. 4) a retrospective on how well

adjustment lending operations in the past three years have fulfilled the
recommendations in RAL-1 and RAL-2.

Now the next step will be to get your feedback again in order to

prepare a draft for the PRE-Committee review, which Mr. Thalwitz will

chair.

Mr. Linn would like to discuss this with you early next week. It

would be useful to have Mssrs. Grilli and Isenman attend as well.

cc: Mssrs. Grilli (EAS), Isenman, Liebenthal (PRD), de Tray, Walton
(VPDEC), Rao (IECDR), CEC Division Chiefs, RAL-3 team.
Linn (CECDR).
SWebb/



5/13/91 THIRD REPORT ON ADJUSTMENT LENDING

DRAFT POLICY BRIEF

1. Rationale and Overview

The Third Report on Adjustment Lending will present the Board with an
updated overview of the Bank's adjustment lending practice and will emphasize
the issue of how adjustment lending can help to restore investment, especially
in the private sector, and reorient the activity of the public sector.

At the discussion of the Report on Adjustment Lending - II (RAL-2) in
April 1990, the Board requested that another such report be prepared for
presentation in two years. Doing such a report again is appropriate for

several reasons. Adjustment lending is very important for the Bank,

accounting for about 25 percent of total lending, and a much higher percent

for some countries. Adjustment lending is also exceptional for the Bank in
that it is outside the routine activities set forth in the Bank's charter and

in that it was initially undertaken as a temporary activity to address

temporary problems. For a variety of reasons, adjustment lending has
generated much controversy and criticism, especially outside the Bank, and

therefore the Bank needs to have an up-to-date and carefully reviewed
statement of what it believes it is doing with adjustment lending. Many
members of the Board of Executive Directors are new to the Bank since the last
report, and this report will thus give them a chance to review the adjustment
lending practice as a entirety. For all these reasons, it is important to

have a periodic reappraisal of adjustment lending and a reassessment of how

the practice should be modified in the medium term. We plan to submit the
report in time for a the Board discussion in April, and the rest of the

schedule is keyed to that (see below).

This report, like its predecessors, will differ from the OED's periodic
reviews. The OED reviews emphasize evaluation of the success of the countries
in achieving the policy reforms that the adjustment loans aimed to support,
whereas CEC's reports on adjustment lending emphasize developing an set of
empirically based recommendations about the sort of policy reforms that

adjustment loans should support and how to structure the lending so as to
achieve those goals. Also, the OED reports do not have topical foci as in

this report and its predecessor. The next OED review of SAL lending will be
prepared starting next fiscal year and will probably go to the Joint Audit

Committee a few months after this report goes to the Board.

A fundamental message of RAL-2 was that developing countries could get

into a virtuous circle of growth, saving, and self-financed investment.
Getting this cycle started would require policy reforms to assure a stable
macroeconomic environment and a rational structure of incentive, would require
public-sector expenditure on complementary infrastructure and human resources,
and would often require substantial initial external funding, often in the
form of debt relief. The challenge to adjustment lending was to help create
these favorable conditions.



RAL-3 will follow up on some of these issues in more detail:

-- Has adjustment lending contributed to policy reform and led to more
saving, investment, and growth (chapter 1)? The report will look at both
micro and macroeconomic indicators of economic performance.

-- Two of the most vital links in the virtuous circle are reviving investment
and redirecting public-sector spending, and the report will focus on them.

- What does it take to stimulate efficient private investment? The
report will review the evidence on the effectiveness of adjustment
lending and of various policies to enhance investment, especially by the
private sector (chapter 2).
- How has adjustment lending affected the level and composition of
public spending (chapter 3)? The report will give special attention to
the effects on public investment and spending for human-capital
formation and poverty alleviation.

-- How has adjustment lending practice changed in the dimensions highlighted
by the main recommendations of RAL-1 and RAL-2 (chapter 4)?

-- What does past experience suggest as criteria for deciding on the
appropriate mix of adjustment lending and other Bank-lending instruments, in
order to best support necessary policy reforms? (Chapter 4) What is the
future of adjustment lending as one of the instruments for supporting policy
reform?

2. Time Table

Policy Brief:

CEC Review Meeting 4-17-91 (done)

To VPDEC 5-13-91 (done)

PRE Committee Meeting 6-5-91 (proposed)

PC discussion 6-19-91 (proposed)

Report

Working level draft 10-1-91

To Director, CEC 11-1-91

To VPDEC 12-20-91

VPDEC Review Meeting 1-15-92

PRE Committee Meeting 2-12-92

PC Meeting 3-4-92

Board Meeting 4-15-92
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3. Description of Chapters

Executive Summary

The executive summary will pull together the four or five main messages
of the report. It will describe how they are supported by the main empirical
findings reported in the main text and will explain their implications for the
Bank's practice of adjustment lending. As background, it will summarize the
key findings of RAL-1 and RAL-2 and will update the summary statistics on

adjustment lending.

Chapter 1: Adjustment Lending and Economic Performance

(L. Serven and P. Rojas)

This chapter will update the analysis in RAL-2 and seek to improve it
both in terms of country classification and in terms of the description of
adjustment policies.

RAL-2 examined the impact of adjustment programs on macroeconomic
performance by comparing the behavior of key macroeconomic variables across

three groups of countries: early intensive adjusters, other adjusters, and
non-adjusters. The main tool used in the comparisons was a "modified control
group approach" that was an advance over the before/after comparisons of

adjustment-lending and other countries used in RAL-1. The approach in RAL-2
corrected for the influence of external factors on performance and for the

endogeneity of the decision to undertake a World Bank-sponsored adjustment

program. We will try this approach with the additional two years of

observations.

In several areas, further improvements seem possible. First, countries
were classified into only two groups for the regression analysis in RAL-2
(Early Intensive Adjustment Lending countries and others), without considering

important differences within each group, such as the amount of time elapsed
since the beginning of the adjustment effort or the number of adjustment
operations undertaken. Second, the evaluation the effect of adjustment

lending on policies was limited to the macroeconmic area. Third, the

evaluation of the effect of adjustment operations on peformance did not

distinguish the extent to which policies were actually adjusted. Fourth,
economic performance was measured only with aggregate statistics.

To take account of the length of time and intensity with which countries

have received adjustment, we will use more detailed country classifications.
Information on the timing and the number of adjustment operations and on the

volume of lending (relative to country size) are available and may be tested

as determinants of performance in adjusting countries.

To look at a wider array of indicators of policies that might reflect

the effects of adjustment lending, we will collaborate wilth selected members

of the WDR '91 core team in the use of the various policies indices they
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gathered and constructed. These include indices of trade liberalization,
price distortion, budget deficits, and exchange-rate overvaluation. Some
preliminary work with them is already available.

There is great interest in seeing what the effects of adjustment lending
programs according to the success with which they were implemented. The data
problems may rule out doing regression analysis, but we expect at least to put
together some tables of descriptive statistics. Although none of them is an

ideal measure of the degree of actual implementation, we will explore several
possible indicators, including (i) the continuity of adjustment operations;
(ii) delays in tranche release; and (iii) the policy indicators mentioned in
the previous paragraph. Adjustment lending countries with indicators of good

implementation would be expected to do better than those with poor
implementation.

To introduce evidence on microeconomic performance, we will draw on the

on going research on internal rates of return on Bank projects, also initiated
for WDR '91, to see if and how much they improved in adjustment-lending
countries. The initial results indicate that there was a relatively quick

effect from policy reform to increased rates of return on investment projects.
It is unclear, however, whether we will be able to detect the direct effects

of Bank-adjustment lending, because of the long period from project initiation
to completion and evaluation of the ex post rate of return. In collaboration

with Dani Kaufmann, we will explore these effects as far as the data allow,

since an important rationale for adjustment lending has been that it would
improve the rates of return on Bank-financed investment projects.

The economic performance of African countries with adjustment lending

has been a controversial topic, and we will report the results for the SSA

subsample.

Chapter 2: Structural Adjustment and Private Investment

(A. Solimano)

Investment Update

An important finding of RAL-2 was the protracted decline in investment

rates in LDCs after 1982. This trend has been observed in adjusting as well
as in non-adjusting countries. This phenomenon casts doubts on the

sustainability of the adjustment effort, for the recovery in GDP growth

observed in the period 1985-88 may be more of a cyclical nature. Unless

investment rates are increased in order to expand productive capacity, the

goal of making adjustment compatible with sustainable growth will remain

elusive.

This chapter will update statistics on the performance of investment in

LDCs in the late 1980s -- particularly in the EIAL countries -- drawing on new

information from IFC on public and private investment for an enlarged sample

of countries. The chapter will also review a set of issues, some of them

already highlighted in the work on investment for RAL-2, in light of the new

evidence accumulated in the RPO on Private Investment and Macroeconomic
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Adjustment. Those issues include:

(i) the empirical regularity observed in many adjustment episodes that
the correction of a deficit in the current account to a sustainable level
often is achieved through a cut in investment rather than an increase in
domestic saving.

(ii) the relatively slow recovery of private investment in the
aftermath of an adjustment program. The stylized fact is that a program that
succeeds in terms of other indicators of macro performance, such as reducing
the deficit in the current account, lowering the rate of inflation,
eliminating fiscal deficits, generally has to wait much longer to see a
resumption of private investment.

(iii) the empirical evidence -- econometric and otherwise -- on the
effects on private investment of real exchange rate changes, the debt
overhang, and public investment.

(iv) the relative importance for policy design of foreign financing
(including adjustment lending), macroeconomic stability, adequate legal
setting, and complementary public investment for the promotion of private
investment and growth.

The chapter will also draw on the preliminary findings of CECPS, IENIN,
the Africa region, and the Economics Department of the IFC concerning how
institutional, regulatory and financial-sector reforms effect private-sector
investment. Such reforms are often necessary to revive investment, especially
in medium and small scale enterprises, but they are rarely sufficient without
credibly sustainable macro and trade policies. Furthermore, the changes in
the composition of investment and output by sector and firm type, which are
often the objectives of structural adjustment, often lead to a much different
(less) capital-intensive mode of production on average. Consequently, these
structural changes may need to be examined in detail before one can draw valid
conclusions about the adequacy of the investment response. Case-study
evidence from several countries, such as Mexico and Tanzania, would be
presented in boxes. We also hope to have systematic statistical evidence for
four countries (starting with an initial sample of nine) on the changes in the
composition of investment by sector and firms size. This could then be linked
with the sector-by-sector changes in the institutional and regulatory
environment.

Chapter 3: Adjustment Lending and Public Spending
(S. Pradhan and V. Swaroop)

In developing countries, adjustment towards sustainable fiscal deficits,
consistent with external and internal macroeconomic balances, frequently
requires cutbacks in both capital and recurrent public expenditure. Even in
the context of tight restraints on public spending, such expenditure can and
should be made more efficient by: (a) shifting the composition towards
economic and social infrastructure and away from subsidies for consumption and
inappropriate capital spending; and (b) within sectors, improving incentives
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to make operation and maintenance more effective at lower unit cost.

This chapter will provide an overview of public expenditure adjustment
in AL countries. The trends in the level and composition of public
expenditure in countries with Bank AL programs will be reviewed. Particular
attention will be paid to the trends in public investment and public
expenditures for human resource development and poverty alleviation.
Investment in human capital targeted towards the poor not only contributes to
the income-generating capacity of the poor but may also contribute to long-
term productivity and growth of the aggregate economy. The analysis will
compare and contrast the trends and levels of such key magnitudes, in
countries with and without Bank AL programs. This will address the concern
that adjustment lending has softened the budget constraint of recipient
countries and led to excess level so public-sector consumption.

The chapter will try to assess the extent of success in AL-financed
countries (relative to others) in maintaining and perhaps increasing public
expenditure for critical economic infrastructure and human resource
development during periods of adjustment. An attempt will be made to see
whether adjustment-lending countries have improved the share of expenditures
targeted towards the poor, and reduced the share for public consumption,
especially in non-development activities. To the extent that data are
adequate, the chapter will do quantitative evaluations, comparing to an
estimated counter-factual with the methods developed in chapter 2.

To the extent that background results are available through other
projects, such as PRDPA's evaluation of development effectiveness, we will
discuss the issue of how adequate public expenditure reviews have been as a
basis for adjustment lending. These have been particularly common in SSA, to
which the chapter would devote extra attention. We will also try to draw on
the work of CECPS (M. Stevens) on reforms of public-sector management as a
route to initiating and sustaining the expenditure reform process.
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Chapter 4: Lending to Support Policy Reform
(PRDPA, Rocha and Webb)

The central issue of this chapter is how adjustment lending and other
forms of Bank lending have supported policy reform in the past and how they
can best do so in the future. The chapter would have two parts -- one to
review the practice of adjustment lending over the past two or three year and
the second to evaluate the experience with and prospects for different forms
of lending to support policy reform.

The first part would review adjustment loans since 1988 to see if they
have followed the main recommendations of the two previous adjustment lending
reports. This exercise would draw on the expertise of PRDPA, which would
review carefully the experience with 15 or so countries that have had
substantial amounts of adjustment lending since RAL-1. In these important
cases, we would evaluate whether there was a satisfactory macroeconomic
framework in place, whether loan conditionality was sufficiently specific,
whether the largest distortions were being tackled, whether the government
understood the program and fully accepted it, whether the financing was
adequate and politically realistic, whether the pace of disbursement matched
the expected pace of program implementation, and whether the programs included
appropriate measures to revive investment.

The first part would update the tables and discussions in RAL-2 on the
patterns of conditionality. It would also revisit the issue, discussed in

RAL-2, of burden sharing with other creditors. It would summarize the Bank's
net lending and net transfers to adjusting countries, compared with financing
flows from other creditors.

The second part of this chapter would draw on past experience to develop
guidelines for deciding how adjustment lending fits into the overall lending
program and policy dialogue between the Bank and each country. The background
papers for this part would be the Chhibber Report and its background papers.
This section would review the experience of the Bank in supporting policy

reform with investment lending, and refer to Chapter 2's discussion of the

experience in supporting investment with adjustment lending. With particular
reference to the experience in Sub-Saharan Africa, this section would discuss
the issues of lending to support long-term reform efforts, including
institutional development, and to cover long-term BOP gaps. This section also
would discuss the experience with DDSR operations to support policy reform.
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4. Table of Contents

Executive Summary (team leaders)

* Main recommendations of RAL-1 and RAL-2

-- Summarize

-- Evidence on their implementation in recent Bank AL operations (Ch. 4)

* Main findings of RAL-3

-- Policy performance of adjustment lending countries

- Economy wide indicators (Ch. 1 and 2)

- Regulatory and institutional environment for the private sector

(Ch. 2)

- Public expenditure - overall patterns (Ch. 3)

- Social-sector expenditure (Ch. 3)

-- Economic performance of adjustment-lending countries (Ch. 1)
- Macroeconomic
- Microeconomic - rates of return on projects

-- Experience with policies to promote investment (Ch. 2)

-- Experience with reforms to improve the composition of public sector
spending (Ch. 3)

-- Experience with different Bank-lending instruments to support policy
reform (Ch. 4)

* Main Recommendations of RAL-3

-- Remove main policy distortions as condition for AL

-- Stop policies that discourage investment
- macroeconomic
- microeconomic

-- Restructure public sector spending
- more complementary with private sectore development
- more effort to protect and develop human resources

-- Support policy reform through instruments tailored to country needs

* Boxes
- update on number and value of AL, etc.
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Chapter 1: Adjustment Lending and Economic Performance
(L. Serven and P. Rojas)

* Definition of country groups
- Adjustment Lending and Non-AL categories
- categories to reflect timing of start of AL
- categories to reflect whether a country stopped AL and reversed

policies, or successfully adjusted in order not to need AL.

(The categories and methodology laid out in this chapter would be used

as a frame work for chapters 2 and 3 as well.)

* Effects of AL on economic policy

* Effects of AL on macroeconomic performance
- reduced form (update using RAL-2 method)
- distinguishing the degree of implementation

* Effects of AL on microeconomic performance -- economic rates of return

9 Recommendations

Chapter 2: Structural Adjustment and Private Investment (A. Solimano)

* Updated evidence on investment in countries receiving adjustment

lending.

- macroeconomic effect of adjustment lending (method of Ch. 1)

- Changes in the size and sectoral composition of private firms

making investments

* Effect of macroeconomic policies on private investment.

- Impact of devaluation and of exchange rate instability.

- Impact of debt overhang on investment.

- Effect of public investment on private investment.

- Boxes: regional experiences (from S&S study).

* Effect of institutions and regulations on private investment

* Recommendations
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Chapter 3: Adjustment Lending and Public Spending
(S. Pradhan and V. Swaroop)

* Overview of adjustment necessary to public expenditure for typical AL
countries

* Impact of AL on public expenditure (Chapter 2 methodology)

* Public investment in adjusting countries
- Physical infrastructure

- Other investment

* The role of adjustment lending in supporting public spending for human
resource development and poverty reduction.

* Box: Experience with public spending review in Africa

* Recommendations

Chapter 4: Lending to Support Policy Reform (PRDRA, Rocha and Webb)

e Implementing the main recommendations of RAL-1 and RAL-2
(findings of PRDRA review of 12-15 countries with recent AL)

- Dealing with the largest distortions
- Macroeconomic framework and conditionality
- Government ownership of the program
- Increasing investment
- Reducing poverty
- Adequacy of financing, including debt relief

* Update on patterns of conditionality and implementation
- Number of conditions
- Sectoral focus on conditionality
- implementation rates and delays of tranche release (from EAS

tranche release reports)

* Choosing the mix of adjustment and investment lending
(drawing from Chhibber Report)
- AL vs IL
- Hybrids
- DDSR operations

* Box: AL in SS Africa
- Long-term financing needs
- Governance and development of institutional infrastructure
- Strengthening agriculture

* Recommendations



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: May 2, 1991

TO: Mr. Moeen A. Qureshi

FROM: "Enzo Grilli, Director, EAS

EXTENSION: 81934

SUBJECT: RAL-3 Initiating Brief

1. Anandarup Ray and I examined the Initiating Brief for

RAL-3, scheduled to be finished by November of this year and to go

to the Board by May 1992, a copy of which is attached here for your

perusal. We met with Johannes Linn to discuss it last week and we

gave him extensive comments on the relationship between the

analytical parts and the prescriptive part of the report, the focus

of the prescriptions, aside from commenting on specific points of

the outline. We also offered our collaboration on the paper.

2. Our main observations were as follows:

i) of the three analytical Chapters (2,3 and 4), the one on

investments was key in our opinion;

ii) Chapter 5 on the regional diversity of adjustments was

totally "all over the place". It needed to be tightened

and focused on one (not all three) regions;

iii) there was no clear relationship between the analytics of

the report and its policy conclusions, as drawn in Chapter

6;

iv) the focus of Chapter 6 on developing guidelines for

deciding how adjustment lending fits into the overall

lending program was misplaced;

v) RAL-3 had no real business in reviewing Bank experience in

supporting reforms through investment lending and the

division of labor with the IMF.

3. Our points were noted, but experience indicates that they

will not be taken in any serious account unless they are transmitted

to PRE senior management. This is especially so in this case

because our comments imply not doing Chapter 6 as presently

envisaged. If they agree with us they will need to make major

changes to the outline. I remain sufficiently concerned about the

"purposes" of Chapter 6 (to introduce in a Board paper the

conclusions of the Chhibber paper over the mix of adjustment and

investment lending) that I want to a) signal this issue to you as

early as possible, and b) invite you to talk to Wilfried or Larry

about it at the first suitable occasion. The message should be that

RAL-3 ought to deal with the design and effects of adjustment

lending only; it should not deal with extraneous subjects, such as



the role of investment lending in supporting policy reform and the
IMF. Above all, it should not revisit and revive the dubious
proposals contained in the Chhibber paper already rejected by
Operations.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Bock, Ray, Mrs. Okonjo-Iweala



THIRD REPORT ON ADJUSTMENT LENDING
DRAFT POLICY BRIEF

1. Introduction

The Third Report on Adjustment Lending will present the Board with an
updated overview of the Bank's adjustment lending practice and will emphasize
the problem of restoring investment and reorienting the activity of the public
sector.

Chapter 1 will present an executive summary. Chapter 2 will revisit the
statistical analysis of how structural adjustment affects macroeconomic
performance. Chapter 3 will review the evidence on the effectivenesse.
adjustment lending and of various policies to enhance investment. Chapter 4

will assess what has happened to the composition of public spending in various
adjusting and non-adjusting countries. It will focus especially on- the
effects on public investment and on human-capital formation and poverty
alleviation. Chapter 5 will examine adjustment problems from a regional
perspective, with a special focus on Africa, Latin America, and formerly

socialist economies of Eastern Europe. Chapter 6 will address the question of

how adjustment lending fits into the overall lending program and into the
overall policy dialogue between the Bank and each country.

In line with a commitment by management to the Board at the time of

their discussions of RAL 2, this third report is to be submitted to the Board

about two years after RAL 2 (see time table below).

Time Table

To Director, CEC 10-15-91

To VPDEC 10-30-91

VPDEC Review Meeting 11-30-91

PRE Committee Meeting 1-10-92

PC Meeting 2-19-92

Board Meeting 4-15-92
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2. Table of Contents

Chapter 1: Executive Summary (team leaders)

* Summarize RAL-2

- Box to update performance of adjusting countries (Chapter 2 of
RAL-2).

* Summarize RAL-3

- Box on number and value of AL, etc.

- Box on Instruments of Bank Lending.

* Update on patterns of conditionality

- Number of conditions

- Sectoral focus on conditionality

* Update on implementation rates and delays of tranche release (from EAS

tranche release reports)

Chapter 2: Adjustment Lending and Aggregate Economic Performance

(L. Serven and P. Rojas)

* Update of country performance using RAL-2 method

* Alternate country groups
- to reflect timing of start of AL

- to reflect whether a country stopped AL and reversed policies, or

successful adjusted in order not to need AL.

(The methodology laid out in this chapter would be used as a model for

chapters 3 and 4 as well.)

Chapter 3: Update on Investment (L. Serven & A. Solimano)

This chapter picks up the most pressing issue

identified in Part II of RAL-2, that is, how to get an

investment response in countries that have gone

through major adjustment reform. In this chapter we

look for further empirical evidence on investment

response as well as the recent operational evidence on

actions to improve the investment climate.
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* More detailed evidence on investment performance in countries receiving

adjustment lending.

- use method of Chapter 2 to isolate the effect of adjustment
lending.

* Review evidence on effectiveness of various policies to enhance
investment.

- Impact of devaluation and of exchange rate instability.

- Impact of debt overhang on investment.

- Effect of public investment on private investment.

* Boxes: regional experiences from S&S study.

Chapter 4: Adjustment Lending and Public Spending
(S. Pradhan and V. Swaroop)

This chapter will review what has happened to the

level and composition of public spending in adjusting

and non-adjusting countries and will assess the effect

of adjustment lending on public spending for

investment, especially in infrastructure and human

capital.

0 Overview of adjustment necessary to public expenditure for typical AL

countries

0 Impact of AL on public expenditure (Chapter 2 methodology)

* Public investment in adjusting countries
- Physical infrastructure
- Other investment

0 The role of adjustment lending in supporting public spending for human

resource development and poverty reduction.

Chapter 5: Regional Diversity of Adjustment Agendas (R. Rocha & S. Webb)

To prepare this chapter, we will ask for background

papers from three regions where adjustment lending has

been prevalent -- Africa, LAC, and EMENA.

* Common Theme: redefining the role of state and public sector (S. Webb,

with inputs from CECPS)

- The public sector as a regulator and taxer of the private sector
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- The public sector as a producer of goods and services (includes
issues of privatization and public sector management)

- Redefining the development model: outward-oriented growth

- Box: RAL-2 tables updated on pattern of conditionality across

regions

- Box: Adjustment lending in Asia, Middle East and North Africa

* Africa (I. Elbadawi and S. Webb)

- The effectiveness of adjustment lending in Africa

- Governance and development of institutional infrastructure

- Strengthening agriculture

- Box: cases of Nigeria and Senegal

* LAC (R. Rocha)

- Providing a sustainable basis for fiscal and monetary stability

- Resource transfer and growth

- Box: cases of Mexico, Venezuela, and Chile

* Formerly centrally planned economies (R. Rocha and F. Coricelli)

- Macro stabilization and adjustment issues

- SEE transformation issue (including privatization)

- Development of financial and labor markets

- Creating an environment for growth of the private sector

- Box: progress report on Poland and Yugoslavia

Chapter 6: Lending to Support Policy Reform (Rocha and Webb)

* Choosing the mix of adjustment and investment lending

(drawing from Chhibber Report)

* Coordination with the Fund on policy-based lending

* Burden sharing with other creditors, including IMF

* Brady Plan loans: Are they SALs? Should they be?
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3. Description of each Chapter

Chapter 2: Adjustment Lending and Aggregate Economic Performance
(L. Serven and P. Rojas)

This chapter will update the analysis in RAL-2, and will also attempt

some improvements, both in terms of country classification and in terms of the
description of adjustment policies.

RAL-2 examined the impact of adjustment programs on macroeconomic

performance by comparing the behavior of key macroeconomic variables across

three groups of countries: early intensive adjusters, other adjusters, and

non-adjusters. The main tool used in the comparisons was a "modified control

group approach" that corrected some of the problems involved in the simple

"before/after" comparisons used in RAL-1. In essence, the approach followed

in RAL-2 corrected for the influence of external factors on performance and

for the endogeneity of the decision to undertake a World Bank-sponsored

adjustment program. (Further methodological details are provided in the

Appendix to Chapter 2 of RAL-2.)

Although the improvements introduced in RAL-2 are substantial, its

method is still somewhat restrictive in two respects. First, countries were

classified into only two groups (Early Intensive Adjustment Lending countries

and others), without considering important differences within each group, such

as the amount of time elapsed since the beginning of the adjustment effort, or

the number of adjustment operations undertaken. Second, there was no attempt

to differentiate the adjustment operations themselves, either by their nature

or degree of implementation.

The first type of restriction can be corrected by using a more detailed

country classification. At the statistical level, both the seniority and the

number of adjustment operations are measurable variables which may be tested

as determinants of performance in adjusting countries.

The second type of restriction is more difficult to overcome, given
measurement difficulties. Therefore, some possible indicators will be

carefully scrutinized before attempting a formal analysis: (i) the type of

adjustment operations undertaken (for instance, a SAL may have different

consequences for savings than a loan for financial reform); (ii) the degree of

compliance with loan conditionality (measured by suspension or delays of

tranche release, or even by an assessment of tranche release documents) and,

(iii) the volume of the adjustment operations (scaled, say, by GDP).

Chapter 3: Update on Investment
(L. Serven and A. Solimano)

Investment Update

An important finding of RAL-2 was the protracted decline in investment

rates in LDCs after 1982. This trend has been observed in adjusting as well

as in non-adjusting countries. This phenomenon casts doubts on the

sustainability of the adjustment effort, for the recovery in GDP growth
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observed in the period 1985-88 may be more of a cyclical nature. Unless

investment rates are increased in order to expand productive capacity, the

goal of making adjustment compatible with sustainable growth will remain

elusive.

This chapter will update statistics on the performance of investment in

LDCs in the late 1980s -- particularly in the EIAL countries -- drawing on new
information from IFC on public and private investment for an enlarged sample
of countries. The chapter will also review a set of issues, some of them

already highlighted in the work on investment for RAL-2, in light of the new
evidence accumulated in the RPO on Private Investment and Macroeconomic
Adjustment. Those issues include:

(i) the empirical regularity observed in many adjustment episodes that
the correction of a deficit in the current account to a sustainable level
often is achieved through a cut in investment rather than an increase in
domestic saving.

(ii) the relatively slow recovery of private investment in the
aftermath of an adjustment program. The stylized fact is that a program that

succeeds in terms of other indicators of macro performance, such as reducing
the deficit in the current account, lowering the rate of inflation,
eliminating fiscal deficits, generally has to wait much longer to see a
resumption of private investment.

(iii) the empirical evidence -- econometric and otherwise -- on the
effects on private investment of real exchange rate changes, the debt
overhang, and public investment.

(iv) the relative importance for policy design of foreign financing
(including adjustment lending), macroeconomic stability, adequate legal
setting, and complementary public investment for the promotion of private
investment and growth.

Chapter 4: Adjustment Lending and Public Spending
(S. Pradhan)

In developing countries, adjustment towards sustainable fiscal deficits,
consistent with external and internal macroeconomic balances, frequently
requires cutbacks in both capital and recurrent public expenditure. Even in

the context of tight restraints on public spending, such expenditure can and

should be made more efficient by: (a) shifting the composition towards

economic and social infrastructure and away from subsidies for consumption and

inappropriate capital spending; and (b) within sectors, improving incentives

to make operation and maintenance more effective at lower unit cost.

This chapter will provide an overview of public expenditure adjustment
in AL countries. The trends in the level and composition of public

expenditure in countries with Bank AL programs will be reviewed. Particular

attention will be paid to the trends in public investment and public
expenditures for human resource development and poverty alleviation.

Investment in human capital targeted towards the poor not only contributes to

the income-generating capacity of the poor but may also contribute to long-
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term productivity and growth of the aggregate economy. The analysis will

compare and contrast the trends and levels of such key magnitudes, in

countries with and without Bank AL programs.

The chapter will try to assess the extent of success in AL-financed

countries (relative to others) in maintaining and perhaps increasing public

expenditure for critical economic infrastructure and human resource

development during periods of adjustment. An attempt will be made to see

whether adjustment-lending countries have improved the share of expenditures

targeted towards the poor, and reduced the share for public consumption,

especially in non-development activities. To the extent that data are

adequate, the chapter will do quantitative evaluations, comparing to an
estimated counter-factual with the methods developed in chapter 2.

Chapter 5: Regional Diversity of Adjustment Agendas

(R. Rocha and S. Webb)

Introduction

Redefining the role of the state is one of the main theme of structural

adjustment, begun in the 1980s and continuing into the 90s. This theme was

not planned in advance but grew case-by-case out of recognition that many of

the economic problems in developing countries resulted from the state taking

on more tasks than it could perform adequately and finance efficiently or, in

some cases, doing directly unproductive activities. Some of these problems

pertain to the way that the state treats the private sector, as a regulator

and a taxer. Other problems arise out of the state's activity as a direct

producer of goods and services. Here we also include issues of privatization

and public sector management.

The introductory section will also contain two boxes: on the pattern of

conditionality across regions and on AL in Asia, Middle East and North Africa.

To prepare the regional parts of this chapter, we are asking for

background papers on three regions where adjustment lending has been prevalent

-- Africa, LAC, and EMENA.

Sub-Saharan Africa (Elbadawi and Webb)

For Africa, we plan to focus on three issues: (i) the effectiveness of

adjustment lending, (ii) the problem of governance and development of

institutional infrastructure, and (iii) the appropriateness of adjustment

lending as a way to strengthen agriculture. As background, we would review

the debate and evidence on the causes for economic decline in most of SSA

during the 1980s -- policy failure or deterioration of external conditions.

Have African countries receiving adjustment lending performed poorly

in terms of both sustaining policy reform and achieving a satisfactory

response in growth and investment? Why? Are the programs not designed

properly to elicit a satisfactory economic response, or do problems with

political economy lead to policy reversals?
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What has adjustment lending done to date to support the reform of

bureaucracies and other institutional development that may be necessary to

implement reform economic policy?

What is the agenda of reforms of agriculture to be supported by AL in

Africa: How much has been done to date?

Boxes on the experiences with adjustment lending in Nigeria and Senegal,

especially focusing on the political economy. (Some of the material for these

would come from the RPO on the political economy of structural adjustment.)

The conclusion of the section would discuss the rationale for adjustment

lending in a context where the main impediments to growth are structural and

institutional problems that can be solved only in the medium or long term.

Latin America (Rocha)

The section on Latin America will be divided in four parts. The first

two parts will be brief and introductory, and based on a few summary tables.

First, we will review basic performance indicators (e.g., inflation, growth)

after the start of the debt crisis. We will classify countries according to

success with adjustment, such as the group of successful adjusters (Chile,

Mexico), countries which have adjusted with mixed results (Bolivia) and

countries which have not adjusted (Brazil, Argentina). Secondly, we will

provide an overview of economic reforms during the 1980s and establish the

links between economic performance and economic reforms across the various

groups. This analysis will be complemented by three country boxes (Chile,

Mexico and Bolivia).

The third part will analyze the Bank's involvement in the region. It

will provide information on Bank assistance to the region through project and

policy lending and assess the Bank's contribution to the adjustment of the

region.

The fourth part will draw lessons from the experience of the 1980s,

based on the previous analysis, and will propose a reform agenda for the

1990s. The major themes to be explored are the need for a stable

macroeconomic framework, the shift towards outward-oriented strategies, and

the redefinition of role of the state. We will conclude by examining how the

Bank can assist in the implementation of this reform agenda. The question of

the optimal lending mix to the region will be addressed in this context.

Reforming Socialist Countries (R. Rocha and F. Coricelli)

The section on the reforming socialist countries (RSC) will start with a

panoramic view of performance in the 1970s and 1980s. It will highlight the

lack of efficiency of these economies (e.g., high ICORs), which can be traced

back to the 1960s and 1970s, and the more recent problems of macroeconomic

instability, involving in most cases an excessive burden of external debt

payments, and severe difficulties at obtaining internal balance. We will show

how such difficulties have resulted in faltering growth and increasing

inflation in a number of countries, and to hyperinflation in Poland and

Yugoslavia.
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In the main body of the section we will examine the reform agenda of the

RSEs. The analysis will be centered in three major areas. First, the need

for macroeconomic stabilization. The issues of debt rescheduling and

forgiveness will be addressed here. Second, the transformation or

privatization of socially-owned enterprises. Third, the need to create

financial and labor markets in order to facilitate the reallocation of

resources across sectors. The section will stress the need to integrate
stabilization and structural reforms in RSCs and will assess the progress that

has been achieved by these countries. This section will be complemented by

two boxes (Poland and Yugoslavia).

In conclusion we will examine the Bank's involvement in the region. We

will explore how future Bank assistance to RSCs can address the agenda for

reforms described above. The issue of the optimal policy mix will be

addressed here. The analysis here will be more indicative and less

descriptive than in the case of LAC, since it is still too early to identify

success stories.

Chapter 6: Lending to Support Policy Reform
(Rocha and Webb)

This chapter would draw on past experience to develop guidelines for

deciding how adjustment lending fits into the overall lending program and

policy dialogue between the Bank and each country. The background papers for

this chapter would be the Chhibber Report and its background papers, to which

Rocha and Webb contributed.

The central issue of the chapter would be the choice of the mix between

adjustment and investment lending. It would review the experience of the Bank

in supporting policy reform with investment lending, and refer to Chapter 2's

discussion of the experience in supporting investment with adjustment lending.

The chapter would review the experience in the division of labor in

policy-based lending between the Bank and the Fund, and in their coordination

of efforts. It would look again at how the composition of conditionality

varies according to whether the country has a Fund program, controlling for

its initial macroeconomic situation.

It would revisit the issue, discussed in RAL-2, of burden sharing with

other creditors and would discuss the relation between Brady-Plan Loans and

(other) adjustment lending. It would summarize the Bank's net lending and net

transfers to adjusting countries, compared with financing flows from other

creditors.

4/10/91
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May 31, 1991

Hans,

RE: IIIc countries and investments/adjustment loans- MAQ ideas

These were the ideas that MAQ expressed today.

1. If a country is already on the IIIc list, and a core lending
program has been approved by the President, then Operations has a
mandate to process the investment loans ( and adjustment loans)
that make up the core program. We need no new procedures here.

2. If a country is not IIIc to begin with ( and thus we don't
have an approved core program), and Finance feels that country

rating should be dropped to IIIc at mid-point, then we should

follow proper procedures for the determination of the rating.

Finance should raise the issue with the Region. The Region
prepares a note arguing the opposite case. Then decision on

rating goes to the President. If the President decides that IIIc
is appropriate, then Region has to prepare a CSN defining a core

program. The President approves it ( or some of it), and the

implementation is up to Operations. We deal with investment ( and

adjustment loans) in the same way as above.

3. MAQ did not deal with the exceptions to the approved core
programs. In the case of adjustment operations, the practice has

been to go to the President with the operation. In the case of

investment loans we have three options:

a. Go to the President with the investment loan decision

b. Have the Region argue what is in fact a revision to the core

program, and go to the President with it. If President approves
Operations proceeds as in case 1.

c. Set up a surveillance system to 1) bring the cases

periodically to the attention of the OC ( say every quarter), or

2) empower a lower level Committee ( with Finance in it) to

review the exceptions as we had proposed already.

We could present these as options to MAQ and let him decide.

Cheers

Enzo



THE WORLD BANK

May 13, 1991

Mr. Grilli:

Unless the outcome of the PRE

Committee discussion has been

satisfactory, please send this note

to Mr. Thalwitz and Mr. Sumers and

indicate that this fully represents

my views and that unless it is

revised we are heading for quite

unnecessary confrontation 
at later

stages of review. Please discuss

with Mr. Karaosmanoglu and let me

know.

MOEEN A. QURESHI

Senior Vice President. Operations



World Bank/IFC/MIGA
oF F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: 08-May-1991 12:15pm

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: Frank Lysy, EAS ( FRANK LYSY )

EXT.: 81945

SUBJECT: PRE Committee Meeting - Adjustment/Investment Lending Paper

1. The PRE Committee will meet today to discuss the paper

"Supporting Policy Change: The Inter-Relation Between

Adjustment and Sector/Investment Lending". In substantive

content, the paper remains essentially as before, when it was

considered by the OVP's in a meeting on April 1. There has been

some re-drafting, especially of the Executive Summary, but the

proposals are basically the same. Our concerns therefore remain

basically as before, and it would be redundant for me to repeat

them to you here.

2. As Mr. Qureshi, yourself, and the other Regional Vice

Presidents noted at the April 1 meeting:

a) There is an air of naivete in the paper, especially in

the way it approaches the issue of policy leverage. It does not

appear to have a true understanding of how the Bank encourages

and supports policy change. Thus, for example, the paper still

proposes that we make explicit the linkage between progress on

policy reform and the scale of the Bank's country lending program

(para. 4 of the Agenda prepared for this PRE Committee meeting).

The OVP meeting noted, and quite strongly so by several of the

Regional Vice Presidents, that as soon as you try to make the

link explicit, you lose any policy leverage you might have had.

Another example of this naivete is in the proposal to use

extended-tranche adjustment loans in those countries where

progress is likely to be slow (para. 3 of the Agenda). Funds

would be disbursed in tranches over three or four years. Yet it

is precisely in those countries where progress is slow, that the

uncertainty over the course of the process is likely to be

greatest. It would be impossible in such countries to draft

reasonable tranche release conditions for actions that will only

occur three or four years from the start of the operation.

b) There also remain problems with the issue of tranching

of SECIL and FIL operations (para. 5 of the Agenda). As Shahid

* Husain noted at the OVP meeting, we can achieve this same

objective through the use of mid-term reviews. The notable

difference is that if tranching is used, one will need to go to

the Board if a change in one of the conditions is required. The

paper simply notes (in para. xv of the Executive Summary) that

use of such tranching may "complicate Board-Management



relations". It also notes in the body of the report (para. 4.10
to 4.20) some of the key practical issues involved, but these
issues have not been brought forward to the Executive Summary.
And as it notes in para. 4.17 (last sentence): "As experience
with mid-term reviews becomes available, it would be appropriate
to consider whether this instrument works effectively, and
whether tranching should be permitted as an alternative." We
would agree; we should first look at how the mid-term review
procedure works (as well as other, existing, remedies, to deal
with policy difficulties), and only if the existing approaches
are deficient should we then consider the trwanching approach.

c) Finally, the paper continues with its proposal that all
countries be categorized as Quick-Adjustors, Prolonged-Adjustors,
etc., with our lending posture determined by this categorization
(para. 6 of the Agenda). This categorization in presented in
Table 1, on page 9, of the report. Although qualifying language
is presented in the paper, our worry is that six months or a year
from now this categorization system will be interpreted as
Guidelines, approved by the President. Thus if, for example, an
adjustment operation for the Philippines is being processed, an
argument would be made by PRE or Finance that the Philippines
belongs in the "Prolonged-Adjustor" category, and that according
to Guidelines approved by the President there should therefore be
no more adjustment lending.

3. As a last point, one might note that the title of the paper
is mis-leading and should be changed: the paper in fact is on
the use of Adjustment Lending, and says little on the
Inter-Relationship Between Adjustment and Sector/Investment
Lending.

DISTRIBUTION:
TO: Attila Karaosmanoglu ( ATTILA KARAOSMANOGLU )
CC: Moeen A. Qureshi ( MOEEN QURESHI )
CC: Enzo Grilli ( ENZO GRILLI )
CC: Hans Wyss ( HANS WYSS )
CC: David R. Bock ( DAVID BOCK )
CC: Joanne Salop ( JOANNE SALOP )
CC: Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala ( NGOZI OKONJO-IWEALA )
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TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: Frank Lysy, EAS ( FRANK LYSY )

EXT.: 81945

SUBJECT: PRE Committee Meeting - Adjustment/Investment Lending Paper

1. The PRE Committee will meet today to discuss the paper
"Supporting Policy Change: The Inter-Relation Between
Adjustment and Sector/Investment Lending". In substantive

content, the paper remains essentially as before, when it was

considered by the OVP's in a meeting on April 1. There has been
some re-drafting, especially of the Executive Summary, but the

proposals are basically the same. Our concerns therefore remain
basically as before, and it would be redundant for me to repeat
them to you here.

2. As Mr. Qureshi, yourself, and the other Regional Vice
Presidents noted at the April 1 meeting:

a) There is an air of naivete in the paper, especially in
the way it approaches the issue of policy leverage. It does not

appear to have a true understanding of how the Bank encourages
and supports policy change. Thus, for example, the paper still
proposes that we make explicit the linkage between progress on
policy reform and the scale of the Bank's country lending program

(para. 4 of the Agenda prepared for this PRE Committee meeting).
The OVP meeting noted, and quite strongly so by several of the

Regional Vice Presidents, that as soon as you try to make the
link explicit, you lose any policy leverage you might have had.
Another example of this naivete is in the proposal to use
extended-tranche adjustment loans in those countries where

progress is likely to be slow (para. 3 of the Agenda). Funds
would be disbursed in tranches over three or four years. Yet it

is precisely in those countries where progress is slow, that the

uncertainty over the course of the process is likely to be

greatest. It would be impossible in such countries to draft

reasonable tranche release conditions for actions that will only
occur three or four years from the start of the operation.

b) There also remain problems with the issue of tranching
of SECIL and FIL operations (para. 5 of the Agenda). As Shahid
Husain noted at the OVP meeting, we can achieve this same
objective through the use of mid-term reviews. The notable
difference is that if tranching is used, one will need to go to

the Board if a change in one of the conditions is required. The

paper simply notes (in para. xv of the Executive Summary) that
use of such tranching may "complicate Board-Management
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relations". It also notes in the body of the report (para. 4.10
to 4.20) some of the key practical issues involved, but these
issues have not been brought forward to the Executive Summary.
And as it notes in para. 4.17 (last sentence): "As experience
with mid-term reviews becomes available, it would be appropriate
to consider whether this instrument works effectively, and
whether tranching should be permitted as an alternative." We
would agree; we should first look at how the mid-term review
procedure works (as well as other, existing, remedies, to deal
with policy difficulties), and only if the existing approaches
are deficient should we then consider the trwanching approach.

c) Finally, the paper continues with its proposal that all
countries be categorized as Quick-Adjustors, Prolonged-Adjustors,
etc., with our lending posture determined by this categorization
(para. 6 of the Agenda). This categorization in presented in

Table 1, on page 9, of the report. Although qualifying language
is presented in the paper, our worry is that six months or a year
from now this categorization system will be interpreted as
Guidelines, approved by the President. Thus if, for example, an
adjustment operation for the Philippines is being processed, an
argument would be made by PRE or Finance that the Philippines
belongs in the "Prolonged-Adjustor" category, and that according
to Guidelines approved by the President there should therefore be
no more adjustment lending.

3. As a last point, one might note that the title of the paper

is mis-leading and should be changed: the paper in fact is on
the use of Adjustment Lending, and says little on the
Inter-Relationship Between Adjustment and Sector/Investment
Lending.
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THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: March 28, 1991

TO: Mr. Moeen A. Qureshi

FROM: Enzo Grilli

EXTENSION: 81934

SUBJECT: OVP Discussion of PRE Paper on Adjustment Lending

1. The OVP's are scheduled to discuss the PRE paper titled "The
Inter-Relation Between Adjustment and Sector/Investment Lending", at

their regular meeting on Monday, April 1. The paper was circulated to
you and the OVP's under cover of a note from Mrs. Okonjo-Iweala dated

March 21. The paper has a long history, and we have been following it
closely in EAS with some concern over the past year. We sent detailed

comments on the draft just prior to this one; copies of these comments

are attached. Unfortunately, most of our concerns were not taken into
account, and none of the key ones were.

2. Although there are some positive aspects to the paper, we remain

extremely concerned over the following:

(a) The basic approach of the paper remains one where there is an

attempt to establish a categorization of all borrowers into one
of five categories: Quick-Adjustor, Prolonged Adjustor, Repeat
Adjustor, Unwilling to Borrow-Through Adjustment Lending, andI Policy Reforms Without Balance of Payments Need. The Bank's

lending stance would then be determined by which "pigeon-hole"

the country has been placed in. It is not at all clear how the
appropriate categorization would be determined (perhaps a PRE

analytical study?), plus there are fundamental conceptual

problems. For example, how does one determine at the beginning

of the process whether a country will be a Quick-Adjustor,
Prolonged Adjustor, or Repeat Adjustor? And what does one do

about countries that might shift between the five categories

(Venezuela could probably have been counted in three of the

categories, plus Non-Adjustor, at some point over the last 2 1/2

years). Such a categorization system over-simplifies the

complex situation we in fact face, and although the paper refers
to the need for flexibility, we are worried that such an

approach is by its nature designed to constrain the flexibility

of Management in Operations to determine the appropriate lending

stance in a particular country situation.

(b) The underlying theme of the paper remains that adjustment

lending is over-used and mis-used, and should therefore be cut

back. It recommends that one should instead make greater use of

such instruments as Sector Investment Loans or Financial

Intermediary Loans, with both now including also strong policy
conditionality of the type associated with adjustment lending.

Use of such SECIL's or FIL's might of course be appropriate in



certain circumstances, and further development of such
instruments would be desirable. However, before recommending a
generalized shift from adjustment loans to such loans, the PRE
paper should have examined some of the implications. For
example, the budgetary implications will be extremely important.

Although adjustment lending and project lending each require
about the same amount of staff-time per operation for processing

and supervision, the cost per dollar of commitment is three
times larger for project loans than for adjustment operations.
Unless PRE is recommending a sharp drop in Bank/IDA commitments,
the implication would therefore be that if adjustment lending is
to be cut from about 30% of total lending to, say, 10%, there
will be a need for increased staff resources in lending
equivalent to the staff now working in lending in the entire LAC
or EMENA Regions. This is not small.

3. There is much that is good in this paper. However, the central
themes mask this. Our basic recommendation had been that the approach
should not have been one of trying to arrive at a rigid categorization
of countries, which would then be used to determine where adjustment
loans are or are not warranted. Rather, the paper should have followed
a more positive approach, which would have presented the alternative
lending instruments Bank staff have (or should have) available, and
would lay out the advantages and disadvantages of each. This would
have been more in keeping with the original directive of Mr. Conable
(of June 23, 1989), which said the paper "should examine to what extent
the present investment and sector lending supports the ongoing
adjustment lending effort".

FJLysy:

cc: Messrs/Mmes: Husain, Jaycox, Karaosmanoglu, Kashiwaya, Wapenhans,
Bock, Wyss, Okonjo-Iweala



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February -15, 1991

TO: Mr. Lawrence Summers

FROM: qnzo Grilli, Director, EAS

EXTENSION: 81934

SUBJECT: Paper on "The Inter-Relationship Between Adjustment and Investment

Lending

1. Mr. Frank Lysy presented the views of EAS at Thursday's meeting

to discuss this draft paper. Given its importance, I thought that it

may still be useful to express to you in a more precise form what are

our main concerns on the paper. Mr. Lysy will be directly in touch

with Mr. Chhibber on a number of more specific comments EAS has on the
current draft of the paper.

2. This (February 7) draft of the paper is much improved over the

draft dated January 22, with regard to the operational conclusions

drawn. However, the paper has still moved significantly away from the

original request of Mr. Conable, in his directive of June 23, 1989, to

prepare a paper within the next six months that "should examine to what

extent the present investment and sector lending supports the ongoing

adjustment lending effort". The paper had moved far from this in the

draft outlines that had circulated last Fall, where much of the

discussion was on a notion of a transition away from adjustment

lending.

3. The current draft, while much improved, still suffers at points

from this heritage. The underlying premise is still that adjustment

lending is over-used or mis-used, and that its use should therefore be

cut. with some other type of lending instrument then utilized instead.

This is an essentially negative approach. Much preferable would be an

essentially positive approach, where the paper lays out the

considerable range of lending instruments the Bank has (or perhaps

should have) available, where different instruments are most

appropriate in different situations. The authors have the material for

such an approach, and the current draft of the paper indeed contains

much of this material already in various places (which is what makes it

such interesting reading for many), but the paper would have to be

reorganized for it to serve this very useful purpose.

4. A key flaw of the paper, however, as it is currently structured,

is its attempt to arrive at a typology of countries, where the Bank's

lending posture (particularly as regards adjustment lending) would

depend on where the country is placed. The paper recommends that

countries be classified as "Quick-Adjustors", "Prolonged Adjustors",

"Repeat Adjustors", "Non-Adjustors", or "Policy Reforms Without BOP

Need". The problem with any such system of classification is that one

still has to recognize that there is great variety in specific country

situations, that the appropriate lending posture for the Bank must take



into account this variety, and that in the end, Senior Management must

make decisions on the case specific situation presented to them. The

paper does recognize this in places with suitable qualifying

statements 1/, but still it makes the case for new guidelines, which in

our view would do much more harm than good.

5. Dividing lines are always blurred, even if one agreed that the

classification system proposed is the relevant one. Furthermore, where

a country should be placed within such a classification system will

vary over time. The example of Venezuela illustrates this. Over just

the last two years (about the period of a normal lending cycle),
Venezuela would have moved under such a system, from Non-Adjustor, to

Quick-Adjustor, to Policy Reforms Without BOP Need. Given the movement

of petroleum prices over the last few weeks, Venezuela may soon be re-

classified back to Quick-Adjustor. It is not clear, in such a volatile

situation, how such a classification system will be of much use to

Management in determining the proper lending posture for the Bank.

6. More importantly, it will not be clear at the beginning of the

adjustment process, what category the country will later be assigned

(with hindsight). It will not be clear whether the country will end up

as a Quick-Adjustor, Prolonged Adjustor, or Repeat Adjustor, but yet

the lending posture to be taken will depend on the choice made.

7. Finally, even if one could agree on the proper categorization,

the country specific special factors that always exist will have to

enter into the decision of Management on the lending posture to take.

Two countries, even if agreed to be in the same category, will often

(almost always) have to be treated differently, depending on factors

specific to the case at hand. To conclude, when one takes all these

factors into account, the proposed categorization of the paper says, in

effect, little more than that the Bank should not provide adjustment

loans in situations where they will fail.

8. On the specific operational recommendations made in the current

draft of the paper (para. xxvii on page 9), we have the following

comments:

(a) Relating size of lending program on the pace of policy change:

In general, we would agree.

(b) On restricting use of adjustment lending for a "Prolonged

Adjustor": For the reasons discussed above, we believe one

cannot be rigid.

(c) On requiring "prior actions" in countries classified as "Repeat

Adjustors": Again, one cannot be rigid. We would note,

1/ For example, in para. 6.1 on page 57, it is noted that "in practice,

individual country issues and structure will determine the actual approach

taken".
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however, that adjustment loans in general require the bulk of

their conditionality to be completed up-front (i.e. by Loan
Effectiveness, and often by Board Presentation). On the

proposal to couple this "prior action" conditionality with

single-tranche (rather than the normal two-tranche) operations,
we would note that while we are not at all opposed to this (it

would provide a very useful degree of flexibility in

particularly difficult situations), the Board has normally been

opposed to such operations, for reasons that are not altogether
clear to us. The Board, in fact, has only approved the use of

single-tranche operations in precisely the opposite type of

country: those with an excellent track record, such as
Indonesia.

(d) On "introducing procedures" for strengthened policy based sector

investment and financial intermediary loans: We would like to

know precisely what is meantby "introducing procedures". The

current draft does not have 'a description of this. An earlier

draft of this paper proposed introducing clearance procedures

similar to those now used for adjustment loans; if that is

meant, we would be strongly opposed, but since that was dropped

in the new draft, presumably something else is now meant. If it

is basically to encourage Bank staff to utilize this lending

instrument more broadly (for example, through the provision of

suitable budgetary and staff resources), then the proposal is a

good one. In our experience, the lack of budgetary and staff

resources has been a principal constraint on the use of these

lending instruments in the past (for example, in Venezuela).

Such SECIL's would require all of the staff effort currently

required for a policy-based adjustment operation, plus more (for

the assessment of the specific investments being supported, for

the institutional development efforts, and so on).

(e) On the proposal to introduce the possibility of tranche-type

conditionality in suitable SECIL's and FIL's: Adding this

option would be useful; there are certain situations where this

could be of help. We would note that if tranching is used in

such an operation, then it should be defined in terms of the

commitment authority of the financial intermediary or the sector

authority, not in terms of Bank disbursements.

(f) On requiring CSP's to specify three clearly articulated

scenarios (base, high, and low), with three corresponding
project portfolios: We do not see how this particular

recommendation fits in this paper. On its merit, one can only

say that scenarios are generally useful, but there is not an

optimal number and we should not be too rigid. In certain

situations, one should perhaps have two scenarios (or even just

one), while in others there should perhaps even be four. It all

depends. In this regard, we would also note that the proposal
of the paper to define the "base" case as one where the policy
framework is insufficient to generate "sustainable" growth
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(para. 3.6 on page 26), seems rather odd in concept and not very

useful in practice. Again, we see in this "propensity to

regulate" a very basic problem with the paper.

(g) On the proposal to "reexamine" ways to make CESW more policy-

focussed, including the use of shorter, more policy-oriented,
CEM's: It is again not clear precisely what is being proposed.

There is a good deal of such policy-focussed CESW now, although

much of it is not officially recorded as a formal CESW task that

appears in the MIS on the computer. It should be, and changing

the system to allow this would be useful. More fundamentally,

we would agree with the implication in your proposal that Bank

staff need to have the flexibility to respond quickly to rapidly

changing country situations, with this taken into account as

budgets are drawn up and the staff member's work program for the

fiscal year are set. You will perhaps be amazed to know that

under the current budget syst.em, a staff member's time is often

allocated down to 1/2 week increments for up to a year ahead of

time! Major CESW tasks are supposedly programmed up to three

years ahead of time. This of course makes it difficult to

respond to rapidly changing country situations, where Bank staff

are most effective when responding to a specific Government

request for an assessment of some specific policy proposal, and

to provide such input soon so a decision can be made. Bank

staff usually do try to respond, but they must do so by using

their ingenuity to find a way to by-pass the current work

programming system. We would therefore welcome the proposal of

the paper to "re-examine ways to make CESW more policy-

focussed", and would suggest that a prime area that should be

examined is the current system that attempts to program the work

of Bank staff tightly in a budget context.

9. Please consider these rather extensive comments as a sign of the

importance that we attach to this paper and of the efforts that we

would like to see made to improve its usefulness. Frank Lysy and I

would be happy to sit down with Ajay to discuss what is said above, if

you would find this of use.

FJLysy:

cc: Messrs.\Mmes: Qureshi, Bock, Wyss, Salop, Hasan, O'Brien,

Selowsky, Yenal, Isenman, Linn, Chhibber, Levy, Ray, Okonjo-Iweala



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 21, 1991

TO: Mr. Ajay Chhibber

FROM: Frank J. Lysy, Economic Adviser, EAS

EXTENSION: 81945

SUBJECT: Paper on "The Inter-Relation Between Adjustment and Investment Lending"

1. As you know, we in EAS have a number of concerns on this paper.
The main concerns were covered in the memo from Mr. Grilli to Mr.
Summers of February 15, which you were sent a copy of. The purpose of
the present memo is to focus on several, more specific, issues. I am
also enclosing a marked-up copy of the paper.

The Paper's Recommendations on the Use of Specific Lending Instruments

2. We welcome very much the discussion at various points in the
paper of the wide variety of lending instruments that the Bank has
available to use. I indeed believe this is the primary contribution of
the paper, and why many find it of such interest to read. We would in
fact strongly recommend that the discussion of these various
instruments be brought out more clearly and amplified; this point is
discussed in the memo of Grilli to Summers referred to above.

3. However, we still have certain concerns on some of the specific
statements and recommendations made on several of the instruments
discussed. The basic problem is that the discussion is not balanced.
Whereas the underlying theme is that adjustment loans are often mis-
used, the discussion on the other instruments (i.e. SECIL's, FIL's,
Hybrid Loans, and Slow-Disbursing Adjustment Loans) is almost uniformly
positive and laudatory. There should be a better balance of the pro's
and cons of each, with a description of the type of situation where
each would be most appropriate. The disadvantages in the use of these
instruments should be brought out; what follows are some of the points
that we believe should be made.

4. Slow-Disbursing Adjustment Loans: This is perhaps the most
problematic of the alternative lending instruments the paper
recommends. The fundamental problem is that it ignores the
impossibility of forecasting the future path of an adjustment program
with any certainty, especially over a three or four year time horizon.
There is then the grave danger that even though we might be quite
pleased with the course of the adjustment program (where the progress
might even be better than had been planned), the program as implemented
might in fact fail to meet the letter of one or more of the tranche
release ccnditions designed three or four years earlier. We would then
not be able to release the tranche. Indeed, to release the tranche we
might in fact have the perverse result of requiring a back-tracking in
some area.
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5. An actual example of this type of problem occurred in the
Venezuela SAL, although the issue related to a dated covenant rather
than a tranche release condition (where covenants are fortunately much
easier to change as conditions change). In order to encourage the
Government to move to better targeted food subsidies, the SAL contained
a covenant requiring that there be a study of the use of inferior goods
(e.g. low grade flour that to a large extent only the poor would buy)
as a vehicle for such subsidies. However, the Government then moved
much more quickly than expected, and removed all of its general food
subsidies, substituting for them subsidies that provided direct
monetary or in kind support for low income people. Once this was done,
we did not. want to encourage them to return to any general food
subsidies, even for inferior goods, and a study such as that mandated
under the SAL would have provided support for those that wished to see
such a return to general subsidies. Fortunately, as a covenant, it was
relatively easy to change this condition. This change in Government
policy occurred within only a six-month period; one can imagine the
changes to be expected over a three or four year period.

6. Much preferable, we believe, is to use a series of adjustment
loans in such situations, rather than one, large but slow-disbursing,
operation. This is in fact what the Bank has done in the past. For
example, the norm in the area of trade policy has been to utilize a
series of Trade Policy Reform Loans to support the various phases of
the reform program. Finally, we would note that the experience we have
had with stretched-out three-tranche operations has not been
exceptionally good.

7. Hybrid Loans: We would be wary of extensive use of this
instrument. It is appropriate in certain cases, but the conjunction of
factors required is not common. These factors include:

(a) The Government is following an overall policy reform program,
and this program is being supported by the Bank with quick-
disbursing assistance.

(b) There is a need for Bank-financing of investment in the area of
the proposed Hybrid.

(c) The investment required in that particular area (to be covered
by the Hybrid) will not, however, be done efficiently, unless
some area of the Government's overall policy reform program is
implemented first, or is implemented in conjunction with the
investment. It might also be the case that the policies will
more likely be implemented, if it is recognized that Bank
support for specific investments in the area will soon follow.
The key is that there must be some clear linkage.

(d) Finally, it must be the case that it would not be more
efficient, in terms of loan processing or in the use of Bank
Staff resources, to deal with the issues in two separate
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operations, a SECAL for the policy-based part and a SECIL or

regular investment loan for the investment part.

If these four factors hold, then a Hybrid might be appropriate, but it
is probably fairly rare. In addition, one must recognize that a Hybrid
will be more complicated as an operation, than either of the two parts

separately would be as separate loans. And the more complicated

something is, the more likely something will go wrong.

8. SECIL's and FIL's with strong policy content: Greater use of

such instruments is perhaps warranted. They combine support for policy
change, institutional reform and development, and financing of specific

investments. However, such operations can soon become quite complex,
and perhaps overly complex. A break-down into component pieces might
be appropriate in many cases. Such operations also differ from the
original conceptions for the instruments carrying these names; perhaps

you should coin a new name for what you are now proposing. SECIL's and
FIL's were originally conceived as "wholesaling" operations, which
would be applicable in precisely the opposite type of situation you
describe, i.e. in a situation where policies are good and the

institutions strong, so the Bank can use these institutions to "retail"

the funds the Bank provides.

9. But probably the most important constraint on the use of the

type of SECIL's and FIL's you describe is budgetary. Operations that
combine policy reform,. institutional reform and development, and
support for specific investments, can be very complicated and difficult

to put together. In my own experience on Venezuela, the lack of
sufficient staff resources in the Sector Operations Divisions was, I
believe, the primary reason these Divisions were reluctant to proceed
with such operations, even though we were trying to encourage their

use.

Projections of Future Adjustment Lending

10. The paper expends a good deal of effort in attempting to project

the future share of adjustment lending in the Bank's portfolio, and
draws conclusions from the trends in the projections it reports. There

is a fundamental flaw in this, however. One simply cannot project the

use of such an instrument in any reasonable way.

11. Quick-disbursing adjustment loans are provided in response to
some crisis, where balance of payments support from the Bank is

required and requested. One cannot, however, predict when such a

crisis will occur in the future, much less predict when the country's

Government will respond with an appropriate adjustment program that the

Bank can support. One cannot, therefore, predict on a country specific
basis what the future level of adjustment lending from the Bank should

be, at least not past a three or perhaps four year time horizon.
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12. Two very simple examples illustrates this point:

(a) Imagine what the results of such a projection exercise would
show if you had requested a projection (by country) of Emergency
Reconstruction lending by the Bank (as for floods or
hurricanes). Except for perhaps the next year or two, such
lending would be projected at a level of zero. We should not
then jump to the conclusion that Emergency Reconstruction
lending by the Bank will be zero in, say, 1995, even though none
of the country projections show any. I am sure there will be
some; we just do not know where. The same applies to adjustment
lending.

(b) Similarly, imagine what the results of such an exercise would be
if one forced IMF staff to do it for future IMF lending. IMF
programs are supposed to succeed, and no further Fund resources
are projected to be used in any Fund-supported program after
three or four years at most. Such a projection would therefore
show no further IMF lending (purchases) after about four years.
Should we therefore expect the Fund to be shutting down by
around 19957 Some might look forward to such an outcome, but I
would not count on it. Similarly for adjustment lending; there
will certainly be a substantial need for it in 1995, but we
cannot predict in 1991 where that need will be.

13. It should therefore be no surprise that one observes a decline
in adjustment lending in the current country specific lending plans.
But it is not logically correct to generalize from these current
country specific plans, to the Bank as a whole. Quick-disbursing
assistance is in response to the unexpected, and one should expect the
unexpected to happen somewhere, we just do not know where.

14. Finally, you should note that the projections of future lending
commitments (and specifically the share of quick-disbursing assistance)
you report in the paper, comes from FRS. The projections you use are
those developed by FRS for the purposes of the 1990 Creditworthiness
Review. These projections were based on the FY91-93 Business Plans
submitted by the Regions. Projections to the year FY98 were then
developed by FRS (not the Regions) by:

(a) First assuming the FY91-93 average share of adjustment lending
reported by the Region in its Business Plan for each specific
country, would then hold for FY94-98.

(b) And then adjusting these shares in certain specific cases, based
on the judgement of FRS staff.

This approach is perhaps suitable for the Creditworthiness Report.
However, in your paper you report these projections as if they were the
plans of the Regional staff, for the period to 1998, where no such
plans exist. It is therefore totally incorrect to draw conclusions on
the trend in "planned" adjustment lending from this; you are defining a
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trend based on a methodology that starts by assuming the FY91-93 shares

will remain constant to FY98, and is then only adjusted based on FRS

staff assumptions.

15. You should therefore delete the discussion of all this from the

paper. The approach used is flawed, both logically and in practice.

Page 17 to 22 can be dropped, as well as portions of page 65 and

certain other phrases scattered around the paper.

The Desired Net Disbursement Profile

16. A major section of the paper (Sec. V.2) argues that Adjustment
Lending is bad for the Bank, since it increases the country risk the

Bank is exposed to because of the resulting net disbursement profile.

It is taken as a given that a flat net disbursement profile (for Bank
operations in the country as a group) is best for the Bank, from a risk
management point of view. Yet it is not clear why this should
necessarily be so. Two point should be considered:

(a) One should consider Bank net disbursements not in isolation, but

in the broader context of what the country needs, and what other
creditors are doing. The country's need for balance of payments
support is high early in the process, and adjustment lending is
designed to provide this support. The policies being

implemented will require some time until they can have the
effect of reducing the need for such balance of payments
support. This is precisely the stylized "adjustment cycle" you
discuss earlier in the paper (Figure 3.1, on page 27). That

earlier discussion is basically ignored here. One should also

consider what other creditors are doing. This point is also
made elsewhere in the paper, but seems to be ignored here. It
should be expected in a normal adjustment cycle that the Bank
and the Fund will provide a large share of the financing
required in the early stages of the process, while bilateral
financing (mostly supplier's credits guaranteed by an export
credit agency) and voluntary commercial finance will be more
important later.

(b) Consider also what is viewed as the "ideal" net disbursement

profile for the IMF in support of this process. The support of
both the Bank and the Fund has similar objectives here, that is,

to assist the country to get through a balance of payments
crisis through the adoption of suitable macro and structural
adjustment reform policies, and the provision of balance of

payments support until those policies can have an effect. Yet

even though the objectives are similar, the view of the Fund's

"ideal" net disbursement profile in support of this is precisely

the opposite of what you consider the ideal for the Bank. The

Fund provides a very high level of financial support quickly,

and then after three or four years begins to be re-paid, and has

negative net levels of purchases. That is, there is a very
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strong peak in the pattern considered to be the "ideal". for the

Fund. Why should the view of the "ideal" be so different?

17. For these reasons, we would therefore recommend that you cut

Section V.2 (pp. 52-55) and related references scattered through the
paper.

Budgetary Implications

18. The paper currently contains little on the budgetary
implications of its recommendations, and in particular on the effect of
a generalized shift away from adjustment lending. There is only a
table in the back (Annex Table 2), and I do not recall any discussion
in the text. This table shows the staff-weeks required per project

(through to the Board Presentation stage, i.e. excluding Supervision
required I believe, although this is not explicitly noted). The table
indicates that the staff-weeks required per project (excluding
supervision) is roughly the same for investment loans as for adjustment
loans, and in fact somewhat lower.

19. This is misleading, however. It ignores the fact that SAL's and
SECAL's are on average much larger in size than regular investment
loans. Expressed per dollar of commitment, adjustment loans require
less than one-third the staff-weeks input of an investment loan, on
average. This is because adjustment loans have been, on average, about
three times the size of investment loans. This is carefully documented
in a memo of Mr. Satish Mannan to Mr. Vinod Dubey of April 17,

1990, 1/. Mr. Mannan calculated the total staff inputs (including
supervision, as is proper) required for all Bank projects approved

during FY80 to FY89 and fully disbursed by February 28, 1990. He found
that the total staff inputs required per project through the entire

project cycle was roughly the same for adjustment loans as for
investment loans (the total requirements for adjustment loans were in
fact somewhat less, about 12Z less, since the total supervision
required for investment loans is greater). About 137 sw were required

for adjustment loans and 155 sw for investment loans. However, per

million dollars of commitments, only 1.01 sw were required for
adjustment loans vs 3.08 sw required for investment loans, i.e.
investment loans are three times as expensive.

20. The implication of this should be clear. Unless a fall in World

Bank lending commitments is being recommended, there will be a need to

increase substantially World Bank operational staff resources if there

is to be a substantial shift out of adjustment lending into investment

lending. The paper should make this point clearly.

1/ Copies of this memo are available from Mr. Mannan or myself.
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Other Issues

21. Role of CESW: CESW is obviously important and should be
policy-focussed. However, as the memo of Grilli to Summers cited above
notes, there is much policy-focussed work that Bank staff do now that
does not get recorded in the computer as the system is now set up, and
thus does not get recognized in the bureaucracy. The key point should
be that there is a need for flexibility in the way staff work is
programmed. With tight budget constraints, there is an attempt to
program staff work in excessive detail and years in advance. Under
such a system it becomes more difficult to be responsive and focussed
on the policy issues as they develop.

22. An additional point I wish to make here is in response to the
suggestion made in the paper that CESW and adjustment lending should be
viewed as substitutable: that with more of one there can be less of the
other (as in para. 6.29 on page 48). This is totally wrong. Policy-
focussed CESW and adjustment lending are best viewed as complementary
rather than substitutable. Adjustment lending can be disastrous if not
backed-up by proper CESW. And policy-focussed CESW will be most
effective (perhaps only effective) if there is a follow-through by
means of some specific Bank lending operation. The lending operation
might be an adjustment loan, if that is appropriate for the situation,
but could also be by means of some other operation, if such an
operation is most appropriate for the situation. The follow-up could
be, for example, by means of a SECIL or a regular investment operation.
But unless there is some follow-up, there is the strong possibility
that the CESW report will just be put on some shelf and ignored. For
this reason also, choices among CESW tasks should be made so that in
general there is a means of follow-up.

23. Counting Conditions: The paper attempts to draw conclusions on
trends in conditionality in adjustment operations, by means of counting
the number of legal conditions required for effectiveness and tranche
release. It is well known that this is fundamentally meaningless.
Sometimes one condition is more important than the rest combined, and
often the most important conditions are not even listed at all in the
legal loan documents since they were required as conditions of Board
presentation or even appraisal. Discussion of this and the associated
tables should be cut from the paper (pages 31-33, 42, and Annex Tables
3.1 and 3.2).

24. Opening Paragraph of the Executive Summary: The opening
paragraph of the Executive Summary contains a number of mis-leading
statements, and sets the wrong tone for the paper. The opening
sentence, for example, states that adjustment lending was "originally
expected to be a short-lived diversion" for the Bank, but does not say
who expected this. Although I am sure some may have, I doubt that
reasonable people who understood the purpose of the new instrument had
such a view. There is, for example, no reference to the view that
SAL's would be a "short-lived" instrument for the Bank in the first
Annual Report of the Bank (1980) that makes reference to it. Rather,



in that report SAL's are treated as a new instrument available to the
Bank, that have evolved out of the Bank's long-standing Program Lending
(the first two loans made by the Bank made were Program Loans). There
is no hint that they should be viewed as only temporarily available.

25. Much preferable as an introductory paragraph would be what is
now used as the introduction to the main text (paragraph 1.1 on page
10).

26. Length of the Paper: The paper is too long as it now stands
and is repetitive. The Introductory Section I, for example, is largely
another Executive Summary; it could be dropped. The paper also uses
the approach of setting-up "straw men" at various points, which it then
knocks down. There is no need for this. An example of this is on
pages 37-38, where it first sets out a number of supposed rationales
for financial support of policy reform programs (e.g. to "buy"
reforms), which it then knocks down. These should be cut. Finally, we
have noted above several sections of the paper where the arguments are
faulty (for example, on the projections of adjustment lending), which
should be cut. More fundamentally, as noted in the memo of Grilli to
Summers, there should be a basic re-casting of the paper from its
current negative approach (where it is argued that adjustment lending
is often over-used or mis-used), to a basically positive approach that
lays out the range of lending instruments the Bank has available, where
certain ones are most appropriate for certain situations.

27. Backing for "Accusations" Made: Finally, a number of
accusatory statements are made at various points in the paper, that are
not backed-up by any evidence. This naturally gets people in
Operations upset, and since specific examples or backing are not given,
they are difficult to defend. For example, on page 13 there is a
reference at the top of the page to "adjustment lending addiction" and
at the bottom of the page to "defensive adjustment lending undertaken
only to reduce negative net disbursements". Yet nowhere in the text is
any specific case cited of this, nor is any other backing provided.
The people implicitly "accused" of this should be given the specifics
of "where and when", so that the issue can be discussed and hopefully
resolved. As it stands, the reader will assume that everyone agrees
that such statements are generally accepted as they stand.

FJLysy:

cc: Messrs.\Mmes: Summers, Linn, Isenman, Picciotto, Stoutjesdijk,
Kilby, Yap, Grilli, Levy, Ray, Bock, Wyss, Salop, Hasan, O'Brien,
Selowsky, Yenal, Bhattacharya, Garg, McCleary, Nankani, Page
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SUBJECT: Adjustment/Investment Lending Paper

1. I received Mr. Linn's note of February 25, 1991, concerning the

written comments that we sent to you on the paper after the working level

review that you chaired. This is clearly an important paper that deserves

everybody's close attention. For this reason, Mr. Qureshi had already

decided to have the paper discussed by the RVPs. A review is now scheduled

for Monday, April 1, by which time the paper will have been revised to

account for the comments received so far.

2. While the areas of disagreement over the paper are being

progressively reduced, we still have a number of concerns over it, some

general and some specific. The concern about the overtaxonomic approach

being followed is one of them, which Mr. Dubey, former Director of EAS, had

already expressed at the time the outline was being discussed. Such an

approach may be of analytical interest, but does not translate, in our

view, into helpful operational criteria for decision and action, at either

the country or the instrument's levels.

3. Finally, I wish to address the point made in Mr. Linn's memo,

that favorable comments and inputs were received from selected individuals

in Operations. It is true, and indeed normal, that some colleagues in th-

Operations' complex provided background input for the paper, and several

commented on it. However, the inputs were on specific parts of the paper,

and comments were made in a personal capacity. Neither can be taken as 3

substitute for the views of the Operations' complex. As for EAS, given .

importance that we attributed to it, we twice commented on the outline of

the paper (last April and again in the memo of Mr. Dubey of October 2), 
r

we recently sent you two sets of written comments on the draft. We canni

do much more than this, even for our friends in PRE!
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Ms. Okonjo-Iweala

Regional Vice Presidents

Regional Chief Economists

EGrilli:eg
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relation between adjustment and sector/investment lending.

We would like to have your views on this paper before sending it on to the

President's Council. I understand that a meeting of the OVPs, chaired by you
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receiving your views, and those of your colleagues, at that meeting.

Lawrence Summers
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- SUPPORTING POLICY CHANGE -
THE INTER;RMLATION BETWEEN ADJUSTMENT AND SECTOR/INVESTMENT LENDING

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

(i) The World Bank has an array of lending instruments at its disposal to

meet its development objectives and these can be tailored to fit into

concrete country assistance strategies. The broad institutional goals of the

Bank -- to be an agent for equitable, efficient and sustainable development

while remaining a sound financial institution -- have not changed over time.

What has changed is the strategy to achieve these objectives and, with it, the

choice of lending instruments. A marked change in the Bank's lending program

took place in 1979 with the introduction of quick disbursing, policy based

lending. The oil shocks and the ensuing debt crises revealed that the

development strategy then being pursued would not achieve "sustainable

efficient economic growth". This conclusion also resulted from the growing

realization that much project lending had not sufficiently addressed broad

policy considerations and that the performance of parts of the Bank's project

lending portfolio was suffering as a result. The immediate need was balance

of payments support, but it was evident that this had to be accompanied by

policy change to resolve the underlying structural causes of the imbalances --
hence adjustment lending.

(ii) This paper, coming roughly a decade after the inception of adjustment

lending, attempts to provide a framework for discussing the appropriate

balance between adjustment and sector/investment lending. While the

appropriate mix of Bank instruments must obviously be decided on a country by

country basis, it is nonetheless useful: (a) to clarify the criteria for

using one instrument rather than another and (b) to disentangle the factors

that cause the share of adjustment lending to vary over time. There are two

levels at which such an analysis is useful: first, to assist management and

staff in the preparation and review of country assistance strategy and the

Annual Lending Allocation Review and, second, to shed light on the likely

evolution of the share of adjustment lending for the Bank as a whole in the

coming years.

(iii) The complementarity between policies and investment is a central idea

for this paper. It was, of course, always recognized that national policies

conditioned the overall development path and the choice of investment. Cost-

benefit analysis was designed to allow public policymakers to make appropriate

choices of investment in the presence of economic distortions, though it could

never have much influence on private investment. Recent research for the 1991

World Development Report has highlighted the complementarity between policies

-and returns to investment. Using reappraised rates of return calculated by

OED for over 1500 projects, this research finds a strong empirical

relationship between the productivity of Bank- and IFC-supported investments
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and indicators of the policy environment, such as measures of exchange rate
overvaluation, the degree of protection, biases against agriculture and real

interest rates. Overall, rates of return under a "good" policy regime are

about twice those under distorted policies. If Bank- and IFC-supported

investments are representative, this translates into a difference in growth

rates of the order of 2 percent per annum; for many countries this can make

the difference between growing and falling per capita income.

(iv) It is important also to recognize that the Bank's earlier expertise in

project preparation and aid coordination has been augmented by a third

important expertise in the analysis, planning and execution of policy change.

The Bank has developed a clear comparative advantage in the donor community in

this third area over the 1980s and is expected to continue this role in the

1990s in the interests of overall aid effectiveness. An important instrument

that has allowed the Bank to play this role is adjustment lending. Even after

a decade's experience, the effectiveness of AL could be improved. Its use as

spelled out here combined with appropriate investment lending -- both .policy

based and project -- should serve to meet the Bank's objectives better in the

1990s.

(v) This paper therefore focusses on the policy-support aspect of Bank

lending (see Figure 1). It does not discuss the many important aspects and

objectives of various forms of investment lending, such as technical
assistance and project selection and design. The paper also does not attempt

a discussion of issues related to staff/skills mix, as well as detailed

budgetary implications of the use of different lending instruments.

(vi) The original intention of this paper was to simply lay out options to

guide country assistance strategy. However, a few Bank-wide recommendations
do appear to emerge boldly from the analysis. These are that the Bank needs
to:

o Send a clear and meaningful signal to countries that the size of
their overall lending program would be contingent on the pace of
policy change.

o Restrict the use of ALs in the following cases:

(a) Where the adjustment cycle has been prolonged due to policy

slippage.

(b) By requiring prior actions before continuing AL in countries

where the commitment to reforms is weak.

o Make ALs available if needed in the future (in conjunction with

IMF assistance) to support policy reform for countries that have

previously gone through an adjustment cycle or are currently

unable to avail themselves of ALs due to fortuitous positive



Figure 1

RELATING BANK LENDING OBJECTIVES AND INSTRUMENTS
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*Permission to tranche SECIL's and FIL's recommended in this paper
would change this to Primary Impact.

Shaded areas denote the focus of the paper.
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external shocks. The need for such ALs might arise in response to a
negative external shock.

o Permit the option to tranche sector investment and financial
intermediary loans for the purposes of strengthening their policy
content and effectiveness.

o Require CSPs to specify clearly articulated lending scenarios
based on the prospective pace of policy change except in countries
that have successfully completed reforms. Require CSPs to specify
project lending programs corresponding to these policy scenarios.

o Reexamine ways to make CESW more policy-focussed, and improve its
communication to the country. On the latter a recommendation in
this paper is to develop and use a short policy focused document
for dialogue between the Bank and the country.

Reasons to Re-examine the Lending Instruments

(vii) Discussions around the Bank on Country Strategy Papers and Business
Plans, on Lending Allocation Reviews and on individual operations suggest the
need to re-examine the interaction and synergy between our lending instruments
in the context of country assistance strategies. The focus of this paper is
on the interaction between adjustment lending and sector/investment lending as
vehicles for supporting policy change. In this area three sets of concerns
emerge.

(viii) First, adjustment (supported by ALs) has turned out to be much longer
and more protracted than was envisaged. To date the Bank can count on only
about five countries which have gone through successful adjustment with Bank
assistance in the form of adjustment loans -- Chile, Indonesia, Mauritius,
Korea, Thailand. Two countries, Botswana and Malaysia, have adjusted
successfully but without adjustment loans from the Bank. In a number of cases
adjustments have been sporadic or prolonged, although in some of these cases
for example Turkey, Mexico, and Ghana substantial reforms have been
undertaken.

(ix) Second, there is underway a significant shift in the content of.
conditionality within adjustment lending. This is characterized by a greater
emphasis on the regulatory and legal environment and on longer term
institutional issues. This shift has come about largely because a number of
the Bank's early adjustors have gone through the early phases of their
"adjustment cycle". These economies are now addressing the underlying
institutional and long term factors that make their economic structures rigid.
There is a growing sense of mismatch between some of the policy issues we are
trying to address and the lending instruments as they have been used so far.
This unease arises from two sets of factors:
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o The quick disbursing feature of adjustment lending does not make

it a suitable instrument to address longer term and institutional

reforms.

o The procedures and perception surrounding Sector Investment Loans

both in the Bank and in the country do not make them a suitable

vehicle for engaging the government in a serious policy dialogue.

(x) Third, there is now a general recognition that traditional project of

investment lending needs to be adapted so as to reflect greater emphasis on

the private sector, and on the totality of government expenditure programs, as

well as the importance of policy and institutional factors in general. It has

proved difficult to "cocoon" projects from policy and institutional

weaknesses, for example by using complex cost-benefit analysis for project

selection in a distorted environment. In addition, an investment project is,

in essence, an earmarked expenditure almost always in the public sector. It

may often be the appropriate instrument to support development assistance (for

example by helping transfer technology and strengthening program

implementation), but there can no longer be a presumption that traditional

project-specific investment lending is the "normal" instrument. While this

paper does not evaluate investment lending in general, recent sectoral

evaluations (e.g. the urban policy paper) draw attention to the need for

instruments to better address sector policy and institutional issues through

modified sector investment lending.

Alternate Instruments to Address Policy Change: The Tool Kit

(xi) How can these concerns be addressed? Adjustment lending as currently

used is not the only way to engage countries in a policy dialogue although it

is perceived to be the most direct and powerful instrument. In thinking

through country assistance strategies, it is useful therefore to examine the

other available methods to address policy change.

(xii) Extended-Tranche Adjustment Loans. Extended-tranche ALs are an

available option to resolve the mismatch between the pace of reforms and the

pace of policy change. These could be tranched in three or more slices and

would indicate a medium term commitment by the Bank and the government to the

planned reforms. They cost less in staff time than would preparing several

smaller quick disbursing adjustment loans although, by itself, that is not a

sufficient reason to choose this option. An extended tranche AL may be useful

in addressing such policy issues as public expenditure restructuring, tax

reform and trade reform. It would also allow for smoother disbursement and

would reduce the syndrome of rapidly rising net disbursements that eventually

lead to negative net disbursements. Several such loans have been used

recently in the Africa Region, for example, the Fourth Structural Adjustment

Credit in Togo.
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(xiii) The viability and usefulness of extended tranche adjustment operations

is a subject of debate in the Bank. One view is that extended tranche

operations can only work where the government's commitment to reforms is

strong and where it has the ability to plan and commit to actions over three

to four years. Another view is that extended tranche operations serve the

purpose of keeping the government reminded of the road-map to the agreed

reforms. The Bank is conducting single-tranche operations in countries, for
example in Indonesia, where both the commitment to reforms and the ability to

plan ahead is relatively strong. And it is now pursuing extended tranche

operations in countries where, with a few exceptions as in the Morocco Second
Structural Adjustment Loan, the opposite holds -- that is where, the ability

to plan into the future is limited. It is still too early to judge the

performance of extended-tranche adjustment loans.

(xiv) Strengthening Policy-Conditionality in SECILs and FILs. There has been

a significant decline in the share of Bank lending through FILs and SECILs in

the latter half of the 1980s. This is not surprising since FILs and SECILs
were originally designed as essentially loans to wholesale certain types of

project loans -- not to conduct a policy-dialogue. However, these loans would

appear to have considerable (neglected) potential. They have considerable
operational advantages because they build on the Bank's comparative advantage

in public expenditure oversight and sector policy analysis, allow regular

review of institutional development programs and provide a ready linkage to
other country assistance instruments and enhance their impact (such as ESW,

technical assistance, aid coordination and cofinancing).

(xv) There is a growing need to put more policy teeth into sector investment

lending in order that it can be used more effectively to address sectoral and

sub-sectoral policy issues. The current guidelines for SECILs were prepared

when this instrument was developed to wholesale project loans. A few recent

loans, for example in the LAC region, are using mid-term reviews in SECILs to

achieve policy conditionality but they still run the risk of being viewed as a

soft option. Clearer guidelines are needed to strengthen the policy

conditionality in SECILs and FILs. One way to strengthen conditionality would

be to place the burden of proof on borrowers to demonstrate that conditions

had been met, rather than the practice of placing the burden of proof on the

Bank to demonstrate that conditions have not been met before it can suspend

commitments. This can be done through explicit tranching of sub-programs of

commitments of SECILs and FILs which should be permitted.

(xvi) Hybrid Lending. Hybrid loans were developed in the mid-1980s as a means

to coordinate adjustment and investment lending into a single loan. A review

of hybrid lending in 1990 showed that in general they have not worked well and

have often been burdened by the problems of both AL and IL. They should

therefore be used selectively when there are obvious advantages to combine

investment and adjustment lending into a single loan. Hybrids could be used

for addressing slower trade reforms and financial sector reforms where an

accompanying investment component is needed to achieve the supply response.

They would be an appropriate instrument in countries where:
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o Adjustment lending has been prolonged not by policy slippage but
because supply response has been slow.

o The adjustment cycle is in the declining phase during the
transition from adjustment to investment lending.

o Hybrids could also be considered for social sector and environment
lending with the policy based component of adjustment lending
combined with an investment component.

The use of hybrid loans would avoid the problem of earmarking local costs
under adjustment operations and the lack of high level policy dialogue under
investment loans. This subject was discussed by a recent Task Force on Local
Cost Financing specifically in the context of Education Sector Adjustment
loans to Ghana and Nigeria.

(xvii) "Leveraging" the Entire Lending Program. In countries where there is
no immediate balance of payments problem but where there is clear need for
structural reforms, AL is not the appropriate lending instrument. In these
cases, one solution is policy based SECILs as discussed in para. xv. Another
option is to "leverage" the entire lending program with lending program
packages tailored to policy scenarios as described in para. xxvi. A few CSPs
currently under preparation are attempting to prepare a country assistance

program based on the idea of "leveraging" the entire program. This is not an

easy option and will require considerable effort on the part of the Country
team to design and execute it. The last India CSP, for example, has such a

feature although the difference in the lending amounts between various policy
scenarios was probably too small to have any significant impact. In any case,
"leveraging" of the entire lending program should be more often explored as a

good way to convince the country of the fundamental linkage between project
performance and policy regimes.

(xviii) Country and Economic Sector Work (CESW). Adjustment Lending provided
the Bank with a central role in the policy dialogue -- a seat at the table.

How does the Bank maintain this dialogue without AL? How can CESW be

reoriented to play this role? A model of good policy-oriented CESW is

provided by Indonesia where the Bank has a broad-based dialogue on a wide

range of issues even outside of ALs. To improve coherent dissemination of its

CESW, the Bank should consider developing a shorter, more focused and policy

oriented document. This document should form the basis of annual discussions.

between the Bank and the country, and should be discussed preferably by the
Country Director with the government on an annual basis. .It should convey in

one concise document, such as the Indonesia CEM, the Bank's policy agenda.

Other more thematic issues can be discussed in separate documents. The strong
likelihood that the country may need AL in response to a future external shock

should provide the impetus on both sides to conduct such a dialogue. It
should also be made clear that this discussion would affect the size of the

entire lending program.



Table 1 Illustrative use of classification for guiding country assistance strategy

Proposed Strategy

Category Characteristics Example Adjustment Lending Investment Lending

Q __k-d____ Country has a balance of Korea, Thailand, Provide AL in future Continue investment

payments problem, and under- Chile if external shock investment projects

takes swift actions to address requires adjustment if needed

policies. ment.

Prolonged adjustor Country has a balance of
payments problem, is willing to
undertake reforms but the process
gets delayed because of

(a) political difficulties; (a) Turkey, Philippines (a) Rethink continued use (a) Use alternative options
of AL. -- policy based SECILs,

'leverage' entire
lending program.

(b) slow supply response and (b) Pakistan, Ghana, (b) Use judicious combi- (b) Use policy based 0o
institutional weaknesses. nation of AL and IL SECILS.

including hybrids.

B Repeat adjustor Country has a SOP problem, Coto d'Ivoire Require prior actions to Composition of investment

states desire to undertake undertake reforms which lending program based on

reforms but is not committed were not undertaken in pace of policy change as
to it lending to policy reversals. the past. Then use AL described in pars. (xxvi).

This syndrome is repeated. sparingly until good
record established.

B Unwilling to Borrow Country has macro problem India, Ethiopia, 'Leverage' entire lending

through AL but SOP controlled through Zimbabwe program. Use selective

restrictions. Reforms needed policy based SECILs.

but country unwilling to accept Composition of investment

AL for political reasons or because lending program as described

they do not believe in a compre- in para. (xxvi).

hensive reform program.

Polic reforms without Country does not have a SOP need Venezuela, Ecuador Provide AL in future if Use sector investment

____n__ but institutional and policy external shock requires lending to address policies.

reforms required. macro-adjustment. Use Composition of investment
contingent AL during lending program based on
transitional uncertainty. pace of policy change as

described in pars. (xxvi).
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The Use of Lending Instruments Country Assistance Strategy

(xix) Having discussed the various elements of the tool-kit available to

assist countries and support policy change, it is useful to ask how all this

affects country assistance strategies and the lending mix. The discussion is

focussed on broad categories of countries (see Table 1), with the obvious

qualifier that each country assistance strategy will naturally depend on its

unique circumstances.

(xx) Dealing with Prolonged Adjustors. Evidence over the last decade

indicates that in many cases, even when there is a broad commitment to reform,

adjustment has turned out to be more prolonged than was anticipated. In these

cases, there has been a sense of adjustment fatigue in the country which has

caused concern in the Bank, suggesting the need to rethink the country

assistance strategy. Where the delays are due to institutional weaknesses and

slow supply response (for example, Ghana), hybrid loans (see para. xvi) and

policy based sector investment lending (see para. xv) may be appropriate

vehicles for country assistance. Where the delays in reforms are and remain

due to political factors (as, for example, in Turkey or Brazil) and where AL

is therefore likely to be ineffective, a suitable and modest investment

lending program should be devised to show Bank commitment.

(xxi) An important prerequisite for AL is a balance of payments gap. This

prerequisite is a subject of some discussion around the Bank, since, with a

few exceptions, most Bank borrowers have a long term balance of payments gap

that needs financing. It is important to note that AL was originally designed

to meet the needs of countries that were under sudden, unanticipated balance

of payments difficulties -- hence the quick disbursing nature of lending.

Subsequently, its use has evolved and it is now used in countries, especially

IDA countries, with a long term, perpetual balance of payments gap. This

distinction is important because, in the latter case, it is not the quick

disbursing nature of adjustment lending that is important. Rather it is the

provision of free foreign exchange and the enhanced policy clout associated

with AL that is important. In such cases, AL begins to look similar to the

pre-1980 program loans but with explicit policy conditionality. Used in this

manner, AL may continue to be a powerful instrument of policy change while

providing financial assistance to countries with a long term balance of

payments deficit.

(xxii) Repeat Adjustors. A more problematic set of countries are the repeat

adjustors where the commitment to reform is not strong. The countries have

received AL in fits and starts from the Bank, have agreed to undertake reforms

with the prospect of AL but have reneged on those commitments or reversed

actions taken earlier (for example, Cote d'Ivoire). In such cases, the Bank

should require the country to enact reforms that were not undertaken in the

past before embarking on any further AL. Until such time, a minimal
investment lending scenario should be devised to maintain the Bank's presence
in the country along the lines discussed in para. (xxvi).
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(xxiii) Recurring External Shocks. It is important to recognize that with
recurring external shocks, there may be a need for support from the Bank
through adjustment lending, along with IMF support, even in cases where the
country has completed an "adjustment cycle" in the past (as, for example, is
discussed in the CSP for Chile). A country qualifies for adjustment lending
from the Bank, even if it would have made policy changes in response to an
external shock without Bank support. In this sense, the Bank should be
prepared to provide adjustment lending as the need for it arises.

(xxiv) Addressing Policy Reforms Without AL. Where balance of payments needs
have been eliminated but policy reforms are necessary, AL may have to be
phased out even if it carries greater policy clout. In these circumstances,
alternative means to continue a policy dialogue must be sought, such as hybrid
loans (with a smaller AL component), FILs and policy based SECILs and of
course policy-focussed CESW. Contingent adjustment loans (akin to a line of
credit) may be prepared that would provide the country foreign exchange, if
needed, and would help maintain the policy dialogue, but these should only be
considered as a transitional solution.

(xxv) Countries Unwilling to Borrow through AL. In the case of non-adjustors
where the country is unwilling to contemplate ALs, the Bank's options are more
limited. Policy based SECILs and FILs are possible vehicles for addressing
sectoral and sub-sectoral issues. Hybrid lending might be another more
palatable option for the country. In any case, the Bank should convey its
views on the policy issues through a well-articulated leveraged overall
lending program -- containing specific lending levels for different stages of
policy reform. In some past CSPs, for example on India, such a linkage has
been stated but has been very weak.

(xxvi) The Composition of the Investment Program. A central element of the
country assistance strategy is the project portfolio. The complementarity
between project and policy loans has important implications for the size and
composition of lending programs. In the "low case", when the country does not
undertake reforms in the face of severe distortions, the project portfolio
should at most be composed of a small set of projects for selected social
sectors, environment protection projects and targeted infrastructure.
Assistance for the social sectors helps to alleviate the adverse effects on
the truly needy of the slowdown in economic growth that is likely in the "low
case". In the "base case", where the government is willing to undertake

limited policy change, the project portfolio could include both selected
infrastructure and social sector projects. Infrastructure projects have long

gestation lags and should be undertaken particularly if there is a reasonable
expectation that the country would move into the high case. The "high case"
can consist of a complete project portfolio including tradeable goods
projects. A few CSPs, such as those for Kenya, Mexico, Morocco and Ghana,
have used such an approach and it should be emulated in other parts of the
Bank.
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(xxvii) The proposed framework laid out in this paper provides a set of
guideposts to think through country assistance strategies. Many other
practical considerations enter into the formulation of the lending mix. Of
these it is important to mention two which recur in CSPs and in Business
Plans. These are:

o The role of AL as a catalyst for other donors in filling the
financing gap. Often the Bank -- especially -- in IDA countries
must play this role. This often leads the Bank to increase its
share of AL, and is an important consideration in the Bank's
efforts on the Special Program of Assistance in Africa.

o The management of disbursement profiles can affect both the
choice of lending instruments and the volume of planned gross
disbursements. High shares of AL in the past constrain lending
choices in the future and are explicitly discussed in several
CSPs, for example in Morocco.
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I. THE SCOPE AND STRUCTURE OF THE PAPER

1.1 The World Bank has an array of lending instruments as well as other
vehicles such as technical assistance and economic and sector work at its
disposal to meet its development objectives. In translating and shaping these
broad goals into concrete country assistance strategies it is useful to think
in terms of three aspects of Bank lending. These are the provisioning of
quick-disbursing balance of payments support, the facilitation of policy
change, and the improvement in the quality of investment as well as its
financing -- the last includes technical assistance and institution building
and strengthening.

1.2 As is to be expected, different lending instruments are designed to
deliver different types of assistance. Figure 1.1 summarizes the current
primary and secondary impact of the existing Bank lending instruments. Their
use and development has in some cases evolved over time -- for example there
are growing pressures to strengthen the policy change supporting aspect of
SECILs and FILs.

1.3 The focus of this paper is on supporting policy change and is
consequently directed at the shaded areas of Figure 1.1. It draws upon "best
practices" around the Bank, and on the results of previous evaluations of
adjustment lending.1 It is not intended to be a comprehensive discussion of
the entire matrix of lending instruments and their objectives. Section II
outlines the shifts in the composition of Bank lending in the 1980s. It also
analyzes the projected composition of Bank lending into the 1990s, which shows
a decline in the share of adjustment lending. Section III analyzes the
inherent complementarity between adjustment and investment lending. It
examines the concept of an adjustment cycle and then discusses real world
problems that arise when the ideal or stylized conditions for adjustment
lending do not hold. It also discusses the motivations behind the projected
decline in the share of adjustment lending as stated in the latest CSPs.

1.4 Section IV examines.the changing nature of conditionality and discusses
the strengths and weaknesses of different instruments that are available to
address policy change. It discusses various components of the tool kit that
are currently available. Section V discusses other practical operational
considerations -- such as the management of disbursement profiles, Bank
exposure and aid coordination -- that might affect the choice between
adjustment and investment lending.

1 See Report on Adjustment Lending I No. R88-199, August 8, 1988; Report
on Adjustment Lending II: Policies for the Recovery of Growth, No. R90-51,
IDA/R90-49, March 26, 1990.



Figure 1.1

RELATING BANK LENDING OBJECTIVES AND INSTRUMENTS
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*Permission to tranche SECIL's and FIL's recommended in this paper
would change this to Primary Impact.

Shaded areas denote the focus of the paper.
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1.5 Section VI brings all these considerations -- the classification of
country types discussed in Section III, the instruments for policy dialogue in
Section IV and the practical considerations in Section V -- together to
provide a framework to assist staff and management in thinking through country
assistance strategies. It also outlines the implications of this paper for
the future role of the Bank.
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II. COMPOSITION OF BANK LENDING

II.1 Changes in the Composition of Past Bank Lending

2.1 The composition of Bank lending changed significantly in the 1980s with
a marked shift from investment lending to adjustment lending (Table 2.1).
This shift came in response to the severe balance of payments problems facing
developing countries due to higher oil prices and rising nominal interest
rates, as well as inadequate domestic policies. These problems intensified as
real interest rates rose, a global recession developed and the debt crisis was
recognized as such. The nature and content of the policy dialogue changed
substantially with the introduction of quick disbursing adjustment lending.
It changed from primarily dealing with project related issues to broader
sectoral, intersectoral and macroeconomic issues. 2 With adjustment lending
the policy dialogue was also conducted with a much wider range of policymakers
in the government, and it involved much closer interaction with the IMF.

2.2 Besides this general shift from investment lending to AL, there were two
distinct subsets of changes in the composition of lending in the 1980s.
During the first half of the 1980s, there was a shift away from specific
investment loans towards increased AL -- the share of sector investment and
financial intermediary loans did not decline. During the second half of the
1980s, there was a shift from sector investment and financial intermediary
loans to sector adjustment loans, while the share of specific investment loans
and of structural adjustment loans (SALs) remained roughly unchanged.

Table 2.1 Commitments by main category of lending Instrument: FYSO-91
(percentages)

Annual Annual Annual
average average average
FY78-80 FY80-85 FY86-90 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91

Specific investment 56 47 46 40 50 49 51
Sector investment 22 24 16 19 7 19 12
Financial intermediaries 18 16 10 11 11 4 9

Sub-total investment (94) (87) (72) (70) (88) (72) (72)

Sector adjustment 1 4 18 20 22 12 17
Structural adjustment and

program loan 3 6 8 6 9 7 7
Debt reduction 0 - 1 - - 7 -

Sub-total quick-disbursing (4) (10) (26) (28) (31) (28) (24)

Technical assistance 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
Emergency reconstruction 1 1 2 4 1 - 2

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Memorandum item:
Value of commitments
(US$ billions) 8.7 13.8 19.1 19.3 21.4 20.7 24.2

Source: MIS.
Notes: FY91 based on pipeline as of October 11. Columns may not add to the totals because of rounding.

2 Broad macroconditions were discussed in the context of program loans

in the 1970s. Discussions on the Country Economic Memorandum were also the
occasion to have a dialogue on macroeconomic issues especially in the context

of creditworthiness. However, the link between lending and policy change was

very general and not tied to a specific laid out, program of reform - as is
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This shift reflects to a large extent the evolution of the policy dialogue

from broad macroeconomic issues to sectoral concerns in a number of countries.

The FY90 program, reflecting Bank support for the Brady Initiative, also

contained a sizeable lending allocation for debt reduction deals. The share

of lending through SECALs appears to have peaked in FY89 and the overall trend

towards SECALs shows a reversal in FY90 and FY91.

2.3 There are a few important regional variations from the overall pattern

of lending. In contrast to the overall pattern:

o In the EMENA region, sector investment lending increased in the

1980s whereas specific investment lending declined.

o In the LAC region, the share of specific investment lending in

total lending continued to fall through the second half of the
1980s.

o In the Asia region, the share of specific investment lending
increased substantially in the late 1980s, in comparison to the
early 1980s. This, rather than the relatively smaller increase in

adjustment lending, was the cause of the Asia Region's shift out

of sector investment and financial intermediary lending.

In all cases, there was a marked increase in the volume of lending through

sector adjustment loans.

11.2 Future Mix of Adjustment and Investment Lending

2.4 Projections indicate a clear shift away from adjustment lending in the

1990s. 3 Gross disbursements, which reached $21.3 billion in 1990 partly on

account of adjustment lending in support of debt reduction operations in

Mexico and Philippines, are expected to drop to $17.8 billion in 1991 and to

increase gradually to $19.9 billion in 1994 (Figure 2.1). Adjustment lending

is expected to drop from 39.5 percent of total disbursements in 1991 to 22.2

percent in 1994, while investment loans will increase correspondingly.

3 These projections are based on preliminary estimates from the ongoing

LAR exercises. Note that the decline from IDA AL comes only in FY94.
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2.5 Countries that received adjustment loans from the Bank prior to 1988

are expected to receive most of the increase in gross disbursements through

investment lending whereas disbursements to the Bank's new adjustors will

increase slowly during that period. Net disbursements follow this pattern,

increasing for countries that received adjustment loans prior to 1988,

remaining approximately constant for non-adjustment lending countries (NALs)

and decreasing significantly for new adjustors (NWLs).4 Country groupings,

however, disguise important differences among individual borrowers. For

example, net repayments are relatively rare but are most prominent among Early

Intensive Adjustment Lending (EIALs) countries (for example, Brazil, Turkey,

Korea, and Thailand) which started early their adjustment cycle? However,

other early adjusters like Morocco, Nigeria and Philippines are projected to

receive growing net disbursements over the period (Figure 2.3).

2.6 These figures will undergo revisions in the coming months as country

teams adjust to changing realities and are in any case not iron-clad lending

targets. What is important is that the debate over these projections has

raised important analytical issues about the composition of the lending mix

and country assistance strategy. It is towards an analysis of these issues

that we now turn.

4 The information on disbursement is classified by the following

categories: (a) EIAL: Early Intensive Adjustment Lending, countries that

received at least three adjustment loans with the first loan before 1985; (b)

NWL: New Adjustors, countries that received first adjustment loan after 1988;

(c) OAL: Other Adjustors; and (d) NAL: Non-Adjustors.
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Figure 2.2
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III. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ADJUSTMENT AND INVESTMENT LENDING

III.1 The Impact of Distortions on Investment Performance and the

Returns to Adjustment Lending

3.1 In principle, the choice between investment and adjustment loans 5 would

appear to be straightforward. If the returns on policy and project loans were

independent, the procedure would be to calculate the relative rates of return,
treating policy reform as sim ly another "project" with an associated time

profile of costs and returns. The marginal dollar should then be allocated

to the activity with the highest return.

3.2 In practice, an obvious problem in following such a procedure is the

difficulty of estimating rates of return in the case of policy loans and some

types of investment loans (for example, education projects). However, even if

such calculations were possible, a serious problem is that the returns on

adjustment and project loans are not independent. For most countries,
adjustment and project loans are to a large extent complementary. If

appropriately designed and implemented, adjustment loans can affect project

rates of return by reducing policy distortions. The negative impact of policy

distortions on project rates of return was a key reason, along with the

balance of payments needs, for the shift to adjustment lending in the early

1980s. 7

3.3 Until recently, evidence on the impact of policy distortions on project

returns has been scant and anecdotal. However, recent evidence based on

ongoing work for WDR91 demonstrates the large and significant impact of

policy distortions on the rates of return of World Bank and IFC projects.

Table 3.1 shows the striking impact on the economic rates of return of both

public and private sector projects of six indicators of macroeconomic

5 Assuming that adjustment loans carry a much higher level of policy

conditionality.

6 For this view, see Kanbur, Ravi: "Projects versus Policy Reforms",

paper presented at the World Bank Annual Conference on Development Economics.

For this view, see Stanley Please: "The Hobbled Giant: Essays on the

World Bank", Westview Replica Edition, 1983; and Moeen A. Qureshi: "Policy-

Based Lending by the World Bank" Paper presented for the "International

Conference on Policy-Based Lending", Hulme Hall, University of Manchester,

September 10-11, 1990.

8 See Kaufmann, Daniel: "The Forgotten Rationale for Policy Reform:

The Productivity of Investment Projects," Background Paper to this paper and

to WDR91.



Table 3.1 Policies and the reappraisal economic rat* of return of investment projoctsa

Non-tradable Privatec

Policy distortion All public projects Agriculture Industry sectors sector

index ERR ERR ERR ERR ERR

1. Tirade estrictiveness index
(Halevi/Thomas)
Highly restrictive 13.6 12.6 INSF 14.6 9.2

Somewhat restrictive 16.4 16.6 INSF 16.0 8.7

Nonrstrictive 19.3 14.3 INSF 24.3 18.9

2. Index of exchange rate
overvaluation: black
market premia

High overvaluation 8.7 7.4 8.3 11.1 INSF

Medium overvalustion 14.7 11.6 11.8 18.9 11.7

Low overvaluation 18.1 17.2 17.9 19.1 14.7

3. Agricultural disprotection

SCTc :f/Valdes/Krueger)

High disprotection 11.6 10.6 14.2 13.2 13.4

Modium/low disprotection 17.7 17.2 14.1 18.6 18.2

4. Price distortion index
of tradable goods

( umm*r/H*ston/D. Dollar
ppp-based)
High distortions 16.7 13.1 9.9 18.1 9.4

Low distortions 17.1 16.0 17.0 18.1 16.1

5. Real Interest rate
.Nega t r Irv e 16.6 12.7 12.6 17.8 10.9
Positive 17.4 18.9 19.2 18.0 16.0

6. Inflation rate
High (I > 100%) 13.4 11.3 INSF 14.1 INSF

Moderate (20% k I ( 100%) 14.7 11.6 12.6 17.1 11.9

Low (I ( 20%) 16.8 16.9 16.2 17.7 13.2

INSF Indicates insufficient number of observations ( 10) to make inferences.

a/ Results reflect work-in-progress, thus they are preliminary. Data on Reappraised ERR from OED data bank on 1,600 projects.

E/ Nontradable sectors include: transport, public utilities and energy, and urban projects.

c/ Based on 160 IFC projects evaluated after completion.
tource: Kaufmann, D.: *The Forgotten Rationale for Policy-based Lending: The Productivity of Investaent Projects,* background paper

prepared for WDR91.
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instability and inappropriate pricing policies. These results confirm very
strongly the need to consider policy based adjustment lending as a necessary
complement to investment lending. Conversely, when policy changes require
investment to achieve a supply response, well designed investment lending can
support adjustment lending (see Box 3.1 on Supply Response in Agriculture).

Box 3.1 Supply Response in Agriculture: Complementary Role of AL and IL

Adjustment programs usually involve major macroeconomic and sector specific policy
changes that affect the structure of relative prices in the economy. A major objective of
many adjustment programs has been to change the internal terms of trade in favor of
agriculture. This is brought about either through changes in sector specific prices or
through macroeconomic instruments, reducing the overvaluation of the exchange rate and
protection to the industrial sector.

The results of various studies on agricultural supply response show that though changes
in the incentive structure faced by farmers are an important component of a package to raise
agricultural growth, they cannot in general be the only component. In many low income
countries, growth in agricultural supply is held back by poor roads and transport facilities,
lack of imported inputs, unimaginative and inefficient research and extension services, lack
of assured water supply and power and poor health and education services. Price adjustments
alone will not lead the economy to a higher equilibrium level of output. The provision of
social and physical infrastructure -- nonprice factors -- must play a key role in the
adjustment process.

It is important to emphasize this because adjustment programs are often undertaken
during periods when public spending must be cut and foreign exchange is scarce. Such cuts
are often made indiscriminately across the board, affecting the supply of critical public
goods and services. The results of these studies show that if these cuts are large, they can
prevent supply from responding to the improvements in price incentives initiated under the
adjustment program. Moreover, increases in farm prices -- either through reductions in
export taxes or higher procurement prices tend to lower public revenues, thereby
necessitating larger cuts in public expenditure in order to maintain macroeconomic stability.
The loss in revenue cannot be easily recovered from direct taxes (for example, land taxes),
which are less distortionary but are often difficult to raise for administrative and
political reasons. The tradeoffs inherent in these adjustment packages, therefore, need more
careful scrutiny.

The importance of such tradeoffs will vary from one country to another. They do not
arise in countries in which heavy and indiscriminate taxation of agriculture has been used
mainly to transfer resources to other sectors of the economy. In these countries,
improvements in the internal terms of trade of agriculture will obviously increase farm
output. In some countries, too, improvements in the delivery of public goods and services to
farmers do not necessarily require more resources; instead, reallocation within existing
budgets and institutional changes can significantly enhance the infrastructure and services
for farming. Nevertheless, since it is clear that in general farmers' response to prices
depends heavily on structural conditions in agriculture, these conditions should undoubtedly
be considered in the formulation of adjustment policy packages. These should contain a
judicious blend of improvements in price incentives, the provision of free foreign exchange
through adjustment lending and improvements in the delivery of necessary public goods and
services through investment lending. The latter will often require measures to protect and
sometimes increase certain components of the public expenditure program during adjustment.
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111.2 The Stylized Adjustment Cycle

3.4 As is clear form the previous section, in a heavily distorted policy

environment, project loans that do not demand simultaneous policy reform

represent an inefficient lending strategy, because they do not address the

major obstacle to growth -- the inadequate macroeconomic framework and

sectoral policy distortions. Therefore, the Bank provides adjustment lending,

which provides much needed balance of payments support and is accompanied by a

set of policy reforms. As the policy distortions are addressed and the

balance of payments requirements are reduced, the need for adjustment lending

declines. In this sense, there is an adjustment cycle.

3.5 Over the stylized cycle, the lending pattern typically goes through
three distinct phases (Figure 3.1). In the first phase, when policy

distortions are prevalent, there is no adjustment lending and some project

lending. In the second phase, when there is a balance of payments financing

need and the government begins to address the policy distortions through an

adjustment program, the size of total lending as well as the share of

adjustment lending rises. The third phase is post-adjustment when the major

reforms are completed. The volume of total lending declines, although

typically, it remains higher than pre-reform levels.
9 The share of

adjustment lending falls dramatically and eventually disappears.

3.6 The trigger points for the expansion in lending and the rising share of

adjustment lending are (or should be) determined by the various scenarios in

the Country Strategy Paper. The details of these trigger points depend on the

particular policy agenda in each country. But, generally speaking, the "low

case" represents unwillingness to take any policy reforms. The "base case"

represents a willingness to take some policy reforms but not enough to get the

economy on a path of efficient and sustainable growth. If a complete set of

policy reforms were to be adopted, this would put the economy into the "high

case". The "low case' would contain no adjustment lending, the "base case"

some and the "high case" would contain a large share of it -- in some years

exceeding 50 percent of total lending if there is a balance of payments need.

3.7 Four countries could be regarded as having followed the Bank's stylized

adjustment cycle -- Chile, Korea, Mauritius and Thailand. In these countries,

a well defined adjustment program was developed by the government with Bank

assistance. The program was enthusiastically implemented by the government,

and the Bank stepped in with limited doses of adjustment lending to cement a

financing plan. In a few cases, such as Botswana and Malaysia, the Bank has

9 Except in Korea and Thailand where investment lending is currently

well below the pre-adjustment lending phase due to their ability to finance

any external resource needs from other sources.
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Figure 3.1
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Figure 3.2

(EXPERIENCE WITH THE ADJUSTMENT CYCLE)
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never undertaken adjustment lending because the countries followed good

policies and did not need balance of payments support. So much for the ideal

cases. We turn next to some real world problems and ask how one might deal

with them.

111.3 Policy Slippage and Prolonged Adjustment

3.8 Very few countries have undergone the stylized adjustment cycle
described in Section 111.2. In the real world, a number of complications may

arise. The Bank often initiates adjustment operations amid considerable

uncertainty about the outcome of the program. Very often, the Bank must begin

operations in a sector in which the government is willing to make changes but

has not yet established a full and comprehensive reform program. An example

is Ghana's adjustment program, which might not have come about had the country

department waited for the ideal conditions under which to initiate adjustment

lending. The dilemma then is whether to go ahead in the expectation that

positive changes in one sector will lead to increased willingness and ability

to make changes in other sectors, or whether to wait for agreement on a

comprehensive economy-wide program. Sometimes, lending decisions are based on

unrealistic or over-optimistic expectations, and the Bank rushes into

adjustment lending when in hindsight important prerequisites for success were

missing and never materialized.

3.9 It is useful to try and classify these problems, to learn from past

experience and to make better informed judgments in the future. These

problems can be classified into five broad categories. It should be

recognized that these are not rigid categories. Countries move from one to

the other, not to mention, that in some cases a country may fall on the border

of one or the other. They are discussed briefly here, leaving the issue of

how they might be usefully applied to Bank assistance strategy for Section VI.

(a) Prolonged Adjustors. In several countries, the adjustment cycle

has turned out to be much longer than had been originally anticipated.

The government is broadly committed to a reform effort but adjustment

has been prolonged. The Bank has made a series of adjustment loans,

which, in some cases, are projected to continue into the future because

the policy agenda is not completed. A very prolonged adjustment cycle

can be due to political difficulties that delay reforms and slow their

implementation, to the longterm nature or complexity of the adjustment.

problem (for example, in Eastern Europe or in general institutional

reforms) or to slow supply response and institutional weaknesses which

delay the benefits of reforms. Countries exhibiting a prolonged

adjustment cycle due to political difficulties include Turkey (Figure

3.2), the Philippines. Countries in the second category where

adjustment has been prolonged due largely to slow investment response

include Ghana. In either case, a sort of "adjustment fatigue" has set

in and the Bank must begin looking for alternatives to adjustment
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lending while pushing for the reforms to be completed. These issues are
taken up in Section VI.

(b) Repeat Adjustors. A much more problematic set of countries are
the so-called repeat adjustors. These are cases where the country
typically comes to the Bank when it has an acute balance of payments
problem. The Bank responds with one or two adjustment loans. The
reform effort is short lived and is stalled or reversed as soon as the
foreign exchange shortage is relieved. The country returns to the Bank
for assistance again when the balance of payments deteriorates and the
Bank makes more adjustment loans without lasting success. In these
cases there typically is no deep seated commitment to the reforms in the
country and the adjustment loans primarily allow the country to delay
reforms. An example of a country that has exhibited this syndrome in
the past is Cote d'Ivoire (Figure 3.2).

(c) Countries Unwilling to Borrow through AL. These are countries
that have deep structural distortions but are unlikely to seek or accept
adjustment loans for political reasons or disagreements on policy reform
(for example, Ethiopia, India and Zimbabwe). In this group of
countries, the policy distortions are large but past Bank efforts to
prepare adjustment operations have been very contentious. However, the
countries are prepared and willing to accept investment lending from the
Bank, and are also eager for its economic and sector work. There have
also been piece meal reforms at the project and sub-sector levels
supported by investment lending.

(d) Addressing Policy Reform without Balance of Payments Needs.
Adjustment lending is the most suitable lending instrument when a
country needs to finance its balance of payments deficit and has policy
distortions. What happens if the balance of payments need disappears
due to an unexpected positive external shock but the policy reforms are
not completed, such as happened, for example, Ecuador and Venezuela? A
key raison d'etre for adjustment lending -- that there should be a
balance of payments need -- is gone. How does the Bank engage the
country in a serious policy dialogue without adjustment lending?

(e) Addressing Balance of Payments Needs When Reforms Have Largely
Been Completed. The opposite problem might arise in a country that has
gone through an adjustment cycle. It has undertaken a substantial set
of policy reforms and the economy is on a path of efficient, sustainable
growth. It is then hit by an external shock, say an oil price increase,
resulting in a balance of payments financing gap. Should the Bank
provide adjustment lending, if requested, to help finance the balance of
payments gap? If the external shock is perceived to be temporary,
should IMF support be sought? If the external shock leads to a
permanent change in the country's terms of trade, requiring structural
adjustment, should both Bank and IMF assistance be forthcoming?
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3.10 Discussion of the issue of how to deal with these "deviations" from the
ideal adjustment cycle is deferred until Section VI. We turn next to
examining the changing nature of conditionality in adjustment lending. This
is important because adjustment lending is not the only way to engage
countries in a policy dialogue. As the nature of conditionality changes, the
question of how best to address policy change becomes more important in
determining the lending mix.

111.4 Shifts in conditionality

3.11 Detailed analysis of shifts in loan conditionality pre and post 1987
(Figure 3.3) indicates the following:

o Little change in the frequency of macroeconomic conditionality, in
other words, fiscal, exchange rate and monetary policy.

o A decline in conditionality on trade policy -- due, to a large
extent, to completion of trade policy reforms in many developing
countries.

o A significant decline in conditionality in agriculture, again
reflecting the fact that, in many developing countries, reforms in
agriculture generally preceded reforms in other sectors.

o A noticeable increase in conditionality in the areas of
rationalization of government finance and administration, social
policy reforms, the financial sector and various sub-sector
reforms.

3.12 With the very rapid expansion of SECALs since 1986 and their growing
use to affect policy change on sectoral and sub-sectoral issues rather than
across the whole economy, the shift is not surprising. However, the shift is
apparent even in conditionality within SALs. The shift in conditionality
appears to reflect a growing trend towards using adjustment lending to address
a much broader set of policy and institutional changes than was originally
envisaged.

3.13 As we should expect, these shifts are more pronounced in the case of the
early and intensive adjustors.10 The shift in the pattern of conditionality
is very similar for IDA and IBRD countries, though somewhat more pronounced in
the case of IDA countries. However, there are some differences in the type of
conditionality between IDA and IBRD countries. The major differences are:

10 The so-called EIAL group -- countries that received the first
adjustment loans before 1985 and have received at least three of them.
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o IDA countries, on average, have somewhat higher shares of
macroeconomic conditionality.

o IDA countries have lower levels of trade policy conditionality
compared to IBRD countries, but the decline over time in the
prevalence of trade conditionality mostly reflects a decline for
IBRD borrowers.

o IDA countries also have higher levels of conditionality for social
sector reforms and public enterprise reforms.

3.14 Broadly speaking, there is a shift in overall conditionality from trade
to domestic policy issues and towards reforms that are typically of longer
duration and require significant institutional change -- examples include, tax
reform, financial sector restructuring and deregulation. These findings are
more pronounced for the early adjustors and confirm results documented in
recent papers.11 These shifts, in most cases, reflect a deepening of the
reform process and more attention to supply side policies. With the shift
in the nature of reforms, a frequently articulated concern is whether
adjustment lending is the appropriate instrument for supporting more long
term, institutional reform, and whether the Bank should review investment
lending procedures to develop them into effective instruments for supporting
such reforms.

111.5 How CSPs Explain the Transition from Adjustment Lending
to Investment Lending?

3.15 Having classified the deviations from the ideal adjustment cycle in
Section 111.3 and the changing nature of conditionality in the last section,
it is useful to examine how the decline in the share of adjustment lending in
projected lending strategies is explained in CSPs as it is here that the
motivations behind the shift are stated. The explanations in about 19 Country
Strategy Papers as well as current regional business plans can be summarized
as follows:

11 Progress Report on the Private Sector Development Action Program,
Report Number R90-43, March 13, 1990; The Design of Adjustment Lending for
Industry: Review of Current Practice, Industry and Energy Department Working
Paper No. 31; June 1990; Report on Adjustment Lending II: Policies for the
Recovery of Growth, Report Number R90-51, March 26, 1990;.Financial Sector
Adjustment Lending: A Preliminary Assessment of the Bank's Experience, mimeo,
CEC, November 1990.
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Three Positive Reasons

(a) "Reforms are completed" is a common explanation for several
intensive adjustors. Typically, these countries have received one
or more SALs and several SECALs. Broad policy distortions and

misallocations of resources in important sectors of the economy

have been corrected. Mexico is a good example where this is the

case.

(b) "Remaining policy issues are of a different nature". They are
more sub-sectoral, involve changes in institutions and may require

an extended period of time to carry out even when there is no

question about the government's intention. In these cases, it is

more appropriate to support policy reform with investment lending

because it is a better vehicle (a) in terms of its interlocutors

and (b) because it makes for a better fit between the project

cycle and the pace of reform. A good example of this is Ghana and

Indonesia.

(c) "Rectifying neglect of investment and important sectors during
adjustment". Social expenditures have fallen or more needs to be

spent on environmental or poverty alleviation. Economic

infrastructure has often deteriorated during years of austerity or

over an even longer period of time, and as a result funds are

needed for maintenance, reconstruction, and enlargement of

capacity. Both Ghana and Bolivia are good examples where this

situation exists.

Negative Reasons

3.16 In contrast to these "positive" arguments for moving towards investment

lending, many CSPs candidly acknowledge a prudential reason as well -- the

need to slow down the rapid increase in Bank exposure that is the consequence

of a series of quick disbursing adjustment loans. Exposure considerations

have played an important role in the decision to scale back adjustment

lending, for example, in Mexico, Turkey and Tunisia.

Reasons Not Discussed

3.17 In very few cases did a CSP identify a deterioration in the policy

dialogue as the reason for terminating AL. The Congo CSP was the most

explicit and the Philippine CSP came close to stating it. Only in

hypothetical, policy related downside scenarios do CSPs link the interruption

of AL to a breakdown in the policy dialogue. The Colombia CSP outlined a

rationale for expecting AL to be difficult, but nevertheless found grounds for

one last operation. No CSP considered that adjustment lending could be

counterproductive by permitting reforms to be postponed rather than

undertaken, although many observers outside the Region discussed this danger
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in COte d'Ivoire. The likelihood that the country may not have a balance of

payments financing gap was also never cited explicitly as a likely reason for

a decline in future Adjustment Lending. In any case, the evidence from the

latest CSPs shows that several of the Bank's EIAL countries are programmed to

receive substantial doses of AL in the future, which would indicate that they

have an unfinished policy agenda (see Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4
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IV. PURSUING POLICY-DIALOGUE THROUGH ALTERNATE INSTRUMENTS

Elements of the Tool Kit

4.1 Adjustment lending was developed by the Bank in the early 1980s to

provide balance of payments support and to respond to perceived inadequacies

in the lending instruments thet available for addressing economy wide policy

distortions. However, quick disbursing adjustment loans are not the only way

to engage countries in a policy dialogue. Whether involving project, sector,

financial intermediary or adjustment lending, Bank loans and IDA credits have

always been to some extent policy based. Linking lending with policy and

institutional reforms (and, more broadly, the quality of economic management)

has been done in several ways: (i) by the role given to performance in

determining the size of a country's lending program; (ii) by the preconditions

(for negotiation, Board presentation or effectiveness) associated with a

particular operation; and (iii) by the preconditions for disbursement that may

be applied even after a loan has become effective. Except for some project

specific covenants, this third form of policy linking has normally been

associated only with adjustment and program1' lending. This is because once

a specific desirable investment has been approved, the costs arising from

delays in project implementation are likely to be greater than the benefits

from tightening policy and institutional reform.

4.2 In thinking about the evolving pattern of conditionality and the

appropriate lending strategy, five issues arise:

(a) The rate of disbursement and the pace of policy change.

(b) Policy conditionality through sector investment and financial
intermediary loans.

(c) The use of hybrid loans.

(d) "Leveraging" the entire Lending Program.

(e) Maintaining macroeconomic dialogue despite reduced adjustment

lending.

12 A review of 19 program loans from 1976 to 1979 revealed that, in

general, conditionality in program loans is quite vague. In most cases, the

typical language on conditions for loan disbursement was as follows:

"supporting economic and financial policies are put in place"; "there is an

ongoing development program"; "the government will have a program of export

promotion". In a few cases, the loans were in support of an IMF stand-by

where, presumably, the conditionality was much stronger.
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In order to address these issues, it is useful, first, to ask why it is
necessary to provide financial support at all to persuade countries to
undertake policy reforms. We then follow with a discussion of alternate
instruments for pursuing policy dialogue.

IV.1 The Rationale of Financial Support for Policy Change

4.3 A typical CSP or an adjustment loan document contains macroeconomic
scenarios that show the benefits from adopting a reform package -- such as
higher GDP and export growth, better returns to investment and higher savings
ratios. The benefits of reform are usually substantial. Why does the
government seek or need financial help for reforms that are in the country's
interest?1 3 Several arguments can be made in favor of financial support to
back policy reforms.

(a) The government is not convinced that the benefits will actually
materialize. It does not believe in the Bank's economic framework
and/or in our ultimate objectives. We need to "buy" reforms.

(b) Part of the government believes in reform; part does not. The
believers use the availability of adjustment lending as an
argument to get non-believers to accept the reform experiment.
The Bank buys a "seat at the table."

(c) The government has a higher degree of risk aversion than the
international agency. The government is convinced of the economic
logic of the reform package but attaches a higher probability to
its failure. As it has more at stake than the Bank does if the
reforms do not work, adjustment lending is a reward for the risk
taken by the government.

(d) There are* substantial short run costs associated with policy
change in return for long run benefits. Funds are needed to
smooth these transitional short run costs of reform.

(e) Other creditors may wish to see the Bank supporting the reform
program as a condition of their support.

4.4 The first argument has no validity as an attempt to "buy" reforms is a.
recipe for disaster. In this case, the government does not own the program
but is implementing it because it desperately needs balance of payments
support. In practice, however, the issue is not so simple. The lack of
ownership is sometimes very evident, but often it is not so clear cut -- it

requires judgment by the staff working on the country. Experience indicates
that the second argument, that adjustment lending is useful to strengthen the

13 The country should instead be willing to pay for this advice.
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hand of the reformers in government, has some validity. Very often, one group

in the country is for reforms and another is not. A judgment must be made

about the likelihood of the former prevailing over the latter and about

whether the pro-reform elements need evidence of financial support from the

international agencies to convince the nay-sayers.

4.5 The argument that quick disbursing adjustment lending is needed to

assuage the short run costs of reform also has some validity. But here again,

applying this logic to adjustment lending leaves some unanswered questions.

For certain reforms, such as import liberalization, the need to provide import

financing until export performance improves appears very logical. For others,

such as tax reform or a provision for a safety net for the poor and

unemployed, the need for temporary budgetary support14 also has a

straightforward rationale. However, in the case of some financial sector

reforms, for example, the costs are not so large or cannot be easily

identified.1 5 Moreover, the size of the adjustment loan is not based on a

calculation of the cost of the reforms. It is determined in the financing

section of the balance of payments based on the share of the unfinanced gap

that the Bank is willing to fill. There is no explicit connection between the

size of the loan and the transitional cost of a reform package. This is not

surprising, however, since the AL is not only to provide support for policy

reform, but also to provide BOP finance to smooth out the consumption and

investment path during a period of BOP crisis.

4.6 In summary, there is a widespread feeling and a common argumentation in

adjustment loans, as well as in CSPs, that the "carrot" of adjustment lending

is necessary to enable policy reforms. However, analyzing why it is needed

does not provide very clear answers. Our current methodology on the impact

and cost of reforms leaves an untidy or unquantifiable set of linkages between

the size of adjustment lending and the magnitude of reforms. For the present

and until such time as our understanding of this linkage improves, it would

appear useful to get (as part of a CSP or an AL package) clarification from

the country department on the following sets of questions:

(a) What and where is the constituency for reforms in the government?

Is this constituency likely to prevail? In what way would the

Bank's adjustment loan assist in this process? Why could similar

results not be achieved with an investment loan?

(b) Has the government explained and publicized the reform program?

Or is this a secret deal? What are the up-front actions the

government is willing to undertake?

14 The budgetary support comes from the domestic currency equivalent of

the foreign exchange.

See "Financial Sector Adjustment: The Bank's Experience". Mimeo,

October 12, 1990.
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(c) What are the best estimates of the costs of the reform? Who would
be affected? How will those affected benefit from the adjustment

loan?

IV.2 The Speed of Disbursement and the Pace of Policy Change

4.7 The reforms supported by a loan often require institutional development
or other measures that take longer than the six to 18 months between the Board

date and the scheduled final tranche release. When the disbursement schedule

of a loan calls for the first tranche to be disbursed immediately and the

second in six months, the tranche release conditions can call for an action

plan but sometimes cannot control whether it has actually been implemented.

In countries with balance of payments problems that call for structural

reforms with a long gestation period -- tax reform, financial and social

sector reforms and public enterprise restructuring and privatization -- the

Bank could usefully match the timing of its disbursements to the speed with

which the reforms are introduced through extended-tranche adjustment loans.

Assurance of a continued flow of financial support can increase the

credibility and ultimate success of the reforms and bring the availability of

financing more in line with the pace of implementing critical institutional

reforms. Traditional quick disbursing loans remain appropriate for countries

with balance of payment problems and with major distortions that can be

quickly removed, such as price subsidies, excessive government spending and

import quotas.

4.8 The appropriate composition of an adjustment lending program -- whether

a series of quick disbursing adjustment loans, several adjustment loans

running concurrently, a combination of adjustment and investment loans or, as

suggested in RALl and RAL2, one big slow disbursing loan -- depends on the

circumstances, including the speed at which major distortions can be removed,

constraints on commitment levels and the timing of the need for balance of

payments support. There is no need here for a new lending instrument, since

adjustment loans (SALs or SECALs) with extended disbursement through multiple

tranches, sectoral investment and financial intermediary loans with enhanced

policy content and hybrid loans offer ways to establish continuity of support

for adjustment. There is sufficient flexibility within and among the

available instruments to tailor an adjustment program to the specific needs of

the country. Loans such as this have been used recently in the Africa and

EMENA Regions e.g. the Fourth Structural Adjustment Credit in Togo, and the

Second Structural Adjustment Loan for Morocco.

4.9 Slowly disbursing adjustment loans have been suggested as an appropriate

lending instrument in those cases where the policy and institutional reforms

being supported are likely to be implemented only over a period of years and

where the assurance of continued external support can increase the credibility

of the reforms (and hence their chance of success). The same assurance may

not appear so credible with a series of smaller quick disbursing adjustment
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loans. The fact that such loans provide readily fungible resources -- general

import financing and, indirectly, budget support financing -- may increase

their attractiveness to the central economic ministries and, consequently, may

increase the government's capacity to adopt recommended reforms. As shown

later in Section V.2, slower disbursing adjustment loans may also be preferred

in order to avoid the swings in net disbursements associated with current

adjustment loans. Slowly disbursing adjustment loans, however, have two

preconditions that seem likely to limit their use:

(a) It must be possible to set out the proposed reform program in a

series of specific time-bound steps, which can become the basis

for tranche releases; when this cannot be done, a series of

quickly disbursing operations would be more appropriate.

(b) The balance of payments situation must be sufficiently urgent that

general import financing is needed, but not so urgent that the

resources available for commitment need to be quickly disbursed.

4.10 The viability and usefulness of extended tranche adjustment operations

is a subject of debate in the Bank. One view is that extended tranche

operations can only work where the government's commitment to reforms is

strong and where it has the ability to plan and commit to actions over three

to four years. However, the Bank's existing operations appear to follow the

opposite principle. The Bank is conducting single-tranche operations in

countries, for example in Indonesia, where both the commitment to reforms and

the ability to plan ahead is relatively strong. And it is now pursuing

extended tranche operations in countries where, with a few exceptions as in

the Morocco Second Structural Adjustment Loan, the opposite holds -- that is

where, the ability to plan into the future is limited. It is still too early

to judge the performance of extended-tranche adjustment loans. Cases where a

slow-disbursing adjustment operation may seem appropriate would be, for

example, trade reform in India and Pakistan, financial sector reforms in

Turkey and tax reform in Argentina and Peru. Public expenditure restructuring

where the governments needs a longer term commitment of Bank support may also

be a good candidate for a slow disbursing adjustment loan.

IV.3 Policy Conditionality Through Sector Investment and

Financial Intermediary Loans

4.11 Financial intermediary loans (FILs) and sector investment loans (SECILs)

are intermediate between adjustment and project lending. This is true in four

closely interrelated ways. First, in most FILs and SECILs, the design

involves wholesaling. Accordingly, under FILs and SECILs, the Bank does not

lend for a project; rather it lends for an institution which in turn selects

the sub-projects to be financed and supervises implementation, while the Bank

supervises the institution and the wholesaling mechanism. Second, associated

with this wholesaling design concept, institution building tends to be an

integral aspect of FILs and SECILs. Third, because sectoral rather than
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project issues are considered, there is more scope for addressing broader
sectoral policy issues. Fourth, because discrete sub-projects are financed,
it is far more credible to enforce policy undertakings by threatening to

suspend disbursements because ongoing contract relations, which tend to be

important for large single project operations are unlikely to be impaired if
this should happen.

4.12 As noted earlier, for many countries, reforming sectoral policies and
institutions is now the critical next step in the sequence of reform.
Accordingly, FILs and SECILs are increasingly likely to be used in the 1990s,
especially where agreement can be reached on a time-bound program of policy

reform and institution building (see Box 4.1 on Changing Focus of Lending for

the Urban Sector). In terms of instrument design, combining policy conditions
with a mid-term review is a way to link disbursements to the fulfillment of
policy conditions as well as to expenditures.

4.13 In the past, FILs and SECILs did not typically support adjustment type
policies. SECIL conditionality mostly concentrated on institutional
strengthening of the implementing agency (see Figure 4.2) comparing policy
conditions in industrial SECALs versus SECILs). Many projects -- both SECILs

and FILs -- financed studies designed to develop action programs on project

related pricing or policy issues, although they were seldom specified as

conditions when the findings of the studies were implemented. To some extent,

SECILs may have excluded adjustment type conditions because of the

availability of SECALs. SECALs were used, for example, to address education
sector issues in Ghana and Nigeria, because it was felt that a SECAL would

more effectively focus the governments' attention on policy issues (see Box

4.2 on Lending for the Social Sectors). As noted above, the largest shift in

the composition of the lending program during the 1980s was from FILs and

SECILs to SALs and SECALs. SECILs have tended to focus on major areas of

public investment (power, rural infrastructure, transportation). On-lending

for private sector activities in agriculture and industry has been addressed

in FILs.

4.14 In recent years, however, the policy content of SECILs has grown. An

increasing number of SECILs have included letters of sector policy. These are

closely akin to the letters of development policy associated with adjustment

lending. As in SALs, the letter of sectoral policy is generally referred to

in the loan/credit agreement. The SECIL letter typically spells out the

policy agenda for the sector, often including broader sectoral public

expenditure issues, and provides a policy umbrella for the investment project.

This innovation has been paralleled by a debate within the Bank about the

desirability of transplanting to FILs and SECILs yet another technique of

adjustment lending -- tranching.
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Box 4.1 Changing Focus of Lending for the Urban Sector
1

The need to give more policy teeth to sector investment lending arises

both from the shift out of adjustment lending and from frustrations with

traditional project lending. In the urban sector, the Bank's traditional

lending has been largely in neighborhood level projects. There is a

growing awareness in the Bank that we need to shift our focus towards city

and national level policy reform and institutional development. Some of

this shift is already underway, as, for example, in Brazil, Indonesia and

Zimbabwe. This would require a re-focus of urban lending towards

(a) Reform of land and housing market regulations, centre/local
financing relations and financial policies pertaining to
housing and infrastructure.

(b) Institutional development to improve financial and technical

capacities of national, regional and municipal organizations.

(c) Investments in city-wide infrastructure, housing and land
development through financial intermediaries and

improvement of slum areas.

Time-sliced sector investment operations and financial intermediation

loans would appear to be the most suitable lending instruments to address

these issues. The Bank has assisted the Indonesian government with an

Urban Sector Loan in 1987 that helped the government revise and shift

responsibility for planning, financing and maintaining local infrastructure

from the Central to the regional and local level. The Bank has undertaken

several projects in Brazil at the multi-city and state level such as the

medium-sized Cities Project in 1979, the Market Towns Improvement Project

in Parana State in 1983, which was designed to improve the access of

municipalities to credit for local investments, and the Municipal

Development Project in 1989. Since 1983, the volume of lending through

housing finance operations has increased substantially. These have

included reform of domestic resource mobilization for housing in Chile,

Mauritius, Zimbabwe and Lesotho, improving the targeting and transparency

of subsidies in Malawi and Mexico and improving the regulatory framework in

Korea, Thailand, Nigeria and Tunisia.

The Infrastructure and Urban Department has also argued for a new

lending instrument -- city level lending. In some cases, slow disbursing

adjustment loans could be considered to address important national urban

policy issues but they would need to meet the strict criteria for those

laid out in Section IV.2.

Based on "Urban Policy and Economic Development: An Agenda for the

1990s" September 4, 1990, Urban Development Division, Infrastructure and

Urban Development Department.
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Figure 4.1
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4.15 Two key issues in the debate about whether tranching is preferable to

suspending disbursements are the appropriate approach to enforcing project
conditionality and the state of relations between the Bank and its borrowers.

The presumption in investment lending has long been that borrower obligations

will be fulfilled. Therefore, the burden of proof has been on the Bank to

demonstrate that obligations were not met before suspending disbursements. In

addition, contractual relations under project lending tend to favor the

continuation of financing under all but the most difficult circumstances.

Over time, as a result, actual suspension of disbursements on grounds other

than non-payment have been a relatively rare event in the Bank, which in turn

raises the cost, in terms of country relations, of actually suspending

disbursements for non-compliance with a project covenant. Even so, mid-term

reviews have gained currency for SECILs -- as a way of signaling the Bank's

willingness to consider suspending disbursements for non-compliance with loan

covenants or lack of progress in the implementation of policy reforms.

4.16 Against this background and in the context of the Bank's internal

debate, some staff members stress the importance of utilizing the existing
remedies the Bank has under project lending -- in conjunction with mid-term or

annual reviews to be conducted with the borrower to assess compliance with

covenants and progress in the policy area. They argue that if these reviews

show that obligations have not been fulfilled, or that progress in

implementing the policy reforms included in the SECIL letter has not been

satisfactory, then the Bank may, and indeed should, suspend disbursements.

4.17 Others within the Bank emphasize the difficulty that suspensions present

for country relations, particularly during a time of transition when for many

years suspensions were used only for the most serious infractions of project

covenants. They argue that this remedy is too clumsy to be used effectively

and that tranching is a more subtle instrument for securing compliance with

policy undertakings. They stress that, with tranching, the burden of proof is

on the borrower to establish compliance while, with suspension of

disbursements, the burden of proof is traditionally on the Bank to establish

non-compliance. Proponents of this position argue that to tranche SECILs is

to provide an effective mechanism to ensure the implementation of agreed

sectoral reforms.

4.18 It is clear that if SECILs/FILs are to play an expanded policy role,

some clarification is needed, for Bank staff, for the Board, and for our

borrowers, that will permit greater use/flexibility of the

tranching/suspension instrument. But regardless of whether SECILs/FILs will

be tranched or simply be subject to more frequent suspensions of disbursement

in the event of non-performance, the overall approach would be the same. The

agreed policy conditions would be placed in a letter of development policy and

the future disbursements on the loan made conditional on the satisfaction of

those conditions during mid-term reviews. Typically this would only be

possible for FILs and for SECILs of the wholesale variety, in which individual

project components are not closely related to each other and, except as

individual parts of a broader investment program, stand on their own. Because
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of the discrete nature of the individual project components, disruption of
contractor relations need not be a serious problem either in the case of
suspensions of disbursements in the event of policy default or in the case of
tranching. Preferably tranching of SECILs should be linked to the commitments
for subprograms, rather than to disbursements within programs as subprograms,
since this will provide the greatest leverage a least cost of disruption to
investment programs once initiated.16

4.19 As and when adjustment lending in countries wanes, wholesale type
SECILs, and their private sector analog, FILs, should increase in prominence
(see Box 4.3 on FILs). Both instruments neatly combine a focus on investment
(the capacity of sectoral ministries or agencies to design investment programs
that satisfy agreed criteria), on institutional development (the capacity of
financial institutions to appraise private investment prospects) and the scope
for strong policy action programs grounded in mid-term reviews whether
enforced by tranching or by more frequent use of suspension of disbursements.

4.20 Meanwhile, the transition must be carefully planned and managed. The
Tunisia CSP discusses very explicitly the difficulties encountered in trying
to shift quickly from adjustment lending to investment lending. Indonesia is
a good example of those countries in transition that plan to use policy based
investment loans as the major vehicle for maintaining dialogue. The Indonesia
CSP not only announces its intention but also discusses in some detail how
policy and investment will be put together. There are also important staffing
and skills mix considerations involved in the transition that must be

carefully planned.

IV.4 The Use of Hybrid Loans

4.21 In the late 1980s, a new instrument of lending -- hybrid loans --
emerged as an additional means for achieving the Bank's long standing goal to
coordinate investment and policy adjustment. Hybrid loans were developed in
response to the evidence that lack of investment has been one of the principal

reasons that supply response has not been generally forthcoming in response to
policy change.

4.22 Hybrid loans, which combine a quickly disbursing adjustment portion with
a slowly disbursing investment portion, have become increasingly popular.
Because they combine tranched BOP support (the release of which is based upon

16 For example, in the cases of an Irrigation SECIL, the required

investments for say a canal network could be phased or time sliced. At each
stage the commitments on new equipment or materials for the subsequent phase
would be approved subject to satisfactory compliance with pre-agreed policy
conditions.
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Box 4.2 Choice of Instruments in Social Sector Policy Based Lending

The recent education SECALs in Ghana and Nigeria are examples of operations that fall
near the border between adjustment and investment lending. The principal reason for making
these loans was to support changes in policy in the education sector, and the Bank wished to
disburse in tranches as thelpolicy reform process proceeds. Since both countries had a need
for quick-disbursing funds, the operations appeared to be like other SECALs and they were so
designated.

Under these loans the Education Ministry proposed to withdraw certain benefits from some
of its clients (e.g., to reduce lodging subsidies in Ghana and introduce fees in and dismiss
non-teaching staff from universities in Nigeria) and shift these resources to other uses such
as elementary education. Both the Ministry and the Bank had a strong interest in ensuring
that the Ministry's budget, especially for non-salary recurrent costs which were necessary to
achieve the potential benefits, was not squeezed at the last moment, as often happens to
social sector expenditures during adjustment.

In addition, even if budget systems could be relied on to provide funds, public sector
entities in Nigeria and Ghana often suffer difficulties in converting local currency budget
funds into foreign exchange for imports.

The desire to reduce uncertainty arising from budgetary and foreign exchange constraints
on the sector led to linking disbursement of Bank funds directly to agreed expenditures
implied by the policy reform program. Some of the agreed expenditures in Ghana and Nigeria
were for items that were not directly imported and this led to disbursement for glocal costs
of funds from a loan designated as ladjustment.8 This practice was questioned at the Board.
On the other hand, the idea of Otranching" investment loans has also been questioned. Do
loans such as those described fall between two stools -- is neither an AL nor an IL possible?

Not really. It would be more accurate to say that either instrument in principle could
have been used. For the AL option to be chosen, the country would have to demonstrate a need
for quick-disbursing funds and a macroeconomic program designed to deal with that need over
the medium term, as with any other SAL or SECAL. The loan documentation would also have to
explain why the social sector was a priority for adjustment (rather than one with more
immediate impact on the macroeconomic balances, say) and justify the fit between the
disbursement period and the time required to carry out the policy changes that are being
supported.

If these questions, essentially no different from those asked of any other SECAL, are
answered satisfactorily, there is no insuperable obstacle to linking the funds disbursed to
agreed expenditures, even local expenditures. As suggested in the Report of the Task Force
on Local Cost Financing in Adjustment Loans, although Bank funds provided under ALs cannot be
disbursed against local costs, the government would be expected to make local currency and
foreign exchange available for agreed purposes as part of a public expenditure program (as is
being done in the Guinea Education SECAL) and this expectation could be reinforced by loan
covenant. If, as in Ghana and Nigeria, the Ministry requires additional reassurance about
its cash flow before undertaking fundamental reforms is needed, Bank funds could be held in a
special account which could be drawn down only as resources are made available for agreed
expenditures.

On the other hand, if a clearly identifiable list of goods and services needed to carry
out the program of policy change can be identified, and the activities to be financed lead to
increasing national income in the future, as does the education of people, then an IL may be
the better choice. In this case the Bank and government can agree on annual -- or more
frequent -- reviews of progress under the policy reform program and if progress is not
acceptable, disbursements (or commitments to activities that will in due course lead to
disbursements) can be suspended -- just as an unfavorable tranche release review stops
disbursements is credible if policy changes do not come along as expected.

A third option would be a hybrid operation, with the adjustment lending component
combined with an expenditure/investment component. This last option may offer the cleanest
'choice' an avoid the issue of local costs under adjustment loans and lack of 'high level'
policy dialogue under investment loans.

1 Although this need apparently was not spelled out in the Ghana loan.

Although this need apparently was not spelled out in the Ghana loan.
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Box 4.3 Financial Intermediary Lending

Since the 1980s, the World Bank has been making loans to the private sector through
financial intermediaries. The volume of such lending varies from year to year, but during
the 1980s has accounted for roughly 15 percent of new commitments. The rationale for such
lending has varied over time. In the 1960. and 1970s, the primary objective was to provide
funds to fill perceived gaps in the financial markets. With regard to lending to agriculture
and small business, the perceived gap was a general shortage of credit; in the case of larger
industry and housing, the perceived gap was term finance. World Bank loans through financial
intermediaries (FILs) were designed to do two things -- to provide some of the missing funds
and to build institutions capable of handling such financing. In the early years, each FIL
was earmarked for a single financial intermediary and over time a series of repeat loans were
made to the same institutions.

Starting in the early 1980s and growing throughout the decade, FILs have become
somewhat more policy oriented, though providing funds to fill financial market gaps has
continued to predominate. Starting originally with concern over the level and structure of
interest rates and later expanding to cover government intervention in credit allocation and
other issues, a few FILs began to include a policy component. Some FILs also included
elements covering nonfinancial policy issues affecting end-users of funds, such as trade
policy in industrial FILs, pricing policy in agricultural FILs and the regulatory framework
in housing FILs.

Beginning in the early 1980s, the Bank began to realize that many of the correspondent
financial institutions that it had been funding were in serious financial straits and were no
longer able to channel resources efficiently. This meant that the Bank had either to help
restructure these institutions or to switch to sounder financial institutions to handle Bank
funds. Both the increasing policy focus of FILs and the impaired condition of correspondent
intermediaries led to a shift in lending strategy. Instead of using a single intermediary to
handle Bank funds, more and more the Bank tended to use an apex structure for FILs. Bank
funds went to the apex institution, in many case the central bank, which then on-loaned the
funds to a number of second tier institutions. By switching to the central bank as its
correspondent, the Bank was dealing with an agency responsible for policy. Also, with the
apex approach, a broader array of intermediaries could be used to on-lend Bank funds.

The forthcoming operational directive on financial loans and the recent memorandum of
the World Bank Group on Financial Intermediary Lending carries forward the evolution of FILs.
Simply filling a perceived gap in the financial markets is no longer a justifiable rationale
for a Bank loan. A Bank FIL must specify the reasons why the domestic financial market does
not provide the required funds and a time-bound program of policy reforms designed to
eliminate the financial market distortions and thus the financing gap. An alternative
rationale for a FIL is to deal with policy issues affecting the end-users of funds in
industry, agriculture and housing. Hence it is the intention in the future to make FILs in
effect policy based. The operational directive also requires a careful selection of sound
intermediaries to on-lend Bank funds and to ensure that the loan does not create distortions
in the financial markets.

A number of factors will distinguish policy based FILs from FSALs and SECALs. First,
while the specifics to be covered in FILs will not be limited, the range of policies and
institutions included is likely to be less broad than in a sectoral adjustment loan. Second,
in FILs the focus of the loan will be more on issues of development rather than adjustment.
As well as policy issues, FILs are intended to develop the institutions of the financial and
real sectors. Third, in contrast to a SECAL or FSAL, the funds from a FIL are distributed
through financial intermediaries primarily to the private sector, not to government. Fourth,
FILs will be preferred when the desired period of loan disbursement is somewhat longer.
Fifth, FILs will be used in preference to adjustment loans when the policy changes covered
are unlikely to eliminate the gaps in the financial markets during the period of loan
disbursement. The funds provided by the Bank will help fill the funding gap. Even when the
focus of the FIL is on the real sector, efforts will be made in the loan design to improve
the functioning of the domestic financial market.
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fulfillment of agreed conditions) with more traditional investment financing,

hybrids seem a natural lending instrument in the declining phase of an

adjustment cycle. Hybrids would also appear to be a useful instrument in

countries such as Ghana where the adjustment cycle has been prolonged due to

slow supply response. If a balance of payments need remains because of a slow

supply response, investment lending would also be needed concurrently to

rehabilitate the country's infrastructure. The appropriate use of hybrid

lending is the subject of one of the papers in the FY90 Review of Development

Effectiveness.1 7 This paper showed that the actual experience with hybrid

loans was not very favorable. It concluded that care must be used so that:

(i) hybrid loans do not become a soft option, in other words, a low

conditionality way of providing general import and budgetary

support financing;

(ii) the quickly disbursing adjustment component does not become a

substitute for the cost sharing that would normally be required

for the project component;

(iii) hybrids do not become the least common denominator of both

investment and adjustment lending. That is, the investment

component should not receive less attention than in a project loan

while the policy framework should not normally be weaker than that

of an adjustment loan;

(iv) the quick disbursing component is not simply added on to bring

about a resource transfer, in cases where the policy change could

have been achieved with nominal project conditionality;

(v) the procedures for approving hybrids should be similar to those

for an adjustment loan.

IV.5 Leveraging the Entire Lending Program

4.23 In countries where there is no immediate balance of payments problem,

reflected in a large current account deficit, but where there is clear need

for structural reforms, AL is not the appropriate lending instrument. There

are also cases where the country is unwilling to accept AL for political

reasons. In these cases, one way to strengthen the policy dialogue is to use

policy based SECILs and FILs as discussed in Section IV.3. Another option is

to try and leverage the entire lending program with lending portfolio packages

tailored to various policy scenarios. There would be a low case, base case

and a high case with well specified triggers on the policy side that would

activate higher levels of Bank lending through investment loans.

17 'Hybrid Loans: A Review of Experience and a Framework for Their
Use'l.
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4.24 This is obviously not an easy option and will require considerable

effort on the part of the country team in its design and execution. Moreover,
if there were to be policy backsliding once projects were started, the Bank

would have no option but to complete projects though, of course, the Bank

would convey to the government the need to limit future lending in response to

the backsliding. In any case, even if the government were unwilling to engage

the Bank in a serious active policy dialogue, putting such a strategy to the

government would make it aware of the extent of potential Bank support it

could receive were it to change its mind and agree to undertake reforms.

4.25 The last CSP for India does have a discussion of the lending program

along these lines. However, the difference in the lending amounts between

various policy scenarios was too small to have any likely impact.

IV.6 Maintaining Policy Dialogue with Reduced Adjustment Lending

4.26 Adjustment lending has naturally emphasized the Bank's dialogue with

country governments on both macro management and on the removal of major

distortions affecting the efficiency of resource mobilization and allocation.

The policy dialogue has been "raised to a higher plane" and given much greater

visibility by the specific conditions attached to individual SALs and SECALs.

It has also been conducted largely with a very different group in the

government compared to discussions on investment lending. An important issue

in countries where the Bank is shifting out of adjustment lending is how to

maintain the effectiveness of our policy dialogue. This is necessary in order

to monitor policy slippage and to remain prepared to resume adjustment lending

to the country in the future.

4.27 Much of the intellectual work that might otherwise have been done in the

course of preparing of AL can be programmed into CESW as AL is wound down.

Different kinds of CESW are substitutable for different kinds of AL. CEMs

take over some of the macroeconomic dialogue that otherwise would occur during

SAL preparation. Public Expenditure Reviews can raise issues of public sector

management and inter-ministerial resource allocation that are taken up in

public sector SECALs. Several CSPs have recognized that CESW has to be of

higher quality if it is to substitute for AL. Moreover, the style of. CESW has

to be different. It cannot stop at presenting governments with analytically

sound reasons for adopting broad changes in policy. It must, like AL,

continue the dialogue down to the stage of detailed execution. The FY92-94

Business Plan for LAC is most explicit in recognizing the substitutability of

CESW and lending in promoting policy reform. As that Business Plan states,

"Country dialogue rests on well-reasoned and clearly presented analyses

that persuade governments. Even where not linked directly to lending

programs, such economic and sector work can maintain the Bank's

influence on country policy".
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4.28 What is needed, however, is a concise regular CESW document that
summarizes the country policy agenda of the Bank and that lays out the kinds
of triggers for lending, related to policy performance, that are currently
found in CSPs. This calls for a new-style CEM, similar to the Indonesia CEM.
The profile of the CEM has also been downgraded. It is now, typically, viewed
as a technical/economic document in the Bank and the country. One way to
resolve this problem is to have a shorter, well defined CEMs with a standard
set of guidelines defining what should be included in such a document. More
thematic issues that are currently contained in CEMs could be discussed in
separate reports.

4.29 This shorter policy oriented CEM should be discussed annually by a
senior Bank official, presumably the Director, with country officials. It
should be made clear that this document provides our central policy agenda
with the country. It should also be the document that is used for aid
coordination activities. It can also serve as the basis for discussions at
the Annual Meetings. It should be emphasized to the government that it should
take this document seriously if there is a prospect that the country might
need Bank adjustment lending in the future. It might be argued that this
would add yet another document to those to be produced by the Country
Department. Instead, if it is planned carefully, this document could be used
to avoid a lot of the duplication that one sees in the CEM, CSP, PFP (where
applicable) and in loan documents. A good example of this is the Indonesia
CEM.

4.30 In several countries, such as Sri Lanka, Bolivia, and Venezuela, Regions
have planned to establish or to strengthen resident missions in order to carry
out more effective dialogue during a transition toward more IL. Resident
staff can provide some of the continuity in policy dialogue that is sometimes
lost in CESW, which tends to be produced as discrete products in contrast to
the more continuous preparation cycle, including tranche release and
supervision, inherent in a series of ALs. A good example of this is the
Indonesia resident mission.
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V. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS THAT AFFECT THE LENDING MIX

5.1 The use of the elements of the tool kit into a proposed framework for

thinking through country assistance strategies is presented in the final

section of this paper. Before turning to that, it is important to discuss

three considerations that affect the lending mix.

V.1 Fungibility of Funds and the Lending Mix

5.2 Providing financing to elicit a supply response in an economy suffering

from foreign exchange shortages has a certain logic. This logic is more

compelling when it is combined with policy change. The policy change ensures

that the foreign exchange needs eventually decline. The foreign exchange is

necessary to ensure that the economy will begin moving out of the

"stabilization" phase and into the subsequent growth phase.

5.3 The provisioning of foreign exchange for necessary imports to elicit a

supply response can be done through either adjustment or investment lending as

money is, to an extent, fungible. But there is a difference in the degree of

fungibility between the two types of lending instruments.
1 8 For a large

country where the Bank typically finances a small proportion of the foreign

exchange budget, the difference in specificity between AL and IL may not

matter. If a country has a specified investment program and the Bank steps in

with IL to finance a part of it, foreign exchange funds are released for

general purpose imports. Foreign exchange is fungible, and funds that would

have been used by the country for a project can be released for general

purpose imports when the Bank decides to fund the project.

5.4 However, the distinction may be more important in the case of smaller

countries (especially IDA countries) where the Bank finances a larger

proportion of the foreign exchange budget. This is because the availability

of free foreign exchange is much smaller, and the bulk of investment is

financed through foreign assistance in any case (Table 5.1). There are very

few investment projects that would have been financed by the country's

available free foreign exchange where the Bank's decision to finance them

would release foreign exchange elsewhere.

18 Adjustment lending disburses against a negative list that precludes

certain types of imports. Investment lending disburses and are needed against

a positive list that pre-specifies imports that can be authorized for the

project.
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Table 6.1 Donor Financing of Investment Budget
Non-,lnd IDA Adjusting Countries

Percentage Share of Budget
Country Investment Budget Year

Early Intensive-Adj ustment
Lending Countries

Bolivia 56% 1989
Ghana 78%
Kenya 67X 1989/90
Madagascar 73% 1989
Malawi 86% 1989/90
Mauritania 931 1989-91 a/
Senegal 72X 1988/89
Tanzania 68% 1987 b/
Togo 62% 1989 _
Zambia 681 1990 d/

Average 72%

New Adjustors

Benin 92% 1989 g/
Chad 98% 1990
Mali 93% 1990
Mozambique 100% 1990

Average 98%

Other Adjustment Lending Countries

Bangladesh 87% 1988/89
Burkina Faso 90% 1990
Burundi 73% 1989 of
Central African Republic 87% 1989
Guinea 83% 1989
Guinea-Bissau 92% 1990
Guyana 78% 1990
Niger na na
Sierra Leone 53% 1989/90 f/
Somal I a 94% 1989
Sudan na na
Uganda 88% 1989/90
Zaire 81% 1989

Average 771

a/ 1989-91 Public Investment Program.
/ 1987 Investment Program Review with adjustment for local counterpart funding of foreign-

financed projects and local funded recurrent cost projects.
c/ Excluding phosphate countertrade contributions which have not been directed to investment.
/ Including fertilizer counterpart funds.

./ 1989 Public Investment Program.
/ Share rises to 75% with inclusion of PL480 counterpart funds.

2/ 1989 Public Investment Program.

Source: Country Economists.
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5.5 A classic example of these constraints is provided by Uganda. In

Uganda,1 9 "the collapse in coffee prices means that virtually all the free

foreign exchange will go to meet petroleum imports and essential debt service,
leaving the economy dependent on external financing to meet other import
needs, including critical imports to rehabilitate Uganda's dilapidated

economic infrastructure and to provide inputs for agriculture and industries".

It should also be noted that almost two thirds of Uganda's development budget

is financed from abroad.

5.6 The Uganda situation epitomizes, with some variations, the position of a

large number of Sub-Saharan African economies in that the Bank's AL and, to

some extent, purchases from the IMF are the only sources of free foreign

exchange. The Bank becomes the lender of last resort in the financing

package, with bilateral donors sticking to financing investment projects.

This explains to some extent the need for, and the justification of, much

higher shares of adjustment lending by the Bank in Sub-Saharan Africa. In

order to reduce the Bank's high share of adjustment lending, an obvious

solution is to try to convince other donors to convert or add to their

assistance program to help with balance of payments support. It is in this

context that the Bank coordinated the Special Program of Assistance (SPA) in

late 1987 for three years. This was extended into SPA II for FY91-93. For

the 20 core countries under SPA1, quick disbursing cofinancing and coordinated

financing other than from the Bank represented 47.5 percent of total if the

Fund contribution is included and 62.5 percent if it is excluded.
2 0 Strong

donor support is expected to continue in the context of SPA2 (1991-93), but

the share of total is not expected to change significantly.2 1

V.2 Disbursement Profiles and the Composition of Lending

5.7 The low degree of specificity in the use of foreign exchange is one

distinguishing feature of adjustment as against investment lending. The

second distinguishing aspect of AL is that it disburses much faster than IL.

It, therefore, provides the flexibility to respond quickly to a country's

unanticipated balance of payments needs. It is this flexibility that makes AL

a powerful tool in designing country assistance strategies. However, it also

carries risks, one of which is that it leads to a rapid increase in net

disbursements that must eventually decline and turn negative. This pattern

19 According to "Special Program of Assistance: Proposals for the

Second Phase", Africa Region, World Bank, May 1990.

20 SPA meeting, October, 1990.

21 See 'SPA: Growth, Aid, Debt -- Proposal for the Second Phase", World

Bank, 1990. If the Fund increases its financing of the core 20 countries to

$1.5 billion, the share from non-Bank donors would be about 50 percent

including the Fund and 61 percent excluding the Fund.
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also prevails for traditional loans, but in that case usually takes many
years, providing a country with the opportunity to develop its capacity to
service its Bank debt gradually. This pattern is apparent in a number of the
Bank's borrowers who have received adjustment lending since the early 1980s.
Negative net disbursements can be a source of concern as they can lead to a
liquidity crunch, to a deterioration in relations between the country and the
Bank and to changes in the Bank's exposure. It can also lead to the
temptation to undertake defensive lending to maintain positive net
disbursements. This does not mean that the Bank's overriding objective should
be to smooth net disbursement profiles. For example, the sharp increase in
the disbursements to Mexico as part of the recent debt agreements have
considerably improved the country's future repaying capacity and are therefore
justified.

5.8 Negative net disbursements are projected in many of the Bank's early
intensive adjustors. The exceptions are Nigeria, Mexico, Morocco and
Pakistan. These are all countries where adjustment lending is expected to
continue although at declining levels. In most of the Bank's early intensive
adjustors, a substantial volume of investment lending is projected into the
future. This is a logical outcome of the "adjustment cycle" discussed in
Chapter III. The negative disbursements then typically arise from repayments
on past adjustment operations. They are an issue of prominence in some CSPs.
The Morocco CSP, for example, devotes considerable attention to discussing how
to avoid future negative net disbursements.

5.9 The net disbursement profile to a country changes with a change in the
share of adjustment lending. For purposes of illustration, Figure 5.1 shows
the pattern of net disbursement for Nigeria and the Philippines. If the
required policy changes can be brought about through investment lending rather
than adjustment lending, it is preferable to use investment lending from the
perspective of the long run management of net disbursements.22 In practice,
this choice might arise between a sector adjustment loan, or a sector
investment loan, especially as the agenda for reform in a country moves into
sectoral and sub-sectoral issues. In the case of health, education,
transport, sewerage and other urban sector issues, we might consider whether
the policy agenda can be negotiated through sector investment and project
loans rather than through SECALs (these choices were discussed in Chapter IV).
Slower disbursing adjustment operations would also serve a similar purpose. A
good example is a financial sector loan in Nigeria tranched over three to four
years. A longer term arrangement can also be helpful in keeping a program on
track if there is a change in government.

22 Assuming, of course, that other lenders could be persuaded to come in
to fill the financing gap, which may not always be possible.
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Figure 5.1 1/
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V.3 Private Sector Development and the Lending Mix

5.10 Bank lending operations can support the private sector in three

different ways: (i) increasing the resources available to the whole economy
while supporting policy reforms that enhance the business environment (through
balance of payments support); (ii) alleviating constraints related to social

and physical infrastructural bottlenecks; and (iii) providing investment
financing to enterprises through financial intermediaries.

5.11 The first two kinds of indirect support may be generally perceived as
enhancing the public (as opposed to the private) sector, but in many
situations they may actually represent the most efficient way of fostering
private sector development too.

5.12 When significant distortions are present, the policy reforms supported
by adjustment operations are often the highest Private Sector Development
(PSD) priority. What may also be required is greater involvement by the Bank
in the choice of mechanisms for economic absorption of the Bank loan/credit
which is the crucial determinant of its impact on the private sector (for
example, the Indonesian and the Tanzanian Open General License which has been

supported by two adjustment operations).

5.13 Infrastructure investments can also be critical for the private sector,
even if they fall in the public domain. Here the main issues concern the
composition of investment (and thus Bank lending programs) and the design of

the project. Ensuring that constraints to private economic activity influence
the determination of public expenditure priorities is a key Public Sector
Development Loans issue, not only because of the reduced competitiveness that
derives from poor infrastructure but also because, in the absence of basic
infrastructure, there are greater economies of scale than otherwise (and,
thus, less competition). A classic example of this has emerged from recent
research on Nigeria..2 3 The other key PSD factor in public investment
financing is the need for project designs that maximize the participation of
the private sector in financing and/or managing infrastructure and social
services. Elements such as contracts, concessions, BOTs and procurement
mechanisms need to be considered in the design so as to attract private
agents and thus reduce the State's burden.

5.14 The rule could be that the project identification and design should bear

the burden of proving that no preferable private alternative exists when

involving public agencies. But this is not a question of instrument mix in

the lending program but of its contents. And, it should be noted, much

progress is being achieved in this sense -- Bank lending programs are now

23 Manufactures' Response to Infrastructure Deficiencies in Nigeria,

Infrastructure and Urban Development Department, Report INU50, July 1989.
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financing almost no undesirable parastatals and are incorporating private
sector components in more and more projects.

5.15 Direct support is provided through financial intermediation operations.

These have been the subject of a recent Task Force Report and of a PSD Working

Group.24 Implementation of the recommendations of the Financial Operations
Report has so far resulted in a reduction in the number of new financial
intermediation operations, and the recommendations of the PSD Working Group
should clarify the division of labor between the Bank and IFC. The main

implication for the Bank's lending mix is that financial intermediation
operations will continue to be a significant feature, but will have to be

justified in connection with well-defined policy and institutional reform
strategies.

5.16 In summary, the lending mix has to be responsive to the specific
circumstances of each country. The deciding factor is whatever constrains
efficient private activity. In some countries (or at some stages), it may be
policies or resources and this may argue for adjustment lending (whether quick
or slow disbursing may depend on the nature of the needs and of the reforms to
be implemented). In other countries, at other stages, key constraints to
private sector development may only be relieved through public investment,
even if that may sound paradoxical.

24 See January 17, 1991 Memorandum to the Executive Directors and the

Board of Directors on the World Bank Group on Financial Intermediary Lending;

and Report of the Task Force on Financial Sector Operations (see R89-163) July

1989.
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VI. THE IMPLICATIONS FOR COUNTRY ASSISTANCE STRATEGY

6.1 The previous three sections have dealt with various issues regarding the
inter-relation between adjustment and investment lending. Section III
classified the problems that we have seen emerge over the 1980s in the course
of adjustment. Section IV discussed how to pursue policy change and the
various lending instruments available to do so. Other considerations that
affect the lending mix, such as the management of disbursement profiles and
the fungibility of foreign exchange provided under alternate instruments, were
discussed in Section V. This final section brings it all together by
providing a way to match the problems with the tool kit. It is important to
reiterate that the framework provided in the next section provides a way of
thinking through the lending strategies but that, in practice, individual
country issues and structure will determine the actual approach taken. It is
also important to mention that country situations will evolve. A repeat
adjustor may decide to seriously initiate reforms, a non-adjustor such as
Egypt or India may negotiate ALs. The classification should be used as a
guidepost.

VI.1 A Typology for Thinking-Through Assistance Strategy

6.3 Table 6.1 provides a framework with five categories. These are:

(1) Quick Adjustors. In the case of countries that have either taken swift
adjustment in the past or where there was no need for balance of payments
support or policy reform, the lending strategy is clear cut. The Bank should
be prepared to continue investment lending if it is needed. The country
should be provided with the Bank's expertise in project appraisal, design and
supervision through investment lending or free standing technical assistance.

The Bank should also be prepared to provide adjustment lending in
response to future external terms of trade shocks. This assistance should be
forthcoming even if the country has in place institutions and a flexible
policy framework that will lead to adjustment to the external shock without
conscious efforts by the Bank to engage the country in a policy dialogue. In
this sense, AL from the Bank should be available to a country in the case of
an external shock even if it has gone through an adjustment cycle in the past.
Adequate burden sharing between the Bank and other lenders would be an
important consideration in determining the extent of Bank support.

The CSP for Chile explicitly discusses this issue in the following
manner:

"...when domestic policies remain quite appropriate- but the
international environment deteriorates, creating weaker demand for
Chilean exports, export prices or high interest rates. In this



Table 6.1 Illustrative use of classifIcatioa for guiding country assistance strategy

Proposed Strategy
Category Characteristics Example Adjustment Lending Investment Lending

1. Quick-adjustor Country has a balance of Korea, Thailand, Provide AL in future Continue investment
payments problem, and under- Chile if external shock investment projects
takes swift actions to address requires adjustment if needed
policies. ment.

2. Prolonged adjustor Country has a balance of
payments problem, is willing to
undertake reforms but the process
gets delayed because of

(a) political difficulties; (a) Turkey, Philippines (a) Rethink continued use (a) Use alternative options
of AL. -- policy based SECILs,

'leverage' entire
lending program.

(b) slow supply response and (b). Pakistan, Ghana, (b) Use judicious combi- (b) Use policy based o
institutional weaknesses. nation of AL and IL SECILS.

including hybrids.

3. Repeat adjustor Country has a BOP problem, Cote d'Ivoire Require prior actions to Composition of Investment
states desire to undertake undertake reforms which lending program based on
reforms but is not committed were not undertaken in pace of policy change as
to it lending to policy reversals. the past. Then use AL described in Section VI.2.
This syndrome is repeated. sparingly until good

record established.

4. Unwillinto Borrow Country has macro problem India, Ethiopia, 'Leverage' entire lending
through L but BOP controlled through Zimbabwe program. Use selective

restrictions. Reforms needed policy based SECILs.
but country unwilling to accept Composition of investment
AL for political reasons or because lending program as described
they do not believe in a compre- in Section VI.2.
hensive reform program.

6. Policy reforms without Country does not have a BOP need Venezuela, Ecuador Provide AL in future if Use sector investment
BOP need but institutional and policy external shock requires lending to address policies.

reforms required. macro-adjustment. Use Composition of investment
contingent AL during lending program based on
transitional uncertainty. pace of policy change as

described in Section VI.2.
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situation, we recommend that the Bank help consolidate the policy
framework by accelerating its net disbursements.... However, the Bank
alone could not (and should not) absorb the likely additional financing
needs Chile would face under this scenario. We would need to gear up to

join a coordinated response among all creditors".

(2) Prolonged Adjustors. These are countries where there is a willingness
to undertake reform but where the process gets delayed either because of
political difficulties or because of slow supply response and institutional
weaknesses. The Bank's response would depend on the reasons for the
prolongation.

In the case of countries where adjustment policies have been implemented
but where supply response has been weak, it is necessary to reevaluate the
country assistance strategy to enhance supply response. In cases where the
weak supply response is due to a lack of adequate infrastructure, the Bank
assistance should include a coordinated set of investment and adjustment
lending. Carefully crafted hybrid loans could prove extremely useful in this
situation as they were, for example, in Ghana, Pakistan and Nigeria.

Often the slow supply response is not due to inadequate public
investments in infrastructure and support services but due to very poor
delivery of services and to the regulatory system. To a large extent, these
are reflections of institutional weaknesses and of the slower pace of certain
types of reform, such as the regulatory system and the restructuring of public
expenditure. Free standing technical assistance loans provide one vehicle to
address these issues. But often countries are unwilling to accept free
standing technical assistance.2 5 Policy based sector investment loans would
provide an important vehicle to address these issues, as long as they have a
heavy institution building focus as discussed in Chapter IV.

In some cases, the prolongation of the adjustment cycle is primarily due
to political difficulties. The overall commitment to reforms is still there
and many fundamental policy changes, such as the trade regime, exchange rate
policy and in some cases tax reform, have already taken place, but problems
persist. However the country is unwilling to push reforms into the subsequent
phase. The unwillingness to pursue key reforms can sometimes lead to
macroeconomic imbalances as has happened in Argentina where delays in
addressing public enterprise reform have affected the fiscal deficit.

Turkey provides a good example of a country that has these
characteristics. Philippines also exhibit similar features, although the

reforms undertaken in this case are much less extensive than in Turkey.

25 It is important to recognize and acknowledge that developing

countries are usually unwilling to pay for technical assistance. Even when

they accept it, they prefer to fund it out of UNDP funds or bilateral grants

rather than through Bank loans.
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In any case, the Bank must rethink the use of adjustment lending. Again
policy based sector investment lending (SECILs) may prove useful in some
cases. The necessary policy changes are not going to come any easier with
SECILs and it is wise to recognize this fact. But at least the pace of
reforms and the pace of disbursements would be more compatible and the Bank
would avoid skirting the precipice of a break or deterioration in relations
which is likely with AL. The size of the overall lending program should also
be made contingent on the pace of reforms, with well-defined triggers
specified in the CSP.

(3) Repeat Adjustors. A more problematic set of countries are the repeat
adjustors where the commitment to reform is not strong. The countries have
received AL in fits and starts from the Bank, have agreed to undertake reforms
with the prospect of AL but have reneged on those commitments or reversed
actions taken earlier e.g. Cote d'Ivoire.

In such cases, again, the Bank must rethink its country assistance
strategy. Each episode leaves a legacy of greater mistrust and a feeling of
being let down. One solution is to require up-front actions, in other words,
to require prior actions on the part of the government that can then be used
to justify adjustment lending. One important benefit of this approach is that
the government does not appear to be undertaking reforms under duress. It
also results in more open working relations between the Bank and the country.
The composition of the investment lending program should be based on the
suggestions in Section VI.2.

(4) Countries Unwilling to Borrow through AL. These are countries that are
unwilling to accept adjustment lending for political reasons or because they
do not agree with the overall reform program.

Since the attempt to initiate adjustment lending may be
counterproductive and the reforms are likely to be protracted, one solution is
to try and leverage' the entire investment lending program with a process of
policy change. The levels of overall lending would be related to broad
structural and macroeconomic reform with clearly specified projects in a low
case, base case and high case scenario. Such an approach is obviously
difficult to manage and would require a period of learning on both sides and a
build-up of mutual trust. If it worked, it would be preferable to the
contentious relationship that is sometimes generated with adjustment lending.
In any case, there should be a clear signal to the government that the Bank
intends to make a serious linkage between policy change and project lending,
especially given the new results of this shown link in Table 3.1.

Policy based sector investment lending can also be pursued because there
may be selected areas of policy agreement even where there is disagreement on
the overall reforms.

(5) Policy Reform Without a Balance of Payments Need. The issue of how to
design a lending strategy when there is uncertainty about future balance of
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payments needs has arisen in a few countries including Ecuador, Venezuela and
Indonesia. The balance of payments is strongly influenced by the price of oil

whose outlook is uncertain. The question is, should the Bank switch to a

combination of hybrid and investment lending and hold back adjustment lending
for subsequent use, when and if the balance of payments deteriorates? Or

instead, should the Bank pursue contingent adjustment lending (see Box 6.1:

Contingent Adjustment Lending: Dealing with Balance of Payments Uncertainty)

since it allows the Bank to continue the policy dialogue with the country at
the highest levels, but keeps open the option not to use the funds if the
balance of payments need does not materialize.

This idea should be pursued further though the suspension or release of

Bank funds should be based on precisely specified outcomes such as the oil

price rather than BOP outcomes. It should also be understood that such an
instrument can only serve a transitional purpose until the uncertainty is
resolved. Finally, the focus should be on the strength of the proposed reform

-- if the reforms are strong the Bank should not be unduly concerned about
making an AL into a situation where a BOP need may not materialize.

VI.2 The Investment Lending Program

6.4 Although in general the returns on all projects are affected by the

extent of the existing economic distortions, the degree to which project

returns depend on the policy framework can be expected to vary depending on

the type of project under consideration. It is difficult to generalize,
because in practice the specific policy environment will determine the extent

to which particular projects can lead to increased resource waste.

6.5 In deciding on the project portfolio, there are two key issues: (a) the
impact of policy distortions and institutional weaknesses on various Bank

sponsored projects and (b) whether the capital stock generated by a Bank

project can be reallocated once the policy regime changes. More generally, in

thinking about the composition of the project portfolio, we can group projects

into three broad categories: first, social sector and environment protection

projects; second, infrastructure projects; and third, agricultural and

industrial projects.

6.6 First of all, investments in the social sectors (for example, health,

education and urban services such as water supply and sewage) add to the human

capital stock, which is relatively less use-specific than most forms of

physical capital. Many social sector investments (for example, in
health or education) provide very basic services and can be targeted towards

the poor. Projects for environmental protection should also be put into this

category since they are designed to repair or alleviate the impact of poor
economic policies.
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Box 6.1 Contingent Adjustment Lending: Dealing with
Balance of Payments Uncertainty

In the Ecuador Trade Policy SECAL, the Region proposed a novel way of
dealing with the uncertainty over Ecuador's need for a fast disbursing
loan. Under the Bank's base case assumptions about the price of oil at the
time, Ecuador still had a balance of payments need for AL but, under
alternative scenarios, it did not. The Region proposed to proceed with
loan processing, disbursing it "as usual" even if the projections at the
time of Board presentation showed no balance of payments need, but to
include an accelerated prepayment clause that would become effective if oil
prices stayed above a trigger level for a certain period of time.

This proposal led to the formation of an inter-complex group to
examine the question of dealing with balance of payments need in adjustment
lending under high levels of uncertainty about oil prices. The following
alternative new instruments are under consideration:

(a) Loans with tranche releases based on a BOP contingency.
(b) Lines of credit drawn down according to a BOP contingency.
(c) Loans with accelerated repayment contingent on the BOP or an

oil price indicator.

Whatever form is used, the critical distinction is between: a)
countries that, on current best estimates, have a balance of payments need
but would not have if estimates turn out wrong, and b) countries that do
not have a need on current best estimates but would have if these estimates
are wrong. The first case calls for an instrument that allows an up-front
disbursement but also provides a way to defer disbursement (even if program
compliance conditions are met) and even to recover the amounts disbursed if
the balance of payment need disappears. In the second case, the Bank may
wish to make a commitment to the reform program by preparing, negotiating
and signing an AL, but stands ready to make a disbursement if a balance of
payments need develops during the period of reforms.

The cloudy outlook for oil prices, even as it makes the balance of
payments need for AL uncertain, also increases the need for Bank
involvement in dialogue on macroeconomic policy. Having available
alternative ways of tailoring loan disbursements to the balance of payments
need has the advantage of permitting loan processing and the accompanying
policy dialogue to proceed with greater assurance that some form of
adjustment lending will be possible. It should be recognized that the Bank
need not be overly concerned about disbursing to a country even if the
balance of payments need disappears mid-stream, as long as the country's
policies are moving in the correct direction.
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6.7 The second broad group comprises infrastructure projects, which raise
the profitability of private sector activities by reducing costs such as those
of transportation. Their objective is to raise the relative price
responsiveness of private allocation decisions -- in other words, the "supply
elasticity'. Their returns are likely to be strongly affected by the policy
environment as their effectiveness depends more closel on the configuration
of relative prices and on the macroeconomic framework.46 For example, the
construction of port facilities primarily for (say) exports will have a
minimal impact on export supply if the real exchange rate is grossly
overvalued or if the trade regime has a strong anti-export bias. As argued
above, in such cases infrastructure projects represent an inefficient use of
resources, as they do not address the primary obstacle to the supply
response -- the policy framework. The typical gestation lag for an
infrastructure project is also likely to be long.

6.8 The final group would include most industrial and agricultural 2 7

projects and credit operations. Although they focus on specific productive
sectors, their impact on aggregate real income and growth depends in a complex
manner on the configuration of relative prices and economic policies. In a
very distorted economy, they can have very low or negative returns. For
example, an industry loan in an economy with an overvalued real exchange rate
and negative real interest rates may result in excessive investment in the
nontradable industry, along with the adoption of techniques that are too
capital-intensive. In both cases, the result is a distorted investment
decision with a low social return. Even worse, the return will become
negative if, in the future, the realignment of relative prices makes the
investments unprofitable.

6.9 As noted above, the supply effects of policy loans can also be enhanced
by certain types of project loans, especially in the case of infrastructure
projects. For example, consider the case of a policy reform that corrects a
real exchange rate overvaluation and/or removes barriers to trade with the
objective of promoting export oriented growth. However, the export supply
response may be limited by the lack of adequate port or transportation
facilities and also, possibly, by the lack of technical assistance or credit
lines to the export industry. Loans for projects of this type can contribute
to enhancing the supply response to changes in the incentive structure,
thereby reducing the short run social costs of the adjustment and thus
increasing its net return.

26 Note that in Table 2.1 the economic rates of return for non-tradable
sector projects are affected by the policy environment. These are projects in
transport, public utilities, energy and urban.

27 Note that many projects in the so-called agricultural sector are
basically infrastructure projects. These should be treated as projects in the
second category.
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6.10 In general, it is difficult to say that one category of projects is
affected more strongly by the policy environment. Nevertheless, it is useful
to think through the design of the size and composition of lending programs as
laid out in the Country Strategy Paper in terms of these categories. For
those countries where the inadequate policy framework still impairs the
achievement of acceptable returns on project loans, the lending strategy
should be centered around alternative lending scenarios, characterized by
different degrees of policy reform. The alternative lending scenarios should
show a positive association between the size of the lending program and the
share of adjustment lending in the program. With the degree of Bank
involvement and support depending on the country's willingness to enlarge the
scope and quicken the pace of policy reform, the "high lending" scenario
should be characterized primarily by augmented adjustment lending.

6.11 However, because of the complementarity between adjustment and
investment lending, the "high case" scenario should also include additional
investment lending, as the increased adjustment would make more projects
profitable. In this case, there should be no restrictions on the composition
of lending. In contrast, the "base case" scenarios associated with more
limited policy reform should not only show a significant decrease in the share
of adjustment lending, but also a decrease in the volume of investment
lending. These should primarily concentrate on investments whose return is
not likely to be too adversely affected by the inadequate macroeconomic
framework. They could include infrastructure type projects with longer
gestation lags in cases where it is highly likely that the country is moving
towards the high case. This is necessary if it is perceived that the supply
response to the policy reforms may be affected by the lack of necessary
infrastructure when the economy moves into the "high case". They would also
include projects in the social sectors and on the environment if the
institutional structure exists to execute and maintain them. The "low case",
where there is no evidence of willingness to undertake policy change, should
concentrate on a core lending program in the social sectors and on
environmental protection. The latest CSP Update on Mexico, for example, has a
clear statement on this that says:

"....In case an agreement on adequate adjustment response cannot be
agreed, the Bank would, in addition, revise its lending strategy with a view
to:... Withholding the processing of adjustment and sector operations and
changing the composition of lending, in order to intensify the Bank's
assistance for the social sectors thus helping alleviate the adverse effects
on the truly needy of a slowdown in economic growth; looking into the
possibility of continued limited lending for basic infrastructure within the
ceiling of reduced overall'lending."

6.12 -The latest CSPs on Kenya, Morocco and Ghana also provide a discussion of

investment lending strategies under different degrees of policy reform. To

summarize, the suggested investment lending portfolio in each CSP scenario
would be:
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'Low Case' : Social Sector, Environmental Protection

'Base Casew : Social Sector, Environmental Protection and some Basic

Infrastructure

"High Case" : No restrictions.
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DATE: 11-Mar-1991 09:40am

TO: Johannes Linn ( JOHANNES LINN

FROM: Frank Lysy, EAS ( FRANK LYSY

EXT.: 81945

SUBJECT: Your Memo on Adjustment/Investment Lending

I was especially interested in one particular aspect of

your February 25 memo on Adjustment/Investment Lending to Mr.

Grilli. In it, you speak (in section a) on the "Usefulness of

Topology". My Webster's dictionary defines topology as "a branch

of mathematics concerned with those properties of geometric

configurations (as point sets) which,are unaltered by elastic

deformations (as a stretching or a twisting) that are

homeomorphisms". That is, topology is a branch of mathematics

dealing with such constructions as Klein bottles and Mobius

strips, which can be seemingly turned inside out, but where one

finds that in fact the outside is the inside and the inside is

the outside (in a non-technical manner of speaking).

I am therefore curious whether DEC has a research project

underway, in which its high-powered mathematical types are trying

to prove that SAL's are in reality only homeomorphisms, that when

turned inside out (and outside in) we find that in fact we have

one less dimension than we thought. Under this view, SAL's are

treating distortions which are not really there.

Please advise.

CC: Enzo Grilli ( ENZO GRILLI )
CC: Ajay Chhibber ( AJAY CHHIBBER



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: March 6, 1991

TO: Mr. Lawrence Summers, Chief Economist & Vice President DEC

FROM: Enzo Grilli, Director, EAS

EXTENSION: 81934

SUBJECT: Adjustment/Investment Lending Paper

1. I received Mr. Linn's note of February 25, 1991, concerning the

written comments that we sent to you on the paper after the working level

review that you chaired. This is clearly an important paper that deserves

everybody's close attention. For this reason, Mr. Qureshi had already

decided to have the paper discussed by the RVPs. A review is now scheduled

for Monday, April 1, by which time the paper will have been revised to

account for the comments received so far.

2. While the areas of disagreement over the paper are being

progressively reduced, we still have a number of concerns over it, some

general and-some specific. The concern about the overtaxonomic approach

being followed is one of them, which Mr. Dubey, former Director of EAS, had

already expressed at the time the outline was being discussed. Such an

approach may be of analytical interest, but does not translate, in our

view, into helpful operational criteria for decision and action, at either

the country or the instrument's levels.

3. Finally, I wish to address the point made in Mr. Linn's memo,

that favorable comments and inputs were received from selected individuals

in Operations. It is true, and indeed normal, that some colleagues in the

Operations' complex provided background input for the paper, and several

commented on it. However, the inputs were on specific parts of the paper,

and comments were made in a personal capacity. Neither can be taken as a

substitute for the views of the Operations' complex. As for EAS, given the

importance that we attributed to it, we twice commented on the outline of

the paper (last April and again in the memo of Mr. Dubey of October 2), and

we recently sent you two sets of written comments on the draft. We cannot

do much more than this, even for our friends in PREI

cc: Messrs. Qureshi, Bock, Wyss, Isenman, Michalopoulos, Linn, Lysy,

Ms. Okonjo-Iweala
Regional Vice Presidents

Regional Chief Economists

EGrilli:eg
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 25, 1991

TO: Distribution

FROM: Ajay Chliibber

EXTENSION: 33776

SUBJECT: Minutes of VPDEC Review Meeting of Paper on Bank Lending Instruments

A meeting chaired by Mr. Summers, VPDEC was held on February 14, to
review the attached paper. The peer reviewers for the papers were Amar Bhattacharya,
Prem Garg, Gobind Nankani (sent in written comments which are attached) and John
Page.

The'paper was on the whole well received, although there were a few
dissenting opinions. Most of the comments were prefaced with the idea that they were
suggesting ways to make the good better.

The major issues that came under discussion were as follows

1. Overall Message of the Paper:

Most speakers agreed with the broad message of the paper and thought it
was a balanced analytical piece on a difficult subject. A few speakers were of the view
that while they agreed with much of the content of the paper, they would recommend
revisions in the way, it is presented. The paper as currently structured starts with an
analysis of AL's and their problems and then asks what other instruments are available
to address policy-change. They would prefer an approach which states that tile evidence
in the paper points to the central importance of policy change on the return to
investment and then ask what are the various instruments available. (including AL,
relevant IL's and hybrids) to address policy change and how could they be made more
useful. The authors responded that appropriate changes in the introduction to the paper
would be made to reflect these comments.

2. Inadequate Treatment of IL:

A few speakers were of the opinion that the paper did ndt, discuss
investment lending adequately. The opinions varied - one set were expressing the
viewpoint that the paper did not cover adequately all the good things the Bank was
doing through IL. Another was of the opinion that while the paper had done a good job
in criticizing AL, the same critical treatment had not been given to IL's. One speaker
felt that the discussion of SECIL's was weak. The authors responded that the papers
terms of reference did not require it to go into all aspects of IL, but simply those issues
which were interrelated with AL. The paper's scope and boundaries will be clarified
in the next draft.
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3. Tranching of SECIL's and EILs:

The paper at present endorses strengthening the policy aspects of SECIL's
and FIL's but does not explicitly recommend tranching SECIL's and FIL's. The
meeting was divided on the issue of whether this paper should go that extra step. One
objection was that tranching and its clearance procedures was an issue which created
problems between the management and the Board and should therefore be avoided. A
second objection was that tranching was not such an easy magical option. A third was
that tranche-like options were currently available. The problem was not that we didn't
have the option to tranche. Instead, it was lack of consistency and commitment to
existing procedures. However, there were several speakers from Operations who felt
that they should have the option to tranche SECIL's and FIL's if that were necessary
to affect policy cliaqge. The authors responded that they were inclined to strengthen
this recommendation to permit tranching of SECIL's and FIL's.

4. Analysis of AL's;

Several speakers felt that the paper had not gone far enough in its critique
of AL's. This was expressed as (a) not enough discussion of the addictive aspects of
AL ; (b) need for quicker scaling down of AL e.g. in Tunisia and (c) require prior
actions as a general rule and not just for the so-called "repeat adjustors".

Some speakers had particular problems with the classification system in the
paper for analyzing AL's. Others felt that the classification was in fact quite useful in
thinking through country assistance strategy for their particular country.

One speaker felt that it was incorrect to provide AL to countries that had
gone through an adjustment cycle. The country should be asked to seek IMF assistance
in response to an external shock. The authors responded that in the ral world even
countries which had gone through an adjustment cycle may have remaining policy
issues. Second, a distinction should be drawn between a temporary and a permanent
terms-of-trade shock. In the case of the latter where policy changes were needed it may
be quite appropriate to support the necessary changes with an AL in cooperation with
the IMF.

5. Hybrid Lending:

Several speakers were skeptical of the usefulness of hybrid lending. The
experience showed that they combined the worst aspects of AL and IL. In any case
what could be achieved with a hybrid could as well be achieved with a separate AL and
an IL. At least one speaker was strongly in favor of hybrids. The authors felt that
while hybrids had not been used properly in the past they could potentially be a useful
instrument if used carefully. They are ideal when coordination between sector and
central ministries is needed on policies and investments.

6. CESW:

Several speakers expressed support for the central role of CESSW in policy-
dialogue. This role had been neglected with the advent of A L's. However, there was
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disagreement over the usefulness of a short policy - focussed CEM as the central vehicle
for discussion with the government. They felt that the specific modalities for the
dialogue should be left to the discretion of the country department.

7. Leveraging Entire Lending Propram:

There was strong support for the idea of leveraging the entire lending
program. However, it was felt that this would not be an easy option to pursue. A
number of speakers argued for more flexibility in the number of CSP and lending
scenarios - the paper recommends three. This was acknowledged by the authors of the
paper.

The Chairman summarized the discussion by stating that the paper was an
excellent analysis of the issues and would be a major contribution to the subject of Bank
Lending instrumenit. No one paper could discuss all the issues and some very
important ones should form the topic of subsequent papers. He also stated that while
AL had its weaknesses it was to date the best instrument available to address policy-

change. He commended the meeting for the quality of the discussion.

cw and cc: Mr. Summers
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February 14, 1991

TO: Mr. Ajay Chhibber

FROM: Gobind T. Nankani

SUBJECT: Comments on "The Interrelationship Between Adjustment and

Investment Lending"

1. As I indicated to you over the EM, I shall be unable to attend the

review meeting for the above paper. Hence, I am sending you these comments

in writing. I begin with an overview and overall assessment, and then go

on to elaborateen some of the key issues raised in the assessment. My

view is that the paper's conclusion that the projected decline in adjust-

ment lending is appropriate and warranted is highly apt; indeed, by

ignoring certain key issues, the paper recommends a greater role for

adjustment lending than the evidence warrants. An even more sparing and

selective use of adjustment lending is recommended.

I. Overview and Overall Assessment

2. Overall, I found the paper to be a very fine analys.s of the

analytical, operational and practical 
considerations that underlie the

actual choice of Bank lending instruments. 
The objective of the paper is

to go beyond its descriptive aspects, and to establish a prescriptive

framework. This is achieved by establishing the three building blocks of

the paper. First, is the stylized adjustment cycle and the implied

classification of countries by their relationship to the stylized cycle.

Second, is the analysis of the Bank's different lending instruments and

their relative strengths and weaknesses. And, third, is the overlay of

practical considerations such as disbursements management, fungibility of

funds and PSD. The culmination of the paper is the matrix (Table 6.1, page

58) in which all the elements are brought 
together to provide, for each

type of adjustor, the recommended mix of lending instruments. In addition,

the report recommends a greater use of SECILs and the special use of a

modified CEM to provide a focus for the adjustment policy dialogue, even in

the absence of adjustment lending. F'th Table 6.1, and the implicit

conclusion of the reviewed CSPs. suggest that adjustment lending should

decline in the 1990s. The impliit message (underlying Table 6-1) is that

adjustment lending must decline in favor of SECILs because:
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we no more see all countries as following the stylizedadjustment model, i.e., as quick adjustors; logically, theprolonged adjustors, repeat adjustors and non-adjustorsrequire a greater degree of selectivity and moderation inthe Bank's use of adjustment lending; and

the recommended decline is a qualified one because the quickadjustors, and those needing adjustment but not havingbalance-of-payments needs, will require adjustment lending
from time to time, the prolonged adjustors will requireadjustment lending selectively, and countries with long-term
balance.ofpayments needs will need adjustment lending overa lolng period.

3. The view that adjustment lending should be expected to decline iseminently reasonable. However, the paper does not, in my view, go farenough in analyzing why the share of adjustment lending must decline, andhow it must declinp. And furthermore, it does not recognize, in sufficientdepth, that th' attempt to give policy teeth to SECILs, is an arduous task.As such, the excellent idea of using a modified CEM as a major policy
dialogue tool receives less emphasis than it should--because there is afailure to recognize that we can develop the CEM and SECILs jointly to giveteeth to our policy dialogue. Furthermore, cofinancing possibilities canalso be used as leverage to buttress the policy dialogue.

4. The fundamental reasons why the paper fails to address theseissues, in my view, have to do with:

the failure to recognize that the stylized adjustment cyclewas what the Bank began the 1980s with, but that withlearning, we have recognized that some 801(7) of our clientsare actually, in relation to the stylized model, prolongedadjustors; which in turn implies that the stylized modelneeds "updating".

* the failure to recognize that adjustment lending is'.addictive", and given this characteristic, and its tendency
to weaken the demand for investment lending and to increaseexposure and risk, that it cannot be used as indiscreetly
for a stylized prolonged adjustor as for a stylized quickadjustor.

the failure to specify the rationale for adjustment lendingin sufficient depth--with a neglect of (a) the fiscaldimension, and (b) the related political economy ofadjustment lending.

5. In short, adjustment lending should be even more sparingly usedthan recommended bT the paper. This is because the typical country is aprolonged adjustor, adjustment lending is addictive, and the politicaleconomy of adjustment lending may sometimes encourage and at other times
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thwart adjustment. Hence, a deeper analysis would call for a more careful

review of prolonged adjustors. Furthermore, why should there be adjustment

lending for countries with no balance-of-payments 
problem? Can adjustment

lending retain its potency to induce policy reform over long periods for

countries with long-term balance-of-payments 
problems or are these best

treated as requiring debt-restructuring?

II. An Elaboration of the Key Issues

Prolonged Adjustors are the Norm

6. The paper does not offer a classification 
of all of the Bank's

borrower countries, into the five *categories" used in Table 6.1. It is my

conjecture that the bulk of our countries would fall 
into the prolonged

adjustor group. If so, then given the addiction risk to adjustment lending

(see para. 7) and its implications for exposure, disbursements and risk

management, the very idea of using a high share 
of adjustment lending for

5-7 years, and then 'graduating' to investment lending--a la the stylized

model--fails to be credible. Adjustment lending, right from the start,

needs to be used sparingly!

The Addiction Risk of Adjustment Lending Loans

7. Countries that have used adjustment lending intensively--e.g.-

Jamaica--report that the policy dialogue quickly becomes totally dependent

on adjustment lending, and indeed we are barely able to keep investment

lending on the agenda in such countries. This is a fundamental issue that

bears recognition in the paper. Its implications are that adjustment

lending should, once again, be sparingly used in order to retain its

potency, and to not handicap the potency of ILs and SECILs.

The Rationale for Adjustment Lending

8. The rationale for adjustment lending (pages 37-38) is rather

skimpily dealt with. Recognizing the difficulty in explaining why there is

a widespread feeling that the "carrot" of adjustment lending is ncessary

to enable policy reforms, and that the frequently used rationale 
that

adjustment lending finances the real costs of adjustment is a loose one in

most cases, the paper refuses to deal with the issue. It instead requires

that CSPs and adjustment lending packages explain why 
the adjustment loans

are carrots. The difficulty here has to do with the following:

adjustment lending may sometimes be used to 
provide balance-

of-payments relief, but it always provides fiscal relief and

this contribution to the "internal transfer" problem (when

there is a credible adjustment program) is a key one that

must be recognized in the paper;
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- in a political economy world, fiscal resources are a

powerful resource for compensating losers; and

. the majority of the arguments for adjustment lending are, in

reality, of a political economy nature--and are 
frequently

loosely made, and are ultimately made to rest, uneasily, on

economic grounds. There is a need for more serious

analytical work on political 
economy issues so that when

adjustment lending is undertaken for such reasons, the

underlying analysis is rigorous. The likelihood is that far

fewer countries will qualify for adjustment lending if a

more rigorous political economy analysis is undertaken,

including in particular, those countries with no balance-of-

payments problems.

III. Conclusions

9. Adjustment lending should be used very sparingly, 
and the reasons

--baanc-os fiscal or political economic--be clearly 
specified.

The policy teeth of SECILs are limited. The modified CEM is an excellent

idea--it should be used more 
potently--in some cases to leverage 

the entire

lending program as suggested, but also ( la Consultative Groups) to lever-

age cofinancing. There is no escape from political economy considerations

in adjustment lending, so these should be frontally addressed--with 
the

appropriate analytical 
work done.

10. A final thought. Hybrids are a useful tool. The notion might be

broadened to include modified hybrids--a combination 
of investment loans

and SECILs, with the investment loan giving us a seat atthe table, and the

SECIL permitting a quick response to agreed policy reforms as and when

these are undertaken over time.

cc: Messrs. Choksi, LA1DR
Selowsky, LACVP

Page, LA3C1

Lysy, EAS
Garg, EM3AG

Bhattacharya, ASSCO
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O F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: 20-Feb-1991 11:04am

TO: Moeen A. Qureshi ( MOEEN QURESHI )

FROM: Enzo Grilli, EAS ( ENZO GRILLI )

EXT.: 81934

SUBJECT: PRE/DEC

Moeen:

PRE/DEC has come out with a draft paper on Bank lending

instruments, which is quite ambitious in what it recommends and

potentially quite troublesome.

We have tried to anticipate a broad and largely

collaborative response to the paper at the working level. I also

just sent a memorandum to Larry Summers on it, explaining some of

the serious reservations that we still harbor, (particularly on

the various classifications of countries and use of instruments

that they propose). In spite of the improvements, the paper is

still far too mechanical and taxonomic in its approach and

recommendations. It does have, however, a certain plausibility,
which can be used to justify yet another set of constraints on

operation.

I believe it is necessary that the RVPs focus on it,
perhaps in a review similar to that of the poverty paper. We

could invite Mr. Linn and Mr. Chhibber (the author) to

participate in the discussion. Can I set up one such review at

the end of March? By then the 2nd draft of the paper,
incorporating the various comments received, will be ready.

Enzo

CC: David R. Bock ( DAVID BOCK )
CC: Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala ( NGOZI OKONJO-IWEALA )
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 25, 1991

TO: Mr. Enzo G lli, Director, EAS

FROM: Johannes Lih n,%ting Vice President, DEC

EXTENSION: 37459

SUBJECT: Your Comments on Paper on Adjustment/Investment Lending

Thanks very much for your comments on this paper which you sent Mr.
Summers. As you know we have been keen to get EAS's collaboration on this paper
from the beginning, as our effort has all along been to write this paper with the
involvement of a wide-range of expertise in the organization. We have received, as
acknowledged in the paper, excellent collaboration from Legal, Finance, COD, OED
and IFC. We have also had very useful inputs from various individuals in operations.
The paper is on a subject which is at the heart of the daily business of this organization.
Keeping this in mind we have tried to make its preparation as collaborative as possible.

You have referred to Mr. Conable's original directive of June 23, 1989.
The paper has a checkered history which is not worth detailing here. We sought and
received a fresh mandate and clearance on this version of the paper from the President's
office in October 1990 ( see attached issues paper). The team that has prepared this
paper has followed that mandate after it was cleared in the President's Office.

Many of your specific concerns with the paper will be addressed in the
revised draft which Ajay and his team are currently preparing. We hope to send this
version to Mr. Quereshi on March 8 for a meeting of the OVP's. Let me discuss here
the few that may require further elaboration

(a) Usefulness of Topology

The revised draft will incorporate comments received on the topology of
countries. However, we cannot accept your comment that the topology is not useful.
Many operational staff have found this to be the most useful part of the paper in
thinking through country assistance strategies. In fact several comments have suggested
a more detailed discussion of the topology in the Executive Summary. I attach for your
information comments from operational staff which overall seem to indicate strong
support for the paper.

(b) Tranching SECIL's and FIL's

The revised draft will be more explicit in recommending that tranching of
SECIL's and FIL's be permitted. The introduction of procedures only refers to
guidelines that would need to be prepared to effect this - nothing more complicated is
envisaged.

(c) CESW and Policy-Focus

The proposal of a short policy focussed CEM is only suggested as an
instrument to convey in one coherent place the Bank's views on the key policy agenda.
It is not a substitute for a broad-based quality CESW. Simply put, in the absence of
an AL there is no one place where we articulate our views on the policy issues in one
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place and discuss these with the government. In fact even in the AL documents the
discussion is often too narrowly focussed on the specific actions. We would welcome
the opportunity to have a discussion of this issue at the OVP's meeting.

cc without attachments: Messrs./Mmes: Qureshi, Bock, Wyss, Salop, Hasan, O'Brien,
Selowsky, Yenal, Levy, Ray, Okonjo-Iweala, Lysy
Thalwitz, Summers, Isenman, Liebenthal



THE USE OF BANK INSTRUMENTS

-- The Inter-relation Between Adjustment and Investment Lending --

Issues Note and Proposed Outline

This paper, prepared at the request of the President, will attempt

to provide a framework for discussing the appropriate balance between adjustment

and investment lending. While the optimal mix of Bank instruments must obviously

be decided on a country-by-country basis, it is nonetheless useful to:

(a) clarify criteria for the use of one instrument over another; and (b)

disentangle the factors causing the share of adjustment lending to vary over

time. There are two levels at which such an analysis is useful: first, to

assist management and staff in the preparation and review of Country Strategy

Papers and the Annual Lending Allocation Review; and second, to shed light on

the likely evolution of the share of adjustment lending for the Bank as a whole

in the coming years.

The paper will be prepared under the leadership of DEC but will be

a joint exercise with COD, FRS, PRD, OED and IENIN. The paper is not intended

to be another comprehensive evaluation of adjustment lending. It is also not

the intention of this paper to argue for or against a decline in adjustment

lending in the future. It will rather seek to provide a "tool kit" to assist

management in thinking through the composition and level of lending in country

assistance strategies. It will draw upon "best practices" around the Bank, and

on the results of RAL I and RAL II as well as other evaluations of sector lending

and hybrid lending. It will also draw on relevant OED reports and Project
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Implementation Reviews.

The Framework

Decisions on the appropriate mix between adjustment and investment

lending should be made at the country level in the light of three criteria:

(1) The Nature and Costliness of.Systemic Distortions in the Economy

o To what extent is the efficiency of the economy and the

economic return on investment reduced by systemic distortions

and institutional weaknesses?

o What is the nature of these distortions and weaknesses?

o How is Bank lending effectiveness likely to be constrained by

these distortions?

o What is the desirable and realistic time frame and sequence

of events to eliminate systemic distortions, or at least bring

them to acceptable levels?

These issues will be discussed in Chapter 2 of the paper.

(2) The Causal Relationshio Between the Specific Instruments of Bank

Lendinz and the Implementation of the Required Adjustment Program.

o In what ways and to what extent can policy and institutional

reform be encouraged and supported by specific types of Bank

loans?

o Is conditionality under adjustment lending in a particular
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country necessarily different from that under sector investment

and project lending? What types of policy conditionality and

institutional strengthening can be best achieved by adjustment

lending and which by sector/project investment lending?

o Does the introduction of hybrid lending make a difference

here? How?

o Can the Bank rely to a greater extent than it has in the past

on sector investment lending to achieve policy changes? What

are the changes that would be necessary to enhance the policy

reform aspect of investment lending?

These issues will form the core of Chapter 3.

(3) The Need for Quick Disbursing Foreign Exchange.

o To what extent would the non-availability of quick-disbursing

funds impose a long-term cost on the economy either because:

(a) the reforms could not be implemented; or (b) the supply

response could not be forthcoming?

o Is adjustment lending being used essentially to provide a

higher level of income and consumption during a more spread

out period of adjustment? Under what circumstances should the

Bank be doing this? How far does it help reduce the negative

impact of adjustment on the most vulnerable groups, especially

the poor?

o To what extent is adjustment lending required to catalyse

other donors and creditors?
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o To what extent does willingness to provide immediate support

for general imports enhance the "policy dialogue"? Why?

These issues will be discussed in Chapter 4.

In addition to these three concerns, which determine the allocation

of lending at the country level, there are a number of issues relating to the

aggregate level which will be discussed in Chapter 5.

o What do current country lending plans imply for the balance

between adjustment and investment lending for the coming years?

What are the implications for resource flows to our borrowing

members?

o What kind of role can the Bank reasonably expect to play in

financing current account deficits and developing country

investment programs at the turn of the century?

o How would the projected outcomes impact upon the role of the

Bank as an institution in the second half of the 1990s?

The Approach

This paper will be prepared by a team led by Ajay Chhibber (DECVP) composed

of Debbie Bateman (IEN), Tom Hutcheson (PRD), Carl Jayarajah (OED), Fred Kilby

(FRS), Gumersindo Oliveros (FRS), Joanne Salop (COD), and Steve Webb (CEC) under

the general direction of Johannes Linn and Andrew Steer.

The paper will draw on a series of background papers currently being

prepared by the team members (see attachment) of the Bank. The paper will also
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draw on available country case studies in PRE and OED to highlight and illustrate

issues. It will also examine emerging investment lending patterns across

countries in key selected sectors with the assistance of COD. A country typology

based on different phases of the adjustment cycle will be used to look at current

and likely future lending profiles in FRS.

The suggested timing for the paper is as follows:

Background Paper Drafts end October

Draft Report to VP December 15

Draft Report to SVP January 15

PRE Meeting January 25

PC Meeting February 20
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THE USE OF BANK INSTRUMENTS

The Inter-relation Between Adjustment and Investment Lending

Outline

Chapter 1: Introduction

o Rationale for paper; types of broad issues and concerns
raised about changes in use and balance of Bank
instruments in 1980's.

o Purpose and outline of the paper; clarify objectives of
Bank assistance and criteria behind lending strategies.

Chapter 2: The Inter-relationship Between Adiustment and
Investment Lending

o The Impact of Distortions on Investment Performance and
the Returns to Adjustment Lending;

o The "Adjustment cycle" and the concept of "continuous
adjustment."

o The problem of Policy Slippage and Repeat Adjusters.

Chapter 3: The Evolving Pattern of Conditionality

o Shifts in Conditionality in
Adjustment Loans;

o Shifts in Conditionality in Sector Investment
and Project Lending;

o The Role of Hybrid Lending;

o The linkage between policy and institutional change and
the speed of disbursement.

Chapter 4: The Need for Quick Disbursing Funds

o Funds Required to Enable Policy Reforms
to Occur;

o Funds Required to Enable Supply Response
to Policy Reforms;

o Bank Funds as Catalyst for Financial
Package.
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Chapter 5: The Aggregate Picture

o Future mix of Adjustment and Investment Lending;
(Based on current lending plans and alternative
assumptions.)

o The Implications for Resource Flows;

o The Role of the Bank: 1990-1995
1995-2000

- in financing investment
- in financing current accounts

Chapter 6: Recommendations

o The Use and Implications of suggested Criteria.

Annex: Current Range qf Bank Lending Instruments
Brief Description in terms of major characteristics
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BACKGROUND PAPERS

I. Current Country Lending Programs

What are the current plans with regard to the balance between
adjustment and investment lending for the coming years? (Based upon Lending
Allocation Review, and CSPs.)

1. What does this imply for resource flows from the Bank according to
country groups, and "adjustment typology"? To what extent is the
profile of flows influenced by the share of adjustment lending?
What do the past resource flows (net disbursements, exposure
patterns) tell us about our ability to get countries off adjustment
lending.

Responsibility: Kilby/Oliveros (FRS)

2. Most country strategies show an eventual fall (elimination) of
adjustment lending. How do CSPs explain this transition? In
countries where current adjustment lending is higher than planned
in earlier CSPs, what is the reason given? Higher-than-expected
adjustment lending is sometimes the result of better-than-expected
policies (i.e., high case) and sometimes the result of slower-than-
expected improvement in performance. Are these two causes adequately
disentangled?

Responsibility: Hutcheson (PRD)

II. The Evolving Pattern of Conditionality in Adiustment Lending

There is underway a significant shift in the content of
conditionality in adjustment lending. This is characterized by:

- a greater emphasis on the regulatory and legal environment;

- greater attention to longer-term institutional issues;

- the introduction of macroeconomic and "growth" indicators. (These
are not in any strict sense conditions of tranche release, but they
are intended to guide Bank management and policymakers in assessing
whether the program is on track and/or whether modifications are
required.)
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In some cases (especially for the "early" adjusters), these
additional elements of conditionality replace the earlier emphasis on economy-
wide trade policy and pricing reforms, which are now largely complete. These
shifts (especially the emphasis on domestic regulatory reform) are documented
in recent papers: Competititon Policies (IEN), Private Sector Update (DEC),
RAL II (DEC), and the Annual Review of Industrial Sector Lending (IEN). The IEN
data base on conditionality would be used to document these shifts and to
identify country types and groups for which this is particularly true.

This paper would serve to help support or reject two hypotheses:

(a) To the extent that Bank lending is increasingly focussing upon
microeconomic adjustment and institutional strengthening, which tend
to be of longer term in their implementation and more "sectoral" in
nature, there may be scope for "devolving" this conditionality to
sector investment lending.

(b) To the extent that for many countries, macroeconomic adjustment is
never "complete" (adjustment is continuous as countries respond to
changing external and internal situations), there may come a time
when the Bank should no longer rely so heavily on adjustment lending
for establishing a linkage between the macro balances and Bank
support.

Responsibility: S. Webb (CECMG)/
D. Bateman (IENIN)

III. The Evolving Pattern of Conditionality in Sector Investment and Project
Lending

To what extent are economy-wide reforms included in sector (time
slice) investment lending?

To what extent can sector investment loans incorporate the same type
of conditions that appear in adjustment lending?

Is there a country sector typology here?

Is sector investment lending always a "higher" form of instrument
than adjustment lending (i.e., public expenditure program needs to be appraised,
sectoral institutions need to be strong) -- or is it just different? Can a
typology of situations be developed?

Responsibility: J. Salop (COD)
K. Siraj (COD)
D. Bateman (IENIN)
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IV. The Complementarity Between Adiustment and Investment Lending

There is a significant literature on the links between economy-wide
policy and the efficiency of investment. Adjustment lending is, therefore, a
complement to investment lending rather than a substitute for it. Nonetheless,
given prudent lending limits and constrained resources, it is also a substitute.
This paper would draw together the results of theoretical analysis to provide
a framework for distinguishing the conditions under which adjustment lending is
a complement and when a sub.%titute. Drawing from country examples, it would
illustrate these effects and identify a stylized country typology.

Responsibility: Rocha & Serven (CECMG)

V. "Ownership" or Persuasion?

A major theme of RAL I was that government "ownership" of programs
must be a prerequisite of adjustment lending. This is now an accepted principle.
And yet adjustment lending is also used to persuade governments to undertake
reform. If the government "owns" the program, why does it need to be persuaded
to implement it? This is a well-known paradox. The answer lies, of course, in
the heterogeneity of government. There is a growing literature on the political
economy of adjustment. Using this as a starting point and a number of specific
adjustment loans as examples, this paper would seek to shed light on the
"persuasiveness" of adjustment lending. Should country departments be able to
identify whom, if anybody, is being "persuaded" (economic managers, political
"cost-bearers", the broader population)? What elements of the adjustment program
generally require the greatest persuasion?

Is it useful to distinguish "persuasion" from "acquiring a seat at
the table"?

Isn't "ownership" also an issue in project lending and does it not
affect sustainability of projects?

Responsibility: Jayarajah and
others (OED)



February 14, 1991

TO: Mr. Ajay Chhibber

FROM: Gobind T. Nankani

SUBJECT: Comments on "The Interrelationship Between Adjustment and

Investment Lending"

1. As I indicated to you over the EM, I shall be unable to attend the

review meeting for the above paper. Hence, I am sending you these comments

in writing. I begin with an overview and overall assessment, and then go

on to elaborate on some of the key issues raised in the assessment. My

view is that the paper's conclusion that the projected decline in adjust-

ment lending is appropriate and warranted is highly apt; indeed, by

ignoring certain key issues, the paper recommends a greater role for

adjustment lending than the evidence warrants. An even more sparing and

selective use of adjustment lending is recommended.

I. Overview and Overall Assessment

2. Overall, I found the paper to be a very fine analysis of the

analytical, operational and practical considerations that underlie the

actual choice of Bank lending instruments. The objective of the paper is

to go beyond its descriptive aspects, and to establish a prescriptive

framework. This is achieved by establishing the three building blocks of

the paper. First, is the stylized adjustment cycle and the implied

classification of countries by their relationship to the stylized cycle.

Second, is the analysis of the Bank's different lending instruments and

their relative strengths and weaknesses. And, third, is the overlay of

practical considerations such as disbursements management, fungibility of

funds and PSD. The culmination of the paper is the matrix (Table 6.1, page

58) in which all the elements are brought together to provide, for each

type of adjustor, the recommended mix of lending instruments. In addition,

the report recommends a greater use of SECILs and the special use of a

modified CEM to provide a focus for the ad justment policy dialogue, even in

the absence of adjustment lending. Bith Table 6.1, and the implicit

conclusion of the reviewed CSPs. suggest that adjustment lending should

decline in the 1990s. The implicit message (underlying Table 6.1) is that

adjustment lending must decline in favor of SECILs because:
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- we no more see all countries as following the stylized

adjustment model, i.e., as quick adjustors; logically, the

prolonged adjustors, repeat adjustors and non-adjustors

require a greater degree of selectivity and moderation in

the Bank's use of adjustment lending; and

' the recommended decline is a qualified one because the quick

adjustors, and those needing adjustment but not having

balance-of-payments needs, will require adjustment lending

from time to time, the prolonged adjustors will require

adjustment lending selectively, and countries with long-term

balance-of-payments needs will need adjustment lending over

a long period.

3. The view that adjustment lending should be expected to decline is

eminently reasonable. However, the paper does not, in my view, go far

enough in analyzing why the share of adjustment lending must decline, and

how it must decline. And furthermore, it does not recognize, in sufficient

depth, that the attempt to give policy teeth to SECILs, is an arduous task.

As such, the excellent idea of using a modified CEM as a major policy

dialogue tool receives less emphasis than it should--because there is a

failure to recognize that we can develop the CEM and SECILs jointly to give

teeth to our policy dialogue. Furthermore, cofinancing possibilities can

also be used as leverage to buttress the policy dialogue.

4. The fundamental reasons why the paper fails to address these

issues, in my view, have to do with:

* the failure to recognize that the stylized adjustment cycle

was what the Bank began the 1980s with, but that with

learning, we have recognized that some 80Z(?) of our clients

are actually, in relation to the stylized model, prolonged

adjustors; which in turn implies that the stylized model

needs "updating".

' the failure to recognize that adjustment lending is

"addictive", and given this characteristic, and its tendency

to weaken the demand for investment lending and to increase

exposure and risk, that it cannot be used as indiscreetly

for a stylized prolonged adjustor as for a stylized quick

adjustor.

- the failure to specify the rationale for adjustment lending

in sufficient depth--with a neglect of (a) the fiscal

dimension, and (b) the related political economy of

adjustment lending.

5. In short, adjustment lending should be even more sparingly used

than recommended by the paper. This is because the typical country is a

prolonged adjustor, adjustment lending is addictive, and the political

economy of adjustment lending may sometimes encourage and at other times
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thwart adjustment. Hence, a deeper analysis would call for a more careful

review of prolonged adjustors. Furthermore, why should there be adjustment

lending for countries with no balance-of-payments problem? Can adjustment

lending retain its potency to induce policy reform over long periods for

countries with long-term balance-of-payments problems or are these best

treated as requiring debt-restructuring?

II. An Elaboration of the Key Issues

Prolonged Adjustors are the Norm

6. The paper does not offer a classification of all of the Bank's

borrower countries into the five "categories" used in Table 6.1. It is my

conjecture that the bulk of our countries would fall into the prolonged

adjustor group. If so, then given the addiction risk to adjustment lending

(see para. 7) and its implications for exposure, disbursements and risk

management, the very idea of using a high share of adjustment lending for

5-7 years, and then 'graduating' to investment lending--d la the stylized

model--fails to be credible. Adjustment lending, right from the start,

needs to be used sparinglyl

The Addiction Risk of Adjustment Lending Loans

7. Countries that have used adjustment lending intensively--e.g.,

Jamaica--report that the policy dialogue quickly becomes totally dependent

on adjustment lending, and indeed we are barely able to keep investment

lending on the agenda in such countries. This is a fundamental issue that

bears recognition in the paper. Its implications are that adjustment

lending should, once again, be sparingly used in order to retain its

potency, and to not handicap the potency of ILs and SECILs.

The Rationale for Adjustment Lending

8. The rationale for adjustment lending (pages 37-38) is rather

skimpily dealt with. Recognizing the difficulty in explaining why there is

a widespread feeling that the "carrot" of adjustment lending is necessary

to enable policy reforms, and that the frequently used rationale that

adjustment lending finances the real costs of adjustment is a loose one in

most cases, the paper refuses to deal with the issue. It instead requires

that CSPs and adjustment lending packages explain why the adjustment loans

are carrots. The difficulty here has to do with the following:

- adjustment lending may sometimes be used to provide balance-

of-payments relief, but it always provides fiscal relief and

this contribution to the "internal transfer" problem (when

there is a credible adjustment program) is a key one that

must be recognized in the paper;
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* in a political economy world, fiscal resources are a

powerful resource for compensating losers; and

* the majority of the arguments for adjustment lending are, in

reality, of a political economy nature--and are frequently

loosely made, and are ultimately made to rest, uneasily, on

economic grounds. There is a need for more serious

analytical work on political economy issues so that when

adjustment lending is undertaken for such reasons, the

underlying analysis is rigorous. The likelihood is that far

fewer countries will qualify for adjustment lending if a

more rigorous political economy analysis is undertaken,

including in particular, those countries with no balance-of-

payments problems.

III. Conclusions

9. Adjustment lending should be used very sparingly, and the reasons

--balance-of-payments, fiscal or political economic--be clearly specified.

The policy teeth of SECILs are limited. The modified CEM is an excellent

idea--it should be used more potently--in some cases to leverage the entire

lending program as suggested, but also (I la Consultative Groups) to lever-

age cofinancing. There is no escape from political economy considerations

in adjustment lending, so these should be frontally addressed--with the

appropriate analytical work done.

10. A final thought. Hybrids are a useful tool. The notion might be

broadened to include modified hybrids--a combination of investment loans

and SECILs, with the investment loan giving us a seat at the table, and the

SECIL permitting a quick response to agreed policy reforms as and when

these are undertaken over time.

cc: Messrs. Choksi, LAlDR

Selowsky, LACVP

Page, LA3C1

Lysy, EAS

Garg, EM3AG

Bhattacharya, AS5CO

c\ \gob nd\nchhibo
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DATE: 12-Feb-1991 12:57pm

TO: Ajay Chhibber ( AJAY CHHIBBER

FROM: Guy P. Pfeffermann, CEIED ( GUY P. PFEFFERMANN )

EXT.: 30786

SUBJECT: Adjustment and Investment draft

What a splendid job. Congratulations.

What the paper doesn't do, and this was probably not part of the

terms of reference, is to discuss the supply side: the Bank's

evolving comparative advantage. My impression is that the Bank

has, over the years, lost its undisputed preeminence in projects

and sector work. Implicitly or as a matter of policy, the Bank

has made the decision that economists and other "policy

reformers" were more relevant to the development scene than

engineers and other micro-specialists. The result is that the

dominant culture of the Bank has shifted away from

"engineering/sector" to the preeminence of economists and

"managers" (who, so the theory goes, can harness all the required

technical/projects talent through consultants).

This raises two questions:

1. is the Bank correct in downplaying the importance of

"projects types" ? I think not. In particular, a stable of

outstanding senior persons who command the respect of top

policy-makers was one of the cardinal assets of the Bank. 
We have

lost that capability.

2. is there any point in discussing "shifting back to more

investment lending" unless we also discuss whether the above

capability can somehow be re-created ?

But this probably goes beyond the ken of the report.

CC: Larry Summers ( LARRY SUMMERS )
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DATE: 14-Feb-1991 12:58pm

TO: Larry Summers ( LARRY SUMMERS )
TO: Johannes Linn ( JOHANNES LINN
TO: Ajay Chhibber ( AJAY CHHIBBER

FROM: Stephen Denning, AF6DR ( STEPHEN DENNING )

EXT.: 34035

SUBJECT: Inter relationship of adjustment and investment lendin

I am planning to attend the review meeting this afternoon
on the paper on the Interrelationship between Adjustment and

Investment Lending. Here are a few advance comments.

Overall, I think it is an excellent paper -- by far the

best that I have read on this difficult subject. Hence my
congratulations to the authors. My comments below therefore
should be taken in the spirit of how to make the good better, and

I hope they are helpful.

1. The paper discusses the cases of the "prolonged adjustors"

quite well. However we don't seem to have a process in the Bank

that adequately addresses the length of the adjustment agenda.

The OC discussions on Initiating Memoranda of adjustment loans

are particularly tunnel-visioned in focusing on whether we have

the right quantity and quality of adjustment measures for the

upcoming operation. But even the CSP discussions don't really

get into this very well, as they tend to focus on the next three

years.

2. The paper discusses adjustment without any recognition of

the countries in arrears like Zambia, or with exposure issues

like Brazil, and thus come across as a little unworldly.
Clearly, the issue of the arrears in Zambia limits the adjustment

options available, affects the design of the operation, affects

the timing decisions, and the risks that the management is

willing to take. It would seem more realistic to admit that this

exists and discuss the implications, rather than ignore it.

3. The recommendation that there be three different scenarios

in CSPs is already implemented in the Business Plans, and there

might be some case for closer integration of CSPs and BPs, as
well as more PRE involvement in BP discussions, since this is

where some decisions get taken.

4. The current policy that prohibits tranching in investment

loans makes no sense, and is a major constraint on the

effectiveness of investment lending, as well as an implicit
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DATE: 19-Feb-1991 03:58pm

TO: Ajay Chhibber ( AJAY CHHIBBER

FROM: Odin Knudsen, AGRAP ( ODIN KNUDSEN )

EXT.: 30366

SUBJECT: Paper on Investment and Adjustment Lending

Enjoyed very much reading your team's paper. It is well-written

and thoughtful. Congratulations on an excellent paper.

My suggestion is that on the Hybrids you add something 
on the

linkage that is required between the investment and adjustment

component. By explicitly linking the two, cross-conditionality
is less of a problem since one would want to cancel either the

investment or policy disbursements if there were problems with

either. This also should put some discipline in the use of

hybrids --inhibiting their use as a soft option.

On investment sector loans with policy conditionality, I think

they should be designed to permit cancellation if conditions 
of

the loan are not met. That is, the investment component should

be designed in a modular form with each part being completed as

the policy tranches become due. That way we prevent half built

bridges being monuments to failed policy actions. But this may

be too much detail for your paper.

On the requirement for balance of payment loans, I don't believe

that there need be a balance of payment deficit. Your paper uses

the word balance of payment need which I think is the right

terminology. But I have the feeling that the Bank is using the

narrower term of balance of payment deficit. A country might be

in balance of payments surplus but still need the loan to cover

the change in foreign exchange needs that arise out of the policy

transformation or to maintain reserves (to sustain the policy in

the face of adverse expectations). How this would read legally I

don't know. "Special Circumstances" might have a broader

definition than balance of payment deficit. We may still carry

the legacy of the days of fixed exchanged rates in our thinking

and legal framework.

CC: Gershon Feder ( GERSHON FEDER
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DATE: 15-Feb-1991 08:45am

TO: Ajay Chhibber ( AJAY CHHIBBER

FROM: Paul Meo, LA4TF ( PAUL MEO )

EXT.: 30143

SUBJECT: Comments on Your Paper on AL/IL

Cheer up; Francis always finds fault with everything. When

he doesn't, we should get very, very suspicious. Some more

trivial comments on your paper that were not worth that meeting's
time:

1. A parochial comment. Page 62 relatively accurately

portrays the Ecuador proposal. The problem is that it remains a

proposal; we are not sure the Ecuadorians will put in place a

macroframework and an IMF standby that will permit us to go to

the Board with the loan. Obviously, discussion of it when we

might never make the loan is inappropriate. Can you find another

example? Venezuelan loans? For the history of this, you can go

back to a 1970 program loan we made to Colombia, with a tranche

made dependent on coffee prices; when they went up we cancelled

the later tranche.

2. General comments. Be very careful how you phrase the

balance of payments support case for successful adjusters.

First, as one participant pointed out, that is the role of the

IMF, particularly if it is a blip. Secondly (not noted), we are

so slow that we often lend after the blip has passed. Finally,

there is the Chicago-boy argument that if the are good adjusters,

they must have made their economy more resilient and flexible and

thus can handle blips. I think your point is we should never

say "never", but I would tone it down.

Leveraging lending programs, as your full text notes, is

very rarely (if ever) done. In fact, what we leverage is

adjustment lending. Without adjustment lending, there is little

to leverage. One can argue (see Ecuador case above) that without

improved performance, SECALs can be deferred, but it is hard to

drop a Guayas water project or an environmental mining project

(for very specific and current examples) because the IMF is not

lhappy. Again, this I would tone down and remove from the major

conclusions--it just ain't on unless the Bank changes.

You should stress much more strongly what John Page

noted--and we all noted--that the age of shadow pricing is over.

That good relative prices mean better projects. And the

corrolary is that we might be prepared to sacrifice some niceties

on procurement and other crap in favor of relative pricing. I



can tranche a FIL on interest rates, but I do get frustrated when

I am supposed to include an overdue audit and the deferral of

replacing the VP for administration in the financiera in our

discussions.

3. But it is a very, very good paper. The proof is that a

SOD/COD team we set up to figure out how to design lending
instruments in Chile so we can have a policy impact but avoid (if

possible; it may not be) SECAL approaches found the paper most

helpful and drew it to my attention. I suspect they are happily
plagarizing you; I hope you don't sue.
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DATE: 13-Feb-1991 10:33am

TO: Ajay Chhibber ( AJAY CHHIBBER

FROM: Lorene Yap, FRM ( LORENE YAP )

EXT.: 80525

SUBJECT: Paper on Adjustment/Investment Lending

The paper is excellent! The characterization of adjustment

lending, and the typology, are good, and I note that you have

tried to bring in our IDA concerns as well. The discussion

should be lively.

Lorene
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THE WORLD BANK/INTERiNATIONAL FINAN~t CORPORATION rEB 13 1991
OFFICE MEMORANDUM

OATE: February 13, 1991

TO; Mr. Johannes Linn, Director, (CECDR)

THfJOUGH: Alain Colliou, Acting Director (AF3DR)

FROM: B. Varon, Lead Economist (AF3DR) and E. Scanteie, Acting Chief, (AF3COW

EXTENSION: 35050

SUBJECT: Inter-Relationship Between Adjubtment and Investment Lending

We welcome the attempt to address this important issue and to do so
in such a thorough and balanced way. One can only wholeheartedly agree
with its many common-sense conclusions, including -- but not limited to -
- the call for a "short policy focused CEM" as a basis in annual poJicy
discussions by the Country Department Director with the Government? or
the pragmatic recommendations on the design of country assistance
strategica. We realize there are no easy answers to many of the
questions raiucd, and that the very emphasis of the paper on the
cxperience with SALs (rather than investment lending) and the perhaps
excessive care to be non-prescriptive, have left many questions
unanswered.

Among the questions we would like to address are the following:

. What 13 the synergy (rather than complementarity) between adjustment
and investment lending? One has the impzession sometimes that the
initial purpose of the SALs -- which was to help improve the
investment climate -- has been forgotian, and that SAL9 have
developed a life, of their own and are being justified for their own
sake.

. What is the trade-off between adjustment lending, and other lending
and ESW? We should see our program as a zero-sum proposition. For
example, the increasing claim on staff resources for SAL preparation
and supervision is probably decapitalizing economic and sector
knowledge, with dire lonfer-term consejuences.

. What it the link and sequence between AL, political reform and
capacity building? In many cases we have chosen to attempt "capacity
bulldiig" In parallel with adjustment, substituting for local
institutions and failing to muotivaLe local staff and internalize the
process.

. While we probably do have an overall comparative advantage in AL, is

this the case across the board or in all countries? We feel that in

some areas such as civil service reform, parapublic sector reform,

tax reform, informal sector, private sector development, etc. other
donors might have an edge, at least in specific countries. We might
sometimes be misled about our comparative advantage by the fact that

those donors, for their own reasons, have decided to let somebody
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else handle the respective reforms, rather than dirtying their own

hands.

. Are we comfortable that investment lending is under control? We

think the paper should address the issues of project preparation
quality, implementation record, post-implementation operation and

maintenance, development of project pipelines -- both for the Bank's

own portfolio, and in general.

. A corollary question is the evolution of the Bank's investment

lending uince Lhe advent of SALs. How have the SALs influenced the

quality of project preparation and implementation?

. Is the Bank's motivation system consistent with objective decisions
on the right mix between adjustment and investment lending? We feel
thiu mighL noL be always the case. Units, managers and individual
staff might sometimes favor SALs over investment lending because of
the slgnalA they receive.

. Finally, we should ask ourselves whether investment lending might
have been more effective than SALs in, for example, promoting supply

response in some cases, given needs, structure, management capacity,

etc. This is researchable and, on that basis, some yardaticks and

broad goals could be developed. A response to this question might

take us a step beyond the dissemination of best practices, and
provide a more balanced evaluation of the respective merits of

adjustment and investment lending. For several yeazs now many staff
have wondered whether investment lending has not been neglected, if

not financially, at least qualitatively - including the amount of

attention it receives from the management.

We hope you will find these comments useful, and we will be happy to

discuss them with your staff.

cc Messrs/Mesdames Aguirre-Sacasa (o/r), O'Brien, Gorjestani, (o/r),
Chevallier, Sarris, Blanc, Otten, Schiavo-Campo, Gervais, Damon,

Benbrahim, Pasquier (o/r)
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DATE: 25-Feb-1991 10:03am

TO: Hans Wyss ( HANS WYSS

FROM: Enzo Grilli, EAS ( ENZO GRILLI

EXT.: 81934

SUBJECT: DEC Paper on Adjustment and Investment Lending

Hans,

I fully agree with your suggestions. I have asked Moeen to
put the paper up for discussion with the RVPs, but I don't have
his answer as yet. Will let you know.

Enzo

CC: Frank Lysy ( FRANK LYSY
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DATE: 23-Feb-1991 03:19pm

TO: Enzo Grilli ( ENZO GRILLI

FROM: Hans Wyss, CODDR ( HANS WYSS

EXT.: 82851

SUBJECT: DEC Paper on Adjustment and Investment Lending.

Enzo,

I have seen your and Frank Lysy's comments on the DEC paper and
share EAS' concerns. I have also been briefed by Randy about the VP
meeting on the draft paper and of course had much earlier on agreed
to a PRE request for Joanne's writing a section of the report (on
SECILs).

Given the importance'of the subject (and unless the quality of the
paper is much improved for the PRE level review), you may want to
propose to Moeen in this case that he discuss the paper with the
OVPs prior to the PRE meeting.

Hans.



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

) OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 21, 1991

TO: Mr. Ajay Chhibber

FROM: Frank J. Lysy, Economic Adviser, EAS

EXTENSION: 81945

SUBJECT: Paper on "The Inter-Relation Between Adjustment and Investment Lending"

1. As you know, we in EAS have a number of concerns on this paper.
The main concerns were covered in the memo from Mr. Grilli to Mr.
Summers of February 15, which you were sent a copy of. The purpose of
the present memo is to focus on several, more specific, issues. I am
also enclosing a marked-up copy of the paper.

The Paper's Recommendations on the Use of Specific Lending Instruments

2. We welcome very much the discussion at various points in the
paper of the wide variety of lending instruments that the Bank has
available to use. I indeed believe this is the primary contribution of
the paper. and why many find it of such interest to read. We would in
fact strongly recommend that the discussion of these various
instruments be brought out more clearly and amplified: this point is
discussed in the memo of Grilli to Summers referred to above.

3. However, we still have certain concerns on some of the specifi
statements and recommendations made on several of the instruments
discussed. The basic problem is that the discussion is not balanced.
Whereas the underlying theme is that adjustment loans are often mis-
used, the discussion on the other instruments (i.e. SECIL's. FIL's.
Hybrid Loans, and Slow-Disbursing Adjustment Loans) is almost uniformly
positive and laudatory. There should be a better balance of the pro's
and cons of each, with a description of the type of situation where
each would be most appropriate. The disadvantages in the use of these
instruments should be brought out; what follows are some of the points
that we believe should be made.

4. Slow-Disbursing Adjustment Loans: This is perhaps the most
problematic of the alternative lending instruments tho paper
recommends. The fundamental problem is that it ignores f-ho

impossibility of forecasting t-he future path of mkti dl Stmnt pr'cvam
with any certainty. especially over a thtee or fir v 0l r timo 'o.-1
There is then the grave danger that even though we might he Iuito
pleased with the -o rse of the adjustment p rogram (The re th p r gs
might even be better than had been planned). the program a iilp Iom o 11 ''I

might in fact fail to meet th lotte 1. of ' rme or mo f the f- ranrlh
release csnditions I- igned threo or 'oIr yoars earl ier . We woolid 1he1
not be a.' le to )Il-ea the tran ho. TIdeed, to e l el-se the ttaicho w'
might in fact hav thi- p0 r'ei osul of rorloirior i lack )- kin ii
some area
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5. An actual example of this type of problem occurred in the

Venezuela SAL, although the issue related to a dated covenant rather

than a tranche release condition (where covenants are fortunately much

easier to change as conditions change). In order to encourage the

Government to move to better targeted food subsidies, the SAL contained

a covenant requiring that there be a study of the use of inferior goodq
(e.g. low grade flour that to a large extent only the poor would buy)

as a vehicle for such subsidies. However, the Government then moved

much more quickly than expected, and removed all of its general food

subsidies, substituting for them subsidies that provided direct

monetary or in kind support for low income people. Once this was done,

we did not want to encourage them to return to any general food

subsidies, even for inferior goods, and a study such as that mandated

under the SAL would have provided support for those that wished to see

such a return to general subsidies. Fortunately, as a covenant, it was

relatively easy to change this condition. This change in Government

policy occurred within only a six-month period; one can imagine the

changes to be expected over a three or four year period.

6. Much preferable, we believe, is to use a series of adjustment

loans in such situations, rather than one, large but slow-disbursing.

operation. This is in fact what the Bank has done in the past. For

example, the norm in the area of trade policy has been to utilize a

series of Trade Policy Reform Loans to support the various phaseq of
the reform program. Finally, we would note that the experience wo bave

had with stretched-out three-tranche operations has not been

exceptionally good.

7. Hybrid Loans: We would be wary of extensive use of this

instrument. It is appropriate in certain cases, but the conjunction of

factors required is not common. These factors include:

(a) The Government is following an overall policy reform program.
and this program is being supported by the Bank with quick-
disbursing assistance.

(b) There is a need for Bank-financing of investment in the area of
the proposed Hybrid.

(c) The investment required in that particular aroa (to b pover'd
by the Hybrid) will not, however, be don- ef(iciently. onl"sz
some area of the Government's overall policy r-form program i_
implemented first. or is implemented in conjunction with t-he
investment. It might also be the case that the polr 1"5 wi l
more likely be implemented. if it is recognised that Bank

suoport for specific investments in the area will soon follow.
Th- key is that there most be some clear linkage.

(d) Finallv, it most be the ,ase that it would not be more
efficient. in terms of loan processing or in the u- of Batik
Staff resources. to deal wi'th the issues in two separat"
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operations, a SECAL for the policy-based part and a SECIL or

regular investment loan for the investment part.

If these four factors hold, then a Hybrid might be appropriate, but it

is probably fairly rare. In addition, one must recognize that a Hybrid

will be more complicated as an operation. than either of the two parts

separately would be as separate loans. And the more complicated

something is, the more likely something will go wrong.

8. SECIL's and FIL's with strong policy content: Greater use of

such instruments is perhaps warranted. They combine support for policy

change, institutional reform and development, and financing of specific

investments. However. such operations can soon become quite complex,

and perhaps overly complex. A break-down into component pieces might

be appropriate in many cases. Such operations also differ from the

original conceptions for the instruments carrying these names; perhaps

you should coin a new name for what you are now proposing. SECIL's and

FIL's were originally conceived as "wholesaling" operations, which

would be applicable in precisely the opposite type of situation you

describe, i.e. in a situation where policies are good and the

institutions strong, so the Bank can use these institutions to "retail"

the funds the Bank provides.

9. But probably the most important constraint on the use of the

type of SECIL's and FIL's you describe is budgetary. Operations that
combine policy reform, institutional reform and development, and

support for specific investments, can be very complicated and difficult

to put together. In my own experience on Venezuela, the lack of

sufficient staff resources in the Sector Operations Divisions was, I

believe, the primary reason these Divisions were reluctant to proceed

with such operations, even though we were trying to encourage their

use.

Projections of Future Adjustment Lending

10. The paper expends a good deal of effort in attempting to project

the future share of adjustment lending in the Bank's portfolio, and

draws conclusions from the trends in the projections it reports. There

is a fundamental flaw in this, however. One simply cannot project the

use of such an instrument in any reasonable way.

11. Quick-disbursing adjustment loans are provided in response to

some crisis. where balance of payments support from the Bank is

required and requested. One cannot. however, predict when such a

crisis will occur in the future, much less predict when the countrv's
Government. will respond with an appropriate adjustment program that rh

Bank can ,upport. One cannot. therefore. predict on a country spec ti

basis what the future lev-el of adjustment lending from the Bank should

he. at least not past a three or perhaps four year time horizn.
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12. Two very simple examples illustrates this point:

(a) Imagine what the results of such a projection exercise would

show if you had requested a projection (by country) of Emergency

Reconstruction lending by the Bank (as for floods or

hurricanes). Except for perhaps the next year or two, such

lending would be projected at a level of zero. We should not

then jump to the conclusion that Emergency Reconstruction

lending by the Bank will be zero in, say, 1995, even though none

of the country projections show any. I am sure there will be

some: we just do not know where. The same applies to adjustment

lending.

(b) Similarly, imagine what the results of such an exercise would be

if one forced IMF staff to do it for future IMF lending. IMF

programs are supposed to succeed, and no further Fund resources

are projected to be used in any Fund-supported program after

three or four years at most. Such a projection would therefore

show no further IMF lending (purchases) after about four years.

Should we therefore expect the Fund to be shutting down by

around 1995? Some might look forward to such an outcome, but I

would not count on it. Similarly for adjustment lending; there

will certainly be a substantial need for it in 1995, but we

cannot predict in 1991 where that need will be.

13. It should therefore be no surprise that one observes a decline

in adjustment lending in the current country specific lending plans.

But it is not logically correct to generalize from these current

country specific plans, to the Bank as a whole. Quick-disbursing

assistance is in response to the unexpected, and one should expect the

unexpected to happen somewhere, we just do not know where.

14. Finally, you should note that the projections of future lending

commitments (and specifically the share of quick-disbursing assistance)
you report in the paper, comes from FRS. The projections you use are

those developed by FRS for the purposes of the 1990 Creditworthiness

Review. These projections were based on the FY91-93 Business Plans

submitted by the Regions. Projections to the year FY98 were then

developed by FRS (not the Regions) by:

(a) First assuming the FY91-93 average share of adjustment lending

reported by the Region in its Business Plan for each spe-ific
country, would then hold for FY94-98.

(b) And then adjusting these shares in certain specifit- a, a.

on the judgement of FRS staff.

This approach is perhaps suitable for the Creditworthiness Report.

However, in your paper you report these projections as if thov 7pre 1hb
plans of the Regional staff. for the period to 1998. where no such

plans exist. It is therefore totally incorrect to draw conciluv ions on
the trend in "planned" adjustment lending from this: you are defining'



trend based on a methodology that starts by assuming the FY91-93 shares

will remain constant to FY98, and is then only adjusted based on FRS

staff assumptions.

15. You should therefore delete the discussion of all this from the

paper. The approach used is flawed, both logically and in practice.

Page 17 to 22 can be dropped, as well as portions of page 65 and

certain other phrases scattered around the paper.

The Desired Net Disbursement Profile

16. A major section of the paper (Sec. V.2) argues that Adjustment

Lending is bad for the Bank, since it increases the country risk the

Bank is exposed to because of the resulting net disbursement profile.

It is taken as a given that a flat net disbursement profile (for Bank

operations in the country as a group) is best for the Bank, from a risk

management point of view. Yet it is not clear why this should

necessarily be so. Two point should be considered:

(a) One should consider Bank net disbursements not in isolation, but

in the broader context of what the country needs, and what other

creditors are doing. The country's need for balance of payments

support is high early in the process, and adjustment lending is

designed to provide this support. The policies being

implemented will require some time until they can have the

effect of reducing the need for such balance of payments

support. This is precisely the stylized "adjustment cycle" you

discuss earlier in the paper (Figure 3.1, on page 27). That

earlier discussion is basically ignored here. One should also

consider what other creditors are doing. This point is also

made elsewhere in the paper, but seems to be ignored here. It

should be expected in a normal adjustment cycle that the Bank

and the Fund will provide a large share of the financing

required in the early stages of the process, while bilateral

financing (mostly supplier's credits guaranteed by an export

credit agency) and voluntary commercial finance will be more

important later.

(b) Consider also what is viewed as the "ideal" net disbursement

profile for the IMF in support of this process. The qupport of

both the Bank and the Fund has similar objectives here. that iq.

to assist the country to get through a balance of payments
crisis through the adoption of suitable macro and structural
adjustment reform policies. and the provision of balance of

payments support until those policies can have an effect. Yet

even though the objectives-are similar. the uiew of t1 d'
"ideal" net disbursement profile in support of this K precisely
the opposite of what you consider the ideal for the Bank. The

Fund provides a. very high level of financial support q'icklv.
ant then after thtee or four years begins tc' be ro-paid. qnd has
negative net levels of purchases. That is, there is - very
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strong peak in the pattern considered to be the "ideal" for the

Fund. Why should the view of the "ideal" be so different?

17. For these reasons, we would therefore recommend that you cut

Section V.2 (pp. 52-55) and related references scattered through the

paper.

Budgetary Implications

18. The paper currently contains little on the budgetary

implications of its recommendations, and in particular on the effect of

a generalized shift away from adjustment lending. There is only a

table in the back (Annex Table 2), and I do not recall any discussion
in the text. This table shows the staff-weeks required per project
(through to the Board Presentation stage, i.e. excluding Supervision
required I believe, although this is not explicitly noted). The table

indicates that the staff-weeks required per project (excluding
supervision) is roughly the same for investment loans as for adjustment
loans, and in fact somewhat lower.

19. This is misleading, however. It ignores the fact that SAL's and

SECAL's are on average much larger in size than regular investment

loans. Expressed per dollar of commitment. adjustment loans require

less than one-third the staff-weeks input of an investment loan, on

average. This is because adjustment loans have been, on average, about

three times the size of investment loans. This is carefully documented
in a memo of Mr. Satish Mannan to Mr. Vinod Dubey of April 17,

1990. 1/. Mr. Mannan calculated the total staff inputs (including

supervision, as is proper) required for all Bank projects approved

during FY80 to FY89 and fully disbursed by February 28, 1990. He found

that the total staff inputs required per project through the entire

project cycle was roughly the same for adjustment loans as for

investment loans (the total requirements for adjustment loans were in
fact somewhat less, about 12% less, since the total supervision

required for investment loans is greater). About 137 sw were required

for adjustment loans and 155 sw for investment loans. However, per

million dollars of commitments, only 1.01 sw were required for

adjustment loans vs 3.08 sw required for investment loans, i.e.
investment loans are three times as expensive.

20. The implication of this should be clear. Unles a fall in World
Bank lending commitments is being recmmended. tber "ill J- a 11-d t-(

increase substantially World Bank operational staff r' our-- iflwhr'
is to be a substantial shift out of adjustment lending int' investment
lending. The paper should make this point clearly.

/ Copies of this memo are available from Mr. Mannan or myself.
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Other Issues

21. Role of CESW: CESW is obviously important and should be

policy-focussed. However, as the memo of Grilli to Summers cited above

notes, there is much policy-focussed work that Bank staff do now that

does not get recorded in the computer as the system is now set up, and

thus does not get recognized in the bureaucracy. The key point should

be that there is a need for flexibility in the way staff work is

programmed. With tight budget constraints, there is an attempt to

program staff work in excessive detail and years in advance. Under

such a system it becomes more difficult to be responsive and focussed

on the policy issues as they develop.

22. An additional point I wish to make here is in response to the

suggestion made in the paper that CESW and adjustment lending should be

viewed as substitutable: that with more of one there can be less of the

other (as in para. 6.29 on page 48). This is totally wrong. Policy-

focussed CESW and adjustment lending are best viewed as complementary

rather than substitutable. Adjustment lending can be disastrous if not

backed-up by proper CESW. And policy-focussed CESW will be most

effective (perhaps only effective) if there is a follow-through by

means of some specific Bank lending operation. The lending operation

might be an adjustment loan, if that is appropriate for the situation,

but could also be by means of some other operation, if such an

operation is most appropriate for the situation. The follow-up could

be, for example. by means of a SECIL or a regular investment operation.

But unless there is some follow-up, there is the strong possibility

that the CESW report will just be put on some shelf and ignored. For

this reason also, choices among CESW tasks should be made so that in

general there is a means of follow-up.

23. Counting Conditions: The paper attempts to draw conclusions on
trends in conditionality in adjustment operations, by means of counting

the number of legal conditions required for effectiveness and tranche

release. It is well known that this is fundamentally meaningless.

Sometimes one condition is more important than the rest combined, and

often the most important conditions are not even listed at all in the

legal loan documents since they were required as conditions of Board

presentation or even appraisal. Discussion of this and the associated

tables should be cut from the paper (pages 31-33, 42. and Annex Tahl-n

3.1 and 3.2).

24. Opening Paragraph of the Executive 2ummary: The op-tiing
paragraph of the Executive Summary contains a number of mis-tadinig

statements. and sets the wrong tone for the paper. The opening
sentence, for example. states that adjustment lending was "originally
expected to be a short-lived diversion" for the Bank. hut do tn -av
who expected this. Although I am sure some may have. I doubt that

reasonable people who understood the purpose of the new instrument hal

such a view. There is . for example. no reference to the vi-w that

SAL's would be a "qhor--1ivd" instrument For the Pak in the fi

Annual Report of the Bank (1980) that makes reference to it. Rather.
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in that report SAL's are treated as a new instrument available to the

Bank, that have evolved out of the Bank's long-standing Program Lending
(the first two loans made by the Bank made were Program Loans). There

is no hint that they should be viewed as only temporarily available.

25. Much preferable as an introductory paragraph would be what is

now used as the introduction to the main text (paragraph 1.1 on page

10).

26. Length of the Paper: The paper is too long as it now stands

and is repetitive. The Introductory Section I, for example, is largely

another Executive Summary; it could be dropped. The paper also uses

the approach of setting-up "straw men" at various points, which it then

knocks down. There is no need for this. An example of this is on

pages 37-38. where it first sets out a number of supposed rationales

for financial support of policy reform programs (e.g. to "buy"

reforms), which it then knocks down. These should be cut. Finally, we

have noted above several sections of the paper where the arguments are

faulty (for example, on the projections of adjustment lending), which

should be cut. More fundamentally, as noted in the memo of Grilli to

Summers, there should be a basic re-casting of the paper from its

current negative approach (where it is argued that adjustment lending

is often cver-used or mis-used), to a basically positive approach that

lays out the range of lending instruments the Bank has available, where

certain ones are most appropriate for certain situations.

27. Ba'king for "Accusations" Made: Finally. a number of

accusatory statements are made at various points in the paper. that are

not backed-up by any evidence. This naturally gets people in

Operations upset, and since specific examples or backing are not given.

they are difficult to defend. For example, on page 13 there is a

reference at the top of the page to "adjustment lending addiction" and

at the bottom of the page to "defensive adjustment lending undertaken

only to reduce negative net disbursements". Yet nowhere in the text is

any specific case cited of this, nor is any other backing provided.

The people implicitly "accused" of this should be given the specifics

of "where and when", so that the issue can be discussed and hopefully

resolved. As it stands, the reader will assume that everyone agrees

that such statements are generally accepted as they stand.

FJLysy:

cc: Messrs.\Mmes: Summers. Linn. Isenman, rjrciut o. iodiik
Kilby, Yap. Grilli, Levy, Ray, Bock. Wyss. 'a3lop. Hiati, O'I*P
Selowsky. Yenal. Bhattacharya. Garg. McClearv. tlankani. PUg?
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 15, 1991

TO: Mr. Lawrence Summers

FROM: Enzo Grilli, Director, EAS

EXTENSION: 81934

SUBJECT: Paper on "The Inter-Relationship Between Adjustment and Investment
Lending

1. Mr. Frank Lysy presented the views of EAS at Thursday's meeting

to discuss this draft paper. Given its importance, I thought that it

may still be useful to express to you in a more precise form what are

our main concerns on the paper. Mr. Lysy will be directly in touch

with Mr. Chhibber on a number of more specific comments EAS has on the

current draft of the paper.

2. Thi3 (February 7) draft of the paper is much improved over the

draft dated January 22, with regard to the operational conclusions

drawn. However, the paper has still moved significantly away from the

original request of Mr. Conable, in his directive of June 23, 1989, to

prepare a paper within the next six months that "should examine to what

extent the present investment and sector lending supports the ongoing

adjustment lending effort". The paper had moved far from this in the

draft outlines that had circulated last Fall, where much of the
discussion was on a notion of a transition away from adjustment

lending.

3. The current draft, while much improved, still suffers at points

from this heritage. The underlying premise is still that adjustment

lending is over-used or mis-used, and that its use should therefore be

cut, with some other type of lending instrument then utilized instead.

This is an essentially negative approach. Much preferable would be an

essentially positive approach, where the paper lays out the

considerable range of lending instruments the Bank has (or perhaps

should have) available, where different instruments are most

appropriate in different situations. The authors have the material for

such an approach, and the current draft of the paper indeed contains

much of this material already in various places (which is what makes it

such interesting reading for many), but the paper would have to be

reorganized for it to serve this very useful purpose.

4. A key flaw of the paper, however, as it is currently structured,

is its attempt to arrive at a typology of countries, where the Bank's

lending posture (particularly as regards adjustment lending) would

depend on where the country is placed. The paper recommends that

countries be classified as "Quick-Adjustors", "Prolonged Adjustors",

"Repeat Adjustors", "Non-Adjustors", or "Policy Reforms Without BOP

Need". The problem with any such system of classification is that one

still has to recognize that there is great variety in specific country

situations, that the appropriate lending posture for the Bank must take
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into account this variety, and that in the end, Senior Management must

make decisions on the case specific situation presented to them. The

paper does recognize this in places with suitable qualifying

statements 1/, but still it makes the case for new guidelines, which in

our view would do much more harm than good.

5. Dividing lines are always blurred, even if one agreed that the

classification system proposed is the relevant one. Furthermore, where

a country should be placed within such a classification system will

vary over time. The example of Venezuela illustrates this. Over just

the last two years (about the period of a normal lending cycle),

Venezuela would have moved under such a system, from Non-Adjustor, to

Quick-Adjustor, to Policy Reforms Without BOP Need. Given the movement

of petroleum prices over the last few weeks, Venezuela may soon be re-

classified back to Quick-Adjustor. It is not clear, in such a volatile

situation, how such a classification system will be of much use to

Management in determining the proper lending posture for the Bank.

6. More importantly, it will not be clear at the beginning of the

adjustment process, what category the country will later be assigned

(with hindsight). It will not be clear whether the country will end up

as a Quick-Adjustor, Prolonged Adjustor, or Repeat Adjustor, but yet

the lending posture to be taken will depend on the choice made.

7. Finally, even if one could agree on the proper categorization,

the country specific special factors that always exist will have to

enter into the decision of Management on the lending posture to take.

Two countries, even if agreed to be in the same category, will often

(almost always) have to be treated differently, depending on factors

specific to the case at hand. To conclude, when one takes all these

factors into account, the proposed categorization of the paper says, in

effect, little more than that the Bank should not provide adjustment

loans in situations where they will fail.

8. On the specific operational recommendations made in the current

draft of the paper (para. xxvii on page 9), we have the following

comments:

(a) Relating size of lending program on the pace of policy change:

In general, we would agree.

(b) On restricting use of adjustment lending for a "Prolonged

Adjustor": For the reasons discussed above, we believe one

cannot be rigid.

(c) On requiring "prior actions" in countries classified as "Repeat

Adjustors": Again, one cannot be rigid. We would note,

1/ For example, in para. 6.1 on page 57, it is noted that "in practice,

individual country issues and structure will determine the actual approach

taken".
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however, that adjustment loans in general require the bulk of
their conditionality to be completed up-front (i.e. by Loan
Effectiveness, and often by Board Presentation). On the
proposal to couple this "prior action" conditionality with
single-tranche (rather than the normal two-tranche) operations,
we would note that while we are not at all opposed to this (it
would provide a very useful degree of flexibility in
particularly difficult situations), the Board has normally been
opposed to such operations, for reasons that are not altogether
clear to us. The Board, in fact, has only approved the use of
single-tranche operations in precisely the opposite type of
country: those with an excellent track record, such as
Indonesia.

(d) On "introducing procedures" for strengthened policy based sector
investment and financial intermediary loans: We would like to
know precisely what is meant by "introducing procedures". The
current draft does not have a description of this. An earlier
draft of this paper proposed introducing clearance procedures
similar to those now used for adjustment loans; if that is
meant, we would be strongly opposed, but since that was dropped
in the new draft, presumably something else is now meant. If it
is basically to encourage Bank staff to utilize this lending
instrument more broadly (for example, through the provision of
suitable budgetary and staff resources), then the proposal is a
good one. In our experience, the lack of budgetary and staff
resources has been a principal constraint on the use of these
lending instruments in the past (for example, in Venezuela).
Such SECIL's would require all of the staff effort currently
required for a policy-based adjustment operation, plus more (for
the assessment of the specific investments being supported, for
the institutional development efforts, and so on).

(e) On the proposal to introduce the possibility of tranche-type
conditionality in suitable SECIL's and FIL's: Adding this
option would be useful; there are certain situations where this
could be of help. We would note that if tranching is used in
such an operation, then it should be defined in terms of the
commitment authority of the financial intermediary or the sector
authority, not in terms of Bank disbursements.

(f) On requiring CSP's to specify three clearly articulated
scenarios (base, high, and low), with three corresponding
project portfolios: We do not see how this particular
recommendation fits in this paper. On its merit, one can only
say that scenarios are generally useful, but there is not an
optimal number and we should not be too rigid. In certain
situations, one should perhaps have two scenarios (or even just
one), while in others there should perhaps even be four. It all
depends. In this regard, we would also note that the proposal
of the paper to define the "base" case as one where the policy
framework is insufficient to generate "sustainable" growth
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(para. 3.6 on page 26), seems rather odd in concept and not very

useful in practice. Again, we see in this "propensity to
regulate" a very basic problem with the paper.

(g) On the proposal to "reexamine" ways to make CESW more policy-

focussed, including the use of shorter, more policy-oriented,

CEM's: It is again not clear precisely what is being proposed.

There is a good deal of such policy-focussed CESW now, although

much of it is not officially recorded as a formal CESW task that

appears in the MIS on the computer. It should be, and changing

the system to allow this would be useful. More fundamentally,

we would agree with the implication in your proposal that Bank

staff need to have the flexibility to respond quickly to rapidly

changing country situations, with this taken into account as

budgets are drawn up and the staff member's work program for the

fiscal year are set. You will perhaps be amazed to know that

under the current budget system, a staff member's time is often

allocated down to 1/2 week increments for up to a year ahead of

time! Major CESW tasks are supposedly programmed up to three

years ahead of time. This of course makes it difficult to

respond to rapidly changing country situations, where Bank staff

are most effective when responding to a specific Government

request for an assessment of some specific policy proposal, and

to provide such input soon so a decision can be made. Bank

staff usually do try to respond, but they must do so by using

their ingenuity to find a way to by-pass the current work

programming system. We would therefore welcome the proposal of

the paper to "re-examine ways to make CESW more policy-

focussed", and would suggest that a prime area that should be

examined is the current system that attempts to program the work

of Bank staff tightly in a budget context.

9. Please consider these rather extensive comments as a sign of the

importance that we attach to this paper and of the efforts that we

would like to see made to improve its usefulness. Frank Lysy and I

would be happy to sit down with Ajay to discuss what is said above, if

you would find this of use.

FJLysy:

cc: Messrs.\Mmes: Qureshi. Bock, Wyss, Salop, Hasan, O'Brien,
Selowsky, renal, Isenman, Linn, Chhibber, Levy, Ray, Okonjo-Iweala
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TO: Mr. Ajay Chhibber

FROM: Gobind T. Nankani

SUBJECT: Comments on "The Interrelationship Between Adjustment and
Investment Lending"

1. As I indicated to you over the EM, I shall be unable to attend the

review meeting for the above paper. Hence, I am sending you these comments

in writing. I begin with an overview and overall assessment, and then go

on to elaborate on some of the key issues raised in the assessment. My
view is that the paper's conclusion that the projected decline in adjust-

ment lending is appropriate and warranted is highly apt; indeed, by

ignoring certain key issues, the paper recommends a greater role for

adjustment lending than the evidence warrants. An even more sparing and

selective use of adjustment lending is recommended.

I. Overview and Overall Assessment

2. Overall, I found the paper to be a very fine analysis of the

analytical, operational and practical considerations that underlie the

actual choice of Bank lending instruments. The objective of the paper is

to go beyond its descriptive aspects, and to establish a prescriptive

framework. This is achieved by establishing the three building blocks of

the paper. First, is the stylized adjustment cycle and the implied

classification of countries by their relationship to the stylized cycle.

Second, is the analysis of the Bank's different lending instruments and

their relative strengths and weaknesses. And, third, is the overlay of

practical considerations such as disbursements management, fungibility of

funds and PSD. The culmination of the paper is the matrix (Table 6.1, page

58) in which all the elements are brought together to provide, for each

type of adjustor, the recommended mix of lending instruments. In addition,

the report recommends a greater use of SECILs and the special use of a

modified CEM to provide a focus fur the adlustment policy dialogue, even in

the absence of adjustment lending. Both Table 6.1, and the implicit

conclusion of the reviewed CSPs. suggest that adjustment lending should

decline in the 1990s. The implicit message (underlying Table 6.1) is that

adjustment lending must decline in favor of SECILs because:
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- we no more see all countries as following the stylized
adjustment model, i.e., as quick adjustors; logically, the

prolonged adjustors, repeat adjustors and non-adjustors

require a greater degree of selectivity and moderation in

the Bank's use of adjustment lending; and

- the recommended decline is a qualified one because the quick

adjustors, and those needing adjustment but not having

balance-of-payments needs, will require adjustment lending

from time to time, the prolonged adjustors will require

adjustment lending selectively, and countries with long-term

balance-of-payments needs will need adjustment lending over
a long period.

3. The view that adjustment lending should be expected to decline is

eminently reasonable. However, the paper does not, in my view, go far

enough in analyzing why the share of adjustment lending must decline, and

how it must decline. And furthermore, it does not recognize, in sufficient

depth, that the attempt to give policy teeth to SECILs, is an arduous task.

As such, the excellent idea of using a modified CEM as a major policy

dialogue tool receives less emphasis than it should--because there is a

failure to recognize that we can develop the CEM and SECILs jointly to give

teeth to our policy dialogue. Furthermore, cofinancing possibilities can

also be used as leverage to buttress the policy dialogue.

4. The fundamental reasons why the paper fails to address these

issues, in my view, have to do with:

* the failure to recognize that the stylized adjustment cycle

was what the Bank began the 1980s with, but that with

learning, we have recognized that some 80Z(?) of our clients

are actually, in relation to the stylized model, prolonged

adjustors; which in turn implies that the stylized model

needs "updating".

* the failure to recognize that adjustment lending is

"addictive", and given this characteristic, and its tendency

to weaken the demand for investment lending and to increase

exposure and risk, that it cannot be used as indiscreetly

for a stylized prolonged adjustor as for a stylized quick

adjustor.

the failure to specify the rationale for adjustment lending

in sufficient depth--with a neglect of (a) the fiscal

dimension, and (b) the related political economy of

adjustment lending.

5. In short, adjustment lending should be even more sparingly used

than recommended by the paper. This is because the typical country is a
prolonged adjustor, adjustment lending is addictive, and the political

economy of adjustment lending may sometimes encourage and at other times
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thwart adjustment. Hence, a deeper analysis would call for a more careful

review of prolonged adjustors. Furthermore, why should there be adjustment
lending for countries with no balance-of-payments problem? Can adjustment

lending retain its potency to induce policy reform over long periods for

countries with long-term balance-of-payments problems or are these best

treated as requiring debt-restructuring?

II. An Elaboration of the Key Issues

Prolonged Adjustors are the Norm

6. The paper does not offer a classification of all of the Bank's

borrower countries into the five "categories" used in Table 6.1. It is my

conjecture that the bulk of our countries would fall into the prolonged

adjustor group. If so, then given the addiction risk to adjustment lending

(see para. 7) and its implications for exposure, disbursements and risk

management, the very idea of using a high share of adjustment lending for

5-7 years, and then 'graduating' to investment lending--A la the stylized

model--fails to be credible. Adjustment lending, right from the start,

needs to be used sparingly!

The Addiction Risk of Adjustment Lending Loans

7. Countries that have used adjustment lending intensively--e.g.,
Jamaica--report that the policy dialogue quickly becomes totally dependent

on adjustment lending, and indeed we are barely able to keep investment

lending on the agenda in such countries. This is a fundamental issue that

bears recognition in the paper. Its implications are that adjustment

lending should, once again, be sparingly used in order to retain its

potency, and to not handicap the potency of ILs and SECILs.

The Rationale for Adjustment Lending

8. The rationale for adjustment lending (pages 37-38) is rather

skimpily dealt with. Recognizing the difficulty in explaining why there is

a widespread feeling that the "carrot" of adjustment lending is necessary

to enable policy reforms, and that the frequently used rationale that

adjustment lending finances the real costs of adjustment is a loose one in

most cases, the paper refuses to deal with the issue. It instead requires

that CSPs and adjustment lending packages explain why the adjustment loans

are carrots. The difficulty here has to do with the following:

* adjustment lending may sometimes be used to provide balance-

of-payments relief, but it always provides fiscal relief and

this contribution t-o the "internal transfer" problem (when

there is a credible adjustment program) is a key one that

must be recognized in the paper;
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* in a political economy world, fiscal resources are a

powerful resource for compensating losers; and

- the majority of the arguments for adjustment lending are, in

reality, of a political economy nature--and are frequently

loosely made, and are ultimately made to rest, uneasily, on

economic grounds. There is a need for more serious

analytical work on political economy issues so that when

adjustment lending is undertaken for such reasons, the

underlying analysis is rigorous. The likelihood is that far

fewer countries will qualify for adjustment lending if a

more rigorous political economy analysis is undertaken,

including in particular, those countries with no balance-of-

payments problems.

III. Conclusions

9. Adjustment lending should be used very sparingly, and the reasons

--balance-of-payments, fiscal or political economic--be clearly specified.

The policy teeth of SECILs are limited. The modified CEM is an excellent

idea--it should be used more potently--in some cases to leverage the entire

lending program as suggested, but also (A la Consultative Groups) to lever-

age cofinancing. There is no escape from political economy considerations

in adjustment lending, so these should be frontally addressed--with the

appropriate analytical work done.

10. A final thought. Hybrids are a useful tool. The notion might be

broadened to include modified hybrids--a combination of investment loans

and SECILs, with the investment loan giving us a seat at the table, and the

SECIL permitting a quick response to agreed policy reforms as and when

these are undertaken over time.
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- THE USE OF BANK LENDING INSTRUMENTS -
THE INTER-RELATION BETWEEN ADJUSTMENT AND INVESTMENT LENDING

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

(i) Adjustment lending was originally expected to be a short-lived diversion
from the Bank's central mission, the promotion of economic and social
development through well-designed investment activities. It was justified on
two grounds: economy or sector-wide policy reform; and avoidance of sharp
aggregate import declines, that could threaten income levels and the policy
reform effort. Over a decade after its introduction the dual rationale

remains robust, but it clearly has not been short-lived. The present set of
business plans suggests most country departments expect adjustment lending to
continue to play an important role in assistance strategies in the 1990s, if
at a significantly reduced level from the second half of the 1980s. It is
noteworthy that the planned continuance of adjustment lending applies to a
number of so-called "early and intensive" adjusting countries, such as Brazil,
Morocco, Nigeria and the Philippines, that have been receiving adjustment
loans since the early 1980s.

(ii) There are some countries where the persistence of adjustment lending is
a sign of failure. However, this is not generally the case. Its continuance
rather reflects two other factors. The first is a deepened understanding of
the complexity of the adjustment process, and, in particular, of the powerful
complementarity between economic policies and the quality of public and

private investment. The second is a changing comparative advantage of the
Bank amongst official and private providers of capital and technical
assistance. In the 1970s the Bank's comparative advantage lay primarily in

the design and finance of individual investment projects. At the beginning of
the 1990s it has come to lie increasingly in advice and support for
appropriate economy and sector-wide policies and the design of sectoral
investment strategies within the context of the overall policy environment.
It also has developed a significant comparative advantage in mobilizing
capital flows, especially in adjusting IDA countries.

(iv) This paper, coming roughly a decade after the inception of adjustment
lending, attempts to provide a framework for discussing the appropriate.
balance between adjustment and investment lending. While the appropriate mix
of Bank instruments must obviously be decided on a country by country basis,
it is nonetheless useful: (a) to clarify the criteria for using one
instrument rather than another and (b) to disentangle the factors that cause
the share of adjustment lending to vary over time. There are two levels at
which such an analysis is useful: first, to assist management and staff in
the preparation and review of country assistance strategy and the Annual
Lending Allocation Review and (b) to shed light on the likely evolution of the
share of adjustment lending for the Bank as a whole in the coming years.
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(iv) The complementarity between policies and investment is a central idea

for this paper. It was, of course, always recognized that national policies

conditioned the overall development path and the choice of investment. Cost-

benefit analysis was designed to allow public policymakers to make appropriate

choices of investment in the presence of economic distortions, though it could
never have much influence on private investment. Recent research for the 1991
World Development Report has highlighted the complementarity between policies
and returns to investment. Using reappraised rates of return calculated by
OED for over 1500 projects, this research finds a strong empirical
relationship between the productivity of Bank- and IFC-supported investments
and indicators of the policy environment, such as measures of exchange rate
overvaluation, the degree of protection, biases against agriculture and real
interest rates. Overall, rates of return under a "good" policy regime are
about twice those under distorted policies. If Bank- and IFC-supported

investments are representative, this translates into a difference in growth
rates of the order of 2 percent per annum; for many countries this can make
the difference between growing and falling per capita income.

(v) The issue therefore is not of one form of lending versus the other. The
issue is how best to design a package or sequence of operations that will
maximize the achievements of the Bank's stated goals of efficient, equitable

and sustainable development while maintaining its own financial viability in
order to continue serving those goals. It is important to recognize that the
Bank's earlier expertise in project preparation and aid coordination has been

augmented by a third important expertise in the analysis, planning and
execution of policy change. The Bank has developed a clear comparative
advantage in the donor community in this third area over the 1980s and is
expected to continue this role in the 1990s in the interests of overall aid
effectiveness. An important instrument that has allowed the Bank to play this
role is adjustment lending. Even after a decade's experience, the
effectiveness of AL could be improved. Its judicious use as spelled out here
combined with appropriate investment lending -- both policy based and
project -- should serve to meet the Bank's objectives better in the 1990s.

The Experience with Policy Reforms and Adjustment Lending

(vi) Adjustment lending was introduced in 1980 as an "exceptional" lending

instrument to be used when the country has: (a) a balance of payments need
and (b) a program of reforms to restore growth. If successful, AL should be
self-liquidating since good policies should lead to a reduction in the balance
of payments gap and consequently the need for AL. In this sense there is an
Adjustment Cycle. In a "stylized" adjustment cycle, the Bank steps in with
adjustment loans over a period of about five years, usually beginning with a
SAL and followed by SECALs to address sectoral reforms. Countries such as
Chile, Korea, Mauritius and Thailand appear to have followed such a cycle.
Malaysia and Botswana followed a similar pattern, but managed it without
recourse to adjustment loans. The experience over the last decade has shown

three types of problems with this stylized cycle. These have raised concerns
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with adjustment lending and have called for re-examining its effectiveness and
its inter-relationship with investment lending.

(vii) First, countries have found it difficult to follow the stylized cycle
for a number of reasons. These can be classified into four categories:

o Prolonged adjustors -- countries where there is a broad commitment
to reform but where reforms have been delayed due to political
difficulties, (for example, Turkey), institutional weaknesses,
(for example, Jamaica), weak supply response (for example, Ghana),
debt overhang (for example, Mexico).

o Repeat adjustors -- countries where there is no lasting commitment
to reform but where the Bank has made adjustment loans
intermittently without much success (for example, Cote d'Ivoire).

o Non-adjustors -- countries that are unwilling to accept AL for
political reasons or because they do not believe adjustment
reforms will work (for example, Zimbabwe and India).

o Countries where policy reforms are needed but where balance of
payments gap suddenly disappears due to positive external
circumstances so that AL cannot be provided (for example,
Indonesia, Venezuela).

(viii) Second, an important prerequisite for AL is a balance of payments
gap. This prerequisite is a subject of some discussion around the Bank,
since, with a few exceptions, most Bank borrowers have a long term balance of

payments gap that needs financing. It is important to note that AL was
originally designed to meet the needs of countries that were under sudden,
unanticipated balance of payments difficulties -- hence the quick disbursing
nature of lending. Subsequently, its use has evolved and it is now used in
countries, especially IDA countries, with a long term, perpetual balance of
payments gap. This distinction is important because, in the latter case, it
is not the quick disbursing nature of adjustment lending that is important.
Rather it is the provision of free foreign exchange and the enhanced policy
clout associated with AL that is important. In such cases, AL begins to look
similar to the pre-1980 program loans but with explicit policy conditionality.
Used in this manner, AL may continue to be a powerful instrument of policy
change while providing financial assistance to countries with a long term
balance of payments deficit.

(ix) Third, it is widely understood that AL has greater policy leverage than
do other forms of lending. Why it does so is not always clear. Sometimes the
argument has to do with the need to persuade the opponents of reform.
Sometimes it is the need to pay for the short run costs of the reform. There
is, however, no well quantified link between the size of the loan and the
costs of the reform or, for that matter, the amount needed to persuade
opponents. The lack of this clear linkage often results in a decision based
on qualitative answers to the following types of questions.
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o What and where is the constituency for reform in the government?
Is this constituency likely to prevail? How can the Bank's

adjustment loan program assist in this process? Could similar

results be achieved with investment loans and if not, why not?

o Has the government explained and publicized the reform program?
What are the actions the government is willing to undertake

upfront?

o What are the best estimates of the costs of the reform? Who would
be affected? How will those affected benefit from the adjustment

loan.

(x) There are two additional reasons to re-evaluate the tool-kit of lending
instruments.

(xi) First, there is underway a significant shift in the content of

conditionality within adjustment lending. This is characterized by a greater
emphasis on the regulatory and legal environment and on longer term

institutional issues. This shift has come about largely because a number of

the Bank's early adjustors have gone through the early phases of their
"adjustment cycle". These economies are now addressing the underlying
institutional and long term factors that make their economic structures rigid.

There is a growing unease and a sense of mismatch between some of the policy

issues we are trying to address and the available lending instruments. This

unease arises from two sets of factors:

o The quick disbursing nature of adjustment lending does not make it
a suitable instrument to address longer term and institutional

reforms.

o The procedures and perception surrounding Sector Investment Loans
both in the Bank and in the country do not make them a suitable
vehicle for engaging the government in a serious policy dialogue.

(xii) Second, there is a growing perception, reflected in various sector

policy papers, that there is a need to address project and investment issues

at a sectoral rather than at the project level, for example in the urban
sector. It is not enough to try and "cocoon" a project from policy and
institutional weaknesses. The same problems keep recurring. It is felt that
it is necessary to address these issues through sector investment lending with
policy content.
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Alternate Instruments to Address Policy Change: The Tool Kit

(xiii) Adjustment lending as currently used is not the only way to engage
countries in a policy dialogue although it is perceived to be the most direct
and powerful instrument. Where adjustment lending is ruled out because the
appropriate circumstances for its use do not prevail or where its use has
become counter-productive the Bank must rely on alternate ways to address
policy issues. In thinking through country assistance strategies, it is
useful therefore to examine the other available methods to address policy
change.

(xiv) Slower Disbursing Adjustment Loans. An option that has been suggested
to resolve the mismatch between the pace of reforms and the pace of policy
change (para. xi) is a slower disbursing adjustment loan, say, over three
years. This could be tranched in three or more slices and would indicate a
medium term commitment by the Bank to the planned reforms. This would cost
less in staff time than would preparing several smaller quick disbursing
adjustment loans although, by itself, that is not a sufficient reason to
choose this option. A slow disbursing SECAL may be useful in addressing such
policy issues as public expenditure restructuring, tax reform and trade reform
in countries where the short term BOP needs are not acute. It would also
allow for smoother disbursement and would reduce the syndrome of rapidly
rising net disbursements that eventually lead to negative net disbursements.
Slow-disbursing ALs would obviously be ruled out where governments commitment
to the proposed reforms is weak. Such loans have been used recently in the
Africa Region, but it is too early to judge their performance.

(xv) Strengthening Policy-Conditionality in SECILs and FILs. There is a
growing need to put more policy teeth into sector investment lending in order
that it can be used more effectively to address sectoral and sub-sectoral
policy issues. The current guidelines for SECILs were prepared when this
instrument was developed to wholesale project loans. A few recent loans, for
example in the LAC region, have attempted to use mid-term reviews to achieve
policy conditionality but they still run the risk of being viewed as a soft
option. Clearer guidelines are needed to strengthen the policy conditionality
in SECILs and FILs. Ensure that there is an adequate macroeconomic framework,
and in the case of FILs, provide safeguards to prevent such operations from
distorting certain kinds of the financial sector. One way to strengthen
conditionality through mid-term reviews would be to place the burden of proof
on borrowers to demonstrate that conditions had been met, rather than the
practice of placing the burden of proof on the Bank to demonstrate that
conditions have not been met before it can suspend disbursements. The other
would be explicitly to allow tranching of sector investment and financial
intermediary loans to address policy issues, specified in a separate letter
of development policy.

(xvi) Hybrid Lending. Hybrid lending can be a useful instrument for achieving
policy conditionality. Hybrids could be used for addressing slower trade
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reforms and financial sector reforms where an accompanying investment
component is needed to achieve the supply response. They would appear to be
an effective device to coordinate discussion and execution of policy change
and investment. They are an appropriate instrument in countries where:

o Adjustment lending has been prolonged not by policy slippage but
because supply response has been slow.

o The adjustment cycle is in the declining phase during the
'transition from adjustment to investment lending.

o Hybrids could also be considered for social sector and environment
lending with the policy based component of adjustment lending
combined with an investment component.

The use of hybrid loans would avoid the problem of earmarking local costs
under adjustment operations and the lack of high level policy dialogue under
investment loans. This subject was discussed by a recent Task Force on Local
Cost Financing specifically in the context of Education Sector Adjustment
loans to Ghana and Nigeria.

(xvii) "Leveraging" the Entire Lending Program. In countries where there is
no immediate balance of payments problem but where there is clear need for
structural reforms, AL is not the appropriate lending instrument. In these
cases, one solution is policy based SECILs as discussed in para. xv. Another
option is to "leverage" the entire lending program with lending portfolio
packages tailored to policy scenarios as described in para. xxvi. A few CSPs
currently under preparation are attempting to prepare a country assistance
program based on the idea of "leveraging" the entire program. This is not an
easy option and will require considerable effort on the part of the Country
team to design and execute it. The last India CSP, for example, has such a
feature although the difference in the lending amounts between various policy
scenarios was too small to be able to measure its effective impact. In any
case, "leveraging" would be a good way to convince the country of the
fundamental linkage between project performance and policy regimes.

(xviii) Country and Economic Sector Work (CESW). Adjustment Lending provided
the Bank with a central role in the policy dialogue -- a seat at the table.
How does the Bank maintain this dialogue without AL? How can CESW be
reoriented to play this role? A model of good policy-oriented CESW is
provided by Indonesia where the Bank has a broad-based dialogue on a wide
range of issues even outside of ALs. To improve coherent dissemination of its
CESW, the Bank should consider developing a shorter, more focused and policy
oriented CEM. This document should form the basis of annual discussions
between the Bank and the country, and should be discussed by the Country
Director with the government on an annual basis. It should convey in one
concise document the Bank's policy agenda. Other more thematic issues can be
discussed in separate documents. The strong likelihood that the country may
need AL in response to a future external shock should provide the impetus on
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both sides to conduct such a dialogue. It should also be made clear that this
discussion would affect the size of the entire lending program.

The Proposed Framework for Country Assistance Strategy

(xix) Having discussed the various problems that have arisen with AL, the
alternative instruments available to engage in a policy dialogue and other

factors that affect the lending mix, it is necessary to ask how all this
affects country assistance strategies and the lending mix.

(xx) Dealing with Prolonged Adjustors. Evidence over the last decade

indicates that in many cases, even when there is a broad commitment to reform,

adjustment has turned out to be more prolonged than was anticipated. In these
cases, there has been a sense of adjustment fatigue in the country which has
caused concern in the Bank. In these cases, a rethink about the country

assistance strategy is needed. Where the delays are due to institutional
weaknesses and slow supply response (for example, in Jamaica and Ghana),
hybrid loans (see para. xvi) and policy based sector investment lending (see
para. xv) may be appropriate vehicles for country assistance. Where the

delays in reforms are due to political factors (as, for example, in Turkey or

Brazil) and where AL is likely to be ineffective, a suitable and modest

investment lending program should be devised to show Bank commitment should be
devised. In these cases re-emerging macroeconomic imbalances are not a valid
justification for AL as they are self-inflicted and not due to a negative
external shock.

(xxi) Repeat Adjustors. A more problematic set of countries are the repeat
adjustors where the commitment to reform is not strong. The countries have
received AL in fits and starts from the Bank, have agreed to undertake reforms

with the prospect of AL but have reneged on those commitments or reversed

actions taken earlier (for example, Cote d'Ivoire). In such cases, the
Bankshould require the country to enact reforms that were not undertaken in

the past before embarking on any further AL. Until such time, a minimal
investment lending scenario should be devised to maintain the Bank's presence

in the country along the lines discussed in para. xxvi.

(xxii) Recurring External Shocks. It is important to recognize that with

recurring external shocks, there may be a need for support from the Bank
through adjustment lending, along with IMF support, even in cases where the

country has completed an *adjustment cycle" in the past (as, for example, is

discussed in the CSP for Chile). A country qualifies for adjustment lending

from the Bank, even if it would have made policy changes in response to an

external shock without Bank support. In this sense, the Bank should be

prepared to provide adjustment lending as the need for it arises.
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(xxiii) Addressing Policy Reforms Without AL. However, where balance of
payments needs have been eliminated but policy reforms are necessary, AL may
have to be phased out even if it carries greater policy clout. In these
circumstances, alternative means to continue a policy dialogue must be sought,
such as hybrid lans (with a smaller AL component), FILs and policy based
SECILs and of course policy-focussed CESW. Contingent adjustment loans (akin

to a line of credit) may be prepared that would provide the country foreign
exchange, if needed, and would help maintain the policy dialogue, but these
should only be considered as a transitional solution.

(xxiv) Non-Adjustors. In the case of non-adjustors where the country is
unwilling to contemplate ALs, the Bank's options are more limited. Policy
based SECILs and FILs are possible vehicles for addressing sectoral and sub-
sectoral issues. Hybrid lending might be another more palatable option for
the country. In any case, the Bank should convey its views on the policy
issues through a well-articulated leveraged overall lending program --
containing specific lending levels for different stages of policy reform. In
past CSPs, such a linkage has been stated but has been very weak.

(xxv) The Composition of the Investment Project Portfolio. A central element
of the country assistance strategy is the project portfolio. The
complementarity between project and policy loans has important implications
for the size and composition of lending programs. In the "low case", when the
country refuses to undertake reforms in the face of severe distortions to the
extent that the Bank is lending at all, the project portfolio should be
composed basically of selected social sector and environment protection
projects and targetted local infrastructure. Assistance for the social
sectors helps to alleviate the adverse effects on the truly needy of the
slowdown in economic growth that is likely in the "low case". In the "base
case', where the government is willing to undertake limited policy change, the
project portfolio should include both selected infrastructure and social
sector projects. Infrastructure projects have long gestation lags and should
particularly be undertaken if there is a strong expectation that the country
would move into the high case. The "high case' can consist of a complete
project portfolio including tradeable goods projects. A few CSPs, such as
those for Kenya, Mexico, Morocco and Ghana, have used such an approach and

should be emulated in other parts of the Bank.

(xxvi) The proposed framework laid out in this paper provides a set of
guideposts to think through country assistance strategies. Many other
practical considerations enter into the formulation of the lending mix. Of
these it is important to mention two which recur in CSPs and in Business
Plans. These are:

o The role of AL as a catalyst for other donors in filling the
financing gap. Often the Bank -- especially -- in IDA countries
must play this role. This often forces the Bank to increase its

share of AL, and is an important consideration in the Bank's
efforts on the Special Program of Assistance in Africa.
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o The management of disbursement profiles can affect both the
choice of lending instruments and the volume of planned gross
disbursements. High shares of AL in the past constrain lending
choices in the future and are explicitly discussed in several
CSP, for example in Morocco.

Conclusions

(xxvii) What are the central suggestions of this paper? In a sense, most of
what is suggested is being attempted in one part of the Bank or the other.
What is being proposed is the dissemination of best practices around the Bank.
With that in mind, here are the key recommendations of this paper.

o Send a clear and meaningful signal to countries that the size of
their overall lending program would be contingent on the pace of
policy change.

o Restrict use of ALs in the following cases:

(a) Where the adjustment cycle has been prolonged due to policy
slippage and institutional weaknesses.

(b) By requiring prior actions before continuing AL in countries
classified as repeat adjustors.

o Make AL available in the future, if warranted, for countries that
have successfully gone through an adjustment cycle or are
currently unable to avail themselves of ALs due to fortuitous
positive external shocks, should negative external shocks result
in renewed BOP problems.

o Introduce procedures for strengthened policy based sector
investment and financial intermediary loans including possibly
options to time slice and introduce tranche-type conditionality.

o Require CSPs to specify three clearly articulated lending
scenarios based on the prospective pace of policy change except in
countries that have successfully completed reforms. Require CSPs
to specify three project portfolios corresponding to these policy
scenarios.

o Reexamine ways to make CESW more policy-focussed. A suggestion is
to develop and use a short policy focused CEM that forms the major
document for policy dialogue between the Bank (preferably led by
the Country Director) and the country.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I.1 The Purpose of this Paper

1.1 The World Bank has an array of lending instruments at its disposal to

meet its development objectives and these can be tailored to fit into
concrete country assistance strategies. The broad institutional goals of the

Bank -- to be an agent for equitable, efficient and sustainable development
while remaining a sound financial institution -- have not changed over time.
What has changed is the strategy to achieve these objectives and, with it, the

choice of lending instruments. A marked change in the Bank's lending program
took place in 1979 with the introduction of quick disbursing, policy based
lending. The oil shocks and the ensuing debt crises revealed that the
development strategy then being pursued would not achieve "sustainable
efficient economic growth". The immediate need was balance of payments
support, but it was evident that this had to be accompanied by policy change
to resolve the underlying structural causes of the imbalances -- hence
adjustment lending.

1.2 This paper, coming roughly a decade after the inception of adjustment
lending, attempts to provide a framework for discussing the appropriate
balance between adjustment and investment lending. While the appropriate mix

of Bank instruments must obviously be decided on a country by country basis,

it is nonetheless useful: (a) to clarify the criteria for using one

instrument rather than another and (b) to disentangle the factors that cause

the share of adjustment lending to vary over time. There are two levels at
which such an analysis is useful: first, to assist management and staff in

the preparation and review of Country Strategy Papers and the Annual Lending
Allocation Review and (b) to shed light on the likely evolution of the share
of adjustment lending for the Bank as a whole in the coming years. The

aggregate of individual country Business Plans in FY91 shows a substantial
decline in the projected share of adjustment lending into the future. It is

important to understand the motivations behind this shift and analyze whether

these projections are realistic.

1.3 This paper is not intended to be another comprehensive evaluation of

adjustment lending. It is also not the intention of this paper to argue for

or against a decline in adjustment lending in the future. Instead, it seeks

to provide a "tool kit" to assist management in thinking through the

composition of lending in country assistance strategies. It draws upon "best
practices" around the Bank, and on the results of previous evaluations of

adjustment lending as well as other evaluations of sector strategy and hybrid

lending.1

1 See Report on Adjustment Lending I No. R88-199, August 8, 1988; Report
on Adjustment Lending II: Policies for The Recovery of Growth, No. R90-51,
IDA/R90-49, March 26, 1990.
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1.2 Adjustment versus Investment Lending: The Major Issues

1.4 In discussions around the Bank on Country Strategy Papers, in Lending

Allocation Reviews and on individual operations, the choice between lending
instruments are not always understood or analyzed in the same manner. Choices

are sometimes made in a qualitative manner2 and are often justified on
special country characteristics. While it is clearly important and necessary
to let the country team have sufficient flexibility in managing country
assistance strategies, it is nevertheless useful to outline broad rules and

analytic principles to guide these decisions, and to highlight "best
practices" around the Bank.

The Ideal Adjustment Cycle

1.5 To understand better some of the issues which the choice between
adjustment and investment lending raises, it is useful to start with a

stylized, ideal setting for adjustment lending -- at least as was defined when

the Bank embarked upon the program. A country faces a balance of payments
crisis due to an external shock in the presence of significant domestic policy

distortions. This requires two things:

o quick disbursing balance of payments finance to avoid excessive
cuts in essential imports, and

o policy reform to bring about efficient adjustment, a reduction in
the balance of payments deficit and a resumption of growth.

1.6 Under these circumstances, adjustment lending is the preferred lending

instrument since it provides the combination of quick disbursing, balance of

payments assistance and gets the Bank involved in the policy dialogue in a
more effective manner than does investment lending. Typically, the Bank

devices an adjustment lending program, consisting of a series of individual

operations, each lasting about 12 to 18 months, starting usually with one or

more structural adjustment loans (SALs) supporting stabilization and broad

economy-wide reforms, followed by SECALs for more specific and in-depth
sectoral reforms.

3

2 Subject to aggregate but somewhat arbitrary constraints that the share

of IBRD adjustment lending would not exceed 25 percent of its total and the
share of IDA adjustment lending would not exceed 30 percent of its total. For
IDA9, the Board approved a limit of up to 35 percent for IDA adjustment
lending in FY91 in response to the potential for enhanced and rapid assistance
to countries affected by the Gulf crises.

3 Usually "tranched" in six month intervals with specific conditions for
tranche release. The actual adjustment lending program has deviated
considerably from the stylized sequence. In several instances the Bank has
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1.7 As the adjustment process evolves, the need for BOP financing and
further policy reforms gradually diminishes, reducing the need for adjustment
lending. It removes the "special circumstances" during which non-investment
lending is permitted under the Bank's Articles of Agreement -- successful
adjustment lending is self liquidating. In this sense, there is an
"adjustment cycle". It sets the stage for renewed investment lending since
the added benefit to the country and the Bank of a successfully completed
"adjustment cycle" of this kind is that the economic returns to investment
projects should have been enhanced by the improved policy environment.

Deviations from the Ideal Adjustment Cycle

1.8 So much for the "ideal setting". However, the Bank's experience over
the last decade has shown that a number of problems and issues may arise in
practice which complicate the choice between lending instruments in country
assistance strategies. These can be summarized as following into five
separate categories.

1. The exceptional balance of payments needs disappear due to
positive terms of trade shocks while the need for policy reforms
remains. Recent examples include Indonesia, Ecuador and Venezuela. How
does the Bank continue to engage the country in a serious policy
dialogue without adjustment lending? If there is uncertainty about the
future balance of payments position, one possibility for dealing with
this situation might be contingent adjustment loans.

2. The country may never have had a balance of payments financing
crisis but may still require major policy reforms that the Bank may want
to support actively through its lending. Not the least of its reasons
for wanting to do may be that such reforms are needed to enhance the
returns on the Bank's traditional project lending and the country's
overall investment or to avoid the emergence of major macroeconomic
imbalances in the foreseeable future, as happened in India. With
successful adjustment lending the benefits of policy reform have been
significant and have shown that the Bank cannot simply revert to pre-
1980 type investment lending in countries where serious policy
distortions are not being addressed. Can the Bank use investment
lending with greater policy teeth to address these distortions?

3. In other countries, balance of payments needs may not disappear
over a reasonable time horizon because: (a) the reforms take much
longer to implement than expected, (as, for example, in Turkey); (b) the
reforms are not properly implemented (as in Cote d'Ivoire); or (c) the
supply response is much slower than expected (as in Ghana and Jamaica).

begun adjustment lending through a SECAL. The presence of an IMF stand-by can
also affect this stylized sequence because a stand-by can include many of the
policy changes that would have been in a SAL. The Bank can then support the
stand-by with a set of SECALs.
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Under these conditions, the adjustment cycle stretches out, raising the
risk of adjustment lending addiction and increasing the Bank's exposure
in the country without sufficiently improving its creditworthiness.

4. The country has undergone a series of reforms supported by

adjustment lending -- has completed an adjustment cycle -- and is then
hit by another unexpected negative external shock. The country needs to
adjust to this shock and to subsequent shocks. In theory, this
adjustment should be automatic if the appropriate institutions and a
mechan.sm for policy change were set in place in the first adjustment
cycle. Does a country that might need balance of payments assistance
due to an external shock but whose policies will adjust automatically
(for example, Chile) qualify for adjustment lending or should such
assistance be provided primarily by the IMF?

5. The country does not have an immediate balance of payments crisis

that requires rapid assistance. However, the country does have a medium
term balance of payments gap and the Bank can provide the financial
assistance either through investment or adjustment loans. If the
country team is of the view that AL is more effective in addressing the
policy issues, is it appropriate to use AL in this situation? Many low
income IDA countries would fall into this category.

In the first three cases, the issue is basically how can the Bank address
policy issues without (or at least with much reduced levels of) adjustment
lending? What are the existing instruments available for this purpose and how

can they be made more effective? In the fourth case, the issue is not
explicit policy change but balance of payments support. In the fifth case,

the issue is whether AL is only to be used under exceptional circumstances or
whether it has evolved under certain circumstances into a more general
instrument of long term support for balance of payments and policy change.

Other Practical Operational Considerations

1.9 In addition to the issues raised in the previous section, there are

other important operational considerations that affect the choice of lending

instruments by the Bank. These are:

a) Management of Net Flows

1.10 Quick disbursing adjustment loans initially lead to large positive net
disbursements from the Bank, which tend to turn sharply negative as adjustment
lending declines. There is, therefore, necessary to tailor the transition
from adjustment to investment lending carefully to avoid a liquidity crunch
for the country and a loss of leverage for the Bank. Careful planning is also
needed to avoid the risk of defensive adjustment lending undertaken only to
reduce negative net disbursements.
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b) Lending for Private vs. Public Sector Development

1.11 Adjustment lending is also a good means by which the Bank can support
improvements in the business environment of the private sector. Simply
switching back to direct lending for public sector projects may not be a good
long term strategy for the Bank or the appropriate assistance to our client
countries. It unduly limits the Bank's capacity to be an agent of change in
support of private sector development. Other options include the effective
use of financial intermediation loans (but there are important limits here)
and more extbnsive use of the Bank's guarantee facilities. The relative roles
of the Bank and the IFC are an issue, but there may be scope for more joint
operations between the IFC and the Bank.

c) Aid Coordination, Aid Effectiveness and the Bank's Role as
"Catalyst"

1.12 The Bank's central role as aid coordinator in many developing countries,
but especially in IDA countries, often affects the choice between adjustment
and investment lending. Bilateral donors are reluctant to provide adjustment
lending type assistance and prefer project lending. The Bank is under
pressure to provide more adjustment lending to make available free foreign
exchange for essential non-project related imports. It is also apparent that,
in the context of improving overall aid effectiveness, the Bank's relative
advantage compared to other donors has shifted in recent years from investment
projects to analyzing, planning, financing and implementing system-wide reform
(at various levels); this is true even if the Bank's absolute advantage
remains in investment projects. How do these considerations affect the choice
between adjustment and investment lending?

d) Composition of Project Portfolio

1.13 An important practical issue that confronts Bank management is the
appropriate composition of the investment lending portfolio during phases of
the adjustment "cycle". What kinds of projects should the Bank undertake if
the country is unwilling to undertake reforms? What sort of investment
lending by the Bank is required to enhance the supply response during
adjustment? Finally, what type of investment lending by the Bank would be
most suitable in a post-adjustment period?

1.3 The Structure of the Paper

1.14 The remainder of this paper is structured to discuss the issues above in
five sections. Section II outlines the shifts in the composition of Bank
lending in the 1980s. It also analyzes the projected composition of Bank
lending into the 1990s, which shows a decline in the share of adjustment
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lending. Section III analyzes the inherent complementarity between adjustment
and investment lending. It examines the concept of an adjustment cycle and
then discusses real world problems that arise when the ideal or stylized
conditions for adjustment lending do not hold. It also discusses the
motivations behind the projected decline in the share of adjustment lending as
stated in the latest CSPs.

1.15 Section IV examines the changing nature of conditionality and discusses
the strengths and weaknesses of different instruments that are available to
address policy change. It discusses various components of the tool kit that

are currently available. Section V discusses other practical operational
considerations -- such as the management of disbursement profiles, Bank
exposure and aid coordination -- that might affect the choice between
adjustment and investment lending.

1.16 Section VI brings all these considerations -- the classification of
country types discussed in Section III, the instruments for policy dialogue in
Section IV and the practical considerations in Section V -- together to
provide a framework to assist staff and management in thinking through country

assistance strategies. It also outlines the implications of this paper for
the future role of the Bank.
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II. COMPOSITION OF BANK LENDING

II.1 Changes in the Composition of Bank Lending

2.1 The composition of Bank lending changed significantly in the 1980s with
a marked shift from investment lending to adjustment lending (Table 2.1).
This shift came in response to the severe balance of payments problems facing
developing countries due to higher oil prices and rising nominal interest
rates, as well as inadequate domestic policies. These problems intensified as
real interest rates rose, a global recession developed and the debt crisis was
recognized as such. The nature and content of the policy dialogue changed
substantially with the introduction of quick disbursing adjustment lending.
It changed from primarily dealing with project related issues to broader
sectoral, intersectoral and macroeconomic issues.4 With adjustment lending
the policy dialogue was also conducted with a much wider range of policymakers
in the government, and it involved much closer interaction with the IMF.
There were two distinct shifts in the composition of lending in the 1980s.
The first shift in 1980 was away from specific investment loans in term of
increased AL -- the share of sector investment and financial intermediary
loans did not decline. The second shift since 1986 was from sector investment
and financial intermediary loans to sector adjustment loans, while the share
of specific investment loans remained roughly unchanged.

Table 2.1 Commitments by main category of lending instrument: FY80-91
(percentage.)

Annual Annual Annual
average average average
FY76-80 FY8O-85 FY86-90 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91

Specific investment 56 47 48 40 50 49 51
Sector investment 22 24 16 19 7 19 12
Financial intermediaries 16 16 10 11 11 4 9

Sub-total investment (94) (87) (72) (70) (68) (72) (72)

Sector adjustment 1 4 18 20 22 12 17
Structural adjustment and

program loan 3 6 6 8 9 7 7
Debt reduction 0 - 1 - - 7 -

Sub-total quick-disbursing (4) (10) (28) (26) (31) (26) (24)

Technical assistance 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
Emergency reconstruction 1 1 2 4 1 - 2

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Memorandum item:
Value of commitments
(US$ billions) 8.7 13.6 19.1 19.3 21.4 20.7 24.2

Source: MIS.
Notes: FY91 based on pipeline as of October 11. Columns may not add to the totals because of rounding.

4 Broad macroconditions were discussed in the context of program loans
in the 1970s. Discussions on the Country Economic Memorandum were also the
occasion to have a dialogue on macroeconomic issues especially in the context
of creditworthiness. However, the link between lending and policy change was
very general and not tied to a specific laid out, program of reform - as is
the case with current SALs and SECALs.
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The volume of quick disbursing, policy based lending increased very
significantly in 1986, with a sharp increase in Sector Adjustment Loans

(SECALs) as distinct from Structural Adjustment Loans (SALs). This shift came

largely at the expense of sector investment loans and financial intermediary

loans. This shift reflects to a large extent the evolution of the policy

dialogue from broad macroeconomic issues to sectoral concerns in a number of
countries. The FY90 program, reflecting Bank support for the Brady
Initiative, also contained a sizeable lending allocation for debt reduction
deals. The share of lending through SECALs appears to have peaked in FY89 and

the overall trend towards SECALs shows a reversal in FY90 and FY91.

2.2 There are a few important regional variations from the overall pattern

of lending (see Annex Tables 2.1-2.4). In contrast to the overall pattern:

o In the EMENA region, sector investment lending increased in the

1980s whereas specific investment lending declined.

o In the LAC region, the share of specific investment lending in
total lending continued to fall through the second half of the
1980s.

o In the Asia region, the share of specific investment lending
increased substantially in the late 1980s, in comparison to the
early 1980s. This, rather than the relatively smaller increase in

adjustment lending, was the cause of the Asia Region's shift out
of sector investment and financial intermediary lending.

In all cases, there was a marked increase in the volume of lending through

sector adjustment loans.

11.2 Future Mix of Adjustment and Investment Lending

2.3 Projections indicate a clear shift away from adjustment lending in the

1990s.5 Gross disbursements, which reached $17.4 billion in 1990 partly on

account of adjustment lending in support of debt reduction operations in

Mexico and Philippines, are expected to drop to $12.5 billion in 1991 and to
increase gradually to 19.3 billion in 1998 (Figure 2.1). Adjustment lending

is expected to drop from 30 percent of total disbursements in 1991 to 11

5 These projections are based on last year's LAR and Portfolio

Projections. A similar pattern of sharply declining shares of AL was
projected in this year on-going LAR exercises. For reasons spelt out in Mr.

Bock's memo to Mr. Conable of December 12, 1990, the share of AL is likely to
be revised upward as the Operations Committee felt that managers had not taken
account of various factors that may raise the share of AL.
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Figure 2.1
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percent in 1998, while slow disbursing loans will increase correspondingly.
Net disbursements are expected to average $5 billion a year during 1991-98,
with large and increasing net disbursements from slow disbursing loans and net

repayments from medium and fast disbursing loans (Figure 2.2).

2.4 Countries that received adjustment loans from the Bank prior to 1988

are expected to receive most of the increase in gross disbursements over 1991-
98, whereas disbursements to the Bank's new adjustors will increase slowly
during that period. Net disbursements follow this pattern, increasing for
countries th'at received adjustment loans prior to 1988, remaining
approximately constant for non-adjustment lending countries (NALs) and
decreasing significantly for new adjustors (NWLs).6 Country groupings,
however, disguise important differences among individual borrowers. For
example, net repayments are relatively rare but are most prominent among Early
Intensive Adjustment Lending (EIALs) countries (for example, Turkey, Korea,
and Thailand) which started early their adjustment cycle? However, other
early adjusters like Brazil, Morocco, Nigeria and Philippines are projected to
receive growing net disbursements over the period (Figure 2.3).

2.5 These projections exclude the potential impact of DDSR operations on
Bank's disbursements.7 Under current indications of potential candidates
that might be in a position to conclude a DDSR operation in the near future,
it would appear that there could be a substantial increase in disbursements
relative to the baseline. Preliminary estimates indicate that an additional
$1.3 billion would be disbursed during FY91-93 as countries move from the base
case to the high case lending program as they implement the reforms that allow
them to qualify for DDSR assistance. In addition, it is estimated that up to
$3.0 billion could be disbursed from interest support loans to these countries
for DDSR operations during that period. More realistically, shortfalls in

policy implementation and difficulties in reaching rapid agreement between
countries and banks on these operations may make the actual impact of

potential DDSR operations fall below these amounts.

2.6 The projected disbursements from adjustment lending reveal differences
across country groupings. EIALs are projected to be the largest recipients of
adjustment lending over 1991-98, followed by OALs and NWLs. This suggests
that some important borrowers among the EIALs (for example, Mexico, Nigeria,

6 The information on disbursement is classified by the following

categories: (a) EIAL: Early Intensive Adjustment Lending, countries that
received at least three adjustment loans with the first loan before 1985; (b)

NWL: New Adjustors, countries that received first adjustment loan after 1988;

(c) OAL: Other Adjustors; and (d) NAL: Non-Adjustors.

7 Projections also exclude the effect of the Gulf crisis on Bank
lending, which is expected to increase overall Bank lending and in particular,
the share of adjustment lending in 1991-92.
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Figure 2.2
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Turkey and Brazil) would require quick disbursing assistance throughout the
1990s despite having received substantial adjustment lending in the early
1980s, which in effect indicates that there have been important slippages or
repetitions in their adjustment cycle. Other EIALs, however, appear to have
completed that cycle (for example, Chile, Korea and Thailand) or are close to
completion (for example, Colombia).

2.8 These figures will undergo revisions in the coming months as country
teams adjust, to changing realities and are in any case not iron-clad lending
targets. What is important is that the debate over these projections has
raised important analytical issues about the composition of the lending mix
and country assistance strategy. It is towards an analysis of these issues
that we now turn.
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III. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ADJUSTMENT AND INVESTMENT LENDING

III.1 The Impact of Distortions on Investment Performance and the
Returns to Adjustment Lending

3.1 In principle, the choice between investment and adjustment loans8 would
appear to be straightforward. If the returns on policy and project loans were
independent, the procedure would be to calculate the relative rates of return,
treating policy reform as sim ly another "project" with an associated time
profile of costs and returns. The marginal dollar should then be allocated
to the activity with the highest return.

3.2 In practice, an obvious problem in following such a procedure is the
difficulty of estimating rates of return in the case of policy loans and some
types of investment loans (for example, education projects). However, even if
such calculations were possible, a serious problem is that the returns on
adjustment and project loans are not independent. For most countries,
adjustment and project loans are to a large extent complementary. If
appropriately designed and implemented, adjustment loans can affect project
rates of return by reducing policy distortions. The negative impact of policy
distortions on project rates of return was a key reason, along with the
balance of payments needs, for the shift to adjustment lending in the early
1980s. 10

3.3 Until recently, evidence on the impact of policy distortions has been
scant 1and anecdotal. However, recent evidence based on ongoing work for
WDR91 demonstrates the large and significant impact of policy distortions
on the rates of return of World Bank and IFC projects. Table 3.1 shows the
striking impact on the economic rates of return of both public and private
sector projects of six indicators of macroeconomic instability and
inappropriate pricing policies. These results confirm very strongly the need

8 Assuming that adjustment loans carry a much higher level of policy
conditionality.

9 For this view, see Kanbur, Ravi: "Projects versus Policy Reforms",
paper presented at the World Bank Annual Conference on Development Economics.

10 For this view, see Stanley Please: "The Hobbled Giant: Essays on
the World Bank", Westview Replica Edition, 1983; and Moeen A. Qureshi:
"Policy-Based Lending by the World Bank" Paper presented for the
"International Conference on Policy-Based Lending", Hulme Hall, University of
Manchester, September 10-11, 1990.

11 See Kaufmann, Daniel: "The Forgotten Rationale for Policy Reform:
The Productivity of Investment Projects," Background Paper to this paper and
to WDR91.



Table 3.1 Policies and the reappraisal economic rate of return of investment projectsa

Non-tradable Private
Policy distortion All public projects Agriculture Industry sectors sector
index ERR ERR ERR ERR ERR

1. Trade restrictiveness index
(Ha lev i/Thomas)
Highly restrictive 13.6 12.6 INSF - 14.6 9.2
Somewhat restrictive 16.4 16.6 INSF 18.0 8.7
Nonrestrictive 19.3 14.3 INSF 24.3 18.9

2. Index of exchange rate
overvaluation: black
market premia
High overvaluation 8.7 7.4 8.3 11.1 INSF
Medium overvaluation 14.7 11.6 11.8 16.9 11.7
Low overvaluation 18.1 17.2 17.9 19.1 14.7

3. Agricultural disprotection
(Schiff/Valdea/Krueger)
High disprotection 11.6 10.6 14.2 13.2 13.4
Medium/low disprotection 17.7 17.2 14.1 18.5 18.2

4. Price distortion index
of tradable goods
(Suamers/Heston/D. Dollar
ppp-based)
High distortions 16.7 13.1 9.9 18.1 9.4
Low distortions 17.1 16.0 17.0 18.1 18.1

5. Real interest rate
Negative 16.6 12.7 12.5 17.8 10.9
Positive 17.4 16.9 19.2 18.0 16.0

6. Inflation rate
High (I 1 100%) 13.4 11.3 INSF 14.1 INSF
Moderate (20% 5 I ( 100%) 14.7 11.6 12.5 17.1 11.9
Low (I ( 20%) 18.8 16.9 16.2 17.7 13.2

INSF Indicates insufficient number of observations (S 10) to make inferences.
a/ Results reflect work-in-progress, thus they are preliminary. Data on Reappraised ERR from OED data bank on 1,500 projects.
E/ Nontradable sectors include: transport, public utilities and energy, and urban projects.
c/ Based on 150 IFC projects evaluated after completion.
gource: Kaufmann, D.: *The Forgotten Rationale for Policy-based Lending: The Productivity of Investment Projects,' background paper

prepared for WDR91.
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to consider policy based adjustment lending as a necessary complement to

investment lending. Conversely, when policy changes require investment to

achieve a supply response, well designed investment lending can support
adjustment lending (see Box 3.1 on Supply Response in Agriculture).

Box 3.1 Supply Response in Agriculture: Complementary Role of AL and IL

Adjustment programs usually involve major macroeconomic and sector specific policy
changes that affect the structure of relative prices in the economy. A major objective of
many adjustment programs has been to change the internal terms of trade in favor of
agriculture. This is brought about either through changes in sector specific prices or
through macroeconomic instruments, reducing the overvaluation of the exchange rate and
protection to the industrial sector.

The results of various studies on agricultural supply response show that though changes
in the incentive structure faced by farmers are an important component of a package to raise
agricultural growth, they cannot in general be the only component. In many low income
countries, growth in agricultural supply is held back by poor roads and transport facilities,
lack of imported inputs, unimaginative and inefficient research and extension services; lack
of assured water supply and power and poor health and education services. Price adjustments
alone will not lead the economy to a higher equilibrium level of output. The provision of
social and physical infrastructure -- nonprice factors -- must play a key role in the
adjustment process.

It is important to emphasize this because adjustment programs are often undertaken
during periods when public spending must be cut and foreign exchange is scarce. Such cuts
are often made indiscriminately across the board, affecting the supply of critical public
goods and services. The results of these studies show that if these cuts are large, they can
prevent supply from responding to the improvements in price incentives initiated under the
adjustment program. Moreover, increases in farm prices -- either through reductions in
export taxes or higher procurement prices -- and to lower revenues, thereby necessitating
larger cuts in public expenditure in order to maintain macroeconomic stability. The loss in
revenue cannot be easily recovered from direct taxes (for example, land taxes), which are
less distortionary but are often difficult to raise for administrative and political reasons.
The tradeoffs inherent in these adjustment packages, therefore, need more careful scrutiny.

The importance of such tradeoffs will vary from one country to another. They do not
arise in countries in which heavy and indiscriminate taxation of agriculture has been used
mainly to transfer resources to other sectors of the economy. In these countries,
improvements in the internal terms of trade of agriculture will obviously increase farm
output. In some countries, too, improvements in the delivery of public goods and services to
farmers do not necessarily require more resources; instead, reallocation within existing
budgets and institutional changes can significantly enhance the infrastructure and services
for farming. Nevertheless, since it is clear that in general farmers' response to prices
depends heavily on structural conditions in agriculture, these conditions should undoubtedly
be considered in the formulation of adjustment policy packages. These should contain a
judicious blend of improvements in price incentives, the provision of free foreign exchange
through adjustment lending and improvements in the delivery of necessary public goods and
services through investment lending. The latter will often require measures to protect and
sometimes increase certain components of the public expenditure program during adjustment.
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111.2 The Stylized Adjustment Cycle

3.4 As is clear form the previous section, in a heavily distorted policy
environment, project loans that do not demand simultaneous policy reform
represent an inefficient lending strategy, because they do not address the

major obstacle to growth -- the inadequate macroeconomic framework and
sectoral policy distortions. Therefore, the Bank provides adjustment lending,
which provides much needed balance of payments support and is accompanied by a
set of policy reforms. As the policy distortions are addressed and the
balance of payments requirements are reduced, the need for adjustment lending
declines. In this sense, there is an adjustment cycle.

3.5 Over the stylized cycle, the lending pattern typically goes through
three distinct phases (Figure 3.1). In the first phase, when policy
distortions are prevalent, there is no adjustment lending and some project
lending. In the second phase, when there is a balance of payments financing
need and the government begins to address the policy distortions through an
adjustment program, the size of total lending as well as the share of
adjustment lending rises. The third phase is post-adjustment when the major
reforms are completed. The volume of total lending declines, although
typically, it remains higher than pre-reform levels. 1 2 The share of
adjustment lending falls dramatically and eventually disappears.

3.6 The trigger points for the expansion in lending and the rising share of
adjustment lending are (or should be) determined by the various scenarios in
the Country Strategy Paper. The details of these trigger points depend on the
particular policy agenda in each country. But, generally speaking, the "low
case" represents unwillingness to take any policy reforms. The "base case"
represents a willingness to take some policy reforms but not enough to get the

economy on a path of efficient and sustainable growth. If these policy
reforms were to be adopted, this would put the economy into the "high case".
The "low case" would contain no adjustment lending, the 'base case" some and
the "high case" would contain a large share of it -- in some years exceeding
50 percent of total lending if there is a balance of payments need.

3.7 Four countries could be regarded as having followed the Bank's stylized
adjustment cycle -- Chile, Korea, Mauritius and Thailand. In these countries,
there was a well defined adjustment program, enthusiastically implemented by
the government, and the Bank stepped in with limited doses of adjustment
lending to cement a financing plan. In a few cases, such as Botswana and
Malaysia, the Bank has never undertaken adjustment lending because the

countries followed good policies and did not need balance of payments

12 Except in Korea and Thailand where investment lending is currently

well below the pre-adjustment lending phase.
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Figure 3.1
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Figure 3.2
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support. So much for the ideal cases. We turn next to some real world
problems and ask how one might deal with them.

111.3 Policy Slippage and Prolonged Adjustment

3.8 Very few countries have undergone the stylized adjustment cycle
described in Section 111.2. In the real world, a number of complications may
arise. The 'Bank often initiates adjustment operations amid considerable
uncertainty about the outcome of the program. Very often, the Bank must begin
operations in a sector in which the government is willing to make changes but
has not yet established a full and comprehensive macroeconomic framework or
agreement. An example is Ghana's adjustment program, which might not have
come about had the country department waited for the ideal conditions under
which to initiate adjustment lending. The dilemma then is whether to go ahead
in the expectation that positive changes in one sector will lead to changes in
other sectors or to wait for a comprehensive economy-wide agreement.
Decisions must often be made under conditions of great uncertainty, and
mistakes are made. Sometimes, lending decisions are based on unrealistic or
over-optimistic expectations, and the Bank rushes into adjustment lending when
in hindsight important prerequisites for success were missing and never
materialized.

3.9 It is useful to try and classify these problems, to learn from past
experience and in order to make better informed judgments in the future.
These problems fall into five categories. They are discussed briefly here,
leaving the issue of Bank assistance strategy for Section VI.

(a) Prolonged Adjustors. In several countries, the adjustment cycle
has turned out to be much longer than had been originally anticipated.

The government is broadly committed to a reform effort but adjustment
has been prolonged. The Bank has made a series of adjustment loans,
which, in some cases, are projected to continue into the future because
the policy agenda is not completed. A very prolonged adjustment cycle
can be due to political difficulties that delay reforms and slow their
implementation, to the longterm nature or complexity of the adjustment
problem (for example, in Eastern Europe or in general institutional
reforms) or to slow supply response and institutional weaknesses which

delay the benefits of reforms. Countries exhibiting a prolonged

adjustment cycle due to political difficulties include Turkey (Figure
3.2), the Philippines and Brazil. Countries in the second category
where adjustment has been prolonged due largely to slow supply response
include Ghana and Jamaica. In either case, a sort of "adjustment

fatigue" has set in and the Bank must begin looking for alternatives to
adjustment lending while pushing for the reforms to be completed. These
issues are taken up in Section VI.

(b) Repeat Adjustors. A much more problematic set of countries are

the so-called repeat adjustors. These are cases where the country
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typically comes to the Bank when it has an acute balance of payments
problem. The Bank responds with one or two adjustment loans. The
reform effort is short lived and is stalled or reversed as soon as the
foreign exchange shortage is relieved. The country returns to the Bank
for assistance again when the balance of payments deteriorates and the
Bank makes more adjustment loans without lasting success. There is no
deep seated commitment to the reforms in the country and the adjustment
loans primarily allow the country to delay reforms. An example of a
country that has exhibited this syndrome in the past is Cote d'Ivoire
(Figure 3.3).

(c) Non-adjustors. These are countries that have deep structural
distortions but are unlikely to seek or accept adjustment loans for
political reasons or disagreements on policy reform (for example,
Ethiopia, India and Zimbabwe). In this group of countries, the policy
distortions are large but past Bank efforts to prepare adjustment
operations have been very contentious. However, the countries are
prepared and willing to accept investment lending from the Bank, and are
also eager for its economic and sector work. There have also been piece
meal reforms at the project and sub-sector levels supported by
investment lending.

(d) Addressing Policy Reform without Balance of Payments Needs.
Adjustment lending is the most suitable lending instrument when a
country needs to finance its balance of payments deficit and has policy
distortions. What happens if the balance of payments need disappears
due to an unexpected positive external shock but the policy reforms are
not completed, such as happened, for example, in Indonesia, Ecuador and
Venezuela? A key raison d'etre for adjustment lending -- that there
should be a balance of payments need -- is gone. How does the Bank
engage the country in a serious policy dialogue without adjustment
lending?

(e) Addressing Balance of Payments Needs Without An Explicit Policy
Agenda. The opposite problem might arise in a country that has
successfully gone through an adjustment cycle. It has undertaken a
substantial set of policy reforms and the economy is on a path of
efficient, sustainable growth. It is then hit by an external shock, say
an oil price increase, resulting in a balance of payments financing gap.
Should the Bank provide adjustment lending, if requested, to help
finance the balance of payments gap? If the external shock is perceived
to be temporary, should IMF support be sought? If the external shock
leads to a permanent change in the country's terms of trade, requiring
structural adjustment, should both Bank and IMF assistance be
forthcoming?

3.10 Discussion of the issue of how to deal with these "deviations" from the
ideal adjustment cycle is deferred until Section VI. We turn next to
examining the changing nature of conditionality in adjustment lending. This
is important because adjustment lending is not the only way to engage
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countries in a policy dialogue. As the nature of conditionality changes, the
question of how best to address policy change becomes more important in
determining the lending mix.

111.4 Shifts in conditionality

3.11 Detailed analysis of loan conditionality (Figure 3.3 and in Annex Table
3.1) indicates the following:

o Little change in the frequency of macroeconomic conditionality, in
other words, fiscal, exchange rate and monetary policy.

o A decline in conditionality on trade policy -- due, to a large
extent, to completion of trade policy reforms in many developing
countries.

o A significant decline in conditionality in agriculture, again
reflecting the fact that, in many developing countries, reforms in
agriculture generally preceded reforms in other sectors.

o A noticeable increase in conditionality in the areas of
rationalization of government finance and administration, social
policy reforms, the financial sector and various sub-sector
reforms.

3.12 With the very rapid expansion of SECALs since 1986 and their growing
use to affect policy change on sectoral and sub-sectoral issues rather than
across the whole economy, the shift is not surprising. However, the shift is

apparent even in conditionality within SALs. The shift in conditionality
appears to reflect a growing trend towards using adjustment lending to address
a much broader set of policy and institutional changes than was originally
envisaged.

3.13 As we should expect, these shifts are more pronounced in the case of the
early and intensive adjustors.13 The shift in the pattern of conditionality
is very similar for IDA and IBRD countries, though somewhat more pronounced in

the case of IDA countries. However, there are some differences in the type of
conditionality between IDA and IBRD countries. The major differences are:

o IDA countries, on average, have somewhat higher shares of
macroeconomic conditionality.

13 The so-called EIAL group -- countries that received the first
adjustment loans before 1985 and have received at least three of them.
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o IDA countries have lower levels of trade policy conditionality
compared to IBRD countries, but the decline over time in the
prevalence of trade conditionality mostly reflects a decline for
IBRD borrowers.

o IDA countries also have higher levels of conditionality for social
sector reforms and public enterprise reforms.

3.14 Broadly speaking, there is a shift in overall conditionality from trade
to domestic 'policy issues and towards reforms that are typically of longer
duration and require significant institutional change -- examples include, tax
reform, financial sector restructuring and deregulation. These findings are
more pronounced for the early adjustors and confirm results documented in
recent papers.14 These shifts, in most cases, reflect a deepening of the
reform process and more attention to supply side policies. With the shift
in the nature of reforms, a frequently articulated concern is whether
adjustment lending is the appropriate instrument for supporting more long
term, institutional reform, and whether the Bank should review investment
lending procedures to develop them into effective instruments for supporting
such reforms.

111.5 How CSPs Explain the Transition from Adjustment Lending
to Investment Lending?

3.15 Having classified the deviations from the ideal adjustment cycle in
Section 111.3 and the changing nature of conditionality in the last section,
it is useful to examine how the decline in the share of adjustment lending in
projected lending strategies is explained in CSPs as it is here that the
motivations behind the shift are stated. The explanations in about 19 Country
Strategy Papers as well as current regional business plans can be summarized
as follows:

Three Positive Reasons

(a) "Reforms are completed" was a common explanation for several
intensive adjustors. Typically, these countries have received one
or more SALs and several SECALs. Broad policy distortions and
misallocations of resources in important sectors of the economy

14 Progress Report on the Private Sector Development Action Program,
Report Number R90-43, March 13, 1990; The Design of Adjustment Lending for
Industry: Review of Current Practice, Industry and Energy Department Working
Paper No. 31; June 1990; Report on Adjustment Lending II: Policies for the
Recovery of Growth, Report Number R90-51, March 26, 1990; Financial Sector
Adjustment Lending: A Preliminary Assessment of the Bank's Experience, mimeo,
CEC, November 1990.
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have been corrected. Indonesia or Mexico are good examples where
this is the case.

(b) "Remaining policy issues are of a different nature". They are
more sub-sectoral, involve changes in institutions and may require
an extended period of time to carry out even when there is no
question about the government's intention. In these cases, it is
more appropriate to support policy reform with investment lending
because it is a better vehicle (a) in terms of its interlocutors
land (b) because it makes for a better fit between the project
cycle and the pace of reform. A good example of this is Ghana.

(c) "Rectifying neglect of investment and important sectors during

adjustment". Social expenditures have fallen or more needs to be

spent on environmental or poverty alleviation. Economic

infrastructure has often deteriorated during years of austerity or

over an even longer period of time, and as a result funds are

needed for maintenance, reconstruction, and enlargement of

capacity. Both Ghana and Bolivia are good examples where this
situation exists.

Negative Reasons

3.16 In contrast to these "positive" arguments for moving towards investment

lending, many CSPs candidly acknowledge a prudential reason as well -- the
need to slow down the rapid increase in Bank exposure that is the consequence

of a series of quick disbursing adjustment loans. Exposure considerations
have played an important role in the decision to scale back adjustment
lending, for example, in Mexico, Turkey and Tunisia.

Reasons Not Discussed

3.17 In very few cases did a CSP identify a deterioration in the policy
dialogue as the reason for terminating AL. The Congo CSP was the most

explicit and the Philippine CSP came close to stating it. Only in
hypothetical, policy related downside scenarios do CSPs link the interruption
of AL to a breakdown in the policy dialogue. The Colombia CSP outlined a

rationale for expecting AL to be difficult, but nevertheless found grounds for
one last operation. No CSP considered that adjustment lending could be
counterproductive by permitting reforms to be postponed rather than
undertaken, although many observers outside the Region discussed this danger
in Cote d'Ivoire. The likelihood that the country may not have a balance of
payments financing gap was also never cited explicitly as a likely reason for
a decline in future Adjustment Lending. In any case, the evidence from the
latest CSPs shows that several of the Bank's EIAL countries are programmed to
receive substantial doses of AL in the future, which seems to indicate that

they have allowed significant policy slippages (see Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4
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IV. PURSUING POLICY-DIALOGUE THROUGH ALTERNATE INSTRUMENTS

Elements of the Tool Kit

4.1 Adjustment lending was developed by the Bank in the early 1980s to

provide balance of payments support and to respond to perceived inadequacies

in the lending instruments then available for addressing economy wide policy
distortions. However, quick disbursing adjustment loans are not the only way

to engage countries in a policy dialogue. Whether involving project, sector,
financial intermediary or adjustment lending, Bank loans and IDA credits have

always been to some extent policy based. Linking lending with policy and
institutional reforms (and, more broadly, the quality of economic management)
has been done in several ways: (i) by the role given to performance in
determining the size of a country's lending program; (ii) by the preconditions

(for negotiation, Board presentation or effectiveness) associated with a
particular operation; and (iii) by the preconditions for disbursement that may
be applied even after a loan has become effective. Except for some project
specific covenants, this third form of policy linking has normally been
associated only with adjustment and program1 lending. This is because once
a specific desirable investment has been approved, the costs arising from
delays in project implementation are likely to be greater than the benefits

from tightening policy and institutional reform.

4.2 In thinking about the evolving pattern of conditionality and the
appropriate lending strategy, four issues arise:

(a) The rate of disbursement and the pace of policy change.

(b) Policy conditionality through sector investment and financial
intermediary loans.

(c) The use of hybrid loans.

(d) Maintaining macroeconomic dialogue despite reduced adjustment
lending.

In order to address these issues, it is useful, first, to ask why it is
necessary to provide financial support at all to persuade countries to

15 A review of 19 program loans from 1976 to 1979 revealed that, in
general, conditionality in program loans is quite vague. In most cases, the
typical language on conditions for loan disbursement was as follows:
"supporting economic and financial policies are put in place"; "there is an
ongoing development program"; "the government will have a program of export
promotion". In a few cases, the loans were in support of an IMF stand-by
where, presumably, the conditionality was much stronger.
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undertake policy reforms. We then follow with a discussion of alternate

instruments for pursuing policy dialogue.

IV.1 The Rationale of Financial Support for Policy Change

4.3 A typical CSP or an adjustment loan document contains macroeconomic
scenarios that show the benefits from adopting a reform package -- such as
higher GDP and export growth, better returns to investment and higher savings
ratios. The benefits of reform are usually substantial. Why does the
government seek or need financial help for reforms that are in the country's
interest?1 6 Several arguments can be made in favor of financial support to
back policy reforms.

(a) The government is not convinced that the benefits will actually
materialize. It does not believe in the Bank's economic framework
and/or in our ultimate objectives. We need to "buy" reforms.

(b) Part of the government believes in reform; part does not. The
believers use the availability of adjustment lending as an
argument to get non-believers to accept the reform experiment.
The Bank lays a "seat at the table."

(c) The government has a higher degree of risk aversion than the
international agency. The government is convinced of the economic
logic of the reform package but attaches a higher probability to
its failure. As it has more at stake than the Bank does if the
reforms do not work, adjustment lending is a reward for the risk
taken by the government.

(d) There are substantial short run costs associated with policy
change in return for long run benefits. Funds are needed to
smooth these transitional short run costs of reform.

(e) Other creditors may wish to see the Bank supporting the reform
program as a condition of their support.

4.4 The first argument has very little validity and the attempts to "buy"

reforms is a recipe for disaster. In this case, the government does not own
the program but is implementing it because it desperately needs balance of
payments support. However, the issue is not so simple. The lack of ownership
is sometimes very evident, but often it is not so clear cut -- it requires
judgment by the staff working on the country. Experience indicates that the
second argument, that adjustment lending is useful to strengthen the hand of
the reformers in government, has some validity. Very often, one group in the
country is for reforms and another is not. A judgment must be made about the

16 The country should instead be willing to pay for this advice.
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likelihood of the former prevailing over the latter and about whether the pro-

reform elements need evidence of financial support from the international

agencies to convince the nay-sayers.

4.5 The argument that quick disbursing adjustment lending is needed to
assuage the short run costs of reform also has some validity. But here again,
applying this logic to adjustment lending leaves some unanswered questions.
For certain reforms, such as import liberalization, the need to provide import
financing until export performance improves appears very logical. For others,
such as tax reform or a provision for a safety net for the poor and
unemployed, the need for temporary budgetary support 1 7 also has a

straightforward rationale. However, in the case of some financial sector
reforms, for example, the costs are not so large or cannot be easily
identified.1 8 Moreover, the size of the adjustment loan is not based on a
calculation of the cost of the reforms. It is determined in the financing
section of the balance of payments based on the share of the unfinanced gap
that the Bank is willing to fill. There is no explicit connection between the
size of the loan and the transitional cost of a reform package. This is not
surprising, however, since the AL is not only to provide support for policy
reform, but also to provide BOP finance to smooth out the consumption and
investment path during a period of BOP crisis.

4.6 In summary, there is a widespread feeling and a common argumentation in
adjustment loans, as well as in CSPs, that the "carrot" of adjustment lending
is necessary to enable policy reforms. However, analyzing why it is needed
does not provide very clear answers. Our current methodology on the impact
and cost of reforms leaves an untidy or unquantifiable set of linkages between
the size of adjustment lending and the magnitude of reforms. For the present
and until such time as our understanding of this linkage improves, it would
appear useful to get (as part of a CSP or an AL package) clarification from
the country department on the following sets of questions:

(a) What and where is the constituency for reforms in the government?

Is this constituency likely to prevail? In what way would the

Bank's adjustment loan assist in this process? Why could similar

results not be achieved with an investment loan?

(b) Has the government explained and publicized the reform program?

Or is this a secret deal? What are the up-front actions the
government is willing to undertake?

17 The budgetary support comes from the domestic currency equivalent of
the foreign exchange.

18 See "Financial Sector Adjustment: The Bank's Experience". Mimeo,
October 12, 1990.
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(c) What are the best estimates of the costs of the reform? Who would

be affected? How will those affected benefit from the adjustment

loan?

IV.2 The Speed of Disbursement and the Pace of Policy Change

4.7 The reforms supported by a loan often require institutional development
or other measures that take longer than the six to 18 months between the Board

date and the scheduled final tranche release. When the disbursement schedule

of a loan calls for the first tranche to be disbursed immediately and the
second in six months, the tranche release conditions can call for an action
plan but sometimes cannot control whether it has actually been implemented.
In countries with balance of payments problems that call for structural
reforms with a long gestation period -- tax reform, financial and social
sector reforms and public enterprise restructuring and privatization -- the
Bank could usefully match the timing of its disbursements to the speed with
which the reforms are introduced. Assurance of a continued flow of financial
support can increase the credibility and ultimate success of the reforms and
bring the availability of financing more in line with the pace of implementing
critical institutional reforms. Traditional quick disbursing loans remain
appropriate for countries with balance of payment problems and with major
distortions that can be quickly removed, such as price subsidies, excessive
government spending and import quotas.

4.8 The appropriate composition of an adjustment lending program -- whether
a series of quick disbursing adjustment loans, several adjustment loans
running concurrently, a combination of adjustment and investment loans or, as
suggested in RALl and RAL2, one big slow disbursing loan -- depends on the
circumstances, including the speed at which major distortions can be removed,
constraints on commitment levels and the timing of the need for balance of

payments support. There is no need here for a new lending instrument, since
adjustment loans (SALs or SECALs) with extended disbursement through multiple
tranches, sectoral investment and financial intermediary loans with enhanced

policy content loans and hybrid loans offer ways to establish continuity of

support for adjustment. There is sufficient flexibility within and among the
available instruments to tailor an adjustment program to the specific needs of

the country. Customized loans such as this have been used recently in the

Africa Region but it is too early to judge their performance.

4.9 Slowly disbursing adjustment loans have been suggested as an appropriate
lending instrument in those cases where the policy and institutional reforms
being supported are likely to be implemented only over a period of years and
where the assurance of continued external support can increase the credibility

of the reforms (and hence their chance of success). The same assurance may
not appear so credible with a series of smaller quick disbursing adjustment
loans. The fact that such loans provide readily fungible resources -- general
import financing and, indirectly, budget support financing -- may increase
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their attractiveness to the central economic ministries and, consequently, may
increase the government's capacity to adopt recommended reforms. As shown
later in Section V.2, slower disbursing adjustment loans may also be preferred
in order to avoid the swings in net disbursements associated with current

adjustment loans. Slowly disbursing adjustment loans, however, have two

preconditions that seem likely to limit their use:

(a) It must be possible to set out the proposed reform program in a
series of specific time-bound steps, which can become the basis
for tranche releases; when this cannot be done, a series of
,quickly disbursing operations would be more appropriate.

(b) The balance of payments situation must be sufficiently urgent that
general import financing is needed, but not so urgent that the
resources available for commitment need to be quickly disbursed.

Cases where a slow-disbursing adjustment operation may seem appropriate would
be, for example, trade reform in India and Pakistan, financial sector reforms
in Turkey and tax reform in Argentina and Peru. Public expenditure
restructuring where the governments needs a longer term commitment of Bank
support may also be a good candidate for a slow disbursing adjustment loan.

IV.3 Policy Conditionality Through Sector Investment and

Financial Intermediary Loans

4.10 Financial intermediary loans (FILs) and sector investment loans (SECILs)
are intermediate between adjustment and project lending. This is true in four
closely interrelated ways. First, in most FILs and SECILs, the design
involves wholesaling. Accordingly, under FILs and SECILs, the Bank does not
lend for a project; rather it lends for an institution which in turn selects
the sub-projects to be financed and supervises implementation, while the Bank
supervises the institution and the wholesaling mechanism. Second, associated
with this wholesaling design concept, institution building tends to be an
integral aspect of FILs and SECILs. Third, because sectoral rather than
project issues are considered, there is more scope for addressing broader

sectoral policy issues. Fourth, because discrete sub-projects are financed,
it is far more credible to enforce policy undertakings by threatening to
suspend disbursements because ongoing contract relations, which tend to be

important for large single project operations are unlikely to be impaired if
this should happen.

4.11 As noted earlier, for many countries, reforming sectoral policies and

institutions is now the critical next step in the sequence of reform.
Accordingly, FILs and SECILs are increasingly likely to be used in the 1990s,
especially where agreement can be reached on a time-bound program of reform
including institution building (see Box 4.1 on Changing Focus of Lending for
the Urban Sector). In terms of instrument design, combining policy conditions
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Box 4.1 Changing Focus of Lending for the Urban Sector1

The need to give more policy teeth to sector investment lending arises

both from the shift out of adjustment lending and from frustrations with

traditional project lending. In the urban sector, the Bank's traditional

lending has been largely in neighborhood level projects. There is a
growing awareness in the Bank that we need to shift our focus towards city
and national level policy reform and institutional development. Some of
this shift is already underway, as, for example, in Brazil, Indonesia and
Zimbabwe. This would require a re-focus of urban lending towards

(a) Reform of land and housing market regulations, centre/local
financing relations and financial policies pertaining to
housing and infrastructure.

(b) Institutional development to improve financial and technical

capacities of national, regional and municipal organizations.

(c) Investments in city-wide infrastructure, housing and land

development through financial intermediaries and
improvement of slum areas.

Time-sliced sector investment operations and financial intermediation
loans would appear to be the most suitable lending instruments to address
these issues. The Bank has assisted the Indonesian government with an
Urban Sector Loan in 1987 that helped the government revise and shift
responsibility for planning, financing and maintaining local infrastructure
from the Central to the regional and local level. The Bank has undertaken
several projects in Brazil at the multi-city and state level such as the
medium-sized Cities Project in 1979, the Market Towns Improvement Project

in Parana State in 1983, which was designed to improve the access of
municipalities to credit for local investments, and the Municipal
Development Project in 1989. Since 1983, the volume of lending through
housing finance operations has increased substantially. These have

included reform of domestic resource mobilization for housing in Chile,
Mauritius, Zimbabwe and Lesotho, improving the targeting and transparency

of subsidies in Malawi and Mexico and improving the regulatory framework in
Korea, Thailand, Nigeria and Tunisia.

The Infrastructure and Urban Department has also argued for a new
lending instrument -- city level lending. In some cases, slow disbursing
adjustment loans could be considered to address important national urban
policy issues but they would need to meet the strict criteria for those
laid out-in Section IV.2.

Based on "Urban Policy and Economic Development: An Agenda for the
1990s" September 4, 1990, Urban Development Division, Infrastructure and
Urban Development Department.
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Figure 4.1
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with a mid-term review is a way to link disbursements to the fulfillment of

policy conditions as well as to expenditures.

4.12 In the past, FILs and SECILs did not typically support adjustment type

policies. SECIL conditionality mostly concentrated on institution building
in, and institution strengthening of, the implementing agency (see Figure 4.2

and Annex Table 3.2 comparing policy conditions in industrial SECALs versus
SECILs). Many projects -- both SECILs and FILs -- financed studies designed
to develop action programs on project related pricing or policy issues,
although they were seldom specified as conditions when the findings of the
studies were implemented. To some extent, SECILs may have excluded adjustment

type conditions because of the availability of SECALs. SECALs were used, for
example, to address education sector issues in Ghana and Nigeria, because it
was felt that a SECAL would more effectively focus the governments' attention
on policy issues (see Box 4.2 on Lending for the Social Sectors). As noted
above, the largest shift in the composition of the lending program during the
1980s was from FILs and SECILs to SALs and SECALs. SECILs have tended to

focus on major areas of public investment (power, rural infrastructure,
transportation). On-lending for private sector activities in agriculture and

industry has been addressed in FILs.

4.13 In recent years, however, the policy content of SECILs has grown. An
increasing number of SECILs have included letters of sector policy. These are
closely akin to the letters of development policy associated with adjustment
lending. As in SALs, the letter of sectoral policy is generally referred to
in the loan/credit agreement. The SECIL letter typically spells out the

policy agenda for the sector, often including broader sectoral public
expenditure issues, and provides a policy umbrella for the investment project.

This innovation has been paralleled by a debate within the Bank about the

desirability of transplanting to FILs and SECILs yet another technique of
adjustment lending -- tranching.

4.14 Two key issues in the debate about whether tranching is preferable to
suspending disbursements are the appropriate approach to enforcing project
conditionality and the state of relations between the Bank and its borrowers.

The presumption in investment lending has long been that borrower obligations
will be fulfilled. Consequently, resorting to suspending disbursements was
seen as an admission of failure. In addition, contractual relations under
project lending tend to favor the continuation of financing under all but the

most difficult circumstances. Over time, as a result, actual suspension of

disbursements on grounds other than non-payment have been a relatively rare
event in the Bank, which in turn raises the cost, in terms of country
relations, of actually suspending disbursements for non-compliance with a
project covenant. Even so, mid-term reviews have gained currency for SECILs -
- as a way of signaling the Bank's willingness to consider suspending

disbursements for non-compliance with loan covenants or lack of progress in

the implementation of policy reforms.
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4.15 Against this background and in the context of the Bank's internal

debate, some staff members stress the importance of utilizing the existing

remedies the Bank has under project lending -- in conjunction with mid-term or
annual reviews to be conducted with the borrower to assess compliance with

covenants and progress in the policy area. They argue that if these reviews
show that obligations have not been fulfilled, or that progress in
implementing the policy reforms included in the SECIL letter has not been

satisfactory, then the Bank may, and indeed should, suspend disbursements.

4.16 Others within the Bank emphasize the difficulty that suspensions present
for country relations, particularly during a time of transition when for many
years suspensions were used only for the most serious infractions of project

covenants. They argue that this remedy is too clumsy to be used effectively

and that tranching is a more subtle instrument for securing compliance with
policy undertakings. They stress that, with tranching, the burden of proof is
on the borrower to establish compliance while, with suspension of

disbursements, the burden of proof is traditionally on the Bank to establish

non-compliance. Proponents of this position argue that to tranche SECILs is
to provide an effective mechanism to ensure the implementation of agreed
sectoral reforms.

4.17 It is clear that if SECILs/FILs are to play an expanded policy role,
some clarification is needed, for Bank staff, for the Board, and for our
borrowers, that will permit greater use/flexibility of the
tranching/suspension instrument. But regardless of whether SECILs/FILs will
be tranched or simply be subject to more frequent suspensions of disbursement
in the event of non-performance, the overall approach would be the same. The

agreed policy conditions would be placed in a letter of development policy and
the future disbursements on the loan made conditional on the satisfaction of
those conditions during mid-term reviews. Typically this would only be
possible for FILs and for SECILs of the wholesale variety, in which individual
project components are not closely related to each other and, except as
individual parts of a broader investment program, stand on their own. Because

of the discrete nature of the individual project components, disruption of

contractor relations need not be a serious problem either in the case of

suspensions of disbursements in the event of policy default or in the case of

tranching.

4.18 As adjustment lending in countries wanes, wholesale type SECILs, and

their private sector analog, FILs, should increase in prominence (see Box 4.3

on FILs). Both instruments neatly combine a focus on investment (the capacity
of sectoral ministries or agencies to design investment programs that satisfy
agreed criteria), on institutional development (the capacity of financial
institutions to appraise private investment prospects) and the scope for
strong policy action programs grounded in mid-term reviews whether enforced by
tranching or by more frequent use of suspension of disbursements.
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Box 4.2 Choice of Instruments In Social Sector Policy Based Lending

The recent education SECALs in Ghana and Nigeria are examples of operations that fall
near the border between adjustment and investment lending. The principal reason for making
these loans was to support changes in policy in the education sector, and the Bank wished to
disburse in tranches as the1policy reform process proceeds. Since both countries had a need
for quick-disbursing funds, the operations appeared to be like other SECALs and they were so
designated.

The changes these loans supported required the Education Ministry to withdraw certain
benefits from some of its clients (e.g., to reduce lodging subsidies in Chana and introduce
fees in and dismiss non-teaching staff from universities in Nigeria) and shift these
resources to other uses such as elementary education. In return the Ministry could 'offer'
only promises of greater long-term efficiency and some additional expenditures on equipment
and supplies. Under these circumstances, both the Ministry and the Bank had a strong
interest in ensuring that the Ministry's budget, especially for non-salary recurrent costs
which were necessary to achieve the potential benefits was not squeezed at the last moment,as often happens to social sector expenditures during adjustment.

In addition, even if budget systems could be relied on to provide funds, public sector
entities in Nigeria and Ghana often suffer difficulties in converting local currency budget
funds into foreign exchange for imports.

The desire to reduce uncertainty arising from budgetary and foreign exchange constraints
on the sector led to linking disbursement of Bank funds directly to agreed expenditures
implied by the policy reform program. Some of the agreed expenditures in Ghana and Nigeria
were for items that were not directly imported and this led to disbursement for alocal costs*
of funds from a loan designated as 'adjustment." This practice was questioned at the Board.
On the other hand, the idea of "tranching" investment loans has also been questioned. Do
loans such as those described fall between two stools -- is neither an AL nor an IL possible?

Not really. It would be more accurate to say that either instrument in principle could
have been used. For the AL option to be chosen, the country would have to demonstrate a need
for quick-disbursing funds and a macroeconomic program designed to deal with that need over
the medium term, as with any other SAL or SECAL. The loan documentation would also have to
explain why the social sector was a priority for adjustment (rather than one with more
immediate impact on the macroeconomic balances, say) and justify the fit between the
disbursement period and the time required to carry out the policy changes that are being
supported.

If these questions, essentially no different from those asked of any other SECAL, are
answered satisfactorily, there is no insuperable obstacle to linking the funds disbursed to
agreed expenditures, even local expenditures. As suggested in the Report of the Task Force
on Local Cost Financing in Adjustment Loans, although Bank funds provided under ALs cannot be
disbursed against local costs, the government would be expected to make local currency and
foreign exchange available for agreed purposes as part of a public expenditure program (as is
being done in the Guinea Education SECAL) and this expectation could be reinforced by loan
covenant. If, as in Ghana and Nigeria, the Ministry requires additional reassurance about
its cash flow before undertaking fundamental reforms is needed, Bank funds could be held in a
special account which could be drawn down only as resources are made available for agreed
expenditures.

On the other hand, if a clearly identifiable list of goods and services needed to carry
out the program of policy change can be identified, and the activities to be financed lead to
increasing national income in the future, as does the education of people, then an IL may be
the better choice. In this case the Bank and government can agree on annual -- or more
frequent -- reviews of progress under the policy reform program and if progress is not
acceptable, disbursements (or commitments to activities that will in due course lead to
disbursements) can be suspended -- just as an unfavorable tranche release review stops
disbursements is credible if policy changes do not come along as expected.

A third option would be a hybrid operation, with the adjustment lending component
combined with an expenditure/investment component. This last option may offer the cleanest
'choice' and avoid the issue of local costs under adjustment loans and lack of 'high level'
policy dialogue under investment loans.

1 Although this need apparently was not spelled out in the Ghana loan.
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Box 4.3 Financial Intermediary Landing

Since the 1980s, the World Bank has been making loans to the privat* sector through
financial intermediaries. The volume of such lending varies from year to year, but during
the 1980s has accounted for roughly 15 percent of new commitments. The rationale for such
lending has varied over time. In the 1960s and 1970s, the primary objective was to provide
funds to fill perceived gaps in the financial markets. With regard to lending to agriculture
and small business, the perceived gap was a general shortage of credit; in the case of larger
industry and housing, the perceived gap was term finance. World Bank loans through financial
intermediaries (FILs) were designed to do two things -- to provide some of the missing funds
and to build, institutions capable of handling such financing. In the early years, each FIL
was earmarked for a single financial intermediary and over time a series of repeat loans were
made to the same institutions.

Starting in the early 1980s and growing throughout the decade, FILs have become
somewhat more policy oriented, though providing funds to fill financial market gaps has
continued to predominate. Starting originally with concern over the level and structure of
interest rates and later expanding to cover government intervention in credit allocation and
other issues, a few FILs began to include a policy component. Some FILs also included
elements covering nonfinancial policy issues affecting end-users of funds, such as trade
policy in industrial FILs, pricing policy in agricultural FILs and the regulatory framework
in housing FILs.

Beginning in the early 1980s, the Bank began to realize that many of the correspondent
financial institutions that it had been funding were in serious financial straits and were no
longer able to channel resources efficiently. This meant that the Bank had either to help
restructure these institutions or to switch to sounder financial institutions to handle Bank
funds. Both the increasing policy focus of FILs and the impaired condition of correspondent
intermediaries led to a shift in lending strategy. Instead of using a single intermediary to
handle Bank funds, more and more the Bank tended to use an apex structure for FILs. Bank
funds went to the apex institution, in many case the central bank, which then on-loaned the
funds to a number of second tier institutions. By switching to the central bank as its
correspondent, the Bank was dealing with an agency responsible for policy. Also, with the
apex approach, a broader array of intermediaries could be used to on-lend Bank funds.

The forthcoming operational directive on financial loans and the recent memorandum of
the World Bank Group on Financial Intermediary Lending carries forward the evolution of FILs.
Simply filling a perceived gap in the financial markets is no longer a justifiable rationale
for a Bank loan. A Bank FIL must specify the reasons why the domestic financial market does
not provide the required funds and a time-bound program of policy reforms designed to
eliminate the gap. An alternative rationale for a FIL is to deal with policy issues
affecting the end-users of funds in industry, agriculture and housing. Hence it is the
intention in the future to make FILs policy based or at least hybrid operations. The
operational directive also requires a careful selection of sound intermediaries to on-lend
Bank funds and to ensure that the loan does not create distortions in the financial markets.

A number of factors will distinguish policy based FILs from FSALs and SECALs. First,
while the specific* to be covered in FILs will not be limited, the range of policies and
institutions included is likely to be less broad than in a sectoral adjustment loan. Second,
in FILs the focus of the loan will be more on issues of development rather than adjustment.
As well as policy issues, FILs are intended to develop the institutions of the financial and
real sectors. Third, in contrast to a SECAL or FSAL, the funds from a FIL are distributed
through financial intermediaries primarily to the private sector, not to government. Fourth,
FILs will be preferred when the desired period of loan disbursement is somewhat longer.
Fifth, FILs will be used in preference to adjustment loans when the policy changes covered
are unlikely to eliminate the gaps in the financial markets during the period of loan
disbursement. The funds provided by the Bank will help fill the funding gap. Even when the
focus of the FIL is on the real sector, efforts will be made in the loan design to improve
the functioning of the domestic financial market.
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4.19 Meanwhile, the transition must be carefully planned and managed. The

Tunisia CSP discusses very explicitly the difficulties encountered in trying
to shift quickly from adjustment lending to investment lending. Indonesia is

a good example of those countries in transition that plan to use policy based
investment loans as the major vehicle for maintaining dialogue. The Indonesia
CSP not only announces its intention but also discusses in some detail how
policy and investment will be put together. There are also important staffing
and skills mix considerations involved in the transition that must be

carefully planned.

IV.4 The Use of Hybrid Loans

4.20 In the late 1980s, a new instrument of lending -- hybrid loans --
emerged as an additional means for achieving the Bank's long standing goal to

coordinate investment and policy adjustment. Hybrid loans were developed in
response to the evidence that lack of investment has been one of the principal
reasons that supply response has not been generally forthcoming in response to

policy change.

4.21 Hybrid loans, which combine a quickly disbursing adjustment portion with
a slowly disbursing investment portion, have become increasingly popular.
Because they combine tranched BOP support (the release of which is based upon
fulfillment of agreed conditions) with more traditional investment financing,
hybrids seem a natural lending instrument in the declining phase of an
adjustment cycle. Hybrids would also appear to be a useful instrument in
countries such as Ghana where the adjustment cycle has been prolonged due to

slow supply response. If a balance of payments need remains because of a slow
supply response, investment lending would also be needed concurrently to
rehabilitate the country's infrastructure. But care must be used so that:
(i) hybrid loans do not become a soft option, in other words, a low
conditionality way of providing general import and budgetary support
financing, and (ii) the quickly disbursing adjustment component does not
become a substitute for the cost sharing that would normally be required for

the project component. The appropriate use of hybrid lending is the subject
of one of the papers in the FY90 Review of Development Effectiveness.

1 9

4.22 Three important recommendations in that paper are germane to the

discussion here:

First, care should be taken to prevent hybrids from becoming the least
common denominator of both investment and adjustment lending. That is,
the investment component could receive less attention than in a project
loan while also having a weaker policy framework than normally seen in
an adjustment loan.

19 "Hybrid Loans: A Review of Experience and a Framework for Their
Use".
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Second, often the quick disbursing component is unnecessary to effect
the policy change which would have been achieved with normal project
conditionality. It is simply added on to bring about a resource
transfer.

Third, the procedures for approving hybrids should be similar to those
for an adjustment loan.

IV.5 Leveraging the Entire Lending Program

4.23 In countries where there is no immediate balance of payments problem,
reflected in a large current account deficit, but where there is clear need
for structural reforms, AL is not the appropriate lending instrument. There
are also cases where the country is unwilling to accept AL for political
reasons. In these cases, one way to deal with this problem is to use is
policy based SECILs and FILs as discussed in Section IV.3. Another option is
to try and leverage the entire lending program with lending portfolio packages
tailored to various policy scenarios. There would be a low case, base case
and a high case with well specified triggers on the policy side that would
activate higher levels of Bank lending through investment loans.

4.24 This is obviously not an easy option and will require considerable
effort on the part of the country team in its design and execution. Moreover,
if there were to be policy backsliding once projects were started, the Bank
would have no option but to complete projects though, of course, the Bank
would convey to the government the need to limit future lending in response to
the backsliding.

4.25 The last CSP for India does have a discussion of the lending program
along these lines. However, the difference in the lending amounts between
various policy scenarios was too small to have any measurable impact. In any
case, even if the government were unwilling to engage the Bank in a serious
active policy dialogue, putting such a strategy to the government would make
it aware of the extent of potential Bank support it could receive were it to
change its mind and agree to undertake reforms.

IV.6 Maintaining Policy Dialogue with Reduced Adjustment Lending

4.26 Adjustment lending has naturally emphasized the Bank's dialogue with
country governments on both macro management and on the removal of major
distortions affecting the efficiency of resource mobilization and allocation.
The policy dialogue has been 'raised to a higher plane" and given much greater
visibility by the specific conditions attached to individual SALs and SECALs.

It has also been conducted largely with a very different group in the
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government compared to discussions on investment lending. An important issue
in countries where the Bank is shifting out of adjustment lending is how to
maintain the effectiveness of our macroeconomic policy dialogue. This is
necessary in order to monitor policy slippage and to remain prepared to resume
adjustment lending to the country in the future.

4.27 One obvious way is to maintain the dialogue through the IMF. However,
this may not be very practical since in many countries the Bank has closer
working rela,tions even on macroeconomic issues than the IMF. Moreover, the
Bank often needs to monitor issues from a somewhat different perspective than
does the Fund. A second way is to send clear signals to the government that
the Bank intends to match the size of the overall lending program to the
macroeconomic situation. This would require that we communicate to the
government, very precisely, the macroeconomic policies (or lack of them) that
would trigger the lending program. These types of triggers are in the Country
Strategy Paper but are not usually spelt out as neatly in the Country Economic
Memorandum. The profile of the CEM has also been downgraded. It is now,
typically, viewed as a technical/economic document in the Bank and the
country. One way to resolve this problem is to have a shorter, well defined
CEMs with a standard set of guidelines defining what should be included in
such a document. More thematic issues that are currently contained in CEMs
could be discussed in separate reports.

4.28 This shorter policy oriented CEM should be discussed annually by a
senior Bank official, presumably the Director, with country officials. It
should be made clear that this document provides our central policy agenda
with the country. It should also be the document that is used for aid
coordination activities. It can also serve as the basis for discussions at
the Annual Meetings. It should be emphasized to the government that it should
take this document seriously if there is a prospect that the country might
need Bank adjustment lending in the future. It might be argued that this
would add yet another document to those to be produced by the Country
Department. Instead, if it is planned carefully, this document could be used
to avoid a lot of the duplication that one sees in the CEM, CSP, PFP (where

applicable) and in loan documents.

4.29 Much of the intellectual work that might otherwise have been done in the
course of preparing of AL can be programmed into CESW as AL is wound down.

Different kinds of CESW are substitutable for different kinds of AL. CEMs

take over some of the macroeconomic dialogue that otherwise would occur during
SAL preparation. Public Expenditure Reviews can raise issues of public sector
management and inter-ministerial resource allocation that are taken up in
public sector SECALs. Several CSPs have recognized that CESW has to be of
higher quality if it is to substitute for AL. Moreover, the style of CESW has
to be different. It cannot stop-at presenting governments with analytically
sound reasons for adopting broad changes in policy. It must, like AL,
continue the dialogue down to the stage of detailed execution. The FY92-94
Business Plan for LAC is most explicit in recognizing the substitutability of

CESW and lending in promoting policy reform. As that Business Plan states,
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"Country dialogue rests on well-reasoned and clearly presented analyses

that persuade governments. Even where not linked directly to lending

programs, such economic and sector work can maintain the Bank's

influence on country policy".

4.30 In several countries, such as Sri Lanka, Bolivia, and Venezuela, Regions

have planned to establish or to strengthen resident missions in order to carry

out more effective dialogue during a transition toward more IL. Resident
staff can provide some of the continuity in policy dialogue that is sometimes
lost in CESW, which tends to be produced as discrete products in contrast to
the more continuous preparation cycle, including tranche release and

supervision, inherent in a series of ALs. A good example of this is the

Indonesia resident mission.
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V. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS THAT AFFECT THE LENDING MIX

5.1 The use of the elements of the tool kit into a proposed framework for

thinking through country assistance strategies is presented in the final

section of this paper. Before turning to that, it is important to discuss
three considerations that affect the lending mix.

V.1 Fungibility of Funds and the Lending Mix

5.2 Providing financing to elicit a supply response in an economy suffering
from foreign exchange shortages has a certain logic. This logic is more

compelling when it is combined with policy change. The policy change ensures
that the foreign exchange needs eventually decline. The foreign exchange is
necessary to ensure that the economy will begin moving out of the
"stabilization" phase and into the subsequent growth phase.

5.3 The provisioning of foreign exchange for necessary imports to elicit a
supply response can be done through either adjustment or investment lending as

money is fungible. But there is a difference in the degree of fungibility
between the two types of lending instruments.20 For a large country where

the Bank typically finances a small proportion of the foreign exchange budget,
the difference in specificity between AL and IL may not matter. If a country
has a specified investment program and the Bank steps in with IL to finance a
part of it, foreign exchange funds are released for general purpose imports.
Foreign exchange is fungible, and funds that would have been used by the
country for a project can be released for general purpose imports when the
Bank decides to fund the project.

5.4 However, the distinction may be more important in the case of smaller

countries (especially IDA countries) where the Bank finances a larger
proportion of the foreign exchange budget. This is because the availability

of free foreign exchange is much smaller, and the bulk of investment is
financed through foreign assistance in any case (Table 5.1). There are very
few investment projects that would have been financed by the country's

available free foreign exchange where the Bank's decision to finance them

would release foreign exchange elsewhere.

20 Adjustment lending disburses against a negative list that precludes
certain types of imports. Investment lending disburses and are needed against
a positive list that pre-specifies imports that can be authorized for the
project.
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Table 5.1 Donor Financing of Investment Budget
Non-Blond IDA Adjusting Countries

Percentage Share of Budget
Country Investment Budget Year

Early Intensive-Adjustment
Lending Countries

Bolivia 65% 1989
Ghana 78%
Kenya 67% 1989/90
Madagascar 73% 1989
Malawi 88% 1989/90
Mauritania 93% 1989-91 !/
Senegal 72% 1988/89
Tanzania 68% 1987 b/
Togo 82% 1989 C/
Zambia 68% 1990 g/

Average 72%

New Adjustors

Benin 92% 1989 2/
Chad 98% 1990
Mali 93% 1990
Mozambi que 100% 1990

Average 98%

Other Adjustment Lending Countries

Bangladesh 67% 1988/89
Burkina Faso 90% 1990
Burundi 73% 1989 e/
Central African Republic 87% 1989
Guinea 83% 1989
Guinea-Bissau 92% 1990
Guyana 76% 1990
Niger na na
Sierra Leone 53% 1989/90 f/
Somalia 94% 1989
Sudan na na
Uganda 68% 1989/90
Zaire 81% 1989

Average 77%

a/ 1989-91 Public Investment Program.
/ 1987 Investment Program Review with adjustment for local counterpart funding of foreign-

financed projects and local funded recurrent cost projects.
c/ Excluding phosphate countertrade contributions which have not been directed to investment.
/ Including fertilizer counterpart funds.

e/ 1989 Public Investment Program.
T/ Share rises to 75% with inclusion of PL480 counterpart funds.
1/ 1989 Public Investment Program.

Source: Country Economists.
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5.5 A classic example of these constraints is provided by Uganda. In
Uganda,2 1 'the collapse in coffee prices means that virtually all the free
foreign exchange will go to meet petroleum imports and essential debt service,
leaving the economy dependent on external financing to meet other import
needs, including critical imports to rehabilitate Uganda's dilapidated
economic infrastructure and to provide inputs for agriculture and industries".
It should also be noted that almost two thirds of Uganda's development budget
is financed from abroad.

5.6 The Uganda situation epitomizes, with some variations, the position of a
large number of Sub-Saharan African economies in that the Bank's AL and, to
some extent, the IMF are the only sources of free foreign exchange. The Bank
becomes the lender of last resort in the financing package, with bilateral
donors sticking to financing investment projects. This explains to some
extent the need for, and the justification of, much higher shares of
adjustment lending by the Bank in Sub-Saharan Africa. In order to reduce the
Bank's high share of adjustment lending, an obvious solution is to try to
convince other donors to convert or add to their assistance program to help
with balance of payments support. It is in this context that the Bank
coordinated the Special Program of Assistance (SPA) in late 1987 for three
years. This was extended into SPA II for FY91-93. For the 20 core countries
under SPAl, quick disbursing cofinancing and coordinated financing other than
from the Bank represented 47.5 percent of total if the Fund contribution is
included and 62.5 percent if it is excluded.22 Strong donor support is
expected to continue in the context of SPA2 (1991-93), but the share of total
is not expected to change significantly.2 3

V.2 Disbursement Profiles and the Composition of Lending

5.7 The degree of specificity in the use of foreign exchange is one
distinguishing feature of adjustment and investment lending. The second
distinguishing aspect of AL is that it disburses much faster than IL. It,
therefore, provides the flexibility to respond quickly to a country's
unanticipated balance of payments needs. It is this flexibility that makes AL
a powerful tool in designing country assistance strategies. However, it also
carries risks, one of which is that it leads to a rapid increase in net
disbursements that must eventually decline and turn negative. This alleviates

21 According to "Special Program of Assistance: Proposals for the
Second Phase", Africa Region, World Bank, May 1990.

22 SPA meeting, October, 1990.

23 See "SPA: Growth, Aid, Debt -- Proposal for the Second Phase", World
Bank, 1990. If the Fund increases its financing of the core 20 countries to
$1.5 billion, the share from non-Bank donors would be about 50 percent
including the Fund and 61 percent excluding the Fund.
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a pattern that also prevails for traditional loans, but in that case usually
takes many years, providing a country with the opportunity to develop its
capacity to service its Bank debt gradually. This pattern is apparent in a
number of the Bank's borrowers who have received adjustment lending since the
early 1980s. Negative net disbursements can be a source of concern as they
can lead to a liquidity crunch, to a deterioration in relations between the
country and the Bank and to changes in the Bank's exposure. It can also lead
to the temptation to undertake defensive lending to maintain positive net
disbursements.

5.8 Negative net disbursements are projected in many of the Bank's early
intensive adjustors. The exceptions are Nigeria, Brazil, Mexico, Morocco and
Pakistan. These are all countries where adjustment lending is expected to
continue although at declining levels. In most of the Bank's early intensive
adjustors, a substantial volume of investment lending is projected into the
future. This is. a logical outcome of the "adjustment cycle" discussed in
Chapter III. The negative disbursements then typically arise from repayments
on past adjustment operations. They are an issue of prominence in some CSPs.
The Morocco CSP, for example, devotes considerable attention to discussing how
to avoid future negative net disbursements.

5.9 The net disbursement profile to a country changes with a change in the
share of adjustment lending. Figure 5.1 (under preparation in FRS) shows the
pattern of net disbursement for the Bank under alternate assumptions on the
projected share of adjustment lending. Figure 5.1 also contains the alternate
net disbursement profile for Nigeria and Turkey. Nigeria is projected to
receive a substantial share of adjustment lending in the future. Turkey
received a large share in the past but this will decline sharply in the 1990s.
In the case of Turkey, we ask what would have been the implications of a
different choice of lending instruments to the net disbursement pattern in the
1990s. In the case of Nigeria, we ask the same question by changing the
choice of lending instruments in the future.

5.10 The alternative scenarios suggest two things:

o If the required policy changes can be brought about through
investment lending rather than adjustment lending, it is preferable
to use investment lending from the perspective of the long run
management of net disbursements.24 In practice, this choice might
arise between a sector adjustment loan, or a sector investment loan,
especially as the agenda for reform in a country moves into sectoral
and sub-sectoral issues. In the case of health, education,
transport, sewerage and other urban sector issues, we might consider
whether the policy agenda can be negotiated through sector

24 Assuming, of course, that other lenders could be persuaded to come in
to fill the financing gap, which may not always be possible.
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Figure 5.1 L/
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investment and project loans rather than through SECALs (these
choices were discussed in Chapter IV).

o The Bank should consider negotiating wherever possible multi-year
financing packages. This would not only lead to a smoother profile
of net disbursements, but it would also be attractive in countries
where policy backsliding has been the norm rather than the
exception. Slower disbursing adjustment operations would also serve
a similar purpose. A good example would be a financial sector loan
in Nigeria tranched over three to four years. A longer term
arrangement can also be helpful in keeping a program on track if
there is a change in government.

V.3 Private Sector Development and the Lending Mix

5.11 Bank lending operations can support the private sector in three
different ways: (i) increasing the resources available to the whole economy
(through balance of payments support); (ii) alleviating constraints related to
infrastructural bottlenecks; and (iii) providing investment financing to
enterprises through financial intermediaries.

5.12 The first two kinds of indirect support may be generally perceived as
enhancing the public (as opposed to the private) sector, but in many
situations they may actually represent the most efficient way of fostering
private sector development too.

5.13 When significant distortions are present, the policy reforms supported
by adjustment operations are often the highest Private Sector Development
(PSD) priority, but in largely undistorted environments, there may be a
powerful case for utilizing balance of payments support as a means to
encourage efficient private activity. In either case, what may also be
required is greater involvement by the Bank in the choice of mechanisms for
economic absorption of the Bank loan/credit which is the crucial determinant
of its impact on the private sector (for example, the Indonesian and the
Tanzanian Open General License which has been supported by two adjustment
operations).

5.14 Obviously, infrastructure investments can also be critical for the
private sector, even if they fall in the public domain. Here the main issues
concern the composition of investment (and thus Bank lending programs) and the
design of the project. Ensuring that constraints to private economic activity
influence the determination of public expenditure priorities is a key Public
Sector Development Loans issue, not only because of the reduced
competitiveness that derives from poor infrastructure but also because, in the
absence of basic infrastructure, there are greater economies of scale than
otherwise (and, thus, less competition). A classic example of this has
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emerged from recent research on Nigeria.25 The other key PSD factor in
public investment financing is the need for project designs that maximize the
participation of the private sector in financing and/or managing
infrastructure and social services. Elements such as contracts, concessions,
BOTs and procurement mechanisms need to be considered in the design so as to
attract private agents and thus reduce the State's burden.

5.15 The rule could be that the project identification and design should bear
the burden of proving that no preferable private alternative exists when
involving public agencies. But this is not a question of instrument mix in
the lending program but of its contents. And, it should be noted, much
progress is being achieved in this sense -- Bank lending programs are now

financing almost no undesirable parastatals and are incorporating private
sector components in more and more projects.

5.16 Direct support is provided through financial intermediation operations.
These have been the subject of a recent Task Force Report and of a PSD Working

Group.26 Implementation of the recommendations of the Financial Operations
Report has so far resulted in a reduction in the number of new financial
intermediation operations, and the recommendations of the PSD Working Group
should clarify the division of labor between the Bank and IFC. The main
implication for the Bank's lending mix is that financial intermediation
operations will continue to be a significant feature, but will have to be
justified in connection with well-defined policy and institutional reform
strategies.

5.17 In summary, the lending mix has to be responsive to the specific
circumstances of each country. The deciding factor is whatever constrains
efficient private activity. In some countries (or at some stages), it may be
policies or resources and this may argue for adjustment lending (whether quick
or slow disbursing may depend on the nature of the needs and of the reforms to
be implemented). In other countries, at other stages, key constraints to
private sector development may only be relieved through public investment,
even if that may sound paradoxical.

25 Manufactures' Response to Infrastructure Deficiencies in Nigeria,

Infrastructure and Urban Development Department, Report INU50, July 1989.

26 See January 17, 1991 Memorandum to the Executive Directors and the

Board of Directors on the World Bank Group on Financial Intermediary Lending;

and Report of the Task Force on Financial Sector Operations (see R89-163) July

1989.
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VI. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR COUNTRY ASSISTANCE STRATEGY

6.1 The previous three sections have dealt with various issues regarding the
inter-relation between adjustment and investment lending. Section III
classified the problems that we have seen emerge over the 1980s in the course
of adjustment. Section IV discussed how to pursue policy change and the
various lending instruments available to do so. Other considerations that

affect the lending mix, such as the management of disbursement profiles and
the fungibil'ity of foreign exchange provided under alternate instruments, were
discussed in Section V. This final section brings it all together by
providing a way to match the problems with the tool kit. It brings out the
tensions that are evident between existing instruments and emerging problems.
It also illustrates various innovative solutions that are being tried in
different parts of the Bank. It is important to reiterate that the framework
provided in the next section provides a way of thinking through the lending
strategies but that, in practice, individual country issues and structure will
determine the actual approach taken.

VI.1 The Proposed Framework

6.3 Table 6.1 provides a framework with five categories for thinking through
country assistance strategies.

(1) Quick Adjustors. In the case of countries that have either taken swift

adjustment in the past or where there was no need for adjustment lending from
the Bank, the lending strategy is clear cut. The Bank should be prepared to
continue investment lending if it is needed. The country should be provided
with the Bank's expertise in project appraisal, design and supervision through
investment lending or free standing technical assistance.

The Bank should also be prepared to provide adjustment lending in
response to future external terms of trade shocks. This assistance should be
forthcoming even if the country has in place institutions and a flexible
policy framework that will lead to adjustment to the external shock without

conscious efforts by the Bank to engage the country in a policy dialogue. In
this sense, AL from the Bank should be available to a country in the case of

an external shock even if it has gone through an adjustment cycle in the past.
Adequate burden sharing between the Bank and other lenders would be an
important consideration in determining the extent of Bank support.

The CSP for Chile explicitly discusses this issue in the following
manner:

...when domestic policies remain quite appropriate but the
international environment deteriorates, creating weaker demand for

Chilean exports, export prices or high interest rates. In this



Table 6.1 The proposed framework

Proposed Strategy
Category Characteristics Example Adjustment Lending Investment Lending

1. Quick-adjustor (a) Country has a balance of (a) Korea, Thailand, (a) Provide AL in future (a) Continue investment

payments problem, and under- Chile if external shock Investment projects
takes swift actions to address requires adjustment if needed
policies. ment.

(b) Country has good policies, (b) Botswana, Malaysia (b) Provide AL if BOP need (b) Investment projects if
flexible economy, and no arises. needed.
balance of payments needs.

2. Prolonged adjustor Country has a balance of
payments problem, Is willing to
undertake reforms but the process
gets delayed because of

(a) political difficulties; (a) Argentina, Turkey, (a) Rethink continued use (a) Use alternative options
Philippines, Brazil of AL. -- policy based SECILs,

'leverage' entire
lending program.

(b) slow supply response and (b) Pakistan, Ghana, (b) Use indicious combi- (b) Use policy based
institutional weaknesses. Jamaica, Nigeria nation of AL and IL SECILS.

Including hybrids.

3. Repeat adjustor Country has a BOP problem, Cote d'Ivoire Require prior-actions to Composition of investment
states desire to undertake underatke reforms which lending program based on
reforms but is not committed were not undertaken in pace of policy change as
to it lending to policy reversals, the past. Then use AL described in Section VI.2
This syndrome is repeated. sparingly.

4. Non-adjustor Country has macro problem India, Ethiopia, 'Leverage' entire lending
but BOP controlled through Zimbabwe program. Use selective
restrictions. Reforms needed policy based SECIL9.
but country unwilling to accept Composition of investment
AL for political reasons or because lending program as describe&
they do not believe In reform in Section VI.2.
program.

6. Policy reforms without Country does not have a BOP need Indonesia, Venezuela, Provide AL in future if Use sector investment
BOP need but institutional and policy Ecuador external shock requires lending to address policies.

reforms required. macro-adjustment. Use Composition of investment
contingent AL during lending program based on
transitional uncertainty. pace of policy change as

described in Section VI.2.
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situation, we recommend that the Bank help consolidate the policy
framework by accelerating its net disbursements.... However, the Bank
alone could not (and should not) absorb the likely additional financing
needs Chile would face under this scenario. We would need to gear up to
join a coordinated response among all creditors".

(2) Prolonged Adjustors. These are countries where there is a willingness
to undertake reform but where the process gets delayed either because of
political difficulties or because of slow supply response and institutional
weaknesses. The Bank's response would depend on the reasons for the
prolongation.

In the case of countries where adjustment policies have been implemented
but where supply response has been weak, it is necessary to reevaluate the
country assistance strategy to enhance supply response. In cases where the
weak supply response is due to a lack of adequate infrastructure, the Bank
assistance should include a coordinated set of investment and adjustment
lending. Carefully crafted hybrid loans could prove extremely useful in this
situation as they were, for example, in Ghana, Pakistan and Nigeria.

Often the slow supply response is not due to inadequate public
investments in infrastructure and support services but due to very poor
delivery of services and to the regulatory system. To a large extent, these
are reflections of institutional weaknesses and of the slower pace of certain
types of reform, such as the regulatory system and the restructuring of public
expenditure. Free standing technical assistance loans provide one vehicle to
address these issues. But often countries are unwilling to accept free
standing technical assistance.27 Policy based sector investment loans would

provide an important vehicle to address these issues, as long as they have a
heavy institution building focus as discussed in Chapter IV.

In some cases, the prolongation of the adjustment cycle is primarily due
to political difficulties. The overall commitment to reforms is still there
and many fundamental policy changes, such as the trade regime, exchange rate
policy and in some cases tax reform, have already taken place, but problems

persist. However the country is unwilling to push reforms into the subsequent
phase. The unwillingness to pursue key reforms can sometimes lead to
macroeconomic imbalances as has happened in Argentina where delays in

addressing public enterprise reform have affected the fiscal deficit.

Turkey provides a good example of a country that has these
characteristics. Argentina, Brazil and the Philippines also exhibit similar
features, although the reforms undertaken in these cases are much less
extensive than in Turkey and some would argue that these countries appear
closer to the repeat adjustor category discussed in the next sub-section.

27 It is important to recognize and acknowledge that developing
countries are usually unwilling to pay for technical assistance. Even when
they accept it, they prefer to fund it out of UNDP funds or bilateral grants

rather than through Bank loans.
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In any case, the Bank must rethink the use of adjustment lending. Again
policy based sector investment lending (SECILs) may prove useful in some
cases. The necessary policy changes are not going to come any easier with
SECILs and it is wise to recognize this fact. But at least the pace of
reforms and the pace of disbursements would be more compatible and the Bank
would avoid skirting the precipice of a break or deterioration in relations
which is likely with AL. The size of the overall lending program should also
be made contingent on the pace of reforms, with well-defined triggers
specified in the CSP.

It sh6uld be emphasized that in these cases the re-emergence of
macroeconomic imbalances is not a sufficient cause for continued adjustment
lending. The macroeconomic imbalances are self-inflicted in that they are not
caused by a deteriorating external environment. The Bank (and most likely the
IMF) have already supported past stabilization efforts. The country should be
asked to turn to the IMF for support and guidance on rectification of those
imbalances.

(3) Repeat Adiustors. As distinct from the previous cases of prolonged
adjustors, the repeat adjustors are countries where: (a) there is no
commitment to the reforms and (b) where very few reforms have taken place even
though the Bank has undertaken repeated adjustment lending.

In such cases, again, the Bank must rethink its country assistance
strategy. Each episode leaves a legacy of greater mistrust and a feeling of
being let down. One solution is to require up-front actions, in other words,
to require prior actions on the part of the government that can then be used
to justify adjustment lending. The appropriate model here is Indonesia where
all adjustment operations are undertaken in response to prior actions. One
important benefit of this approach is that the government does not appear to
be undertaking reforms under duress. It also results in more open working
relations between the Bank and the country. The composition of the investment
lending program should be based on the proposals in Section VI.2.

(4) Non-Adjustors. These are countries that are unwilling to accept
adjustment lending for political reasons or because they do not agree with the
overall reform program.

Since the attempt to initiate adjustment lending may be
counterproductive and the reforms are likely to be protracted, one solution is
to try and leverage' the entire investment lending program with a process of
policy change. The levels of overall lending would be related to broad
structural and macroeconomic reform with clearly specified projects in a low
case, base case and high case scenario. Such an approach is obviously
difficult to manage and would require a period of learning on both sides and a
build-up of mutual trust. If it worked, it would be preferable to the
contentious relationship that is sometimes generated with adjustment lending.
In any case, there should be a clear signal to the government that the Bank
intends to make a serious linkage between policy change and project lending,
especially given the new results of this shown link in Table 3.1.
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Policy based sector investment lending can also be pursued because there
may be selected areas of policy agreement even where there is disagreement on
the overall reforms.

(5) Policy Reform Without a Balance of Payments Need. The issue of how to
design a lending strategy when there is uncertainty about future balance of
payments needs has arisen in a few countries including Ecuador, Venezuela and
Indonesia. The balance of payments is strongly influenced by the price of oil
whose outlook is uncertain. The question is, should the Bank switch to a
combination of hybrid and investment lending and hold back adjustment lending
for subsequent use, when and if, the balance of payments deteriorates? Or
instead, should the Bank pursue contingent adjustment lending (see Box 6.1:
Contingent Adjustment Lending: Dealing with Balance of Payments Uncertainty)

since it allows the Bank to continue the policy dialogue with the country at
the highest levels, but keeps open the option not to use the funds if the

balance of payments need does not materialize.

This idea should be pursued further though the suspension or release of
Bank funds should be based on precisely specified outcomes such as the oil
price rather than BOP outcomes. It should also be understood that such an

instrument can only serve a transitional purpose until the uncertainty is
resolved. Finally, the focus should be on the strength of the proposed reform
-- if the reforms are strong the Bank should not be unduly concerned about
making an AL into a situation where a BOP need may not materialize.

VI.2 The Investment Lending Portfolio

6.4 Although in general the returns on all projects are affected by the
extent of the existing economic distortions, the degree to which project
returns depend on the policy framework can be expected to vary depending on
the type of project under consideration. It is difficult to generalize,
because in practice the specific policy environment will determine the extent
to which particular projects can lead to increased resource waste.

6.5 In deciding on the project portfolio, there are two key issues: (a) the
impact of policy distortions and institutional weaknesses on various Bank
sponsored projects and (b) whether the capital stock generated by a Bank

project can be reallocated once the policy regime changes. More generally, in
thinking about the composition of the project portfolio, we can group projects
into three broad categories: first, social sector and environment protection
projects; second, infrastructure projects; and third, agricultural and
industrial projects.
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Box 6.1 Contingent Adjustment Lending: Dealing with
Balance of Payments Uncertainty

In the Ecuador Trade Policy SECAL, the Region proposed a novel way of
dealing with the uncertainty over Ecuador's need for a fast disbursing
loan. Under the Bank's base case assumptions about the price of oil at the
time, Ecuador still had a balance of payments need for AL but, under
alternative scenarios, it did not. The Region proposed to proceed with
loan processing, disbursing it "as usual" even if the projections at the
time of Board presentation showed no balance of payments need, but to
include an accelerated prepayment clause that would become effective if oil
prices stayed above a trigger level for a certain period of time.

This proposal led to the formation of an inter-complex group to
examine the question of dealing with balance of payments need in adjustment
lending under high levels of uncertainty about oil prices. The following
alternative new instruments are under consideration:

(a) Loans with tranche releases based on a BOP contingency.
(b) Lines of credit drawn down according to a BOP contingency.
(c) Loans with accelerated repayment contingent on the BOP or an

oil price indicator.

Whatever form is used, the critical distinction is between: a)
countries that, on current best estimates, have a balance of payments need
but would not have if estimates turn out wrong, and b) countries that do
not have a need on current best estimates but would have if these estimates
are wrong. The first case calls for an instrument that allows an up-front
disbursement but also provides a way to defer disbursement (even if program
compliance conditions are met) and even to recover the amounts disbursed if
the balance of payment need disappears. In the second case, the Bank may
wish to make a commitment to the reform program by preparing, negotiating
and signing an AL, but stands ready to make a disbursement if a balance of
payments need develops during the period of reforms.

The cloudy outlook for oil prices, even as it makes the balance of
payments need for AL uncertain, also increases the need for Bank
involvement in dialogue on macroeconomic policy. Having available
alternative ways of tailoring loan disbursements to the balance of payments
need has the advantage of permitting loan processing and the accompanying
policy dialogue to proceed with greater assurance that some form of
adjustment lending will be possible. It should be recognized that the Bank
need not be overly concerned about disbursing to a country even if the
balance of payments need disappears mid-stream, as long as the country's
policies are moving in the correct direction.
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6.6 First of all, investments in the social sectors (for example, health,
education and urban resources such as water supply and sewage) add to the
human capital stock, which is relatively less use-specific than most forms of
physical capital. Many social sector investments (for example, in
health or education) provide very basic services and can be targeted towards
the poor. Projects for environmental protection should also be put into this
category since they are designed to repair or alleviate the impact of poor
economic policies.

6.7 The second broad group comprises infrastructure projects, which raise
the profitability of private sector activities by reducing costs such as those
of transportation or transaction. Their objective is to raise the relative
price responsiveness of private allocation decisions -- in other words, the
"supply elasticity". Their returns are likely to be strongly affected by the
policy environment as their effectiveness depends more closely on the
configuration of relative prices and on the macroeconomic framework. 2 8 For
example, the construction of port facilities primarily for (say) exports will
have a minimal impact on export supply if the real exchange rate is grossly
overvalued or if the trade regime has a strong anti-export bias. As argued
above, in such cases infrastructure projects represent an inefficient use of
resources, as they do not address the primary obstacle to the supply
response -- the policy framework. The typical gestation lag for an
infrastructure project is also likely to be long.

6.8 The final group would include most industrial and agricultural
2 9

projects and credit operations. Although they focus on specific productive
sectors, their impact on aggregate real income and growth depends in a complex
manner on the configuration of relative prices and economic policies. In a
very distorted economy, they can have very low or negative returns. A typical
example is that of an energy project in the context of subsidized energy
prices that can lead to the adoption of energy intensive techniques and to
increased waste. Similarly, an industry loan in an economy with an overvalued
real exchange rate and negative real interest rates may result in excessive
investment in the nontradable industry, along with the adoption of techniques
that are too capital-intensive. In both cases, the result is a distorted
investment decision with a low social return. Even worse, the return will
become negative if, in the future, the realignment of relative prices makes
the investments unprofitable.

28 Note that in Table 2.1 the economic rates of return for non-tradable
sector projects are affected by the policy environment. These are projects in
transport, public utilities, energy and urban.

29 Note that many projects in the so-called agricultural sector are
basically infrastructure projects. These should be treated as projects in the
second category.
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6.9 As noted above, the supply effects of policy loans can also be enhanced

by certain types of project loans, especially in the case of infrastructure

projects. For example, consider the case of a policy reform that corrects a

real exchange rate overvaluation and/or removes barriers to trade with the
objective of promoting export oriented growth. However, the export supply

response may be limited by the lack of adequate port or transportation
facilities and also, possibly, by the lack of technical assistance or credit

lines to the export industry. Loans for projects of this type can contribute
to enhancing the supply response to changes in the incentive structure,
thereby reducing the short run social costs of the adjustment and thus
increasing its net return.

6.10 In general, it is difficult to say that one category of projects is
affected more strongly by the policy environment. Nevertheless, it is useful
to think through the design of the size and composition of lending programs as
laid out in the Country Strategy Paper in terms of these categories. For

those countries where the inadequate policy framework still impairs the

achievement of acceptable returns on project loans, the lending strategy
should be centered around alternative lending scenarios, characterized by

different degrees of policy reform. The alternative lending scenarios should
show a positive association between the size of the lending program and the
share of adjustment lending in the program. With the degree of Bank
involvement and support depending on the country's willingness to enlarge the

scope and quicken the pace of policy reform, the "high lending" scenario

should be characterized primarily by augmented adjustment lending.

6.11 However, because of the complementarity between adjustment and

investment lending, the "high case" scenario should also include additional

investment lending, as the increased adjustment would make more projects
profitable. In this case, there should be no restrictions on the composition
of lending. In contrast, the "base case" scenarios associated with more
limited policy reform should not only show a significant decrease in the share
of adjustment lending, but also a decrease in the volume of investment

lending. These should primarily concentrate on investments whose return is

not likely to be too adversely affected by the inadequate macroeconomic

framework. They could include infrastructure type projects with longer

gestation lags in cases where it is highly likely that the country is moving
towards the high case. This is necessary if it is perceived that the supply
response to the policy reforms may be affected by the lack of necessary

infrastructure when the economy moves into the "high case". They would also

include projects in the social sectors and on the environment if the
institutional structure exists to execute and maintain them. The 'low case"
where there is no evidence of willingness to undertake policy change, should
concentrate on a core lending program in the social sectors and on
environmental protection. The latest CSP Update on Mexico, for example, has a
clear statement on this that says:

"....In case an agreement on adequate adjustment response cannot be
agreed, the Bank would, in addition, revise its lending strategy with a view

to: ... Withholding the processing of adjustment and sector operations and
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changing the composition of lending, in order to intensify the Bank's
assistance for the social sectors thus helping alleviate the adverse effects
on the truly needy of a slowdown in economic growth; looking into the
possibility of continued limited lending for basic infrastructure within the
ceiling of reduced overall lending."

6.12 The latest CSPs on Kenya, Morocco and Ghana also provide a discussion of
investment lending strategies under different degrees of policy reform. To
summarize, the suggested investment lending portfolio in each CSP scenario
would be:

"Low Case" : Social Sector, Environmental Protection

"Base Case" : Social Sector, Environmental Protection and some Basic

Infrastructure

"High Case" : No restrictions.

VI.3 The Future Role of the Bank

6.13 The previous two sections have provided a framework in which to think
through country assistance strategies. One might well ask how the issue of
lending mix has a bearing on the future role of the Bank. The projected share
of adjustment lending commitments to current account balances over 1990-97
varies by Region.30 It is stable and very small in Asia (less than two
percent throughout the period), mainly reflecting the investment loan programs
of India, Indonesia and Philippines. It is projected to be about 10 to 15
percent in EMENA and LAC during 1990-92 and then drops in both Regions to six
to seven percent for the remainder of the period. In Africa, it is projected
to be relatively low (four to nine percent) until 1996-97 when it increases to
12-15 percent. Large shares are for the most part the result of low current
account deficits (Nigeria 1996-97, Morocco 1990-92, Venezuela 1991-92) and, in
some cases, close to zero current account balances lead to mathematical
aberrations (Venezuela 1996).

6.14 The projected share of non-adjustment lending commitments in borrowers'
domestic investment ranges from one percent in ASIA to about seven percent in
Africa with LAC and EMENA somewhat in between. Regional averages belie the
significance of non-adjustment lending to some borrowers, such as Cote
d'Ivoire (where it ranges from 13 to 27 percent from 1992-98), Nigeria and
Poland. There is practically no difference in the projected behavior of this
variable across special country groupings. In all cases, group averages range
from one to four percent throughout the period. Disbursements from non-

adjustment loans account for an even smaller percentage of borrowers' domestic

30 Based on 1989 Unified Survey data.
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investment. This is to be expected since the disbursement profile for most of

these loans stretches over many years.

6.15 The Bank has three distinct but overlapping roles in the development
process -- identifying and preparing projects, providing policy advice and
providing development finance. The figures on both adjustment and investment
lending would indicate that the Bank is a significant but nevertheless small
player in the development financing business and is expected to remain so.
Nevertheless, its influence in the development area is much greater than is
indicated by these numbers. The Bank's traditional comparative advantage in
the identification and preparation of projects and in technical assistance

still remains -- recent evidence of this is the mandate given to it to manage
the Environment Fund. It had always been, and became more so in the 1980s, a

catalyst and a coordinator of financial flows to developing countries,

especially in Sub-Saharan Africa. It is important to emphasize that, in
addition to these two roles, the Bank has emerged in the 1980s as a major
advisor to developing countries on the analysis, planning and execution of
policy change. Along with the IMF, the Bank now has a clear comparative
advantage over bilateral donors and other multilateral institutions in'the
area of policy advice and will be expected to continue playing this role

despite a declining share of adjustment lending in the interests of overall
aid effectiveness. It is critical that its tool kit of lending instruments be
suitably adapted to ensure that a decline in adjustment lending does not
undermine its continued role as a supporter of policy reforms in developing

countries. The main elements of this tool kit are:

(1) Traditional ALs where BOP need exists.

(2) Hybrids during declining phase of AL.

(3) SECILs and FILs with policy context/tranching.

(4) Use of overall lending program as a "lever" supported by regular
country and economic sector work.



Annex Tab(e 1.2: IBRO and IDA Comnitments by main Category of Lending Instrument: FY76-90

(percentages)

IBRD IDA

Annual Average Annual Average

FY76-80 FY81-85 FY86-90 FY76-80 FYS1-85 FY86-90

Soecific Investment 55 45 4. 58 45 54

Sector Investment 21 23 16 21 31 16

Financial Intermediary 20 18 12 11 10 4

Sub-tota. Investment 96 86 72 90 86 74

Sector Adjustment 0 8 5 6 6 8

Structural Adjustment and
Program Loan 2 5 19 2 3 13

Debt Reduction 0 0 2 0 0 0

Sub-totaL Quick-disbursing 2 13 26 8 9 21

Technical Assistance 1 1 1 1 4 3

Emergency Reconstruction 1 0 1 1 1 2

Sub-totaL 2 1 2 2 5 5

7OTAL 100 100 100 100 100 100

value of commitments

(USS BiLLions) 6.3 12.5 14.8 2.4 3.2 4.3

Source: MIS

Note: ColWns may not add to the totals because of rounding.



Annex Table 2.1

Conmitments by Main Category of Lending Instrument for LAC Region
FY80 to FY90
(Percentage)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY8O-85 FY86-90

Investment Lending

'Specific Investment 59 51 36 31 27 52 29 32 20 42 37 43 32
'Sector Investment 12 26 43 20 34 18 13 11 14 1 18 25 11
IFInancial intermediary 22 17 18 35 14 16 15 24 20 3 4 20 13

Sub-Totat 93 95 97 86 74 85 57 66 54 45 58 88 56

Quick-disbursement

ISAL 2 1 3 2 2 4 5 8 5 12 2 2 6
MECAL 0 1 0 12 22 10 26 21 37 41 18 7 29
Mebt Reduction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 0 4

Sub-Total 2 2 3 13 24 13 32 30 42 53 41 10 39

Others

Sechnical Assistance 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 I 1 1
Emergency 4 1 0 0 1 0 10 2 5 1 0 1 4

Sub-Total 5 3 1 1 2 1 12 4 5 1 1 2 5

Notal 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

---------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------
Pource: MIS

Wote: Supplementary projects are included. Program loans are included with SALs.



Annex Table 2.2
Conmitments by Main Category of Lending Instrunent for Asia Region

FY80 to FY90

(Percentage)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY80-85 FY86-90

investment Lending

Specific investment 62 49 43 53 52 59 62 63 58 70 70 53 65
Sector Investment 26 24 31 24 29 28 25 18 15 7 20 27 17
Financial Intermediary 11 20 16 13 10 6 9 6 11 11 1 13 8

Sub-Total 99 93 91 91 92 93 96 87 83 88 91 93 89

Quick-disbursement

SAL 1 6 9 9 7 0 3 1 3 6 2 5 3
SECAL 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 12 8 6 3 1 6
Debt Reduction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1

Sub-Total 1 6 9 9 7 6 3 12 10 12 8 6 9

Others

Technical Assistance 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
Emergency 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 6 0 1 0 1

Sub-Total 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 6 0 1 1 2

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Source: MIS

Note: Supplementary projects are included. Program loans are included with SALs.



Annex Table 2.3

Commitments by Main Category of Lending instrument for Africa Region
FY80 to FY90
(Percentage)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY8O-85 FY86-90

investment Lending

Specific Investment 60 48 47 32 32 27 42 41 31 34 45 41 38
Sector Investment 17 29 23 30 22 42 22 14 29 13 15 27 19
Financial intermediary 9 5 11 10 4 4 5 3 2 8 5 7 5

Sub-Total 85 82 82 72 57 73 68 58 62 56 65 75 62

Quick-disbursement

SAL 4 7 12 10 17 2 18 9 17 12 7 8 13
SECAL 4 3 0 13 18 10 10 30 16 26 26 8 22
Debt Reduction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sub-7otat 8 9 12 23 35 12 28 39 33 39 33 16 34

Others

Technical Assistance 3 8 6 5 8 7 4 4 3 4 3 6 3
Emergency 5 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 1 2 0 2 1

Sub-Total 7 8 6 5 8 15 4 4 5 6 3 8 4

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

-------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Source: MiS

Note: Supplementary projects are included. Program loans are included with SALs.



Annex Table 2.4

Comitments by Main Category of Lending instrument for EMNA Region

FY80 to FY90

(Percentage)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------

FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 FY8O-85 FY86-90

Investment Lending

Specific investment 60 52 36 34 39 47 38 44 37 38 39 45 39
Sector Investment 6 1 21 17 17 21 14 24 24 12 23 14 19
Financial Intermediary 22 30 26 27 25 13 21 6 7 27 9 24 14

Sub-Total 88 84 83 78 81 82 72 74 69 77 72 82 73

Quick-disbursement

SAL 8 14 17 20 11 0 0 0 4 5 20 12 6
SECAL 0 2 0 0 7 18 27 26 26 18 6 4 21
Debt Reduction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sub-Total 8 16 17 20 18 18 27 26 30 23 27 16 27

Others

Technical Assistance 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
Emergency 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

Sub-Total 5 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

- --------------------------------------------------------------------- ------- -----------------------------------------------------------------

Source: MIS

Note: Supplementary projects are included. Program loans are included with SALs.



Annex 2

Staffweeks Spent Per Project For FY85-89 Approved Projects
by Lending Instrument

Staffweeks per Project
Lending Instrument FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89

Specific Investment Loans 127.0 111.6 112.0 124.0 113.0

Sector Investment Loans 125.7 107.9 130.7 127.1 126.0

Financial Intermediary Loans 100.2 81.0 84.1 112.3 127.6

Sector Adjustment Loans 148.1 138.0 146.8 146.6 137.5

Program Lending & SAL 149.9 121.2 108.2 131.8 121.9

Technical Assistance Loans 43.5 62.1 60.9 71.4 57.4

Emergency Reconstruction Loans 29.2 50.0 27.1 54.5 38.0

TOTAL 113.4 106.1 109.5 121.2 115.9



Anne Table 1.1 Content of Conditionality

(Distribution of loan agreeMnOt conditions by policy area and loan type (percent)

Early Intensive Adjustorb

Total AL AL SECAL Total Adjustors

Pro Post Pro Post Pro Post Pro Post

1907 1967 18? 1987 1907 1987 1987 1907

1. Supply-side growth-oriented policies 
62.0 79.0 73.0 69.9 66.9 83.6 63.9 66.9

Trade policies 19.6 10.3 15.0 11.7 22.1 9.6 21.2 7.9

Sectoral policies 27.2 20.6 21.2 11.7 30.3 24.5 25.9 26.8

Industry 3.3 1.6 4.0 2.1 2.9 1.6 3.1 2.2

Energy 4.0 6.6 3.1 2.7 4.4 6.4 4.6 9.3

Agricultural 19.9 12.0 14.2 6.9 23.1 14.5 .0 15.4

Financial sector 6.4 13.1 7.3 9.6 6.9 14.7 6.2 17.1

Natiensliation of government
finance and administration 9.3 11.9 14.2 17.1 6.7 9.4 9.6 11.2

Public enterprise reforms 
16.9 16.9 13.9 16.2 17.0 16.3 16.6 17.4

Social policy reforms 
2.9 6.0 0.9 3.1 3.9 6.0 3.4 4.4

Other sectoral 
0.8 2.5 0.4 1.3 1.0 3.1 0.8 2.2

11. Absorption reduction policies 
11.2 12.2 17.3 16.6 8.0 10.6 11.3 9.2

(Fiscal/monetary)

111. Switching policles 
3.3 4.0 6.6 7.1 2.0 2.4 2.6 2.0

Exchange rate
Wage policy

Other (public institutions and regulations) 
3.6 4.6 4.2 7.5 3.1 3.6 2.3 1.9

Total 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

a. Based on an analysis of 91 SALs and 131 SFCALt.

b. Countries which have received three or 
more adjustment loans with at least one 

prior to 1986.

- .. 1



Annex Table 3.2 Comparing conditionality In industry loass

Industry SECAL. Industry SECIL
Pro Poet Pro Post
1987 1987 1987 1987

1. Supply-side, growth-oriented policies 81.9 34.7 86.2 88.5

Trade policies 45.7 48.2 3.1 0.9

Sectoral policies 6.5 11.7 47.4 4.

Industry 5.1 11.7 24.6 29..
Prizing and subsidies 1.4 1.8 3.1 0.9
Entry/exit/expansion 0.0 1.8 0.5 0.9
Other regulatory 0.7 0.9 0.0 0.9
Subsector/firm restructuring 0.7 3.6 1.0 6.2
Investment promotion/incent 2.2 1.8 1.5 0.9
Technology 0.0 0.9 3.6 0.9
Subsector planning 0.0 0.0 7.1 4.4
Marketing 0.0 0.9 1.5 1.8
Other sector-specific policy 0.0 0.0 6.1 12.4

Energy 0.0 0.0 11.2 8.8

Agricultural 1.4 0.0 11.7 0.0

Financial Sector 8.0 3.6 1.0 0.9

Rationalization of government
finance and administration 15.9 16.2 0.0 0.0

Public enterprise reforms 3.6 4.5 16.3 32.7

Social policy reforms 0.7 4.5 10.7 8.0

Other sectoral 1.4 0.9 7.7 0.0

2. Absorption reduction policies 6.5 2.7 0.5 0.9

Fiscal policy 4.3 2.7 0.0 0.9
Monetary policy (money supply targets) 2.2 0.0 0.5 0.0

3. Switching policies 56. 2.7 0.0 1.8

Exchange rate 4.3 1.8 0.0 0.0
Wage policy 1.4 0.9 0.0 1.8

Other (public institutions and regulations) 5.8 9.9 13.3 8.8

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

e Based on an analysis of 22 industry SECAL and 62 industry investment loans.



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: January 31, 1991

TO: Mr. Ajay Chhibber

FROM: Frank J. Lysy, Economic Adviser, EAS

EXTENSION: 81945

SUBJECT: Paper on Adjustment/Investment Lending

Thank you for sending me the draft of the PRE paper "The Use of
Bank Lending Instruments" you are now working on. I will try to look
at it soon, but (due to several other work items that just landed on my
desk) I am not sure I will be able to get any reasonable comments to
you by Monday.

I would like to make clear, however, that I never agreed to be
(nor was I ever asked to be) a peer reviewer for this paper. Rather I
was asked by my Director to follow this effort for EAS (succeeding Mr.
Dubey after his retirement), so that we would be in a position to
advise Mr. Qureshi on which (if any) of the recommendations of this PRE
paper should be adopted by Operations. As you are aware, we in EAS
have had some major concerns over this paper since its start.

FJLysy:

cc: Messrs./Mmes Grilli, Salop, A. Bhattacharya, Garg, McCleary,
Nankani, Page



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: October 2, 1990

TO: Messrs. Andrew Steer, and Ajay Chhibber, DECVP

FROM: Vin Dubey, EAS

EXTENSION: 81938/9

SUBJECT: Paper on Balance between Adjustment and Investment Lending

1. Since you were surprised at my rather negative reactions to the

proposed paper on the appropriate balance between adjustment and investment

lending, I thought I should put a few thoughts down on paper.

2. I believe that the question you are pursuing is a "non question"

at the overall,institutional level. When the first paper on Bank lending

instruments was discussed at a Board seminar (I believe in 1985), similar
questions were raised by Directors of Mr. Stern. He pointed out that the

overall breakdown of lending between adjustment and non-adjustment lending

for the institution was the result of the summing up of country lending

programs. The Bank did not start with a prior target for the share of
adjustment lending. The real question therefore is whether the underlying
country lending programs (and assistance strategies) which result in this

overall share are appropriate responses to country situations and
constraints. The individual country assistance strategies (and lending

programs) are subject to a detailed hierarchy of reviews and scrutiny

within the Regions, and then within the Operations Committee and

President's Council. If it is believed that after such scrutiny these
lending strategies are inappropriate in a significant number of cases, then
it is that subject that should be addressed. Alternatively, it could be

argued that the assistance strategies approved by management are fine, but

the actual lending programs implemented do not follow the CSPs. The

reasons for this discrepancy should be investigated and eliminated if so

required.

3. At the individual country level the issue of the balance between

lending instruments may be more meaningfully addressed. Would the Bank's

support to the country's medium and long term development be greater under

a different assistance strategy (and different lending program)? The

answer to this question depends largely on the competence and institutional
perspectives of the staff and managers responsible for formulating and

carrying out the strategy and the integrity and transparency of the review

process.

4. I believe that ultimately it boils down to a matter of competent

judgment. Country situations are different and changing and no general

quantitative rules (and objective) criteria regarding the balance between

lending instruments can be usefully prescribed. As I indicated, I believe

that there are two necessary and sufficient conditions for undertaking
adjustment lending. First, there is a need for balance of payments support

if the country is to be able to achieve a reasonable rate of growth.

Second, there is a meaningful adjustment program undertaken by the

government. These general criteria do not lend themselves to the
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generation of quantitative rules of appropriate balance. In a particular
situation a 5% share of adjustment lending may be too high. In another
situation (another country or even in the same country) 50% may be too low.

5. I believe that the question you are addressing might be raised
meaningfully at' the Bankwide level only from the finance point of view:
different shares of adjustment lending in the Bank's total lending have
different implications for Bank exposure and risk and on net disbursements
over time. But even this is not clear. One way to address this would be
to say that considerations of exposure and net disbursements should be
explicitly and fully taken into account at the individual country level
when formulating country assistance strategy. They arel (and let's
remember that adjustment lending may increase exposure, but it also reduces
risk). Another approach would be to state that in order for the Bank to
have a net disbursement of $A billion in the years 1997-2000 (if, for some
unclear reason, that is the goal), it is necessary to limit the share of
adjustment lending for the Bank as a whole to BZ. Individual countries
could still have different shares within that overall constraint. Again,
quantitative guidelines for individual country programs would still be
inappropriate. -

6. Incidentally, if the balance among lending instruments is viewed
as a matter of managing net disbursements, then why just stop at adjustment
lending? Surely there are differences in disbursement profiles among
sectors, so the logical outcome of your approach would be to legislate even
more broadly to fine tune the whole business.

7. As I pointed out to you the paper seems in the introduction to be
directed also at providing a tool kit for management to think through the
subject of level of lending as well as its composition. The outline,
however, is geared more to the subject of composition (in terms of lending
instruments). I believe there is a well understood framework for deciding
on levels of lending and the paper should focus on the composition - which

is the subject in its title.

8. Incidentally, in the analysis of supply response to policy change
we should focus on the role of the Bank. In general there may be two types

of cases: countries where the Bank Group finances are small, (say less

than 10% of total investment); and those where finances are large, (say,
more than 25%). Clearly the implications for the Bank role in generating

supply response would differ between the two groups. In this context

perhaps the issue of fungibility of resources may also have to be 'faced up

to. Are we really financing what we appear to be financing?

9. Despite my skepticism about the usefulness of flogging this
particular horse (to death?), I and my colleagues in EAS are very
interested in your study and would be very happy to receive and comment on

draft background papers and the main paper. I see that I would have left

the Bank before your main paper is in draft. However, Frank Lysy will be

following the whole study with me, and will be the EAS contact point from

end-November.

cc: Mr. Grilli
Mr. Lysy



The World Bank/ IFC / MIGA
C)F F~EC~E MEM) RANDUM TJI

Date: 9 April 1990

To: Mr. Vinod Dubey

From: John A. Holse

Subject: "The Transition from Adjustment to Investment Lending"

1. I attach a first draft of the paper on "The Transition from
Adjustment to Investment Lending" that was requested for the FY90
Review of Development Effectiveness.

2. Prior to its further distribution I am asking you (and
several other interested people) for your comments. I have focussed
on those aspects of the issue which seem to me to be the most
important. I would appreciate your comments on whether I have taken
up the right questions as well as whether the answers outlined are
reasonable.

3. I would appreciate it if you could get back to me with your
comments by Friday, April 13. This will enable me to take them into
account in a revised draft I will prepare over the Easter weekend.

[M0040901.DOC]



The Transition from Adjustment to Investment Lending

1. This paper discusses the transition from quickly

disbursing adjustment lending to investment lending (including >

project, sector, and financial intermediary loans). It briefly

considers the circumstances under which adjustment lending is

desirable, then discusses why it is inherently a temporary form of

Bank lending, and finally takes up a number of questions related

to the transition from adjustment to investment lending.

Particular attention is given to the importance of continuing

"policy based" lending -- including attention to macroeconomic and

sectoral concerns as well as to project specific conditions -- in

the course of this transition.

2. In a number of countries the Bank's lending programs have

already begun to reduce the role of quickly disbursing adjustment

lending and increase emphasis upon investment lending. This

transition will normally take place over several years. In

addition, there are some "late adjusters" and "slow adjusters" t a

will continue to need adjustment lending for some time. And therj

is a new role for adjustment lending in supporting reforms in

Eastern and Central Europe. For all of these reasons adjustment

lending as a share of total Bank Group commitments is expected to

change slowly rather than precipitously. But, nonetheless, the

process has begun and issues related to the transition from

adjustment to investment lending merit careful attention at this v

time.

3. Structural Adjustment Lending in the 1980s. Beginning

in the early 1980s, quickly disbursing balance of support finance !e

became an essential Bank lending instrument to assist many

countries that suddenly found themselves with greatly reduced

1



import capacity. The latter resulted from a combination of adverse

changes in the terms of trade, higher interest rates on floating

rate loans, and the virtual cessation of voluntary commercial bank

lending. C6untry situations were frequently aggravated by a legacy

of inappropriate national economic policies. The results included

serious financial problems in both the balance of payments and

budget; the consequences of financial instability and insufficient

resources have been reduced levels of investment and growth.

4. The absorptive capacity for traditional investment

lending declined as countries had to cut back on their public

sector investment programs. It made no sense, for example, to

approve Urban Water Supply Project No. 3 when the government

concerned did not have the counterpart to use the resources

provided under Urban Water Supply No. 2. In these circumstances

adjustment lending was the most appropriate instrument to quickly

increase the inflow of external resources and thus help the

countries concerned achieve more adequate levels of imports,

investment and output. From the start adjustment lending was

"policy based", i.e., the loans were conditioned on policy and

institutional reforms that were expected to help reestablish

financial stability, improve resource mobilization, and increase

economic flexibility and efficiency, thus contributing to the

restoration of more satisfactory and sustained rates of economic

growth. By emphasizing structural reforms as well as the more

traditional demand management stabilization measures, it was

expected that the return to financial stability could be

accomplished at a lower cost in terms of output and employment.

5. The temporary nature of adjustment lending. Adjustment

lending was always seen as a temporary measure to be used in

special circumstances. It was originally expected that the

adjustment process-iwould take no longer than five or six years, and

that the problemg would be largely resolved by the mid-1980s.

However, the adverse international environment continued for longer

2



that expected, the adjustment process itself often proved more

difficult that originally anticipated, and a growing debt overhang

added to the difficulties faced by many countries. Thus the need

for structural adjustment lending has continued well beyond the

time period originally envisaged.

6. Nevertheless, adjustment lending is still expected to be

"temporary" in individual countries. Whether looked at from the

standpoint of the borrower or the Bank, there are a number of

reasons why balance of payments support financing should be

temporary. If the programs supported are successful, adjustment''

lending should be self-liquidating. By financing general imports,

it provides direct balance of payments support; and the counterpart

generated provides budgetary support. Insofar as a country's

adjustment program is successfully implemented, the external and

the internal deficits will be smaller than would otherwise require

for the same levels of output and growth. The need for quickly

disbursing adjustment assistance is correspondingly reduced. Since

the goals include growth as well as stabilization, improvements in

domestic resource mobilization and efficiency are essential (rather

than reducing deficits primarily by cutting back on investment and

other development expenditures).

7. Although successful adjustment lending may be self-

liquidating, what about the cases where adjustment lending is notJ

successfully implemented? To some extent it is the role of an

international development institution to be "forever optimistic,"

and to provide support for what promises to be serious new

government efforts even when previous programs have failed. But

there are good reasons to insist that a government's effort be a

truly serious one that has a high probability of success. If this

is not the case, both the country concerned and the Bank and likely

to be worse off. And the external assistance that is to be

provided might be better used in other ways -- perhaps for projects

which augment physical or human capital, perhaps in other countries

3



that are making more effective use of external assistance.

8. In addition to the immediate social and economic costs6-f LW 1 . 1 , V c ,
of unsuccesisful adjustment/ the borrowing country is likely to be
worse off because the fai re will make the next attempt even more

difficult. Failure reduces the credibility of the economic

authorities; as a result, when the necessary next effort is made,
it will be even more difficult to bring about the change in

expectations upon which success and the recovery of growth in large
measure depend. Moreover, an unsuccessful adjustment effort is

likely to leave the country with an increased debt overhang and

debt burden. The necessary next effort is likely to require still

more radical and "tougher" measures. And it is likely to require

higher levels of external finance, including debt and debt service

reduction, if this next effort is to be sustained and successful.

9. Even when no additionality is involved, if a failed

adjustment program has been supported by quickly disbursing IBRD

loans, the Bank is left with a larger share of its portfolio in a

country with reduced creditworthiness. Moreover, there is a danger

that the prospective period of negative net transfers (and perhaps

even negative net disbursements) will affect the effort a country
is prepared to make to maintain its good financial standing with

the Bank. In these circumstances, the temptation for the Bank to

engage in "defensive lending" is inevitable. (See the most recent

"Risk and Creditworthiness Review" for a fuller discussion of these

concerns.)

10. Although the financial position of the IBRD is not

affected when IDA resources are used to support an unsuccessful

adjustment effort, there is still a cost to the Bank Group as a

development institution. "Aid fatigue" and the prospects for the

future mobilization of needed concessional development finance are

made worse by the failures of IDA-financed adjustment programs.
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11. In addition to the above concerns, given the Bank's

Articles of Agreement, BOP support assistance must be considered

an "extraordinary" form of development finance. The reforms

supported 'must be such that the additional resources, in

combination with the policy framework, can be expected to have a

material effect upon investment and growth.

12. These considerations all reemphasize the importance of

the "three prerequisites" for successful adjustment lending that

were outlined in "RAL I" (R88-199, August 8, 1988). These are:

(1) that there be an understanding with the government on its

overall structural adjustment program, covering both shorter-

term stabilization and longer-term development concerns;

(2) that the government must genuinely "own" the program; and

(3) that the program must be realistic, i.e., restrictive

enough to be consistent with the available financing but also

with sufficient external financing to make the adjustment

efforts socially and politically sustainable.

If these prerequisites cannot be fulfilled, it would be wiser to

postpone Bank Group support until the circumstances have improved.

This calls for especially difficult judgements when prerequisites

(1) and (2) are fulfilled, but there is doubt about the adequacy

of the available financing. The temptation is to go forth with a

underfunded program that at least "buys time" during which it is

hoped that some future event will improve the situation. A clear

awareness of all of the risks involved is needed to help Management

make these inevitably difficult judgements. Since the limited

financing leaves no room for slippage, the appropriateness and the

effective implementation of the proposed policy and institutional

reforms become doubly important.
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13. "Policy based" lending. Whether involving project,
sector, financial intermediary or adjustment lending, Bank loans

and IDA credits have always been to some extent "policy based."

The links df lending with policy and institutional reforms (and,

more broadly, the quality of economic management) has been made ir

several ways -- (i) by the role given performance in determining

the size of a country lending program, (ii) by the preconditions

(for negotiation, Board presentation or effectiveness) associated

with a particular operation, and (iii) by the preconditions for

disbursement that may be applied even after a loan has become

effective. Except for some project specific covenants, this third

form of policy linking has normally been associated only with

program and adjustment lending. This is because once a specific

desirable investment has been approved, the costs arising fro

delays in project implementation are likely to be greater than th

benefits from a tighter link to policy and institutional reform.)-

14. Country performance has always been an important

consideration in determining the overall size of IDA country

lending programs. In the case of IBRD, the creditworthiness

aspects of performance have always been important. Although IBRD

lending has not had to be "rationed" in the same way as IDA, staff

resources for project preparation and supervision have always been

limited and country performance has always played a role when it

came to the allocation of these scarce staff resources.

i 
A

15. The experience with structural adjustment lending during

the last decade has strengthened our recognition of the importance

of policy and institutional reforms -- at the macro and sector

levels as well as at the project level. In particular, it is now

recognized that good overall macroeconomic management, of the kind

directly supported by a SAL, is essential if the benefits of SECALs

and investment loans are to be realized. The effectiveness of

sector reforms supported by SECALs is easily compromised by

macroeconomic instability (particularly in areas such as the

6



financial sector and trade policy). The expected rates of return

from the most traditional project loans are unlikely to be fully

realized in an environment of financial instability and - in either

the public' or private sector - inadequate domestic resource

mobilization and inefficient allocation of resources. Even apart

from considerations of creditworthiness for IBRD loans and

"justice" in IDA allocations, experience demonstrates that the

objectives of the Bank's investment lending will only be

efficiently fulfilled when appropriate attention is also being

given to macroeconomic management.

16. Adjustment lending has naturally emphasized the Bank's

dialogue on both macro management and on the removal of major

distortions affecting the efficiency of resource mobilization and

allocation. The policy dialogue has been reinforced by the

specific conditions attached to individual SALs and SECALs. As

individual country lending programs enter the transition from

adjustment to investment lending, it will be important to find

alternative ways to maintain the effectiveness of our policy

dialogue on macro management and major distortions.

QAA

17. In the final analysis, this effectiveness will dep nd onj

the usefulness of the Bank's advice -- a fact which argues for both

the careful analysis of experience in other countries and the

adaptation of general principles to fit specific country situations

with all of their institutional and historical complexities

(including the many possible forms of both bureaucratic failure

and market failure). But the effectiveness of the policy dialogue

will also depend upon our approach to country lending programs and

upon having lending instruments which are appropriate for policy

based lending.

18. Lending programs and lending instruments for the

transition (and beyond). A key concern in the transition from

adjustment to investment lending is how to maintain the desired

7



policy emphasis when the SAL and SECAL lending instruments are no

longer available. The Bank has procedures related to formulating
country lending programs, and it has a variety of lending

instruments*, which can be adapted to meet the requirements of

policy based lending during and after the transition period. The

remainder of this paper reviews these procedures and instruments.

It is concluded that the Bank now has a set of tools which, if used

seriously, can meet the needs for extended policy based lending,

i.e., where the effectiveness of macroeconomic management and

progress in removing major distortions effect both the level of

commitments and the pace of disbursements.

19. Lending instruments. From time to time some countries

have always gotten into situations -- usually because of a

combination of inadequate national policies and adverse external

circumstances -- where quickly disbursing balance of payments

support is needed. Before the 1980s the Bank responded to these

needs with "program lending." The experience of the last decade,

when SALs and SECALs have been widely used, has allowed the Bank

to improve its approach to balance of payments lending in the

"extraordinary" situations where it is appropriate. Both quickly

disbursing SALs and SECALs should be considered as permanent parts

of the Bank's collection of lending instruments. Even though there

may be an occasional new (or repeat) client, as the "late

adjusters" undertake serious programs, and the "slow adjusters"

make further progress, the frequency of adjustment loans and

.credits is bound to diminish. Moreover, suitable attention to the,

"three prerequisites" discussed in paragraph 12 may delay, if not

eliminate, some possible adjustment lending operations.

20. Slowly disbursing adjustment loans (normally SECALs) have

been suggested as an appropriate transitional lending instrument,

particularly in those cases where the policy and institutional

ref orms being supported are likely to be implemented only over a

period of years and the assurance of continued external support can

increase the credibility (and hence chances of success) of the

8



reforms. The fact that such loans provide readily fungible

resources -- general import financing and, indirectly, budget

support financing -- may increase their attractiveness to the

central ecdnomic ministries and, consequently, the government's ,'
capacity to adopt recommended reforms. Slowly disbursing,

adjustment loans, however, have two preconditions which seem likely

to limit their use. First, it must be possible to set out the

proposed reform program in a series of specific time-bound steps,

which can become the basis for tranche releases; when this cannot

be done, a series of quickly disbursing operations would be more

appropriate. Secondly, the balance of payments situation must be

sufficiently urgent that general import financing is needed, but

not so urgent that the resources available for commitment need to

be quickly disbursed. Because total IDA availabilities limit

commitment levels, this is particularly likely to give rise to

problems in the case of IDA adjustment credits.

21. Hybrid loans, operations which combine a quickly

disbursing adjustment portion with a slowly disbursing investment

portion, have become increasingly popular. Because they combine

tranched BOP support (the release of which is based upon

fulfillment of agreed conditions) with more traditional investment

financing, hybrids seem a natural lending instrument for the

transition process. But care must be used so (i) hybrid loans do

not become a "soft option" (i.e., low conditionality way) of

providing general import and budgetary support financing and (ii)

the quickly disbursing adjustment component does not become a

substitute for the cost sharing that would normally be required for

the project component. The appropriate use of hybrid lending is

the subject of another of the FY90 Review of Development

Effectiveness papers. A important point made in that paper is that

the preconditions for hybrid loans should be the same as those for

SALs and SECALs, i.e., that hybrids are a particular kind of an

adjustment loan (including those where the adjustment portion is

not the quantitatively larger part of the operation).

9



22. Excluding only the investment portion of hybrids, the

common characteristic of the adjustment operations discussed above

is that disbursements are tied mainly to the fulfillment of agreed

policy conditions rather than to the use of the resources for

particular agreed expenditures. In contrast to the detailed plans

and specifications accompanying project loans, there is a good deal

of latitude in the imports that are financed by adjustment loans.

And the counterpart is normally available for general budgetary

support. As noted above (paragraph 13), it is generally accepted

that disbursements against traditional project loans should be

linked to progress in project implementation; departures from this

are made in only the most extraordinary circumstances (e.g.,

default on Bank loans).

23. Financial intermediary loans and sector loans occupy an

intermediate situation between adjustment and project lending.

This is usually true with respect to the speed of disbursement and

also with respect to the feasibility of conditioning disbursements

on the fulfillment of agreed policies (as well as on the completion

of agreed expenditures). With these intermediate forms of lending,

the costs of delaying release of funds because of non-fulfillment

of policy conditions seem less likely to exceed the benefits of the

emphasis upon reform of policies and institutions. The LAC region

is now working on financial intermediary operations for both Mexico

and Brazil which incorporate mid-term reviews of progress in policy

and institutional reforms. This shows promise of being an

effective way to introduce greater policy emphasis into what aretX

generally classified as investment rather than adjustment loans.

24. Sector investment loans were initially undertaken when

the institutions in the sector were in relatively good shape, and

the Bank was able to finance a time slice of an agreed investment 4

program (with detailed appraisal and supervision of sub-projects

being done by the borrower). However, given the importance of

10



reforms of sectoral policies and institutions in many countries,

increasing use of sector investment loans is likely to be made in

cases where the sector institutions are relatively weak, but V
agreement can be reached on a time-bound program of reform. The

combination of policy conditions for effectiveness and also for the

mid-term review are appropriate ways to link disbursements from an

approved loan to fulfillment of policy conditions as well as to the

carrying out of agreed expenditures. To avoid over-burdening

sector and financial intermediary loans, however, it is recommended

that the policy conditionality in the mid-term reviews be limited

to sector specific actions (rather than including broad

macroeconomic measures or conditioning the conclusion of the review

on general satisfaction with overall macroeconomic performance).

25. This emphasis on sector conditionality, and the exclusion

of macro conditionality, in connection with disbursements of sector

and financial intermediary lending may seem to be an omission,

especially since these two instruments disburse more rapidly than

the typical project investment loan. However, the broader policy

concerns can be handled by making the original commitment of these

intermediate loans conditional upon agreed macroeconomic policy

actions or performance. Although not appearing in signed loan

agreements, something very close to this approach has on occasion

been used in the past, e.g., when Mexico's budgetary situation was

deteriorating in early 1975, the authorities understood that a.

large sector loan (for electricity) which was scheduled for 1976,,-.

would be postponed if the 1975 budget deficit exceeded a particular,

level.

26. Lending programs. More broadly, in discussing future

lending programs with borrowing country officials, it is desirable

to reach and record understandings on the policy and institutional

reforms, including those related to macroeconomic management and

the reduction of major distortions, upon which will depend the

Board presentation of particular operations. In different degrees
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and varying ways, such a policy based program of investment loans

is already used in the Bank. However, the policy conditions of

the lending program may be discussed more in the Bank than with the

borrowing cbuntry authorities. And the credibility of such lending

program conditionality is sometimes reduced by the greater priority

given to meeting previously proposed lending program levels.

27. Country Strategy Papers now frequently present two or

three lending programs -- e.g., a base case program, a reduced or

core program and an increased high case program. These CSPs

provide a good start toward a "policy based program of investment

loans." The alternative lending levels must, of course, have

clearly defined "triggers" which signal the moves to a higher or

lower program. Or a more graduated response could be provided by

associating the desired policy actions with the Board presentation

of particular loans (especially sector and financial intermediary

loans). For such an approach to be effective the Bank's multiyear

lending program, and the policy conditions associated with

different lending levels, would have to be fully discussed with the

authorities of the borrowing country. Equally important, the Bank

must keep its word on the link between the specified reforms and

the alternative lending levels.

28. The latter is not always easily done. The approach will

work only if the Bank is able to respond promptly to better policy

performance with higher levels of lending and if the Bank is

willing to respond to poorer policy performance by reducing lending

levels. Consequently, to be effective a "policy based program of

investment loans" approach will require both some additional

budgetary resources and some changes in the incentives most clearly

recognized by managers in Operations. Some additional budgetary

resources are required so the Bank can maintain a larger pipeline

of loans, thus being able to advance or add operations in response

to better performance. The need to prepare additional projects

will be reduced, however, insofar as the lending program contains

12



sector investment and financial intermediary loans for which

commitments and disbursements can be increased without major

additional project preparation work.

29. The decision to cut back on lending because of weak

overall policy performance is not an easy one, especially when

there are projects which are individually sound and ready for Board

presentation. Here there is a clear trade-off between the specific

project objectives and the overall lending program objectives. The

Bank must risk "wasting" a certain amount project preparation

effort; even though projects might be postponed rather than

cancelled, additional resources would probably be needed for a

future reappraisal. Most important of all, it would have to be

clear to managers in the country departments that implementation

of the "policy based program of investment loans" was a higher

priority than meeting some previously established lending level.

As pressures to maintain and expand lending levels often originate

with the Bank's "owners" and their representatives in the Board,

the more policy based approach to country lending programs would

have to be clearly understood and supported by the member

governments.

CONCLUSIONS

30. The principal conclusions of this paper may be summarized

as follows:

(1) Although many countries have already entered the

transition from adjustment to investment lending, the

share of adjustment lending in total Bank Group

commitments will decline only slowly because of "late

adjusters", "slow adjusters" and the needs in Eastern

Europe.

(2) In any individual country adjustment lending is an
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appropriate lending instrument for only a limited period.

If the adjustment programs are successful, the need for

this form of assistance is eliminated. If

adjustment programs are not being successfully

implemented, the continuation of adjustment lending is

likely to leave both the country and the Bank worse off.

(3) The experience with adjustment lending has

strengthened our recognition of the importance of policy

and institutional reforms -- at the macro and sectoral

level as well as the project level -- if we are to get

the full benefits from our investment loans.

(4) A key concern in the transition from adjustment to

investment lending is how to maintain the desired policy

emphasis when the SAL and SECAL instruments are no longer

available.

(5) The preconditions for slowly disbursing adjustment

loans mean that this instrument is likely to be of

limited use. Hybrid loans widely used, but they must not

become either a "soft option" to SALs/SECALs or a

substitute for normally required cost sharing.

(6) Financial intermediary loans and sector loans are

intermediate between project and adjustment loans. The

introduction of mid-term reviews is a useful way of

linking disbursements to policy actions as well as to

agreed expenditures. While commitments should be

conditioned on broad policy actions, at the mid-term

review only sector policies should be taken into account.

(7) During and after the transition from adjustment to

investment lending, "policy based programs of investment

loans" can be used to maintain the emphasis on macro-
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economic management and the reduction of distortions.

This requires responding to better or worse policy

performance with higher or lower lending levels. The

need for flexibility has implications for the budgets

for project preparation and also for choices between

making lending more policy based or meeting previously

established country lending targets.

31. Additional actions are now needed to facilitate the

transition from adjustment lending to investment lending without

weakening the effectiveness of the Bank's dialogue on policy and

institutional reforms. Particular attention needs to be given to

strengthening macro-economic management and to the elimination of

major distortions affecting resource mobilization and allocation.

Financial intermediary and sector loans offer promising ways of

supporting this policy dialogue, as do understandings with

borrowing governments on "policy based programs of investment

loans." If the broad conclusions of this paper are accepted, it

is recommended that a small task force be established to further

review and develop its operational implications.

[ALTRANO2.DOC]
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FINANCIAL SECTOR ADJUSTMENT LENDING:
A PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF THE BANK'S EXPERIENCE

I. Introduction and Summary

1.1 Adjustment lending in Bank operations has recently been examined in
the Reviews of Adjustment Lending (RALl and RAL2), which have stressed the
increasingly important Vole this lending has taken in supporting policy reforms
in developing countries . Reflecting the importance which has been attached to
having a healthy and undistorted financial sector to underpin growth and
recovery, almost one third of all adjustment lending involves conditionality
relating to the financial sector.

1.2 Indeed, the financial sector in developing countries has received
increasing attention in World Bank lending over the past few years, and there is
no indication that the increase will be short-lived. Loans primarily supporting
financial sector adjustment have only recently emerged as an important
instrument: only two financial sector adjustment loans (FSALs) had been approved
before FY88, but FY90 fifteen loans of this type had been approved, with many
more in preparation. Much financial sector conditionality has also been included
in other adjustment loans. Whereas about five per cent of all adjustment lending
conditionality before 1984 related to the financial sector, this figure has
subsequently doubled.

1.3 To some extent this new emphasis is part of a shift in the focus of
adjustment lending towards sectoral adjustment policy and institutional reforms.
In part it reflects an increasing awareness of the severity of financial sector
policy distortions in many member countries. The proximate cause of major
financial sector adjustment loans to several member countries has been the
discovery that significant parts of the banking system were insolvent. Insolvent
banks needed to be dealt with, and there was a realization that supervision and
control must be improved to avoid recurrence of the problem.

1.4 The importance and positive role of financial sector reforms in the
development process is generally accepted. That a robust financial sector is
essential to support economic development is now widely recognized, as is the
huge cost - often borne by the budget - of policy errors in the sector. There
is little dispute over the main types of reform that should be undertaken.
Nevertheless, designing and negotiating conditionality for these loans has been
a learning process for all concerned. It is too early to make a definitive
assessment of the effectiveness of loan conditionality: many of the reforms are
inherently of a long-term nature and, compared to other adjustment operations,
FSALs are recent and remain few in number. For example, it will be several
years before one can begin to assess how much the new institutional arrangements
are helping to reduce the incidence of bank failures, or how much market-based
choices regarding the direction of credit are improving the allocation of
investable resources and promoting growth. However, with FSALs a growing part
of the lending program, it is appropriate to consider what preliminary lessons
can be drawn for future loans.

1.5 This paper thus represents an interim review intended to survey the
problems and issues which have arisen in the Bank's adjustment lending in the
financial sector. It complements RAL2 by providing a more detailed analysis for

'The paper draws on a background note prepared for the Second Review of
Adjustment Lending: Adiustment Lending Policies for Sustainable Growth, Policy
and Research Series No. 14, 1990 (RAL2), and also has benefitted from a draft of
"World Bank Policies Guiding Financial Sector Operations," Economic Advisory
Staff, April, 1991 and the "Report of the Task Force on Financial Sector
operations," 1989.
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the financial sector. Taking a perspective in tune with that of the (Levy)
Report on Financial Sector Operations and the draft Operational Directive, the

paper does not attempt to duplicate these documents, which contain comprehensive
statements of policy and prescriptions for lending. Instead the paper focusses
on some issues which remain controversial or unresolved. Some important issues
for future financial sector operations are not discussed in much detail, either
because there is not much experience from est adjustment lending operations or
because they are the subject of other work

1.6 Section II provides an overview of the main issues addressed by these
loans under three headings: financial policy reforms, institutional
rehabilitation and measures to strengthen and deepen the financial markets.

1.7 Section III turns to issues of project design: what are the
preconditions for a successful operation; what should determine the size of a
loan; and how can it best be disbursed.

1.8 Conclusions. Financial reform programs include:

* elimination of financial repression. This often requires a
rationalization and liberalization of administered interest rates and
reduced levels of financial sector taxation, including the effects of
onerous reserve requirements. It also calls for reducing the
administrative direction of credit, where it has been extensive.

* institutional rehabilitation dealing with the problems of
delinquent loan portfolios and excessive costs in banking. Insolvent
banks must be closed or restructured.

* strengthening of accounting and legal arrangements and improving
the system of (and the institutional capacity to implement) bank and
securities industry supervision and prudential regulation.

Within this accepted framework of policy reforms, the paper offers some
observations and suggestions for shifts of emphasis (Box 1).

1.9 Financial sector reform operations are complex, and do not easily
accommodate simplistic formulas. Six main conclusions of the analysis may be

highlighted here:

1.10 First, to be credible, the strategy for financial sector adjustment
should include significant reforms in each of the three areas of policy reform
highlighted in Section II (and noted in para 1.8). Obtaining agreement on
institutional rehabilitation is not enough if, for example, the banking system
is still subject to repressive taxes and economic regulation. Likewise a
strengthening of the system of bank supervision and prudential regulation would

not be sufficient to warrant a loan if steps are not also being taken to deal
with insolvent banks. Moreover, a country without significant problems in its

financial sector should not receive a financial sector adjustment loan with light
conditionality. Instead, the Bank should turn to other sectors more in need of
reform to find appropriate conditionality for its adjustment lending to that
country.

1.11 Second, full liberalization of interest rates should not be rushed,

2In particular, empirical evidence on the effects of financial sector
liberalization is the subject of a major research project, now in progress.
Regarding contractual savings institutions, see Dimitri Vittas and Michael
Skully, "Overview of Contractual Savings Institutions," WPS 605, March 1991, and
D. Vittas, "Economic and Regulatory Issues of Contractual Savings Institutions,"
mimeo, CECFP, October, 1990.
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especially in countries experiencing Box 1: Selected observations on the
macroeconomic instability. Financial
markets in developing countries are reforms

not sufficiently robust to cope well
with the instability and inflationary 1. Reducing repression:

surges associated with high budget . In unstable macro conditions, interest rates may
still need to be controlled, though their

deficits or external imbalances. structure should be rationalized.
While continued control of interest * Bank may have to be tolerant of a modest degree
rates in the face of such instability of "well-designed" selectivity in credit programs.
imposes costs, these must be weighed * Efforts to reduce financial sector taxation

against the risks of institutional should be concentrated on those countries where

collapse presented by liberalization. this is among the most severe distortions.

Freeing-up interest rates in an 2. Institutional rehabilitation:
unsophisticated financial market can * Measures to strengthen central banks and their
result in reckless overborrowing at independence should be given more attention.
unsustainably high interest rates * The need for decisive action to deal with failed

ultimately leading to a crash. The banks is still the key issue. The ideal choice of
institutional arrangements for intervening in

first policy steps in such failed banks and for making recoveries on their
circumstances must be to regain claims remains an open question and is probably
control over the macroeconomy through dependent on country conditions.
appropriate fiscal and credit a Where governments opt for rehabilitation instead

policies. Another precondition for of closure, the Bank should closely monitor the

full liberalization of bank lending process.*S Attention needs to be given to who ultimately
and deposit interest rates is a bears the cost of the losses in a failed banking
sufficiently competitive or system: often it is the depositors through
contestable banking structure. Prior inflation as wetl as the taxpayers.
to full liberalization, interest rates a in addition to technical assistance, improving
often must be rationalized and made legal, regulatory and accounting frameworks

positive in real terms. Real interest requires political will to allow these professions
to function.

rates on directed credits should be * Many traditional DFIs will not survive in a
both positive and at least equal to reformed financial system.
that charged prime borrowers, with any
additional subsidies coming from the 3. Market deepening:
budget, rather than from financial e Successful privatization needs attention to the

competence of the purchasers and to assuring
institutions. Lastly, since competitive conditions.
institutional reforms and training * Direct government action to develop capital
programs take a long time to come to markets can be counterproductive; indirect methods
fruition, they should be commenced including privatization and removal of undue tax

insofar as is feasible at an early barriers are probably better.

stage in the reform process.

1.12 Third, financial sector
reforms can have major implications for fiscal policy and the budget, many of
them implying a loss of revenue. These relationships have to be taken account
of in reform programs if the reforms are to be sustained without destabilizing
the fiscal position.

1.13 Fourth, where (as is the case in countries which are emerging from a

centrally planned system) major structural reforms including a rationalization

of prices are imminent or in progress, the initial emphasis in financial sector

work should be on institutional strengthening and reforms in the legal and

prudential sphere. Extensive liberalization of the financial sector would not

normally be warranted until reform in the real sector was well-advanced. In

countries where non-financial enterprises are severely distressed, whether

because of the effects of structural reforms such as trade policy liberalization,
or because of protracted recession, steps to address the financial restructuring
of the enterprise sector, though an ambitious undertaking, should be initiated

in parallel with plans to restructure the banks.

1.14 Fifth, the essence of financial market development involves the

building of institutions and the associated human resources, and thus the time-

scale required to put most financial sector reforms in place is measured in years
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rather than in months. Consequently, loans in support of financial sector reform
should often depart from the normal two-tranche quick disbursing model. In order
to help ensure that the reforms envisaged are actually implemented in an adequate
manner, there could be a battery of operations disbursed over a much longer

period with each targeted at specific needs. The technical assistance loan could

become much more widely used, instead of being a minor add-on to fast disbursing
loans as is often the case at present, and FILs, which normally are slower

disbursing loans, may prove well-suited for long-gestating reforms.

1.15 Finally, the staff and technical assistance requirements of financial

sector loans are straining the resources both of the Bank and of borrowing
countries. FSALs require a mix of expertise: monetary and fiscal economists,

commercial banking experts, bank supervision experts, people with bank

restructuring experience, etc. Generally, these skills are in short supply

within the Bank, and staff rely on consultants for much of the work. Staff,

however, may need additional training in order to use these consultants

effectively. We also need to recognize that these programs are complex and very
labor intensive, requiring additional preparation and supervision time (certainly
much more than traditional development finance institution (DFI) operations and

perhaps more than adjustment programs in other sectors), particularly if a FSAL

contains significant institutional restructuring. If the Bank is to continue

playing a serious role in financial sector reform and plans to implement an

increased number of FSALs, then efforts must be made to establish a greater pool
of expertise which can be drawn on to support the design of Bank loans as well

as to help borrowing countries in implementing the loan conditions.

1.16 Looking toward future FSALs, increased emphasis on capital market

development is expected, especially in view of heightened attention being

focussed on private sector development. This change in emphasis is already

underway in the form of the strengthening of contractual savings institutions,

such as pension funds and life insurance companies, both of which may benefit

from the ending of financial repression and the associated move to more market-

based funding of government debt. The most effective measures in this area are

likely indirect ones, such as encouraging the privatization of state-owned

enterprises (to increase the supply of tradeable equity) and the encouragement

of more equitable tax treatment of equity and debt-based finance. In addition

to assistance in establishing a legal, regulatory, and institutional framework

conducive to capital market growth, governments will benefit from Bank help on

training in this area. Capital market development will also place further

demands on Bank expertise. Coordination with the IFC will be of paramount

importance in this area, as that with the IMF has proved to be thus far on FSAL

operations.
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II. The Policy Reforms Supported by FSALs

2.1 While other loans also involved conditions relating to financial
sector reforms, this report focuses on the experience with adjustment loans or

credits that had been approved by end-June 1990 in support chiefly of financial

sector reforms. Of these, fifteen Iere explicitly described as financial sector

adjustment loans or credits (FSAL) . Two of these loans, totalling about $400
million, were approved before FY88. In 1988 a further five loans, totalling over

$1100 million were approved; and a similar total sum was approved for four loans

in FY89. Four new loans were approved in FY90, but with a smaller total sum of

about $650 million . Financial sector conditionality has also formed a centrl

part of several SALs5 ; the paper covers several of these important cases also .

2.2 Matrix tables 1 and 2 lay out the key objectives of each of the

fifteen FSALs as well as of the financial sector component of four other

adjustment loans, together with the major reforms undertaken in each.

2.3 At the beginning of FY91 some two dozen adjustment operations with

financial sector emphasis were being actively planned.

2.4 The symptoms of financial system distress observed in country after
country are widespread bank insolvency and low levels of resource mobilization

through the financial system. Distress is usually most evident in the aftermath
of recession or other macroeconomic shocks, including trade liberalization or

other reforms of a country's economic structure, but the root causes can be

traced to weaknesses in financial sector structure and policy. As described in

the 1989 World Development Report, the difficulties can usually be attributed to

a combination of excessive direction of credit and control over interest rates,

combined with inadequate attention to prudential supervision of financial
institutions and a generally undeveloped legal, accounting and regulatory
infrastructure.

2.5 Corresponding to this diagnosis, the issues addressed by financial

sector operations can be conveniently grouped under three headings, first,

financial repression, and the policy steps needed to eliminate it; second,
institutional rehabilitation, including returning the banking system to solvency;
third, market deepening, including the introduction or strengthening of non-bank

financial markets. These three areas cannot be completely disentangled. For

example financial repression, in the form of politically directed credit

decisions, was at the root of the big bank failures in the Philippines, while

interest rate ceilings generating negative bank lending margins left the banking

system of Bangladesh unable to operate profitably. Likewise, the weaknesses of

the banking system, or its repression, has meant that non-bank financial
development has taken the form of an imperfect, and often informal, substitute

for vigorous banks, (as with the curb loan market in Korea and the expansion of

tontines in Cameroon) instead of providing complementary services especially in

the form of a long-term capital market.

3Including the Jamaica Trade and Financial Sector Adjustment Loan of FY87

and the Chile Financial Markets Loan of FY90. The terms "loan" and "FSAL" should

be read to include IDA credits.

4Supplementary loans were also made in a number of these cases.

5And the Philippines Economic Recovery Loan of FY87.

6It should also be noted that similar conditionality is often included in

financial intermediary loans, where there is no explicit quick-disbursing

component; the dividing line between FSALs and intermediary loans can become

somewhat blurred (see para 3.24 below).
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Removing Financial Repression

Measures Adopted.

2.6 Measures to eliminate financial repression have generally focussed on
relaxing interest rate controls, reducing taxation of financial intermediation
and reducing the scope of directed credit programs.

2.7 FSALs have tackled interest rate reform in a number of ways, depending
on the overall macroeconomic situation of the country, the health of the
financial system and the degree to which the economy has already been liberalized
in other arenas. In relatively open economies, where important reforms have
already been taken on exchange rates, trade, fiscal reforms, etc., (Ghana,
Mexico, Ecuador) financial sector reform programs have included measures to
liberalize interest rates. In countries where fiscal or political pressures
prevent full liberalization, countries have moved to bring interest rates to
positive levels in real terms (Kenya, Pakistan). Financial sector reform
programs have also begun to dismantle some subsidized credit programs, as was
done in Bangladesh, Pakistan, Mexico and the Philippines, thus rationalizing not
only the level, but also the structure of interest rates. This will also be a
key component of reform in Yugoslavia, where the subsidies have been provided at
the expense partly of the non-preferred borrowers - who had to pay very high
interest rates - and partly of depositors, the value of whose deposits was
severely eroded by inflation.

2.8 Taxation of the financial system can take explicit forms, as in the
tax on gross interest receipts of banks in, for example, the Philippines,
Thailand, Yugoslavia and the CFA countries. It also occurs in more hidden forms,
as in the high reserve requirements imposed on banks and not remunerated at
market interest rates in many countries notably Brazil and Turkey, or more
generally in compulsory lending to government at low interest rates. Compulsory
lending at low interest rates to privileged sectors other than government also
amount to taxation of the financial sector. In Mexico, fully three-quarters of
commercial banks' resources were tied up in this way.

2.9 FSALs have often identified these taxes for reduction, though the
adverse budgetary implications of reduction has often led such reductions to be
linked with an improvement in other fiscal receipts (Jamaica, Philippines). For
example, a reduction in reserve requirements may reduce the profits of the
central bank and thereby add to the consolidated general budget deficit. The
elimination of interest rate subsidies may induce government to increase
expenditure on budgetary subsidies to the affected sectors.

2.10 In line with steps to reduce interest rate subsidies, some countries
have begun to reduce the role of government in the allocation of credit. Ecuador
and the Philippines, for example, have taken steps to streamline their rediscount
and directed credit programs. Mexico effectively abandoned all such programs
affecting commercial banks. Ghana and Senegal have also been eliminating
sectoral credit targets. In some countries, such as Uruguay and Kenya, credit
allocation schemes are insignificant, and therefore were not covered in the
programs. In others, such as Pakistan, the political sensitivity of sectoral
credit programs meant that action on them was largely confined to reducing the
subsidy involved.

Observations.

2.11 Moving towards a generally positive level of real interest rates,
which was traditionally a linchpin of Bank financial sector conditionality, has
become somewhat less central in recent policy discussions. In some countries,
such as Bolivia and Uruguay, FSALs did not include interest rate conditionality
because the reforms had already been adopted. Most countries now recognize the
distortions which can result from holding interest rates generally below
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inflation. Indeed, real interest rates in the latter 1980s throughout the

deveoping world have gradually moved from negative to positive, an encouraging

sign . In Turkey, the authorities even wynt far beyond Bank proposals in their
radical liberalization of interest rates .

2.12 In unstable macroeconomic conditions, where the rate of inflation is

high and hard to predict, and where the financial condition of many bank
borrowers may be fragile, there is a risk that, in the absence of ceilings, banks

will bid up deposit interest rates to unrealistic levels in order to attract

deposits to fund continued loans to weak borrowers. Pressures from international

capital movements can also have an unreasonable impact on interest rates. In

such circumstances it may be necessary to retain ceilings on interest rates,

though this should not be an excuse to retain severe financial repression.

2.13 The arguments here are macroeconomic as well as microeconomic. At the
micro-level at issue is the solvency of banks. Insolvent banks that continue to

trade have an incentive to offer excessive interest rates to maintain their

liquidity. The best course of action is to assess the condition of banks and to

prevent those that are insolvent from continuing to trade. But in the short-run
ceilings on deposit rates may be a necessary stop-gap in some countries.

2.14 At the macro-level, where economic policies are unstable and the

financial markets are fragile, the market may not find the best equilibrium
interest rate. In such circumstances, government action to set interest rates

at a realistic level may succeed in focussing market expectations, and preventing

speculative bubbles. On the other hand, attempts by the government to impose

unrealistic interest rates will result in a recurrence of repression and evasion

of controls. Successful interest rate policy requires considerable flexibility

of approach and an ability to respond to market pressures.

2.15 More and more countries are turning to market-oriented systems of

monetary policy. Such systems try to ensure that available liquidity, or the

ability to lend, is distributed among banks on a market-determined basis, instead

of being determined administratively (often through a system of bank-by-bank

credit ceilings). They also allow the market to have a considerable role in

influencing the general level of interest rates. Additionally, deeper and more

sophisticated money markets increase banks' ability to borrow liquidity and may

contribute to their willingness to lepd more (and at longer term) and to hold

smaller amounts of "excess" liquidity .

2.16 In moving toward a market-based interest rate structure, many
countries have sought to begin by identifying a key rate, such as the yield on

short-term government paper, to act as a benchmark for setting other rates.
Setting other administered rates in relation to such a benchmark rate can help

7Although a simple computation of ex post real deposit interest rates from

published data fails to reveal an unambiguous picture, it seems clear from policy
documents that the effect of many FSALs has been to increase the effective real

interest rate. In a few countries, macroeconomic turbulence leading to
inflationary surges temporarily reversed these effects, but even in those cases

a reduction of the scope of subsidized lending has improved the efficiency of

intermediation.

8But in this case they may have moved too quickly: the prevailing

macroeconomic instability meant that liberalization resulted in very high real

interest rates, and controls were reimposed. See also Box 5 below.

9 The issues involved are discussed in Caprio, G. Jr., and P. Honohan,
"Monetary Policy Instruments for Developing Countries", PRE Working Paper 528,

October 1990.
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facilitate rate changes when macroeconomic conditions change. This can be

particularly useful in less developed and less competitive markets where

liberalization of interest rates may not result in a competitively determined

interest rate structure.

2.17 Yet determining the best
overall level of interest rates has Box2: Role of IMF

presented difficult problems of
analysis in several countries. It is The importance of the roLe of the IMF in policy
just where inflation is high and discussions related to FSALs has varied from case

to case. In several programs (Kenya, Ghana,
variable, as recently in Nigeria and Philippines, Nepal), the IMF has had Standby, EFF
Uganda, that it can become extremely or SAF programs in place. In two of the countries
difficult to evaluate the adequacy 10f with severe macroeconomic imbalances, the IMF did

the interest rate policy regime . not have a program (Argentina and Turkey). The

There needs to be continuous review of financial sector programs in both countries have
been undermined largely because of those

administered interest rates; this is macroeconomic imbalances. The IMF has also played
an area in which there has to be close a less prominent rote in Uruguay, although it
cooperation with the IMF (cf. Box 2). voiced some reservations about the sustainability

In particular, review every 6 - 12 of the macroeconomic policies in place there. The

months likely will not be adequate in importance of a solid macroeconomic framework to

these unstable environments. the success of financial sector reform programs,
and the question of the relationship with IMF

2.18 Less progress has been made programs has already been discussed fully in RAL2.

in eliminating selected credits at At the operational level, there has already been

preferential interest rates. cooperation between Bank and IMF staff on the

Selective credit programs differ design of financial sector operations, as in

widely in the degree of distortion Jamaica and Kenya (conduct of monetary policy) and
wich n tr de and dinrthen Philippines (banking supervision and legal
which they introduce, and in the issues). As both institutions are involved in
degree to which they are enforced. financial sector reform, it is necessary to avoid
Generally, programs involving duplication or overlap -- as well as possible

significant interest subsidies do most omissions -- by adequate communication.

damage. These programs are seen as a
way of providing grants without
budgetary cost, and they usually
result in credit going to borrowers who cannot service it - even at the

subsidized rate. This confusion of credit with grants has a corrosive effect on

the banking system. An environment in which administrative or political

direction of loans to particular borrowers or classes of borrowers is common has

destroyed many banks, especially government-owned development banks
1

2.19 Centrally planned economies provide the most extreme examples of

credit being allocated not on the basis of repayment ability but in relation to

planning objectives. The staff of banks in these countries generally have little
or no experience in risk evaluation or in making sound judgments on the

creditworthiness of borrowers. The poor quality of these banks' portfolio has

been aggravated by the fact that much credit has been extended simply to cover

the mounting cash deficits of loss-making state enterprises. In effect the

planning objectives guiding credit allocation have themselves increasingly been

driven by the credit appetite of the enterprises. The move to a market-oriented

economic system in these countries requires a sea-change in the way bankers and

their customers - and indeed the regulatory authorities - view the credit

process.

10This characterization applies especially in emerging socialist countries

with large monetary overhangs, where price liberalization may generate

inflationary forces that are difficult to predict with much precision.

1 1Privatization of banks, discussed below, is one way of distancing

government from the process of credit selection.
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2.20 Bank staff negotiating financial sector loans have been alert to these
problems of administratively allocated credit and have promoted conditionality

designed to eliminate them. It has not always proved feasible to obtain
agreement to such conditionality (for example the Bangladesh operation was
delayed for this reason) and in many cases this battle remains to be won both in
political and intellectual terms.

2.21 Although a doctrinaire stance against all forms of government
intervention in the credit process may never be justified , the Bank's
traditional lack of enthusiasm for directed credit still seems well-grounded.
Retaining a modest degree of selectivity may possibly be justified on the grounds
that banks can be unduly cautious in entering into new fields. But most would

agree that the categories favored by such intervention should be quite broad.

Thus individual borrowers should not be targeted, or even sectors such as
electronics or textiles; but it may be reasonable to have a target amount of
lending for a category as broad as export development.

2.22 The importance and justification of existing directed credit programs
should be analyzed as part of the formulation and evaluation of financial sector
strategies. For example, for schemes based on an infant industry argument, the

transitional needs should be clearly spelled out, along with "sunset"

specifications and the eventual shift to normal credit flows to the targeted
groups. All programs should be both transparent and affordable, and interest
rates should be linked to market rates: in general, borrowers should be paying

positive real interest rates at least equal to that for prime credits. Any other
subsidies should come out of the budget, linked to the preferred activity, rather
than to the act of borrowing. Excessively low interest rates may encourage more
capital intensive processes than warranted by market forces.

2.23 It is now well recognized that abrupt removal of taxes in a fragile

fiscal environment can result in inflationary financing of the resulting deficit.
In some countries, lack of progress on the fiscal side has meant that in practice
there has also been little progress in reducing financial sector taxation.
Turkey is a case in point: it has benefitted from considerable adjustment lending
while retaining financial sector taxation which is both poorly designed and
imposed at very high rates. At the same time some countries (such as Senegal)

with much lower rates of financial sector taxation have seen the reduction or

even elimination of these taxes as part of loan conditionality. It would be

better, in line with the recommendation in RAL2 that the most serious distortions
should be tackled first in adjustment programs, to concentrate efforts to reduce

financial sector taxation on those countries where this is among the most severe
distortions.

2.24 It is also important to bear in mind the need for balance between the

taxation of different sectors. Where production and consumption of the output

of most sectors is taxed, it is not obvious that the financial sector should
escape taxation entirely. However analysis of the comparative tax burden has

shown that financial sector taxes are often high in comparison with the value

added of the financial sector. Unremunerated reserve requirements and taxes on

the gross interest receipts of banks have resulted in very high tax burdens
especially where inflation is high.

12Those who favor some intervention point to the considerable economic

successes of Korea and Japan, both of which employed government intervention in

credit markets in earlier periods. These countries also had well functioning

bureaucracies, effective monitoring, and a high degree of financial discipline,

and thus their lessons may not apply to countries lacking these characteristics.
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Institutional rehabilitation

Measures Adopted.

2.25 Widespread insolvency in the banking system has prompted measures to
rehabilitate and strengthen the affected banking institutions and also the
regulatory agencies. Existing agencies had not been able either to identify
emerging problems or deal with the collapse and minimize its adverse effects.

2.26 Measures proposed to deal with failed banks have included financial
restructuring, the identification of new shareholders and managers and the
adoption of detailed plans of action. Some banks have been closed (for example
in Senegal and Cameroon); others were to be restructured (Ghana, Philippines) or
consolidated (Kenya). In several operations, (Bolivia, Madagascar, Philippines)
privatization has been one of the routes chosen to achieving improved
performance.

2.27 FSALs and SALs have included conditionality related to these
restructurings, though because of the short time horizon of most adjustment
loans, the conditions have often been confined to requiring the completion of

preliminary studies. Programs in Uruguay, Kenya and Madagascar have focused on
individual institutions and have attempted to link disbursements to

implementation of the restructuring. Others, such as those in Nepal and

Pakistan, call for detailed restructuring plans for individual institutions, but

do not require their implementation. In some other countries, (Turkey and
Ecuador), the agreed conditions have required only studies of the modalities for
intervening in troubled institutions. On the whole, it seems that institutional
restructuring has usually taken longer than expected, and has often been less

thorough than hoped for.

2.28 Almost all of the operations give considerable attention to the area

of banking supervision and regulation. The work done in this area is designed

to build an appropriate "infrastructure" for the financial system in the way of
accounting and audit standards, performance monitoring, establishment of sensible
prudential guidelines and improvement of the legal framework. Most of the
operations include conditionality related to accounting standards for banks and

performance monitoring, and greater attention is being paid to such matters as

more sensible provisions against doubtful debts, accounting for interest due but
not received. Banking laws are being revised in several cases. While there is
progress towards bringing prudential guidelines (such as capital adequacy
requirements) up to the standards recently adopted for industrial countries, it
is not likely that such stringent standards will be promptly enforced in
countries where banks' balance sheets remain weak. Nepal, Ghana and Kenya have
all included gradual implementation of more stringent prudential regulations as

part of their reform programs.

2.29 Institutional arrangements for bank supervision have been strengthened
as part of the conditionality in many loans and inspection staff are being
trained so that they can better identify the institutions that are getting into

trouble. As discussed below, some operations have addressed issues surrounding
deposit insurance schemes. Many operations have also given attention to needed

improvements in the accounting standards, auditing procedures and legal systems,
especially in regard to loan recovery. New laws have been drafted and training

programs for accountants put in place (e.g. Algeria).

Observations.

2.30 The regulatory and supervisory agencies. A major theme running
through much of the institutional restructuring is the strengthening of the
monetary and bank supervision authorities. Unless the central bank is freed from
the responsibility to subsidize particular sectors and borrowers, and until it

is recognized that the proper contribution of the central bank to development is
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in its success in helping maintain macroeconomic stability and establishing an
efficient and soundly operating financial system, financial reform will remain

shallow. Some reform programs have provided technical assistance to try to help
to sepfrate the subsidy function from true central banking (Argentina,
Brazil ). There is an increasing consensus that a central bank which is
effectively independent from the government is likely to be more successful in
restraining inflation and maintaining a sound banking system. Strengthening the
professional and technical capacity of the central bank can help, as can

legislative changes in some cases. But effective independence of the central
bank requires an awareness at the political level of the value of that
independence and a commitment to ensuring that it is guaranteed in practice.

2.31 An important institutional question is how to allocate the

responsibility for implementing bank restructuring. Countries must choose between
entrusting the restructuring to the central bank or to the superintendency of
banks or to a separate legal entity, such as a deposit insurance fund. In most
cases, the central bank (or one of its arms) has played the leading role in
restructuring programs (Bolivia, Ghana, Chile, Pakistan). In other cases, such
as Argentina and the Philippines, an autonomous institution was viewed as likely
to be more effective.

2.32 Country conditions will dictate the most appropriate institutional
division of responsibilities. Some countries may lack the depth of human
resources to warrant a separate restructuring agency, leading to the

consolidation of bank supervision and restructuring in the central bank.
Furthermore, the high standing and traditional independence of the central bank

in some countries can ensure that adequate attention and resources are given to

a restructuring program. By centralizing responsibilities the danger of
destructive interagency rivalry (which appears to have emerged in Nigeria) can

be avoided. As against this, other central banks have tended to be preoccupied

with monetary management to the detriment of prudential issues; furthermore
restructuring a failed bank and making recoveries from its delinquent portfolio
can be a distraction from the ongoing process of bank supervision. If it is

decided to take this function of bank restructuring out of the central bank and

into a separate agency, it may be desirable at the time of the initial
restructuring of a banking system in crisis, to second central bank staff to meet
the initial bulge in the new agency's workload.

2.33 The agency that has the responsibility for intervening in failed banks
must also have sufficient legal powers to do so, including the power to issue

cease and desist orders and to remove management. It must also have the
political independence needed to do its job effectively. Deposit insurance

agencies with such powers have been established or strengthened in Nigeria, the
Philippines, Venezuela and elsewhere, but restructuring does not necessarily
entail having a deposit insurance system.

2.34 Indeed the desirability of deposit insurance remains an open question.
Adverse experience with such schemes in the Philippines (where it was

undercapitalized and unable to pay depositors promptly) as well as in the United
States, suggests that the Bank should be slow to advise on the establishment of
deposit insurance. Only where there is evidence that deposit mobilization is
being seriously affected by lack of depositor confidence, and where the

government's creditworthiness is sufficiently high for establishment of an

insurance scheme to help restore confidence should deposit insurance be
considered.

2.35 There are very considerable training needs in the area of bank

13As elsewhere in the paper, parenthetical references to countries include

some programs that were aborted or have not yet come to fruition. There are also
some references to reforms where the lead role was taken by the IMF.
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supervision, and much effort is being devoted to this area. The technical

approach to strengthening bank supervision is relatively uncontentious. But

having a well-trained team of bank inspectors will not always prevent poor
banking practice. For one thing, there will inevitably continue to be some

frauds that evade detection. Even more important in practice has been the gap

between identification, by inspectors, of a problem bank and the implementation,

by senior policymakers, of the necessary corrective action.

2.36 Recovering assets of failed banks is important not only for budgetary
reasons, but to protect financial discipline where delinquent borrowers are able

but unwilling to repay. Here again a number of institutional experiments are in

progress. In the Philippines, Uruguay, Ghana, Senegal and Cameroon, distinct

recovery agencies have been, or were to have been, established. That in Uruguay
was to be jointly owned by private banks, while the others are publicly owned.

A degree of skepticism has surrounded the establishment of publicly owned

recovery agencies, especially where delinquent borrowers remain politically
influential. In all cases only a fraction of the portfolio has been recovered,
but it is too early to say whether an alternative mechanism would have worked

better 4 . Generally, although the restructured bank's knowledge of the

portfolio may enable it to contribute to the recovery process, it is unwise to

leave the bad debts on its balance sheet. One solution may be to take bad loans

off the balance sheet of the banks but to pay banks on a commission basis for

loan collections.

2.37 Restructuring Insolvent Banks. A difficult question in rehabilitation

relates to the speed and comprehensiveness of action to clean-up the banking

system . On the one hand, allowing technically insolvent banks to continue

trading has often led to reckless and ultimately fraudulent behavior by

management and shareholders. On the other hand, most governments balk at

absorbing the heavy losses involved in restructuring banks. They are also

reluctant to incur the poli cal costs of enforcing losses on bank shareholders
or of laying-off bank staff

2.38 Adjustment lending can help break through this reluctance to the

extent that the proceeds of the loan may be used to ease the budgetary burden of

recapitalizing the insolvent banks. Of course this should never be contemplated

in the absence of action to resolve the underlying causes of the bank's failure:

weak management, political loans or widespread enterprise failure. While none

of the Bank's operations have neglected these criteria, it is difficult to judge
whether enough has been done. In particular it is hard to be sure that the

practice of giving political loans has been completely stamped out. Furthermore,
it is all too easy to be over-optimistic about the prospective strength of the

enterprise sector.

2.39 Deciding whether a failed bank should be liquidated or rehabilitated

should be based on the franchise value of the bank's assets and of the human

resources available to it. Except in some clear-cut cases, neither World Bank

staff nor government officials are normally in a position to predict with

absolute confidence whether a given institution, if restructured, can survive in

the newly-reformed financial system. Another consideration to be borne in mind

14one alternative which has been suggested is to sell the bad portfolio at
a discount to a strong bank. This has not yet been tried in any developing

countries.

15A related, but rather more technical, unresolved issue is whether

rehabilitation should be tackled on a case-by-case or an across-the-board basis.

16 Even though rehabilitation plans supported by Bank loans may include

compensation for laid-off workers.
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is that the closure, without Box 3: Gradualism in bank
replacement, of major banks may result restructuring
in an unduly concentrated or

oligopolistic banking structure.
Furthermore, the closure of banks, The Philippines Economic Recovery Loan (1987)

both large and small, can have included the rehabilitation of two large
government banks. Because the future viability of

important political repercussions. In the development bank, DBP, was uncertain, it
three of the recent FSALs, a more received seed capital while it tried to build a
evolutionary approach has been adopted new business. The 1989 FSAL endorsed a new

as a pragmatic way of easing into strategy for DBP, reducing its retail operations

institutional restructuring (Box 3). in favor of refinance facilities for Long-term
funds. Such a change implies a significant

In this approach, institutions were downsizing of the institution. By refocusing and
scaled down, and in some cases merged. reducing DBP in a series of steps, the government
They have subsequently had a chance to may be able to limit the resource costs without

prove themselves. If they continue to the shock of an abrupt closure.
be unsuccessful, it may be necessary
to liquidate them. This approach will In Kenya, several weak financial institutions are
tove cosutly thif thenstiturhios to be merged into a single institution. Strict
prove costly if the institutions financial criteria would call for closure of these
continue to post losses and institutions, which the government felt was
liquidation is repeatedly postponed, untenable politically. It remains to be seen

although less so than if they had not whether a period of further pruning and

been downscaled. In well-articulated consolidation of the new entity can make it

banking systems such as the viable.

Philippines, Mexico, Brazil and even Four banks in Uruguay are also being restructured
Kenya, there is a strong argument for in phases. One institution witl be liquidated
closing or merging insolvent financial immediately, while the other three will have a

institutions since they will find a chance to prove themselves under the

new role only with great difficulty. restructuring.

2.40 Many of the recent FSALs
have focussed on the commercial banks
with little emphasis on development finance institutions. Exceptions are the

loans to Ghana, Mexico and the Philippines, which required restructuring programs
for DFIs. In other countries, DFI restructuring may take place under separate

financial intermediary loans (Turkey, Sri Lanka). Nevertheless, DFIs are likely

to be profoundly affected by financial sector reform programs, particularly in

cases involving interest rate deregulation and the relaxation of credit

allocation systems. Some DFIs envisage converting to full-service commercial

banking, but, especially where they have been the primary channels for directed

credit programs which are now being dismantled, they may not have the managerial

capability to compete on a level playing field with other institutions. They may

also need capital injections if they are to satisfy the same capital, accounting,

reporting and loan classification requirements as other financial institutions.

overall, it is unclear whether DFIs will be able to survive in the reformed

system. There are different views as to whether this prospect should be a cause

for concern: some expect the commercial banks, assisted by emerging capital

markets, to fill the need for term finance and development finance generally,

once the subsidized provision of such finance is ended; others remain

apprehensive that this market response may not be sufficiently vigorous,

especially in low-income countries.

2.41 Some World Bank loans have included explicit conditions earmarking

counterpart funds for meeting the cost of bank failures (Kenya, Philippines).

Earmarking Bank funds essentially to make good on bad debts has been

controversial. On the one hand it does ensure that the loan proceeds will not

be spent without a financial restructuring of the banking system being

accomplished. On the other hand, a perception could grow that Bank funds were

readily available to resolve deficiencies in the banking system thereby weakening
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financial discipline especially, but not only, in government-owned banks1
7 . If

it becomes routine that senior management of failed banks are removed, this

danger may recede: such action has occurred in most, but not all, bank
restructurings supported by adjustment lending. Furthermore, shareholders of

weakened banks may begin to have an incentive to exaggerate their difficulties

in the hope of benefitting from World Bank funds.

2.42 To avoid such difficulties, ehareholders of failed banks should lose

their investment in a recapitalization and senior managers responsible for the

bank failures should be removed. There are hard decisions to be made in this

area. For example, how far down the line should the management be changed?
Where is the new management to be found?

2.43 It is too early to attempt an assessment of how successful the

rehabilitation of failing banks has been. Certainly, there have been cases wher5
long delays have occurred in the implementation of the rehabilitation (Ghana

and Uruguay, for example). There are other cases where the rehabilitated
institutions still appear weak (Kenya would be an example). The infusion of cash

or other resources into weak institutions can distort the picture for quite some

time: thus in the Philippines, the rehabilitated banks appear to be doing well,

but the long-term prospects are still uncertain. On the other hand, in Cameroon,
the rehabilitated institution got such a powerful injection that it has become

easily the most profitable bank and its growth is threatening the stability of

other fragile banks in the country.

2.44 Several governments have ensured that banks are protected from

competition to allow them to rebuild reserves; tight credit ceilings often have

improved bank profitability as a side effect, and (in a reversal of former

practices) some countries now pay very high effective rates on Treasury bills to

help the banks. As this kind of protection is damaging to the development of a

self-reliant banking system, it should be discouraged.

2.45 The complexity of these restructuring problems means that the Bank has

to be involved in the design of and technical support for such rehabilitation

plans. Use of outside consultants has had mixed results: in Indonesia the

continuity and commitment of the independent consultants engaged by the

government has yielded significant improvements; but the cost of that work was

high and could not have been borne by most smaller countries. The experience of

Uganda, where international consultants engaged by the government produced rather

bland and unhelpful reports, may be more typical. But if the Bank is to become

more involved in the rehabilitation plans, there will be significant requirements

for additional staff resources.

2.46 Where structural shocks have caused the enterprise failures that

weakened the banks there is an acute need for financial restructuring of the

enterprises themselves. It is important that potentially valuable human and

physical capital does not remain unused because of inefficient bankruptcy

procedures or because of the lack of.managerial skills to design work-outs. This

is an area for which World Bank adjustment programs do not yet have a systematic

approach. The task is potentially enormous; but the problem of enterprise

17Another potential problem is that earmarking the domestic proceeds to

repay depositors whose funds were blocked might worsen the balance of payments

position.

18In particular the old shareholders should not have first claim on shares

in the restructured bank, as occurred in Cameroon.

19 Much of the delay in Ghana was due to the difficulty of fielding a
sufficiently large team of consultants to develop the rehabilitation plans.
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restructuring is very much at the micro level and should be carried out largely

in the private sector. Yet there is a need for the Bank to study further the

mechanisms and legal framework for enterprise work-outs in developing countries

and in those countries emerging from central panning in order to advise

governments on the best course of action to adopt. This work should proceed in

parallel with financial sector reform.

2.47 The scale of losses in the banking system failures of some countries
are very large. In the Philippines, for instance, the losses of two banks

amounted to one-sixth of one year's GNP, and in the West African Monetary Union

the estimated net capital deficiency of failed banks at present totals about one-

tenth of the seven country union's GNP.

2.48 The costs of bank insolvency are usually divided among the holders of

equity claims, the depositors, other bank creditors and the taxpayer. Here are
some examples: Because the social security and pension funds had large

unreimbursed deposits in the two failed government banks in the Philippines, the
authorities were able to sweep the problem under the carpet by replacing these

deposit claims with unbudgeted Government obligations to these funds. Since the

obligations are unlikely to be called upon for many years, the Government will

then be able to raise taxes, shift other expenditures or reduce the benefits to

fund holders to meet the obligations. In Guinea, exchange rate devaluation and

rapid inflation substantially eroded the real value of depositors' claims in the

closed banks by the time their funds were reconstituted. In that case, much of

the loss was absorbed by the depositors. In Ecuador, the unanticipated
acceleration of inflation helped borrowers and allowed banks to recover loans

that, at the time the reform program was undertaken, appeared unrecoverable: here

too the depositors suffered a serious erosion of purchasing power. In perhaps

a majority of cases the taxpayer, present or future, has to pay the bill.

2.49 FSALs have been used in part to help meet the costs of restructuring,
usually by recapitalizing institutions. The impact of restructuring on monetary

conditions needs to be examined closely in such cases. Except where bank

liquidity is an issue, the best solution - Ghana is an example - is usually for

governments to substitute their own bonds for the non-performing assets in the

banking system and thus defer the need for cash outlays and pressure on the

budget. Country conditions will necessarily dictate the way in which the losses

are distributed and whether to use Bank funds to recapitalize institutions.

2.50 Legal. regulatory and accounting framework. In addition to addressing
the immediate needs of insolvent institutions it is necessary to establish a

legal and regulatory framework and a structure of information flows that prevents

the problem from recurring, as well as allowing the financial system to function
more efficiently. In country after country severe weaknesses in these areas have

been catalogued and many Bank loans have measures, including technical assistance

components, to address the problem

2.51 one of the most urgent problems in many countries is the lack of an

experienced and credible auditing profession. Without reliable accounts, it is

much harder for providers of funds to collect the information they need to make

a sound decision; accordingly lending for what could be viable projects may not

take place. Improving accounting is primarily seen as a technical assistance

function. Perhaps more could be done to achieve pooling of auditing skills on

a cross-country, regional, basis in order to give the profession greater

independence from national political pressures.

2.52 The question of ensuring adequate protection for lenders to recover

collateral is another problem that arises frequently. There is a tendency to see

20The most far-reaching legal changes are needed in the reforming planned

economies; but discussion of these is not attempted here.
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this problem as one of inadequate laws. However, in practice the problem is more
often in the reluctance of the courts to apply existing law sufficiently
vigorously. It may prove counterproductive to financial efficiency in the long
run to tilt the legislative scales so much in favor of the banks that bona fide
investors are discouraged from borrowing.

Market deepening

Measures Adopted.

2.53 FSALs have also covered policies to deepen the financial markets and
make them more competitive. The advocacy of privatization of state-owned banks
can be included under this heading. Relaxation of entry restrictions, including
provision for foreign banks to compete on a reasonable basis with domestic banks,
has been advocated in many of the financial sector studies which have been
prepared as a background to reform programs. However, except for a fairly weak
requirement along these lines in the Venezuela loan, it does not appear to have
found its way into loan conditionality.

2.54 Less emphasis has been placed in adjustment lending conditionality on
measures directly focussed on extending the range of financial markets and
improving their performance, though interest in the development of non-bank
financial markets continues to grow.

2.55 A few programs have tackled the regulatory framework for nonbank
financial institutions, as in Mexico (for brokers), Pakistan and Chile. Work in
this area is likely to expand as the critical problems of the banking sector come
under control.

2.56 Many countries, having seen the benefits obtained in some Asian
countries, are anxious to develop money and capital markets. It is generally
held that experience with trading of comparatively simple instruments such as
government bills is the best way of developing the market skills needed for more
complex markets such as those in long-term bonds and equities. Commercial banks
are typically the most important participants in the market for government bills,
but the development of such markets to include other participants, and to include
trading in bank-accepted commercial paper can greatly improve the competitiveness
of the banking system. Some programs (e.g. Ghana, Pakistan) have included
conditionality related to the development of an interbank or government
securities market as part of the move towards market-determined interest rates.

This would also be a prerequisite for the move from a regime of bank-by-bank
credit ceilings to indirect means of monetary control, as envisaged for example
in the Senegal loan, which is also being recommended to a growing number of
countries by the IMF as a means of enhancing the effectiveness of control over
monetary aggregates.

2.57 Capital markets development has not figured prominently in most
financial sector adjustment lending to date. The chief exception is the Chile
Financial Markets Loan, which focusses exclusively on measures to improve the
efficiency of securities markets. These include the streamlining of procedures
for issuance of securities (to help promote securitization of bank loans), as

well as a liberalization of the regulations governing the asset portfolio of
insurance companies and pension funds. The loan also includes institutional
strengthening, through the transfer of the securities depository to the private
sector, improved monitoring of private risk-rating agencies, and encouragement

of a new automated securities exchange by permitting it to be used by the main

institutional investors. The need for such reforms is greater in Chile because
of the large funds managed by non-bank institutions as a result of the earlier
privatization of social security.

2.58 In many industrial countries, pension funds and life insurance
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companies manage significant long term funds on behalf of their policyholders and
beneficiaries and contribute significantly to the flow of investable funds.
There is clearly scope for a beneficial expansion of such "contractual savings

institutions" in developing countries also. Preparatory work is already underway
for a loan to support a reform and expansion of the scope of contractual savings
in Mexico.

2.59 In Kenya, Jamaica and Ghana, among others, the reform programs call

for studies of policy and institutional constraints to capital markets
development. As countries begin to emerge from their banking crises, they will

wish to focus more on these issues. After all, many of the problems of failing
banks could have been avoided if their borrowing clients had been less highly

leveraged. If they had been able to finance their operations to a greater extent
through equity, the banking system would have been much sounder.

Observations.

2.60 Bank Competition and Privatization. While there is undoubtedly merit
to the claim that private banks operating independently of government pressure
can help improve the efficiency of financial intermediation, it is important to

approach the question of privatization carefully. For a successful privatization
the private purchasers must have the competence to operate the bank in a safe and
sound manner, the privatized entity rgst be adequately capitalized and the price
agreed must be a fair market value . These conditions have not always been
satisfied, notably in the early case of the Chilean privatizations of a decade

ago. After a banking crisis there may be too few healthy banks to provide strong

competition for one another; this is a real danger in some of the smaller African
countries. The authorities will have to be vigilant in such circumstances to

ensure that the banks do not abuse their market power. In some smaller
countries, the close ties between the political and business leadership imply

that the independence of the monetary authorities will not be sufficient to allow
them to exercise the necessary control.

2.61 Many governments are concerned with a perceived loss of sovereignty
if foreign-owned banks come to dominate the financial system. Probably both the
benefits and risks of foreign bank entry have been overstated. It seems clear

that foreign bank presence in Eastern Europe will be small for the foreseeable

future. Many African countries have not found foreign-owned commercial banks

surviving from the colonial period to be particularly innovative or energetic in

the pursuit of lending opportunities associated with local investment. However,

foreign banks can provide valuable externalities through the training of local
staff. Furthermore, although the commgfcial banking system in small countries

is particularly prone to cartelization , entry of foreign banks, or the threat

of it, can do something to inhibit the emergence, or at least limit the

detrimental effect, of local monopolies.

2.62 The institutional structure of the financial system in emerging

21It is not always easy to establish a "fair" price in the sale of a bank.

Where the bank is being sold to small local investors, full disclosure by the

government is important. Where the sale is to a foreign bank, the opinion of

independent consultants may of course be sought, but it may be even more useful

to enter into negotiations with more than one potential buyer.

22 There are many examples of limited competition in the smaller countries.

Rwanda plans to retain interest ceilings - though at realistic levels - because

of lack of banking competition; Tunisia has done the same. Partial financial

liberalization can also contribute to market power: Gambia is only one of several

countries where the interaction of some interest rate liberalization and tight

credit ceilings resulted in high bank spreads.
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centrally planned economies is prone to cartelization as a result of sectoral

specialization or of the sheer size of the state-owned banks. This represents

a serious obstacle to financial sector efficiency which will need attention. In

China and the USSR, commercial banking emerged only recently with the

establishment of large sectorally specialized banks which existed side-by-side

with the long-established foreign trade banks. In Poland, banks were specialized

by region rather than sector. In Hungary, as well as in Poland, Romania and the

USSR, household savings were essentially monopolized by one (or in Poland two)

institutions. Even if legal barriers to competition between the banks are being

eroded, the tendency has been for banks to start with a well-identified clientele

and sector of specialization; furthermore the banks are each so large that it is

hard for new entrants to compete. At the same time several of these large state-

owned banks are burdened with a portfolio of bad loans. On the one hand,

therefore, the big banks have a competitive advantage of size, which helps them

offer a large branch network, money transfer facilities and so on; on the other
they have the drawback of a weak portfolio which threatens their very existence.

This situation too needs a comprehensive corrective program probably including

separation of the bad portfolio out of the state-owned banks (which will help

reduce their size as well as establish their financial independence on a secure

basis); moving away fro9 Bectoral and regional specialization; privatization and

liberalization of entry

2.63 More generally, there could be a greater emphasis in Bank financial

sector work on helping countries decide on the overall public policy for the role

of banks in the economy. It can greatly help the development of day-to-day

policy if realistic objectives for the banking system (e.g. efficiency,

stability, competition) are codified in advance. Even if the programs have been

motivated by the urgency of dealing with a crisis, governments could benefit, at

the time of far-reaching financial sector reforms, from a careful consideration

of such general issues as whether banks should be specialized or universal, the

appropriate geographic balance of the banking system (for example national versus

regional), and the question of who would be appropriate as owners of the 
banks.

These issues are not entirely neglected in the operations being reviewed, but

they deserve more emphasis.

2.64 Capital Markets. The question of whether the Bank should greatly

expand the scope of its work in developing capital markets and the remainder of

the non-bank financial sector is of immediate importance. On the one hand, the

emphasis to date in Bank programs on the banking sector has probably been

appropriate, since the commercial banks typically dominate the financial system

in developing countries, and because the severe financial distress in the banking
sector needs to be addressed promptly. On the other hand, the poor performance

and decline of many DFIs means that they may have to be replaced as providers of

long-term and venture capital funds by the capital markets and the insurance

industry. Governments need to be aware of the gaps which are thus becoming
evident in their financial systems and of the measures which can help ensure that

these gaps are closed.

2.65 Nevertheless, it has to be said that positive direct government action

to develop capital markets may be counterproductive, s ice these markets function

better without too much government interference . For example, close

regulatory control over the quantity and timing of stock issues often stifles

market development without really helping market stability. Likewise, the

establishment of a government-owned stock-broker may inhibit the emergence of a

23 A complete review of questions specifically relating to reforming

centrally planned economies is beyond the scope of this paper.

2 4This may also be true of the informal financial markets which perform

important services in many countries, and whose potential deserves further study.
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competitive market. The record does not offer much encouragement either to

government-owned venture capital companies. Finally, although they have been

popular in many industrial countries, positive tax inducements to share
ownership, or to stock-market listing, risk eroding fragile tax bases in
developing countries and are not to be encouraged in most circumstances.

2.66 Probably the most effective measures in this area are indirect ones.
For example, privatization of state-owned corporations is a good way of
increasing the supply of good quality equities that can be traded on the stock

market, though this will rarely be the primary goal of privatizations. Market

development will also be helped if foreigners are allowed to trade and if there

are not too many restrictions, for example regarding the repatriation of capital.

Also, apart from certain strategic industries, limits restricting the percentage
of a quoted company that can be held by one shareholder should be used sparingly

Many such restrictions were imposed to attain political objecives which are no

longer relevant or which have not actually been achieved . Many existing
restrictions on capital markets were imposed to attain political objectives which
are no longer relevant or which have not actually been achieved.

2.67 Many countries could move forward in the development of non-bank
financial markets by removing distorting taxes and lifting unduly onerous
restrictions on the investment portfolio of insurance companies and pension
funds. At present, tax policies often favor interest-bearing rather than
dividend or capital-seeking investments. Many insurance firms are de facto

captive markets for Government securities and have few free resources left for

private sector investment: it should be possible to allow these institutions to

diversify their portfolios much more without compromising the safety of their

policy-holders claims. If authorized to hold more equities, the contractual
savings institutions can play an important role in diffusing the concentration

of wealth and ownership of industry.

2.68 An important area of technical assistance which can be provided by the
Bank is on regulation and supervision of capital markets. This is a highly
technical area in which few developing countries governments have adequate

experience. The tendency has been to have a regulatory regime which is

unresponsive to changes in the market environment, which prohibits some

activities unnecessarily while ignoring behavior that poses serious risks to

investors. Technical assistance to overhaul the regulatory machinery and to put

in place improved systems is clearly needed. Above all, accounting and
disclosure requirements must be strengthened to provide better information to

potential investors. The deficiency of information is a serious barrier to the

development of the equity market, as it is to all financial transactions.
However, it is not clear that these technical improvements represent the type of
broad-based policy reform that warrant quick disbursing adjustment loans.

2.69 Capital markets need the support of an institutional infrastructure

(including brokers, exchanges, legal framework, supervision, etc.). Some of this

requires government action and this is likely to be an area where Bank and IFC

advice is increasingly sought. But as mentioned caution is called for in

advocating the creation of new government institutions to support such markets

where private institutions will serve as well. Task managers should ensure that

adequate coordination takes place with the IFC, to avoid duplication of efforts

and to ensure that all areas of capital market development (appropriate to the

country's stage of development) are being covered.

25 However, most countries find it beneficial to have disclosure requirements

once ownership passes certain percentage limits, and some insist on public

tenders beyond various thresholds.
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III. Project Design Issues

Commitment and Capacity to Implement

3.1 An adjustment loan will rarely succeed if the government is not

committed, willing and able to implement the policy program. As the political

costs of financial sector reforms are perhaps less obvious than in the case of

other sectors, and because these reforms call on technical skills that are not

well-developed in many countries, achieving these preconditions can be

problematical.

3.2 In several of the FSALs under
Box 4: Politics and FSALS review, countries failed to implement

components fully because of political
The politics of restructuring financial opposition (Box 4). A comprehensive
institutions often makes agreement on adequate reform program, in a country with
conditionaLity problematical, especially when the
banks concerned are owned by persons with extensive financial distress and
considerable political influence. In several of significant distortions, is likely to
the loans, countries have not complied fully with entail considerable political risks
the agreements set out in the design of the for its leadership. Interest rate
program. In Kenya, for example, the restructuring reforms may affect vested interests in
of several financial institutions was delayed and politically sensitive sectors, such as
several institutions exempted because of pressures pltally senitie setruchuas
coming from the owners of those institutions. rural agriculture. Restructuring
Political pressures can, on the other hand, work financial institutions may also
in different ways. For example, after a change of require political support,
goverrynent political considerations can help particularly if governments need to
accelerate the process of bank reform. An example oust incompetent and corrupt managers
is provided by the Philippines, where the banks and reduce access to credit for
that were financing the Marcos regime were quickly a ndiideac s to redit for
reformed after the revolution of 1986 (supported powerful individuals and groups. When

by the Bank with its Economic Recovery Loan). In banks are closed, bank employees will
Cameroon it is noteworthy that the four large lose their jobs. In many cases where
banks that were Liquidated between them covered on technical grounds closure of
the various political and regional groupings, insolvent banks seemed preferable to a
suggesting that it was possible to maintain a financial restructuring the banks

political balance. nevertheless survived, albeit in a
Another area of political pressure relates to the scaled down form (e.g. Philippines,
Government's access to financial resources through Kenya, Senegal).
the banking system. In Argentina, the government
was not prepared to meet conditionality which 3.3 The question that must be asked
would have reduced its ability to finance
government expenditures through the financial here is whether the political

system, and would have necessitated either higher pressures have been adequately
explicit taxes or reductions in government assessed. On the one hand it would be
spending. foolish to proceed without sensitivity

to the political realities; on the
other hand, Bank staff can help
provide a political counterweight to

be used by reforming governments against internal opposition. In some cases

where the Bank was not involved, failed banks were simply closed (for example,

Chad and Guinea).

3.4 The complexities inherent in restructuring financial institutions,
reforming legal codes, and meshing monetary and fiscal policies with other

sectoral reforms call for a high level of sophistication, both within the Bank

as well as within the countries undertaking the reforms. In some countries,

particularly in Africa and South Asia, reforms are likely to suffer because
sufficiently trained staff are lacking in both the key government agencies
(particularly the central bank) and the private sector.

3.5 Substantial training and technical assistance may be required before

comprehensive financial sector reforms are accomplished. Experience suggests

that training local staff is much more likely to result in wholehearted adoption
of a reform program as well as its credible implementation than if consultants
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are used for implementation. In some countries regulated salary structures fall

far short of what is necessary to attract staff with the requisite abilities, and

this needs to be corrected within budgetary limitations and taking account of

local circumstances.

3.6 By contrast, countries like Chile, Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand

have reached the stage where their government agencies can provide considerable

technical assistance on financial sector issues to other developing countries.

The Bank has begun to promote the use of consultants from these countries and in

this role.

Macroeconomic Preconditions

3.7 The appropriate sequencing of economic reforms is widely discussed,

with a conventional conclusion being that reform of goods prices (e.g. trade

policy reforms) should precede liberalization of financial markets. In addition,
it is maintained that macroeconomic stability must be achieved before financial

markets are fully liberalized. Certainly, some of the early financial

liberalization programs, especially those implemented in Latin America in the

early 1980s, had no chance of surviving the turbulent macroeconomic conditions

into which they were introduced. Although macroeconomic instability may have

contributed to the perceived need for reform, the extremely high interest rates

which followed decontrol, and which bankrupted many borrowers, were not

anticipated. A similar phenomenon has been observed again more recently in

Turkey, Argentina, Brazil and Mexico (Box 5).

3.8 Private capital inflows and Box 5: High Interest Rates
outflows, distress borrowing by banks
and their clients, and risk premia
demanded by savers may have all played Countries which have not addressed problems of

a role in the financial market high inflation, excessive current account and
in fiscal deficits, or whose banking systems have

turbulence which was experienced in negative net worth, are likely to face
these countries. Nevertheless, the skyrocketing interest rates when they liberalize.

conclusion that has been drawn from In such environments, depositors will demand a

the Southern Cone experience is that higher premium for their funds, especially given

interest rate liberalization should the uncertainty of its value in a year's, month's
or sometimes even a day's time. In Argentina,

not be attempted where inflation rates real interest rates reached 175 per cent per month
are high and variable, budget deficits in the first half of 1989. Interest rate
are out of control, or where external liberalization in Turkey during an exchange rate

capital flows are especially volatile. crisis in October 1988 resulted in a 20 percentage

Such macroeconomic imbalances must be point increase in one-year deposit rates to 85 per

corrected quickly and inflation cent per annum before a ceiling was again imposed
borgtuderucontl b e c lten by the Central Bank. To remunerate such a high
brought under control before complete marginal cost of funds and to pay for the various
liberalization of interest rates is reserve requirements and obligatory tending to
attempted. Coordination with the IMF preferred sectors etc., banks would have had to

(Box 2) is of greatest importance in charge about 127 per cent to non-preferred

this area to avoid premature borrowers, compared with an inflation rate of

liberalization, which could derail about 65 per cent.

stabilization efforts.

3.9 This view of sequencing,
which is now enshrined in Bank policy, at least so far as inflation rates are

concerned, was not followed in several of the loans under review. Neither of the

Turkey loans would have satisfied the draft Operational Directive's presumption

against making an FSAL where the annual inflation rate exceeds 
30 per cent. In

Ecuador, inflation soared to an annual rate of 100 per cent shortly after

disbursement of the first tranche (contributing to the delay in disbursing the

second tranche). More recently the Venezuela loan went ahead despite inflation

of 85 per cent in the twelve months before appraisal; a very recent slowdown in

the rate of inflation was apparently considered sufficiently encouraging.

3.10 It would be easy to jump to the conclusion that financial sector
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reforms should therefore be postponed to a late stage in the sequence of reforms.
However, there are many institutional reforms that take time to implemeu and
should be started early on, despite unfavorable macroeconomic conditions

3.11 Even in the area of interest rate reform, much can be done short of
full liberalization. Government action to rationalize interest rates is often
an appropriate first step (particularly in countries where structural adjustment
has just begun) rather than full liberalization. Rationalization should focus
on establishing an internally consistent set of interest rates, at a realistic
level. Deposit rates need to be set at rates which will attract savings into the
financial system. Lending rates need to be pitched at a level which will
adequately compensate lenders for the costs of intermediation and to
differentiate for varying levels of risk and maturities. Preferential rates on
directed credit programs should be dismantled. Governments can move in most of
these areas without fully liberalizing markets, and before achieving
macroeconomic stability. Much can also be done to prepare the ground for reform
by takingt the steps of institutional strengthening which have already been
discussed

Price Distortions and Enterprise Restructuring

3.12 Banks operating in an economy with severely distorted prices have a
difficult time evaluating loan proposals. Borrowers whose activities are
profitable under the prevailing regime may become insolvent if and when prices
are reformed, as in Turkey before trade liberalization and Ghana before the
exchange rate reform. The same is true in planned economies such as China, where
a large proportion of the banks' portfolios represent loans to heavy industry
which could no longer function if input prices were lifted to world levels.

3.13 Only by confining themselves to very short-term or well-collateralized
loans could the banks be sure of surviving price reforms in such an environment.
Although many financial reforms can be undertaken even in these circumstances,
an all-out liberalization of the financial system while the threat, or indeed the
inevitability, of price reform exists would be very risky and cannot be
recommended. When prices are rationalized, a further rescue of the financial
system will surely become necessary. Moreover, freeing the financial sector
while the real sector continues to operate with distorted prices could add
significantly to the volume of misdirected credit.

3.14 If trade or price reforms have produced widespread insolvency in the

industrial and commercial sectors, enterprise restructuring should be one of the
first steps in the process of financial sector reform. Clearly this is a large
issue going beyond the scope of the present paper; only a few remarks are made
here. It generally calls for a comprehensive, long-term and carefully sequenced
effort. At all stages committed and competent local participants must be
involved: it cannot successfully be imposed from outside. Bankers and financial
experts will need to be trained in corporate restructuring. The restructuring
should be geared towards the promotion of a competitive response to market
changes, and therefore accompanied by removal of entry barriers and restrictions
on trade as well as anti-competitive labor practices - whether imposed by cartels
or by excessive government regulation. It is important that labor issues be

26 Institutional infrastructure reforms in the CFA franc countries in Africa
represent an example of important work that can be pushed ahead despite
unfavorable macroeconomic conditions.

27 Sequencing issues are especially difficult in emerging socialist
economies. The Board paper, "The Transformation of Economies in Central and
Eastern Europe: Issues, Progress, and Prospects," April 4, 1991, contains a
discussion of these issues both in the main text and in annex 4.
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carefully addressed, including questions of severance pay and worker retraining.
All of this implies a commitment of technical assistance resources on a greater

scale than has been customary to date.

3.15 Financial sector liberalization should probably be tackled only where

the clientele of the banking system can reasonably be expected to be profitable

in the medium term (at undistorted prices).

Size and Type of Loan

3.16 The typical financial sector adjustment loan is large (up to $500
million for large countries) and quick-disbursing, normally in two tranches over

a 12-18 month period. In line with the conclusion of RAL2, it is arguable that

slower disbursing loans, of perhaps a smaller magnitude, would be more effective

in supporting the kind of reform program undertaken.

3.17 It is unquestionable that, more often than not, loan size for FSALs

has been driven by overall balance of payments financing requirements for the

country and by the extent to which the Bank is committed to helping fill the gap.
Furthermore, in some cases direct cash costs of financial reform have been

negligible (as where regulations or laws are being revised). In most cases, the
technical assistance component of loans has been a small fraction of the total.

Even where funds have been required to recapitalize banks or deposit insurance

agencies, it is not clear that the immediate impact of these measures on the

countries foreign exchange needs have been very great: the funds required have

been in domestic currency, not foreign exchange. Only where the access of

depositors to funds has been blocked, and where unblocking the deposits will lead

to increased purchases of imports is there a direct link between financial sector

reform and current account balance of payments needs (Box 6).

Box 6: Cost of reforms

3.18 It is already well accepted
that FSALs should not be undertaken In loans which are largely oriented toward

without the Bank having a clear reforming the prudential supervision framework,
the real costs to the government, political and

strategy for the whole financial financial, may be negligible, particularly if the
sector. This strategy should cover conditionality is Limited to studies, preparation
the three areas of relieving financial of action plans and drafting of Legislation.
repression, institutional
rehabilitation and market deepening. On the other hand, where significant interest rate

y i reform is involved, governments may need to
Furthermore, as already made clear in marshaHl political support, particularly if the
RALl and RAL2, a precondition for reforms will affect vested interests in industry
financial sector adjustment lending as or politically sensitive priority sectors.
in the case of other sectors, is that Nevertheless, it may be noted that interest rate

the Bank and the government should reforms in several countries have preceded the

have reached an understanding on the FSALs, in soy cases (Philippines, Bolivia,

diagnosis of the main impediments to Uruguay) by a very Long time.

growth across sectors. Without such Restructuring financial institutions may require
an overall agreement there could be a both political and budgetary resources. On the

risk that needed reforms might be political front, governments often need to oust

effectively postponed by the decision incompetent and corrupt managers or directors and

of payments reduce credit to powerful individuals and groups.
to provide balance a t Many bank employees may have to be Laid-off.
financing through sectoral loans. Governments may encounter more resistance if they

are restructuring private sector institutions,
3.19 The RAL2 report recommended rather than government institutions under their

longer periods of disbursement for own control. (In the Philippines, for example,

complex sectoral reforms, and this officials of the Central Bank have been threatened
with Legal action by owners of intervened banks;

recommendation is especially relevant the FSAL includes legal reforms designed to
for financial sector loans. Already a protect officials from unreasonable harassment.)
few financial sector loans have moved
in this direction of the slow-
disbursing FSAL and have tried to link
tranching to the anticipated pace of
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reform by breaking away from the two-tranche model. Given the strong
institutional orientation of many of these operations, even more flexible
tranching arrangements should be encouraged. Trying to compress an institutional
reform program into an 18-month period leaves little time for adequate

preparation of the program and even less leverage over its implementation. In
many cases, Bank staff foresee from the start a need for additional loans to
carry out the reforms already envisaged at the time of the first FSAL. Existing
instruments do not seem to allow Baxk staff to plan and execute a multi-year
reform project in a coherent manner

3.20 The Bank should consider using a broader array of instruments to carry
out financial sector reform programs, with disbursements and expenditures tied
more explicitly to the reform process. It may be necessary to go beyond the
specific recommendations of RAL2 in this regard. For programs which emphasize
technical assistance (i.e., banking supervision, legal reforms, strengthening
audit and accounting standards, etc.) a pure technical assistance loan or a line
of credit with significant technical assistance may be more appropriate than a

large quick-disbursing credit. In fact it may often prove appropriate to have
a battery of operations focussed on the various needs of overall financial sector
reform. Line of credit operations are already being used to support financial
sector reforms in Sri Lanka and Madagascar. The recent loan to Hungary for
modernization of the banking sector is a kind of technical assistance loan which
represents a good illustration of a major initiative targeted to precise
financial sector needs and disbursed in accordance with implementation of the

reforms. All too often in the past the technical assistance component has been
seen as a subsidiary element to the quick-disbursing part of loans supporting

financial sector reform. It is desirable that technical assistance receive a new
emphasis in this context, including a new effort to convince governments, which
are sometimes reluctant to borrow to finance technical assistance, of the
benefits to be gained. TALs should receive special emphasis in markets where the
human resources in the financial sector are least developed, which is usually in
both the poorest developing countries and in emerging socialist economies. on

the other hand, developed but distorted financial markets may need relatively
little technical assistance, and instead more help in overcoming political
barriers to change.

3.21 FSALs often serve as the beginning of concentrated involvement with

the financial sector. Financial intermediary loans (FILs) can be used to follow
up on institutional development. Bank FILs usually involve an apex lending
institution as an intermediary, which in turn onlends the funds to private or

public sector enterprises, and they also differ from most FSALs in that they are
slower disbursing loans (since they disburse only as the ultimate borrower draws
on the credit lines provided by the FIL). In addition to being used to channel
resources to various productive activities, FILs are also used to promote the

development of specific intermediaries, strengthen overall financial sector
reforms, or to broaden financial markets (such as through the introduction of new
instruments). Thus they may be an ideal follow up to an FSAL, especially for

long-gestating institutional development.

Enforceability.

3.22 If the large sums being committed to FSALs are justified by the cost

and difficulty of the policy measures which they support, it is important to be

sure that the adjustments are actually made. The issue of non-implementation and
of reversing reforms has been highlighted in the cases of Argentina and Turkey.

280ne instrument that is available, and is advocated by some, is the one-
tranche FSAL, to be disbursed only when the reform program is substantially
implemented. An alternative approach is to have several smaller FSALs in
sequence, rather than one big FSAL.
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In both cases, their inability to deal effectively with macroeconomic instability
prevented the governments concerned from achieving the objectives of reform. In
Argentina, the loan was not disbursed, despite significant amendments and
resubmission to the Board.

3.23 In Turkey, five SALs (three of them involving many financial sector
conditions) and two FSALs amounting to $700 million have been approved since
1981. While many important reforms have been undertaken in other sectors under
the SALs and some key institutional questions tackled in the financial sector,
the Turkish financial sector remains highly distorted. Apart from failure to

implement loan conditions, which were then included in a subsequent loan and
thus, arguably, were "paid for" twice over, the case of Turkey provides examples
of policy reforms being reversed, generally under pressure of budgetary or
balance of payments crisis. Perhaps in this case conditionality was too
optimistic to begin with, leading to a softening of conditions which tended to
become self-perpetuating.

3.24 If governments fail to implement agreed conditions, or if they reverse
policies, then the Bank has a number of sanctions available to it. For instance,
it can, and does, refuse to release tranches. The Bank's recent refusal to
disburse the floating tranche of the Turkey FSAL2 may have helped proponents of

reform to make fresh headway in Turkey. Should there be reversals of policy
after disbursement of the loan, the Bank can still respond (short of calling the
loan) by suspending preparation of subsequent operations.

3.25 other early loans have also encountered some implementation problems.
As mentioned above, institutional reform in Ghana has been much slower than
scheduled, and the second tranche was disbursed only after a long delay. In
Ecuador, a change of government meant that implementation, though closer to the

schedule, appears to have been somewhat half-hearted in several areas, including
interest rate and preferential credit reform.

3.26 Nevertheless, there is evidence that financial sector conditionality
has been enforced at least as effectively overall as in other fields. The review
of adjustment lending conditionality carried out by IENIN indicates that 62 per
cent of financial sector conditionality was fully implemented, compared with an

overall figure of 57 per cent. Among critical conditions, 91 per cent were fully
or substantially implemented in the financial sector compared with less than 80

per cent in other sectors. Nor has implementation of financial sector
conditionality been derailed by negative shocks: in countries with such shocks
83 per cent of financial sector conditionality was fully or suptantially
implemented, compared with less than 73 per cent for other sectors.

2 9 Implementation was much less complete for the less heavily indebted middle
income countries: only 30 per cent of financial sector conditionality was fully

implemented in those countries, compared with 53 per cent for other sectors.
This may reflect the greater leverage the Bank has vis-a-vis the low-income
countries. These estimates of implementation rates may need to be revised in the

light of an OED study now in progress.



MATRIX 1: OBJECTIVES OF LOANS

ARGENTINA 1. Increase deposit mobilization and confidence in the banking system;
2. Improve credit allocation;
3. Reduce the cost of credit.

BANGLADESH 1. Reinforce the government's fiscal efforts;
2. Reduce interest rate subsidies;
3. Assist financial restructuring of nationalized commercial banks.

BOLIVIA 1. Increase resource mobilization and confidence in the banking system;
2. Strengthen the financial conditions of banks;
3. Reduce the high cost of credit.

CHILE SAL2 1. Consolidate the banking sector and reprivatize intervened banks;
2. Strengthen the regulatory framework for the financial system;
3. Raise corporate saving and investment.

SAL3 1. Improve efficiency of Long-term intermediation;
2. Develop capital markets;
3. Enhance diversification and security of pension funds.

FML 1. Strengthen securities markets and the banking system;
2. Provide additional funding for the emerging leasing sector.

ECUADOR 1. Strengthen the financial condition of financial institutions;
2. Raise the efficiency of financial intermediation;
3. Encourage long-term capital development and lending.

GHANA 1. Enhance soundness of banking institutions;
2. Improve deposit mobilization;
3. Develop money and securities markets.

JAMAICA TFSL 1. Improve efficiency of long-term intermediation;
2. Strengthen capital markets;
3. Provide a wider array of financial instruments.

KENYA 1. Improve resource mobilization and allocation;
2. Improve the efficiency of financial intermediation;
3. Foster financial prudence and discipline;
4. Increase confidence in and enhance the soundness of banking system;
5. Broaden and deepen capital and money markets.

MEXICO FSL1 1. Reinforce government's fiscal efforts;
2. Strengthen prudential regulations and supervision;
3. Reduce interest subsidies and fiscal transfer for them.

FSL2 1. Provide framework for macroeconomic consistency;
2. Assure permanent reduction in inflation and sustainable fiscal stance over medium term;
3. Provide precondition for recovery of growth.

NEPAL SAL 1. Encourage healthy development of commercial banking sector.

PAKISTAN 1. Reky increasingly on market-oriented mechanism for allocating credit;
2. Improve the health and efficiency of the banking system;
3. Establish a more efficient system to issue Government debt.

PHILIPPINES ERL 1. Reform tax system, trade policy and public investment program
2. Improve efficiency of government financial institutions.

FSL 1. Strengthen bank supervision and regulations including the legal framework;
2. Institutional arrangements for depositors' protection;
3. Reduce the high intermediation costs;
4. Improve fund mobilization and allocation of long-term credit.

SENEGAL 1. Introduce institutional and systemic changes to insure against systemwide failure;
2. Restructure the insolvent banking sector;
3. Improve financial intermediation.

TURKEY FSL1 1. Improve resource mobilization and allocation of credit;
2. Strengthen bank regulations and supervision;
3. Develop capital markets.

FSL2 1. Improve mobilization and allocation of funds and support financial deepening;
2. Foster a competitive banking environment and financial discipline;
3. Develop secondary market for government securities;
4. Promote foreign portfolio investments.

URUGUAY SAL2 1. Restore banking system to solvency;
2. Restructure the comnmercial banks for ultimate reprivatization;
3. Develop capital markets.

VENEZUELA 1. Liberalize financial policy environment;
2. Reduce government's direct role in financial intermediation;
3. Strengthen competitiveness and financial condition of intermediaries.



POLICY MATRIX 2.a
REFORM: INTEREST RATE

ARGENTINA In 1987 all deposit rates were liberalized, as were loans financed with these deposits.

BANGLADESH Government moved to more market-oriented approach to interest policy; money market rate to
be market-determined.

BOLIVIA Maintenance of market-oriented interest rates and eventual phasing out of the special
exclusion for development-Linked Loans.

CHILE FML Interest rate revised to encourage domestic savings.

ECUADOR A certificate of deposit with a market determined rate has been created, and interest rates
on all deposit instruments and on lending instruments other than those funded by the
Central Bank have been freed; the minimum on-Lending rates of the Central Bank preferential
credit have been raised.

GHANA Since February 1988 all interest rates have been Liberalized.

JAMAICA Removal of minimum saving deposit rates.

KENYA Maintenance of positive real interest rates for loans and deposits; subsequently the
government plans to liberalize all remaining administered interest rates (by June 1991).

MEXICO FSL1 Interest rates on bank deposits have been liberalized. Since project appraisal, the
government has eliminated most interest rate subsidies.

FSL2 Actions taken to remove most interest rate subsidies.

NEPAL Most interest rates have been liberalized; the remaining administered lending rates will
become free gradually.

PHILIPPINES FSL Adopt a general policy of market-oriented interest rates on all government sponsored loan
programs and those funded by official borrowing; eliminate subsidies and distortions.

PAKISTAN Increase rates of return on all concession schemes to positive real rates and further
movement toward market rates of interest.

SENEGAL In August 1989 the UMOA's Council of Ministers decided to suppress the two rediscount rates
(i.e. normal and preferential) and to use the money market rate as the central rate. Its
level was initially to be aligned with Paris rates and eventually determined by supply and
demand.

TURKEY FSL1 Commitment to real positive rates on term deposits and achievement of positive real rates
for preferential credit to the productive sector.

FSL2 Positive real rates on deposits but no liberalization of deposit rates because of fiscal
situation and financial instability. Positive real lending rates to productive sectors,
including agriculture by second tranche.

VENEZUELA Interest rates i) to reflect opportunity cost and to encourage resource mobilization; ii)
to vary based on risk and cost of funds; iii) to quickly respond to changing economic
conditions; iv) to free from administrative determination.



POLICY MATRIX 2.b
REFORM: CREDIT ALLOCATION

ARGENTINA Rediscount program was to be streamlined and scaled back over time and some rediscount
rates increased.

BANGLADESH Cost of subsidized Lending to priority sectors to be made transparent in the interest rate
schedule; government pay interest on loan to a public enterprise.

CHILE SAL2 Focus of credit allocation shifted towards private sector.

ECUADOR Reduce the number of the Central Bank credit lines as well as the supply of credit to Fl's.

GHANA Discontinue sectoral credit targets; establish mechanism and criteria for determining use
of special lines of credit and other schemes to be used only in specific circumstances;
review efficacy of Credit Guarantee Scheme.

MEXICO FSL1 Elimination of forced lending to the Government and other favored sectors of the economy;
new loans through development banks and trust funds will not carry any interest rate
subsidies except for those to low income producers in agriculture.

FSL2 Distorting credits reduced.

PAKISTAN Limit on mandatory sectoral credit targets and phase out refinance for special credit
lines.

PHILIPPINES ERL Reduce share of government financial institutions, and eliminate their special advantages
in tax and credit.

FSL Reduce and eventually eliminate the directed credit program; eliminate subsidies and
distortions to allow for the Development Bank of the Philippines to act as a wholesaler of
long-term funds.

SENEGAL Abolition of targeted credit quotas by decree of September 1989; agreement to a study on
measures which would permit the elimination of bank-by-bank credit ceilings.

VENEZUELA Central bank's credit to be priced according to market conditions.



POLICY MATRIX 2.c
REFORM: CONDUCT OF MONETARY POLICY

ARGENTINA During 1986 and 87, reductions in reserve requirements for incremental deposits were
implemented.

BANGLADESH Technical unit established to implement active monetary policies; subsidized refinance
facility for priority sector replaced with more general rediscount facility; Central bank
issued its own interest-bearing securities.

ECUADOR Establish short-term reference rate for Long-term instruments (before the release of the
second tranche the Government must have started auctions of a first issue of Treasury Bills
or stabilization bonds); promote variable rate Long-term financial instruments.

GHANA Development of indirect instruments for monetary management to absorb or inject liquidity
as and when required; development of the secondary market in Government backed-securities
and commercial paper and use it to manage twin objectives of liquidity and profitability.

JAMAICA Phase out the Liquid asset ratio as a tool of monetary policy (the Government reduced the
liquid asset ratio from 48% to 38% of prescribed assets in 1986, and further to 35%,
including a non-cash portion of 15% as of March 31, 1987; non-cash portion of the liquid
asset ratio was to be eliminated prior to second tranche release).

KENYA Move toward a reserve money management system rather than reliance on credit ceilings to
contain monetary growth. The Government introduced 6% cash reserve ratio for commercial
banks in 1986, activated a Central Bank rediscount facility in early 1988, and initiated
the auction of Treasury bonds of 1-5 years maturities in 1988. The government is committed
to maintaining positive interest rates. The central bank has taken measures to develop
secondary market.

PAKISTAN Announcement of Government program to issue three to twelve months securities at auction;
appointment of primary dealers and establishment of proper institutions/procedures at the
State Bank of Pakistan and the Ministry of Finance.

SENEGAL Abolish bank-by-bank credit ceilings and replace them with indirect instruments of monetary
control (e.g. mandatory reserves).

TURKEY Gradual elimination of transaction taxes and reduction in reserve and liquidity
requirements but ties to progress on fiscal front and a study of taxation of financial
instruments.

VENEZUELA Reviews of monetary instruments aiming at enhancing flexibility and effectiveness and
reducing disruptive effect.



POLICY MATRIX 2.d
REFORM: BANKING REGULATION & SUPERVISION

ARGENTINA Key accounting regulations amended to take account of weaknesses in prudential regulation
(i.e. loan classification and interest accrual on non-performing loans).

BANGLADESH New supervision/inspection institutions to be formed and staffing doubled; major training
effort made; data collection and monitoring to be improved.

BOLIVIA Government established an independent banking superintendency with licensing and regulatory
powers and a firm legislative basis (but apparently not charged with bank inspections).
Some regulatory reforms (e.g. loan portfolio classification, provisions and interest
accruals) embodied in legislation. A division (GSF) of Central Bank has been established
to try to anticipate banking crises and provide financial assistance to problem banks.
Twice yearly audits of all banks made mandatory.

CHILE SAL2 Strengthen monitoring systems of superintendency of banks and SBFIs. Provision adequately
for losses on loans, investments and repossessed collateral assets.

SAL3 Improve public awareness of disclosure limits; create more flexible system of risk
classification for securities and strengthen prudential regulation of mutual funds and
insurance companies to require diversification and limit related-party investments.

FML Technical assistance component to support government supervision institutions.

ECUADOR Reform banking law to facilitate mergers among banks and DFIs; evaluate portfolio quality
of financial institutions; exclude all overdue interest from Fl's income unless it's fully
provisioned.

GHANA Implementation of prudential measures such as establishment of a minimum capital adequacy
ratio; limitation on exposure to single borrowers; require audit reports on banks to be
submitted to the central bank based on international standards; require banks to classify
their portfolios according to internationally accepted guidelines; strengthen internal
controls and in-house audits of banks, external audit using international auditors.

JAMAICA Strengthen banking inspection department of Central Bank; draft banking Legislation aiming
at strengthening supervisory powers.

KENYA Revised banking Bill to strengthen Central Bank's ability to intervene expeditiously in
troubled institutions; set out appropriate prudential supervision and reporting
requirements; enable Central Bank to impose penalties on financial institutions without
meeting requirements of banking act. Issue regulations which link capital adequacy
requirements to assets and require banks and NBFI's to maintain capital of 7.5% of assets,
including off balance sheet items. Develop standardized financial reporting formats in
cooperation with banking and accounting industries.

MEXICO FSL1 Prepare an action program to improve prudential supervision, including provisioning,
disclosure requirements, and supervision of brokers.

FSL2 Laws on money market passed; action program to be established to address problems in loan
classification be riskiness, stringent provision for loan losses; disclosure of banks'
financial state, and better supervision system.

NEPAL Uniform financial statement formats for banks; a committee to set criteria for bank
external audits and review audit reports; new loan classification system and accounting
policies for provisions and interest suspension; Credit Information Bureau. Implement
prudential measures such as establishment of minimum capital adequacy ratio and limitation
on exposure to any single borrower.

PAKISTAN Strengthen Central Banks' prudential regulations; broaden institutions monitored to include
some non-bank financial institutions, review its organization and establish a credit bureau
by second tranche; improve legal environment for debt recovery and settle Government-
guaranteed debt to banks.

PHILIPPINES ERL A system to improve performance monitoring of government financial institutions.
FSL Strengthen bank supervision and regulation including legal framework, guidelines for asset

valuation and loan loss provision, commercial banks' reporting requirements, accounting
principles governing preparation and reporting of bank's finance.

SENEGAL Upgrade bank inspections and ensure follow-up of inspection reports; update banking laws
and regulations and develop a uniform accounting system.

TURKEY Imposition of fixed maturities on all loans; revision of loan classification system;
reductions in loan concentration; increase number of bank examiners; audit of banks by
external auditors including portfolio audit; tighten entry requirements.

URUGUAY SAL2 Adopt uniform financial statement formats for banks; establish a new loan classification
system and accounting policies for provisions and interest suspension. Implement
prudential measures such as establishment of a minimum capital adequacy ratio and
limitation on exposure to any single borrower.

VENEZUELA Autonomy and authority of bank supervision institution to be strengthened; regulations on
banks to be tightened.



POLICY REFORM MATRIX 2.e
REFORM: BANK RESTRUCTURING

ARGENTINA The Government established a deposit insurance corporation with extensive power to
restructure or Liquidate insolvent banks. The Central Bank sold the loan portfolio of 180
liquidated institutions through public tenders.

BOLIVIA The three major public sector banks were seen as in need of major restructuring. The
mining bank BAMIN was to be partially privatized. Adoption of satisfactory plans of action
and implementation schedules to restructure the agricultural bank BAB (probably involving
its conversion into a full service bank) and the BANEST was a requirement for credit
effectiveness.

CHILE FML Recapitalize the five intervened banks and reprivatize them. Establish a Deposit Insurance
Scheme.

ECUADOR Establish a mechanism to reorganize troubled financial institutions and guarantee their
deposits; three banks and two DFIs entered rehabilitation programs.

GHANA Formulation of a framework specifying the modalities for restructuring banks, in particular
measures for dealing with non-performing loans, including Loans to state-owned enterprises;
and rescheduling or conversion of Government's loans to banks. Proposals and targets for a
reduction of banks non-performing portfolio.

KENYA The Government had prepared a detailed program for restructuring ten of the weakest
institutions; with technical assistance, the Government is expected to carry out this
program.

MEXICO FSL1 An action program for restructuring the DFI's including a redefinition of their Loans,
reduction in transfers and improved efficiency of their operations.

FSL2 Financial institutions merged; commercial banks restored to solvency and their capital
increased; fund to finance restructuring banks; one-third of commercial banks sold
privatized; commercial banks to be run on commercial basis.

NEPAL Prepare "independent problem analysis and strategy study" to strengthen the two largest
commercial banks RBB and NB. Require RBB and NB to prepare action plan for improving debt
recovery.

PAKISTAN Development of a restructuring plan for the NCB's by the Central Bank, Looking at their
portfolio quality, providing them with more autonomy, abolishing obligatory consortium
financing and announcing the disinvestment of NCBs up to 20% of their capital.

PHILIPPINES ERL Establish new charters and policy statements for government financial institutions; install
new management teams and boards of directors; transfer non-performing Loans to governments;
and reduce staffing.

FSL Appoint the Philippines Deposit Insurance Corporation by law to act as receiver/liquidator
of failing banks and increasing its capital.

SENEGAL Purge private/semi-public banks of non-performing assets through write-offs or
restructuring or Liquidate public banks. Establish a viable financing scheme for write-off
of non-performing assets and liquidation of public banks, with appropriate burden sharing
by Central bank, Government and private shareholders.

TURKEY Study of exit mechanism for dealing with insolvent banks, with its establishment by second
tranche; action plans for state-owned banks by second tranche.

URUGUAY SAL2 Establish an interim institutional arrangement with the National Development Corporation
for the transfer of ownership and control of three insolvent banks from Banco Republica to
the market.

VENEZUELA Some government-owned banks to be privatized; a few banks to be Liquidated or restructured.



POLICY MATRIX 2.f
REFORM: CAPITAL MARKETS

BANGLADESH Capital markets to be strengthened; a committee established to study and design the market
framework.

CHILE SAL2 Amend law to permit wider participation of pension funds in equities; reduce stamp tax;
modify tax laws to encourage equity investments, notably by rendering more advantages to
eligible mutual funds.

FML Securities market was primary focus of financial reform; measures to broaden institutional
investors possibilities structures; Legal and regulatory framework Liberalize investment of
pension funds and Life insurance companies; leasing sector to be developed.

ECUADOR Companies Law has been reformed to permit firms to issue bonds not backed by specific real
assets; to require higher minimum capital; and to require external auditing of Larger
firms.

GHANA Conduct study of investors, corporate issuers and secondary trading to determine demand;
Review the experience in other countries, possibly with IFC assistance; develop with
technical assistance a suitable regulatory framework depending upon outcome of study; give
financial and logistical support to Institute of Chartered Accountants (ICA) to review and
upgrade auditing standards for corporate sector.

JAMAICA Strengthen capital markets via reducing fiscal constraints (i.e., reduce the differences in
taxation of credit and equity); development of new financial instruments; and analyze
capital markets to identify the policy and institutional changes needed for more efficient
financial intermediation; establishment of an interim stock market inspection unit.

KENYA Agree with IDA on appropriate form of taxation on financial instruments and implement
appropriate investor protection measures.

TURKEY A study of Government securities market, including steps to stimulate secondary market
activities.

URUGUAY SAL2 Modernize laws, regulations and judicial procedures concerning leasing, corporation,
investment, banking and bankruptcy procedures.
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Mr. Iey

Thank you for this summary and the
thoughtful comments. This is an inportant issue
and I would like to schedule an O.C. meeting.
There are some O.C. members who will not argue
with same of the points this report (and your
earlier report) makes, and they should be given a
chance to express their views. Second, I am
afraid there is a real danger that we may be
going overboard in our criticisms of "directed"
credit- and similar other issues. I am myself not
convinced that all "directed" credit is unwise:
there is a strong "infant industry" argument for
it that should not be ignored - although I am
aware that it has been overdone and has created
vested interests.

cc: Mr. Grilli
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM _

DATE: January 28, 1991

TO: Mr. Moeen A. Qureshi tH

FROM: Fred D. Levy, EAS.-

EXTENSION: 81947 -

SUBJECT: Review of FSALs

You have received a paper from PRE, entitled "Financial Sector

Adjustment Lending: A Preliminary Assessment of the Bank's Experience."

This paper is an expanded version of a background paper prepared for RAL-i;

2. Mr. Thalwitz has suggested that it be reviewed by the Operations

Committee and distributed to staff. It would also be sent to the {
President and to the PC for information.

Summary of the Paper

The paper draws lessons from the experience of 15 FSALs plus

several SALs with important financial sector components. Its

conclusions, by and large, are consistent with the recommendations of the

Task Force on Financial Sector Operations and with the guidelines

proposed in the draft O.D. on such operations. It draws attention, in

particular, to the importance of macroeconomic stability, rational real

sector prices, and a competitive banking system as preconditions for full

liberalization of interest rates; the desirability of adjusting the level

and structure of interest rates, reducing directed credit and credit

subsidies, and beginning institutional reforms, as needed, prior to full

liberalization; and the heavy staff demands made by such operations and

the related importance of establishing a pool of the relevant expertise.

The authors appear satisfied that Bank staff have, for the most

part, focused on the right issues is these operations. Moreover, the

record in meeting loan conditionalities in the financial sector compares

favorably with the average performance under adjustment loans found in

the two RALs (see para. 3.26). On the other hand, successive loans to

Turkey are cited as having failed to eliminate severe financial sector

distortions (para. 3.23), and loans to Ecuador and Venezuela are

criticized for going forward in the face of severe macroeconomic

imbalances (para. 3.9). More generally, it is argued that financial

sector reforms, especially the institutional restructuring that is often

necessary, require more time than expected and than allowed by the normal

disbursement period of Bank adjustment operations, and that technical

assistance has often been downplayed as a -ubidiary element of FSALs.

The difficulty of reform is partly attributed to political resistence and

to shortages of the requisite skills in th- key government agen ies and

in the private sector. A series of small FSALs is suggested instead of

one large one (para. 3.20). and the Bank is urged to consider using a

broad array of intruments. including pure technical assistance loans and

line-of-credit operations with significant technical assistance

components. Current operations in Hungary, Sri Lanka, and Madagascar are

cited as good examples (para. 3.21).

Among other observations in the report:'-
'~ ~ ~r
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- High priority should be given to strengthening central banks

and freeing them from responsibilities for subsidizing
particular sectors and borrowers (para. 2.29);

- Doubts remain regarding the desirability of deposit insurance,
and the Bank should therefore be slow to advise on the
establishment of such schemes (para. 2.33);

- Bank restructuring is highly complex, and the Bank should be

involved in related design and technical support (para. 2.44);

- There is a related acute need to restructure the borrowing

enterprises, and the Bank lacks, as yet, a systematic approach

in this area (para. 2.45);

- Bank financial sector work should give greater attention to

such policy issues as specialized vs. universal banks,

regional vs. national banks, and the identification of

appropriate bank owners (para. 2.62);

- The Bank should provide technical assistance in capital market
regulation and supervision (para. 2.67); and

- More often than not, the size of FSALs has been driven by
overall balance of payments financing requirements and by the

extent to which the Bank is committed to helping fill the gap,

than by any costs of financial reform itself (para. 3.17).
The following para. asks rhetorically whether "this weak link

between the use of loan proceeds and the reforms make FSALs a

'soft' option in getting balance of payments support from the

Bank". It concludes, however, that this would be difficult to

prove, that the same question could be raised with regard to

other types of SECALs, and that reforms which involve no cash

costs can still entail significant political costs.

Conclusion and Recommendation

As indicated above, the "lessons" outlined in the paper are

consistent with other recent policy recommendations in this sector and with

current Bank policies. It raises no significant new issues. While I have

a number of comments on the presentation, these are largely editorial.

Moreover, the paper has been widely reviewed by Bank staff. In short, I

see no particular reason to bring it to the Operations Committee. If you

agree, you may simply want to send the attached memo of appreciation to Mr.

Thalwitz.

cc. Messrs. Bock, Grilli. Siraj: Ms. Okonjo-Iweala.
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experience at this stage must necessarily be preliminary, given the long-

term nature of the reforms being supported by these operations..

Nevertheless, a number of useful observations emerge that reinforce the

directions set out in the report of the Task Force on Financial Sector

Operations and the draft Operational Directive soon to be issued. Indeed,

there appears to have developed now a high degree of consensus in the Bank

with regard to the approach to be taken to financial sector reforms.

Given this high level of consensus, the paper does not seem to me

to pose any major issues requiring Operations Committee review at this

time. I recommend that the paper be widely distributed to staff working in
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experience and understanding of the issues in the sector deepen.
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FINANCIAL SECTOR ADJUSTMENT LENDING:
A PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF THE BANK'S EXPERIENCE

I. Introduction and Summary

1.1 Adjustment lending in Bank operations has recently been reviewed in
the RALl and RAL2 exercises, which have stressed the increasingly important role
this lending has taken in supporting policy reforms in developing countries.
Reflecting the importance which has been attached to having a healthy and
undistorted financial sector to underpin growth and recovery, almost one third

of all adjustment lending involves conditionality relating to the financial
sector.

1.2 Indeed, the financial sector in developing countries has received
increasing attention in World Bank lending over the past few years, and there is
no indication that the increase will be short-lived. Loans primarily supporting
financial sector adjustment have only recently emerged an an important
instrument: only two financial sector adjustment loans (FSALs) had been approved
before FY88: but by FY90, fifteen loans of this type had been approved, with many
more in preparation. Much financial sector conditionality has also been included
in other adjustment loans. Whereas about five per cent of all adjustment lending
conditionality' before 1984 related to the financial sector, this figure has
doubled since then.

1.3 To some extent this new emphasis is part of a shift in the focus of
adjustment lending towards sectoral adjustment policy and institutional reforms.
In part it reflects an increasing awareness of the severity of financial sector
policy distortions in many member countries. The proximate cause of major
financial sector adjustment loans to several member countries has been the
discovery that significant parts of the banking system were insolvent. The
insolvent banks needed to be dealt with, and there was a realization that

supervision and control need improvement to avoid recurrence of the problem.

1.4 The importance and positive role of financial sector reforms in the
development process is generally accepted. That a robust financial sector is
essential to support economic development is now universally recognized, as is
the huge cost - often borne by the budget - of policy errors in the sector.
There is little dispute over the main types of reform that should be undertaken.
Nevertheless, designing and negotiating conditionality for these loans has been
a learning process for all concerned. It is too early to make a definitive
assessment of the loan conditionality's effectiveness: many of the reforms are
inherently of a long-term nature and, compared to other adjustment operations,

FSALs are recent and remain few in number. For example, it will be several

years before one can begin to assess how much the new institutional arrangements
are helping to reduce the incidence of bank failures, or how much market-based

choices regarding the direction of credit are improving the allocation of
investable resources and promoting growth. But as FSALs are a growing part of

the lending program, this paper considers what preliminary lessons can be drawn
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1.9 Financial sector reform Box 1: Selected observations on the
operations are complex, and do not reforms
easily accommodate simplistic

formulas. Six main conclusions of the I. Reducing repression:
* in unatabte macseoeundiffoni', ratesrasy .a-'-.'y

analysis may be highlighted here: a t to . n teur t tt.i

W Bank ashsvet&1W wetoant iof': &-modest.:ege1.10 First, with such large sums a" -y t peve
of -IWeU desg ctVcaIp rm

being advanced for balance of payments - Efforts to reduce financial sector taxation
support in sectoral adjustment loans, should be concentrated on thoset countries where

this is among the most severe. distortions.
the desigft of conditionality is 2. Institutionot rehabilitation-
crucial, and the conditionality for k

independenca should be gve, mww attantton.
each sector should take account of .Ther fordedi*WWtio nd'I With-f 16d.
that in other sectors. To be bksi# stil thekey The ideal choice of

institutional arrangements for intervening incredible, the strategy for financial failed banks and for making recoveries on their
sector adjustment should include claim* remains an open question and is probably

signficnt rfors i eac ofthe dependent on country conditions.
significant reforms in each of the egovernmnts opt for rehabilitation instead
three areas of policy reform of closure, Sank should closely monitor the
highlighted in Section II. Obtaining process.

s Attention needs to be given to who: ultimately
agreement on institutional bears the cost of the tosses in a failed banking
rehabilitation is not enough if, for system: often it is theL depositors through

inflation as well as the taxpayers.
example, the banking system In still w In addition to technical assistance, Improving
subject to repressive taxes and legal, regulatory and accounting frameworks

requires political wil to allow these professionseconomic regulation. Likewise a to function.
strengthening of the system of bank # Many traditional DFIs will not survive in a
supervision and prudential regulation refored financial system.*3. Market deepening:
would not be sufficient to warrant a # Successful privatization needs attention to the
loan if steps are not also being taken competence of the purchasers and to assuring

competitive conditions.
to deal with insolvent banks. v Direct government action. te develop capital
Moreover, a country without markets can be counterproductivet indirect methods

including privatization and removat of undue tax
significant problems in its financial barriers are probably better.
sector should not receive a financial
sector adjustment loan with light
conditionality. Instead, the Bank
should turn to other sectors more in need of reform to find appropriate

conditionality for its adjustment lending to that country.

1.11 Second, full liberalization of interest rates should not be rushed,

especially in countries experiencing macroeconomic instability. Financial

markets in developing countries are not sufficiently robust to cope well with the

instability and inflationary surges associated with high budget deficits or

external imbalances. While continued control of interest rates in such an

environment imposes costs, these must be weighed against the risks of

institutional collapse presented by liberalization. Freeing-up interest rates

in an unsophisticated financial market can result in reckless overborrowing at

unsustainably high interest rates ultimately leading to a crash. The first

policy steps in such circumstances must be to regain control over the

macroeconomy through appropriate fiscal and credit policies. Another

precondition for full liberalization of bank lending and deposit interest rates
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as to help borrowing countries in implementing the loan conditions
3.

The issue of staff resources in the financial sector is being examined by
a working group.
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II. The Policy Reforms Supported by FSALs

2.1 While other loans also involved conditions relating to financial
sector reforms, this report focuses on the experience with adjustment loans or
credits that had been approved by end-June 1990 in support chiefly of financial

sector reforms. Of these, fifteen were explicitly described as financial sector
adjustment loans or credits (FSAL) 4 . Two of these loans, totalling about $400
million, were approved before FY88. In 1988 a further five loans, totalling over
$1100 million were approved; and a similar total sum was approved for four loans

in FY89. Fpur new loans were approved in FY90, but with a smaller total sum of
about $650 million 5 . Financial sector conditionality has also formed a central
part of several SALs6 ; the paper covers several of these important cases also7 .

2.2 Matrix tables 1 and 2 lay out the key objectives of each of the
fifteen FSALs as well as of the financial sector component of four other
adjustment loans, together with the major reforms undertaken in each.

2.3 At the beginning of FY91 some two dozen adjustment operations with

financial sector emphasis were being actively planned.

2.4 The symptoms of financial system distress observed in country after

country are widespread bank insolvency and low levels of resource mobilization

through the financial system. Distress is usually most evident in the aftermath
of recession or other macroeconomic shocks, including trade liberalization or

other reforms of a country's economic structure, but the root causes can be
traced to weaknesses in financial sector structure and policy. As described in

the 1989 World Development Report, the difficulties can usually be attributed to
a combination of excessive direction of credit and control over interest rates,
combined with inadequate attention to prudential supervision of financial
institutions and a generally undeveloped legal, accounting and regulatory
infrastructure.

2.5 Corresponding to this diagnosis, the issues addressed by financial
sector operations can be conveniently grouped under three headings, first,
financial repression, and the policy steps needed to eliminate it; second,
institutional rehabilitation, including returning the banking system to solvency;

4 Including the Jamaica Trade and Financial Sector Adjustment Loan of FY87
and the Chile Financial Markets Loan of FY90. The terms "loan" and "FSAL" should
be read to include IDA credits.

5Supplementary loans were also made in a number of these cases.

6And the Philippines Economic Recovery Loan of FY87.

It should also be noted that similar conditionality is often included in
financial intermediary loans, where there is no explicit quick-disbursing
component; the dividing line between FSALs and intermediary loans can become
somewhat blurred.
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thisay mawMEeepeninq, including the introduction or strengthening of non-bank

finaneoi, aabmts These three areas cannot be completely disentangled. For
example financial repression, in the form of politically directed credit
decisions, was at the root of the big bank failures in the Philippines, while

interest rate ceilings generating negative bank lending margins left the banking
system of Bangladesh unable to operate profitably. Likewise, the weaknesses of
the banking system, or its repression, has meant that non-bank financial
development has taken the form of an imperfect, and often informal, substitute
for vigorous banks, (as with the curb loan market in Korea and the expansion of
tontines in Cameroon) instead of providing complementary services especially in

the form of a long-term capital market.

Removing Financial Repression

Measures Adopted.

2.6 Measures to eliminate financial repression have generally focussed on
relaxing interest rate controls, reducing taxation of financial intermediation

and reducing the scope of directed credit programs.

2.7 FSALs have tackled interest rate reform in a number of ways, depending
on the overall macroeconomic situation of the country, the health of the
financial system and the degree to which the economy has already been liberalized
in other arenas. In relatively open economies, where important reforms have

already been taken on exchange rates, trade, fiscal reforms, etc., (Ghana,
Mexico, Ecuador) financial sector reform programs have included -measures to
liberalize interest rates. In countries where fiscal or political pressures

prevent full liberalization, countries have moved to bring interest rates to

positive levels in real terms (Kenya, Pakistan). Financial sector reform
programs have also begun to dismantle some subsidized credit programs, as was

done in Bangladesh, Pakistan, Mexico and the Philippines, thus rationalizing not

only the level, but also the structure of interest rates. This will also be a

key component of reform in Yugoslavia, where the subsidies have been provided at
the expense partly of the non-preferred borrowers - who had to pay very high

interest rates - and partly of depositors, the value of whose deposits was
severely eroded by inflation.

2.8 Taxation of the financial system can take explicit forms, as in the

tax on gross interest receipts of banks in, for example, the Philippines,
Thailand, Yugoslavia and the CFA countries. It also occurs in more hidden forms,
as in the high reserve requirements imposed on banks and not remunerated at

market interest rates in many countries notably Brazil and Turkey, or more
generally in compulsory lending to government at low interest rates. Compulsory
lending at low interest rates to privileged sectors other than government also

amount to taxation of the financial sector. In Mexico, fully three-quarters of

commercial banks' resources were tied up in this way.

2.9 FSALs have often identified these taxes for reduction, though the
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capital movements can also have an unreasonable impact on interest rates. In
such circumstances it may be necessary to retain ceilings on interest rates,
though this should not be an excuse to retain severe financial repression.

2.13 The arguments here are macroeconomic as well as microeconomic. At the
miaro-level at issue is the solvency of banks. Insolvent banks that continue to

trade have an incentive to offer excessive interest rates to maintain their
liquidity. The best course of action is to assess the condition of banks and to
prevent those that are insolvent from continuing to trade. But in the short-run
ceilings on deposit rates may be a necessary stop-gap in some countries.

2.14 At the macro-level, where economic policies are unstable and the
financial markets are fragile, the market may not find the best equilibrium
interest rate-. In such circumstances, government action to set interest rates

at a realistic level may succeed in focussing market expectations, and preventing
speculative bubbles. On the other hand, attempts by the government to impose

unrealistic interest rates will result in a recurrence of repression and evasion
of controls. Successful interest rate policy requires considerable flexibility
of approach and an ability to respond to market pressures.

2.15 More and more countries are turning to market-oriented systems of
monetary policy. Such systems try to ensure that available liquidity, or the

ability to lend, is distributed among banks on a market-determined basis, instead
of being determined administratively (often through a system of bank-by-bank
credit ceilings). They also allow the market to have a considerable role in

10influencing the general level of interest rates

2.16 In moving toward a market-based interest rate structure, many

countries have sought to begin by identifying a key rate, such as the yield on

short-term government paper, to act as a benchmark for setting other rates.

Setting other administered rates in relation to such a benchmark rate can help

facilitate rate changes when macroeconomic conditions change. This can be
particularly useful in less developed and less competitive markets where
liberalization of interest rates may not result in a competitively determined
interest rate structure.

2.17 Yet determining the best overall level of interest rates has presented
difficult problems of analysis in several countries. It is just where inflation

is high and variable, as recently in Nigeria and Uganda, that it can become
extremely difficult to evaluate the adequacy of the interest rate policy regime.
There needs to be continuous review of administered interest rates; this is an

area in which there has to be close cooperation with the IMF (cf. Box 2).

2.18 Less progress has been made in eliminating selected credits at

10The issues involved are discussed in Caprio, G. Jr., and P. Honohan,
"Monetary Policy Instruments for Developing Countries", PRE Working Paper 528,
October 1990.
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2.21 -*S doctinaire stance against, all forms of goverrnmnt
-- -*Jtftk credit process may never be justified1 2 , the Bank' s

ted1tiane rkc at-enthusiasm for directed credit still seems well-grounded.

Retaining a modest degree of selectivity may possibly be justified on the grounds

that banks can be unduly cautious in entering into new fields. But most would

agree that the categories favored by such intervention should be quite broad.

Thus individual borrowers should not be targeted, or even sectors such as

electronics or textiles; but it may be reasonable to have a target amount of

lending for a category as broad as export development. In any event, credit

should not'be advanced at lower rates than for other sectors and indeed the banks

should be permitted to charge an adequate spread to cover the risks involved.

2.22 It is now well recognized that abrupt removal of taxes in a fragile

fiscal environment can result in inflationary financing of the resulting deficit.

In some countries, lack of progress on the fiscal side has meant that in practice

there has also been little progress in reducing financial sector taxation.

Turkey is a case in point: it has benefitted from considerable adjustment lending
while retaining financial sector taxation which is both poorly designed and

imposed at very high rates. At the same time some countries (such as Senegal)

with much lower rates of financial sector taxation have seen the reduction or

even elimination of these taxes as part of loan conditionality. It would be

better, in line with the recommendation in RAL2 that the most serious distortions

should be tackled first in adjustment programs, to concentrate efforts to reduce

financial sector taxation on those countries where this is among the most severe
distortions.

2.23 It is also important to bear in mind the need for balance between the
taxation of different sectors. Where production and consumption of the output

of most sectors is taxed, it is not obvious that the financial sector should

escape taxation entirely. However analysis of the comparative tax burden has

shown that financial sector taxes are often high in comparison with the value

added of the financial sector. Unremunerated reserve requirements and taxes on

the gross interest receipts of banks have resulted in very high tax burdens

especially where inflation is high.

12Those who favor some intervention point to the considerable economic
successes of Korea and Japan, both of which employed government intervention in
credit markets in earlier periods.
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Institutional rehabilitation

Measures Adopted.

2.24 Widespread insolvency in the banking system has prompted measures to

rehabilitate and strengthen the affected banking institutions and also the

regulatory agencies. Existing agencies had not been able either to identify

emerging problems or deal with the collapse and minimize its adverse effects.

2.25 Measures proposed to deal with the failed banks have included

financial restructuring, the identification of new shareholders and managers and

the adoption of detailed plans of action. Some banks have been closed (for

example in Senegal and Cameroon); others were to be restructured (Ghana,

Philippines) or consolidated (Kenya). In several operations, (Bolivia,

Madagascar, Philippines) privatization has been one of the routes chosen to

achieving improved performance.

2.26 FSALs and SALs have included conditionality related to these

restructurings, though because of the short time horizon of most adjustment

loans, the conditions have often been confined to requiring the completion of

preliminary studies. Programs in Uruguay, Kenya and Madagascar have focused on

individual institutions and have attempted to link disbursements to

implementation of the restructuring. Others, such as those in Nepal and

Pakistan, call for detailed restructuring plans for individual institutions, but

do not require their implementation. In some other countries, (Turkey and

Ecuador), the agreed conditions have required only studies of the modalities for

intervening in troubled institutions. On the whole, it seems that institutional
restructuring has usually taken longer than expected, and has often been less

thorough than hoped for.

2.27 Almost all of the operations give considerable attention to the area

of banking supervision and regulation. The work done in this area is designed

to build an appropriate *infrastructure" for the financial system in the way of

accounting and audit standards, performance monitoring, establishment of sensible

prudential guidelines and improvement of the legal framework. Most of the

operations include conditionality related to accounting standards for banks and

performance monitoring, and greater attention is being paid to such matters as

more sensible provisions against doubtful debts, accounting for interest due but

not received. Banking laws are being revised in several cases. While there is

progress towards bringing prudential guidelines (such as capital adequacy

requirements) up to the standards recently adopted for industrial countries, it

is not likely that such stringent standards will be promptly enforced in

countries where banks' balance sheets remain weak. Nepal, Ghana and Kenya have

all included gradual implementation of more stringent prudential regulations as

part of their reform programs.

2.28 Institutional arrangements for bank supervision have been strengthened

as part of the conditionality in many loans and inspection staff are being
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with monetary management to the detriment of prudential issues; furthermore
restructuring a failed bank and making recoveries from its delinquent portfolio

can be a distraction from the ongoing process of bank supervision. If it is

decided to take this function of bank restructuring out of the central bank and

into a separate agency, it may be desirable at the time of the initial

restructuring of a banking system in crisis, to second central bank staff to meet

the initial bulge in the new agency's workload.

2.32 The agency that has the responsibility for intervening in failed banks
must also have sufficient legal powers to do so, including the power to issue
cease and desist orders and to remove management. It must also have the
political independence needed to do its job effectively. Deposit insurance

agencies with such powers have been established or strengthened in Nigeria, the

Philippines, Venezuela and elsewhere, but restructuring does not necessarily
entail having a deposit insurance system.

2.33 Indeed the desirability of deposit insurance remains an open question.
Adverse experience with such schemes in the Philippines (where it was

undercapitalized and unable to pay depositors promptly) as well as in the United
States, suggests that the Bank should be slow to advise on the establishment of
deposit insurance. Only where there is evidence that deposit mobilization is

being seriously affected by lack of depositor confidence, and, where the
government's creditworthiness is sufficiently high for establishment of an
insurance scheme to help restore confidence should deposit insurance be
considered.

2.34 There are very considerable training needs in the area of bank
supervision, and much effort is being devoted to this area. The technical

approach to strengthening bank supervision is relatively uncontentious. But

having a well-trained team of bank inspectors will not always prevent poor
banking practice. For one thing, there will inevitably continue to be some
frauds that evade detection. Even more important in practice has been the gap

between identification, by inspectors, of a problem bank and the implementation,

by senior policymakers, of the necessary corrective action.

2.35 Recovering assets of failed banks is important not only for budgetary
reasons, but to protect financial discipline where delinquent borrowers are able
but unwilling to repay. Here again a number of institutional experiments are in

progress. In the Philippines, Uruguay, Ghana, Senegal and Cameroon, distinct

recovery agencies have been, or were to have been, established. That in Uruguay
was to be jointly owned by private banks, while the others are publicly owned.

A degree of skepticism has surrounded the establishment of publicly owned
recovery agencies, especially where delinquent borrowers remain politically
influential. In all cases only a fraction of the portfolio has been recovered,

but it is too early to say whether an alternative mechanism would have worked
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better1 4 . Generally, although the restructured bank's knowledge of the

portfolio may enable it to contribute to the recovery process, it is unwise to

leave the bad debts on its balance sheet.

2.36 Restructurina Insolvent Banks. A difficult question in rehabilitation

relates to the speed and comprehensiveness of action to clean-up the banking

system . On the one hand, allowing technically insolvent banks to continue

trading has often led to reckless and ultimately fraudulent behavior by
management and shareholders. on the other hand, most governments balk at

absorbing the heavy losses involved in restructuring banks. They are also

reluctant to incur the political costs of enforcing losses on bank- shareholders
16or of laying-off bank staff

2.37 Adjustment lending can help break through this reluctance to the

extent that the proceeds of the loan may be used to ease the budgetary burden of

recapitalizing the insolvent banks. Of course this should never be contemplated

in the absence of action to resolve the underlying causes of the bank's failures

weak management, political loans or widespread enterprise failure. While none

of the Bank's operations have neglected these criteria, it is difficult to judge

whether enough has been done. In particular it is hard to be sure that the

practice of giving political loans has been completely stamped out. Furthermore,
it is all too easy to be over-optimistic about the prospective strength of the

enterprise sector.

2.38 Deciding whether a failed bank should be liquidated or rehabilitated

should be based on the franchise value of the bank's assets and of the human

resources available to it. Except in some clear-cut cases, neither World Bank

staff nor government officials are normally in a position to predict with

absolute confidence whether a given institution, if restructured, can survive in
the newly-reformed financial system. Another consideration to be borne in mind

is that the closure, without replacement, of major banks may result in an unduly
concentrated or oligopolistic banking structure. Furthermore, the closure of

banks, both large and small, can have important political repercussions. In

three of the recent FSALs, a more evolutionary approach has been adopted as a

pragmatic way of easing into institutional restructuring (Box 3). In this

approach, institutions were scaled down, and in some cases merged. They have

subsequently had a chance to prove themselves. If they continue to be
unsuccessful, it may be necessary to liquidate them. This approach will prove

costly if the institutions continue to post losses and liquidation is repeatedly

14One alternative which has been suggested is to sell the bad portfolio at
a discount to a strong bank. This has not yet been tried in any developing
countries.

15A related, but rather more technical, unresolved issue is whether
rehAbilitation should be tackled on a case-by-case or an across-the-board basis.

16Even though rehabilitation plans supported by Bank loans may include
compensation for laid-off workers.
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?ostponed, although less so than if Box 3: Gradualism. in bank
.hey had not been downscaled. raw restructuring
4ell-articulated bankitpyflftau-such
as the Philippines, Mexico, Brazil and The Philippines Economic Recovery Loan (1987)

included the# rehabilitation of two large
aven Kenya, therl is 4 strong, argument government banks. Because the future viability of
for closing or merging insolvent the deveLopment bank, DBP, was uncertain. it

financial institutions since they will received seed capital while it tried to build a
ynew business. The 1989 FSAL endorsed a new

find a new role only with great- strategy-4ar DSP, reducing its retail operattons
difficulty. in favor- of refinance facilities: for long-ters

funds. Such a change impLies a significant
downsizing of the institution. By refocusing and

2.39 Many of the recent FSALs reducing DP in a series of steps, the government
may be able to limit the resource costs without

have focussed on the commercial banks the shock of an abrupt closure.
with little emphasis on development

In Kenye, several weak financiaL institutIons are
finance institutions. Exceptions are to be merged into a single Institution. Strict
.he loans to Ghana, Mexico and the financiaL criteria would call for closure.of these

?hilippines, which required institutions, which the government felt was
untenable politically. it remains to be seen

restructuring programs for OFIs. In whether a period of further pruning and
other countries, DFI restructuring may consolidation of the new entity can make it

viable.
take place under separate financial
intermediary loans (Turkey, Sri Four banks in Uruguay are als being restructured

In phases. One institution. will be liquidated
Lanka). Nevertheless, DFIs are likely imediately, white the other three wilt have a
to be profoundly affected by financial chance to prove themselves under the

sector reform programs, particularly restructuring.

in cases involving interest rate
deregulation and the relaxation of

credit allocation systems. Some DFIs envisage converting to full-service
commercial banking, but, especially where they have been the primary channels for
directed credit programs which are now being dismantled, they may not have the
managerial capability to compete on a level playing field with other
institutions. They may also need capital injections if they are to satisfy the
same capital, accounting, reporting and loan classification requirements as other
financial institutions. Overall, it is unclear whether DFIs will be able to

survive in the reformed system. There are different views as to whether this

prospect should be a. cause for concern: some expect the commercial banks,
assisted by emerging capital markets, to fill the need for term finance and
development finance generally, once the subsidized provision of such finance is
ended; others remain apprehensive that this market response may not be
sufficiently vigorous, especially in low-income countries.

2.40 Some World Bank loans have included explicit conditions earmarking
counterpart funds for meeting the cost of bank failures (Kenya, Philippines).

Earmarking Bank funds essentially to make good on bad debts has been

controversial. On the one hand it does ensure that the loan proceeds will not

be spent without a financial restructuring of the banking system being
accomplished. On the other hand, a perception could grow that Bank funds were
readily available to resolve deficiencies in the banking system thereby weakening
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financial discipline especially, but not only, in government-owned banks 7 . If

it becomes routine that senior management of failed banks are removed, this

danger may recede: such action has occurred in most, but not all, bank

restructurings supported by adjustment lending. Furthermore, shareholders of

weakened banks may begin to have an incentive to exaggerate their difficulties

in the hope of benefitting from World Bank funds.

2.41 To avoid such difficulties, shareholders of failed banks should lose
their investment in a recapitalizationi and senior managers responsible for the

bank failures should be removed. There are hard decisions to be made in this
area. For example, how far down the line should the management be changed?
Where is the new management to be found?

2.42 It is too early to attempt an assessment of how successful the
rehabilitation of failing banks has been. Certainly, there have been cases where
long delays have occurred in the implementation of the rehabilitation (Ghana19

and Uruguay, for example). There are other cases where the rehabilitated
institutions still appear weak (Kenya would be an example). The infusion of cash
or other resources into weak institutions can distort the picture for quite some
times thus in the Philippines, the rehabilitated banks appear to be doing well,

but the long-term prospects are still uncertain. On the other hand, in Cameroon,
the rehabilitated institution got auch a powerful injection that it. has become

easily the most profitable bank and its growth is threatening the stability of

other fragile banks in the country.

2.43 Several governments have ensured that banks are protected from

competition to allow them to rebuild reserves; tight credit ceilings often have
improved bank profitability as a side effect, and (in a reversal of former
practices) some countries now pay very high effective rates on Treasury bills to
help the banks. As this kind of protection is damaging to the development of a

self-reliant banking system, it should be discouraged.

2.44 The complexity of these restructuring problems means that the Bank has
to be involved in the design of and technical support for such rehabilitation

plans. Use of outside consultants has had mixed results: in Indonesia the
continuity and commitment of the independent consultants engaged by the
government has yielded significant improvements; but the cost of that work was
high and could not have been borne by most smaller countries. The experience of

Uganda, where international consultants engaged by the government produced rather

17Another potential problem is that earmarking the domestic proceeds to
repay depositors whose funds were blocked might worsen the balance of payments
position.

18In particular the old shareholders should not have first claim on shares
in the restructured bank, as occurred in cameroon.

19 Much of the delay in Ghana was due to the difficulty of fielding a
sufficiently large team of consultants to develop the rehabilitation plans.
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bland and unhelpful reports, may be more typical. But if the Bank is to become
more involved in the rehabilitation plans, there will be significant requirements

for additionpstaff resources.

2.45 Where structural shocks have caused the enterprise failures that

weakened the banks there is an acute need for financial restructuring of the
enterprises themselves. It is important that potentially valuable human and

physical capital does not remain unused because of inefficient bankruptcy
procedures or because of the lack of managerial skills to design work-outs. This

is an area ffor which World Bank adjustment program* do not yet have a systematic

approach. The task is potentially enormous; but the problem of enterprise
restructuring is very much at the micro level and should be carried out largely

in the private sector. - Yet there is a need for the Bank to study further the
mechanisms and legal framework for enterprise work-outs in developing countries

and in those countries emerging from central panning in order to advise
governments on the best course of action to adopt. This work should proceed in

parallel with financial sector reform.

2.46 The scale of losses in the banking system failures of some countries
are very large. In the Philippines, for instance, the losses of two banks
amounted to one-sixth of one year's GNP, and in the West African Monetary Union
the estimated net capital deficiency of failed banks at present totals about one-
tenth of the seven country union's GNP.

2.47 The costs of bank insolvency are usually divided among the holders of
equity claims, the depositors, other bank creditors and the taxpayer. Here are
some examples: Because the social security and pension funds had large
unreimbursed deposits in the two failed government banks in the Philippines, the
authorities were able to sweep the problem under the'carpet by replacing these

deposit claims with unbudgeted Government obligations to these funds. Since the

obligations are unlikely to be called upon for many years, the Government will

then be able to raise taxes, shift other expenditures or reduce the benefits to

fund holders to meet the obligations. In Guinea, exchange rate devaluation and

rapid inflation substantially eroded the real value of depositors' claims in the

closed banks by the time their funds were reconstituted. In that case, much of
the loss was absorbed by the depositors. In Ecuador, the unanticipated
acceleration of inflation helped borrowers and allowed banks to recover loans
that, at the time the reform program was undertaken, appeared unrecoverable: here

too the depositors suffered a serious erosion of purchasing power. In perhaps

a majority of cases the taxpayer, present or future, has to pay the bill.

2.48 FSALs have been used in part to help meet the costs of restructuring,

usually by recapitalizing institutions. The impact of restructuring on monetary

conditions needs to be examined closely in such cases. Except where bank

liquidity is an issue, the best solution - Ghana is an example - is usually for

governments to substitute their own bonds for the non-performing assets in the

banking system and thus defer the need for cash outlays and pressure on the
budget. Country conditions will necessarily dictate the way in which the losses
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are distributed and whether to use Bank funds to recapitalize institutions.

2.49 Lecal. regulatory and accountina framework. In addition to addressing
the immediate needs of insolvent institutions it is necessary to establish a
legal and regulatory framework and a structure of information flows that prevents
the problem from recurring, as well as allowing the financial system to function

more efficiently. In country after country severe weaknesses in these areas have
been cataloguildand many Bank loans have measures, including technical assistance
components, to address the problem20

2.50 One of the most urgent problems in many countries is the lack of an
experienced and credible auditing profession. Without reliable accounts, it is

much harder for providers of funds to collect the information they need to make

a sound decision; accordingly lending for what could be viable projects may not

take place. Improving accounting is primarily seen as a technical assistance

function. Perhaps more could be done to achieve pooling of auditing skills on

a cross-country, regional, basis in order to give the profession greater
independence from national political pressures.

2.51 The question of ensuring adequate protection for lenders to recover

collateral is another problem that arises frequently. There is a tendency to see
this problem as one of inadequate laws. However, in practice the problem is more
often in the reluctance of the courts to apply existing law sufficiently
vigorously. It may prove counterproductive to financial efficiency in the long
run to tilt the legislative scales so much in favor of the banks that bona fide

investors are discouraged from borrowing.

Market deevenina

Measures Adopted.

2.52 FSALe have also covered policies to deepen the financial markets and

make them more competitive. The advocacy of privatization of state-owned banks

can be included under this heading. Relaxation of entry restrictions, including
provision for foreign banks to compete on a reasonable basis with domestic banks,
has been advocated in many of the financial sector studies which have been

prepared as a background to reform programs. However, except for a fairly weak

requirement along these lines in the Venezuela loan, it does not appear to have

found its way into loan conditionality.

2.53 Less emphasis has been placed in adjustment lending conditionality on
measures directly focussed on extending the range of financial markets and
improving their performance, though interest in the development of non-bank

financial markets continues to grow.

20The most far-reaching legal changes are needed in the reforming planned
economies; but discussion of these is not attempted here.
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2.54 A few programs have tackled the regulatory framework for nonbank
financial institutions, as in Mexico (for brokers), Pakistan and Chile. Work in
this area is likely to expand as the critical problems of the banking sector come
unde2 control.

2.55 Many countries, having seen the benefits obtained in some Asian
countries, are anxious to develop money and capital markets. It is generally
hej-that experience with trading of comparatively simple instruments such an
government bills is the best way of developing the market skills needed for more
complex markets such as those in long-term bonds and equities. Commercial banks
are typically the most important participants in the market for government bills,
but the development of such markets to include other participants, and to include
trading in bank-accepted commercial paper can greatly improve the competitiveness
of the banking system. Some programs (e.g. Ghana, Pakistan) have included
conditionality related to the development of an interbank or government
securities market as part of the move towards market-determined interest rates.
This would also be a prerequisite for the move from a regime of bank-by-bank
credit ceilings to indirect means of monetary control, as envisaged for example
in the Senegal loan, which is also being recommended to a growing number of
countries by the IMF as a means of enhancing the effectiveness of control over
monetary aggregates.

2.56 Capital markets development has not figured prominently in most
financial sector adjustment lending to date. The chief exception is the Chile
Financial Markets Loan, which focusses exclusively on measures to improve the
efficiency of securities markets. These include the streamlining of procedures
for issuance of securities (to help promote securitization of bank loans), as
well as a liberalization of the regulations governing the asset portfolio of
insurance companies and pension funds. The loan also includes institutional
strengthening, through the transfer of the securities depository to the private
sector, improved monitoring of private risk-rating agencies, and encouragement
of a new automated securities exchange by permitting it to be used by the main
institutional investors. The need for such reforms is greater in Chile because
of the large funds managed by non-bank institutions as a result of the earlier
privatization of social security.

2.57 In many industrial countries, pension funds and life insurance
companies manage significant long term funds on behalf of their policyholders and
beneficiaries and contribute significantly to the flow of investable funds.
There is clearly scope for a beneficial expansion of such "contractual savings
institutions" in developing countries also. Preparatory work is already underway
for a loan to support a reform and expansion of the scope of contractual savings
in Mexico.

2.58 In Kenya, Jamaica and Ghana, among others, the reform programs call

for studies of policy and institutional constraints to capital markets
development. As countries begin to emerge from their banking crises, they will
wish to focus more on these issues. After all, many of the problems of failing
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banks could have been avoided if their borrowing clients had been less highly
leveraged. If they had been able to finance their operations to a greater extent
through equity, the banking system would have been much sounder.

Observations.

2.59 Bank Competition and Privatization. While there is undoubtedly merit
to the claim that private banks operating independently of government pressure
can help improve the efficiency of financial intermediation, it is important to
approach the question of privatization carefully. For a successful privatization
the private purchasers must have the competence to operate the bank in a safe and
sound manner, the privatized entity must be adequately capitalized and the price
agreed must be a fair miarket value21. These conditions have not always been
satisfied, notably in the early case of the Chilean privatizations of a decade

ago. After a banking crisis there may be too few healthy banks to provide strong
competition for one another; this is a real danger in some of the smaller African
countries. The authorities will have to be vigilant in such circumstances to

ensure that the banks do not abuse their market power. In some smaller
countries, the close ties between the political and business leadership imply

that the independence of the monetary authorities will not be sufficient to allow
them to exercise the necessary control.

2.60 Many governments are concerned with a perceived loss of sovereignty

if foreign-owned banks come to dominate the financial system. Probably both the
benefits and risks of foreign bank entry have been overstated. It seems clear

that foreign bank presence in Eastern Europe will be small for the foreseeable

future. Many African countries have not found foreign-owned commercial banks

surviving from the colonial period to be particularly innovative or-energetic in

the pursuit of lending opportunities associated with local investment. However,
foreign banks can provide valuable externalities through the training of local

staff. Furthermore, although the commercial banking system in small countries

is particularly prone to cartelization22, entry of foreign banks, or the threat
of it, can do something to inhibit the emergence, or at least limit the
detrimental effect, of local monopolies.

2.61 The institutional structure of the financial system in emerging

centrally planned economies is prone to cartelization as a result of sectoral

2 1 It is not always easy to establish a "fair" price in the sale of a bank.
Where the bank is being sold to small local investors, full disclosure by the
government is important. Where the sale is to a foreign bank, the opinion of
independent consultants may of course be sought, but it may be even more useful
to enter into negotiations with more than one potential buyer.

22 There are many examples of limited competition in the smaller African
countries, Rwanda plans to retain interest ceilings - though at realistic levels
- because of lack of banking competition. Partial financial liberalization can
also contribute to market power: Gambia is only one of several countries where
the interaction of some interest rate liberalization and tight credit ceilings
resulted in high bank spreads.
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specialization or of the sheer size of the state-owned banks. This represents

a serious obstacle to financial sector efficiency which will need attention. In

China and the USSR, commercial banking emerged only recently with the

establishment of large sectorally specialized banks which existed side-by-side

with the long-established foreign trade banks. In Poland, banks were specialized

by region rather than sector. In Hungary, as well as in Poland, Romania and the

USSR, household savings were essentially monopolized by one (or in Poland two)
institutions. Even if legal barriers to competition between the banks are being
eroded, the tendency has been for banks to start with a well-identified clientele
and sector of specialization; furthermore the banks are each so large that it is

hard for new entrants to compete. At the same time several of these large state-
owned banks are burdened with a portfolio of bad loans. On the one hand,

therefore, the big banks- have a competitive advantage of size, which helps them
offer a large branch network, money transfer facilities and so on; on the other

they have the drawback of a weak portfolio which threatens their very existence.
This situation too needs a comprehensive corrective program probably including

separation of the bad portfolio out of the state-owned banks (which will help

reduce their size as well as establish their financial independence on a secure

basis); moving away from sectoral and regional specialization; privatization and
23liberalization of entry

2.62 More generally, there could be a greater emphasis in Bank financial

sector work on helping countries decide on the overall public policy for the role
of banks in the economy. It can greatly help the development of day-to-day
policy if realistic objectives for the banking system (e.g. efficiency,
stability, competition) are codified in advance. Even if the programs have been
motivated by the urgency of dealing with a crisis, governments could benefit, at
the time of far-reaching financial sector reforms, from a careful consideration

of such general issues as whether banks should be specialized or universal, the

appropriate geographic balance of the banking system (for example national versus
regional), and the question of who would be appropriate as owners of the banks.
These issues are not entirely neglected in the operations being reviewed, but
they deserve more emphasis.

2.63 Canital Markets. The question of whether the Bank should.greatly
expand the scope of its work in developing capital markets and the remainder of

the non-bank financial sector is of immediate importance. On the one hand, the
emphasis to date in Bank programs on the banking sector has probably been
appropriate, since the commercial banks typically dominate the financial system

in developing countries, and because the severe financial distress in the banking
sector needs to be addressed promptly. On the other hand, the poor performance

and decline of many DFIs means that they may have to be replaced as providers of
long-term and venture capital funds by the capital markets and the insurance

industry. Governments need to be aware of the gaps which are thus becoming

A complete review of questions specifically relating to reforming
centrally planned economies is beyond the scope of this paper.
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evident in their financial systems and of the measures which can help ensure that

these gaps are closed.

2.64 Nevertheless, it has to be said that positive direct government action
to develop capital markets may be counterproductive, since these markets function
better without too much government interference 24. For example, close
regulatory control over the quantity and timing of stock issues often stifles
market development without really helping market stability. Likewise, the
establishment of a government-owned stock-broker may inhibit the emergence of a
competitive market. The record does not offer much encouragement either to
government-owned venture capital companies. Finally, although they have been

popular in many industrial countries, positive tax inducements to share
ownership, or to stock-market listing, risk eroding fragile tax bases in

developing countries and are not to be encouraged in most circumstances.

2.65 Probably the most effective measures in this area are indirect ones.
For example, privatization of state-owned corporations is a good way of
increasing the supply of good quality equities that can be traded on the stock

market, though this will rarely be the primary goal of privatizations. Market

development will also be helped if foreigners are allowed to trade and if there

are not too many restrictions, for example those restricting the percentage of

a quoted company that can be held by one shareholder. Many such restrictions
were imposed to attain political objectives which are no longer relevant or which
have not actually been achieved.

2.66 Many countries could move forward in the development of non-bank

financial markets by removing distorting taxes and lifting unduly onerous
restrictions, on the investment portfolio of insurance companies and pension

funds. At present, tax policies often favor interest-bearing rather than

dividend or capital-seeking investments. Many insurance firms are de facto
captive markets for Government securities and have few free resources left for

private sector investment: it should be possible to allow these institutions to

diversify their portfolios much more without compromising the safety of their

policy-holders claims. If authorized to hold more equities, the contractual
savings institutions can play an important role in diffusing the concentration

of wealth and ownership of industry.

2.67 An important area of technical assistance which can be provided by the
Bank is on regulation and supervision of capital markets. This is a highly
technical area in which few developing countries governments have adequate

experience. The tendency has been to have a regulatory regime which is
unresponsive to changes in the market environment, which prohibits some
activities unnecessarily while ignoring behavior that poses serious risks to
investors. Technical assistance to overhaul the regulatory machinery and to put

24This may also be true of the informal financial markets which perform
important services in many czuntries, and whose potential deserves further study.
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in place improved systems is clearly needed. Above all, accounting and

disclosure requirements must be strengthened to provide better information to

potential investors. The deficiency of information is a serious barrier to the

development of the equity market, as it is to all financial transactions.

However, it is not clear that these technical improvements represent the type of

broad-based policy reform that warrant quick disbursing adjustment loans.

2.68 Capital markets need the support of an institutional infrastructure

(including brokers, exchanges, legal framework, supervision, etc.) Some of this

requires go~vernment action and this is likely to be an area where Bank advice is

increasingly sought. But as mentioned the Bank should be cautious in advocating

the creation of new government institutions to support such markets where private

institutions will serve-as well.
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III. Project Desion Issues

Commitment and Capacity to Implement

3.1 An adjustment loan will rarely succeed if the government is not
committed, willing and able to implement the policy program. As the political

costs of financial sector reforms are perhaps less obvious than in the case of
other sectors, and because these reforms call on technical skills that are not
well-developed in many countries, achieving these preconditions can be

problematical.

Box 4t Politics and PSALs I 3.2 Ins several of the FSALs under
review, cotntries failed to implement

The politics of restructuring financial components fully becauso of political
Institutions often makes agreement on adequate opposition (Box 4). A comprehensive
conditionality problematical, especiaL y when the
banks concerned are owned by persons with reform program, in a country with
considerahle: politicaL influence. In several of extensive financial distress and
th toans, countries have not compt ied fut ly wi th significant distortions, In likely tothe agreements set out in the design of the
program. In (any., for example, the restructuring entail considerable political risks
of severat financiat frtitutions was delayed and for its leadership. Interest rateseverat Institutfons. exempted because of pressures
coming from the owners of those institutions. reforms may affect vested interests in
Political pressures, can, on the other hand, work politically sensitive sectors, such as
in different ways. For exmmpLe, after a change of
government political considerations can help rural agriculture. Restructuring
accelerate the process oi bank reform. An exaniple financial institutions may also
is provided by the Phi ippines, where the banks
that were financing the Marcos regime were quickly require political support,
reformed after the revoLution of 1986 (supported particularly if governments need to
by the Bank wftt Its Economic Recovery Loan). In
Cameroon it is noteworthy that the four Large oust Incompetent and corrupt managers
banks that were liquidated between them covered and reduce access to credit for
the various political and regional groupings powerful individuals and groups. Whensuggesting that it was possible to maintain a
political balance. banks are closed, bank employees will
Another area of political pressure relates to the lose their jobs. In many cases whereGovernent's access to financiat resources through
the banking system. In Argentina, the government on technical grounds closure of
was not prepared to meet conditionatity which insolvent banks seemed preferable to a
would have reduced its ability to finance
government expenditures through the financial financial restructuring the banks
system, and would have necessitated either higher . nevertheless survived, albeit in a
eiitaxes or reduction in goverent scaled down form (e.g. Philippines,

Kenya, Senegal).

3.3 The question that must be asked
here is whether the political pressures have been adequately assessed. On the

one hand it would be foolish to proceed without sensitivity to the political
realities; on the other hand, Bank staff can help provide a political
counterweight to be used by reforming governments against internal opposition.
In some cases where the Bank was not involved, failed banks were simply closed

(for example, Chad and Guinea).

3.4 The complexities inherent in restructuring financial institutions,

reforming legal codes, and meshing monetary and fiscal policies with other
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sectoral reforms call for a high level of sophistication, both within the Bank

as well as within the countries undertaking the reforms. In some countries,

particularlITh Africa and South Asia, reform* are likely to suffer because

sufficieatly trained satf are lacking in both the key government agencies

(particularly the central bank) and the private sector.

3.5 Substantial training and technical assistance may be required before

comprehensive financial sector reforms are accomplished. Experience suggests
that training local staff is much more likely to result in wholehearted adoption

of a reforth program as well as its credible implementation than if consultants

are used for implementation. In some countries regulated salary structures fall

far short of what is necessary to attract staff with the requisite abilities, and

this needs to be corrected within budgetary limitations and taking account of

local circumstances.

3.6 By contrast, countries like Chile, Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand

have reached the stage where their government agencies can provide considerable

technical assistance on financial sector issues to other developing countries.

The Bank has begun to promote the use of consultants from these countries and in

this role.

Macroeconomic Preconditions

3.7 The appropriate sequencing of economic reforms is widely discussed,

with a conventional conclusion being that reform of goods prices (e.g. trade
policy reforms) should precede liberalization of financial markets. In addition,

it is maintained that macroeconomic stability must be achieved before financial

markets are fully liberalized. Certainly, some of the early financial

liberalization programs, especially those implemented in Latin America in the

early 1980., had no chance of surviving the turbulent macroeconomic conditions

into which they were introduced. Although macroeconomic instability may have

contributed to the perceived need for reform, the extremely high interest rates

which followed decontrol, and which bankrupted many borrowers, were not

anticipated. A similar phenomenon has been observed again more recently in

Turkey, Argentina, Brazil and Mexico (Box 5).

3.8 Private capital inflows and outflows, distress borrowing by banks and

their clients, and risk premia demanded by savers may have all played a role in
the financial market turbulence which was experienced in these countries.

Nevertheless, the conclusion that has been drawn from the Southern Cone
experience is that interest rate liberalization should not be attempted where

inflation rates are high and variable, budget deficits are out of control, or

where external capital flows are especially volatile. Such macroeconomic

imbalances must be corrected quickly and inflation brought under control before

complete liberalization of interest rates is attempted.

3.9 This doctrine, which is now enshrined in Bank policy, at least so far

an inflation rates are concerned, was not followed in several of the loans under
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rwv.*. Neither of the Turkey loans Box 5: High Interest Rates

would have satisfied the draft
Operational Directive's presumption Countries which have not addressed problem of
against making an FSAL where the high inflation, excessive current account and

fiscal deficits, or- whose banking system have
annual inflation rate exceeds 30 per negative net worth, are likely to face
cent. In Ecuador, inflation soared to skyrocketing interest rates when they LiberaLize.

In such envlrormnnts, depositors will dend a
an annual rate of 100 per cent shortly higher promlus for their funde, especially given
after disbursement of the first the uncertainty of fts value in a years, month's
tranche (contributing to the delay in or sometimes even a day's time. In Argentine,

rest interest rates reached 175 per cent per month
disbursingq the second tranche). More in the first half of 1989. Interest rate
recently the Venezuela loan went ahead liberalization in Turkey during an exchange rate

crisis in October 1988 resulted In. 20 percentage
despite inflation of 85 per cent in point increase in on-year deposit rates to 5 per
the twelve months before appraisal; a cent per annum before a ceiling was again imposed

by the Central Bank. To remunerate such a high
very recent slowdown in the rate of marginaL cost of funds and to pay for the various
inflation was apparently considered reserve requirements and obligatory tending to

preferred sectors etc., banks would have had to
sufficiently encouraging. charge about 127 per cent to non-prefsrred

borrowers, compared with an inflation rate of
3.10 It would be easy to jump to about 65 per cent.

the conclusion that financial sector
reforms should therefore be postponed

to a late stage in the sequence of reforms. However, there are may
institutional reforms that take time to implement and should be started early on,

despite unfavorable macroeconomic conditions .

3.11 Even in the area of interest rate reform, much can be done short of
full liberalization. Government action to rationalize interest rates is often

an appropriate first step (particularly in countries where structural adjustment
has just begun) rather than full liberalization. Rationalization should focus

on establishing an internally consistent set of interest rates, at a realistic
level. Deposit rates need to be set at rates which will attract savings into the
financial system. Lending rates need to be pitched at a level which will
adequately compensate lenders for the costs of intermediation and to

differentiate for varying levels of risk and maturities. Preferential rates on
directed credit programs should be dismantled. Governments can move in most of

these areas without fully liberalizing markets, and before achieving

macroeconomic stability. Much can also be done to prepare the ground for reform
by taking the steps of institutional strengthening which have already been

discussed.

Price Distortions and Enterorise Restructuring

3.12 Banks operating in an economy with severely distorted prices have a

difficult time evaluating loan proposals. Borrowers whose activities are
profitable under the prevailing regime may become insolvent if and when prices

2SInstitutional infrastructure reforms in the CFA franc countries in Africa
represent an example Of important work that can be pushed ahead despite
unfavorable macroeconomic conditions.
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are reformed, as in Turkey before trade liberalization and Ghana before the

exchange rate reform. The same is true in planned economies such as China, where

a large proportion of the banks' portfolios represent loans to heavy industry

which could no longer function if input prices were lifted to world levels.

3.13 Only by confining themselves to very short-term or well-collateralized

loans could the banks be sure of surviving price reforms in such an environment.

Although many financial reforms can be undertaken even in these circumstances,

an all-out liberalization of the financial system while the threat, or indeed the

inevitability, of price reform exists would be very risky and cannot be

recommended. When prices are rationalized, a further rescue of the financial

system will surely become necessary. Moreover, freeing the financial sector

while the real sector continues to operate with distorted prices could add

significantly to the volume of misdirected credit.

3.14 If trade or price reforms have produce widespread insolvency in the

industrial and commercial sectors, enterprise restructuring should be one of the

first steps in the process of financial sector reform. Clearly this is a large

issue going beyond the scope of the present paper; only a few remarks are made

here. It generally calls for a comprehensive, long-term and carefully sequenced

effort. At all stages committed and competent local participants must be

involved: it cannot successfully be imposed from outside. Bankers and financial

experts will need to be trained in corporate restructuring. The restructuring

should be geared towards the promotion of a competitive response to market

changes, and therefore accompanied by removal of entry barriers and restrictions

on trade as well as anti-competitive labor practices - whether imposed by cartels

or by excessive government regulation. It is important that labor issues be

carefully addressed, including questions of severance pay and worker retraining.

All of this implies a commitment of technical assistance resources on a greater

scale than has been customary to date.

3.15 Financial sector liberalization should probably be tackled only where

the clientele of the banking system can reasonably be expected to be profitable

in the medium term (at undistorted prices).

Size and Tvoe of Loan

3.16 The typical financial sector adjustment loan is large (up to $500

million for large countries) and quick-disbursing, normally in two tranches over

a 12-18 month period. In line with the conclusion of RAL2, it is arguable that

slower disbursing loans, of perhaps a smaller magnitude, would be more effective

in supporting the kind of reform program undertaken.

3.17 It is unquestionable that, more often than not, loan size for FSALs

has been driven by overall balance of payments financing requirements for the

couritry and by the extent to which the Bank is committed to helping fill the gap.

Furthermore, in some cases direct cash costs of financial reform have been

negligible (as where regulations or laws are being revised). In most cases, the
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technical assistance component of loans has been a small fraction of the total.

Even where funds have been required to recapitalize banks or deposit insurance

agencies, it is not clear that the immediate impact of these measures on the

countries foreign exchange needs have been very great: the funds required have

been in domestic currency, not foreign exchange. Only where the access of

depositors to funds has been blocked, and where unblocking the deposits will lead

to increased purchases of imports is there a direct link between financial sector

reform and current account balance of payments needs.

3.18 Does this weak link between Box 6: Cost of reforms
the use of loan proceeds and the

reforms make FSALs a "soft" option in ir Loans which are largely oriented toward
getting balance of payments support reforming the prudential supervision framework,

the real costs to the government, politicat and
from the Bank? It would be difficult financial, may be negligible, particularly if the
to prove that this is the case, and conditionaLity is limited to studies, preparation

the task managers involved uniformly of action plans and drafting of Legislation.

reject the suggestion. Besides, the On the other hand, where significant interest rate

same argument could be made for other reform is involved, governments may need to
marsholt political support, particularly If the

sectoral adjustment loans. reform. will affect vested interests in industry
Furthermore, - even reforms which or politically sensitive priority sectors.

Nevertheless, it may be noted that interest rate
involve no cash costs can entail reforms in several countries have preceded the
significant political costs (Box 6). FSALs, In sow cases (Phillppfnes, Bolivia,

Uruguay) by a very long time.

3.19 It is already well accepted Restructuring financial institutions may require
both political and budgetary resources. On the

that FSALo should not be undertaken political front, governments often need to oust
without the Bank having a clear incompetent and corrupt managers or directors and
strategy for the whole financial reduce credit to powerful individuals and groups.

Many bank enMpoyees may have to be laid-off.
sector. This strategy should cover Governments may encounter more resistance if they
the three areas of relieving financial~ are restructuring private sector institutions,

rather than goverrnmnt institutions under their
repress i o n , institutional own control. (in the Philippines, for example,
rehabilitation and market deepening. off icials of the Central Sank have been threatened

with legal action by owners of intervened banks;
Furthermore, as already made clear in the FSAL includes legal reform designed to
RALl and RAL2, a precondition for protect officials from unreasonable harassment.)

financial sector adjustment lending as
in the case of other sectors, is that

the Bank and the government should have reached an understanding on the diagnosis

of the main impediments to growth across sectors. Once the overall strategy of

reform has been agreed, it will be possible to proceed to address the largest

distortions first, without any risk that this will prove to be a political soft

option for the government. Without such an overall agreement there could be a

risk that needed reforms might be effectively postponed by the decision to

provide balance of payments financing through sectoral loans.

3.20 The RAL2 report recommended longer periods of disbursement for complex

sectoral reforms, and this recommendation is especially relevant for financial
sector loans. Already a few financial sector loans have moved in this direction

of the slow-disbursing FSAL and have tried to link tranching to the anticipated

pace of reform by breaking away from the two-tranche model. Given the strong
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institutional orientation of many of these operations, even more flexible

tranching arrangements should be encouraged. Trying to compress an institutional

reform program into an 18-month period leaves little time for adequate

preparation of the program and even less leverage over its implementation. In

many cases, Bank staff foresee from the start a need for additional loans to

carry out the reforms already envisaged at the time of the first rSAL. Existing
instruments do not seem to allow Bapk staff to plan and execute a multi-year

26
reform project in a coherent manner

3.21 The Bahk should consider using a broader array of instruments to carry

out financial sector reform programs, with disbursements and expenditures tied

more explicitly to the reform process. It may be necessary to go beyond the

specific recommendations of RAL2 in this regard. For programs which emphasize

technical assistance (i.e., banking supervision, legal reforms, strengthening

audit and accounting standards, etc.) a pure technical assistance loan or a line
of credit with significant technical assistance may be more appropriate than a

large quick-disbursing credit. In fact it may often prove appropriate to have

a battery of operations focussed on the various needs of overall financial sector
reform. Line of credit operations are already being used to support financial

sector reforms in Sri Lanka and Madagascar. The recent loan to Hungary for
modernization of the banking sector is a kind of technical assistance loan which

represents a good illustration of a major initiative targeted to precise
financial sector needs and disbursed in accordance with implementation of the
reforms. All too often in the past the technical assistance component has been
seen as a subsidiary element to the quick-disbursing part of loans supporting

financial sector reform. It is desirable that technical assistance receive a new
emphasis in this context, including a new effort to convince governments, which
are sometimes reluctant to borrow to finance technical assistance, of the
benefits to be gained.

Enforceability.

3.22 If the large sums being committed to FSALs are justified by the cost

and difficulty of the policy measures which they support, it is important to be

sure that the adjustments are actually made. The issue of non-implementation and

of reversing reforms has been highlighted in the cases of Argentina and Turkey.

In both cases, their inability to deal effectively with macroeconomic instability

prevented the governments concerned from achieving the objectives of reform. In

Argentina, the loan was not disbursed, despite significant amendments and

resubmission to the Board.

3.23 In Turkey, five SALs (three of them involving many financial sector

conditions) and two FSALs amounting to $700 million have been approved since 1981

26 0ne -instrument that is available, and is advocated by some, is the one-
tranche FSAL, to be disbursed only when the reform program is substantially
implemented. An alternative approach is to have several smaller FSALs in
sequence, rather than one big FSAL.
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(Box 7). While many important reforms have been undertaken in other sectors
under the SAL& and some key institutional questions tackled in the financial
sector, the Turkish financial sector remains highly distorted. Apart from
failure to implement loan conditions, which were then included in a subsequent
loan and thus, arguably, were "paid for" twice over, the case of Turkey provides
examples of policy reform& being reversed, generally under pressure of budgetary
or balance of payments crisis. Perhaps in this case conditionality was too
optimistic to begin with, leading to a softening of conditions which tended to

become self-perpetuating.

3.24 If governments fail to implement agreed conditions, or if they reverse
policies, then the Bank has a number of sanctions available to it. For instance,
it can, and does, refuse to release tranches. The Bank's recent refusal to

disburse the floating tranche of the Turkey FSAL2 may have helped proponents of

reform to make fresh headway in Turkey. Should there be reversals of policy
after disbursement of the loan, the Bank can still respond (short of calling the
loan) by suspending preparation of subsequent operations.

3.25 Other early loans have also encountered some implementation problems.
As mentioned above, institutional reform in Ghana has been much slower than
scheduled, and the second tranche was disbursed only after a long delay. In
Ecuador, a change of government meant that implementation, though closer to the

schedule, appears to have been somewhat half-hearted in several areas, including
interest rate and preferential credit reform.

3.26 Nevertheless, there is evidence that financial sector conditionality

has been enforced at least as effectively overall as in other fields. The review
of adjustment lending conditionality carried out by IENIN indicates that 62 per

cent of financial sector conditionality was fully implemented, compared with an

overall figure of 57 per cent. Among critical conditions, 91 per cent were fully

or substantially implemented in the financial sector compared with less than 80

per cent in other sectors. Nor has implementation of financial sector

conditionality been derailed by negative shocks: in countries with such shocks
83 per cent of financial sector conditionality was fully or substantially
implemented, compared with less than 73 per cent for other sectors.27

27 Implementation was much less complete for the less heavily indebted middle
income countries: only 30 per cent of financial sector conditionality was fully
implemented in those countries, compared with 53 per cent for other sectors.
Thir may reflect the greater leverage the Bank has vis-a-vis the low-income
countries. These estimates of implementation rates may need to be revised in the
light of an OED study now in progress.



NAThIX I: OBJECTIVES OF LOAN

ARGENTINA 1. Increase deposit mobilization and confidence in the banking system;

2. Improve credit a&location;
3. Redce the cost of credit.

BANGLADESH 1. Reinforce the goverrent5s fiscal efforts;
2. Reduce interest rate subsidfss;
3. Assist financial restructuring of nationalized commercial banks.

BOLIVIA 1. Increase resource mobiliZation and confidence in the banking system;
2. Strengthen the financial conditions of banks;
3. Reduce the high cost of credit.

CHILE SALZ 1. Consolidate the banking sector and reprivatize intervened banks;
2. Strengthen the regulatory framework for the financial system,
3. Raise corporate saving and investment.

SAL3 1. Improve efficiency of long-term intermediation;
2. Develop capital markets;
3. Enhance diversification and security of pension funds.

FML 1. Strengthen securities markets and the banking system;
2. Provide additional fuding for the emerging Leasing sector.

ECUADOR 1. Strengthen the finencial condition of financial institutions;

2. Raise the efficiency of financial intermediation;
3. Encourage long-term capital devetopnt and tending.

GHANA 1. Enhance soundness of banking institutions;
2. Improve deposit iLization;
3. Develop money and securities markets.

JAMAICA TFSL 1. Improve efficiency of long-term intermediation;
2. Strengthen capital markets;
3. Provide a wider array of finin ial instruments.

KENYA 1. Improve resource mobilization and allocation;
2. Improve the efficiency of finmacial intermediation;
3. Foster financial prudence and discipline;
4. Increase confidence in and enhance the sourcess of banking system;
S. Broaden and deepen capital and money markets.

MEXICO FSL1 1. Reinforce governent's fiscal efforts;
2. Strengthen prudential regulations and supervision;
3. Reduce interest suisidies and fiscal transfer for them.

FSL2 1. Provide framework for macroeconi ic consistency;
2. Assure permnt reduction in inflation and sustainable fiscal stance over medium term;

3. Provide precondition for recovery of growth.

NEPAL SAL 1. Encourage healthy daveopment of commercial banking sector.

PAKISTAN 1. Rely increasingly on morket-oriented mechanism for allocating credit;

2. Improve the health and efficiency of the banking system;
3. Establish a more efficient system to issue Government debt.

PHILIPPINES ERL 1. Reform tax system, trade policy and public investment program
2. Improve efficiency of govervmenlt financial institutions.

FSL 1. Strengthen bank supervision and regulations including the legal framework;

2. Institutional arrangesants for depoitors' protection;
3. Reduce the hig intermediation costs;
4. Improve fund mobilization and allocation of long-term credit.

SENEGAL 1. Introduce institutional and systemic changes to insure against systemwide failure;

2. Restructure the insolvent banking sector;
3. Improve finamist intermediation.

TURKEY FSL1 1. leprove resource mobilization and allocation of credit;
2. Strengthen bank regulations and supervision;
3. Develop capital merkets.

FSL2 1. Improve mobilization and allocation of funds and support financial deepening;

2. Foster a competitive banking envirorment and financial discipline;
3. Develop secondary market for government securities;
4. Promote foreign portfotio investm nto.



WGUAY SAL2 1. Restore banking Systin to soLvEnCy;
2. Restructure the comercial banks for uttimste reprivatization;

3. Dootop capital mrkets.

TNEZUELA 1. LiberaLize finsnclaL poLicy environemnt;
2. Reduce goverinmtIs direct rote in financiat intermediation;
3. Strengthen coe titivene S and financiaL condition of intermediaries.



PtLICT MTIX 2.a
EEFXS! INTERET RAil

ARGENTINA In 1967 aLL deposit rates were Liberalized, as were Loans financed with these deposits.

BANGLADESH Government moved to more market-oriented approech to interest policy; money market rate to

be morket-determined.

BOLIVIA Maintenance of market-oriented Interest rates and eventual phasing out of the special

exclusion for development-linked Loans.

CHILE FML Interest rate revised to encourage domestic savings.

ECUADOR A certificate of deposit with a market determined rate has been created, and interest rates

on aLL deposit Instruments and on Lending instruments other than those furded by the

Central Bank have been freed; the mini". on-Lending rates of the Central Bank preferentiaL

credit have been raised.

GHANA ALL interest rates have been liberalized.

JAMAICA Removal of minim.m saving deposit rates.

KENYA Maintenance of positive reaL interest rates for Lowns and deposits; subsequently the

government pLans to liberalize at remaining administered interest rates (by June 1991).

MEXICO FSL1 Interest rates on bank deposits have been Liberalized. Since project appraisal, the

government has et iminated most interest rate subsidies.
FSL2 Actions taken to remove most interest rate subsidies.

NEPAL Most interest rates have been liberalized; the reaining adnistered lending rates will

beceme free graduaLLy.

PHILIPPINES FSL Adopt a general pot icy of market-oriented Interest rates on aLt governmnt sponsored Loan

programs and those funed by official borrowing; eliminate subsidies and distortions.

PAKISTAN Increase rates of return on slL concession schemes to positive reel rates and

further movement toward market rates of interest.

SENEGAL In August 1989 the u4OA's Council of Ministers decided to suppress the two rediscount rates

(i.e. norms( and preferentiaL) "nd to use the money market rate as the central rate. Its

Level was initially to be aligned with Paris rates and eventually determined by supply and
demand.

TURKEY FSL1 Commitment to reeL positive rates on term deposits and achievement of positive rest rates

for preferential credit to the productive sector.
FSL2 Positive rest rates on deposits but no liberalization of deposit rates because of fiscal

situation and financial instability. Positive rest Lending rates to productive sectors,

including agriculture by second tranche.

VENEZUELA Interest rates I) to reflect opportunity cost and to encourage resource mobiLization; ii)

to very based on risk and cost of funds; iii) to quickLy respond to changing economic

conditions; iv) to free from administrative determination.



POLICY MTRIX 2.b
EME: C IT ALLOCATIO

ARGENTINA Rediscount progrm was to be streamlined and scaLed back over time arid some rediscount
rates increased.

BANGLADESH Cost of sasidized Lending to priority sectors to be made transparent in the interest rate
schedale; government pay interest on Loan to a public enterprise.

CHILE SAL2 Focus of credit allocation shifted towsrdf private sector.

ECUADOR Reduce the rumr of the Centrat Bank credit Lines as welt as the supply of credit to F's.

GHANA Discontinue sectoral credit targets; establish mechanism and criteria for determining use
of special lines of credit and other schemes to be used only in specific circumstances.

MEXICO FSL1 Elimination of forced Landing t- the Government and other favored sectors of the economy;
new Loans through development banks and trust funds will not carry any interest rate
subsidies except for those to Low income producers in agriculture.

FSL2 Distorting credits reduced.

PAKISTAN Limit on mandatory sectoral credit targets and phase out refinance for special
credit lines.

PHILIPPINES ERL Reduce share of goverm t financial institutions, and eliminate their special advantages
in tax aid credit.

FSL Reduce aid eventully eliminate the directed credit program; eliminate subsidies and
distortions to allow for the Development Bank of the Philippines to act as a wholesaler of
long-term fnds.

SENEGAL Abolition of targeted credit quotas by decree of September 1969; agreement to a study on
measures which would permit the elimination of bank-by-buk credit ceilings.

VENEZUELA Central bank's credit to be priced according to morket conditions.



PRicy MM=IX 2.c
iFoi: CY OF mETR POLICY

ARGENTINA DOring 1986 and 87, reductions in reserve requirments for incremental deposits were

loplemented.

BANGLADESN Technical unit established to implement active monetary policies; subsidized refinance

facility for priority sector replaced with more general rediscount facility; Central bank

issued its own Interest-bearing securities.

ECUADOR Establish short-term reference rate for long-term instruments (before the release

of the second trench* the Government must have started auctions of a first issue

of Treasury i(is or stabilization bonde); promote variable rate long-term
financial instruments.

GHANA Development of indirect instruments for monetary management to absorb or inject liquidity
as mid when required; developnt of the secondary market in Government backed-securities

and commercial paper and use it to mnege twin objectives of Liquidity and profitability.

JAMAICA Phase out the lI quid asset ratio as a tool of monetary policy (the Governmnt reduced the

liquid asset ratio from 40 to 38% of prescribed assets In 1986, and further to 35%,
including a non-cash portion of 15% as of March 31, 1967; non-cash portion of the liquid
asset ratio was to be eliminated prior to second tranche release).

KENYA Move toward a reserve money management system rather than reliance on credit ceilings to
contain monetary growth. The Government introduced 6% cash reserve ratio for commercial

banks in 1966, activated a Central Bank rediscount facility in early 1988, and initiated

the auction of Treasury bond of 1-5 years maturities in 1968. The governement is committed

to maintaining positive interest rates. The central bank has taken measures to develop
secondary market.

PAKISTAN Announcement of Government program to Issue three to twelve months securities at
auction; appointmmnt of primary dealers and establishment of proper
institutione/procedures at the State Bank of Pakistan and the Ministry of
Finance.

SENEGAL Abolish bank-by-bank credit ceilings and replace them with indirect instruments of monetary
control (e.g. datory reserves).

TURKEY Gradual elimination of transaction taxes and reduction in reserve and liquidity
requirements but ties to progress on fiscal front and a study of taxation of financial
instruments.

VENEZUELA Reviews of monetary instruments aiming at enhancing flexibility and effectiveness and

reducing disrnptive effect.



PaLICT MRTRIX 2.d
Epoi @AjIUB REJAATIN & UNERVISIM

ARGENTINA Key accouiting regulations amended to take account of weaknesses in prudential regulation
(i.e. loan classification and interest accrual on non-performing loans).

BANGLADESH New s4pervision/inspection institutions to be formed aid staffing doubled; major training
effort mods; data collection and monitoring to be improved.

BOLIVIA Government established an independent banking superintendency with licensing and regulatory
powers and a firm legislative basis (but apparently not charged with bank inspections).
Sam regulatory reforma (e.g. Loan portfolio classification, provisions and interest
accruals) embodied in Legislation. A division (GSF) of Central Bank has been established
to try to anticipate banking crises aid provide financial assistance to problem banks.
Twice yearly audits of alL banks made -Idatory.

CHILE SAL2 Strengthen monitoring systems of sterintendency of banks and SBFIs. Provision adequately
for losses on Lonen, investments and repossessed cottaterat assets.

SAL3 Improve public awareness of disclosure limits; create more flexible system of risk
classification for securities and strengthen prudential regulation of mutual funds aid
insurance copanies to require diversification and limit related-party investments.

FML Tachnical assistance component to stport government supervision institutions.

ECUADOR Reform banking law to facilitate mergers ng banks and DFIs; evaluate portfolio cpaality
of financial institutions; exclude alt overdue interest from Fi's income unless it's fully
provisioned.

GHANA Strengthening of banking supervision department of Central Bank. Iplementation of
prudential meesures such as establishment of a minimum capital adeqacy ratio; limitation
on exposure to single barrowers; require audit reports on banks to be submitted to the
central bank based on internationel standards; require banks to classify their portfolios
according to internstionally accepted guidelines; strengthen internal controls and in-house
audits of banks, external audit using international auditors.

JAMAICA Strengthen banking inspection department of Central Iank; draft banking legislation aiming
at strengthening supervisory powers.

KENYA Revised banking Bill to strengthen Central Bank's ability to intervene expeditiously in
troubled institutions; set out appropriate prudential supervision and reporting
requirements; enable Central Bank to impose penalties on financial institutions without
meeting reqirements of banking act. Issue regulations which Link capital adequacy
requirements to assets aid require banks aid NBFI's to maintain capital of 7.51 of assets,
including off balance sheet items. Develop standardized financial reporting formats in
cooperation with banking and accounting industries.

MEXICO FSL1 Prepare an action program to improve prudential supervision, including provisioning,
disclosure reqairements, nid supervision of brokers.

FSL2 Laws on money market passed; action program to be established to address problems in toan
classification be riskiness, stringent provision for loan losses; disclosure of banks'
financial state, and better supervision system.

NEPAL Uniform financial statement formats for banks; a committee to set criteria for bank
external audits and review sudit reports; new loan classification system and accounting
policies for provisions and interest suspension; Credit Information Bureau. Implement

prudential measures such as establishment of minimum capital adequacy ratio and limitation
on exposure to any single borrower.

PAKISTAN Strengthen Central Banks' prudential regulations; broaden institutions monitored
to include some non-bank financial institutions, review its organization and
establish a credit bureau by second tranche; improve legal environment for debt
recovery and settle Government-guaranteed debt to banks.

PHILIPPINES ERL A system to improve performance monitoring of government financial institutions.
FSL Strengthen bank supervision arid regulation including legal framework, guidelines for asset

valuation and loan tos provision, commercial banks' reporting requirements, accouting
principles governing preparation and reporting of bak's finance.

$ENEGAL Upgrade bank inspections ad ensure follow-up of inspection reports; update banking laws
- and regulations and develop a uniform accounting system.

TURKEY Imposition of fixed maturities on alt loons; revision of loan classification system;
reductions in Loan concentration; increase number of bank examinars; audit of banks by



external auditors including portfolio audit; tighten entry requirements.

URUGUAY SAL2 Adopt uiform financial statement formts for banks; establish a new loan classification

system and accoumting policies for provisions and interest suspension. Implemn't

pridentist measures such as establishment of a minimum capital adequacy ratio and

Limitation on exposure to any single borrower.

VENEZUELA Autonom and authority of bank supervision institution to be strengthened; regulations on

banks to be tightened.



P 12C mATix 2.0
* 2 F MK RESTMEX;MIM

ARGENTINA The Government established a deposit insurance corporation with extensive power to

restructure or liquidate insolvent banks. The Central Bank sold the Loen portfolio of 180

Liquidated institutions through pulic tenders.

BOLIVIA The three mijor p"tic sector banks were seen as in need of major restructuring. The

mining bunk BANIN was to be partially privatized. Adoption of satisfactory plane of action

and implementation schedules to restructure the agricultural bank BAB (probably involving
its conversion into a full service bank) and the BANEST was a requirement for credit

effectiveness.

CHILE FML Recapitalize the five intervenad banks and reprivatize them. Establish a Deposit Insurance

chew.

ECUADOR Establish a mechanism to reorganize troubled financial institutions and guarantee their

deposits; three banks and two OFIs entered rehabilitation programs.

GHANA Formulation and implammntstion of a framework specifying the modalities for restructuring
banks, in particular measures for desling with non-performing loans, including toans to

state-owned enterprises; and rescheduling or conversion of Government's loan to banks.

Proposals and targets for a reuction of banks non-performing portfolio.

KENYA The Government had prepared a detailed program for restructuring ten of the weakest

institutions; with technical assistance, the Goverraent is expected to carry out this

program.

MEXICO FSLI An action program for restructuring the DFI's including a redefinition of their toans,
reduction in transfers and improved efficiency of their operations.

FSL2 Firmncial institutions merged; commercial banks restored to solvency and their capital
increased; fund to finance restructuring banks; one-third of commercial banks sold

privatized; commercial banks to be rnm on cmmercial basis.

NEPAL Prepare Uindepndent problem analysis and strategy studyO to strengthen the two largest
commercial banks 555 and NO. Require RN mid N to prepare action plan for improving debt

recovery.

PAKISTAN Deveopment of a restructuring plan for the NC3's by the Central Bank, Looking at
their portfolio quality, providing them with more autonomy, abolishing obligatory
consortium financing and announcing the disinvestment of NC~s up to 20% of their

capital.

PHILIPPINES ERL Establish new charters and policy statements for governamnt financial institutions; instal t
new menagement temm anid boards of directors; transfer non-performing loans to governments;

and reduce staffing.
FSL Appoint the Philippines Deposit Insurance Corporation by law to act as receiver/liquidator

of failing banks and increasing its capital.

SENEGAL Purge private/semi-pubtic banks of non-performing assets through write-offs or

restructuring or liquidate public banks. Establish a viable financing scheme for write-off

of non-performing assets and liquidation of public banks, with appropriate burden sharing

by Central bank, Goverrent and private shareholders.

TURKEY Study of exit mechanism for dealing with insolvent banks, with its establishment by second

tranche; action plans for state-owned banks by second tranch*.

URUGUAY SAL2 Establish an interim institutional arrangement with the National Developnent Corporation

for the transfer of ownership and control of three insolvent banks from Banco Republica to

the market.

VENEZUELA Some government-owned banks to be privatized; a few banks to be liquidated or restructured.
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POLICT NATRIX 2.f
REFR i CAPITAL ETS

BANGLADESH Capital markets to be strengthened; a committee established to study and design the market
franmwork.

CHILE SAL2 Amend Law to permit wider participation of pension funds in equities; reduce stamp tax;
modify tax laws to encourage equity investmenta, notably by rendering more advantages to

eligible mutual funds.
FML Securities market was primary focus of financial reform; measures to broaden institutional

investors possibilities structures; legal and regulatory framework Liberalize investment of

pension fua and life insurance companies; teasing sector to be developed.

ECUADOR Companies taw has been reformed to permit firms to issue bond not backed by specific reat
assets; to require higher minimum capital; and to require external auditing of larger
firm.

GHANA Conduct study of investors, corporate issuers and secondary trading to determine demand;
Review the experience in other countries, possibly with IFC assistance; develop with
technical assistance a suitable regulatory framework dp.nding upon outcome of study; give
financial and logistical saport to Institute of Chartered Accountants (ICA) to review and
upgrade accounting mnd auditing standards for corporate sector.

JAMAICA Strengthen capital markets via red.acing fiscal constraints (i.e., reduce the differences in
taxation of credit and equity); developnt of new financial instru.mants; and analyze
capital markets to identify the policy and institutional changes needed for more efficient
financial intermediation; establishment of an interim stock market inspection unit.

KENYA Agree with IDA on appropriate form of taxation on financial instruments and implement
appropriate investor protection measures.

TURKEY A study of Government securities market, including steps to stimulate secondary market
activities.

URUGUAY SAL2 Modernize Laws, regulations and judicial procedures concerning leasing, corporation,
investment, banking and bankruptcy procedures.



THE WORLD BANKINTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: January 28, 1991

TO: Mr. Moeen A. Qureshi

FROM: Fred D. Levy, EAS

EXTENSION: 81947

SUBJECT: Review of FSALs

You have received a paper from PRE, entitled "Financial Sector

Adjustment Lending: A Preliminary Assessment of the Bank's Experience."

This paper is an expanded version of a background paper prepared for RAL-

2. Mr. Thalwitz has suggested that it be reviewed by the Operations

Committee and distributed to staff. It would also be sent to the

President and to the PC for information.

Summary of the Paper

The paper draws lessons from the experience of 15 FSALs plus

several SALs with important financial sector components. Its

conclusions, by and large, are consistent with the recommendations of the

Task Force on Financial Sector Operations and with the guidelines

proposed in the draft O.D. on such operations. It draws attention, in

particular, to the importance of macroeconomic stability, rational real

sector prices, and a competitive banking system as preconditions for full

liberalization of interest rates; the desirability of adjusting the level

and structure of interest rates, reducing directed credit and credit

subsidies, and beginning institutional reforms, as needed, prior to full

liberalization; and the heavy staff demands made by such operations and

the related importance of establishing a pool of the relevant expertise.

The authors appear satisfied that Bank staff have, for the most

part, focused on the right issues is these operations. Moreover, the

record in meeting loan conditionalities in the financial sector compares

favorably with the average performance under adjustment loans found in

the two RALs (see para. 3.26). On the other hand, successive loans to

Turkey are cited as having failed to eliminate severe financial sector

distortions (para. 3.23), and loans to Ecuador and Venezuela are

criticized for going forward in the face of severe macroeconomic

imbalances (para. 3.9). More generally, it is argued that financial

sector reforms, especially the institutional restructuring that is often

necessary, require more time than expected and than allowed by the normal

disbursement period of Bank adjustment operations, and that technical

assistance has often been downplayed as a subidiary element of FSALs.

The difficulty of reform is partly attributed to political resistence and

to shortages of the requisite skills in the key government agencies and

in the private sector. A series of small FSALs is suggested instead of

one large one (para. 3.20), and the Bank is urged to consider using a

broad array of intruments, including pure technical assistance loans and

line-of-credit operations with significant technical assistance

components. Current operations in Hungary, Sri Lanka, and Madagascar are

cited as good examples (para. 3.21).

Among other observations in the report:
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- High priority should be given to strengthening central banks
and freeing them from responsibilities for subsidizing
particular sectors and borrowers (para. 2.29);

- Doubts remain regarding the desirability of deposit insurance,
and the Bank should therefore be slow to advise on the
establishment of such schemes (para. 2.33);

- Bank restructuring is highly complex, and the Bank should be
involved in related design and technical support (para. 2.44);

- There is a related acute need to restructure the borrowing
enterprises, and the Bank lacks, as yet, a systematic approach
in this area (para. 2.45);

- Bank financial sector work should give greater attention to
such policy issues as specialized vs. universal banks,
regional vs. .nat'ional banks, and the identification of
appropriate bank owners (para. 2.62);

- The Bank should provide technical assistance in capital market
regulation and supervision (para. 2.67); and

- More often than not, the size of FSALs has been driven by

overall balance of payments financing requirements and by the
extent to which the Bank is committed to helping fill the gap,
than by any costs of financial reform itself (para. 3.17).
The following para. asks rhetorically whether "this weak link

between the use of loan proceeds and the reforms make FSALs a

'soft' option in getting balance of payments support from the
Bank". It concludes, however, that this would be difficult to

prove, that the same question could be raised with regard to

other types of SECALs, and that reforms which involve no cash

costs can still entail significant political costs.

Conclusion and Recommendation

As indicated above, the "lessons" outlined in the paper are

consistent with other recent policy recommendations in this sector and with

current Bank policies. It raises no significant new issues. While I have
a number of comments on the presentation, these are largely editorial.

Moreover, the paper has been widely reviewed by Bank staff. In short, I

see no particular reason to bring it to the Operations Committee. If you
agree, you may simply want to send the attached memo of appreciation to Mr.

Thalwitz.

cc. Messrs. Bock, Grilli, Siraj; Ms. Okonjo-Iweala.



HE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE:

TO: Mr. Wilfred P. Thalwitz, PRESV

FROM: Moeen A. Qureshi, OPNSV

EXTENSION: 82006

SUBJECT: Review of FSALs

Thank you for forwarding me a copy of the CECFP paper, "Financial

Sector Adjustment Lending: A Preliminary Assessment of the Bank's

Experience." As the paper itself observes, any assessment of the FSAL

experience at this stage must necessarily be preliminary, given the long-

term nature of the reforms being supported by these operations.

Nevertheless, a number of useful observations emerge that reinforce the

directions set out in the report of the Task Force on Financial Sector

Operations and the draft Operational Directive soon to be issued. Indeed,

there appears to have developed now a high degree of consensus in the Bank

with regard to the approach to be taken to financial sector reforms.

Given this high level of consensus, the paper does not seem to me

to pose any major issues requiring Operations Committee review at this

time. I recommend that the paper be widely distributed to staff working in

the sector. Meanwhile, I look forward to future follow-up work as our

experience and understanding of the issues in the' sector deepen.

cc. Messrs. Summers, Linn, Long; Bock, Grilli, Levy, Siraj.
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The World Bank -
Washington, D.C. 20433

MOEEN A. QURESHI 

U.SA

Senior Vice President, Operations

February 12, 1991

Messrs. Grilli/Lysy:

Mr. Shihata's concerns stem from the fact that if we do not
make a case for balance-of-payments need in the medium or long term,
the justification for a Bank adjustment loan (indeed for any Bank loan)
becomes questionable. Therefore, it is inportant to clarify that
while uncertainties exist due to the volatility of oil prices, we do
see a balance-of-payments need. Since we are not sure of how great
that need is, or how long it will last, it is necessary to take certain
steps to ensure that Bank resources are used for the purposes for which
they are provided. I agree that there is no need to go to the Board
if we have satisfied ourselves through informal contacts with Board
members that, in principle, proposals along the lines that the Task
Force has suggested are not likely to create serious problems. If we
have not yet contacted Board members we should do so.

On the issue of whether a meeting of the O.C. should be
called, please ask any of the units concerned that have serious
reservations to circulate their comments so that we can then meet --
not in the O.C. but in a special meeting which I shall convene of the
principal units concerned. I would not like to have the entire O.C.
discuss what at this stage is essentially an analytical and exploratory
issue.

Please go ahead and circulate this paper to the Regions and
ask them whether proposals consistent with the recommendations in the
attached paper can be developed. I am not sure at this point in time
whether this is likely to be very topical and important. Nevertheless,
they might be asked to evaluate the alternatives that' have been
suggested and to make such proposals as they deem appropriate.



TLiE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: January 29, 1991

TO: Mr. Moeen A. Qureshi

FROM: Frank J. Lysy, Economic Adviser, EAS &
(Through: tEnzo Grilli, Director, EAS)

EXTENSION: 81945

SUBJECT: Adaptation of Adjustment Lending in Response to Oil Price Volatility

1. On December 21, the attached Task Force paper on adaptation of

adjustment lending terms in response to oil price volatility, was

distributed to members of the Operations Committee for their comment.

Their reactions were communicated to us while you were away, and a

decision is now needed on how to proceed. Specific operations are

being processed (for Ecuador and Mexico) where the Region has made

proposals to incorporate an early re-payment clause linked to oil

prices, and the continued volatility in the price of oil underscores

the relevance of the proposals of the Task Force report, even if oil

prices are relatively moderate this week.

2. The corhments received were generally favorable. The general

reaction was that having such options available to the Bank was a good

idea, and Operations staff should be made aware of this. Substantive

concerns were conveyed from just two members of the Operations
Committee, Mr. Shihata and Mr. Linn. Mr. Shihata, in his memo of

January 9 (copy attached), had two basic concerns. First, he

recommended that the Board should be consulted on the principles,

before Bank staff apply the new options (such as early re-payment) as a

general practice. Second, Mr. Shihata noted that there may be

practical problems in the application of some of the options, that may

call into question their feasibility. Mr. Linn (as Acting.DECVP),

suggested in his memo of January 11 (copy attached) that there should

be an Operations Committee meeting to discuss the paper. The purpose

of the meeting would be to provide guidance to Regional staff as to

which of the options would in general be preferred.

3. We found the generally quite supportive reactions encouraging,

and believe that the concerns that were expressed can be handled in a

simple fashion. For Mr. Shihata's recommendation that the Board be

consulted on the general principle, we h- 1. ievp th, t , 1 1, 1 Infrrni 1
consultations could be useful. there i i, Tn-0d f(,i la 'la fotrnal
consultations. In particular. as th- Vzu 1 .iiam-ni ha- no'l. Faik
Management has the authority' t' i'ri''. 'w ltndin o "Im'. 1"nia

Board authorization ('- -o a I o'7 1-1tF 111m i' t .ot .. :'l 1 Atid
detailed consultations wouldl pccahV1ctv ho t product i'' in e 'ontoxt

of a specific proposed lendin. op rat on. where onf wo1 . 1 irn a
position to discuss why the propsed 1 ending teins i lgi alin tH14,

case at issue. On Mr. Shihata's ' onre r( s over the prartiCal
feasibility of some of the options, we believe these can only be

handled when a specific case is tried. There may well be practical
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difficulties, but we won't know until an attempt is made to apply a
particular option in a specific case.

4. On Mr. Linn's suggestion that there be an OC meeting, it is not
clear to us that such a meeting could be very productive. Such a
meeting could not provide firm guidance to Regional staff on what
options to choose, since the discussion would of necessity be in the
abstract. A decision on what option should be chosen can only be made
in the context of a specific case; no particular option is best in all
cases. And when there is a specific case where the Region is proposing
use of one of the options suggested in the Task Force report, the
Operations Committee will have the chance to meet (at both the IM and
the Green Cover stages) to discuss what the Region has proposed. Such
a discussion can then be carried out in a specific context, and
representatives of the PRE will have the opportunity to make their
opinions known. We are also concerned over the problem of holding an
excess of OC meetings, and wish to limit them to cases where a
productive-discussion can be held. Although we discussed these issues
with Mr. Linn, he remains insistent in his view that an OC meeting
should be called, and he claims to represent the view of PRE/DEC.

5. We would recommend that the paper be circulated as is, i.e. as
drafted by the Task Force and reflecting the consensus reached within
the Task Force. A draft covering memo from you to be circulated with
the paper is attached. The covering memo states that you support the
recommendations made in the report, and that the Regions may proceed to
incorporate such lending terms in proposed adjustment operations. You
may wish to call Mr. Thalwitz, to assure him that the concerns
expressed by PRE/DEC would be taken into account, and discussed each
time (in a specific country context) there is an OC meeting on an
adjustment operation where such non-standard lending terms have been
proposed. You may also wish to call Mr. Shihata to discuss with him
his concerns about the Board.

6. Please indicate whether this is how you wish to proceed.

FJLysy:

cc: Bock, Okonjo-Iweala



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: January 29, 1991

TO: Mr. Moeen A. Qureshi

FROM: Frank J. Lysy, Economic Adviser, EAS

(Through: #'Enzo Grilli, Director, EAS)

EXTENSION: 81945

SUBJECT: Adaptation of Adjustment Lending in Response to Oil Price Volatility

1. On December 21, the attached Task Force paper on adaptation of

adjustment lending terms in response to oil price volatility, was

distributed to members of the Operations Committee for their comment.

Their reactions were communicated to us while you were away, and a

decision is now needed on how to proceed. Specific operations are

being processed (for Ecuador and Mexico) where the Region has made

proposals to incorporate an early re-payment clause linked to oil

prices, and the continued volatility in the price of oil underscores

the relevance of the proposals of the Task Force report, even if oil

prices are relatively moderate this week.

2. The comments received were generally favorable. The general

reaction was that having such options available to the Bank was a good

idea, and Operations staff should be made aware of this. Substantive

concerns were conveyed from just two members of the Operations

Committee, Mr. Shihata and Mr. Linn. Mr. Shihata, in his memo of

January 9 (copy attached), had two basic concerns. First, he

recommended that the Board should be consulted on the principles,

before Bank staff apply the new options (such as early re-payment) as a

general practice. Second, Mr. Shihata noted that there may be

practical problems in the application of some of the options, that may

call into question their feasibility. Mr. Linn (as Acting DECVP),

suggested in his memo of January 11 (copy attached) that there should

be an Operations Committee meeting to discuss the paper. The purpose

of the meeting would be to provide guidance to Regional staff as to

which of the options would in general be preferred.

3. We found the generally quite supportive reactions encouraging,

and believe that the concerns that were expressed can be handled in a

simple fashion. For Mr. Shihata's recommendation that the Board be

consulted on the general principle, we believe that while informal

consultations could be useful. there is no need for large-scale formal

consultations. In particular. as the Legal Department haq noted. Bank

Management has the authority to pr'poe zuch lending terms. so formal
Board authorization (as for a nww Bank program) is n'i tomU'ty And

detailed consultations would probably be most productivm in the context

of a specific proposed lending operation. where one would be in a

position to discuss why the proposed lending terms is logical in the

case at issue. On Mr. Shihata's concerns over the practical

feasibility of some of the options, we believe these can only be

handled when a specific case is tried. There may well be practical
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difficulties, but we won't know until an attempt is made to apply a
particular option in a specific case.

4. On Mr. Linn's suggestion that there be an OC meeting, it is not

clear to us that such a meeting could be very productive. Such a

meeting could not provide firm guidance to Regional staff on what

options to choose, since the discussion would of necessity be in the

abstract. A decision on what option should be chosen can only be made

in the context of a specific case; no particular option is best in all

cases. And when there is a specific case where the Region is proposing
use of one of the options suggested in the Task Force report, the

Operations Committee will have the chance to meet (at both the IM and

the Green Cover stages) to discuss what the Region has proposed. Such

a discussion can then be carried out in a specific context, and

representatives of the PRE will have the opportunity to make their
opinions known. We are also concerned over the problem of holding an

excess of OC meetings, and wish to limit them to cases where a

productive discussion can be held. Although we discussed these issues

with Mr. Linn, he remains insistent in his view that an OC meeting

should be called, and he claims to represent the view of PRE/DEC.

5. We would recommend that the paper be circulated as is, i.e. as
drafted by the Task Force and reflecting the consensus reached within

the Task Force. A draft covering memo from you to be circulated with

the paper is attached. The covering memo states that you support the

recommendations made in the report, and that the Regions may proceed to
incorporate such lending terms in proposed adjustment operations. You
may wish to call Mr. Thalwitz, to assure him that the concerns

expressed by PRE/DEC would be taken into account, and discussed each
time (in a specific country context) there is an OC meeting on an
adjustment operation where such non-standard lending terms have been

proposed. You may also wish to call Mr. Shihata to discuss with him

his concerns about the Board.

6. Please indicate whether this is how you wish to proceed.

FJLysy:

cc: Bock, Okonjo-Iweala



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: January 29, 1991

TO: Messrs. Husain, Jaycox, Karaosmanoglu, and Wapenhans

FROM: Moeen A. Qureshi

EXTENSION: 82006

SUBJECT: Adaptation of Adjustment Lending Terms in Response to Recent Oil Price

Volatility

1. The attached paper is the product of a Task Force created to

examine whether adjustment lending repayment terms should be modified

in the wake of the Gulf Crisis. Specifically, with the sharp rise in

petroleum prices last August, the question has arisen on several

occasions whether accelerated repayment terms (or some other mechanism)

should be utilized in adjustment loans for certain oil exporters.

Given the volatility of oil prices, the question remains relevant. The

Task Force was made up of representatives of FPR, Legal, PRD, IEC, COD,

CFS, and EAS. The paper was circulated to the Operations Committee for

comment on December 21.

2. I have decided that Operations staff may proceed to develop

proposals consistent with the recommendations of the attached paper.
The Task Force report makes clear that a range of options -ist, whose

applicability and desirability will vary depending on the specific

country situation. Staff are to evaluate the alternatives carefully,
and must be prepared to defend the specific proposals they make. The

Operations Committee will review the proposals made, when they consider

the Initiating Memoranda and Green Cover President's Reports for the

adjustment loans that incorporate such non-standard lending terms.

cc: Messrs. Stern, FINSV; Thalwitz, PRESV; Shihata, LEGVP;

Wood, FPRVP; Rajagopalan, PRSVP; Summers, DECVP;
Kashiwaya, CFSVP; Bock, OPNSV

cc: Messrs./Mmes Linn, Goldberg, Wyss, Isenman, Stoutjesdijk,

Picciotto, Burmester/Thahane. Okonjo-Iweala, Parmar,

Pfeffermann, Rao, Kavalsky. Sandstrom, Liebenthal,

Kilby, Robless. Khanna. Grilli
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rHE WOnLD DANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

DFFICE MEMORANDUM
DAT: January 11, 1991

TO: Mr. Enzo Grilli, Director, EAS

FROM: Johannes Linn L n DECVP

EXTENSION: 37458

cu3Ji;9T; Ada;tation ro Adi JutmfiTf Trnri ng

This is very concise, thorough paper and I congratulate the
Taak Force for its work. We have reviewed it in PRE and have the
following comments, which we would be happy to discuss at an O.C.
meeting:

1. The principal concern in deciding on adjustment lending operations
should be that.it support an effective policy reform program and that
the government have demonstrated clearly its commitment to implement the
program. Considerations of the extent to which there is a balance of
payments need, while indispetsable fur the justification of quick
disbursing lending, should not excessively drive the design and
implementation of an operation. This aspect slhuld not get lost in the
apparent attempt to fine tune the disbursement and repayment patterns.
It should in any case be remembered that one of the principal lessons
from earlier oil shocks is that oil importers should treat oil price
increases as if they were permanent, and oil exporters as if they were
temporary. This would suggest that we du the same. We should treat
balance of payments improvements as a temporary improvement and proceed
normally with the preparation, appraisal, and negotiation of the loan
(maybe somewhat reduced -- see below) if the reform program is
appropriate. The new "financial engineering" that the Task Force report
opens up should enable the Bank to give primatcy to policy reform while
ensuring that we will not undermine those refutuiv with inappropriately
timed disbursements, Even more caution is needed where a country
approaches (or breaches) Bank exposure limits, although this decision
needs to be made in the context of total lending to the country.

2. To the extent one may want to diffetentiate disbursement patterns,
we have a preference for the following sequence:

For the case where the mediun-term BOP need Is weak or non-existent at
currently projected pricesi

rirst, consider postponing effectiveness pending balance of
payment need or heavy backloading the- loan through
higher second or third tranches, which should be made
conditional on balance of payments need as well.

(This would be appropriate especially in cases where

there is currently a risk of an overvalued exchanged
rate and Dutch disease and where we may want to keep
our powder dry in the event of future deteriorations):
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Second, consider a reduction in the size of the adjustment
loan;

Third (and least desirable -- indeed to be avoided wherever
possible), consider clawbacks (such as early
repayment) (This would push the exchange rate toward
appreciation and we would have in effect shot our
powder).

For the case where there is a clear (though uncertain) medium-term BOP
need at currently projected prices;

First, consider contingent diubursement of second and later
tranches;

second, proceed with a reasonably-size loan without any
bells and whistles on disbursement, etc.;

Third (and least desirable, and if possible to be avoided),
, consider clawbacks (such as early repayment),

3. The bottom line; let's try and keep matters simple. There are
likely to be very few cases where designing complicated disbursement and
repayment options will be needed to reinforte our core concern: policy
reform And commitment.

cc; Messrs. Thalwitz (PRESV); Isenman (PRDOR); Liebenthal,
Hutcheson (PRDRA); Rajagopalan, Colaco (PRSVP); de
Tray (RAD); StoutjpNdijk (FRSDR).

cc: Operations Committee:

Messrs. Qureshi (OPNSV); Shihata (LEGVP); Wood (FFRVF); Kashiwaya
(CFSVP); Jaycox (AFRVP); Xaraosmanoglu (ASIVP); Wapenhans
(EMNVP); Husain (LACVP); Bock (OPNSV).

FJLinn:pc



THE WORLD BANKIINTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: December 21, 1990

TO: Mr. Moeen A. Qureshi :c
(Through Enzo Grilli, Director, EAS)

FROM: Frank J. Lysy, Economic Adviser, EAS.. 1

EXTENSION: 81945

SUBJECT: Adaptation of Adjustment Lending in Response to Oil Price Volatility

1. The attached paper, sent to you under cover of a memorandum from

Mr. Stoutjesdijk dated December 10, is the product of a Task Force

created to examine whether adjustment lending repayment terms should be

modified in the wake of the Gulf Crisis. Specifically, in mid-October

the Operations Committee considered the Initiating Memorandum for a

Trade Policy Reform Loan for Ecuador, in which the Region had proposed

to include a contingent early repayment clause for the loan. Early

repayment would be triggered in the event oil prices remained high.

The Bank had been discussing trade policy reform with Ecuador for

several years, and the Government was finally starting to move and with

quite a strong program. However, with the-August rise in petroleum

prices, the balance of payments justification for the operation was

brought into question. Based on the oil price projections from IEC of
the time, the Region felt there was still a balance of payments

justification for the loan, but that this was obviously highly

uncertain and dependant on the path future oil prices would take. The

Region therefore proposed that we proceed with the operation, but

include an early repayment clause to be triggered should oil prices

remain above some benchmark level for some period of time.

2. The Operations Committee (with Mr. Jaycox in the Chair, acting

for you) felt the proposal was not unreasonable, but that it should be

considered in a broader context. Other options should be considered

(such as a revolving line of credit), and whatever was approved for

Ecuador would obviously have implications for other borrowers as well

that would be faced with a similar situation. Mr. Jaycox therefore

requested (on the recommendation of EAS) that Finance (under Mr. Wood)

head a task force to examine the various options. The attached paper

is the product of that task force.

3. The paper.reflects a consensus of the Task Force members, where

the Task Force included representatives of FRS (which carried out the

drafting), Legal, PRD, IEC, COD, CFS, and EAS. We believe the 'report

is a good one, and we agree with the recommendations made. In essence,

the report points out that Operational staff have a number of

alternatives when faced with a si'tuation such as that of Ecuador, and

the choice they should make will depend on country specific

circumstances. Some of these alternatives are obvious and have always

been available; these include, for example, the option of having no

loan or of scaling down the size of the loan. Other alternatives have

never been used, but Legal believes there is no legal prohibition to

their use; these include, for example, use of early repayment clauses,
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of a line of credit structure, or disbursement into an escrow account.

Legal stated it does not believe special Board approval would be

required for Operations to proceed with such structures. The main

concern Legal had was whether we could proceed at all if balance of

payments need was not clear. This would apply to adjustment lending

with traditional terms as well.

4. Assuming you agree with the recommendations of the Task Force,

the issue now is how should we proceed. There are basically three

options:

(a) The Task Force paper could be circulated to staff as is, with a

covering note from you stating they may proceed with what is

recommended in the paper.

(b) The paper could be circulated to the Operations Committee for

comment.

(c) An Operations Committee meeting could be called to discuss the

paper.

We would recommend proceeding with option (b). Although we believe the

OVP's will have no problem with what is recommended, they have not.had

the opportunity to review the paper. And although the paper reflects
the consensus view of the Task Force members (mostly at Director

level), the most senior management in each complex may not have been

advised of the content. However, it is also not clear that a meeting

on it will be necessary, if everyone is in agreement on the

recommendations.

5. In the event you do agree that we should proceed with option

(b), we have attached a draft covering memo from you to the members of

the Operations Committee that could be circulated with it.

6. Please indicate what approach you would like us to take.

cc: Bock, Okonjo-Iweala

FJLysy:



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: December 21, 1990

TO: Members of the Operations Committee

FROM: Moeen A. Qureshi

EXTENSION: 82006

SUBJECT: Adaptation of Adjustment Lending in Response to Recent Oil Price

Volatility

1. The attached paper is the product of a Task Force created to

examine whether adjustment lending repayment terms should be modified

in the wake of the Gulf Crisis. Specifically, with the sharp rise in

petroleum prices last August, the question has arisen 
on several

occasions whether accelerated repayment terms (or some other mechanism)

should be utilized in adjustment loans for certain oil exporters. The

Task Force was made up of representatives of FPR, Legal, PRD, IEC, COD,

CFS, and EAS.

2. The report is being circulated to the members of the Operations

Committee for their comment. If members of the Committee feel that the

paper raises issues that require further discussions, or there are

concerns over what is recommended, a meeting of the committee can be

held. Please provide any comments you might have to Mr. Enzo Grilli by

January 9, 1991.

Operations Committee

Messrs. Shihata, LEGVP

Wood, FPRVP

Rajagopalan, PREVP/Linn, Acting DECVP

Kashiwaya, CFSVP

Jaycox, AFRVP
Karaosmanoglu, ASIVP
Wapenhans, EMNVP

Husain, LACVP

Bock, OPNSV

cc: Messrs./Mmes Goldberg, Wyss, Isenman, Stoutjesdijk, Picciotto,

Burmester/Thahane, Okonjo-Iweala, Parmar,

Pfeffermann, Rao, Kavalsky, Sandstrom, Liebenthal,

Kilby, Robless, Khanna



THE ID BAW,/iNTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATON/MIGA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: December 10, 1990

TO: Mr. Moeen Qureshi

FROM: Ardy Stoutjesdijk

EXTENSION: 80600

SUBJECT: Guf Crsis - Potential Adaptations of Adlustnment Lendling Practices

As you know, the OC requested that FRS lead a working group to

examine issues related to the introduction of early repayment clauses in Bank

loans as well as other potential adaptations to Bank practices 
in response to

events in the Gulf. The attached paper brings together the points discussed in

the working group on the subject and incorporates the views of the various

participants (EAS, LEG, PRD, COD, CFS, IEC, OPNMS and us).

The group concluded that it would seem necessary to adjust lending

practices in cases where, as a result of the Gulf crisis, BOP prospects were

exceptionally uncertain during the period of the reform. 
The discussion

focused on finding relatively simple mechanisms that would provide adequate

support for the reform while satisfying the BOP need 
criterion in an uncertain

environment. Several adaptations were considered, including: postponement of

effectiveness, early repayment clauses, lines of credit, and contingent

tranching. The group concluded that there would not seem to be a universally

preferable option. Rather, the appropriate choice would depend on the

borrower's BOP outlook at the time the loan is negotiated, and on the relative

emphasis that the Bank might wish to place on support for the reform effort in

relation to the balance of payments justification for such operations.

The proposed adaptations could have applications beyond the 
excep-

tional circumstances created by the Gulf crisis. The paper could be of use in

the event a similar situation arises in the future and also as 
background for

further thinking in the area of Bank instruments.

Attachment

Cleared with and cc: Messrs Stern, Wood

cc: Messrs. Dubey, El Serafy, Lysy (EAS); Goldberg (LEGOP); Isenman (PRDDR);

Hutcheson (PRDRA); Lamdany (CFSFA); Robless (OPNMS); Wyss (CODDR);

Underwood (IECDI); Johannes (IECDR)

Soliveros:C



December 11, 1990

GULF CRISIS: POTENTIAL ADAPTATION OF ADJUSTMENT LENDING PRACTICES

FOR OIL-EXPORTING COUNTRIES

The Gulf crisis has resulted in a substantial windfall for oil-

exporting countries, but has also introduced exceptional uncertainty in their
balance of payments prospects. Higher oil prices can substantially reduce BOP

need and in some cases might altogether eliminate the rationale for quick-
disbursing assistance from the Bank. At the same time, recent events underscore
the volatility of oil markets. A decision to defer quick-disbursing operations

might be counterproductive given the prevailing uncertainties, i-n particular

considering that it might undermine the momentum of reform in borrowing countries
after several years of discussions and preparations.

These concerns have recently surfaced in the context of a policy loan

for Ecuador, and the staff in LAC has sought authorization to introduce an early

repayment clause in the loan to respond to the exceptional uncertainties

regarding BOP prospects.- The OC recommended that the request be considered

within a broader framework, taking into account current guidelines on adjustment

lending and alternative courses of action, and that FRS lead a working group to

examine the issues.

The purpose of this note is to bring together the considerations made

by participants in the working group.V It puts Ecuador's request in the broader

context of Bank lending practices and explores possible Bank responses to the

circumstances. As agreed by the working group, the note focuses narrowly on the

approaches that might be suitable for oil-exporting countries where the

uncertainties created by the Gulf crisis are particularly severe. Appendix I

lists upcoming quick-disbursing loans for these countries.

I. Considerations Regarding the Bank's Quick-Disbursing Assistance

The issues under consideration require revisiting the criteria for

quick-disbursing Bank assistance. The Bank's lending in support of the reform.

process in borrowing countries generally takes shape over a number of years and

cannot be changed abruptly without adversely affecting the Bank's dialogue with

the country. Notwithstanding the medium term framework that governs the design

and implementation of structural reform and, more generally, the long-term

relationship of the Bank with its borrowers, the actual provision of quick-

disbursing assistance from the Bank generally rests on the expectation that the

country will register BOP need over the two-to-three year period during which

1 The request was formulated in the IM for the Trade Policy Reform Loan,

discussed at the OC on October 22, 1990.

V The group included participation of EAS, LEG, PRD, COD, CFS, IEC, OPNMS, and

FRS.
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the reform is implemented.2 1  For these loans, therefore, evidence of BOP need

over that period would seem to be a precondition for disbursement.il BOP need

should be based on projections that take into account the desirable and

attainable growth level, and not be unduly constrained by lack of external

financing.

II. Special Circumstances Created by the Gulf Crisis

The BOP prospects of oil exporters that rely heavily on oil export

revenues for foreign exchange have historically been particularly uncertain and

subject to a rapid turnaround. The Gulf crisis has heightened the uncertainty

by making oil prices extremely volatile over an undetermined period, since the

duration and resolution of the conflict is a matter of speculation. It is

difficult, therefore, to determine with certainty the external financing

prospects of these borrowers over the coming months. In these circumstances,
flexibility is important to ensure that the Bank's support for the reform process

is maintained in circumstances where financial support may not be ultimately

required.

Oil-exporters face different degrees of uncertainty depending on their

reliance on oil revenues. We are likely to face three types of situations:

(i) In a number of cases, the oil windfall based on the currently expected

path for oil prices (PAC baseline scenario) will clearly eliminate BOP
need during the period of the reform, thus undermining the

justification for quick-disbursing Bank loans. In these cases, it

would seem appropriate to:

(a) postpone those quick-disbursing operations which are still at

the planning stage. If the windfall is large and developments

point to its continuation, the Bank would seek to transform

21 A few working group participants felt that a longer-term perspective was more

appropriate to determine if there is a basis for quick-disbursing assistance from

the Bank, given that the Bank is an institution that focuses on the longer-term

and lends funds with 15-20 years maturity.

1/ A May 8, 1980 memorandum to Executive Directors (R80-122; IDA/R80-83)

explained that SALs would be considered in those situations "where a serious

deterioration in the balance of payments has occured or can be anticipated, and

where the deterioration is due principally to factors which are not likely to

be reversed easily or quickly"(sic). While this memorandum has not been formally

revised, the Bank has at times deemphasized the reference to the BOP position

to the point where it was not clear if it still considered such a deterioration

a prerequisite for making SALs (see Authorized Purposes of Loans Made or

Guaranteed by the Bank, legal memorandum of the Vice President and General

Counsel, SecM88-517, May 10, 1988). At recent Board discussions, however,

Executive Directors have emphasized the link between BOP need and quick-

disbursing assistance by the Bank.
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adjustment operations into sector investment financing where
this can be done, possibly incorporating a similar degree of
conditionality.

(b) continue to process those loans which are already at an advanced
stage of preparationil where a sudden withdrawal of support
would create serious difficulties to the reform and to our
association with the country. In these cases, new instruments
of the kind discussed in the next section (e.g. an early
repayment clause) might be useful.

(ii) In a second group of cases, BOP need clearly remains even after the
windfall, partly because oil exports are a less important component
of foreign exchange earnings and because the oil windfall is dampened
by unfavorable developments in other external variables. In these
cases there would be no need to change or adapt the programmed quick-
disbursing Bank assistance.

(iii) Finally, there is likely to be a "grev area" covering a limited number
of oil-exporters where the determination regarding BOP need is not
clear-cut on the basis of PAC baseline oil prices. In these
circumstances, alternative courses of action--as suggested below--
might need to be considered.

III. Bank's Response to Grey Area Cases

The following two factors concur in grey area cases:

1. Exceptionally large uncertainty in oil prices (such as the one
created by the Gulf crisis);

2. The impact of relatively small and probable deviations from baseline
oil price assumptions is substantial enough to turnaround the BOP

position.61

The combination of these, two factors is expected to be relatively rare,
even among oil-exporte-s, and adaptations would therefore be exDected to be
applicable to a few cases only.

The choice of adaptations would normally differ depending on whether

there is BOP need or not (on the basis of baseline assumptions) at the time the
loan is negotiated. Appendix II provides a detailed discussion of adaptations;
the relative merits of the various alternatives suggests a possible ranking,
which is indicated below for each of the situations. The ranking is merely

/ For example, Green Cover being reviewed by the OC.

11 I.e., eliminate BOP need if there had been one based on baseline assumptions,
and create BOP need if there had not been one based on baseline assumptions.
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indicative, and the choice in any particular case should take into account

individual country circumstances.

No BOP need--but a reversal might occur. This situation would apply to

countries where BOP need is eliminated as a result of the oil windfall but where

there is a likely chance that it may reappear during the period of implementation

of reform if oil prices are somewhat lower than baseline. The choice of possible

adaptations points to a trade-off between adequate support for reform and

satisfaction of the BOP criterion:

(a) Emphasis on satisfaction of BOP criterion. In this case

disbursements would not be made until BOP need criterion is clearly

satisfied.

1. The loan could be approved but effectiveness would be postponed

and linked to unfavourable oil price developments.

2. The loan could be disbursed into an escrow account where draws

would be linked to unfavourable oil price developments.

3. A line of credit could be approved where draws would be made

contingent on unfavourable oil price developments.

(b) Emphasis on Suoport for Reform. Postponing the first disbursement

or making it conditional on oil price developments could lead to

the loss of political momentum for reform and eventual abandonement

of the reform effort. This outcome would be particularly unfortunate

in cases where the Bank has been working with the country on the

preparation and design of the reform over several years, as is the

case in a number of operations. In these circumstances, several

options could be available:

1. Early repayment clause. The first tranche could be disbursed and

a mechanism could be attached to recuperate exposure if BOP need

does not materialize (e.g., oil prices remain above certain level

during a predetermined period). The same procedure could apply

for subsequent tranche disbursements.

2. Backloading and Contingent Tranching. The first tranche could be

disbursed for a reduced amount. Subsequent tranche disbursements

could be made contingent on BOP need (e.g., tied to unfavourable

oil price developments).

3. Downsizing. The Bank would give the borrower the benefit of the

doubt but would downsize the amount of the loan. This option

does not provide assurances with regard to the satisfaction of

the BOP need criterion. In some cases, a significant reduction

in the amount of the loan might also reduce or altogether

eliminate the political momentum for reform.
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BOP need--but a reversal might occur. This situation would apply to

countries where BOP need remains after the oil windfall, albeit at much reduced

levels, and where there is a likely chance that it would be altogether eliminated
during the period of implementation of reform if oil prices are somewhat higher
than baseline.2 1 In these cases the Bank might allow for the first disbursement
to take place and might seek assurances with regard to BOP need for subsequent

tranches. The following options could be considered:

1. Early repayment clause. Subsequent tranche disbursements could

have an early repayment clause tied to oil prices.11

2. Contingent Tranching. Subsequent tranche disbursements could be

made contingent on BOP need (e.g., tied to oil price

developments).

An early repayment clause might provide more support to the reform effort
than contingent tranching, which would place instead greater emphasis on the ex
ante satisfaction of the BOP criterion.

IV. Adaptations to Bank Practices : Beyond the Gulf Crisis

A few participants in the working group noted that the adaptations to

Bank practices being considered might have application beyond the Gulf crisis.

In the past, oil prices have undergone substantial year-on-year fluctuations and,
as a result, a number of oil-exporters have faced significant turnarounds in
their balance of payments over a two-to-three year period (the average period

of reform implementation). In these circumstances, it might be useful to explore
the possibility of extending these adaptations to most or all quick-disbursing

lending to oil-exporting countries where oil prices are expected to remain a
significant determinant of the borrower's BOP position.

V. Conclusions

1. Oil exporters face different degrees of uncertainty in BOP prospects as

a result of the Gulf crisis. Adaptation of adjustment lending practices

would seem necessary in a few cases where the impact of relatively small

and probable deviations from baseline oil prices is substantial enough

to turnaround the BOP position over the period of implementation of the

reform.

Z' Ecuador fit this category at the time the IM for the trade loan was discussed

at the OC.

E' It would not seem appropiace to tie an early repayment .clause to the first

tranche since it would have been disbursed when there was BOP need.
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2. The choice of adaptations would normally differ depending on whether

there is BOP need or not at the time the loan is negotiated.

3. The relative merits of the various adaptations suggests a possible

ranking, which is given in section III. The ranking is only indicative

and the choice in any given case should give particular attention to

individual country circumstances.



Appendix I

Ouick-disbursinz Loans to Oil-exporters Programmed for FY91/92 1 2

Cameroon a $150 million SAL II is scheduled for FY92.

Conzo a $80 million SAL II and a $40 million Education Sector

adjustment loan are scheduled for FY92.

Ecuador The OC approved on October 22, 1990 an IM for a $100 million

trade loan to Ecuador. The loan is expected to include an early repayment clause

and is scheduled for Board presentation in FY91.

Gabon a $50 million SAL II is scheduled for FY92.

Mexico a $400 million AGSAL is scheduled for FY91 3; a $300 million

Export Development loan with a $25 million quick-disbursing component is also

scheduled for FY91.

It excludes Venezuela where an interest support loan with an early

repayment clause is being currently considered in the context of potential Bank

support to the DDSR. Venezuela does not show BOP need under the proposed baseline

PAC assumptions and current guidelines would generally not support presenting

this loan for Board approval. The early repayment clause is seen as a way of

conforming to indications of Bank support given to the authorities long before

the onset of the Gulf crisis, as well as to indications given to other creditors

at the time of the negotiation of the DDSR. It is expected that it would result

in early recapture of exposure since BOP need is not expected to materialize.

2 Negotiations on a $500 million FSAL loan for Nigeria have been recently

interrupted and the loan has been taken out of the lending program.

3 The Region is considering the inclusion of an early repayment clause

linked to oil prices.



APPENDIX II

POTENTIAL ADAPTATIONS OF BANK INSTRUMENTS FOR OIL-EXPORTERS

I. New Instruments

Early repavment clause. If the BOP need does not materialize, the
borrower is asked to prepay the loan over a relatively short period, say, one

year, in several installments (e.g., three) .11 Several considerations regarding

prepayment:

(i) It allows the Bank to disburse in support of the reform process,
thus strengthening dialogue and increasing the chances of loan
implementation.

(ii) It provides for rapid repayment at a time in which the country can

afford to do so, in effect rapidly "undoing" the financial aspect
of the transaction once it is established that it was not needed for
the BOP. Also, it allows for a total undoing of the transaction
(i.e., full prepayment of disbursed amounts).

(iii) A number of technical details would need to be worked out case-by-
case in order to make prepayment operational. Certain aspects could
create difficulties; to mention a few: definition of an adequate

trigger for prepayment (oil prices, current account, overall BOP
balance) that would account for deviations in projections of all the
elements that determine BOP need and that would not create incentives
for moral hazard;a' consideration that prepayment should apply to
each tranche separately and, if so, that there be a symmetrical
"recapture" clause that would stop prepayment or even require Bank
disbursement of the prepaid amounts in the event BOP prospects change

again during the expected disbursement period of the loan; etc. In

general, it would only seem practical to link prepayment to oil

prices and to avoid symmetry in the cases under consideration.

1/ The borrower should be asked to prepay quickly because it is at that time

that it would have the resources to do so comfortably.

2/ For example, if oil prices turn out to be much higher than baseline but

overall BOP result remains unchanged due to much higher imports (relaxation

of financial policies) and/or large shortfalls in other creditors

contribution to the financing plan, BOP need remains but there would not

necessarily be a basis for adjustment lending. A more. difficult case to

assess would be if import policies are liberalized faster than originally

envisaged.
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(iv) Requesting prepayment might sour relations between the Bank and its
borrowers and could meet opposition at the Board.

(v) There may be implications for other creditors who might also consider

requesting prepayment, in particular in the event of cofinancing,
or in the case where other creditors are not being fully serviced.

Contingent Tranching. Uncertainty regarding BOP need could be handled
by adding specific conditionality on BOP need to subsequent tranche

disbursements, and backloading if appropiate. Some considerations:

(i) It would allow the Bank to tailor the disbursement of its financial
assistance to the changing BOP circumstances that one expects in the
course of a two or three year reform effort.

(ii) Linking tranches to BOP need would seem to be a natural extension
of the principle underlying adjustment lending it, and particularly
appropriate in cases where-the BOP is subject to rapid turnarounds
due to factors beyond-the control of the authorities.

(iii) The determination of BOP need at the time of tranche release can be
made automatically on the basis of preestablished criteria (as in
the case of early repayment clauses) or left to the staff's
judgement. If made automatic, this mechanism would face the same
technical difficulties (prespecification of triggers, etc.)
associated with early repayment, unless it is tied to oil prices
only. If not, it may allow for a more balanced judgement in the
determination of BOP need, but could lead to controversy with
borrowers since tranche release conditions would be more vague.

(iv) Greater conditionality would require tougher negotiation and closer
monitoring, all of which could strain dialogue.m'

(v) The Board may need to be consulted before subsequent tranche
releases, particularly if the determination of BOP need is not
automatic.

Lines of credit. The loan could take the form of a line of credit that

would be made available when BOP need arises during the period of the reform.

For the typical two-tranche adjustment loan this would generally mean a line of

credit that would be increased to the full amount of the loan after second

l' Currently, BOP need is only assessed at the time of loan approval.

4/ In many cases, however, the alternative would be not granting a loan.
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tranche conditions are met.11 It is similar to the option of contingent

tranching. The main differences are that the borrower could in principle request

an assessment of BOP need at any time during the period of the reform (rather

than just at the time of tranche disbursement), and that disbursements might be

more loosely linked to reform and macro conditionality. Some considerations:

(i) In principle, it does not require disbursement of any amount until

BOP need is justified.

(ii) The Bank could be facing monthly requests for assessment of BOP need

for any given loan. This would be burdensome, unless the BOP need

is determined on the basis of easily observable variables (e.g., oil

prices). The line of credit would, however, provide more flexibility

on timing of disbursement, and would generally be more closely linked

with the timing of the BOP need.

(iii) Drawings under the credit line do not need to coincide, and would

generally not be expected to coincide, with tranche actions (i.e.,

implementation of reforms and adequate macro policies). Satisfaction
of tranche actions could in principle entitle the borrower to a

disbursement at a later date as long as BOP need is justified at the

time of the request. In this case, a situation could arise where

BOP need emerges at a time when the authorities are in the process

of reversing part of the reform program (e.g., increase in import

restrictions in the course of a trade reform due to unexpected BOP

difficulties), or when macropolicies are not right, and the Bank is

asked to disburse on the basis of a prior commitment. There would

therefore be a need to check compliance with reform and policy

conditions at the time disbursements are released. This would

generally entail greater staff resources, in part because there might

be several requests for assessment during the period of disbursement

of the loan, and their timing would generally be unpredictable.

(iv) Restrictions could be put on the timing of requests for drawings
under the credit line to overcome the difficulties mentioned in (ii)

and (iii), in effect making this option very similar to contingent

tranching with no first drawing.

(v) Legal issues might arise in the case of a revolving line of credit,

since the Bank does not have an established mechanism for dealing

with revolving loans, which imply disbursement of amounts repaid

early by the borrower. In addition, technical difficulties might

arise since consideration should also be given to when and how early

repayment of disbursed amounts should take place.

A revolving line of credit would in addition allow for reconstitution of the

credit limits (i.e., repayment of disbursed amounts in the event of lack of

BOP need) which could be drawn again if the need arises later in the reform

process.
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Escrow account. The loan could be disbursed into an escrow account and

authorization to draw from the account could be linked to oil price developments.

This instrument is very similar in substance to the line of credit and most of

the considerations made in that regard are also applicable to this instrument.

It might be more advantageous that a line of credit because :

(i) It could be marketed domestically as full Bank financial support to

the reform since disbursements into the escrow actually take place

pari passu with satisfaction of tranche conditionality.

(ii) It might allow for the country to obtain cofinancing linked to
disbursements into the escrow, rather than to draws from the escrow,
in effect catalyzing resources from other creditors before drawings
from the escrow account take place.

(iii) If the escrow is linked to an oil stabilization fund, it would show
explicit Bank support for such a mechanism, which is particularly

appropriate for oil-exporters.

II. Existing Bank Instruments.

Postponin2 Loan Effectiveness. This option could allow for the same

degree of monitoring of the reform program as in the event the loan had been made
effective, including certifying that conditions for tranche disbursement have

been satisfied, if this would help the authorities with other creditors or to

gain greater domestic acceptance for the reform program. Some considerations :

(i) It would provide a "seal of approval" to the reform program even in

the event of zero disbursements. On the other hand, the borrower

might postpone implementation until the money is disbursed.

(ii) It provides a clear link between adjustment lending and BOP need but

much weaker support to the reform effort.

Breaking the loan into two loans. The loan could be broken into two

smaller single-tranche policy loans, even-phased or backloaded. In the latter

case this could be very similar to backloading and contingent tranching, although

the determination of BOP need at the time of the second loan could obviously not

be made on the basis of automatic criteria set at the time when the first loan

was approved, and the second loan would need to be brought for Board approval.

Some considerations:
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(i) The reform might not be easily amenable to being broken up into two

loans, in particular in cases where the reforms under the first

tranche would only succeed if follow-up reforms linked to subsequent
tranches are implemented. In addition, there might be cases where

first tranche conditions are not very strong (i.e., the "heart" of

the loan is in the second tranche) and not sufficient in themselves

to justify a loan according to normal standards.

(ii) The breakup might create difficulties with reform implementation in

countries where the second loan is viewed domestically as a "new"

reform whose approval requires consensus-building or further internal
discussion.

(iii) The Board does not favor single-tranche policy loans.

(iv) There would be increased workload for the staff from processing two

loans.

Downsizing. The amount of the loan could be reduced and consideration

could be given, if the need arises, to supplement the loan during the
implementation of the reform. This option:

(i) Would involve little potential disruption to the reform program
unless the loan becomes too small to be significant. In this case,

it would lead to a risk similar to that of no Bank operation at all

(i.e., the reform program might be abandoned).

(ii) Would not provide assurances with regard to BOP need in the situation
under consideration. The downsizing of the loan is more in the

nature of "minimizing the error" in the event disbursement takes

place and BOP need does not materialize.



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: January 11, 1991 4

TO: Mr. Enzo Grilli, Director, EAS

FROM: Johannes Linn ing DECVP

EXTENSION: 37458

SUBJECT: Adaptation to Adjustment Lending

This is very concise, thorough paper and I congratulate the
Task Force for its work. We have reviewed it in PRE and have the
following comments, which we would be happy to discuss at an O.C.
meeting:

1. The principal concern in deciding on adjustment lending operations
should be that it support an effective policy reform program and that
the government have demonstrated clearly its commitment to implement the
program. Considerations of the extent to which there is a balance of
payments need, while indispensable for the justification of quick
disbursing lending, should not excessively drive the design and
implementation of an operation. This aspect should not get lost in the
apparent attempt to fine tune the disbursement and repayment patterns.
It should in any case be remembered that one of the principal lessons
from earlier oil shocks is that oil importers should treat oil price
increases as if they were permanent, and oil exporters as if they were
temporary. This would suggest that we do the same. We should treat
balance of payments improvements as a temporary improvement and proceed
normally with the preparation, appraisal, and negotiation of the loan
(maybe somewhat reduced -- see below) if the reform program is
appropriate. The new "financial engineering" that the Task Force report
opens up should enable the Bank to give primacy to policy reform while
ensuring that we will not undermine those reforms with inappropriately
timed disbursements. Even more caution is needed where a country
approaches (or breaches) Bank exposure limits, although this decision
needs to be made in the context of total lending to the country.

2. To the extent one may want to differentiate disbursement patterns,
we have a preference for the following sequence:

For the case where the medium-term BOP need is weak or non-existent at
currently projected prices:

First, consider postponing effectiveness pending balance of
payment need or heavy backloading the loan through
higher second or third tranches, which should be made
conditional on balance of payments need as well.
(This would be appropriate especially in cases where
there is currently a risk of an overvalued exchanged
rate and Dutch disease and where we may want to keep
our powder dry in the event of future deteriorations);
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Second, consider a reduction in the size of the adjustment
loan;

Third (and least desirable -- indeed to be avoided wherever
possible), consider clawbacks (such as early
repayment) (This would push the exchange rate toward
appreciation and we would have in effect shot our
powder).

For the case where there is a clear (though uncertain) medium-term BOP
need at currently projected prices:

First, consider contingent disbursement of second and later
tranches;

Second, proceed with a reasonably-size loan without any
bells and whistles on disbursement, etc.;

Third (and least desirable, and if possible to be avoided),
consider clawbacks (such as early repayment).

3. The bottom line: let's try and keep matters simple. There are
likely to be very few cases where designing complicated disbursement and
repayment options will be needed to reinforce our core concern: policy
reform and commitment.

cc: Messrs. Thalwitz (PRESV); Isenman (PRDDR); Liebenthal,
Hutcheson (PRDRA); Rajagopalan, Colaco (PRSVP); de
Tray (RAD); Stoutjesdijk (FRSDR).

cc: Operations Committee:

Messrs. Qureshi (OPNSV); Shihata (LEGVP); Wood (FPRVP); Kashiwaya
(CFSVP); Jaycox (AFRVP); Karaosmanoglu (ASIVP); Wapenhans
(EMNVP); Husain (LACVP); Bock (OPNSV).

FJLinn:pc



THE WORLD BANKIINTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: December 21, 1990

TO: Mr. Moeen A. Qureshi
(Through Enzo Grilli, Director, EAS)

FROM: Frank J3. Lysy, Economic Adviser, A.;,'

EXTENSION: 81945

SUBJECT: Adaptation of Adjustment Lending in Response to Oil Price Volatility

1. The attached paper, sent to you under cover of a memorandum from

Mr. Stoutjesdijk dated December 10, is the product of a Task Force

created to examine whether adjustment lending repayment terms should be
modified in the wake of the Gulf Crisis. Specifically, in mid-October
the Operations Committee considered the Initiating Memorandum for a
Trade Policy Reform Loan for Ecuador, in which the Region had proposed

to include a contingent early repayment clause for the loan. Early

repayment- would be triggered in the event oil prices remained high.

The Bank had been discussing trade policy reform with Ecuador for
several years, and the Government was finally starting to move and with
quite a strong program. However, with the August rise in petroleum

prices, the balance of payments justification for the operation was

brought into question. Based on the oil price projections from IEC of
the time, the Region felt there was still a balance of payments

justification for the loan, but that this was obviously highly

uncertain and dependant on the path future oil prices would take. The

Region therefore proposed that we proceed with the operation, but
include an early repayment clause to be triggered should oil prices
remain above some benchmark level for some period of time.

2. The Operations Committee (with Mr. Jaycox in the Chair, acting

for you) felt the proposal was not unreasonable, but that it should be

considered in a broader context. Other options should be considered

(such as a revolving line of credit), and whatever was approved for
Ecuador would obviously have implications for other borrowers as well

that would be faced with a similar situation. Mr. Jaycox therefore

requested (on the recommendation of EAS) that Finance (under Mr. Wood)

head a task force to examine the various options. The attached paper

is the product of that task force.

3. The paper reflects a consensus of the Task Force members, where

the Task Force included representatives of FRS (which carried out the

drafting), Legal, PRD, IEC, COD, CFS, and EAS. We believe the report
is a good one, and we agree with the recommendations made. In essence,

the report points out that Operational staff have a number of

alternatives when faced with a situation such as that of Ecuador, and

the choice they should make will depend on country specific

circumstances. Some of these alternatives are obvious and have always

been available; these include, for example, the option of having no

loan or of scaling down the size of the loan. Other alternatives have

never been used, but Legal believes there is no legal prohibition to

their use; these include, for example, use of early repayment clauses,
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of a line of credit structure, or disbursement into an escrow account.
Legal stated it does not believe special Board approval would be
required for Operations to proceed with such structures. The main

concern Legal had was whether we could proceed at all if balance of

payments need was not clear. This would apply to adjustment lending

with traditional terms as well.

4. Assuming you agree with the recommendations of the Task Force,

the issue now is how should we proceed. There are basically three

options:

(a) The Task Force paper could be circulated to staff as is, with a

covering note from you stating they may proceed with what is
recommended in the paper.

(b) The paper could be circulated to the Operations Committee for

comment.

(c) An Operations Committee meeting could be called to discuss the

paper.

We would recommend proceeding with option (b). Although we believe the
OVP's will have no problem with what is recommended, they have not had
the opportunity to review the paper. And although the paper reflects
the consensus view of the Task Force members (mostly at Director

level), the most senior management in each complex may not have been
advised of the content. However, it is also not clear that a meeting
on it will be necessary, if everyone is in agreement on the
recommendations.

5. In the event you do agree that we should proceed with option

(b), we have attached a draft covering memo from you to the members of

the Operations Committee that could be circulated with it.

6. Please indicate what approach you would like us to take.

cc: Bock, Okonjo-Iweala

FJLysy:



THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: December 21, 1990

TO: Members of the Operations Committee

FROM: Moeen A. Qureshi

EXTENSION: 82006

SUBJECT: Adaptation of Adjustment Lending in Response to Recent Oil Price
Volatility

1. The attached paper is the product of a Task Force created to

examine whether adjustment lending repayment terms should be modified
in the wake of the Gulf Crisis. Specifically, with the sharp rise in
petroleum prices last August, the question has arisen on several
occasions whether accelerated repayment terms (or some other mechanism)

should be utilized in adjustment loans for certain oil exporters. The

Task Force was made up of representatives of FPR, Legal, PRD, IEC, COD,

CFS, and EAS.

2. The report is being circulated to the members of the Operations

Committee for their comment. If members of the Committee feel that the

paper raises issues that require further discussions, or there are

concerns over what is recommended, a meeting of the committee can be

held. Please provide any comments you might have to Mr. Enzo Grilli by

January 9, 1991.

Operations Committee

Messrs. Shihata, LEGVP

Wood, FPRVP
Rajagopalan, PREVP/Linn, Acting DECVP
Kashiwaya, CFSVP
Jaycox, AFRVP
Karaosmanoglu, ASIVP
Wapenhans, EMNVP
Husain, LACVP
Bock, OPNSV

cc: Messrs./Mmes Goldberg, Wyss, Isenman, Stoutjesdijk, Picciotto,
Burmester/Thahane, Okonjo-Iweala, Parmar,

Pfeffermann, Rao, Kavalsky, Sandstrom, Liebenthal,
Kilby, Robless, Khanna
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THE WOfLD DANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

FFICE MEMORANDUM
DATc: January 11. l991

TO; Mr. Enro Grilli. Director, EAS

FROM: Johannes Linn /5 ng DECVP

EXTENSION: 37458

-uOeTi aptation to Ai] I :rr

This is very concise, thorough paper and I congratulate theTaok Force for its work. We have reviewed it in PRE and have the
following comments, which we would be happy to discuss at an O.C.
meeting:

1. The principal concern in deciding on adjustment lending operations
should be that it support an effective policy reform program and that
the government have demonstrated clearly its commitment to implement the
program. Considerations of the extent to which there is a balance of
payments need, whdile indispensable fur the justification of quick
disbursing lending, should not excessively drive the design and
implementation of an operation. This aspect should not get lost in the
apparent attempt to fine tune the disbursement and repayment patterns.
It should in any case be remembered that one of the principal lessons
from earlier oil shocks is that oil importers should treat oil price
increases as if they were permanent, and oil exporters as if they were
temporary. This would suggest thaL we do the same. We should treat
balance of payments improvements as a temporary improvement and proceed
normally with the preparation, appraisal, and negotiation of the loan
(maybe somewhat reduced -- see below) if the reform program Is
appropriate. The new "financial engineering" that the Task Force report
openo up should enable the Bank to give primacy to policy reform while
ensuring that we will not undermine those refors with inappropriately
timod dinbursementa, Even more caution is needed where a country
approaches (or breaches) Bank exposure limits, although this decision
needs to be made in the context of total lending to the country.

2. To the extent one may want to differentiate disbursement patterns,
we have a preference for the following sequence:

For the case where the medium-term BOP need is weak or non-existent at
currently projec'ted pricesi

First, consider postponing effectiveness pending balance of
payment need or heavy backloading the loan through
higher second or third tranches, which should be made
conditional on balance of payments need as well.
(This would be appropriate especially in cases where
there is currently a risk of an overvalued exchanged
rate and Dutch disease and where we may want to keep
our powder dry in the event of future deteriorations);
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Second, consider a reduction in the size of the adjustment
loan;,

Third (and least desirable -- indeed to be avoided wherever
possible), consider clawbacks (such as early
repayment) (This would push the exchange rate toward
appreciation and we would have in effect shot our
powder).

For the case where there is a clear (though uncertain) medium-term BOP
need at currently projected prices:

First, consider contingent disbursement of second and later
tranches;

Second, proceed with a reasonably-size loan without any
bells and whistles on disbursement, etc.;

Third (and least desirable, and if possible to be avoided),
, consider clawbacks (such as early repayment),

3. The bottom line; let's try and keep matters simple. There are
likely to be very few cases where designing complicated disbursement and
repayment options will be needed to reinforce.; our core concern: policy
reform and commitment.

cc; Messrs. Thalwitz (PRESV); Isenman (PRDDR); Lisbenthal,
Hutcheson (PRDRA); Rajagopalan, Colaco (PRSVP); de
Tray (RAD); StoutjARdijk (FRSDR).

cc: Operations Committee:

Messrs, Qureshi (OPNSV); Shihata (LEGVP); Wood (FFRVP); Kashiwaya
(CFSVP); Jaycox (AIRVP); RaraosmAnoglu (ASIVP); Wapenhans
(EMNVP); Husain (LACVP); Bock (OPNSV).

FJLinn:pc

N.



THE WORLD ANK/INTErnATiONAL FINANCE CORPORATION/MIGA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: December 10, 1990

TO: Mr. Moeen Qureshi

FROM: Ardy Stoutjesdijk

EXTENSION: 80600

SUBJECT: Gulf Crtsis - Potential Adaptatlons of Adjustnent Lendiao Pracin

As you know, the OC requested that FRS lead a working group to

examine issues related to the introduction of early repayment clauses in Bank

loans as well as other potential adaptations to Bank practices in response to

events in the Gulf. The attached paper brings together the points discussed in

the working group on the subject and incorporates the views of the various

participants (EAS, LEG, PRD, COD, CFS, IEC, OPNMS and us).

The group concluded that it would seem necessary to adjust lending

practices in cases where, as a result of the Gulf crisis, BOP prospects were

exceptionally uncertain during the period of the reform. The discussion

focused on finding relatively simple mechanisms that would provide adequate

support for the reform while satisfying the BOP need criterion in 
an uncertain

environment. Several adaptations were considered, including: postponement of

effectiveness, early repayment clauses, lines of credit, and contingent

tranching. The group concluded that there would not seem to be a universally

preferable option. Rather, the appropriate choice would depend on the

borrower's BOP outlook at the time the loan is negotiated, and on the relative

emphasis that the Bank might wish to place on support for the reform effort in

relation to the balance of payments justification for such operations.

The proposed adaptations could have applications beyond the excep-

tional circumstances created by the Gulf crisis. The paper could be of use in

the event a similar situation arises in the future and also as background for

further thinking in the area of Bank instruments.

Attachment

Cleared with and cc: Messrs Stern, Wood

cc: Messrs. Dubey, El Serafy, Lysy (EAS); Goldberg (LEGOP); Isenman (PRDDR);

Hutcheson (PRDRA); Lamdany (CFSFA); Robless (OPNMS); Wyss (CODDR);

Underwood (IECDI); Johannes (IECDR)

SOllveros:lc



December 11, 1990

GULF CRISIS: POTENTIAL ADAPTATION OF ADJUSTMENT LENDING PRACTICES

FOR OIL-EXPORTING COUNTRIES

The Gulf crisis has resulted in a substantial windfall for oil-
exporting countries, but has also introduced exceptional uncertainty in their
balance of payments prospects. Higher oil prices can substantially reduce BOP
need and in some cases might altogether eliminate the rationale for quick-
disbursing assistance from the Bank. At the same time, recent events underscore
the volatility of oil markets. A decision to defer quick-disbursing operations
might be counterproductive given the prevailing uncertainties, in particular
considering that it might undermine the momentum of reform in borrowing countries
after several years of discussions and preparations.

These concerns have recently surfaced in the context of a policy loan
for Ecuador, and the staff in LAC has sought authorization to introduce an early
repayment clause in the loan to respond to the exceptional uncertainties
regarding BOP prospects.l' The OC recommended that the request be considered
within a broader framework, taking into account current guidelines on adjustment
lending and alternative courses of action, and that FRS lead a working group to
examine the issues.

The purpose of this note is to bring together the considerations made
by participants in the working group., It puts Ecuador's request in the broader
context of Bank lending practices and explores possible Bank responses to the
circumstances. As agreed by the working group, the note focuses narrowly on the
approaches that might be suitable for oil-exporting countries where the
uncertainties created by the Gulf crisis are particularly severe. Appendix I
lists upcoming quick-disbursing loans for these countries.

I. Considerations Regarding the Bank's Quick-Disbursing Assistance

The issues under consideration require revisiting the criteria for
quick-disbursing Bank assistance. The Bank's lending in support of the reform

process in borrowing countries generally takes shape over a number of years and

cannot be changed abruptly without adversely affecting the Bank's dialogue with

the country. Notwithstanding the medium term framework that governs the design

and implementation of structural reform and, more generally, the long-term

relationship of the Bank with its borrowers, the actual provision of quick-

disbursing assistance from the Bank generally rests on the expectation that the

country will register BOP need over the two-to-three year period during which

* The request was formulated in the IM for the Trade Policy Reform Loan,
discussed at the OC on October 22, 1990.

2/ The group included participation of EAS, LEG, PRD, COD, CFS, IEC, OPNMS, and

FRS.
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the reform is implemented.2' For these loans, therefore, evidence of BOP need

over that period would seem to be a precondition for disbursement.El BOP need

should be based on projections that take into account the desirable and
attainable growth level, and not be unduly constrained by lack of external
financing.

II. Special Circumstances Created by the Gulf Crisis

The BOP prospects of oil exporters that rely heavily on oil export
revenues for foreign exchange have historically been particularly uncertain and
subject to a rapid turnaround. The Gulf crisis has heightened the uncertainty
by making oil prices extremely volatile over an undetermined period, since the
duration and resolution of the conflict is a matter of speculation. It is
difficult, therefore, to determine with certainty the external financing
prospects of these borrowers over the coming months. In these circumstances,
flexibility is important to ensure that the Bank's support for the reform process
is maintained in circumstances where financial support may not be ultimately
required.

Oil-exporters face different degrees of uncertainty depending on their
reliance on oil revenues. We are likely to face three types of situations:

(i) In a number of cases, the oil windfall based on the currently expected
path for oil prices (PAC baseline scenario) will clearly eliminate BOP
need during the period of the reform, thus undermining the
justification for quick-disbursing Bank loans. In these cases, it
would seem appropriate to:

(a) postpone those quick-disbursing operations which are still at
the planning stage. If the windfall is large and developments
point to its continuation, the Bank would seek to transform

& A few working group participants felt that a longer-term perspective was more
appropriate to determine if there is a basis for quick-disbursing assistance from
the Bank, given that the Bank is an institution that focuses on the longer-term

and lends funds with 15-20 years maturity.

' A May 8, 1980 memorandum to Executive Directors (R80-122; IDA/R80-83)
explained that SALs would be considered in those situations "where a serious

deterioration in the balance of payments has occured or can be anticipated, and

where the deterioration is due principally to factors which are not likely to

be reversed easily or quickly"(sic). While this memorandum has not been formally

revised, the Bank has at times deemphasized the reference to the BOP position

to the point where it was not clear if it still considered such a deterioration

a prerequisite for making SALs (see Authorized Purposes of Loans Made or

Guaranteed by the Bank, legal memorandum of the Vice President and General

Counsel, SecM88-517, May 10, 1988). At recent Board discussions, however,

Executive Directors have emphasized the link between BOP need and quick-

disbursing assistance by the Bank.
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adjustment operations into sector investment financing where
this can be done, possibly incorporating a similar degree of
conditionality.

(b) continue to process those loans which are already at an advanced
stage of preparation5 / where a sudden withdrawal of support
would create serious difficulties to the reform and to our
association with the country. In these cases, new instruments
of the kind discussed in the next section (e.g. an early
repayment clause) might be useful.

(ii) In a second group of cases, BOP need clearly remains even after the
windfall, partly because oil exports are a less important component
of foreign exchange earnings and because the oil windfall is dampened
by unfavorable developments in other external variables. In these
cases there would be no need to change or adapt the programmed quick-
disbursing Bank assistance.

(iii) Finally, there is likely to be a "grey area" covering a limited number
of oil-exporters where the determination regarding BOP need is not
clear-cut on the basis of PAC baseline oil prices. In these
circumstances, alternative courses of action--as suggested below--
might need to be considered.

III. Bank's Response to Grey Area Cases

The following two factors concur in grey area cases:

1. Exceptionally large uncertainty in oil prices (such as the one
created by the Gulf crisis);

2. The impact of relatively small and probable deviations from baseline
oil price assumptions is substantial enough to turnaround the BOP

position.61

The combination of these two factors is expected to be relatively rare,
even among oil-exporters, and adaptations would therefore be expected to be
applicable to a few cases only.

The choice of adaptations would normally differ depending on whether
there is BOP need or not (on the basis of baseline assumptions) at the time the
loan is negotiated. Appendix II provides a detailed discussion of adaptations;
the relative merits of the various alternatives suggests a possible ranking,
which is indicated below for each of the situations. The ranking is merely

1/ For example, Green Cover being reviewed by the OC.

6/ I.e., eliminate BOP need if there had been one based on baseline assumptions,
and create BOP need if there had not been one based on baseline assumptions.
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indicative, and the choice in any particular case should take into account

individual country circumstances.

No BOP need--but a reversal mizht occur. This situation would apply to

countries where BOP need is eliminated as a result of the oil windfall but where

there is a likely chance that it may reappear during the period of implementation

of reform if oil prices are somewhat lower than baseline. The choice of possible

adaptations points to a trade-off between adequate support for reform and

satisfaction of the BOP criterion:

(a) Emphasis on satisfaction of BOP criterion. In this case

disbursements would not be made until BOP need criterion is clearly

satisfied.

1. The loan could be approved but effectiveness would be postponed

and linked to unfavourable oil price developments.

2. The loan could be disbursed into an escrow account where draws

would be linked to unfavourable oil price developments.

3. A line of credit could be approved where draws would be made
contingent on unfavourable oil price developments.

(b) Emphasis on Support for Reform. Postponing the first disbursement

or making it conditional on oil price developments could lead to
the loss of political momentum for reform and eventual abandonement
of the reform effort. This outcome would be particularly unfortunate
in cases where the Bank has been working with the country on the

preparation and design of the reform over several years, as is the

case in a number of operations. In these circumstances, several
options could be available:

1. Early repayment clause. The first tranche could be disbursed and

a mechanism could be attached to recuperate exposure if BOP need

does not materialize (e.g. , oil prices remain above certain level

during a predetermined period). The same procedure could apply

for subsequent tranche disbursements.

2. Backloading and Contingent Tranching. The first tranche could be

disbursed for a reduced amount. Subsequent tranche disbursements

could be made contingent on BOP need (e.g., tied to unfavourable

oil price developments).

3. Downsizing. The Bank would give the borrower the benefit of the

doubt but would-downsize the amount of the loan. This option

does not provide assurances with regard to the satisfaction of

the BOP need criterion. In some cases, a significant reduction

in the amount of the loan might also reduce or altogether

eliminate the political momentum for reform.
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BOP need--but a reversal might occur. This situation would apply to

countries where BOP need remains after the oil windfall, albeit at much reduced

levels, and where there is a likely chance that it would be altogether eliminated

during the period of implementation of reform if oil prices are somewhat higher
than baseline.Z1 In these cases the Bank might allow for the first disbursement

to take place and might seek assurances with regard to BOP need for subsequent

tranches. The following options could be considered:

1. Early repayment clause. Subsequent tranche disbursements could
have an early repayment clause tied to oil prices.1'

2. Contingent Tranching. Subsequent tranche disbursements could be

made contingent on BOP need (e.g., tied to oil price
developments).

An early repayment clause might provide more support to the reform effort
than contingent tranching, which would place instead greater emphasis on the ex

ante satisfaction of the BOP criterion.

IV. Adaptations to Bank Practices : Beyond the Gulf Crisis

A few participants in the working group noted that the adaptations to

Bank practices being considered might have application beyond the Gulf crisis.

In the past, oil prices have undergone substantial year-on-year fluctuations and,
as a result, a number of oil-exporters have faced significant turnarounds in
their balance of payments over a two-to-three year period (the average period

of reform implementation). In these circumstances, it might be useful to explore

the possibility of extending these adaptations to most or all quick-disbursing

lending to oil-exporting countries where oil prices are expected to remain a

significant determinant of the borrower's BOP position.

V. Conclusions

1. Oil exporters face different degrees of uncertainty in BOP prospects as

a result of the Gulf crisis. Adaptation of adjustment lending practices

would seem necessary in a few cases where the impact of relatively small

and probable deviations from baseline oil prices is substantial enough

to turnaround the BOP position over the period of implementation of the

reform.

Ecuador fit this category at the time the IM for the trade loan was discussed

at the OC.

It would not seem appropiate to tie an early repayment. clause to the first

tranche since it would have been disbursed when there was BOP need.
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2. The choice of adaptations would normally differ depending on whether
there is BOP need or not at the time the loan is negotiated.

3. The relative merits of the various adaptations suggests a possible
ranking, which is given in section III. The ranking is only indicative
and the choice in any given case should give particular attention to
individual country circumstances.



Appendix I

Quick-disbursing Loans to Oil-exporters Programmed for FY91/92 1 2

Cameroon a $150 million SAL II is scheduled for FY92.

Congo a $80 million SAL II and a $40 million Education Sector
adjustment loan are scheduled for FY92.

Ecuador The OC approved on October 22, 1990 an IM for a $100 million
trade loan to Ecuador. The loan is expected to include an early repayment clause
and is scheduled for Board presentation in FY91.

Gabon a $50 million SAL II is scheduled for FY92.

Mexico a $400 million AGSAL is scheduled for FY91 3; a $300 million
Export Development loan with a $25 million quick-disbursing component is also
scheduled for FY91.

It excludes Venezuela where an interest support loan with an early
repayment clause is being currently considered in the context of potential Bank

support to the DDSR. Venezuela does not show BOP need under the proposed baseline

PAC'assumptions and current guidelines would generally not support presenting

this loan for Board approval. The early repayment clause is seen as a way of

conforming to indications of Bank support given to the authorities long before

the onset of the Gulf crisis, as well as to indications given to other creditors

at the time of the negotiation of the DDSR. It is expected that it would result

in early recapture of exposure since BOP need is not expected to materialize.

2 Negotiations on a $500 million FSAL loan for Nigeria have been recently

interrupted and the loan has been taken out of the lending program.

3 The Region is considering the inclusion of an early repayment clause

linked to oil prices.



APPENDIX II

POTENTIAL ADAPTATIONS OF BANK INSTRUMENTS FOR OIL-EXPORTERS

I. Nev Instruments

Early repayment clause. If the BOP need does not materialize, the
borrower is asked to prepay the loan over a relatively short period, say, one
year, in several installments (e.g., three) .l Several considerations regarding
prepayment:

(i) It allows the Bank to disburse in support of the reform process,
thus strengthening dialogue and increasing the chances of loan
implementation.

(ii) It provides for rapid repayment at a time in which the country can
afford to do so, in effect rapidly "undoing" the financial aspect
of the transaction once it is established that it was not needed for
the BOP. Also, it allows for a total undoing of the transaction
(i.e., full prepayment of disbursed amounts).

(iii) A number of technical details would need to be worked out case-by-
case in order to make prepayment operational. Certain aspects could
create difficulties; to mention a few: definition of an adequate

trigger for prepayment (oil prices, current account, overall BOP
balance) that would account for deviations in projections of all the
elements that determine BOP need and that would not create incentives
for moral hazard;V consideration that prepayment should apply to
each tranche separately and, if so, that there be a symmetrical
"recapture" clause that would stop prepayment or even require Bank

disbursement of the prepaid amounts in the event BOP prospects change
again during the expected disbursement period of the loan; etc. In

general, it would only seem practical to link prepayment to oil
prices and to avoid symmetry in the cases under consideration.

The borrower should be asked to prepay quickly because it is at that time

that it would have the resources to do so comfortably.

For example, if oil prices turn out to be much higher than baseline but

overall BOP result remains unchanged due to much higher imports (relaxation

of financial policies) and/or large shortfalls in other creditors

contribution to the financing plan, BOP need remains but there would not

necessarily be a basis for adjustment lending. A more difficult case to

assess would be if import policies are liberalized faster than originally

envisaged.
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(iv) Requesting prepayment might sour relations between the Bank and its
borrowers and could meet opposition at the Board.

(v) There may be implications for other creditors who might also consider
requesting prepayment, in particular in the event of cofinancing,
or in the case where other creditors are not being fully serviced.

Contingent Tranching. Uncertainty regarding BOP need could be handled
by adding specific conditionality on BOP need to subsequent tranche
disbursements, and backloading if appropiate. Some considerations:

(i) It would allow the Bank to tailor the disbursement of its financial
assistance to the changing BOP circumstances that one expects in the
course of a two or three year reform effort.

(ii) Linking tranches to BOP need would seem to be a natural extension
of the principle underlying adjustment lending i/, and particularly
appropriate in cases where the BOP is subject to rapid turnarounds
due to factors beyond the control of the authorities.

(iii) The determination of BOP need at the time of tranche release can be
made automatically on the basis of preestablished criteria (as in
the case of early repayment clauses) or left to the staff's
judgement. If made automatic, this mechanism would face the same
technical difficulties (prespecification of triggers, etc.)
associated with early repayment, unless it is tied to oil prices
only. If not, it may allow for a more balanced judgement in the
determination of BOP need, but could lead to controversy with
borrowers since tranche release conditions would be more vague.

(iv) Greater conditionality would require tougher negotiation and closer
monitoring, all of which could strain dialogue.4 '

(v) The Board may need to be consulted before subsequent tranche
releases, particularly if the determination of BOP need is not
automatic.

Lines of credit. The loan could take the form of a line of credit that
would be made available when BOP need arises during the period of the reform.

For the typical two-tranche adjustment loan this would generally mean a line of

credit that would be increased to the full amount of the loan after second

3/ Currently, BOP need is only assessed at the time of loan approval.

4/ In many cases, however, the alternative would be not granting a loan,
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tranche conditions are met. ' It is similar to the option of contingent
tranching. The main differences are that the borrower could in principle request
an assessment of BOP need at any time during the period of the reform (rather
than just at the time of tranche disbursement), and that disbursements might be
more loosely linked to reform and macro conditionality. Some considerations:

(i) In principle, it does not require disbursement of any amount until
BOP need is justified.

(ii) The Bank could be facing monthly requests for assessment of BOP need
for any given loan. This would be burdensome, unless the BOP need
is determined on the basis of easily observable variables (e.g., oil
prices). The line of credit would, however, provide more flexibility
on timing of disbursement, and would generally be more closely linked
with the timing of the BOP need.

(iii) Drawings under the credit line do not need to coincide, and would
generally not be expected to coincide, with tranche actions (i.e.,
implementation of reforms and adequate macro policies). Satisfaction
of tranche actions could in principle entitle the borrower to a
disbursement at a later date as long as BOP need is justified at the
time of the request. In this case, a situation could arise where
BOP need emerges at a time when the authorities are in the process
of reversing part of the reform program (e.g., increase in import
restrictions in the course of a trade reform due to unexpected BOP
difficulties), or when macropolicies are not right, and the Bank is
asked to disburse on the basis of a prior commitment. There would
therefore be a need to check compliance with reform and policy
conditions at the time disbursements are released. This would
generally entail greater staff resources, in part because there might
be several requests for assessment during the period of disbursement
of the loan, and their timing would generally be unpredictable.

(iv) Restrictions could be put on the timing of requests for drawings
under the credit line to overcome the difficulties mentioned in (ii)
and (iii), in effect making this option very similar to contingent

tranching with no first drawing.

(v) Legal issues might arise in the case of a revolving line of credit,
since the Bank does not have an established mechanism for dealing
with revolving loans, which imply disbursement of amounts repaid
early by the borrower. In addition, technical difficulties might
arise since consideration should also be given to when and how early

repayment of disbursed amounts should take place.

A revolving line of credit would in addition allow for reconstitution of the

credit limits (i.e., repayment of disbursed amounts in the event of lack of

BOP need) which could be drawn again if the need arises later in the reform

process.
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Escrow account. The loan could be disbursed into an escrow account and
authorization to draw from the account could be linked to oil price developments.
This instrument is very similar in substance to the line of credit and most of
the considerations made in that regard are also applicable to this instrument.
It might be more advantageous that a line of credit because :

(i) It could be marketed domestically as full Bank financial support to
the reform since disbursements into the escrow actually take place
pari passu with satisfaction of tranche conditionality.

(ii) It might allow for the country to obtain cofinancing linked to
disbursements into the escrow, rather than to draws from the escrow,
in effect catalyzing resources from other creditors before drawings
from the escrow account take place.

(iii) If the escrow is linked to an oil stabilization fund, it would show
explicit Bank support for such a mechanism, which is particularly
appropriate for oil-exporters.

II. Existing Bank Instruments.

Postponing Loan Effectiveness. This option could allow for the same
degree of monitoring of the reform program as in the event the loan had been made
effective, including certifying that conditions for tranche disbursement have
been satisfied, if this would help the authorities with other creditors or to
gain greater domestic acceptance for the reform program. Some considerations :

(i) It would provide a "seal of approval" to the reform program even in
the event of zero disbursements. On the other hand, the borrower
might postpone implementation until the money is disbursed.

(ii) It provides a clear link between adjustment lending and BOP need but
much weaker support to the reform effort.

Breaking the loan into two loans. The loan could be broken into two

smaller single-tranche policy loans, even-phased or backloaded. In the latter

case this could be very similar to backloading and contingent tranching, although
the determination of BOP need at the time of the second loan could obviously not
be made on the basis of automatic criteria set at the time when the first loan

was approved, and the second loan would need to be brought for Board approval.

Some considerations:
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(i) The reform might not be easily amenable to being broken up into two
loans, in particular in cases where the reforms under the first
tranche would only succeed if follow-up reforms linked to subsequent
tranches are implemented. In addition, there might be cases where
first tranche conditions are not very strong (i.e., the "heart" of
the loan is in the second tranche) and not sufficient in themselves
to justify a loan according to normal standards.

(ii) The breakup might create difficulties with reform implementation in
countries where the second loan is viewed domestically as a "new"
reform whose approval requires consensus-building or further internal
discussion.

(iii) The Board does not favor single-tranche policy loans.

(iv) There would be increased workload for the staff from processing two
loans.

Downsizing. The amount of the loan could be reduced and consideration
could be given, if the need arises, to supplement the loan during the
implementation of the reform. This option:

(i) Would involve little potential disruption to the reform program
unless the loan becomes too small to be significant. In this case,
it would lead to a risk similar to that of no Bank operation at all
(i.e., the reform program might be abandoned).

(ii) Would not provide assurances with regard to BOP need in the situation
under consideration. The downsizing of the loan is more in the
nature of "minimizing the error" in the event disbursement takes
place and BOP need does not materialize.
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THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION/MIGA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: December 10, 1990

TO: Mr. Moeen Qureshi

FROM: Ardy Stoutjesdijkj>

EXTENSION: 80600

SUBJECT: Gulf Crisis - Potential Adaptations of Adjustment Lending Practices

As you know, the OC requested that FRS lead a working group to

examine issues related to the introduction of early repayment clauses in Bank

loans as well as other potential adaptations to Bank practices in response to

events in the Gulf. The attached paper brings together the points discussed in

the working group on the subject and incorporates the views of the various

participants (EAS, LEG, PRD, COD, CFS, IEC, OPNMS and us).

The group concluded that it would seem necessary to adjust lending

practices in cases where, as a result of the Gulf crisis, BOP prospects were

exceptionally uncertain during the period of the reform. The discussion

focused on finding relatively simple mechanisms that would provide adequate

support for the reform while satisfying the BOP need criterion in an uncertain

environment. Several adaptations were considered, including: postponement of

effectiveness, early repayment clauses, lines of credit, and contingent

tranching. The group concluded that there would not seem to be a universally

preferable option. Rather, the appropriate choice would depend on the

borrower's BOP outlook at the time the loan is negotiated, and on the relative

emphasis that the Bank might wish to place on support for the reform effort in

relation to the balance of payments justification for such operations.

The proposed adaptations could have applications beyond the excep-

tional circumstances created by the Gulf crisis. The paper could be of use in

the event a similar situation arises in the future and also as background for

further thinking in the area of Bank instruments.

Attachment

Cleared with and cc: Messrs Stern, Wood

cc: Messrs. Dubey, El Serafy, Lysy (EAS); Goldberg (LEGOP); Isenman (PRDDR);

Hutcheson (PRDRA); Lamdany (CFSFA); Robless (OPNMS); Wyss (CODDR);

Underwood (IECDI); Johannes (IECDR)
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December 7, 1990

GULF CRISIS: POTENTIAL ADAPTATION OF ADJUSTMENT LENDING PRACTICES

FOR OIL-EXPORTING COUNTRIES

The Gulf crisis has resulted in a substantial windfall for oil-
exporting countries, but has also introduced exceptional uncertainty in their
balance of payments prospects. Higher oil prices can substantially reduce BOP
need and in some cases might altogether eliminate the rationale for quick-
disbursing assistance from the Bank. At the same time, recent events underscore
the volatility of oil markets. A decision to defer quick-disbursing operations
might be counterproductive given the prevailing uncertainties, in particular
considering that it might undermine the momentum of reform in borrowing countries
after several years of discussions and preparations.

These concerns have recently surfaced in the context of a policy loan
for Ecuador, and the staff in LAC has sought authorization to introduce an early
repayment clause in the loan to respond to the exceptional uncertainties
regarding BOP prospects.- The OC recommended that the request be considered
within a broader framework, taking into account current guidelines on adjustment
lending and alternative courses of action, and that FRS lead a working group to
examine the issues.

The purpose of this note is to bring together the considerations made
by participants in the working group .' It puts Ecuador's request in the broader
context of Bank lending practices and explores possible Bank responses to the
circumstances. As agreed by the working group, the note focuses narrowly on the
approaches that might be suitable for oil-exporting countries where the
uncertainties created by the Gulf crisis are particularly severe. Appendix I
lists upcoming quick-disbursing loans for these countries.

I. Considerations Regarding the Bank's Quick-Disbursing Assistance

The issues under consideration require revisiting the criteria for
quick-disbursing Bank assistance. The Bank's lending in support of the reform
process in borrowing countries generally takes shape over a number of years and
cannot be changed abruptly wichout adversely affecting the Bank's dialogue with
the country. Notwithstanding the medium term framework that governs the design
and implementation of structural reform and, more generally, the long-term
relationship of the Bank with its borrowers, the actual provision of quick-
disbursing assistance from the Bank generally rests on the expectation that the
country will register BOP need over the two-to-three year period during which

' The request was formulated in the I.H for the Trade Policy Reform Loan,
discussed at the OC on October 22, 1990.

2/ The group included participation of EAS, LEG, PRD, COD, CFS, IEC, OPNMS, and
FRS.
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the reform is implemented.2' For these loans, therefore, evidence of BOP need
over that period would seem to be a precondition for disbursement.ii BOP need
should be based on projections that take into account the desirable and
attainable growth level, and not be unduly constrained by lack of external
financing.

II. Special Circumstances Created by the Gulf Crisis

The BOP prospects of oil exporters that rely heavily on oil export
revenues for foreign exchange have historically been particularly uncertain and
subject to a rapid turnaround. The Gulf crisis has heightened the uncertainty
by making oil prices extremely volatile over an undetermined period, since the
duration and resolution of the conflict is a matter of speculation. It is
difficult, therefore, to determine with certainty the external financing
prospects of these borrowers over the coming months. In these circumstances,
flexibility is important to ensure that the Bank's support for the reform process
is maintained in circumstances where financial support may not be ultimately
required.

Oil-exporters face different degrees of uncertainty depending on their
reliance on oil revenues. TAe are likely to face three types of situations:

(i) In a number of cases, the oil windfall based on the currently expected
path for oil prices (PAC baseline scenario) will clearly eliminate BOP
need during the period of the reform, thus undermining the
justification for quick-disbursing Bank loans. In these cases, it
would seem appropriate to:

(a) postpone those quick-disbursing operations which are still at
the planning stage. If the windfall is large and developments
point to its continuation, the Bank would seek to transform
adjustment operations into sector investment financing where

2 A few working group participants thought that BOP need ought to be evaluated
over the period during which the loan is outstanding (i.e., 15-20 years) to
determine if there is a basis for quick-disbursing assistance from the Bank.

'I A May 8, 1980 memorandum to Executive Directors (R80-122; IDA/R80-83)
explained that SALs would be considered in those situations "where a serious
deterioration in the balance of payments has occured or can be anticipated, and
where the deterioration is due principally to factors which are not likely to
be reversed easily or quickly"(sic). While this memorandum has not been formally
revised, the Bank has at times deemphasized the reference to the BOP position
to the point where it was not clear if it still considered such a deterioration
a prerequisite for making SALs (see Authorized Purposes of Loans Made or
Guaranteed by the Bank, legal memorandum of the- Vice President and General
Counsel, SecM88-517, May 10, 1988). At recent Board discussions, however,
Executive Directors have emphasized the link between BOP need and quick-
disbursing assistance by the Bank.
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this can be done, possibly incorporating a similar degree of
conditionality.

(b) continue to process those loans which are already at an advanced
stage of preparationil where a sudden withdrawal of support
would create serious difficulties to the reform and to our
association with the country. In these cases, new instruments
of the kind discussed in the next section (e.g. an early
repayment clause) might be useful.

(ii) In a second group of cases, BOP need clearly remains even after the
windfall, partly because oil exports are a less important component
of foreign exchange earnings and because the oil windfall is dampened
by unfavorable developments in other external variables. In these
cases there would be no need to change or adapt the programmed quick-
disbursing Bank assistance.

(iii) Finally, there is likely to be a "zrev area" covering a limited number
of oil-exporters where the determination regarding BOP need is not
clear-cut on :he basis of PAC baseline oil prices. In these
circunstances. alternative courses of action--as suggested below--
might need to be considered.

III. Bank's Response to Grey Area Cases

The following two factors concur in grey area cases:

1. Exceptionally large uncertainty in oil prices (such as the one
created by the Gulf crisis);

2. The impact of relatively small and probable deviations from baseline
oil price assumptions is substantial enough to turnaround the BOP
position."

The combination of these two factors is expected to be relatively rare,
even among oil-exporters, and adaptations would therefore be expected to be
applicable to a few cases only.

The choice of adaptations would normally differ depending on whether
there is BOP need or not (on the basis of baseline assumptions) at the time the
loan is negotiated. Appendix II provides a detailed discussion of adaptations;
the relative merits of the various alternatives suggests a possible ranking,
which is indicated below for each of the situations. The ranking is merely
indicative, and the choice in any particular case should take into account
individual country circumstances.

For example, Green Cover being reviewed by the OC.

I.e., eliminate BOP need if there had been one based on baseline assumptions,
and create BOP need if there had not been one based on baseline assumptions.
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No BOP need--but a reversal might occur. This situation would apply to
countries where BOP need is eliminated as a result of the oil windfall but where
there is a likely chance that it may reappear during the period of implementation
of reform if oil prices are somewhat lower than baseline. The choice of possible
adaptations points to a trade-off between adequate support for reform and
satisfaction of the BOP criterion:

(a) Emphasis on satisfaction of BOP criterion. In this case
disbursements would not be made until BOP need criterion is clearly
satisfied.

1. The loan could be approved but effectiveness would be postponed
and linked to unfavourable oil price developments.

2. The loan could be disbursed into an escrow account where draws
would be linked to unfavourable oil price developments.

3. A line of credit could be approved where draws would be made
contingent on unfavourable oil price developments.

(b) Emphasis on Support for Reform. Postponing the first disbursement
or making it conditional on oil price developments could lead to
the loss of political momentum for reform and eventual abandonement
of the reform effort. This outcome would be particularly unfortunate
in cases where the Bank has been working with the country on the
preparation and design of the reform over several years, as is the
case in a number of operations. In these circumstances, several.
options could be available:

1. Early repayment clause. The first tranche could be disbursed and
a mechanism could be attached to recuperate exposure if BOP need
does not materialize (e.g., oil prices remain above certain level
during a predetermined period). The same procedure could apply
for subsequent tranche disbursements.

2. Backloading and Contingent Tranching. The first tranche could be
disbursed for a reduced amount. Subsequent tranche disbursements
could be made contingent on BOP need (e.g., tied to unfavourable
oil price developments).

3. Downsizing. The Bank would give the borrower the benefit of the
doubt but would downsize the amount of the loan. This option
does not provide assurances with regard to the satisfaction of
the BOP need criterion. In some cases, a significant reduction
in the amount of the loan might also reduce or altogether
eliminate the political momentum for reform.

BOP need--but a reversal might occur. This situation would apply to
countries where BOP need remains after the oil windfall, albeit at much reduced
levels, and where there is a likely chance that it would be altogether eliminated
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during the period of implementation of reform if oil prices are somewhat higher
than baseline.71 In these cases the Bank might allow for the first disbursement
to take place and might seek assurances with regard to BOP need for subsequent
tranches. The following options could be considered:

1. Early repayment clause. Subsequent tranche disbursements could
have an early repayment clause tied to oil prices.A'

2. Contingent Tranching. Subsequent tranche disbursements could be
made contingent on BOP need (e.g., tied to oil price
developments).

An early repayment clause might provide more support to the reform effort
than contingent tranching, which would place instead greater emphasis on the ex
ante satisfaction of the BOP criterion.

IV. Adaptations to Bank Practices : Bevond the Gulf Crisis

A few participants in the working group noted that the adaptations to
Bank practices being considered might have application beyond the Gulf crisis.
In the past, oil prices have undergone substantial year-on-year fluctuations and,
as a result, a number of oil-exporters have faced significant turnarounds in
their balance of payments over a two-to-three year period (the average period
of reform implementation). In these circumstances, it might be useful to explore
the possibility of extending these adaptations to most or all quick-disbursing
lending to oil-exporting countries where oil prices are expected to remain a
significant determinant of the borrower's BOP position.

IV. Conclusions

1. Oil exporters face different degrees of uncertainty in BOP prospects as
a result of the Gulf crisis. Adaptation of adjustment lending practices
would seem necessary in a few cases where the impact of relatively small
and probable deviations from baseline oil prices is substantial enough

to turnaround the BOP position over the period of implementation of the
reform.

2. The choice of adaptations would normally differ depending on whether
there is BOP need or not at the time the loan is negotiated.

ZI Ecuador fit this category at the time the IM for the trade loan was discussed

at the OC.

2' It would not seem appropiate to tie an early repayment clause to the first

tranche since it would have been disbursed when there was BOP need.
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3. The relative merits of the various adaptations suggests a possible
ranking, which is given in section III. The ranking is only indicative
and the choice in any given case should give particular attention to
individual country circumstances.



Appendix I

Quick-disbursing Loans to Oil-exporters Programmed for FY91/92 1 2

Cameroon a $150 million SAL II is scheduled for FY92.

Congo a $80 million SAL II and a $40 million Education Sector
adjustment loan are scheduled for FY92.

Ecuador The OC approved on October 22, 1990 an IM for a $100 million
trade loan to Ecuador. The loan is expected to include an early repayment clause
and is scheduled for Board presentation in FY91.

Gabon a $50 million SAL II is scheduled for FY92.

Mexico a $400 million AGSAL is scheduled for FY91 3; a $300 million
Export Development loan with a $25 million quick-disbursing component is also
scheduled for FY91.

1 It excludes Venezuela where an interest support loan with an earl::
repayment clause is being currently considered in the context of potential Bank
support to the DDSR. Venezuela does not show BOP need under the proposed baseline
PAC assumptions and current guidelines would generally not support presenting
this loan for Board approval. The early repayment clause is seen as a way of
conforming to indications of Bank support given to the authorities long before
the onset of the Gulf crisis, as well as to indications given to other creditors
at the time of the negotiation of the DDSR. It is expected that it would resulz
in early recapture of exposure since BOP need is not expected to materialize.

2 Negotiations on a $500 million FSAL loan for Nigeria have been recently

interrupted and the loan has been taken out of the lending program.

3 The Region is considering the inclusion of an early repayment clause
linked to oil prices.



APPENDIX II

POTENTIAL ADAPTATIONS OF BANK INSTRUMENTS FOR OIL-EXPORTERS

I. New Instruments

Early repayment clause. If the BOP need does not materialize, the
borrower is asked to prepay the loan over a relatively short period, say, one
year, in several installments (e.g. , three) .1/ Several considerations regarding
prepayment:

(i) It allows the Bank to disburse in support of the reform process,
thus strengthening dialogue and increasing the chances of loan
implementation.

(ii) It provides for rapid repayment at a time in which the country can
afford to do so, in effect rapidly "undoing" the financial aspect
of the transaction once it is established that it was not needed for
the BOP. Also, it allows for a total undoing of the transaction
(i.e., full prepayment of disbursed amounts).

(iii) A number of technical details would need to be worked out case-by-
case in order to make prepayment operational. Certain aspects could
create difficulties; to mention a few: definition of an adequate
trigger for prepayment (oil prices, current account, overall BOP
balance) that would account for deviations in projections of all the
elements that determine BOP need and that would not create incentives
for moral hazard;2 / consideration that prepayment should apply to
each tranche separately and, if so, that there be a symmetrical
"recapture" clause that would stop prepayment or even require Bank
disbursement of the prepaid amounts in the event BOP prospects change
again during the expected disbursement period of the loan; etc. In
general, it would only seem practical to link prepayment to oil
prices and to avoid symmetry in the cases under consideration.

The borrower should be asked to prepay quickly because it is at that time
that it would have the resources to do so comfortably.

For example, if oil prices turn out to be much higher than baseline but
overall BOP result remains unchanged due to much higher imports (relaxation
of financial policies) and/or large shortfalls in other creditors
contribution to the financing plan, BOP need remains but there would not
necessarily be a basis for adjustment lending. A more difficult case to
assess would be if import policies are liberalized faster than originally
envisaged.
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(iv) Requesting prepayment might sour relations between the Bank and its
borrowers and could meet opposition at the Board.

(v) There may be implications for other creditors who might also consider
requesting prepayment, in particular in the event of cofinancing,
or in the case where other creditors are not being fully serviced.

Contingent Tranching. Uncertainty regarding BOP need could be handled
by adding specific conditionality on BOP need to subsequent tranche
disbursements, and backloading if appropiate. Some considerations:

(i) It would allow the Bank to tailor the disbursement of its financial
assistance to the changing BOP circumstances that one expects in the
course of a two or three year reform effort.

(ii) Linking tranches to BOP need would seem to be a natural extension
of the principle underlying adjustment lending !/, and particularly
appropriate in cases where the BOP is subject to rapid turnarounds
due to factors beyond the control of the authorities.

(iii) The determination of BOP need at the time of tranche release can be
made automati-cally on the basis of preestablished criteria (as in
the case of early repayment clauses) or left to the staff's
judgement. If made automatic, this mechanism would face the same
technical difficulties (prespecification of triggers, etc.)
associated with early repayment, unless it is tied to oil prices
only. If not, it may allow for a more balanced judgement in the
determination of BOP need, but could lead to controversy with
borrowers since tranche release conditions would be more vague.

(iv) Greater conditionality would require tougher negotiation and closer
monitoring, all of which could strain dialogue.I

(v) The Board may need to be consulted before subsequent tranche
releases, particularly if the determination of BOP need is not
automatic.

Lines of credit. The loan could take the form of a line of credit that
would be made available when BOP need arises during the period of the reform.
For the typical two-tranche adjustment loan this would generally mean a line of
credit that would be increased to the full amount of the loan after second

1/ Currently, BOP need is only assessed at the time of loan approval.

In many cases, however, the alternative would be not granting a loan.
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tranche conditions are met.11 It is similar to the option of contingent
tranching. The main differences are that the borrower could in principle request
an assessment of BOP need at any time during the period of the reform (rather
than just at the time of tranche disbursement), and that disbursements might be
more loosely linked to reform and macro conditionality. Some considerat:ons:

(i) In principle, it does not require disbursement of any amount until
BOP need is justified.

(ii) The Bank could be facing monthly requests for assessment of BOP need
for any given loan. This would be burdensome, unless the BOP need
is determined on the basis of easily observable variables (e.g., oil
prices). The line of credit would, however, provide more flexibility
on timing of disbursement, and would generally be more closely linked
with the timing of the BOP need.

(iii) Drawings under the credit line do not need to coincide, and would
generally not be expected to coincide, with tranche actions (i.e.,
implementation of reforms and adequate macro policies). Satisfaction
of tranche actions could in principle entitle the borrower to a
disbursement at a later date as long as BOP need is justified at the
time of the request. In this case, a situation could arise where
BOP need emerges at a time when the authorities are in the process
of reversing part of the reform program (e.g., increase in import
restrictions in the course of a trade reform due to unexpected BOP
difficulties), or when macropolicies are not right, and the Bank is
asked to disburse on the basis of a prior commitment. There would
therefore be a need to check compliance with reform and policy
conditions at the time disbursements are released. This would
generally entail greater staff resources, in part because there might
be several requests for assessment during the period of disbursement
of the loan, and their timing would generally be unpredictable.

(iv) Restrictions could be put on the timing of requests for drawings
under the credit line to overcome the difficulties mentioned in (ii)
and (iii), in effect making this option very similar to contingent
tranching with no first drawing.

(v) Legal issues might arise in the case of a revolving line of credit,
since the Bank does not have an established mechanism for dealing
with revolving loans, which imply disbursement of amounts repaid
early by the borrower. In addition, technical difficulties might
arise since consideration should also be given to when and how early
repayment of disbursed amounts should take place.

2 A revolving line of credit would in addition allow for reconstitution of the
credit limits (i.e., repayment of disbursed amounts in the event of lack of
BOP need) which could be drawn again if the need arises later in the reform
process.
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Escrow account. The loan could be disbursed into an escrow account and
authorization to draw from the account could be linked to oil price developments.
This instrument is very similar in substance to the line of credit and most of
the considerations made in that regard are also applicable to this instrument.
It might be more advantageous that a line of credit because :

(i) It could be marketed domestically as full Bank financial support to
the reform since disbursements into the escrow actually take place
pari passu with satisfaction of tranche conditionality.

(ii) It might allow for the country to obtain cofinancing linked to
disbursements into the escrow, rather than to draws from the escrow,
in effect catalyzing resources from other creditors before drawings
from the escrow account take place.

(iii) If the escrow is linked to an oil stabilization fund, it would show
explicit Bank support for such a mechanism, which is particularly
adequate for oil-exporters.

II. Existing Bank Instruments.

Postponing Loan Effectiveness. This option could allow for the same
degree of monitoring of the reform program than in the event the loan were
effective, including certifying that conditions for tranche disbursement have
been satisfied, if this would help the authorities with other creditors or to
gain greater domestic acceptance for the reform program. Some considerations :

(i) It would provide a "seal of approval" to the reform program even in
the event of zero disbursements. On the other hand, the borrower
might postpone implementation until the money is disbursed.

(ii) It provides a clear link between adjustment lending and BOP need but
much weaker support to the reform effort.

Breaking the loan into two loans. The loan could be broken into two
smaller single-tranche policy loans, even-phased or backloaded. In the latter
case this could be very similar to backloading and contingent tranching, although
the determination of BOP need at the time of the second loan could obviously not
be made on the basis of automatic criteria set at the time when the first loan
was approved, and the second loan would need to be brought for Board approval.
Some considerations:
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(i) The reform might not be easily amenable to being broken up into two
loans, in particular in cases where the reforms under the first
tranche would only succeed if follow-up reforms linked to subsequent
tranches are implemented. In addition, there might be cases where
first tranche conditions are not very strong (i.e., the "heart" of
the loan is in the second tranche) and not sufficient in themselves
to justify a loan according to normal standards.

(ii) The breakup might create difficulties with reform implementation in
countries where the second loan is viewed domestically as a "new"
reform whose approval requires consensus-building or further internal
discussion.

(iii) The Board does not favor single-tranche policy loans.

(iv) There would be increased workload for the staff from processing two
loans.

Downsizing. The amount of the loan could be reduced and consideration
could be given, if the need arises, to supplement the loan during the
implementation of the reform. This option:

(i) Little potential disruption on the reform program unless the loan
becomes too small to be significant. In this case, it would lead
to a risk similar to that of no Bank operation at all (i.e., the
reform program might be abandoned).

(ii) Would not provide assurances with regard to BOP need in the situation
under consideration. The downsizing of the loan is more in the
nature of "minimizing the error" in the event disbursement takes
place and BOP need does not materialize.
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October 30, 1990

Gulf crisis : Potential Adaptation of Adiustment Lending Practices

for Oil-Exporting Countries

The Gulf crisis has resulted in a substantial windfall for oil-
exporting countries but has also introduced a large element of uncertainty in
their external financing prospects. Higher oil prices can substantially reduce
BOP need and in some cases might altogether eliminate the justification for
adjustment lending. At the same time, recent events underscore the volatility
of oil markets and a decision to suspend quick-disbursing operations might be
premature given the prevailing uncertainties, in particular considering the
benefits expected from active Bank support to the reform process.

These concerns have recently surfaced in the context of a policy loan
for Ecuador, and the staff in LAC has sought authorization to introduce an early
repayment clause in the loan to respond to the exceptional uncertainties
regarding BOP prospects '. The OC recommended that the request be considered
within a broader framework, taking into account current guidelines on adjustment
lending and alternative courses of action, and that a task force be established
to that effect.

The purpose of this note is to follow up on the suggestions made at the
first meeting of the task force on October 29. It briefly identifies the
circumstances underlying Ecuador's request, explores potential adaptations of
Bank practices to respond to these circumstances, and recommends a course of
_:tir As agreed at that meeting, the note focuses narrowly on the approaches
that might be suitable for oil-exporting countries where the uncertainties
created by the oil crisis are particularly severe. Appendix 1 lists upcoming
adjustment loans that could raise similar issues.

I. The case of Ecuador

The following factors determined the request for an early prepayment
clause in the case of Ecuador:

(i) Balance of payments projections show BOP need based on the oil
prices that are currently being proposed as baseline PAC assumptions (IED
scenario I).

(ii) Higher oil prices such as those in IED's scenario II and III
would wipe out the BOP need during the period of execution of the trade reform
and would eliminate the justification for adjustment lending.

(iii) There is a high probability that by Board presentation there

The request was formulated in the IM for the Trade Policy Reform Loan,
discussed at the OC on October 22, 1990.
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would continue to be exceptional uncertainty with regard to balance of payments
projections -- e.g., the Gulf crisis may not be resolved and oil markets may
remain highly volatile. In this case, it seems pertinent to go ahead with the
loan but have a mechanism that would allow the Bank to recapture exposure if
favourable developments in the oil market eliminate BOP need during the period
of the reform.

(iv) The alternative of not processing the loan sis considered to
have a high cost because it can seriously jeopardize the reform effort. The loan
is the result of several years of discussions between the Bank and the
authorities and it is felt that there ought to be pretty solid evidence of lack
of BOP need before the Bank withdraws its financial support.

IT. Operational Considerations

Bank practices can be adapted in a variety of ways to deal with the
special circumstances surrounding the Ecuador loan. The rationale for adaptations
in this case is based on two key characteristics : exceptionally large
uncertainty in BOP prospects (i.e., exceptionally high volatility in oil
markets), and the fact that favourable developments which might materialize are
substantial enough to eliminate BOP need over the period of the reform 2. The
combination of these two factors is expected to be relatively rare, even among
oil-exporters, and adaptations would therefore be applicable to a few cases only.

In these circumstances, the principle underlying adaptations should be
that when a borrower faces exceptional uncertainties in BOP prospects, the Bank
would give the benefit of the doubt and proceed with adjustment lending, but will
incorporate mechanisms to seek adequate assurances in the event BOP need does
not materialize during the period of the reform. There are several ways in which
these assurances could be incorporated in Bank practices :

Early prepavment clause. If the BOP need does not materialize, the
borrower is asked to prepay the loan over a relatively short period, say, one
year, in several installments (e.g., three) 3. Several considerations regarding
prepayment :

(i) it allows the Bank to disburse in support of the reform process,
thus strenghthening dialogue and increasing the chances of loan implementation.

(ii) it provides for rapid repayment at a time in which the country

2 In the absence of exceptional uncertainty the loan would be presented for
Board approval without any adaptation (if there is BOP need) or not presented
at all if balance of payments projections show no BOP need.

3 The borrower should be asked to prepay quickly because it is at that time
that it would have the resources to do so comfortably. If, instead, repayment
terms are shortened to, say, 5 years and BOP developments seriously deteriorate
in the meantime, the borrower c-ould argue at the time of the deterioration that
it is being exposed to unduly harsh repayment terms.
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can afford to do so, in effect rapidly "undoing" the financial aspect of the
transaction once it is established that it violated the BOP need criterion.

(iii) a number of technical details would need to be worked out case-
by-case in order to make prepayment operational. Certain aspects could create
difficulties; to mention a few : definition of an adequate trigger for prepayment
(oil prices, current account, overall BOP balance) that would account for
deviations in projections of all the elements that determine OP need and that
would not create incentives for moral hazard 4; consLderation that prepayment
should apply to each tranche separately and, if so, that there be a symmetrical
"recapture" clause that would stop prepayment or even require Bank disbursement
of the prepaid amounts in the event BOP prospects change again during the
expected disbursement period of the loan; etc.

(iv) requesting prepayment might sour relations between the Bank and
its borrowers and could meet strong opposition at the Board, despite the fact
it should happen at a time when it should not be causing hardship on the country.

(v) there are bound to be implications for other creditors who might
also consider requesting prepayment 1, in particular in the event of cofinancing,
or in the case of future debt servicing problems.

Backloading and Linking Tranches to BOP need. Greater uncertainty could
be handled by backloading disbursements and adding conditionality on BOP need
to subsequent tranche disbursements. Some considerations :

(i) uneven phasing allows the Bank to tailor its financial
assisstance to the changing BOP circumstances that one expects in the course of
a two or three year reform effort.

(ii) linking tranches to BOP need would seem to be a natural
extension of the principle underlying adjustment lending 6, and particularly
appropiate in cases where the BOP is subject to rapid turnarounds due to factors
beyond the control of the authorities.

(iii) The determination of BOP need at the time of tranche release
can be made automatically on the basis of preestablished criteria (like in the
case of early prepayment clauses) or left to the staff's judgement. If made
automatic, this mechanism would face the same technical difficulties

For example, if oil prices turn out to be much higher than baseline but
overall BOP result remains unchanged due to much higher imports (relaxation of
financial policies) and/or large shortfalls in other creditors contribution to
the financing plan, BOP need remains but there would not necessarily be a basis
for adjustment lending. A more difficult case to assess would be if import
policies are liberalized faster than originally envisaged.

5 Banks have in the past included such clauses in new money agreements with
respect to IMF purchases.

6 Currently, BOP need is only assessed at the time of loan approval.
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(prespecification of triggers, etc.) associated with early prepayment. If not-,
it may allow for a more balanced judgement in the determination of BOP need but
it might put greater pressure on the staff to accommodate the authorities. 7

(iv) greater conditionality would require tougher negotiation and
closer monitoring, all of which could strain dialogue 7.

(v) the Board may need to be consulted, part.cularly if the
determination of BOP need is not automatic.

Breaking the loan into two loans. The loan could be broken into two
smaller single-tranche policy loans. This is very similar to backloading and
linking tranches to BOP need, although the determination of BOP need at the time
of the second loan could obviously not be made on the basis of automatic criteria
set at the time when the first loan was approved. Some considerations :

(i) The reform might not be easily amenable to be broken up into
two loans, in particular in cases where first tranche conditions are not very
strong (i.e., the "heart" of the loan is in the second tranche) and not
sufficient in themselves to justify a loan according to normal standards.

(ii) The breakup might create difficulties with reform implementation
in countries where the second loan is viewed domestically as a "new" reform whose
approval requires consensus-building or further internal discussion.

(iii) The Board does not favor single-tranche policy loans.

Reduced Loan Amount + Supplemental Amount. The amount of the loan
could be reduced and consideration could be given, if the need arises, to
supplement the loan during the implementation of the reform. This option

(i) minimizes potential disruption on the reform program.

(ii) does not provide assurances with regard to BOP need in the
situation under consideration. The downsizing of the loan is more in the nature
of "minimizing the error" in the event disbursement takes place and BOP need does
not materialize.

(iii) the supplemental loan amount would presumably require Board
approval.

(iv) this technique would seem to be more appropiate in a situation
where oil prices might fall sharply vis-a-vis the baseline in the course of the
reform (rather than rapidly improve, as is the case under consideration) creating
additional financing needs for the oil-exporter which could be met with
supplemental Bank financing, provided policy adjustment and burdensharing
considerations are adequate.

7 In many cases, however, the alternative would be not granting a loan.
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Lines of credit. The loan could take the form of a line of credit
that would be made available when BOP need arises during the period of the
reform. For the typical two-tranche adjustment loan this would generally mean
a line of credit that would be increased to the full amount of the loan after
second tranche conditions are met 8. It is similar to the option of backloading
(the increase in credit limits could be also backloded) and linking tranches to
BOP need. The main differences are that the borrower could in principle request
an assessment of BOP need at any time during the period of the reform (rather
than just at the time of tranche disbursement), and that disbursements are more
loosely linked to reform and macroconditionality. Some considerations

(i) In principle, it does not require disbursement of any amount
until BOP need is justified. In practice, however, a first drawing would normally
be expected after Board approval since the loan documentation would necessarily
have to argue BOP need at that time in order to satisfy the legal basis for
adjustment lending 1.

(ii) The Bank could be facing monthly requests for assessment of
BOP need for any given loan. This would be burdensome, in particular given the
technical difficulties that such an assessment might entail 0.

(iii) Drawings under the credit line do not need to coincide, and
would generally not be expected to coincide, with tranche actions (i.e.,
implementation of reforms and adequate macropolices), with the exception of the
first drawing. A situation could therefore arise where BOP need emerges at a time
when the authorities are in the process of reversing part of the reform program
(e.g., increase in import restrictions in the course of a trade reform due to
unexpected BOP difficulties) and the Bank is forced to disburse on the basis of
a prior committment (satisfaction of prior tranche conditions). Similarly, it
could force Bank disbursements when macropolicies are not right and provide
incentive for moral hazard.

(iv) Restrictions could be put on the use of the credit line to
overcome the difficulties mentioned in (ii) and (iii), in effect making this
option identical in substance to the one of backloading and linking tranches to
BOP need.

8 A revolving line of credit would in addition allow for reconstitution of
the credit limits (i.e., repayment of disbursed amounts in the event of lack of
BOP need) which could be drawn again if the need arises later in the reform
process.

9 Under current guidelines, the Bank cannot make available quick-disbursing
resources on a contingent basis (i.e., on grounds that the country "might
eventually need them"). This, however, would seem to be a situation where credit
lines might be most adequate.

1 The technical difficulties obviously increase in the case of a revolving
credit line since consideration should also be given to when and how early
repayment of disbursed amounts should take place.
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Postponing Loan Effectiveness. Given the uncertainty of the external
financing situation, the Bank could also consider approving the loan but
postponing loan effectiveness until a stronger case can be made for the need for
BOP assistance. This option could also allow for the same degree of monitoring
of the reform program than in the event the loan were effective, including
certifying that conditions for tranche disbursement have been satisfied, if this
would help the authorities with other creditors or to gain greater domestic
acceptance for the reform program. Some considerations :

(i) it would provide a "seal of approval" to the reform program even
in the event of zero disbursements. On the other hand, the borrower might
postpone implementation until the money is disbursed.

(ii) it provides a clear link between adjustment lending and BOP need
but much weaker support to the reform effort.

III. Recommendation

There are ways to adapt Bank practices to accommodate the special
circumstances facing adjustment lending to Ecuador at this time. An analysis of
the modalities that these adaptations might take indicates that there is a trade-
off between providing adequate support to the reform effort and ensuring that
the BOP need criterion is satisfied. At one extreme, the least support for reform
and closest satisfaction of the BOP need requirement is provided by postponing
effectiveness of the loan; at the other, a line of credit would seem to place"
the least obstacles to reform implementation but it may be the least satisfying
from the point of view of assurances on BOP need, with the exception of the
option of loan downsizing + supplemental loan, which provides practically no
assurances.

The remaining options fall somewhat in between these three. The early
prepayment clause can be technically difficult to implement and could create
difficulties in dialogue if triggered; the relative merits of the other two would
seem to suggest the following ranking in order of preference :

1. Backloading and linking tranches to BOP need

2. Breaking the loan into two loans

3. Early prepayment clause

GOllveros



Appendix I

Potential Candidates For Adaptations in FY91/92 1

Ecuador The OC approved on 10/22 an IM for a $100 million trade loan
to Ecuador which proposed to include a prepayment clause. A Public sector

, adjustment loan is planned for mid-91.

Nigeria a $500 million FSAL is proposed for FY91.

Congo a $80 million SAL II is scheduled for FY91; a $40 million
ESAL is scheduled for FY92.

Gabon a $50 million SAL II is scheduled for FY92.

Others Adjustment operations are scheduled in FY91/92 for
Indonesia, Mexico, and Cameroon, although the impact of oil prices higher than
baseline (e.g., IED scenario II) would not appear to be unduly large compared
with their financing needs over the period, and the issue of adaptations might
therefore not arise.

I It excludes Venezuela where an interest support loan with a prepayment
clause is being currently considered in the context of potential Bank support
to the DDSR. Venezuela, however, does not show BOP need under the proposed
baseline PAC assumptions (IED scenario I) and current guidelines would generally
not support presenting this loan for Board approval. The prepayment clause is

seen as a way of conforming to previous indications of Bank support given to the
authorities and to other creditors at the time of the negotiation of the DDSR,

while allowing rhe possibility for early recapture of exposure since BOP need

is not expected to materialize. Adaptation in this case is ad hoc and there would

not seem to be an advantage in.arguing its rationale beyond this case.



November 1, 1990

Mr. Vinod Dubey

Re: "...Potential Adaptation of Adjustment Lending...."

Vinod,

A few thoughts on the paper:

(i) An early prepayment clause would not solve the basic problem.
The reason (which is not mentioned in the paper) is that under
our existing guidelines the BOP need has to exist when the loan
is approved and disbursed. However, this option assumes that
the whole- loan will be disbursed (in presumably 2 tranches) -
irrespective of the BOP needs. The repayment clause would be
triggered only later if the BOP situation allowed.

(ii) Backloading and linking tranches to BOP needs is very much in
the spirit of the existing guidelines. From a legal and
operational point of view, it is a simple and clear solution.
However, it should be stressed that the "trigger" should be
objective and defined ex ante. It should also avoid any kind
of problems with moral hazard. Thus it should be based on some
variable that is completely outside the influence of the
Government. This implies that the oil price should be used as
a trigger. With a little inventiveness, the trigger can
actually be differentiated so that the second tranche would be,
say, $40 million if the oil price was below $20 per barrel; $20
million if the price was between $20 and $25 and 0 if the price
was above $25. This might help create a little more pressure
on the Government to implement the second stage of policy
reforms. I think there is a great risk that the Board will
insist on participating in the approval of the second tranche
if it is not automatically linked with an objective variable
like the oil price. By the way, the price used should be a
suitable futures price on a specific date (say, the Decembhr
1991 futures quoted on June 30, 1991). My assumption is that
the futures price would give the best forecast of the near term
BOP needs. 1

(iii) Two loans and reduced loan amount plus supplement are similar

in many respects. They are more suitable when the BOP needs
might increase rather than decrease. They involve more staff
work. On the whole the "pros and cons" in the paper are
correct.

1/ The very best formulation might be: "If the spot price on June 30, 1991
is below X and the December futures price is below Y then...."
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(iv) Lines of credit don't really support policy reforms. They

would be difficult to define (legally and operationally). If

they were made to more direct support future policy reforms,

they would be similar to the "backloading and linking"

alternative but be more complicated to put together and to

supervise.

(v) Postponing effectiveness makes sense only if the immediate BOP

needs were uncertain but we were more confident about the needs

two years down the line. The Ecuador case is, as far as I

understand, just the opposite.

In my mind, the "backloading and linking" alternative is by far the

best alternative for Ecuador. However, there is some chance that some

other alternative will be better for other countries/loans/dates.

Thus, I suggest that the task force revises the paper along the

fqllowing lines:

o Introduction: most of the first page;

o Options: more or less the present Section II but with briefer

discussion of "pros and cons";

o General recommendations: don't consider early prepayments and

lines of credits, but use the others as circumstances might

require;

o The case of Ecuador: more or less the present Section I plus

an expanded discussion of why "backloading and linking" is most

appropriate;

o Implementation for Ecuador: a further discussion of how the

trigger clause, etc. should be formulated.

I hope that these quick thoughts are useful.

Per Ljung

P.S. I don't understand the conclusion on lines of credit in the

first paragraph under Section III. As far as I understand (and

read the arguments presented on page 5), the L-O-C would be

tailored to BOP needs but it would be more difficult to link it

with the policy reform process. Section III says just the

opposite.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: October 24, 1990 U R G E N T

TO: Messrs. Bock, El Serafy, Goldberg, Isenman and Wyss

FROM: Ardy J. Stoutjesdijk, Director, FRSC1L7l

EXTENSION: 80600

SUBJECT: Gulf Crisis: Potential Adaptation of Adjustment Lending Practices

The sharp increase in the world market price for oil has
generated lignificant windfalls in oil-exporting countries. In
several of these, adjustment lending is in preparation to address a
balance-of-payments problem that may no longer exist. depending on
future oil price development. 7n the cases of Venezuela, Indonesia,
and, most recently, Ecuador, the question has been raised whether such
lending should proceed, and if so, whether a special prepayment clause
should be negotiated, to be triggered when oil revenues remain
relatively high for an extended period.

At the Operations Committee meeting of October 22, 1990
discussing a policy loan for Ecuador, Joe Wood was asked to get an
effort underway to look into this possibility; he has subsequently
asked me to take this on.

My secretary, Tita, has contacted your respective offices to
confirm that you would be available on Monday, October 29, 1990, at
11:00 a.m., for a meeting on this subject. Could we meet in my office
(D-7071)? The attached paper serves as background.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Wood, Grilli o/r, McPheeters/Kilby o/r, Oliveros



October 23, 1990

Gulf crisis : Potential Adaptation of Adjustment Lending Practices

for Oil-Exporting Countries

The Gulf crisis has resulted in a substantial windfall for oil-
exporting countries but has also introduced a large element of uncertainty in
their external financing prospects. Higher oil prices have substantially reduced
BOP need and in some cases might altogether eliminate the justification for
adjustment lending. At the same time, recent events underscore the volatility
of oil markets and a decision to suspend quick-disbursing operations might be
premature given the uncertainties in oil markets, in particular considering the
benefits expected from active Bank support to the reform process. The purpose
of this note is to briefly identify the circumstances under which it might be
useful to explore potential adaptations of Bank practices to adress these
concerns, and to provide a preliminary indication of the modalities that these
adaptations might take.

Special Circumstances for Adaotation of Bank Practices

The abovementioned concerns would generally arise in situations where
BOP prospects are particularly uncertain and subject to a rapid turnaround. For
example, it can be the case that by the time of Board presentation of an
adjustment loan recent developments in key external variables would have
substantially increased the probability that a more favourable BOP scenario might
materialize than the one in the loan documentation. Obviously, if the improvement
in the external environement does not change in any fundamental sense the
argument for BOP need, the loan would proceed as planned. The issue of adequacy
of adjustment lending arises if the improvement is large enough so that the
country would not show BOP need under the more favourable scenario 1.

In the past, it has been Bank practice to respond to these situations
either by proceeding with the loan when the probability of the improved external
environment was deemed to be lower than that of the baseline, or by cancelling
the operation or postponing it until external prospects more clearly show the
need for quick-disbursing assistance. There might be room, however, to adapt
Bank practices to try to better deal with this uncertainty, in particular in
cases where key external variables have a volatile behaviour and are of enough
importance to cause a rapid turnaround in BOP prospects. In brief, the particular
circumstances when it might be useful to consider adaptations would generally

1 A case in point is the trade policy loan of Ecuador which is expected to

go to the Board in April 1991. It is expected that the BOP projections included

in the documentation would be based on the PAC baseline scenario (e.g., IED "low

scenario") that would appear to show BOP need. By Board presentation, however,

there could be a well-founded view that baseline oil price projections might be

unduly pessimistic and, if so, that BOP need over the period of loan disbursement

could no longer be justified.
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be expected to meet the following criteria:

-- the improvement over the baseline has to be somewhat unexpectedif it happened long before Board presentation, the baseline should be changed
to reflect it and there may be no basis for adjustment lending.

-- favourable developments have to be (i) substantial enough toeliminate BOP need over the period of the loan and (ii) relatively probable vis-
a-vis the baseline.

-- external factors affecting the BOP have to be relatively volatileso as to be able to cause rapid turnaounds in BOP prospects over the period ofthe loan.

Operational Considerations

Bank practices can be adapted in a variety of ways to deal with thespecial circumstances mentioned above. The underlying principle should be that,
given the exceptional character of these uncertainties, the Bank would give theborrower the benefit of the doubt and proceed with adjustment lending, but willincorporate mechanisms to seek adequate assurances in the event BOP need doesnot materialize. There are several ways in which these assurances could beincorporated in Bank practices :

Early preayment clause. If the BOP need does not materialize, theborrower is asked to prepay the loan over a relatively short period, say, oneyear, in several disbursements (e.g., three)2 . Several considerations regardingprepayment:

(i) it allows the Bank to disburse in support of the reform process,thus strenghthening dialogue and increasing the chances of loan implementation.

(ii) it provides for rapid repayment at a time in which the country
can afford to do so, in effect rapidly "undoing" the financial aspect of thetransaction once it is established that it violated the BOP need criterion.

(iii) a number of technical details that would need to be worked outcase-bydcase in order to make prepayment operational; certain aspects couldcreate difficulties. To mention a few definition of an adequate trigger forprepayment (oil prices, current account, overall BOP balance) that would account

2 The borrower should be asked to prepay quickly because it is at that timethat it would have the resources to do so comfortably. If, instead, repaymentterms are shortened to, say, 5 years and BOP developments seriously deterioratein the meantime, the borrower could argue at that time that is being exposed tounduly harsh repayment terms.
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for deviations in projections of all the elements that determine BOP need 1;
should prepayment apply to each tranche separately and, if so, could there be"recoup" clause that would stop prepayment or even require Bank disbursement of
the prepaid amounts in the event BOP prospects change again during the expected
disbursement period of the loan; etc.

(iv) requesting prepayment might sour relations between the Bank and
its borrowers and could meet strong opposition at the Board, despite the fact
it should happen at a time when it should not be causing hardship on the country.

(v) there are bound to be implications for other creditors in the event
of cofinancing.

Strenghthening Conditionality. Greater uncertainty could be handled by
adding more tranches and linking specific conditionality on BOP need to tranche
disbursement. For exhmple, if the reform were expected to be implemented over
a two year period, the loan could have four tranches and require a staff
assessment of BOP need before each tranche disbursement (i.e. , twice a year).
In particular circumstances, backloading might be appropiate. Prepayment of
earlier tranches would not be required if the BOP prospects improve substantially
over the period of the loan because earlier disbursements would have been
justified on BOP grounds at each time they occured. Sme considerations :

(i) it allows the Bank to actively support the reform program in
amounts cornesurate with BOP need, and provides therefor for a flexible
adaptation of the Bank's financial assisstance to the changing BOP circumstances
that one expects in the course of a two or three year reform effort.

(ii) it avoids the technical difficulties (prespecification of
triggers, etc.) associated with automatic mechanisms such as early prepayment
clauses, and as a result it may allow for a more balanced judgement in the
determination of BOP need. On the other hand, less automaticity strenghthens the
borrowers hand and puts Bank staff under greater pressure to accomodate the
authorities.

(iii) greater conditionality would require tougher negotiation and
closer monitoring, all of which could strain dialogue 4

Postponing Loan Effectiveness. Given the uncertainty of the external
financing situation, the Bank could also consider approving the loan but
postponing loan effectiveness until a stronger case can be made for the need for
BOP assistance. This option could also allow for the same degree of monitoring
of the reform program than in the event the loan were effective, including

3 For example, if oil prices turn out to be much higher than baseline but
overall BOP result remains unchaged due to much higher imports (relaxation of
financial policies) and/or large shortfalls in other creditors contribution to
the financing plan, BOP need remains but there would not be a basis for
adjustment lending.

4 In many cases, however, the alternative would be not granting a loan.
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certifying that conditions for tranche disbursement have b.een satisfied, if this
would help the authorities with other creditors or to gain greater domestic
acceptance for the reform program. Some considerations :

(i) it would provide a "seal of approval" to the reform program even
in the event of zero disbursements. On the other hand, the borrower might
postpone implementation until the money is disbursed.

(ii) it provides the strongest link between adjustment lending and
BOP need of the options being considered but maybe the least support for the
reform effort.

Potential Candidates For Adantations in FY91/92

Venezuela : An interest support loan is being currently being considered
in the context of potential Bank support to the DDSR. It is proposed that it
include a prepayment clause. The loan might not go ahead because of lack of
similar support from the Fund.

Ecuador : The OC approved on 10/22 an IM for a $100 million trade loan
to Ecuador which proposed to include a prepayment clause. A Public sector
adjustment loan is planned for mid-91.

Nigeria a $500 million FSAL is proposed for FY91.

Congo a $40 million ESAL is scheduled for FY92.

Gabon a $50 million SAL II is scheduled for FY92.

Others Adjustment operations are scheduled in FY91/92 for
Indonesia, Mexico, and Cameroon, although the impact of higher prices (middle
scenario IED) would not appear to be unduly large compared with their financing
needs over the period, and the issue of adaptations might therefore not arise.

GO]iveros


